
Appendix D

Advanced Creations in Nuclear
Engineering

Der Welt Erbe gewänne zu eigen,
wer aus dem Rheingold schüfe den Ring,
der maßlose Macht ihm verlieh’.

The whole world can be possessed by one
who from the Rhinegold forges the Ring,
which can bestow immeasurable power.

Richard Wagner. 1854. Das Rheingold. Scene I. Wellgrunde

As discussed in Chapter 8, contributions by the German-speaking research world to fundamen-
tal nuclear science are very well documented.1 Wilhelm Röntgen discovered X-rays in 1895, and
Ludwig Zehnder was making detailed whole-body X-ray photos of humans by 1896. Hans Geiger
and Walther Müller developed accurate radiation meter designs (Geiger counters or Geiger-Müller
tubes) during the period 1908–1928 that are still in use today. Nuclear fission reactions were first
proposed by Ida Noddack in 1934, and discovered and explained by Otto Hahn, Fritz Strassmann,
Lise Meitner, and Otto Frisch in 1938–1939. Nuclear fusion reactions were proposed by Fritz Houter-
mans and his student Robert Atkinson in 1929, and refined by Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker and
Hans Bethe in 1938. Detailed mathematical models of the nucleus, essential for accurately predict-
ing nuclear decays and reactions, were first developed by von Weizsäcker in 1935 and ultimately
finalized by Otto Haxel, Johannes Hans Jensen, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Hans Suess, and Eugene
Wigner by 1949.

In contrast, progress toward nuclear engineering applications within the German-speaking research
world is much less well understood by modern scholarship. Evidence in this appendix demonstrates
that wartime nuclear engineering programs in Germany were much larger and much more advanced
than has previously been generally acknowledged. Some of the evidence even strongly suggests (but
does not conclusively prove) that Germany may have developed and successfully tested fission
bombs, and that it may have had a megaton-level hydrogen bomb in an advanced stage of de-
velopment when the war ended. It is important to carry out further research in archives around
the world, and also to conduct industrial archaeology and scientific analyses at sites where nuclear
work may have taken place, in order to clarify the true extent and history of nuclear programs in
wartime Germany.

1See for example: Bethe 1991, 1997; Blatt and Weisskopf 1952; Brown and Lee 2006; Otto Hahn 1968; Irving 1967;
L’Annunziata 2016; Nachmansohn 1979; Rife 1999; Schweber 2012; Sime 1996; Szanton 1992; Wigner 1967.
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D.1 Overview

The conventional historical view that has been held since 1945 is that Germany was still trying to
complete its first prototype fission reactor when World War II ended in Europe, and that Germany
never even made a serious attempt to develop nuclear weapons.2 This view is based on three
categories of evidence, although each category has its own limitations as summarized below:

Evidence Limitations

1. The U.S.-led Alsos Mission searching Ger-
many for evidence of nuclear-weapons-related
work at the end of the war found the incom-
plete fission reactor at Haigerloch, some pa-
pers on basic nuclear physics, and apparently
not much else, according to the public accounts
[Goudsmit 1945, 1947; Groves 1962; Pash 1969].

1. The Alsos Mission failed to properly inves-
tigate numerous specific organizations, scien-
tists, and locations that could have revealed a
more advanced nuclear program. If any more
advanced nuclear work had in fact been discov-
ered, that information would have been auto-
matically classified at the time, and could re-
main classified or buried in archives and unre-
leased to this day.

2. Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge,
Kurt Diebner, Walther Gerlach, Otto Hahn,
Paul Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Ko-
rsching, Max von Laue, Carl Friedrich von
Weizsäcker, and Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the
Alsos Mission were kept under house arrest from
July 1945 until January 1946 at Farm Hall in
the United Kingdom, where their private con-
versations were recorded without their knowl-
edge. The transcripts, which were not released
to the public until 1992, record the scientists’
surprise at news of the 6 August 1945 Hiroshima
bombing and do not reveal significant apparent
knowledge of nuclear weapons design and devel-
opment [Bernstein 2001; Frank 1993].

2. There is evidence that the scientists sus-
pected surveillance and presumably conducted
their conversations accordingly. The preserved
transcripts document only a small fraction of
the discussions that may have occurred during
those six months. Moreover, the preserved tran-
scripts are only English translations, which may
or may not accurately reflect the original Ger-
man conversations. The original recordings were
taped over and lost.

3. In their public interviews and writings in
the years after the war, German nuclear sci-
entists professed a lack of desire, plans, mate-
rials and/or political support to produce nu-
clear weapons for the Third Reich [Cassidy
1992; Heisenberg 1953, 1971; Irving 1967; Pow-
ers 1993; NYT 1948-12-28 p. 10].

3. It is not clear to what extent that was fac-
tual history versus personal spin meant to avoid
postwar criticism, and the answer may vary for
di↵erent scientists in question.

2E.g., Goudsmit 1947; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Irving 1967; Powers 1993; Rose 1998; Walker 1989, 1995.
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On the basis of these three lines of evidence, Samuel Goudsmit, the scientific leader of the Alsos
Mission, publicly gave the first conventional history of the wartime German nuclear program in his
December 1945 testimony before a U.S. Senate committee [Goudsmit 1945]:

In spite of certain preliminary newspaper reports, we can say that the Germans did not
have anything at all. They were way behind. They just did not have the vision which
the Allied scientists had, I believe.

[...] For instance, as I mentioned before, the German scientists seem to have lacked
the vision. They did not believe in its success from the very beginning. They knew
its importance, and were convinced that the project was important; but they did not
believe that it could be done within a reasonable time, 50 to 100 years.

Other reasons why the Germans did not make any real progress were probably, as I men-
tioned before, that the key men in administrative positions were utterly incompetent.
For instance, Army Ordnance had as its chief advisor on military matters a second-rate
physicist named Schumann, like the musician Schumann. In fact, his main interest was
the physics of piano strings. [...]

That man had a small project going on in one of the Army proving grounds near Berlin,
and the scientists he had working with him were definitely inferior compared with the
scientists which were available in Germany for such a project; so there was one group
working.

There was another group working in the so-called Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute for physics.
[...]

A private scientist, Baron von Ardenne, a clever technician and businessman, got the
Minister of Post and Telegraph, Ohnesorge, interested in his research. Ohnesorge was
near to Hitler and kept the Fuehrer informed about the importance of the project. For
awhile, Von Ardenne was considered by the German authorities to be the expert on the
uranium problem, much to the dismay of the really competent scientists.

[...] At the beginning of 1945, most of the research was still in practically in the same
state as it had been in 1943. Isotope separation had been tried on a very small scale
only by means of a centrifuge. [...]

Some of the key scientists worked only part time on this important research and the rest
of the time did routine teaching or administrative work. The lack of proper large-scale
facilities necessary for this kind of work was, of course, another reason for the lack of
success.

At the slow pace at which they were progressing, it is obvious that German scientists
did not believe a bomb would be constructed within the course of the war. They were
confident that perhaps a uranium machine, or at least its basic principles, could be
obtained within a reasonable length of time. It is remarkable, however, how incomplete
their knowledge was. They were, according to their research reports, scarcely aware of
some of the basic di�culties which they were likely to encounter in their e↵orts. Most
surprising is the fact that not even their best scientists had given any thought to the
use of plutonium.
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The e↵ort was small, though it had the highest priority among all scientific research
projects in Germany. The total expenditure was about 15,000,000 marks, which is per-
haps equivalent to some $10,000,000. The appropriation for 1944–45 was 3 1⁄4 million
marks with a subsequent supplement of 1,000,000.

It is estimated that approximately 100 scientists were active on this project. They were
divided into several rather small groups working on di↵erent phases of the problem and
were spread all over Germany.

Toward the end of the year, the German experiments had indicated that it was possible
to obtain an increase in the number of neutrons, but no self-sustaining neutron source
had been constructed as yet. [...] Gerlach was quite upset when, shortly afterward, the
S. S. spread rumors that the Germans were soon going to use a uranium bomb. The
scientists knew that they were still a hundred years away from that goal. [...]

Not until they learned about the use of the atomic bomb by the Allies did they realize
how far behind they were. They had lost not only the military war, but also the war of
science.

For 75+ years, the wartime German nuclear program has been described in conventional historical
books in terms fairly similar to those first given by Goudsmit in 1945. These books tend to focus
primarily on Werner Heisenberg’s research group without su�ciently considering the other research
groups, and they all conclude that Germany never even made a serious attempt to build an atomic
bomb, let alone made significant progress toward one. The greatest di↵erence among these books is
where they fall on a spectrum ranging from viewing the German scientists’ motives and competence
more favorably [e.g., Irving 1967; Powers 1993], in relatively neutral terms [e.g., Walker 1989, 1995],
or less favorably [e.g., Goudsmit 1947; Rose 1998].

In fact, one of the most recent of those academic history books went so far as to openly declare
[Rose 1998, p. xvi–xvii]:

Since the war an apologetic campaign has been mounted by Heisenberg and other Ger-
man physicists and historians to demonstrate that he understood fully both the moral
and scientific issues involved in this work as chief physicist for the Nazi atomic bomb
project from 1939 to 1945. [...] If we are to understand Heisenberg as he really was, we
must enter into the German frame of mind, or mentality, or mind-set and sensibility,
that had evolved out of the German culture of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
strange though that mentality appears now to non-Germans, and even to those Ger-
mans who have been shaped by the changed and Westernized German culture that has
been developing since 1945.

I cannot say that my British background has made me entirely sympathetic to German
culture. Although I would be the first to admit its outstanding achievements in science,
music, and intellectual life in general, its insistent abstraction as well as the more sinister
traditions that accompanied it induce in me a certain skepticism and even aversion. As
the American liberal philosopher John Dewey once observed, even Kant’s categorical
imperative has a whi↵ of the Prussian drill sergeant about it; the grand moral principle
depended, despite its apparent universal reasonableness, on an all too German demand
for conforming obedience. Some readers may be put o↵ by what seems, following this
spirit of distrust of Kant, the Tendenz of the present book, its lack of sympathy with
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German culture, and its seeming moral and scientific denigration of a great physicist
who found himself born into an evil time. [...] The only real test of the historical truth
of the present reconstruction is whether it makes better sense of the central problem
of the Heisenberg a↵air and conforms more exactly to the facts as far as we may know
them about Heisenberg, the German atomic bomb project, and German culture and
society before, during, and after the Third Reich than do other versions. [...]

In this book I have tried to penetrate into how Germans think—or rather, perhaps,
used to think—and to show how radically di↵erent are German and what I have termed
“Western” mentalities and sensibilities. My regret is that in order to expose the nature
and fallacies of much of this German thinking and feeling, I have, I fear, often been
forced to be tediously analytical. This is not, in consequence, a graceful book, I am
sorry to confess, but perhaps Heisenberg and his company have benefited too long from
grace of various sorts.

Such statements should spur modern scholars to set aside this conventional historical narrative
and make a de novo, detailed, and fully independent evaluation of the wartime German nuclear
program. Indeed, with access to some of the previously unavailable former Soviet and East German
archives and witness testimony, as well as newly discovered and released U.S. and British documents,
beginning in the 1990s several authors argued (with varying degrees of success and accuracy) that
wartime German work on nuclear weapons was actually much more extensive, involved many more
scientists, and progressed much further than had been accepted by the conventional historical
narrative.3

As discovered by those authors, the wartime German nuclear program was much more extensive
than had previously been acknowledged, and involved many more scientists and engineers than had
been recognized. In particular, there is evidence that suggests that:

1. Scientists in the German nuclear program researched and produced significant
amounts of fission fuels and potential methods to use them (Section D.2.1):

(a) Scientists such as Kurt Diebner (German, 1905–1964), Siegfried Flügge (German, 1912–
1997), Paul Harteck (Austrian, 1902–1985), Fritz Houtermans (German, 1903–1966),
Josef Schintlmeister (Austrian, 1908–1971), Georg Stetter (Austrian, 1895–1988), and
Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker (German, 1912–2007) gave detailed descriptions of how
fission fuel could be used to create either reactors or bombs, beginning in 1939 (p. 2612).

(b) Germany obtained over 2800 tons of uranium and thorium ore from sources throughout
Europe, and processed it at several di↵erent locations (p. 2638). A February 1946 U.S.
intelligence report on Czech uranium mines noted, “The Germans put mining on a high
priority... throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special planes to
Germany and Austria” (p. 2784).

3E.g., Brooks 1992, 2002; Frank Doebert in Walpersberg Geschichts- und Forschungsjournal 2015, 2016; Eilers
2007, 2015; Fäth 1999, 2000; Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Geheimnis Jonastal 2002–2019; Georg 2009;
Henshall 1998, 2000, 2002; Hirschfeld and Brooks 1996; Hydrick 1998, 2016; Karlsch 2005, 2006, 2011; Karlsch and
Laufer 2002; Karlsch and Petermann 2007; Karlsch and Zeman 2016; Mayer and Mehner 2001, 2002, 2004a, 2004b,
2009, 2010, 2016, 2019; Mehner 2004; Nagel 2003, 2011, 2012a, 2016; Oleynikov 2000; Petermann 2000; Schmitzberger
2004; von Schwarzenbeck 2010; Stevens 2007; Sulzer and Brauburger 2015; Matthias Uhl quoted in Schauka 2015;
Wilcox 2019; Zeman and Karlsch 2008.
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(c) Konrad Beyerle (German, 1900–1979), Wilhelm Groth (German, 1904–1977), Werner
Holtz (German, 1908–?), Werner Schwietzke (German, 1910–1987), and many others
worked in teams that developed gas centrifuges to enrich uranium-235. Centrifugation
proved so superior to the U.S. Manhattan Project’s enrichment methods that the German
gas centrifuge designs are now the worldwide standard for uranium enrichment (p. 2642).

(d) Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997), Heinz Ewald (German, 1914–1992), Wolf-
gang Paul (German, 1913–1993), Wilhelm Walcher (German, 1910–2005), and many oth-
ers worked in teams that developed electromagnetic separators to enrich uranium-235.
These electromagnetic separators were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s calutrons
(p. 2650).

(e) Erich Bagge (German, 1912–1996) invented and successfully demonstrated a unique
uranium enrichment device called an isotope sluice, which combined some features of
centrifuges and electromagnetic separators (p. 2670).

(f) Erika Cremer (German, 1900–1996), Rudolf Fleischmann (German, 1903–2002), Gustav
Hertz (German, 1887–1975), and others developed gaseous di↵usion methods suitable
for enriching uranium-235 that were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s gaseous
di↵usion technology (p. 2672).

(g) If Germany scaled up any of these proven uranium enrichment methods in order to pro-
duce nuclear weapons, it would presumably have distributed that production capability
among a number of small underground locations for protection against Allied bombing.
Archival documents mention dozens of highly suspicious sites that might have been used
for that purpose and that still have not been properly investigated (p. 2677).

(h) Ludwig Bewilogua (German, 1906–1983), Kurt Diebner, Paul Harteck, Otto Haxel (Ger-
man, 1909–1998), and many others worked in teams trying to develop fission reactors
suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from natural uranium-238 or uranium-233 from nat-
ural thorium-232. Two reactors were on the brink of criticality by the end of the war,
and there is some evidence that other reactors may have actually become operational
during the war (p. 2708).

(i) Walther Bothe (German, 1891–1957), Walter Dällenbach (Swiss, 1892–1990), Max Steen-
beck (German, 1904–1981), Rolf Wideröe (Norwegian but studied and worked in Ger-
many, 1902–1996), and many others worked on particle-accelerator-driven electronuclear
systems suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from natural uranium-238 or uranium-233
from natural thorium-232. There is some evidence that such systems may have been
operational during the war (p. 2769).

(j) At the end of the war, Allied countries removed over 2800 tons of uranium and thorium
from former German-controlled territory (p. 2791). In addition, in 1974, Alwin Ur↵,
deputy technical plant manager of the Asse nuclear disposal site in Germany, stated:
“When we began storage in 1967, our company first sank radioactive waste from the last
war, that uranium waste which arose in the preparation of the German atomic bomb”
(p. 2793).
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2. Germany also produced large quantities of other nuclear-related materials during
the war (Section D.2.2):

(a) Deuterium, a great fusion fuel and source for producing neutrons and tritium, and an
excellent neutron moderator for fission reactors when in the form of deuterated (heavy)
water (p. 2797).

(b) Lithium, also an excellent fusion fuel and source for producing neutrons and tritium (p.
2825).

(c) Beryllium, a great neutron reflector/multiplier for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2828).

(d) Boron, a good neutron absorber for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2830).

(e) Graphite (carbon), an excellent neutron moderator for fission reactors (p. 2831).

(f) Fluorine, an essential ingredient of uranium hexafluoride for uranium enrichment (p.
2835).

(g) Aluminum, a good cladding for fission fuel in reactors and bombs (p. 2838).

(h) Calcium, an important element for the purification of thorium, uranium, and/or pluto-
nium (p. 2842).

(i) Nickel, the most corrosion-resistant metal for building uranium enrichment machinery
that would be exposed to uranium hexafluoride (p. 2848).

(j) Zirconium, a very good cladding for fission fuel in reactors (p. 2851).

(k) Cadmium, an excellent neutron absorber for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2854).

3. Adolf Busemann (German, 1901–1986), Rolf Engel (German, 1912–1993), Gott-
fried Guderley (German, 1910–1997), Rudi Schall (German, 1913–2002), Hubert
Schardin (German, 1902–1965), Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985), Walter
Trinks (German, 1910–1995), and many others worked in teams that developed
and demonstrated implosion bomb designs suitable for fission weapons (Section
D.2.3):

(a) No later than 1942, Gottfried Guderley, a hydrodynamics expert working for the German
military, predicted the pressure, density, and temperature in spherical and cylindrical
implosion bomb configurations, mathematical solutions that are still used today (pp.
2861–2862).

(b) 1943 U.S. intelligence reports stated that “several factories and hundreds of workers”
just south of Hamburg were producing a new type of explosive that had a remarkably
high density, that was so energetic that one kilogram of the new material would have
a blast radius of several kilometers, and that would be placed into bombs of a highly
unusual spherical design (p. 2863).

(c) In November 1944, Time magazine published an intelligence report that Germany was
developing an atomic bomb with a spherical implosion design (p. 2869).
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(d) A 23 March 1945 letter from General Ilyichev to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans
had an atomic bomb and described it in considerable detail as a 2-ton, 1.3-meter-diameter
spherical implosion device with multiple concentric layers and a uranium-235 core (p.
3024).

(e) Erich Schumann, the German Army Ordnance O�ce’s head physicist, along with others
on his sta↵, spent several years during the war designing and testing ever more sophis-
ticated bombs designed to use an outer shell of conventional explosives to implode an
inner core of various materials, including nuclear fuels (pp. 2871–2912). (Schumann was
also Wernher von Braun’s Ph.D. thesis advisor for the development of rockets, as well
as a key figure in Germany’s biological warfare program and several other advanced re-
search programs. Yet Goudsmit testified to the U.S. Senate that Schumann was mainly
interested in “the physics of piano strings.”)

(f) In November 1945, the German economist Erwin Respondek wrote that Erich Schumann
had been involved in the development of an atomic bomb that used uranium fuel and
a neutron initiator (and presumably Schumann’s expertise, conventional explosives for
spherical implosion) (p. 2874).

(g) A Top Secret U.S. cable from March 1946 stated that a “capable young engineer” in
Poland knew that atomic bomb casings included a layer of cadmium, which was true for
the implosion bomb designs described by both Ilyichev and Schumann (p. 3006).

(h) 1946 U.S. intelligence documents described how SS General Hans Kammler’s deputy
Erich Purucker and a car full of German atomic bomb plans were captured by Russian
forces in May 1945 (p. 3210).

(i) After the war, Kurt Diebner discussed spherical implosion bomb designs, specifically
showing a spherical core of fission fuel with a center of fusion fuel (pp. 2913–2916).

(j) German witnesses described secretive and mysterious work that had been conducted
during the war to produce and test nesting aluminum spheres that apparently matched
the description of those in the implosion bomb designs (p. 2917).

(k) In 2000–2002 interviews, Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant, Werner Grothmann, men-
tioned the development of an atomic bomb that “would have possessed a spherical shape
with a diameter of over one meter. It was very heavy, even though the bomb body itself
was supposed to be out of aluminum. It was said, if one reduces the weight, the yield is
not as high” (pp. 2920–2922).

4. Wolfgang Ferrant (German?, ??–??), Alfred Klemm (German, 1913–2013), Karl
Lintner (Austrian, 1917–2015), Josef Mattauch (Austrian, 1895–1976), Erich Schu-
mann, Georg Stetter, Walter Trinks, and many others worked in teams that re-
searched and produced significant amounts of fusion fuels and potential methods
to use them (Section D.2.4):

(a) German patents, articles, and other documents from 1933 through 1945 discussed how
to produce fusion reactions in high-voltage tubes (pp. 2772 and 2926–2941). That tech-
nology would have been very useful as a fusion neutron initiator in a fission bomb, as
described by Diebner (p. 2916) and Ilyichev (p. 3024).
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(b) In postwar papers apparently based on wartime work, Erich Schumann andWalter Trinks
(pp. 2871–2912) and Kurt Diebner (pp. 2913–2916) described spherical implosion bomb
designs with a center of fusion fuel inside a spherical shell of fission fuel. That “fusion
boosting” approach could have greatly increased the yield of a fission bomb by supplying
far more neutrons to trigger fission reactions.

(c) A number of documents show that there was wartime work using lithium and deuterium
together as fusion fuel (pp. 2936–2950). Because lithium deuteride is solid and not a gas
or cryogenic liquid, it makes an ideal fuel for hydrogen bombs.

(d) During the war, Alfred Klemm (under the direction of Josef Mattauch) perfected a
method to separate the lithium-6 isotope from the predominant lithium-7 in natural
lithium (pp. 2951–2954). That would only be useful for nuclear applications. Klemm
also stated that there was wartime work to produce tritium, another very potent fusion
fuel (p. 2953).

(e) In 1950 Ulrich Jetter published a detailed proposal that fusion bombs could use lithium-6
deuteride as readily storable solid fuel, rather than the much more troublesome cryo-
genic deuterium and tritium (p. 2955). Based on the other documents available, Jetter’s
description appears to be based on wartime German work. O�cially, lithium-6 deuteride
was first considered in the United States by Edward Teller in 1947 and in the Soviet
Union by Vitaly Ginzberg in 1949, was first tested by the United States in 1954, and
is commonly used in modern H bombs [Goncharov 1996a; Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes
1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017].

(f) In 1946, several scientists and engineers reported that during the war, Germany had
been working on a 6-ton radioactive bomb, as well as methods to deliver it by rockets
or aircraft (pp. 2948 and 2957–2961). Such a massive bomb would have been very chal-
lenging to deliver, and could presumably only have been justified if it were a hydrogen
bomb. Conventional explosives, a dirty bomb of conventional explosives with radioactive
material, chemical weapons, biological weapons, and even fission bombs could have been
packaged into much smaller and much more easily deliverable sizes (and if necessary,
several of them could have been delivered separately to the same target).

(g) A 1946 U.S. intelligence document mentioned wartime German research on H-bomb
development as well as nuclear-armed ballistic missiles (p. 2962).

(h) In 1944–1945, several U.K. and U.S. newspapers reported that Germany was developing
a bomb with a six-mile blast radius, which is characteristic of the several-megaton energy
of an H bomb, in stark contrast to the much smaller several-kiloton energy of a plain
fission bomb (pp. 2963–2964).

(i) Friedwardt Winterberg, who worked very closely with Kurt Diebner after the war, pub-
lished a highly distinctive ellipsoidal H-bomb design that looks rather di↵erent than
standard U.S. H-bomb designs, but is deeply steeped in earlier German hydrodynamics
and physics research (p. 2966). A surviving 1944 sketch from Walther Gerlach shows
an ellipsoid in conjunction with nuclear reactions involving deuterium, which seems to
support the wartime origin of Winterberg’s ellipsoidal H-bomb design (p. 2968).

(j) Werner Grothmann stated that the German nuclear program was developing several
di↵erent bomb types, including a hydrogen bomb. He said that the hydrogen bomb
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looked like a “swollen bomb” (ellipsoidal?), would have been a hundred times more
powerful than a fission bomb (megatons vs. tens of kilotons), and was expected to be
ready in 1946 (which suggests that it had already progressed far in its development by
1945); see pp. 2635 and 2921.

5. There may have been a test explosion on the Baltic coast in October 1944, as
reported by multiple sources (Section D.2.5):

(a) In August 1944, a German prisoner of war reported that “experiments are conducted
on an estate in Pomerania [on the Baltic coast] and it is alleged that this explosive is
capable of destroying everything in a radius of several kilometers.” (p. 2983).

(b) In October 1944, Philip Morrison of the U.S. Manhattan Project mentioned “recent
reports of Baltic explosions” that were being investigated by the Manhattan Project as
possible tests of a German atomic bomb (p. 2983).

(c) In May 1945, German prisoner of war Friedrich Olmes said that there had been “exper-
iments with the atom-splitting bomb” and that “practical experiments were conducted
on the Baltic coast” (p. 2984).

(d) A 19 August 1945 U.S. Army Air Force intelligence report entitled “Investigations, Re-
search, Developments, and Practical Use of the German Atomic Bomb” presented testi-
mony by Rudolph Zinsser, a German pilot captured by U.S. forces, that in October 1944
he flew near the massive explosion of a new German bomb on or near the Baltic coast,
describing in detail a very large mushroom cloud and severe electrical disturbances (p.
2985). After further investigation, rather than dismissing Zinsser’s report, the United
States decided to upgrade it from Secret to Top Secret in October 1945 (p. 2988).

(e) In testimony in 1955, 1984, and 2005, Italian military correspondent Luigi Romersa
stated that by a special arrangement between Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler, on 12
October 1944 he witnessed the massive explosion of a new German bomb on the Baltic
coast (apparently Rügen island), had to wait in a bunker for many hours afterward for
the site to become less dangerous (short radioactive half-lives?), and then had to wear a
special protective suit when inspecting the leveled test site afterward (pp. 2990–2995).

(f) Werner Grothmann stated in 2000–2002 interviews that there was a successful atomic
bomb test in October 1944 (p. 2996).

(g) In a 13 March 2005 television interview, Elisabeth Mestlin stated that she observed a
massive explosion on Rügen from a neighboring island on 12 October 1944 (p. 2999).

6. There may have been a test explosion in Poland in approximately November
1944, as reported by multiple sources (Section D.2.6):

(a) As already mentioned, a Top Secret U.S. cable from March 1946 stated that a “capable
young engineer” in Poland knew that atomic bomb casings included a layer of cadmium,
which was true for the implosion bomb designs described by both Ilyichev and Schu-
mann (p. 3006). The Polish engineer’s knowledge suggests that German-run industry in
wartime Poland was involved in developing and/or testing an atomic bomb.
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(b) Robert Jackson, chief U.S. prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials, stated on 21 June 1946
that he had received evidence that a new bomb design producing very intense heat had
killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners in a specially constructed test village near Auschwitz (p.
3007).

(c) In December 1946, Otto Hahn said that there had been rumors that “atom bomb tests
had been carried out in Poland during the last year of the war which were supposed to
have had an e↵ect similar to the first atom bomb dropped on Hiroshima though on a
considerably smaller scale” (p. 3009).

(d) Gezo Mansfeldt, a survivor of Auschwitz, reported in December 1946 that he was fre-
quently interrogated by Soviet o�cials about high-security wartime production work at
Auschwitz and that he “learned of the atomic bomb tests” (p. 3010).

(e) A 1947 U.S. intelligence report stated that the Germans built a heavy water production
plant near Auschwitz and that it was removed by the Soviets (p. 3010). Heavy water
would only be useful for nuclear work, and the production of heavy water near Auschwitz
suggests the presence of other nuclear work in Poland.

(f) In 1947, Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten, stated that Franz Göring,
a senior SS security o�cial, had told him that a new bomb design producing several
thousand degrees of heat had killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners in a specially constructed
test village near Auschwitz (p. 3011).

(g) Heinrich Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wul↵, confirmed that Franz Göring
had stated that a new bomb design producing several thousand degrees of heat had
killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners in a specially constructed test village near Auschwitz (p.
3012).

(h) Werner Grothmann stated that there was a successful atomic bomb test in or around
November 1944 (p. 2996).

7. There may have been a test explosion in Thuringia in March 1945, as reported
by multiple sources (Section D.2.7):

(a) A 15 November 1944 letter from General Ivan Ilyichev, chief of intelligence for the Soviet
army, to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans in Thuringia were preparing under
hurried but very high security conditions to test a new “bomb of unusual construction”
with a “large destructive power” that might be an atomic bomb (p. 3020).

(b) A 23 March 1945 letter from General Ilyichev to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans
in Thuringia had recently conducted two very high-security test explosions of a new
bomb design, described in considerable detail as a 2-ton, 1.3-meter-diameter spherical
implosion device with multiple concentric layers and a uranium-235 core that created
a “massive radioactive e↵ect,” incinerated or burned nearby prisoners of war (POWs),
and destroyed buildings and trees within a radius of 500–600 meters (p. 3024).

(c) In a 30 March 1945 letter from Igor Kurchatov to General Ilyichev, Kurchatov analyzed
the details reported in the 23 March 1945 letter, said it gave a “very believable description
of the construction of the bomb,” and requested further information (p. 3035).
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(d) 21 and 29 May 1945 letters from Georgy Flerov to Igor Kurchatov reported that Flerov
was currently in Dresden and en route to study the alleged German atomic test site
using Geiger counters, and requested that former POWs returning from Germany to the
Soviet Union should be interviewed to learn if any of them knew anything about the test
(p. 3041).

(e) An October 1945 report from Soviet Marshall Georgy Zhukov to Stalin stated: “On
the basis of the materials we have collected, one can conclude that the Germans have
achieved good results in the field of theoretical and practical research and application of
nuclear power up to the construction of an atomic bomb” (p. 3058).

(f) A 1946 Russian interrogation summary reported that Robert Döpel stated that there
was an atomic bomb test on a German military base before the end of the war (p. 3059).

(g) Apparently there is or at least was considerably more information about the apparent
German nuclear tests in Russian government archives, including even a captured German
film entitled “Film of the Launch of a V-2 and the Explosion of an Atomic Bomb” (p.
3062). At a bare minimum, there are presumably documents identifying the Soviet spy
who provided the information given in Ilyichev’s two reports, documents reporting the
suspected test site location to Flerov (which he seemed to know, but which was not in
Ilyichev’s two reports), documents reporting what (if anything) Flerov ultimately found,
and documents describing the “collected materials” to which Zhukov referred.

(h) 21 March 1945 and 9 June 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photos of the Ohrdruf mil-
itary base appeared to show a large circular area of possible blast damage, as well as
surrounding buildings that may have been a↵ected by blast and/or radioactive fallout,
whereas a 12 August 1944 aerial reconnaissance photo did not show those features (pp.
3065–3069).

(i) In what appears to be a transcript of her testimony before an East German government
inquiry on 16 May 1962, Cläre Werner, a wartime lookout at the Veste Wachsenburg
castle near the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz military base, reported watching a large
nearby test explosion on 4 March and another one on 12 March 1945, as well as being
informed of the historic nature of the explosions by visiting military and SS o�cials.
She reported that she and other local residents su↵ered from symptoms that sound like
radiation sickness. Although there are unresolved questions about the nature and the
chain of custody of the 1962 transcript, Cläre Werner confirmed the key points of her
testimony in several interviews conducted in 1999–2000 (p. 3073).

(j) In a transcript of his apparent testimony before the same East German government
inquiry on 16 May 1962, Heinz Wachsmut reported being conscripted into a unique work
assignment for the afternoon and evening of 5 March 1945 in Thuringia. He reported
encountering large numbers of living, dying, and dead people su↵ering from what sounds
like radiation sickness and burns in the aftermath of what the SS told him was a history-
making test explosion. Under the close supervision of the SS, he was instructed to wear
protective gear, and he burned approximately 450 bodies on woodpiles and saw a total
of approximately 700 bodies being burned. (It is not clear if all of those were victims
of the test explosion, or if some were victims of the daily harsh treatment of POWs.)
Afterward his protective gear and clothing were burned, he was instructed to wash
himself thoroughly, and he was unable to eat for days afterward possibly due to radiation
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sickness. While there are again unresolved questions about the 1962 transcript, the family
of Heinz Wachsmut confirmed that he had described the same events and details to them
(p. 3077).

(k) In transcripts of his testimony before East German government inquiries in 1966, Erich
Rundnagel, a plumber who had worked for Kurt Diebner’s nuclear research group in
Thuringia during the war, reported that the scientists had told him they had two eight-
kilogram atomic bombs (presumably fission pits for atomic bombs) in their safe (p.
3083).

(l) Colonel Oscar Koch, who was a high-ranking intelligence o�cer working with General
George Patton, stated that a German prisoner of war described the massive explosion
of a new bomb type in Thuringia in March 1945 (p. 3085).

(m) Werner Grothmann stated in 2000–2002 interviews that there was an atomic bomb test
in Thuringia on 4 March 1945 (p. 2996).

8. During the war, there was high-level Axis political support from Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, Hans Kammler (German, 1901–?), Wilhelm Ohnesorge (Ger-
man, 1872–1962), and others for the development and deployment of nuclear
weapons. There was also high-level Allied political belief by Franklin Roosevelt,
Dwight Eisenhower, J. Edgar Hoover, Allen Dulles, and others in the reality of
advanced German nuclear weapons programs (Section D.2.8):

(a) Heinrich Himmler’s diplomatic contact, Grand Mufti Amin al-Husaini of Jerusalem,
wrote that Himmler had informed him in July 1943 that Germany was developing an
atomic bomb (p. 3093).

(b) Heinrich Himmler’s political rival, Albert Speer, wrote that Himmler was keenly inter-
ested in developing an atomic bomb during the war (p. 3096).

(c) The Daily Telegraph and Morning Post reported that in 1944, Germany was preparing
“an atomic bomb” with “an explosive radius of more than two miles” (p. 3100).

(d) On 5 August 1944, Hitler informed the Romanian dictator Ion Antonescu that Germany
had developed and would use a V-series weapon with “such a tremendous e↵ect that
all human life would be destroyed within a radius of three to four kilometers from the
impact point” (p. 3101).

(e) In September 1944, the Los Angeles Times reported that invading U.S. troops had found
evidence that Germany was preparing a rocket-launched bomb “with an explosive radius
of three kilometers” (p. 3102).

(f) In a 9 December 1944 memo, U.S. Admiral William Leahy stated that on 8 December
the Joint Chiefs of Sta↵ discussed the possibility of a “V-3 stratospheric bomb attack”
on the United States (p. 3107).

(g) Margaret Suckley, President Franklin Roosevelt’s secretary, wrote on 9 December 1944
in her diary that Roosevelt had received reliable reports that the Germans had developed
a bomb capable killing everything within a mile and that the German program was “way
ahead” of similar U.S. research (p. 3108).
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(h) On 16 December 1944, Benito Mussolini stated that “thousands of German scientists are
working day and night” to develop new weapons that would change the war, apparently
in reference to information he received via Luigi Romersa (p. 3110).

(i) In 16 November 1944 and 9 February 1945 letters from FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover to
President Franklin Roosevelt’s advisor Harry Hopkins, Hoover reported that intercepted
messages from Germany to German spies in the U.S. asked the spies about “the prob-
able reaction of the people of the United States if Germany used the explosive power
obtained through the splitting of the uranium atom,” high-priority targets in the United
States that Germany could bomb, and methods that U.S. labs used to avoid criticality
accidents with large quantities of uranium, suggesting that Germany had large quantities
of enriched uranium (pp. 3106–3112).

(j) Widespread German reports from late 1944 through 1945 claimed that Germany was on
the verge of deploying atomic bombs and missiles for them (p. 3113).

(k) On 14 February 1945, Hitler told one of his doctors: “In no time at all, I’m going to
start using my Victory weapon and then the war will come to a glorious end. Some time
ago we solved the problem of nuclear fission, and we have developed it so far that we
can exploit the energy for armaments purposes. They won’t know what hit them! It’s
the weapon of the future. With it Germany’s future is assured” (p. 3114).

(l) Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten, wrote that in early March 1945,
Himmler was very optimistic about the imminent success of an atomic bomb (p. 3011).

(m) Heinrich Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wul↵, confirmed that in mid-March
1945, Himmler was very optimistic about the imminent success of an atomic bomb (p.
3012).

(n) In 2000–2002 interviews, Werner Grothmann described how an extensive program run
by Heinrich Himmler developed, tested, and debated the deployment of atomic bombs
(p. 3117).

(o) In a 1 April 1945 telegram to Allied leaders, a senior U.S. intelligence o�cial, Allen
Dulles, reported that Luftwa↵e General Albert Kesselring mentioned deliberations among
Hitler’s top sta↵ about whether to use a final secret weapon, referred to as the “desper-
ation weapon,” that would cause a “terrible blood bath” (p. 3119).

(p) In a September 1945 interrogation, the father of an SS o�cer told Americans about
deliberations among Hitler’s top sta↵ over an atomic bomb in April 1945 (p. 3119).

(q) Shortly after the war, German rocket engineers Wernher von Braun and Walter Dorn-
berger, as well as American o�cials who examined the German rocket program, reported
that Germany planned to use its rockets to carry a “much more powerful explosive,” pre-
sumably atomic bombs (p. 3123).

(r) In a 25 August 1945 press release, the U.S. O�ce of War Information stated that “Ger-
many’s inner war secrets” included “experiments with the atomic bomb,” that “Germans
made significant progress in the development of an atomic bomb,” and that not all “of
the secrets... may be disclosed at this time” (p. 3125).
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(s) Shortly after the war, U.S. Army General George C. Marshall made several noteworthy
public statements: (1) “German technological advances such as in the development of
atomic explosives made it imperative that we attack before these terrible weapons could
be turned against us.” (2) “At the close of the German war in Europe they [U.S. factories]
were just on the outer fringes of the range of fire from an enemy in Europe. Goering
stated after his capture that it was a certainty the eastern American cities would have
been under rocket bombardment had Germany remained undefeated for two more years.
The first attacks would have started much sooner.” (3) “It is not hard to predict that
supersonic atomic rockets will have a profound influence on any war that ever again has
to be fought” (p. 3130).

(t) In July 1946, the U.S. Army Air Force Review published an article stating, “it is still
a matter of scientific conjecture just how many weeks—or days—it might have taken
Germany to be ready with her atomic devices for the V-2s” (p. 3136).

9. Publicly, the U.S. Alsos Mission failed to seriously investigate major organiza-
tions (Reichspost, SS, Army Ordnance O�ce, IG Farben, Siemens, etc.), scien-
tists (Manfred von Ardenne, Rolf Engel, Siegfried Flügge, Gustav Hertz, Werner
Holtz, Fritz Houtermans, Hubert Schardin, Erich Schumann, Werner Schwiet-
zke, Max Steenbeck, Walter Trinks, etc.), and locations (Soviet-occupied areas
of Germany, most areas of Thuringia and Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary, Norway, and Denmark) that are known or suspected to have been involved
in the German nuclear weapons program (Section D.2.9):

(a) In his 1947 book, Samuel Goudsmit, the scientific leader of the Alsos Mission, stated that
he decided in advance to focus on Werner Heisenberg’s work and that he did not consider
it important to seriously investigate other scientists, locations, and organizations that
could have been involved in nuclear work (p. 3138).

(b) The detailed Manhattan District History of the Alsos Mission, written in 1947 and kept
classified for decades, confirmed the information reported by Goudsmit—Alsos indeed
failed to seriously pursue numerous scientists, locations, and organizations that could
have given much more information about the German nuclear program (p. 3143).

(c) In the Farm Hall transcripts, ten German scientists who had been rounded up by Alsos
and detained for six months in a bugged U.K. house discussed Goudsmit’s clear preju-
dices and openly speculated that their conversations were being monitored (thus they
would have conducted their conversations accordingly, p. 3164).

10. In secret, the United States and/or United Kingdom may have found and ben-
efited from materials and expertise from the German nuclear weapons program
(Section D.2.10):

(a) There is evidence that some Alsos personnel, or other personnel associated with Alsos,
may have found information on some aspects of the German nuclear weapons program
(p. 3172).

(b) There are indications that Dutch intelligence may have provided information about the
German nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p.
3185).
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(c) There is evidence that French intelligence may have provided information about the
German nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p.
3187).

(d) In May 1945, the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States. It con-
tained 560 kg of uranium oxide (possibly enriched), bomb detonators, other materials,
plans, and technical experts that may have shed light on the German nuclear program.
Other submarines may have carried additional relevant materials, documents, and per-
sonnel (p. 3189).

(e) Many high-level German military and political o�cials who presumably would have
known a great amount about the German nuclear program were captured and interro-
gated at length by the United States and/or United Kingdom. That includes Dr. Ing.
Hans Kammler, the SS General who controlled all German advanced weapons programs
by the end of the war, was allegedly killed in May 1945, but apparently was actually cap-
tured and interrogated for months or perhaps even years by the United States. Available
documents show that those o�cials did indeed discuss the German nuclear program, al-
though currently available declassified documents do not reveal most of the details that
those German o�cials provided (p. 3205).

(f) At the end of the war, investigators from the United States personally inspected many
of the facilities where German nuclear work may have occurred. Reports on what they
found have never been publicly released (p. 3225).

(g) Many German and Austrian scientists who appear to have been involved in the nuclear
program visited or worked in the United States after the war, and may have provided
information about wartime German work. Files for some scientists are still not available
to the public (p. 3241).

(h) There is evidence that other U.S. investigators, or intelligence services from other coun-
tries, may have found information about the German nuclear program (p. 3247).

After all of this evidence has been presented, later sections of this appendix will draw upon it to
analyze various aspects of the German nuclear program.

It is possible that the reports of wartime German nuclear weapons tests arose from tests of non-
nuclear weapons (such as fuel-air explosives or chemical warfare agents), false wartime propaganda,
or other factors. However, it is known that there were extensive and highly secretive nuclear pro-
grams in wartime Germany, that numerous military research and production sites were severely
bombed by the Allies during the war and/or sanitized by the Germans at the end of the war, that
Germans destroyed or hid large amounts of documents and research at the end of the war, and that
Soviet, U.S., U.K., and French forces vacuumed up as many scientists and documents and as much
equipment as they could find along the way. If the new evidence is indeed correct, one could un-
derstand why the Germans involved would have been loath to admit their deeds afterward for fear
of being prosecuted as war criminals, or why any Allied forces that found secret evidence of Ger-
man nuclear accomplishments would have preferred to claim those technologies and achievements
exclusively for themselves.

The currently available evidence that will be presented here does not conclusively prove that Ger-
many successfully developed a nuclear weapon during the war. Nonetheless, the available evidence
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appears to be strongly suggestive of and highly consistent with that conclusion. Therefore, it is vi-
tally important for researchers to thoroughly search all relevant government and personal archives
in Russia, the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the
Netherlands, and elsewhere to find additional documents that could fully elucidate the scope, his-
tory, and accomplishments of the wartime German nuclear program. Industrial archaeology and
chemical analyses at sites where nuclear work may have taken place could also shed a great deal of
light on the methods and results of the nuclear program.

D.2 Key Sources

This section will provide excerpts from and very brief comments on some of the major sources of
information on German advanced nuclear developments.

D.2.1 Fission Fuel

The sources in this first subsection give information on the production of fission fuel, including:

A. The potential for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2612).

B. Sources of uranium and thorium (p. 2638).

C. Uranium-235 enrichment via centrifugation (p. 2642).

D. Uranium-235 enrichment via electromagnetic separation (p. 2650).

E. Uranium-235 enrichment via isotope sluice (p. 2670).

F. Uranium-235 enrichment via gaseous di↵usion (p. 2672).

G. Possible locations of uranium enrichment facilities (p. 2677).

H. Plutonium-239 (or uranium-233) breeding in a fission reactor (p. 2708).

I. Plutonium-239 (or uranium-233) breeding in an electronuclear system (p. 2769).

J. Removal and disposal of German fission fuel after the war (p. 2791).
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A. The Potential for Fission Reactors and Bombs

[Beginning in 1939, a number of German and Austrian scientists gave detailed descriptions of how
fission fuel could be used to create either reactors or bombs. They received support from the German
government in 1939 and began ambitious programs to create fission reactors and bombs.]

Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann. January 1939. Über den Nachweis und das Verhalten
der bei der Bestrahlung des Urans mittels Neutronen entstehenden Erdalkalimetalle.
[About the Detection and Behavior of the Alkaline Earth Metals Formed During the
Irradiation of Uranium with Neutrons.] Die Naturwissenschaften 27:11–15.

[...] Bei der energetisch nicht leicht zu ver-
stehenden Bildung von Radiumisotopen aus
Uran beim Beschießen mit langsamen Neutro-
nen war eine besonders gründliche Bestimmung
des chemischen Charakters der neu entste-
henden künstlichen Radioelemente unerläßlich.
Durch die Abtrennung einzelner analytischer
Gruppen von Elementen aus der Lösung des
bestrahlten Urans wurde außer der großen
Gruppe der Transurane eine Aktivität stets
bei den Erdalkalien (Trägersubstanz Ba), den
seltenen Erden (Trägersubstanz La) und bei
Elementen der vierten Gruppe des Periodis-
chen Systems (Trägersubstanz Zr) gefunden.
Eingehender untersucht wurden zunächst die
Bariumfällungen, die o↵ensichtlich die An-
fangsglieder der beobachteten isomeren Rei-
hen enthielten. Es soll gezeigt werden, daß
Transurane, Uran, Protactinium, Thorium und
Actinium sich stets leicht und vollständig von
der mit Barium ausfallenden Aktivität trennen
lassen. [...]

[...] Since it is not easy to understand from en-
ergy considerations how radium isotopes can
be produced when uranium is bombarded with
slow neutrons, a very careful determination of
the chemical properties of the new artificially
made radioelements was necessary. Various an-
alytic groups of elements were separated from a
solution containing the irradiated uranium. Be-
sides the large group of transuranic elements,
some radioactivity was always found in the
alkaline-earth group (barium carrier), the rare-
earth group (lanthanum carrier), and also with
elements in group IV of the periodic table (zir-
conium carrier). The barium precipitate was the
first to be investigated more thoroughly, since
it apparently contains the parent isotopes of
the observed isomeric series. The goal was to
show that the transuranic elements, and also
uranium, protactinium, thorium, and actinium
could always be separated easily and completely
from the activity which precipitates with bar-
ium. [...]

[At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry in Berlin-Dahlem, Hahn and Strassmann discovered
neutron-induced fission of uranium into lighter elements in 1938, and published their results in
January 1939.]
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Paul Harteck and Wilhelm Groth to German War O�ce. 24 April 1939. [English
translation in Samuel Goudsmit to Robert Furman, 25 May 1945, NARA RG GOUDS,
Entry UD-7420, Box 6, Folder ALSOS—Reports and Operations]

We take the liberty of calling to your attention the newest developments in nuclear physics which,
in our opinion, will perhaps make it possible to produce an explosive which is many orders of
magnitude more e↵ective than the present one. [...]

It is obvious that, if the possibility of energy production outlined above can be realized, which
certainly is within the realm of possibilities, that country which first makes use of it has an unsur-
passable advantage over the others.

[Paul Harteck (1902–1985) and Wilhelm Groth (1904–1977) at the University of Hamburg were
among the first to point out that Hahn and Strassmann’s discovery of nuclear fission could be
applied to create a new explosive thousands of times more powerful than conventional explosives,
and they notified the German War O�ce. Harteck and Groth worked on many di↵erent important
aspects of the German nuclear program throughout the war.]
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Siegfried Flügge. Kann der Energieinhalt der Atomkerne technisch nutzbar gemacht
werden? [Can the Energy Content of Atomic Nuclei Be Made Technically Usable?] Die
Naturwissenschaften 27:23/24:402–410. 9 June 1939. [For consistency, all numbers on
this page use U.S. decimal points in place of German commas.]

[...] Als Beispiel betrachten wir zunächst die
Verhältnisse an reinem Uranmetall. Für schnelle
Neutronen besteht kein merkbarer Einfangquer-
schnitt; wir haben außer �Sp = 0.1 · 10�24 cm2

nur noch Streuprozesse mit rund 6 · 10�24 cm2.
Metallisches Uran (Dichte 18.6) enthält rund
2.2 · 1022 Atome je Kubikzentimeter; es wird
dann bei einer Neutronengeschwindigkeit von
2 ·109 cm/sec, entsprechend einer mittleren En-
ergie der frei gesetzten Neutronen von 2 MeV:

[...] As an example, we consider the relations
for pure uranium metal. For fast neutrons there
is no significant capture cross-section; we have
outside of [the fission cross section] �Sp =
0.1 · 10�24 cm2 only scattering processes with
around 6 ·10�24 cm2. Metallic uranium (density
18.6) contains around 2.2 · 1022 atoms per cubic
centimeter; there will be then, at a neutron ve-
locity of 2·109 cm/sec, corresponding to a mean
energy of released neutrons of 2 MeV [⌫ is the
number of neutrons released per fission]:

1

n

dn

dt
= 0.44 (⌫ � 1) · 107 sec�1

.

Die Integration dieser Di↵erentialgleichung
ergibt

The integration of this di↵erential equation
yields

n(t) = n0 e
0.44(⌫�1)·107t

.

Läßt man die Reaktionskette mit n0 = 1 Neu-
tron zur Zeit t = 0 anlaufen und nimmt man den
wahrscheinlichsten Wert ⌫ = 2, so findet man,
da je Spaltung 3 · 10�12 mkg frei werden, fol-
gende Energiebeträge: Nach 10�7 sec: 4.7·10�12

mkg, nach 10�6 sec: 2.4 · 10�11 mkg, nach 10�5

sec: 3 · 10+7 mkg und nach 10�4 sec: 3 · 10+78

mkg. Die letzte Zahl hat natürlich keinen Sinn
mehr; sie bedeutet nur, daß in weniger als 10�4

sec das gesamte Uran umgesetzt wird. Die En-
ergiebefreiung geschieht also in einer so kurzen
Zeit, daß wir es mit einer außerordentlich hefti-
gen Explosion zu tun haben. [...]

If the reaction chain is started with n0 = 1 neu-
tron at time t = 0 and if the most probable
value is ⌫ = 2, then one finds, if each fission
releases 3 · 10�12 mkg [9.8 Joules per meter-
kilogram], the following energy amounts: Af-
ter 10�7 sec: 4.7 · 10�12 mkg, after 10�6 sec:
2.4 ·10�11 mkg, after 10�5 sec: 3 ·10+7 mkg and
after 10�4 sec: 3 · 10+78 mkg. The last number
naturally has no more meaning; it only means
that in less than 10�4 sec, the entire uranium is
converted. The energy release happens in such a
short time that we are dealing with an extraor-
dinarily violent explosion. [...]

[Siegfried Flügge (German, 1912–1997) was a nuclear physicist at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Chemistry. In this article, he explicitly showed the feasibility of using pure uranium fuel and fast
neutrons to create an explosive chain reaction, estimating both the time scale and energy release
for the explosion. Elsewhere in the article, he explicitly proposed water-moderated fission power
reactors using thermal neutrons, derived and used the neutron di↵usion and kinetics equations
that are still taught in modern nuclear engineering textbooks, and correctly stated that cadmium
could be used as a neutron absorber to maintain control of the neutron-induced fission reactions. A
popularized version of this Naturwissenschaften article was published: Siegfried Flügge. Die Aus-
nutzung der Atomenergie. Vom Laboratoriumsversuch zur Uranmaschine—Forschungsergebnisse in
Dahlem. Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung No. 387, Supplement. 15 August 1939. [English translation
in Hentschel and Hentschel 1996, pp. 197–206]. Flügge subsequently moved to the Reichspost, where
he apparently played a key role in the wartime German nuclear program (pp. 2668, 3243).]
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Georg Stetter. Austrian patent AT219170. Vorrichtung zur technischen Energiegewin-
nung mit Hilfe von Kernspaltungsreaktionen [Apparatus for Technical Energy Produc-
tion by Means of Nuclear Fission Reactions]. Filed 14 June 1939.

Die Erfindung bezieht sich auf eine Vorrichtung
zur technischen Energiegewinnung mit Hilfe
von Kernspaltungsreaktionen, wobei ausser
den eigentlichen Spaltsubstanzen (Brennsto↵)
neutronenstreuende Substanzen (Moderator)
und gegebenenfalls neutronenabsorbierende
Substanzen (Absorber) verwendet sind.

In derartigen Vorrichtungen (Spaltungsreak-
toren) wird die Aufrechterhaltung der en-
ergieproduzierenden, mit Hilfe der bei der
Kernspaltung entstehenden Spaltneutronen
(Sekundärneutronen) als Kettenreaktion
ablaufenden Kernspaltungen dadurch bewirkt,
dass die schnellen Spaltneutronen in den
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen (Moderator)
auf langsame Geschwindigkeiten gebremst
(moderiert) werden. Dieser Vorgang erhöht die
Häufigkeit der Kernspaltungen und damit auch
der Neutronenproduktion, da Kernspaltungen
in überwiegendem Masse von langsamen Neu-
tronen bewirkt werden. Die Neutronenbilanz
wird gehoben, wodurch erhöhte Neutronenver-
luste, welche den Abbruch der Kettenreaktion
zur Folge haben, kompensiert werden können.

Eine derartige Vorrichtung wurde von S.
Flügge in der Zeitschrift Naturwissenschaften
27 [1939] im Heft 23/24 vom 9. 6. 1939,
S. 402/410 beschrieben, wobei nach dem
Vorschlag von S. Flügge die Spaltsubstanzen
(Brennsto↵) mit den neutronenstreuenden
Substanzen (Moderator) homogen gemischt
sind (homogener Spaltungsreaktor).

Die Neutronenökonomie ist jedoch infolge
starken Neutroneneinfanges durch die Spalt-
substanzen bei einer homogenen Mischung von
Spaltsubstanzen und neutronenstreuenden Sub-
stanzen nicht gut, so dass eine Kettenreaktion
nur unter erschwerenden technischen Bedin-
gungen in Gang gesetzt und aufrechterhalten
werden kann.

The invention relates to a device for the pro-
duction of technical energy by means of nuclear
fission reactions. Apart from the actual fission
substances (fuel), neutron scattering substances
(moderator) and possibly neutron-absorbing
substances (absorbers) are used.

In such devices (fission reactors), the mainte-
nance of the energy-producing nuclear fissions
occurring as a chain reaction during secondary
fission (secondary fission) is e↵ected by slowing
(moderating) the fast fission neutrons in the
neutron scattering substances (moderator)
to slow speeds. This process increases the
frequency of nuclear fission and thus also
neutron production, since nuclear fission is
predominantly caused by slow neutrons. The
neutron balance is lifted, as a result of which
increased neutron losses, which result in the
termination of the chain reaction, can be
compensated for.

Such a device has been described by S.
Flügge in the journal Naturwissenschaften 27
[1939] in issue 23/24 of 9 June 1939, p. 402/410.
According to the proposal by S. Flügge, the
fission substances (fuel) are homogeneously
mixed with the neutron scattering substances
(moderator) (homogeneous fission reactor).

The neutron economy, however, is not good
due to strong neutron capture by the fission
substances in a homogeneous mixture of fission
substances and neutron scattering substances
so that a chain reaction can only be initiated
and maintained under aggravating technical
conditions.
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Dieser Mangel wird durch die Erfindung
dadurch behoben, dass die Spaltsubstanzen
(Brennsto↵) von den Neutronen streuenden
Substanzen (Moderator) räumlich getrennt
angeordnet sind (heterogener Spaltungsreak-
tor). Unter “räumlich getrennt” wird hier
das Gegenteil einer homogenen Mischung
verstanden, nämlich die “makroskopische”
Eigenständlichkeit der Bereiche der Spaltsub-
stanzen (Brennsto↵bereiche) und der Bereiche
der neutronenstreuenden Substanzen (Modera-
torbereiche).

Dadurch, dass auf diese Weise die Spalt-
neutronen in von der Spaltsubstanz hinrei-
chend entfernten Bereichen auf thermische
Geschwindigkeit abgebremst werden, entgehen
sie leichter den Einfangprozessen, welche bei
bestimmten mittleren Geschwindigkeiten (Res-
onanzbereichen) der Neutronen in besonderem
Masse auftreten. Der Vermehrungsfaktor
für die Spaltneutronen erreicht auf diese
Weise—bedingt auch durch die geometrische
Anordnung der Spaltsubstanzen und neutro-
nenstreuenden Substanzen—den kritischen
Wert 1 für stationären Reaktorbetrieb.

Vor dem Prioritätszeitpunkt der Erfindung
hatte man lediglich in Experimentier-
anordnungen die von einem Ra-Be-Präparat
ausgesandten Primärneutronen in räumlich
von der Spaltsubstanz getrennt angeordneten
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen gebremst
(vgl. Comptes Rendus 208, [1939] S. 898/900).
Es ist jedoch vor dem Prioritätszeitpunkt
der Erfindung nicht bekanntgeworden,
eine derartige Anordnung auch zur Brem-
sung von in der Spaltsubstanz entstehenden
Sekundärneutronen (Spaltneutronen) vorzuse-
hen. Es lag eben nicht nahe, die in der Spalt-
substanz entstehenden Sekundärneutronen,
welche zur Aufrechterhaltung der Ketten-
reaktion in eben dieser Spaltsubstanz für
weitere Spaltungsreaktionen benötigt werden,
ausserhalb der Spaltsubstanz abzubremsen (zu
moderieren).

This deficiency is remedied by the invention
in that the fissionable substances (fuel) from
the neutron-scattering substances (moderator)
are spatially separated (heterogeneous splitting
reactor). The term “spatially separated” is
understood here to mean the opposite of a
homogeneous mixture, namely the “macro-
scopic” independence of the regions of the fissile
substances (fuel regions) and the regions of
the neutron scattering substances (moderator
regions).

By slowing the fission neutrons to thermal
speed in areas which are su�ciently remote
from the fissile substance, they are more
likely to escape the capture processes which
occur particularly at certain mean velocities
(resonance regions) of the neutrons. In this
way, the multiplication factor for the fission
neutrons achieves the critical value 1 for
stationary reactor operation, which is also due
to the geometric arrangement of the fissionable
substances and neutron-scattering substances.

Before the priority date of the invention,
the primary neutrons emitted from a Ra-Be
preparation had been slowed only in experi-
mental setups in neutron scattering substances
spatially separated from the fissile substance
(cf. Comptes Rendus 208, [1939] p. 898–900).
However, before the priority date of the in-
vention, it was not known to provide such
an arrangement also for slowing secondary
neutrons (fission neutrons) arising in the fissile
substance. It was not obvious to moderate
(moderate) the secondary neutrons formed in
the fissionable substance, which are needed to
maintain the chain reaction in the same fis-
sionable substance for further fission reactions,
outside the fissionable substance.
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Eine weitere Möglichkeit, die Neutro-
nenökonomie zu verbessern, besteht in der
erfindungsgemässen Anwendung eines reinen
Isotops der Spaltsubstanz mit grossem Spal-
tungswirkungsquerschnitt für Neutronen,
vorzugsweise langsame (thermische) Neu-
tronen bzw. einer mit einem solchen Isotop
angereicherten Substanz. Es wurde zwar zum
Prioritätszeitpunkt der Erfindung schon ver-
mutet, dass z. B. das Uranisotop 235 das im
wesentlichen spaltbare Isotop sei des Urans
(vgl. Naturwissenschaften 27 [1939], S. 405),
jedoch wurden daraus keinerlei technische
Massnahmen gefolgert, insbesondere nicht bei
räumlicher Trennung von Spaltsubstanz und
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen.

Die Kettenreaktion, welche in der erfin-
dungsgemässen Vorrichtung abläuft, kann man
auch steuern, sei es durch Nähern oder Entfer-
nen des streuenden Materials (Moderator), sei
es durch Beimengung neutronenabsorbierender
(aber keine Neutronen liefernden) Substanzen
(Absorber), schliesslich dadurch, dass man
durch die spezielle geometrische Anordnung
der reagierenden Substanzen den Vermehrungs-
faktor um ein Geringes kleiner als 1 macht.

Beispiel: Eine dünne Platte aus Uraniso-
top 235, beiderseits bedeckt von dickeren
Para�nplatten oder etwa gleich von dem
Wasser eines zu heizenden Dampfkessels,
bestrahlt mit Ra-Be-Neutronen, bildet einen
Heizkörper von ungeheurem Wärmevorrat. Der
Gefahr der Explosion kann hier schon durch
die Verwendung der langsamen Neutronen
vorgebeugt werden, da bei entsprechender
geometrischer Anordnung der oben erwähnte
Vermehrungsfaktor bei einer bestimmten
Temperatur unter seinen kritischen Wert 1
sinkt, so dass man geradezu auf eine bestimmte
Temperatur einstellen kann.

A further possibility of improving the neutron
economy consists in the application according
to the invention of a pure isotope of the fis-
sionable substance with a large fission reaction
cross-section for neutrons, preferably slow
(thermal) neutrons or a substance enriched
with such an isotope. Although it was already
assumed at the priority date of the invention
that the uranium isotope 235 is the essentially
fissionable isotope of uranium (cf. Naturwis-
senschaften 27 [1939], p. 405), however, no
technical measures were taken from this, espe-
cially in the case of spatial separation of fissile
substances and neutron-scattering substances.

The chain reaction which proceeds in the
apparatus according to the invention can also
be controlled, whether by inserting or removing
the scattering material (moderator), or by
admixing neutron-absorbing (but not neutron-
supplying) substances (absorbers), finally,
the particular geometric arrangement of the
reacting substances makes the multiplication
factor a little less than 1.

Example: A thin plate of Uranisotope 235, on
either side covered by thicker para�n plates
or already by the water of a boiler to be
heated, irradiated with Ra-Be neutrons, forms
a radiator of immense heat. The danger of
the explosion can already be presented here
by the use of the slow neutrons, since, given
the corresponding geometrical arrangement,
the multiplication factor mentioned above
drops below its critical value 1 at a certain
temperature, so that it is virtually possible to
adjust to a certain temperature.
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PATENTANSPRÜCHE:

1. Vorrichtung zur technischen Energiegewin-
nung mit Hilfe von Kernspaltungsreaktionen,
wobei ausser den eigentlichen Spaltsubstanzen
(Brennsto↵) neutronenstreuende Substanzen
(Moderator) und gegebenenfalls neutro-
nenabsorbierende Substanzen (Absorber)
verwendet sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Spaltsubstanzen (Brennsto↵) von den
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen (Moderator)
räumlich getrennt angeordnet sind.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch l, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass als Spaltsubstanz
(Brennsto↵) ein reines Isotop mit grossem
Spaltungswirkungsquerschnitt vorzugsweise für
thermische Neutronen, z. B. Uran 235 bzw.
eine mit einem solchen Isotop angereicherte
Substanz verwendet ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch l, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass als Einheit eine Schicht
aus Uran 235 (Brennsto↵) beidseitig bedeckt
mit dickeren Para�nschichten (Moderator)
verwendet ist.

PATENT CLAIMS:

1. Apparatus for technical energy production
by means of nuclear fission reactions, wherein
neutron-scattering substances (moderator)
and optionally neutron-absorbing substances
(absorber) are used in addition to the actual
fission substances (fuel), characterized in that
the fission substances (fuel) are arranged
spatially separate from the neutron-scattering
substances (moderator).

2. A device according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that a pure isotope with a large
fission reaction cross section, preferably for
thermal neutrons, e.g. uranium 235 or a sub-
stance enriched with such an isotope, is used
as the fission substance (fuel).

3. Device according to claim 1, character-
ized in that a layer of uranium 235 (fuel) is
coated as a unit on both sides with thicker
para�n layers (moderator).

[Georg Stetter (1895–1988) led a nuclear physics group at the University of Vienna. In this patent
application, Stetter gave a remarkably detailed description of a fission reactor.

For an early 1939 draft of this patent application that also includes fusion reactions, see German
nuclear report G-378 (p. 2942).

Austria was part of Germany from 1938 until the end of the war. Stetter and his group apparently
played important roles in the wartime German nuclear program.]
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David Irving. 1967. The Virus House. London: William Kimber.

[p. 33:] The conference took place in all secrecy on 29th April 1939 at the Ministry’s [Reich Ministry
of Education, in charge of universities] building at Unter den Linden in Berlin.1 [...]

1 Those at this first meeting were: Professor [Abraham] Esau (chairman); Professors [Georg] Joos,
[Wilhelm] Hanle, [Hans] Geiger, [Josef] Mattauch, [Walther] Bothe and [Gerhard] Ho↵mann; and
the Ministry’s representative, Doctor [Wilhelm] Dames.

Professor Esau recommended that they secure at once all available uranium stocks in Germany. [...]

A general ban was placed on the export of uranium compounds from Germany, and negotiations
were opened with the Reich Ministry of Economics for the provision of radium from the recently
captured mines at Joachimsthal (Jachymov) in Czechoslovakia. [...]

[pp. 38–43:] The letter [from Harteck and Groth on 24 April 1939] had been passed to General
Becker’s Army Ordnance Department, and thence to the research branch under Professor Erich
Schumann. Schumann in turn forwarded it to Doctor Kurt Diebner, the Army’s expert on nuclear
physics and explosives, and another key figure in this history. [...]

Diebner was at the time 34 years old. He had read nuclear physics at the University of Halle under
Professor Pose, and graduated with a thesis on the ionisation [by] alpha rays late in 1931. For a
time he had worked at the Bureau of Standards laboratory on the construction of a new high-
voltage particle accelerator for atomic transformations; but in 1934 the Army had appointed him
to an Ordnance Department research branch where together with Doctor Friedrich Berkei he had
investigated hollow-charge explosives—a development similar to one being undertaken by the air
force’s Professor Schardin at Berlin-Gatow. [...] Doctor Kurt Diebner had at this time a growing
reputation in nuclear physics with some twenty publications to his name. [...]

During the summer [of 1939], with further encouragement from Flügge’s articles, and in particular
from a patent application by the Viennese Professor Stetter for a process for extracting atomic
energy, they obtained the first Army funds to start research on uranium and a laboratory was
erected at Gottow, a section of the Army’s vast Kummersdorf rocket-projectiles and explosives
research establishment outside Berlin. An independent nuclear research o�ce was at last opened in
the Army Ordnance Department, and Diebner was put in charge. [...]

The energetic steps taken by Esau seem to have stimulated the War O�ce team to intensify their
own e↵orts. [...] Together with Professor Schumann, Diebner explained that [Erich] Bagge had been
sent for to help the War O�ce arrange an immediate secret conference to decide on the feasibility
of a uranium project. Between them, Diebner and Bagge drew up a short list of the physicists and
chemists most clearly concerned, including Professor Walther Bothe, Professor Geiger, Professor
Stetter, Professor Ho↵mann, Professor Mattauch, and Doctors Bagge, Diebner and Flügge. Otto
Hahn was also summoned to attend. [...]

The ‘important matter’ was now a State secret. From this stage on, all reference to the possibilities
of uranium reactors and atomic bombs was suppressed. [...I]n general nothing else appeared in print
in Germany until 1942 when the impatient nuclear scientists were given permission to publish some
of their lesser research papers, provided that no mention of their context was made.

[pp. 70–71:] Early in 1940, Baron Manfred von Ardenne, an outstanding technician in his particular
field, tried to persuade Otto Hahn’s instrumentation and equipment specialist, Professor Philipp, to
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apply for a subsidy from General Göring for the construction of large ‘atom-smashing’ installations.
[...]

Von Ardenne cast around for a source of large-scale funds, and learned that the Post O�ce had
a large and rich research department. He called personally on the Minister of Posts, Ohnesorge,
and in general terms explained how Hahn’s discovery made uranium bombs now possible; he called
particular attention to hints about ‘powering ships with uranium reactors’ dropped in a commentary
to the US naval construction programme. In personal exchanges between the Dahlem laboratories
and his own laboratory in Lichterfelde, von Ardenne had asked both Hahn and Heisenberg outright
how much pure uranium-235 was necessary for an atomic explosion. He was told it would be only
a few kilograms. ‘During these discussions,’ von Ardenne describes, ‘I expressed an opinion that it
was technically quite feasible, by means of high-yield electromagnetic mass-separators (which we
already had on our drawing boards) to make quantities of a few kilograms of uranium-235 available,
if only the Reich government would resolve to direct the talents of the big electrical combines to
that end.’

Minister Ohnesorge was so impressed by von Ardenne’s argument, that he secured an audience
with Adolf Hitler soon after, and informed him of the uranium bomb. [...]

Von Ardenne saw Ohnesorge return angry and disappointed, but not defeated: he resolved to
support von Ardenne’s project within the framework of German Post O�ce research. There were
thus now three factions in the nuclear research e↵ort: the scientists allied to Doctor Diebner—
including Berkei, Czulius, Herrmann, Hartwig and Kamin—at the Army Ordnance Department’s
Gottow laboratory; the scientists attracted to von Ardenne’s laboratory; and the institutes of
physics of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Foundation.

[Although David Irving was neither a trained historian nor a scientist, his book has numerous useful
insights since he personally interviewed many of the German nuclear scientists within two decades
after the end of the war.

Wilhelm Ohnesorge studied physics at the university before becoming head of the Reichspost. He
had a large amount of research funding at his disposal, since his organization collected payments
for all letters, packages, and telegrams sent throughout the Third Reich. He used that funding
to support very advanced research programs in electronics, and he could have easily used it to
support the early years of a nuclear weapons program as well. As reported by Irving, Ohnesorge
sought larger amounts of nuclear funding from Hitler and was rejected, at least initially. Yet as also
described by Irving, Ohnesorge did not give up easily.

Beginning no later than June 1942, Ohnesorge began a research collaboration with Heinrich Himm-
ler and the SS, which could supply large amounts of funding, personnel, facilities, and other re-
sources (see pp. 2621–2630 for a few surviving documents). In September 1942, Ohnesorge again
lobbied Hitler for political and financial support, revealing his knowledge of the U.S. Manhattan
Project in the process (p. 2622): “a) According to his observations, America is currently bringing
together all the professors of physics and chemistry to produce special achievements.” However
the further discussions with Hitler turned out, the collaboration between the Reichspost and the
SS appears to have continued until the end of the war, with large investments of resources in the
program.

Kurt Diebner’s research group also appears to have become aligned with the SS as the war pro-
gressed.]
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Figure D.1: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.2: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler col-
laborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [Bundesarchiv Lichterfelde, NS 19-2012.].
Point a) reveals very early and accurate German knowledge of the U.S. Manhattan Project: “Ac-
cording to his observations, America is currently bringing together all the professors of physics and
chemistry to produce special achievements.”
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Figure D.3: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.4: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.5: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.6: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.7: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.8: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.9: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.10: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Werner Grothmann on the secrecy and organization of the German nuclear program
[Krotzky 2002]

[Werner Grothmann (German, 1915–2002) was the chief adjutant or executive assistant of Heinrich
Himmler (see Fig. D.11). At the end of his life, during 2000–2002, Grothmann agreed to a series of
interviews with Wolf Krotzky, one of his neighbors. Krotzky recorded the interviews on tapes and
transcribed Grothmann’s words in an unpublished document that is available in the archives of the
Jonastalverein in Arnstadt. In the transcripts, Grothmann provided very important details about
secret wartime German programs to develop nuclear weapons and improved rockets. Unfortunately,
after 2005 Krotzky declared that he did not save the tapes,4 and Grothmann is now dead and unable
to confirm the information in the transcripts.

Without the recorded tapes or Grothmann himself, one cannot rule out the possibilities that
Krotzky may have improperly prompted the elderly Grothmann to say certain things that he
did not really mean, that Krotzky may have altered the transcripts after the fact, or that Krotzky
may have even made up all the transcripts. Furthermore, even if Krotzky and the transcripts were
trustworthy, there is no guarantee that Grothmann was trustworthy—his memories may have been
incorrect after so long, or he may have had a personal motivation to make false claims about the
past.

However, since so few sources are currently available regarding the details of the secret wartime
German nuclear and advanced rocket programs, and the details provided by Grothmann would be
extremely useful if they are real, it is important not to reject this source without careful consid-
eration. In fact, there are many di↵erent lines of evidence that suggest that this source is indeed
real and accurate (or as accurate as one could expect for a person’s recollections so long after the
events):

• Historians have been able to independently confirm a large number of details about people,
places, dates, and events mentioned in the interviews that are so obscure they would probably
not have been independently known by Krotzky [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, p. 29; Karlsch
2006; Nagel 2011, p. 64].

• Grothmann provided details of the March 1945 test explosion in Thuringia that are in excellent
agreement with Ilyichev’s March 1945 report to Stalin (see p. 3024), which was discovered in
a Moscow archive only after Grothmann had already died.

• Grothmann’s statements agree with other sources about the secret wartime programs that
have only emerged in recent years.

• Although Grothmann was not a scientist or engineer and recounted events from long ago, the
scientific details that he mentioned are very consistent with known physics and engineering
principles.

4Perhaps because they were reused to record each interview, and then later unrelated interviews? Or might Krotzky
have been pressured by government o�cials who wanted to keep state secrets?
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• In the transcript, Grothmann repeatedly said that he did not know many of the details of
the programs, either because he did not have a need to know such classified details in his
daily secretarial duties for Himmler, or else because he had forgotten some details over time.
If Grothmann or Krotzky had been making up a story, one would have expected the narrator
to claim a comprehensive and accurate knowledge of the secret programs, so it is reassuring
that Grothmann did not.

• Grothmann frequently described various weapon systems as being unready, imperfect, or
unproven by the end of the war. If he were making up a story, one would have expected him
to make grander and more dramatic claims for wartime German accomplishments, so again,
it is reassuring that he did not.

• In the transcript, Grothmann repeatedly mentioned bureaucratic obstacles, bad decisions, and
political disagreements, from Hitler on down through the government. This demonstrates that
Grothmann was not trying to make up a story to paint Hitler and the rest of the Third Reich
in a positive light.]
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Figure D.11: Werner Grothmann with Heinrich Himmler (1943).
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[p. 1] Bloß war es so, dass die einzelnen
Bearbeiter eines Projekts nicht über Dinge
informiert wurden, die sie nichts angingen. Ich
habe lange nach dem Krieg mal gelesen, wie die
Amerikaner ihre Forschung und Entwicklung
organisiert hatten. Ich glaube, das war besser
und wirkungsvoller als bei uns. Vielleicht hat-
ten die ja nicht solche Sorge vor Verrat, obwohl
es den bei ihnen auch gab. Aber wenn man
bedenkt, wie es bei uns geregelt war und dann
sieht, wie viel trotzdem verraten wurde, glaube
ich, dass durch die besondere Abschottung bei
speziellen Projekten doch manches verzögert
wurde. Bei der Atomforschung hatten wir ja
extra eine Koordinierungsstelle eingerichtet.
Das soll sich bewährt haben, wie ich hörte.

[p. 6] Wenn man sich überlegt, warum die
Wissenschaftler und Techniker geschwiegen
haben, muß man sehen, dass ja längst nicht
alle, die an der Atombombe gearbeitet haben,
auch erfahren mussten, wie weit die Entwick-
lung überhaupt kam. Ich kenne die Zahl nicht,
es sind aber bestimmt nicht sehr viele gewesen,
die das gesamte Geheimnis kannten.

[p. 1] It was just that the individual workers
on a project were not informed about things
that did not concern them. Long after the war,
I read about how the Americans had organized
their research and development. I think [their
organization] was better and more e↵ective
than ours. Perhaps they did not have such
concern about treason, although there was also
some with them. But when you consider, how
it was protected by us and then see how much
was nevertheless betrayed, I believe that by the
special security in special projects some things
were delayed. In nuclear research, we had set
up a special coordination center. That would
have proved itself, as I have heard.

[p. 6] If you consider why the scientists
and technicians were silent, you have to see
that not all those who worked on the atomic
bomb needed at all to know how far the
development came. I do not know the number,
but there were certainly not very many who
knew the whole secret.

[Grothmann stated that the nuclear program was highly compartmentalized, with every person
who was involved only knowing as much information as they absolutely needed in order to do their
job. The wartime German chemical weapons program operated in this same fashion [Tucker 2006].
Grothmann repeatedly mentioned how little even he knew about the program. This extreme secrecy
would help explain why so little information about the nuclear program leaked out during the war
or in the years since.]
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[p. 29] Außerdem hatten wir ja bereits Ende
1943 wenn zunächst auch ganz bescheiden,
mit unserem eigenen Atomprojekt begonnen,
während doch Diebner, Ohnesorge und die
Österreicher viel früher gestartet waren.

[p. 31] Auch nach dem Befehl ist bei uns
der Einsatz nicht gleich gewaltig erhöht wor-
den. Das ging schon deshalb nicht, weil wir
ja, ich meine Ohnesorge, Diebner und unsere
Gruppen, besser Grüppchen, alles abgegrast
hatten, was auf dem Markt war und was mit
uns zusammenarbeiten wollte. Was jetzt ein-
fach wurde, war die Abstimmung bezüglich der
verschiedenen Systeme. Wie die im einzelnen
funktionieren sollten, kann ich nicht sagen, es
gab aber drei unterschiedliche Stoßrichtungen:

Erstens die Uranbombe, das war Ohne-
sorges Leib- und Magen-Thema und an dem
hat auch Diebner gearbeitet.

Zweitens die Plutonium-Wa↵e, zu der hat
Ohnesorge Grundlagen erarbeiten lassen und
dazu ist auch in Österreich geforscht worden,
neben anderen Richtungen. Man hat übrigens
auch die Verwendung weiterer Materialien
neben dem Plutonium erforscht.

Drittens die Wassersto↵bombe. Zu der hat man
auch gearbeitet, das war nach meiner Kenntnis
eher ein akademisches Projekt und Himmler
hat mal in kleinstem Kreis erwähnt, dass der
erste Prototyp davon frühestens zwischen Juni
und Oktober 1946 kommen könnte.

[p. 29] Besides, at the end of 1943, we were very
modest at first; we [SS scientists] had begun
with our own atom project, while Diebner,
Ohnesorge, and the Austrians had started
much earlier.

[p. 31] Even after the [Hitler] order, the
program was not increased accordingly. This
was not possible, because we, I mean Ohne-
sorge, Diebner and our [SS] groups, or rather
little groups, had already worked out what
resources were available and who would work
with us. What now became easy was the
coordination of the di↵erent systems. How the
details were supposed to work, I cannot say,
but there were three di↵erent directions:

First the uranium bomb, which was Ohne-
sorge’s main passion and on which Diebner also
worked.

Second the plutonium weapon, on which
Ohnesorge had worked on the fundamentals,
and which was also researched in Austria, along
with other directions. Incidentally, the use of
other materials besides plutonium was also
investigated.

Third the hydrogen bomb. That was also
worked on; to my knowledge, it was rather an
academic project, and Himmler once mentioned
in a small circle that the first prototype of this
could come at the earliest between June and
October 1946.

[Grothmann’s comment that “the use of other materials besides plutonium was also investigated”
for fission bombs likely refers to converting thorium-232, which was readily available from monazite
ore, into uranium-233, another excellent fission fuel.]
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[p. 7] Zu unserem Verbindungsbüro muß ich
noch was sagen. Das sollte auch sicherstellen,
daß bloß keine Doppelarbeit mehr gemacht
würde. Das ist aber trotzdem so geblieben, weil
ja die Reichspost ihre eigene Forschung weit-
erbetrieben hat, eigentlich bis zum Schluß. In
den letzten Kriegsjahren, kann im Herbst 43
gewesen sein, ist aber zwischen Ohnesorge und
Himmler eine enge Abstimmung beschlossen
worden. Die Einzelheiten kenne ich bis heute
nicht, Kammler war aber eingeweiht. Wenn
also die Reichspost und natürlich die Diebner-
Gruppen einbezogen sind, heißt das nicht, daß
es viele Leute sein mußten. Für die spätere Se-
rienproduktion sah es anders aus, aber dann
hätten wir ja gegenüber den anderen Gruppen
einen Vorsprung besessen und wir hätten auch
Mittel gefunden, um den Geheimnisverrat zu
begrenzen.

[p. 7] I have something to say about our liaison
o�ce. That should also make it clear that there
would be no more duplication of e↵ort. That
remained the case, however, because the Reich-
spost continued its own research, right to the
end. During the last years of the war, that may
have been in autumn 1943, a close agreement
was reached between Ohnesorge and Himmler.
I still do not know the details, but Kammler
was privy. So if the Reichspost and of course
the Diebner groups are included, that does not
mean that there had to be many people. It
looked di↵erent for the later serial production,
but then we would have had a lead over the
other groups and we would also have found
means to limit the betrayal of secrets.

[Grothmann described an extensive nuclear program that was spread over several autonomous
organizations, which coordinated with each other and also with a central o�ce run by the SS:

• Beginning no later than 1942–1943, the SS provided coordination of all nuclear (and other
research) activities through Heinrich Himmler and Hans Kammler, secretive funding for other
organizations involved in the work, in-house R&D and production facilities, underground
facilities, and massive amounts of slave labor.

• The Heereswa↵enamt or Army Ordnance O�ce, with its own Army funding, had a scientific
team led by Kurt Diebner and (except possibly during the final stages of the war) by Erich
Schumann. It worked on implosion bomb designs and testing, fission chain reactions, gas
centrifuges for uranium enrichment, and other aspects of the program. During 1939–1942, the
Heereswa↵enamt appears to have helped to coordinate the program with other organizations.
After the overall coordination was assumed by the SS, Kurt Diebner seems to have continued
to help manage the scientific details of the overall program.

• The Reichspost or Post O�ce, led by the physicist Wilhelm Ohnesorge, used its considerable
direct income from postal payments to secretly fund its own nuclear laboratories and scientists,
including Manfred von Ardenne, Fritz Houtermans, and Siegfried Flügge. The
Reichspost began work very early, likely in 1939, and focused largely on enriching uranium for
an implosion bomb, although it was also involved with other aspects of the overall program.
No later than 1942–1943, the Reichspost program became closely coupled to and partially
funded by the SS, due to a close working relationship between Ohnesorge and Himmler.

• The Austrians played a major role in the overall nuclear program, although they were not
named or described in detail by Grothmann. The most prominent Austrian nuclear physicists
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were the group led by Georg Stetter in Vienna. These scientists had been working on nuclear
physics for many years prior to the war, and they began seriously pursuing both fission
and fusion reactions no later than 1939 (pp. 2615 and 2942). According to Grothmann, the
Austrian scientists played critical roles in the development of both plutonium weapons and
the hydrogen bomb.

• Grothmann mentioned that only a few companies could provide what the nuclear program
needed. Although he did not name the companies, they would likely include the three major
companies for uranium (Auer/Degussa, Union Minière, and Treibacher Chemische Werke),
the major chemical company (I. G. Farben, for chemical compounds involved in uranium
enrichment or plutonium extraction), and the two major companies for large electrical ma-
chinery (Siemens and AEG).

• Grothmann stated that Werner Heisenberg and Otto Hahn were not supportive of the nuclear
weapons program and therefore were not involved in it. Their experiments were funded sep-
arately and at a relatively low level. The U.S. Alsos Mission and most books on the history
of the German nuclear program have focused on that sideline and ignored the main program
described by Grothmann and numerous documents in this appendix.

• It is possible that other important organizations were involved in aspects of the overall nuclear
program yet not named by Grothmann; perhaps he either did not know much about their roles
or else focused on other areas in his interviews. Among the most prominent organizations not
named by Grothmann are the Kriegsmarine or Navy, the Luftwa↵e or Air Force, and a group
of scientists led by Paul Harteck in the Hamburg/Kiel area. More information is needed to
clarify whether or how these organizations played roles in the overall nuclear program.

Grothmann’s statements about the secrecy, organization, and achievements of the wartime German
nuclear program are supported by many other documents presented in this appendix. As just
one example, the next pages show several surviving documents that demonstrate that Wilhelm
Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler began collaborating on various research projects no later than
June 1942 and continued to do so thereafter, involving both Werner Grothmann and Hans Kammler
in their communications about the projects, exactly as claimed in the transcripts of Grothmann’s
2000–2002 interviews with Wolf Krotzky.

Of course, communications specifically regarding any nuclear weapons project would have been
destroyed or never committed to writing in the first place, but these handful of surviving documents
do demonstrate the general research collaboration between the Reichspost and the SS, as well as
several of the key people who were involved.

I am not aware of any documents that contradict or disprove Grothmann’s statements.

Thus while Krotzky’s method of preserving Grothmann’s testimony was unorthodox, relevant state-
ments from Grothmann will be presented periodically throughout this appendix so that their details
may be compared with those from other sources.]
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B. Sources of Uranium and Thorium

[During the war, Germany had access to large amounts of natural uranium and thorium ore by:

• Acquiring at least 1200 tons of uranium ore (originally mined in the Belgian Congo) from
Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Expanding uranium mining at St. Joachimsthal (Jachymov), Bohemia [Hayes 2004, pp. 132–
133, 235, 243].

• Mining uranium at Schmiedeberg, Silesia; see p. 3147.

• Possibly using any of several uranium deposits in Thuringia [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Schneeberg, Saxony; see p. 2641 [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Johanngeorgenstadt, Saxony; see p. 2641 [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Acquiring a uranium mine at Buchovo, Bulgaria [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Acquiring uranium mines at Viseu/Guarda, Portugal [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Procuring all available monazite thorium ore in occupied Europe [Irving 1967].

• Other sources???

Germany processed uranium and thorium ore to uranium oxide and thorium oxide at:

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg [p. 3237; Nagel 2016].

• Buchler in Braunschweig [p. 3237].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke [pp. 2639–2641, 3237; Gollmann 1994]

• Other facilities???

Germany processed uranium or thorium oxide to uranium or thorium metal or to a variety of useful
chemical compounds (uranium hexafluoride, uranium tetrachloride, uranium nitrate, etc.) at:

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg [Nagel 2016].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke [Gollmann 1994]

• Degussa Frankfurt [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Berlin [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Stadtilm [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• I.G. Farben (which locations?) [Mader 1965, pp. 193–202]

• Mauer AG Radium Chemische Industrie und Laboratorium [Oleynikov 2000].

• Other facilities???

See also p. 2784: A February 1946 U.S. intelligence report noted, “The Germans put [uranium]
mining on a high priority... throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special
planes to Germany and Austria.”]
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Sabine Elisabeth Gollmann. 1994. Die Radium- und Uranabteilung der Treibacher
Chemischen Werke: Unter Berücksichtigung des deutschen Atombombenprojektes wäh-
rend des Zweiten Weltkrieges. Ph.D. thesis. Graz: University of Graz. p. 128.

Der Anschluß an das Dritte Reich wurde sei-
tens der Treibacher Geschäftsleitung sehr
positiv aufgenommen, da man sich eine
Verbesserung der wirtschaftlichen Lage er-
ho↵te. 1939 wurden die TCW Mitglied der
St. Joachimsthaler Bergbaugesellschaft m. b.
H. und bezogen dadurch den größten Teil der
Rohsto↵e aus St. Joachimsthal (Böhmen).
Das Kärntner Unternehmen erhielt von dieser
wichtigen Erzlagerstätte auch Uranpech-
blende und es wurde 1940 innerhalb der
Radiumabteilung ein eigener Bereich für Uran
eingerichtet. Ein Gesellschaftspartner der
JOBERG war die Auergesellschaft in Berlin,
welche eng mit dem deutschen Atombomben-
projekt im Zweiten Weltkrieg verknüpft
war. Die Berliner Firma ließ während des
Krieges ihre Erzkonzentrate aus St. Joachim-
sthal in Treibach umarbeiten. Daher sind
Beziehungen der TCW, wenn auch über Dritte,
zum Kernenergieprojekt sehr wahrscheinlich.
Mehrere Indizien sprechen dafür, absolute
Beweise sind allerdings nicht mehr au�ndbar.
Wichtig ist sicherlich, daß ab Anfang der
vierziger Jahre radioaktive Substanzen nur
mehr für Rüstungszwecke verwendet werden
durften. So wurde Radium ab 1942 nur mehr
für die Leuchtfarbenherstellung innerhalb der
Rüstungsindustrie genutzt.

Im Mai 1945 wurde Kärnten von englis-
chen Truppen besetzt. Die Treibacher Werke
wurden als Deutsches Eigentum eingestuft,
da ein beträchtlicher Aktienanteil im Besitz
eines deutschen Unternehmens gewesen ist.
Das gesamte Mesothor und Radiothor wurde
von den Engländer beschlagnahmt und später
entschädigt. Auf Grund des dadurch entstande-
nen Rohsto↵mangels wurde die Radium- und
Uranabteilung 1946 stillgelegt.

The [Austrian] Anschluss by the Third Reich
was very positively received by the Treibacher
management, because they hoped for an
improvement of the economic situation. In
1939 the TCW became a member of the St.
Joachimsthaler Bergbaugesellschaft m. b. H.
and thus obtained most of the raw materi-
als from St. Joachimsthal (Bohemia). The
Carinthian company also received uranium
pitch blends from this important ore deposit
and in 1940 a separate uranium division was
set up within the radium department. One of
JOBERG’s partners was the Auergesellschaft in
Berlin, which was closely linked to the German
atomic bomb project in the Second World War.
During the war, the Berlin company had its ore
concentrates from St. Joachimsthal reworked
in Treibach. Therefore, TCW’s relations to the
nuclear energy project, albeit via third parties,
are very probable. There are several indications,
but absolute evidence is no longer to be found.
It is certainly important to note that from the
beginning of the forties radioactive substances
were only allowed to be used for armament
purposes. From 1942 onwards, radium was only
used for the production of fluorescent paints
within the armaments industry.

In May 1945 Carinthia was occupied by
British troops. The Treibacher Werke were
classified as German property, as a considerable
share was owned by a German company. All of
the mesothorium and radiothorium was con-
fiscated by the British and later compensated.
Due to the resulting shortage of raw materials,
the radium and uranium division was shut
down in 1946.
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Report on Treibacher Chemical Works AG [CIOS ER 343, AFHRA A1008 frames
0794–0797]

[...]

Firm representatives seen:

Dr. Harmann Auer von Welsbach
Dr. Techn. Fritz Gemillscheg
Dr. Karl Buche
Dr. Haas (?) (in charge of radium plant)

1. This firm was founded in its present form by the great chemist Auer von Welsbach who invented
the Thorium oxide gas mantle, “Mischmetall” lighter flint metal and did a great deal of research
work on “Rare Earth” group of elements.

This is a firm of first class importance as it is one of the very few firms in the world which produces
radium.

2. Principal Products.

(a) Radium Salts

Before the war this firm produced on an average of 8 or 9 grammes of Radium (as Radium Bromide)
per year. This is a very large output. The radium was produced mostly on British orders from
Pitchblende ore imported from the Congo. During the war they used Pitchblende from Joachimstahl
in Czechoslovakia (where it was first discovered) and from Erzgebirge. These sources of supply are
now closed, and the firm has not pitchblende in stock. [...]

(b) Mesothorium Salts

This element is even more powerfully radioactive and more dangerous to handle than Radium. It
is produced in small quantities.

(c) Uranium Salts

These are used chiefly in the ceramic industry. They are produced as a by-product of the production
of Radium from Pitchblende (Pitchblende is really principally an Uranium ore.) [...]

Finally

It is considered that this firm is of first-class importance, with a very highly trained expert sta↵ of
chemists and chemical engineers and workpeople. Their most important product being radium and
Mesothorium salts, with Uranium salts, lighter flint metal, salts of the “Rare Earth” metals, and
Ferro alloys, as their less vitally important products.

Lt. Col. R. Bailey
Major M. W. H. Head

20 June 1945
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[Treibacher Chemical Works in Austria had very similar uranium- and thorium-processing capabil-
ities to Auergesellschaft in Germany, yet historically it has been much less well known and much
less studied. How much work could Treibacher Chemical Works have done for a nuclear weapons
program during the war?

How much uranium and thorium did Treibacher process during the war?

Where did Treibacher send the uranium and thorium that it processed?]

Jonathan E. Helmreich. 1986. Gathering Rare Ores: The Diplomacy of Uranium Ac-
quisition, 1943–1954. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press. p. 70.

The CDT [Combined Development Trust, run by Leslie Groves] was aware of the uranium at
Joachimstal and apparently did not think the Russians would be able to mine there extensively
enough to gain the needed amounts of oxide. Despite the survey e↵orts of the UMDC and the
Murray Hill area, however, the CDT did not know of the valuable deposits in Saxony, just north
of the East German border with Czechoslovakia and the Joachimstal mines. Discovered by the
Germans in 1943, the deposits were explored by the Soviets in the months after June 1945; mining
operations began a year later and were feverishly expanded after April 1948.

[The Saxony uranium deposits were enormous, and the Soviet Union mined them for decades after
the war to supply uranium for its nuclear weapons program. If Germany indeed discovered and
began exploiting those deposits during the war, it would have had access to even more uranium ore
than it is already known to have possessed.]
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C. Uranium-235 Enrichment via Centrifugation

[Generally uranium is converted into the gaseous compound uranium hexafluoride (UF6) for en-
richment; UF6 is highly corrosive to most materials except nickel. German reports captured by the
U.S. Alsos Mission demonstrate that at least as early as 1940, the German program was fully aware
of this information and capable of producing UF6, and that much of that production capability was
at I.G. Farben. Unless otherwise noted, text for G-series captured German nuclear reports cited
here consists of the English-language abstracts prepared by American scientists who studied the
German reports.]

G-32. Wilhelm Groth and Paul Harteck. Corrosion Experiments on Two Alloys (Steel
and Light Metal Alloys) with UF6. 12 May 1940

Investigations were undertaken in a quartz vessel with very pure UF6. 10 grams of UF6 was sublimed
into the vessel and the samples were exposed for 14 hours at 100oC. [...] Same test setup but
at 350oC. [...] Corrosion of steel is excessive. Light metal, however, can be used in installations
operating below 250oC. For high temperature use nickel is the only suitable material.

G-33. Wilhelm Groth and Paul Harteck. Status of Work on Separating 235U und 238U.
Stand der Arbeiten zur Trennung der Isotope 235U und 238U. 1940

Corrosion tests were made with UF6 at 100 and 150oC on monel, nickel, brass, copper, aluminum,
silver, iron, and various commercial alloys. Results tabulated. Nickel only material suitable for high
temperature use. On the basis of tests made with xenon the U isotopes can quite probably be
separated by thermal di↵usion using a double jacketed tube with a separating length of 10 m.

Developed method for checking concentration of 235U. When 235U is enriched, 234U is also enriched.
The alpha emission of 234U is therefore a measure of 235U concentration.

FIAT 1171. An Instrument for the Measurement of the Radio-Active Content of Mov-
ing Gases.
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G-28. Rudolf Fleischmann. Some Constants and Properties of UF6. Ueber einige Kon-
stanten und Eigenschaften von UF6. 1940.

UF6, the only U compound which is gaseous at room temperature, is of essential importance for
isotope separation. Unfortunately there is no complete theory of the separation process, from which
the separation can be calculated from measurable constants of the substance to be separated. The
theories of Waldmann and of Furry, Jones, and Onsager deal with the plane case but are qualitatively
applicable to the cylindrical case. They permit the calculation of the proper size of the apparatus,
when a few constants of the gas employed in the separation are known, particularly the coe�cient
of viscosity ⌘, the density ⇢, and the vapor pressure p as a function of the temperature. [These
quantities were measured and reported.] Investigations with UF6 are complicated by its a�nity
for water and its corrosive properties, but operation of a small experimental system shows that
separation can probably be carried out nevertheless.

G-157. Paul Harteck and Wilhelm Groth (Institut für Phys. Chemie, Hamburg); Erich
Noack and Walter Kwasnik (I.G. Farben Leverkusen). Herstellung von Uranhexafluo-
rid im Halbtechnischen Masstab. Untersuchung der Legierungsfähigkeit von metallis-
chem Uran. 11 June 1942.

Description of usual laboratory method of making UF6 from metallic U using Cl as catalyst. Kwas-
nik developed process whereby uranium oxide is carried through a rotating inclined nickel tube
heated to 650oC through which a stream of fluorine gas is passed. The UF6 thus formed is frozen
by CO2 in containers. About 500 grams UF6 thus produced per hour. The UF6 to be frozen in large
crystalline block to reduce amount of adsorption of other gases. Method of transport and handling
of UF6. Projected improvements of Kwasnik process. Possibility of using U ores directly instead of
first purifying U. Costs 22–51 RM/kg. Experiments planned with U alloys of nickel, silicon, and
chromium.
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[Documents captured by the U.S. Alsos Mission show that during 1940–1945, there was a large pro-
gram in the Hamburg/Kiel area to design, build, and operate a series of increasingly sophisticated
gas centrifuges for uranium enrichment. That work was conducted by physicists and engineers such
as Konrad Beyerle (at Anschütz, a gyroscope company in Kiel that already had experience making
high-precision rapidly rotating machinery), K. H. Eldau, Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, Johannes
Hans Jensen (who later won a Nobel Prize for the nuclear shell model), Werner Kuhn, Detlof Lyons
(who also worked for the Reichspost), Hans Martin, Hans Suess, and Albert Suhr:]

G-82. Wilhelm Groth. Status of Work on Building an Ultracentrifuge. 1941.

G-83. Wilhelm Groth and Hans Suess. Status of Work on Isotope Separation of Prepar-
tion 38 (U3O8) at the Institute of Physical Chemistry, University of Hamburg. Separa-
tion Column Experiment and Construction of Ultracentrifuge. Analysis of Tests. 1941.

G-95. Johannes Hans Jensen. The Ultracentrifuge Method for Separating Uranium Iso-
topes. 1941.

G-107. Hans Martin and K. H. Eldau. Appendix to Report of 15 July 1941 on the
Construction of an Ultracentrifuge to Separate Isotopes. The Stability of Some Metals
to UF6 Vapor at Room Temperature and at 50oC. 1941.

G-146. Wilhelm Groth. Separation of Uranium Isotopes by the Ultracentrifuge. I. En-
richment of the Xenon Isotope in a Single Stage Ultracentrifuge. 1942.

G-147. Wilhelm Groth. Separation of the Uranium Isotopes by the Separation Tube
and the Ultracentrifuge. 1942.

G-148. Wilhelm Groth and Hans Suess. Status of Work on Separation of Isotopes of
Preparation 38. 1942.

G-149. Wilhelm Groth and Albert Suhr. Separation of Uranium Isotopes by the Ul-
tracentrifuge. II. Enrichment of Uranium Isotopes U234 and U235 in a Single Stage
Ultracentrifuge. 1942.

G-158. Paul Harteck and Johannes Hans Jensen. Calculation of the Separation E↵ect
and the Yield of Various Arrangements of Centrifuges in Order to Improve the E�ciency
of a Single Centrifuge. 1942.

G-175. Hans Martin. Spontaneous Gas Convection on Conducting Walls in a High Cen-
trifugal Field. 1942.

G-215. Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, and Albert Suhr. Separation of Uranium Isotopes
by the Ultracentrifuge. III. Enrichment of Xenon and Uranium Isotopes by the Cascade
Method. 1943.

G-234. Hans Martin. Chamber Centrifuge with Axial Temperature Gradient. 1943.

G-276. Detlof Lyons. Theory of Isotope Separation by Ultracentrifuges with Thermal
Convection. 1944.
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G-330. Konrad Beyerle, Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, et al. Correspondence, Cost
Estimates, and Technical Data Concerning the Construction of the Ultracentrifuge by
the Anschütz Company. 1944–1945.

G-331. Konrad Beyerle, Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, et al. Technical Letters Concern-
ing the Ultracentrifuge, Taken from Dr. Groth’s File. 1941–1944.

G-332. Folder Containing Blueprints for Construction of an Ultracentrifuge.

G-333/G-248. Konrad Beyerle. The Gas Centrifuge Setup GZA 451 for the German
Federal Research Board. 12 December 1944.

G-334. Folder Containing Blueprints for Construction of an Ultracentrifuge.

G-335. Folder Containing Drawings, Blueprints and Photographs of the Ultracentrifuge.

G-336. Folder Containing Blueprints for Construction of an Ultracentrifuge.

[The work described in those captured German reports was summarized in a U.S. report by the
American physicist Jesse Beams, who had also done some work on centrifuge isotope separation
[Beams and Haynes 1936]:]

G-344. Jesse W. Beams. Report on the Use of the Centrifuge Method for the Concen-
tration of U235 by the Germans. 9 April 1946.

This brief report is based upon a number of captured German reports and letters sent to me by
Colonel Peterson. While this list is apparently not complete, it allows one to get an idea of the
progress the Germans were able to make.

Immediately after Bohr and other showed that the isotope 235 of Uranium was responsible for
the observed Nuclear Fission, the Germans began an intensive search for a suitable method of
concentrating it. Their first step was to produce the UF6 gas in su�cient quantities for use in
the Thermal Di↵usion Method of Clusius and Dickel. This production was carried out by the I.G.
Garben Company under the direction of Dr. Noack. Experiments performed from 1939 to 1941
with the Thermal Di↵usion Method using the gas, UF6, were uniformly unsuccessful although
in the meantime the necessary properties of UF6 such as viscosity and vapor pressure were well
established.

In the Summer of 1941 Groth, Harteck, and Jensen in Hamburg and Martin and Kuhn in the
University of Kiel focused their attention on the Centrifuge Method for concentrating Uranium 235.
They first made a study of the theory and concluded that the method had promise. Accordingly
in Sept. 1941 the Firm of Anschutz and Co. in Kiel started construction of a gas centrifuge under
the direction of Dr. Beyerle, head of their Research Department. The rotor was 40 cm long with
an O.D. of 14.5 cm and was driven electrically up to 60,000 r.p.m. Apparently this first centrifuge
was patterned somewhat after some of our early (1936–38) published work on isotope separation
by centrifuging. With this apparatus Groth obtained separation of the Xenon isotopes in May 1942
and a concentration increase of 3.9% of Uranium 235 in a small sample in August 1942. During
1943 a large number of technical improvements were made in the centrifuge apparatus, and the
workers felt that it was trustworthy for long period operation.
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At the suggestion of Harteck a continuous method of operation was adopted, called the “Rocking
Method” and designated as UZ III. It was assembled and tested in Freiburg by the Firm of Hellige
and Co. Two identical centrifuges were used, one for stripping and the other for concentrating the
U 235. Each centrifuge rotor was divided into 10 chambers in such a way that the periphery of one
chamber connected through a ba✏e system to the axis of the next chamber. The bottom ends of
the two rotors were connected together and the gas was made to oscillate or flow back and forth
in such a manner as to produce enriched U 235 at the top of one rotor and the stripped material
at the top of the other rotor. The first experiments with this method gave 40% of the theoretical
value and in May 1944 Groth in writing to Gerlach said: “The experiments of the last week have
produced a separation of 70% of the theoretical vlue which is more than had been hoped for.” In
the meantime Anschutz and Co. had developed a rotor 70 cm long and 15 cm O.D. which weighed
15 kg. Their rotors were made either of an aluminum alloy, “Bondur,” or of steel and had an inside
peripheral speed of about 3.9⇥ 104 cm/sec.

As an alternate to Harteck’s “Rocking Method” Martin and Kuhn at Kiel worked out the theory for
a so-called “Thermal Siphon Method” which consisted of cooling the outer walls of the centrifuge
and heating along the axis. This was supposed to produce circulation in the manner of the Clusius-
Dickel experiment, and the enriched fraction would be drawn o↵ at the top of the rotor. The method
apparently was never tried although experiments were planned.

From the reports one gathers that as early as 1942 the Germans arrived at the conclusion that the
centrifuge method, even though expensive, probably stood the best chance of success of all of the
methods for separating U 235. They placed an ever growing emphasis on the problem but it never
reached beyond the experimental stage.

It was abundantly clear that the air war was primarily responsible for a production plant not
getting much further than the planning stage. The Anschutz Co. was badly bombed in Kiel and
development was slowed down by the di�culty of getting materials from Essen, Vienna, etc. At the
end of the war they were planning to put a factory underground near Kandern.

In comparing the progress with the Centrifuge Method of separation made by the Germans and by
ourselves it is clear that at the end of the war they were far behind where we were in this country
at the end of 1943 when support of the centrifuge project was e↵ectively cut o↵. However, they
made some headway both with the theory and experiment.

[Beams’s final editorial comments appear to be countered by the facts that (1) German work on
ultracentrifuges for a variety of applications can be traced back to the 1920s, well before Beams’s
work, (2) Beams’s centrifuge experiments were considered but abandoned by the U.S. Manhattan
Project because of their poor performance, and (3) the German-developed gas centrifuges became
the basis of uranium enrichment worldwide after the war, since they were more e�cient than any
of the uranium enrichment methods (Beams-type centrifuges, gaseous di↵usion, calutrons, and
thermal di↵usion) developed by the Manhattan Project.]
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[Whereas conventional histories only acknowledge the existence of one wartime uranium gas cen-
trifuge program conducted by Beyerle, Groth, Harteck, and collaborators in the Hamburg/Kiel
area, there is evidence demonstrating that additional centrifuge programs existed.

For example, Günter Nagel found German documentation of a previously unknown but apparently
quite significant uranium gas centrifuge program that was conducted for at least three or four years
under the Army Ordnance O�ce [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, pp. 249–251]:]

Schumann und Diebner waren sich o↵enkundig
schon früh darüber im Klaren, dass die Iso-
topentrennung eines der zentralen Probleme
des Uranprogramms ist. Deshalb wurden auch
Kräfte des II. PI dafür herangezogen. So legten
Werner Holtz und Werner Schwietzke Anfang
1942 ein zwei Seiten umfassendes Dokument
“Ultrazentrifuge zur Trennung von Gasgemis-
chen (Vorbericht)” vor. [...]

Auf die Beteiligung von Holtz und
Schwietzke an der Entwicklung einer Ultrazen-
trifuge wies auch Dr. Herbert Kunz hin. [...]

Einen weiteren Beleg für die Beteiligung
von Holtz und Schwietzke an der Zentrifu-
genentwicklung lieferte Frau Ursula Schulze,
die zu ihrer Flucht 1945 in die “neue Ver-
lagerungsstelle des II. Physikalischen Instituts”
im Schloss Zandt bei Cham im Bayerischen
Wald berichtete: “Auch Holtz und Schwietzke
waren dort angelangt. Dann mussten wir alle
schriftlichen Unterlagen der Kernzentrifugen-
forschung, an der auch Ortwin [Schulze] bei
Schwietzke mitgearbeitet hatte, verbrennen.
Dabei wussten wir noch nicht, dass Schwietzke
Duplikate besaß, was ihn durch unsere Hilfe
nach Australien weiterhalf.”

Schumann and Diebner were obviously already
aware that isotope separation is one of the
central problems of the uranium program. For
this reason, resources of the Second Physics
Institute were used for this. Thus in early 1942,
Werner Holtz and Werner Schwietzke presented
a two-page document entitled “Ultracentrifuge
for the Separation of Gas Mixtures (Prelimi-
nary Report).” [...]

The involvement of Holtz and Schwietzke
in the development of an ultracentrifuge was
also emphasized by Dr. Ing. Herbert Kunz. [...]

Further evidence of the involvement of Holtz
and Schwietzke in centrifuge development was
provided by Ms. Ursula Schulze, who reported
on her escape in 1945 to the “new relocation
o�ce of the Second Physics Institute” in Zandt
Castle near Cham in the Bavarian Forest:
“Holtz and Schwietzke had arrived there, too,
and then we had to burn all the written records
of the nuclear centrifuge research, on which also
Ortwin [Schulze] had worked with Schwietzke.
We did not yet know that Schwietzke possessed
duplicates, which helped him in Australia.”

[In the National Archives of Australia, Gernot Eilers found postwar documentation on Werner
Schwietzke and his gas centrifuge designs, from the time period during which he emigrated to
Australia.]
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File on Werner Schwietzke. 1947–1951. National Archives of Australia. Series number
MT105/8, control symbol 1/6/3094, barcode 934755. Note: pages are numbered in
reverse order in red pencil in upper right corner. https://recordsearch.naa.gov.au
/SearchNRetrieve/NAAMedia/ShowImage.aspx?B=934755&T=PDF

[p. 41] Schwietzke was checked closely on his party activities. [...] I enquired from Czerny on his
political past and was informed I could be sure he had not dabbled in politics any more than was
necessary by his profession. Czerny did not hesitate to say he could vouch for him. This was also
the opinion I formed. Schwietzke is the type who is interested in academic not political problems.

As requested I attempted to get details of the laboratory centrifuge.

The position is that due to bombing no existing centrifuge or drawings are available to Dr. Schwietz-
ke. He does however feel he has the capacity to design a similar machine quite easily. [...]

The Centrifuge was made by PHYNE (Trade name of Physicalische Werkstatte) of Göttingen from
sketches and instructions. No special drawings, and unlikely that PHYNE have useful data there
he feels. [...]

As soon as the centrifuge details submitted by Dr. Schwietzke are received they will be transmitted
to Australia.

H. P. Matthews.

[pp. 20–19, the end of a detailed 14-page paper written by Schwietzke in German after the war
giving an apparently selective account of his early centrifuge experiments during the war:]

Da die theoretischen Berechnungen der Span-
nungsverteilung des mit hoher Geschwindigkeit
umlaufenden Rotors nur mit einer gewissen
Annäherung vorgenommen werden können, war
es empfehlenswert, den genau ausgewuchteten
Rotor einen Probelauf unterhalb der als kri-
tisch errechneten Umlaufhöchstgeschwindigkeit
von 65 000 U/Min. ausführen zu lassen und
durch Präzisionsmessungen nach dem Lauf
die evt. auftretenden Veränderungen des Ro-
tors genauestens zu bestimmen. Nach einer
beträchtlichen Anzahl von Versuchsreihen über
mehrere Stunden bei 60 000 U/Min. konnte
eine Verformung des Rotors niemals festgestellt
werden, so dass eine ständige Betriebsdrehzahl
von 56 000 U/Min. bei den vorgesehenen
Versuchen ohne Gefahr gewählt werden konnte.

Diese wenig Platz und Aufwand erfordernde
Ultrazentrifuge hat sich in der Praxis ausseror-
dentlich gut bewährt.

Since the theoretical calculations of the stress
distribution of the rotor rotating at high speed
can only be carried out with a certain approxi-
mation, it was recommended that the precisely
balanced rotor be subjected to a test run below
the maximum rotational speed of 65,000 rpm,
which was calculated as critical, and that any
changes in the rotor be precisely determined by
precision measurements after the run. After a
considerable number of test series over several
hours at 60,000 rpm a deformation of the rotor
never could be detected, so that a constant
operating speed of 56,000 rpm could be selected
for the intended tests without danger.

This ultracentrifuge, which requires little
space and e↵ort, has proven itself extraordinar-
ily good in practice.
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[There are several important implications of this information on Werner Schwietzke and his gas
centrifuge designs:

• Schwietzke and his centrifuges definitely existed, as shown by the German and Australian
evidence, yet they had been completely forgotten by history. The fact that Werner Grothmann
mentioned the importance of Schwietzke and his wartime work [p. 2707] strongly supports
both the authenticity and the usefulness of the Werner Grothmann interview transcript.

• The fact that Erich Schumann neglected to mention Schwietzke and his centrifuges in his
postwar writings, even though most of that work was conducted directly under Schumann,
suggests that Schumann deliberately omitted major people and programs from his writings
to make the wartime German program appear much smaller and much less advanced than it
actually was.

• Just as Schwietzke’s centrifuge program was kept so quiet during the war and in all the
decades afterward, it is quite possible that other major wartime programs on centrifuges or
other important aspects of nuclear technology are still unknown or poorly understood.

• From the available documentation, it is not clear just how far the Schwietzke/Holtz and Bey-
erle/Groth/Harteck centrifuge programs progressed during the war, how much uranium they
enriched and to what percentage, and whether the Schwietzke/Holtz or Beyerle/Groth/Harteck
centrifuge designs were mass-produced and utilized by industrial or military organizations at
other locations within the Reich. If enough centrifuges were able to operate long enough dur-
ing the war, it is possible that a significant quantity of highly enriched uranium could have
been produced.

• As shown by the Schwietzke/Holtz and Beyerle/Groth/Harteck examples, uranium gas cen-
trifuge enrichment was developed and demonstrated over the course of many years during the
war by German-speaking scientists and engineers, and spread by German-speaking scientists
and engineers (as well as the prototypes and documentation they had produced) to other
countries after the war. The Soviet Union was one of those countries to which the technology
spread, but not the origin of the technology as has been presented by some conventional
histories.

Dozens of German scientists, such as Max Steenbeck and Gernot Zippe, produced gas centrifuges in
the Soviet nuclear program after the war [NYT 2004-03-23]. The connections of those scientists and
technologies to wartime programs in Germany need to be clarified. German scientists also spread
gas centrifuge technology to many other countries (just as Schwietzke did to Australia), and now
it is the standard method for enriching uranium worldwide.]
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D. Uranium-235 Enrichment via Electromagnetic Separation

[German reports captured by the U.S. Alsos Mission also show that there was extensive work
throughout the war on electromagnetic systems for uranium enrichment (similar to the U.S. ca-
lutrons at Oak Ridge). That work was conducted by physicists and engineers such as Manfred von
Ardenne, Heinz Ewald, Richard Herzog, Hans Kopfermann, and Wilhelm Walcher. Unless otherwise
noted, text for G-series captured German nuclear reports cited here consists of the English-language
abstracts prepared by American scientists who studied the German reports.]

G-375. Richard Herzog. Report on the Status of the Work Towards Construction of a
Large New Mass Spectrometer. 1943. Vienna.

Construction principles are outlined as they were patented in 1943 and details of the design are
described. The manifold ways of focusing (direction focusing in both planes, energy focusing over
great regions, radiation focusing of the ion source and the acceleration field) assure great intensity
of the mass spectrometer even with great resolution, such intensities as are needed for separation
of isotopes. The instrument will enable scientists to detect and determine smallest quantities of
elements produced by nuclear reactions and relative abundance of isotopes.

G-256. Mass Spectrograph Construction Planned by the German Post O�ce Depart-
ment Research Institution. [Über den Aufbau eines Massenspektrographen bei der
Forschungsanstalt der Deutschen Reichspost.] 1944.

Construction is planned of a mass spectrograph equipped with a single lens and with the electric field
installed between the pole faces of the magnets. With improved lens correction a very high resolving
power is provided and high intensity of beam if the diaphragm is wide open. The instrument is
planned to serve as a precision tool for determination of mass defects when the spectrometer slit
is narrowed or for isotope separation when the slit is widened. The mass scale is planned to be
M/M–8%. Magnet and magnet corrections needed are described in detail.

G-196. Wilhelm Walcher. Report on the Status of Mass Spectroscope Work at Kiel.
The E↵ect of Space Charge on Focussing Properties of Magnetic Sector Fields. 1942.

Mass spectrograph built in Kiel to separate U isotopes. On the basis of tests made with Ag, can
expect daily separation of from 2 to 6 ⇥ 10�8 moles of U235. Mathematical determination of the
e↵ect of electrostatic repulsion of the particles on the cross section of an ion beam.

G-291. Wilhelm Walcher. Report on Investigations of Ion Sources for High Power
Installations. 12 October 1944.

Requirements for an ion source best suited for use with high power installations are postulated
and a table is given that compares capacity and current characteristics of 8 known ion sources.
Experiments are described investigating electron-optical beam characteristics of the pendulum ion
source of Heil and of a magnetron ion source, the resulting characteristics of the ion currents are
illustrated.
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Wilhelm Walcher. 1943. Über die Verwendungsmöglichkeiten von Glühanoden zur
massenspektroskopischen Isotopentrennung. [About the Possible uses of Anodes for
Mass Spectroscopic Isotope Separation.] Zeitschrift für Physik 121:604–613.

Aus der Kenntnis des Emissionsvorganges der
Kunsman-Koch-Anode wird geschlossen, daß
Elemente mit einer Ionisierungsarbeit,
die kleiner als die Austrittsarbeit der
Trägersubstanz (Wolfram mit adsorbiertem
Sauersto↵, maximal etwa 9 eV) ist, in einer
solchen Anode in Ionenform erzeugt wer-
den können. Es zeigt sich jedoch, daß diese
Möglichkeit außer bei den Alkalien nur bei
der In-, Ga-, Tl-Gruppe besteht, während z.
B. die Erdalkalien für eine Ionisierung nach
dieser Methode ungeeignet sind. Gründe hi-
erfür werden angegeben. — Die Ausbeute der
Alkalianoden wird zu fast 100% des auf der
inneren Oberfläche des W-Pulvers adsorbierten
Alkalimetalls gefunden, und zwar ist die in Am-
perestunden gemessene Kapazität konstant und
weitgehend unabhängig vom Emissionsstrom,
der bei einer Rubidiumanode bis zu 0,7 mA/cm2

dauernd gesteigert werden kann. Die Ausbeute
einer Indiumanode hingegen beträgt nur etwa
5%. — Es wird gezeigt, daß sich die Anoden
regenerieren lassen.

From the knowledge of the emission process
of the Kunsman-Koch anode it is concluded
that elements with an ionization energy which
is smaller than the output energy of the car-
rier substance (tungsten with adsorbed oxy-
gen, maximum about 9 eV) can be produced
in such an anode in ion form. However, it has
been shown that this possibility exists only for
the in-, Ga-, Tl-group except for the alkalis,
whereas the alkaline earths are unsuitable for
ionization according to this method. Reasons
for this are given.—The yield of the alkali an-
odes is found to almost 100% of the alkali metal
adsorbed on the inner surface of the W pow-
der, namely the capacity measured in ampere
hours is constant and largely independent of
the emission current, which can be continu-
ously increased up to 0.7 mA/cm2 with a ru-
bidium anode. The yield of an indium anode on
the other hand is only about 5%.—It is shown
that the anodes can be regenerated.

Wilhelm Walcher. 1943. Der Einfluß der Raumladung auf die Abbildungseigenschaften
magnetischer Sektorfelder. [The Influence of Space Charge on the Resolving Power of
Sector-Shaped Magnetic Fields.] Zeitschrift für Physik 121:719–728.

Es wird gezeigt, daß ein Bündel geladener
Teilchen, das auf eine Brennlinie zielt, trotz
des abstoßenden Einflusses der Raumladung in
einer anderen Brennlinie fokussiert werden kann.
Die Fokussierungsbedingungen werden für den
feld-freien Raum und für magnetische Sektor-
felder angegeben, die Erweiterung der Theorie
auf allgemeine Sektorfelder an einem Beispiel be-
sprochen. Folgerungen für den Bau von Massen-
spektrographen, insbesondere solchen für Iso-
topentrennung, werden gezogen.

It is shown that a bundle of charged particles
aiming at a focal line can be focused in an-
other focal line despite the repulsive influence
of space charge. The focusing conditions are
given for the field-free space and for magnetic
sector fields, the extension of the theory to gen-
eral sector fields is discussed with an example.
Conclusions for the construction of mass spec-
trographs, especially those for isotope separa-
tion, are drawn.
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BIOS 1487. Chemical Laboratory Instrumentation in Germany. pp. 5–15.

The estimation of stable isotopes for most of the research teams in Germany using them was done on
a mass spectrometer designed and made by Dr. W. Paul of the Second Physics Institute Göttingen.
A second similar instrument was made at Göttingen for Professor Heisenberg’s Institute but was
only completed late in the War and was not much used. [...]

The results given by Dr. Paul in his description of the instrument (loc. cit) showed that its resolution
was just su�cient to bring the deflection to zero between the two thallium isotopes of mass 203 and
205, whilst its sensitivity could be made su�cient to demonstrate the existence of the radio active
potassium isotope K40 which is present in the proportion of 0.012%[...] The results of measurements
of the relative concentration of the isotopes of rubidium, thallium, potassium, neon, silver and
nitrogen are given showing an accuracy of 1% or better.

The instrument was operated by Dr. Paul during our visit. It was clear from this demonstration
that the resolving power was as good as was claimed—the isotopes of mercury masses 198–202,
from the di↵usion pump used to evacuate the apparatus, being shown readily, whilst the sensitivity
was ample to show the presence of the rare neon isotope.

[...] It is the more remarkable that apparently most of the workers in Germany doing work with
stable isotopes during the War, relied on this instrument for their analyses.

1994. Obituaries: Wolfgang Paul. Physics Today 47:7:76.
[https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.2808585]

[...] After two years with the Technische Hochschule Munich, he went in 1934 to the Technische
Hochschule Berlin, where he joined Hans Kopfermann’s research group and earned the diploma
(1937) and doctorate (1939) degrees. In 1937 he moved with that team and set out to participate
in pioneering studies at the universities of Kiel and later Göttingen on the hyperfine structure of
atomic spectra and—with Wilhelm Walcher—on mass spectrometry. In 1944 he became a faculty
member at Göttingen, where he worked with the legendary 6-MeV betatron, the first of its kind
on the European continent.
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[Wolfgang Paul (German, 1913–1993) won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1989 for his experimental
physics work on the electromagnetic manipulation and trapping of ions, of which the invention
described in BIOS 1487 was just one example. Wolfgang Paul should not be confused with Wolfgang
Pauli (Austrian, 1900–1958), who won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1945 for his work on theoretical
physics.

Paul’s mass spectrometer from BIOS 1487 (or similar instruments) would have been ideal for
monitoring the progress of uranium isotope enrichment by providing a rapid and reliable analysis
of the uranium isotope ratios at various points in the enrichment process. If the instrument could
readily separate isotopes of thallium or mercury with slightly di↵erent masses around 200, it could
distinguish between uranium isotopes of masses 235 and 238.

Please see figures of Paul’s mass spectrometer from BIOS 1487 on the following pages.

In fact, if this design were scaled up, given some modifications, and mass-produced, those mass-
produced versions could have been used like calutrons to actually enrich significant amounts of
weapons-grade uranium.

From publicly available references, it is unclear just how much nuclear-weapons-related work Wolf-
gang Paul may have done during the war.]
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Figure D.12: Wolfgang Paul’s electromagnetic mass spectrometer for separating/analyzing isotope
mixtures [BIOS 1487].
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Figure D.13: Wolfgang Paul’s electromagnetic mass spectrometer for separating/analyzing isotope
mixtures [BIOS 1487].
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Kurt Diebner. Listing of nuclear research commissions enclosed with a letter to the
president of the Reich Research Council. 18 April 1944. [English translation in Hentschel
and Hentschel 1996, pp. 322–324; German in Nagel 2016, pp. 512–513]

No. Topic Person Responsible Priority Level Secrecy Specification

[...]

11. Isotope separation Inst. for Phys. Chemistry at SS, for special Secret,
Hamburg Univ., Prof. Harteck purposes DE partly top secret

12. Isotope separation Inst. for Phys. Chemistry SS Secret,
and Electrochemistry, Kiel, partly top secret
Lec. Dr. Martin

13. ” KWI for Chemistry, SS, for special Secret
Berlin, Dr. Klemm purposes DE

[...]

15. Preparation of Danzig Polytechnic, SS Secret
gaseous uranium Prof. Albers
compounds for
isotope separation

16. ” Chem. Inst. at Bonn Univ., SS Secret
Prof. Schmitz-Dumont

17. Construction and II. Phys. Inst. at SS Open,
development of a Göttingen Univ., partly secret
mass spectrograph Prof. Kopfermann

18. Development of a Deutsche Reichspost, SS Open,
mass spectrograph Ministerial Councillor Gerwig partly secret

19. Manufacture of an Bamag-Meguin Co., Berlin DE Secret
isotope sluice

[...]
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G-139. Heinz Ewald. Eine neue Methode zur Magnetischen Isotopentrennung. [A New
Method of Magnetic Isotope Separation.] 3 March 1942.

Reviews use of mass spectrograph to separate isotopes. Limitations of methods used heretofore.
Principle of new separation method. Ions of homogeneous energy enter slit B

0 at angle E into
homogeneous magnetic field with limits bb, cc. Field strength is so regulated that the heavy masses
M2 just leave the magnetic whereas the light masses M1 cannot quite leave the magnetic field
and are bent back toward b. Various applications of this principle are illustrated and discussed:
(1) Annular magnetic field with ion source in the center. (2) Linear arrangement with rectangular
magnetic field. (3) Annular magnetic field with ion source on the outside and target for heavy
particles in the center. Calculations are included to demonstrate practicability of this method.

[See Figs. D.14–D.14 from this report. Ewald’s design is closely related to Manfred von Ardenne’s
design below, and both were apparently part of the same project.]

Samuel A. Goudsmit. 16 June 1945. SUBJECT: Baron von Ardenne’s Isotope Separa-
tion. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 166, Folder 32.22-1 GERMANY—Research—
TA—(1943–June 1946)]

1. Among the Reichsforschungsrat papers, we have found the research report of the work which von
Ardenne did for the Reichspost. The report is dated April 1942 and describes a magnetic isotope
separator in detail. It was sent to the RFR by Esau.

2. Attached is also an interesting commentary by von Ardenne himself. In this, he states that isotope
separation is essential to decrease the amount of uranium necessary for the uranium machine. He
claims that indications regarding developments, especially in the U.S.A., which aim at a decrease
of the uranium quantity in the U-machine, have recently seeped through. Further down, he claims
that the method invented by him is new and that, by keeping the development work very secret,
an important advantage can be gained over the high level of experimental nuclear physics in the
U.S.A.

Manfred von Ardenne. Über eine neuen magnetischen Isotopentrenner für hohen
Massentransport. April 1942. [From Moscow archive, courtesy of Rainer Karlsch]

[In this report, von Ardenne gave a detailed design for the electromagnetic isotope separator concept
that was described in Ewald’s report. In particular, it showed how to use a large number of ion
beams with only one set of magnets, thereby greatly increasing the production rate of U-235. See
Fig. D.18.]
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Figure D.14: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.15: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.16: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.17: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.18: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator
with numerous beams but only one set of magnets.
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Figure D.19: The former Manfred von Ardenne mansion. A large cyclotron was located under the
garage at the left, accessible by a tunnel from the house.
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Helmut J. Fischer. 1988. Hitlers Apparat: Namen, Ämter, Kompetenzen: Eine Struk-
turanalyse des 3. Reiches. Kiel: Arndt. pp. 133–134.

Die Reichspost hatte von jeher technische Auf-
gaben zu bewältigen und stützte sich daher auf
umfangreiche Forschungs- und Entwicklungsar-
beiten auf dem Gebiet der Fernmeldetechnik
und anderer für das Postwesen nützlichen Tech-
niken. Dafür gab es in Darmstadt ausgedehnte
Laboratorien neben dem Reichspostzentralamt
in Berlin-Tempelhof, dessen Präsident Prof.
Gladenbeck war.

Diesen vorgegebenen Rahmen sprengte der
ehrgeizige Reichspostminister Ohnesorge. Er
hatte einst bei Lenard Physik studiert und
interessierte sich allgemeiner für wehrwis-
senschaftliche Probleme und schaltete zu ihrer
Bearbeitung Mitarbeiter und Einrichtungen der
Reichspost ein. Reichspost-Forschungsanstalten
entstanden in der Nachbarschaft von Berlin in
Kleinmachnow und in Miersdorf. Sie betrieben
naturwissenschaftliche Grundlagenforschung,
und das Institut in Miersdorf unter Dr.
Banneitz befaßte sich sogar ernsthaft mit
Kernphysik, wobei die Herstellung einer Atom-
bombe angestrebt wurde. Überdies spannte
Ohnesorge, der über genügend Geldmittel
verfügen konnte und auf die Hilfe des Reichs-
forschungsrates nicht angewiesen war, auch
Hochschulinstitute (wie etwa in Heidelberg)
und zudem den tüchtigen Privatforscher
Manfred von Ardenne mit seinem eigenen
Laboratorium in Berlin-Lichterfelde für seine
Forschungsziele ein. Sowohl in Miersdorf als
auch im Institut Ardennes begann der Bau
je einer 60-Millionen-Volt-Zyklotron-Anlage
und von Hochspannungsgeräten, die mit einer
Million Volt arbeiten.

The Reichspost has always had to cope with
technical tasks and therefore relied on extensive
research and development work in the field
of telecommunications technology and other
technologies useful for the postal system. To
this end, Darmstadt had extensive laboratories
alongside the Reichspost central o�ce in
Berlin-Tempelhof, whose president was Prof.
Gladenbeck.

The ambitious Reichspost Minister Ohne-
sorge went beyond this rigid framework. He
had once studied physics with Lenard and was
more interested in military science problems
in general and called in employees and insti-
tutions of the Reichspost to deal with them.
Reichspost research institutes were established
in the vicinity of Berlin in Kleinmachnow and
in Miersdorf. They carried out basic scientific
research, and the institute in Miersdorf under
Dr. Banneitz was even seriously concerned with
nuclear physics, with the aim of producing
an atomic bomb. In addition, Ohnesorge,
who had su�cient funds at his disposal and
was not dependent on the help of the Reich
Research Council, also employed university
institutes (such as Heidelberg) and the capable
private researcher Manfred von Ardenne with
his own laboratory in Berlin-Lichterfelde for
his research goals. Both in Miersdorf and at
Ardenne’s Institute, construction began on 60
million volt cyclotron facilities and on high-
voltage equipment operating at one million
volts.
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Ohnesorge hatte den Ehrgeiz, die Ergeb-
nisse seiner “posteigenen Forschung” bei Hitler
selbst vorzutragen. Deshalb verbot der Minister
seinen Wissenschaftlern die Fühlungnahme mit
Fachkollegen außerhalb des Postbereichs. So
liefen die Bemühungen von Ohnesorge um eine
Atombombe streng getrennt von den Arbeiten
an einer “Uranbombe”, die unter der Obhut
des Reichsforschungsrates und der Heereswaf-
fenamtes in einer Reihe von Forschungsstätten
in Deutschland betrieben wurden.

Die Post-Forschung erreichte auf ihrem Weg zu
einer Atombombe ansehnliche Teilerfolge. So
konnte insbesondere v. Ardenne bis Kriegsende
eine Musteranlage errichten, in der eine der
Hauptschwierigkeiten bei der Kernenergie-
Gewinnung, die Trennung der Isotopen bei den
Uran-Atomen, zufriedenstellend gelöst war.

Als Ohnesorge erstmals bei Hitler über eine
Atombombe Vortrag hielt, hatte er das Pech,
daß Hitler bereits vom Heereswa↵enamt auf
die Idee einer Uranbombe aufmerksam gemacht
worden war und bezüglich einer Verwirklichung
der Idee die erste Enttäuschung hinter sich
hatte. Trotzdem ließ Hitler Ohnesorge am Bau
einer Uranbombe weiterarbeiten und wohl auch
gelegentlich darüber berichten, obwohl Hitler
nicht daran glaubte, eine Atombombe noch vor
Kriegsende nutzen oder gar zu Erringung des
Endsieges einsetzen zu können.

Ohnesorge had the ambition to present the
results of his “postal-only research” to Hitler
himself. For this reason, the minister banned
his scientists from contacting colleagues outside
the postal service. Thus the e↵orts of Ohnesorge
for an atomic bomb were strictly separated
from the work on a “uranium bomb,” which
was carried out under the care of the Reich
Research Council and the Army Ordnance
O�ce in a number of research facilities in
Germany.

On its way to an atomic bomb, the postal
research achieved considerable partial suc-
cesses. Thus von Ardenne in particular was
able to erect a model plant by the end of the
war in which one of the main di�culties in
obtaining nuclear energy, the separation of the
isotopes of uranium atoms, was satisfactorily
solved.

When Ohnesorge first spoke to Hitler about
an atomic bomb, he was unlucky that Hitler
had already been made aware of the idea
of a uranium bomb by the Army Ordnance
O�ce and that he had been disappointed
with the realization of the idea. Nevertheless,
Hitler had Ohnesorge continue to work on the
construction of a uranium bomb and probably
also reported on it occasionally, although Hitler
did not believe that he would be able to use an
atomic bomb before the end of the war or even
use it to achieve the final victory.
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Boris Chertok. 2005–2012. Rockets and People. 4 vols. Washington, DC: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing O�ce. [www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/rockets people vol1 detail.html]

[Vol. 1, pp. 217–218:] The Smersh military intelligence representative posed the following question
to us at a meeting: “The Germans have issued leaflets that say that we will not take Berlin, and
that we will receive such a blow that there won’t be any bones to gather. The Führer has a secret
weapon in store so that the Red Army will be completely annihilated on German soil. What could
that weapon be?”

Indeed, what could it be? If it were the V-2, then no matter how many of them Hitler had “in
store,” this weapon would not bother the Red Army. This much was clear to us. Chemical weapons?
using them in any form on German soil would now be more dangerous to the Germans than to us.

We decided that this was pure propaganda. And it turned out we were right. In the United States,
Germany, and the USSR, a new, top-secret weapon really was being developed—an atomic weapon.
But even we, who had access to top-secret materials, knew virtually nothing about it until 6 August
1945, when the atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima.

Back then, we did not know that just a stone’s throw away, a group of specialists from Kurcha-
tov’s team was already preparing to search for German atomic secrets.This team had the highest
authority, for at that time the main chief of our atomic operations was Lavrentiy Beriya himself,
and other related special committees were being directed by powerful organizers such as Vannikov
and Malyshev. We did not know that in addition to the allied armies heading toward our troops
from the west, there were also special missions being sent out to seize German rocket technology
and rocket specialists, search for nuclear physicists, and seize everything that had been done in
Germany on the new scientific frontiers—first and foremost in the fields of guided missiles, nuclear
fission, and radar.

[Vol. 1, pp. 231–233:] When asked who was considered the most prominent among the special-
ists in the field of vacuum tubes, Wilki responded, “Germany is proud of Professor Manfred von
Ardenne.This is a man with big ideas. He was a great engineer and visionary.”

“Why do you say ‘was’?”

“The past two years he was working on some new idea—a new secret weapon.We don’t know
anything about it. I think it is at the Postal Ministry or the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.

[Comments added by Chertok in the 1990s:] We were very familiar with the name Manfred von
Ardenne from prewar literature on vacuum tubes. Much later we found out that he had been in
Dahlem collaborating with German physicists who were working on the atomic bomb. The U.S.,
British, and Soviet intelligence services were hunting for a lot more information about Ardenne and
his activities. When the Americans took prisoner practically the entire German elite involved in
work on the atomic bomb, von Ardenne was not among them. He turned up in the Soviet Union
and worked very productively for many years at the Sukhumi Institute of the Ministry of Medium
Machine-Building. He was treated respectfully and high government awards were conferred on him.
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[Vol. 1, pp. 247–250:] If the Germans had managed to create an atomic bomb before the Americans
and then put two or three bombs into two or three of the many hundreds of A-4 rockets launched
at Britain, the world today might look completely di↵erent. [...]

In August 1945, when we were in Thuringia, we heard on the radio about the dropping of atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We first of all tried to understand what they were talking
about.

There were no Soviet specialists among us at that time who had the slightest involvement in atomic
research. Nevertheless, our knowledge of physics helped us, in a group discussion, to assume that
the Americans had succeeded in creating a bomb by converting part of the mass of a substance
into energy, in accordance with Einstein’s famous formula: E = mc

2. There and then, we started
to question Helmut Gröttrup about what had been known in Peenemünde regarding German work
on the creation of an atomic bomb. To what extent were the German directors of the long-range
missile program—in particular Dornberger, von Braun, or their closest assistants—familiar with
the possibilities of creating an atomic bomb? Long conversations with Gröttrup enabled us to
understand that work on some sort of super-powerful explosive had been conducted in Germany.
Gröttrup was well acquainted with the names Heisenberg and von Ardenne, which I mentioned
as possible scientists who could have been working on an atomic bomb. Moreover, he said that in
the summer of 1943 the Peenemünde directors had, under great secrecy, talked about some new
powerful explosive. For the specialists at Peenemünde this was very important. They understood
that the ordinary TNT used in A-4 warheads—in quantities of 700–800 kilograms per warhead—
would produce an e↵ect no greater than a conventional 1,000 kilogram bomb dropped from an
airplane.

British and American aviation had already dropped countless such bombs on German cities. Nev-
ertheless, Germany had continued to fight and had even expanded its development of new weapons.
Gröttrup recalled that he had heard about the new explosive when von Braun had been sent to
Berlin to consult with the infantry command about the prospects of increasing the power of missile
warheads.

Upon his return, von Braun did not say with whom he had met in Berlin. Gröttrup, smiling,
recalled that it had been nice to hear from his boss that the theoretical physicists, despite the very
interesting problem they were working on, had absolutely no engineering experience—in contrast
to the missile specialists, they could not imagine how they needed to organize their work in order
to transition from naked theory to “living” objects.

[Vol. 1, pp. 305–306:] We did not manage to pick up Baron Wernher von Braun through Operation
Ost, and I think that this was good both for us and for him. Despite all of his capabilities, what he
achieved in the United States would have been impossible for him to achieve in the Soviet Union. It
is true, another prominent scientist, professor, doctor, and also baron, Manfred von Ardenne, who
had worked in the Soviet Union from 1945 to 1955 at the Electrophysics Institute in Sukhumi, was
awarded the title Hero of Socialist Labor for his participation in the creation of the Soviet atomic
bomb. It should be noted, however, that von Ardenne had not been a member of the Nazi Party,
and he had not created weapons of mass destruction under the Nazis.
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Philip Morrison to Robert Furman. The German Reichspost and Nuclear Research.
24 April 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY:
Summary Reports (1944)]

We now have three independent pieces of evidence that the Reichspost is interested in neutron
research or wishes us to think that:

1) Several years ago M. von Ardenne thanked the Reichspost minister, a man named
Ohnesorge, for supporting the entrance of von Ardenne’s laboratory into work in nuclear
physics.

2) In October 1943 (Naturwissenschaften, 31, p. 507) a man, otherwise unknown to
us, named D. Lyons, published a mathematical letter on the slowing down of neutrons
in homogeneous mixtures. The material of the letter is rather similar to much work
done in the early days of this project and also in the published sources. Lyons rather
ostentatiously signs his letter as coming from the O�ce for Special Physical Questions
of the Research Division of the German Reichspost (Amt für physikalische Sonderfragen
der Forschungsanstalt der Deutschen Reichspost) located in Berlin-Tempelhof.

3) The information from Swiss sources which you showed us this week mentioned that
S. Flügge has left Hahn to go to work for the Reichspost.

It will be clear to you that there is something rather odd in this a↵air of the Reichspost’s becoming
interested in a field so very far from the radio and telephone research they have carried out in
the past. It is equally strange that we learn about it in such a direct way as from Lyons’ note,
but confirm it in the rather indirect way of (1) and (3) above. I would suggest that you formulate
inquiries about the activity of the Reichspost in the Tempelhof laboratories to whoever will know
most about that outfit.

[Detlof Lyons was a real researcher in the Reichspost-funded nuclear research program.]

OSS London. 9 June 1944. Report No. SUN-90. Report from Switzerland. [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-1 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int.
(July 42–June 44)]

[...] The Reichs Postal Administration under the direction of Pose have installed three new high
tension laboratories of which the location is not known. Professors Fluegge and von Ardenne are
in charge. [...]

FA 002/0362. Letter from Rudolf Fleischmann to Kirchner. 18 August 1943. Archive
of Deutsches Museum Munich.

The Strassburg high-tension generator is the only one in Germany or occupied countries of 1.5
million volts except the Reichspost’s in Zeuthen-Miersdorf.
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FA 002/0362. Letter from Major Calvert to Samuel Goudsmit. 8 December 1944.
Archive of Deutsches Museum Munich.

[...] A prisoner of war has been located that served as an apprentice with the “Reichspost” in the
field of telegraphy. While the prisoner of war is only seventeen years old, he has proven to be very
intelligent, fully cooperative, and his statements can be considered reliable. Moreover, he is the son
of a Berlin post o�ce employee. In his first interview he made the following statement:

Berlin-Teltow, Mawlower Chaussee (GSGS 4480/3,R6) on open field next to new houses on south
side of road, approximately opposite Moltkestrasse. PW states that the building was damaged
by air-raid in 43, and about June 43 most of the establishment was transferred to Zeuthen near
Berlin. PW went there once to install alarm wires around X-ray tubes (in his own words), which
were supposed to be used for experiments in splitting the atom. If the tubes got overheated, the
wire was supposed to melt and thus actuate the alarm.

Monthly Intelligence Summary. January 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

Information was received from German P/W, who is a former employee of the Reichspost, that
there is a high tension apparatus located in the village of Zeuthen near Berlin. P/W stated that he
had heard that T A work was in progress at this location. Aerial photos of Zeuthen were obtained
and the P/W pinpointed the building to which he referred. The work going on at this building,
according to P/W is under the direction of the Reichspost. This information is corroborated to
some extent by information previously reported by Dr. S. A. Goudsmit as a result of his Eindhoven
investigation.

U.S. Army Air Force General Henry H. Arnold. 1949. Global Mission. New York:
Harper. pp. 491, 534.

In May, 1943, we received information from Zurich that Professor Max Planck, at the Kaiser
Wilhelm Institute, in collaboration with Dr. Otto Hahn, was working on the splitting of the uranium
atom. Also that other German scientists were on the threshold of solving this great and dangerous
secret.

The Germans were supposed to have perfected an electric machine which would make it possible to
complete the development of the atomic bomb. I was then asked to have our bombers in England
make special missions against the various branches of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin. Prior
to that, the British had destroyed a plant at Norway where the Germans had been experimenting
with other phases of this project. [...]

When it came to establishing the Target Folders that would give us the size, location, general
characteristics, special distinguishing marks, the type of construction, and other details necessary
for bombing operations against a target like the complexes of the I. G. Farben Company, or the
Krupp Works—such data did not exist in the United States. Accordingly, the Air Force had no
recourse but to go to other sources for its information.

[“An electric machine which would make it possible to complete the development of the atomic
bomb” sounds like an electromagnetic separator. Arnold said it was somewhere in the Berlin area
and was bombed. The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute is not known to have had such a machine, but the
Reichspost did—is that what Arnold meant? For another document that may describe the same
bombing, and where the equipment was subsequently moved, see the next page.]
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E. Uranium-235 Enrichment via Isotope Sluice

[The isotope sluice was a unique isotope separation system invented by Erich Bagge. The principle
was that in a beam of energetic uranium atoms/ions/molecules, lighter U-235 would travel slightly
faster than heavier U-238. If that beam had to traverse a series of portals that quickly opened
and closed with the right timing, the faster U-235 would be more likely to make it through than
the slower U-238. The portals were generally holes in rapidly spinning disks. Because the isotope
sluice involved both energetic uranium beams and high-speed rotating machinery, it combined
some characteristics of electromagnetic separators and centrifuges. Bagge successfully demonstrated
isotope sluice prototypes during the war [FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp.
100–103], and tried unsuccessfully to attract enough support for the approach after the war.]

Erich Bagge and Karl-Friedrich Leisinger. Patent DE1058024. Vorrichtung zur Tren-
nung von Isotopen mit der Isotopenschleuse in der Gasphase. [Device for the Separa-
tion of Isotopes with the Isotope Sluice in the Gas Phase.] Filed 6 May 1955.

Es ist möglich, Isotope mit Hilfe der Isotopen-
schleuse nach einem von E. Bagge entwickelten
Verfahren zu trennen. Die Methode besteht
darin, daß man sich für das zu trennende Iso-
topengemisch einen Atom- oder Molekularstrahl
herstellt, welcher ein System von intermittieren-
den Blenden durchsetzen muß. Die Blenden sind
so eingerichtet, daß durch periodisches Ö↵nen
und Schließen der Atom- oder Molekularstrahl in
kleine Wölkchen zerhackt wird.

Die Wölkchen müssen dann über eine kurze
Wegstrecke durch den Raum fliegen, wobei
sich eine teilweise Trennung der Isotope vol-
lzieht, indem sich die leichteren und dadurch
schnelleren Teilchen an den Kopf des Wölkchens
setzen, während die schwereren zurückbleiben.
Das zweite Blendsystem sorgt dafür, daß die
Wölkchen abermals zerteilt werden, indem
die Spitze durchgelassen wird, während der
Rest des Wölkchens zwischen den Blenden
zurückbleibt. Auf diese Weise ist es möglich,
aus dem ursprünglichen Atomstrahl einen neuen
intermittierenden Strahl zu gewinnen, in dem
die leichteren Isotope angereichert sind. Zur
Ausbildung des primären Atomstrahls wird vor
die erste intermittierende Blende eine raumfeste
oder ein ganzes System räumlich feststehender
Blenden gebracht. Das Verfahren, das sich in
dieser Form auf Atomstrahlen leicht kondensier-
barer Metalldämpfe mit Erfolg anwenden läßt,
kann auch auf Gase übertragen werden.

It is possible to separate isotopes by means
of the isotope sluice according to a method
developed by E. Bagge. The method consists
in producing an atomic or molecular beam
for the isotope mixture to be separated,
which must enforce a system of intermittent
diaphragms. The apertures are arranged
so that the atomic or molecular beam is
chopped into small clouds by periodically
opening and closing.

The small clouds then have to fly over
a short distance through space, with a partial
separation of the isotopes takes place by the
lighter and thus faster particles sit on the
head of the cloud, while the heavier remain
behind. The second blend system causes the
clouds to be split again by letting the tip
through while leaving the rest of the cloud
between the ba✏es. In this way, it is possible
to obtain from the original atomic beam a
new intermittent beam in which the lighter
isotopes are enriched. To form the primary
atom beam, a space-fixed or an entire system
of spatially fixed diaphragms is brought
before the first intermittent diaphragm. The
method, which can be successfully applied
in this form to atomic beams of easily con-
densable metal vapors, can also be applied to
gases.
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Figure D.20: Drawings from Erich Bagge’s patent on the isotope sluice for uranium enrichment.

Background investigation of Erich Bagge. 7 April 1952 [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B,
Box 6, Folder Bagge, Erich]

On 28 March 1952, Frau Charlotte PRAGER nee BRINKMANN, a German national... now resid-
ing in BERLIN-Dahlem, Boltzmannstr. 19, was interviewed, and stated substantially as follows:
BAGGE had lived in the neighborhood in 1941 with his wife and two (2) children. BAGGE worked
in the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics; however, SOURCE was not sure what type of work
BAGGE performed. In 1944, BAGGE and his family presumably departed for VIENNA (O49/X49),
Austria. Since this time SOURCE has never seen or heard about BAGGE. [...]

[Did Bagge help transition his uranium-235 enrichment system to industrial-scale production some-
place in Austria, such as at Gusen?]
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F. Uranium-235 Enrichment via Gaseous Di↵usion

[Gustav Hertz (German, 1887–1975) developed gaseous di↵usion methods of separating isotopes,
starting sometime before 1923. By 1932 he was achieving and publishing good results demonstrating
separation of isotopes other than uranium. Did Hertz or others seriously pursue uranium enrichment
via gaseous di↵usion in Germany during the Third Reich? He worked at Siemens (one of the two
largest German electrical equipment companies) throughout the Third Reich; exactly what he did
is unclear, but his work was so important to the government that he was not harmed even though
he was partially Jewish. At the end of the war, Stalin was so impressed by whatever he knew
of Hertz’s wartime work that he o↵ered Hertz his own lab in the Soviet Union, where he then
developed gaseous di↵usion uranium enrichment methods for the postwar Soviet nuclear weapons
program. Hertz’s gaseous di↵usion methods were also implemented by scientists at Oak Ridge as
one of the main uranium enrichment methods in the United States during and after the war.

Examples of Hertz’s early work on gaseous di↵usion for isotope separation include:

• Gustav Hertz. U.S. Patent 1,486,521. Method of Separating Gases from a Mixture Thereof.
Filed 17 April 1923. (See p. 2674.)

• Gustav Hertz. U.S. Patent 1,498,097. Apparatus for Separating Gases from a Mixture Thereof.
Filed 17 April 1923.

• Gustav Hertz. Austrian Patent AT 107,571. Verfahren zur ununterbrochenen Trennung eines
Gasgemisches. Filed 21 August 1925. (See p. 2675.)

• Gustav Hertz. 1932. Verfahren zur Trennung von gasförmigen Isotopengemischen und seiner
Anwendung auf die Isotopen des Neons. [Process for the separation of gaseous mixtures of
isotopes and its application to the isotopes of neon.] Zeitschrift für Physik 79:108–131, 700.

• Gustav Hertz. 1932. Ein Verfahren zur Trennung von gasförmigen Isotopengemischen. [A
process for the separation of gaseous isotope mixtures.] Naturwissenschaften 20:493–494.

• Gustav Hertz. 1933. Reindarstellung des schweren Wassersto�sotops durch Di↵usion. [Man-
ufacture of Pure Heavy Hydrogen Isotope by Di↵usion.] Naturwissenschaften 21:884–885.

• Gustav Hertz, Werner Schütze, and H. Harmsen. 1934. Weitere Versuche zur Isotopentren-
nung. [Further experiments on isotope separation.] Zeitschrift für Physik 90:703–711.

• Gustav Hertz. 1934. Verfahren zur Trennung von Isotopengemischen durch Di↵usion in strö-
mendem Quecksilberdampf. [Process for the separation of isotope mixtures by di↵usion in
flowing mercury vapour.] Zeitschrift für Physik 91:810–815.]

In 1927, Erika Cremer (German, 1900–1996) completed her Ph.D. research on (chemical) chain
reactions under Max Bodenstein (p. 479). Building upon the pioneering work by Hertz, she began
developing improved methods of gaseous di↵usion enrichment and gas chromatography in the late
1930s and continued throughout World War II (p. 2676). She worked directly with Otto Hahn and
Siegfried Flügge, among others. It seems likely that her work involved gaseous di↵usion methods
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of separating uranium isotopes for the German nuclear program, though little documentation is
currently available. Cremer continued to work on gas chromatography after the war, and is best
known for her postwar demonstrations and publications on gas chromatography, including those
with her student Fritz Prior (Austrian, 1921–1996) [Bobleter 1997].

Based on the successful laboratory demonstrations by Gustav Hertz, Erika Cremer, and others, did
Germany build and operate large-scale gaseous di↵usion plants for enriching uranium during the
war?]

Hubert Krüger. 1939. Über die Anreicherung des N15-Isotops und einige spektroskopis-
che Untersuchungen am N15. [About the Enrichment of the N15 Isotope and Some
Spectroscopic Investigations of N15.] Zeitschrift für Physik 111:467–474.

Mit einer 42 gliedrigen Hertzschen Isotopentren-
nungsapparatur konnten Anreicherungen des
N15-Isotops von N14:N15=4:1 erreicht werden.

With a 42-stage Hertz isotope separation ap-
paratus, enrichments of the N15 isotope of
N14:N15=4:1 could be achieved.

G-346. Rudolf Fleischmann. Notebook Containing Gaseous Di↵usion Data and Results
of Meetings on Nuclear Physics. 1940–1941.

Detailed notes on gaseous di↵usion experiments. Some information on particle velocities.

Patent DE????. Auergesellschaft, Berlin. “Separation of Di�cultly-Separable Gas Mix-
tures by Di↵usion.”
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Figure D.21: One of Gustav Hertz’s first patents on gaseous di↵usion for enrichment, filed in 1923.
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Figure D.22: One of Gustav Hertz’s patents showing that many gaseous di↵usion units could be
used in series to achieve high-quality enrichment, filed in 1925.
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Figure D.23: Erika Cremer did her Ph.D. research on (chemical) chain reactions, collaborated with
Otto Hahn and Siegfried Flügge, pioneered gas chromatography, and worked on isotope separation
during World War II. Were her methods implemented on a larger scale for the enrichment of
uranium via gaseous di↵usion?
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G. Possible Locations of Uranium Enrichment Facilities

[In order to enrich enough uranium to a high enough concentration of uranium-235 for a bomb,
it would have been necessary to have not just one enrichment unit (a centrifuge, electromagnetic
separator, isotope sluice, or gaseous di↵usion cell), but a large number of them operating in parallel
and/or in series. Presumably after a prototype enrichment unit had been developed and proven
to be satisfactory in small-scale laboratory experiments, the unit would have been mass-produced.
The mass-produced units would have been set up in a new location with more room and better
security.

The United States conducted its corresponding work at one massive facility in Oak Ridge, Ten-
nessee. Proponents of the conventional view that Germany did not have a nuclear weapons program
emphasize the apparent absence of an Oak-Ridge-like facility in wartime Germany. However, there
are many counterarguments that must be considered:

• Oak Ridge enriched enough uranium for a gun-type bomb (Little Boy) that did not compress
the uranium, was thus highly ine�cient, and required ⇠64 kg of ⇠80% uranium-235. In
contrast, as shown in Section D.2.3, the German atomic bomb was apparently a spherical
implosion design (like the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man), which would have been much more e�cient
and would have required far less uranium ( 10 kg). Therefore the German bomb program
would have needed a far smaller production capacity than Oak Ridge.

• To minimize the risk that Allied bombing could destroy the whole program, German uranium
enrichment would have been distributed among many di↵erent small sites, not concentrated
in one large target.

• Any uranium enrichment conducted in the final years of the war would probably have been
underground, like most other major German manufacturing. Being underground would have
made it much easier for Germans to hide the enrichment facilities from Allied aerial surveil-
lance during the war, and from Allied ground troops at the end of the war (by blowing up
the entrances to the underground facilities).

• As shown in this section, primary source documents mentioned many di↵erent installations
whose puzzling characteristics suggested that they might have been uranium enrichment facil-
ities. Most of these documents ended up in the foreign intelligence files of the U.S. Manhattan
Project, which means that Manhattan Project o�cials also thought these locations sounded
like potential uranium enrichment facilities.

• Most of these potential uranium enrichment facilities were in areas of the Third Reich that
ended up being occupied and stripped bare by Soviet forces, without western Allies ever
having had the chance to study them.

• Even if some or all of the specific facilities mentioned in these documents were not doing
nuclear-related work, they serve as excellent examples of how widespread, how sophisticated,
and how secret German wartime industrial and weapons programs were, and how little we
know about them to this day. Under these circumstances, it is di�cult to rule out the pos-
sibility of nuclear-weapons-related production plants operating somewhere within the Third
Reich, even if we cannot rule them in by pointing to their exact locations right now.
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Some locations that may have been involved in uranium enrichment or other nuclear-
related work include (see also pp. 1688–1699):

Sites now in Germany:

• Berlin-Lichterfelde, underground facility (p. 2767).

• Berlin vicinity, other locations (p. 2668) [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Braunschweig, Buchler (p. 3237).

• Erzgebirge, SS facility (p. 2706).

• Espelkamp [Preuss and Eitelberg 2003].

• Frankfurt Degussa [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Freiburg-im-Breisgau (p. 2704).

• Hamburg/Kiel area, several locations (pp. 2642–2646).

• Hohenzollern castle (p. 2704).

• Johanngeorgenstadt and Schneeberg area, Saxony (p. 2641) [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Kaufering/Landsberg (p. 2696).

• Koralle, north of Berlin (p. 2699).

• Lehesten (pp. 2698, 2704).

• Leuna/Halle, I.G. Farben facilities (pp. 2804–2808).

• Leverkusen, I.G. Farben facility (p. 2697).

• Lübeck, Dräger Werke (p. 2816).

• Lüneburger Heide, south of Hamburg (pp. 2863–2868, 2984).

• Mauer AG Radium Chemische Industrie und Laboratorium [Oleynikov 2000].

• Mühldorf (p. 2698).

• Munich area universities, research institutes, and industry.

• Nordhausen area (e.g., pp. 3436–3441).

• Oranienburg (pp. 2866, 2868, 3237) [Nagel 2016].

• Peenemünde (p. 2704).

• Piesteritz, near Wittenberg (p. 3002).

• Regensburg vicinity, I.G. Farben facility (p. 2699).
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• Rügen island (e.g., pp. 2981–2999).

• Saalfeld (p. 2698).

• Stassfurt vicinity, Salzbergwerke (p. 2705).

• Sigmaringen (p. 2704).

• Tegernsee (p. 2704).

• Thuringia, numerous underground facilities (pp. 2706–2707, 2996–2998, 3019–3090) [Hayes
2004; Nagel 2016; Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Tübingen (p. 2704).

• Unterraderach, near Friedrichshafen (pp. 2763–2765).

• Zellendorf (p. 2699).

• Zeuthen-Miersdorf, near Berlin (p. 2668).

• Other possible sites in Germany?

Sites now in Austria:

• Althofen: Treibacher Chemische Werke (e.g., pp. 2639–2641, 3237) [Gollmann 1994].

• Ebensee (e.g., pp. 2683–2695, 3444–3446).

• Floridsdorf (e.g., p. 2704).

• Linz (e.g., p. 2739).

• Lofer (e.g., p. 3234).

• Melk vicinity or associated sites, underground facilities that were part of the Quarz develop-
ment (e.g., p. 2693) [Schmitzberger 2004].

• Redl Zipf, underground facility (pp. 2683–2695).

• Stadl Paura (pp. 2683–2695).

• Steyr.

• St. Georgen/Gusen/Langenstein vicinity, underground facilities that were part of the Bergkristall/
Gusen/Esche development (e.g., pp. 2738–2760 and 3225–3233).

• Vienna area universities, research institutes, and industry.

• Weer (e.g., pp. 2819–2822).

• Wiener Neustadt vicinity, underground facility (pp. 2682, 2693).

• Zell-am-See (p. 3178).

• Other possibles sites in Austria?
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Sites now in Poland:

• Baltic coast/Pomerania, many military test ranges (p. 2983).

• Bydgoszcz/Bromberg, underground facility (p. 3005).

• Oświecim/Auschwitz (pp. 3001–3018) large I.G. Farben facility (including heavy water plant),
and nearby Auergesellschaft uranium facility at Katowice/Kattowitz.

• Poznan/Posen (pp. 2020–2033, 2589–2590).

• “Riese” area of Lower Silesia, numerous underground facilities (pp. 3042–3057) and Schmiede-
berg uranium mine (p. 3147).

• Tuchola Forest/Tucheler Heide (p. 3208).

• Wroc law/Breslau?

• Other possibles sites in Poland?

Sites now in the Czech Republic:

• Brno/Brünn (pp. 2699, 2783).

• Čelakovice/Tschelakowitz cyclotron factory (pp. 2775–2790).

• České Budejovice/Budweis (pp. 2775–2790, 3565–3599).

• Deč́ın/Tetschen area, Podmokly/Bodenbach Krizek Works/Weserwerke underground factory
(pp. 2775–2790, 3565–3599).

• Jáchymov/St. Joachimsthal, uranium mine (pp. 2784, 3237–3239).

• Liberec/Reichenberg and Jablonec/Gablonz area, Bedrichov/Friedrichswald and numerous
other high-tech production facilities (pp. 2775–2790, 3565–3599):

• Litoměřice/Leitmeritz, Richard I, II, and III underground factories (p. 2698).

• Opava/Tropau, I.G. Farben production plant (p. 2682).

• Ostrava/Ostrau and Vitkovice/Witkowitz, I.G. Farben and other industrial production plants
(pp. 2682, 2775–2790, 3565–3599).

• Plzeň/Pilsen (p. 3234).

• Prague/Praha/Prag universities and other laboratories (pp. 2775–2790, 3565–3599).

• Př́ıbram/Przibram/Pibrans (pp. 3211, 3713).

Štěchovice/Stechowitz, underground facility (pp. 2700–2703).

• Other possible sites in the Czech Republic (pp. 2775–2790, 3565–3599)?

Sites now in Slovakia:

• Dubnica/Dubnitz, Skoda underground facility (p. 2696).

• Other possible sites in Slovakia?
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Sites now in Hungary:

• Sopron (p. 2690).

• Other possible sites in Hungary?

Sites now in Russia:

• A facility in East Prussia (p. 2768; might that have been in or near Kaliningrad/Königsberg?).

• Other possible sites now in Russia?

Sites now in Denmark:

• Bornholm island (pp. 2705, 3094).

• Other possible sites in Denmark?

Sites now in Belgium:

• Union Minière in Brussels or other locations [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Other possible sites in Belgium?

Miscellaneous sites:

• Other facilities run by I.G. Farben (the largest German manufacturer of chemicals) [Mader
1965, pp. 193–202].

• Other facilities run by Degussa and/or Auer.

• Facilities run by AEG (one of the two largest German manufacturers of electrical machinery).

• Facilities run by Siemens (the other large German manufacturer of electrical machinery).

• Possible sites in Norway?

• Possible sites in France?

• Possible sites in Netherlands?

• Possible sites in Luxembourg?

All of these possible nuclear weapons production sites (and any other candidate sites that can
be identified) should be investigated further. Hopefully additional documents could be found that
would elucidate whether these sites conducted nuclear or non-nuclear work. If there is significant
documentary evidence that a site may have done nuclear work, and if there is reason to believe that
that work may have left measurable traces, industrial archaeology should be conducted at that site
to measure isotopes, search for remaining pieces of equipment, or identify other evidence.

As already mentioned, the large number, size, and sophistication of all of these sites, and how little
information scholars currently have about them, should at the very least emphasize (1) how vast
wartime German R&D programs were, (2) how little we still know about some of them, and (3)
how unwise it would be for historians currently to categorically state that there was no nuclear-
weapons-related development and production anywhere in the Third Reich.]
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Cable IN-9026 from MacFarland Istanbul to O�ce of Strategic Services Shepardson. 4
May 1944 [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder IN AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept.
’45]

#332. AZUSA. From Javelin to Shepardson and Cecil only.

Istanbul–London (#93)

We have been informed by Azusa-Dahlia that the component of a new explosive is being produced
by the I.G. Farben factory in the vicinity of Tropau (called Opava by the Czechs). This factory has
30,000 employees. In the vicinity of Maehrisch-Ostrau (called Moravska-Ostrava by the Czechs)
there is an identical factory. We evaluate the foregoing as D-3 and on April 29th, sent you Report
D-1479 by pouch. Data supplied by this source regarding the Czech Protectorate is more dependable
than it is for other regions.

[For train logbooks that appear to show repeated shipments between these factories and other
suspected nuclear sites, see pp. 2757–2758.]

English translation of French intelligence report. 10 June 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct.
44)]

1. With reference to conversation which Hitler is supposed to have had in a factory in Vienna.
Accordingly there are supposed to have been successful in making tractable the disintegration of
matter—with a possibility of using it as an explosive—they will only make use of it as a desperate
measure (tested during the attack on Kovel?) because when the transformation has begun they do
not know how to stop it.

2. On the road from Vienna Neustadt to Neuburg [Neuberg?]—on the side of a small hill a factory or
an underground laboratory is located surrounded by barbed wire—guarded by SS troops—workmen
are not allowed to enter. [...]
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From John Lansdale, Jr., to Leslie Groves. Subject: Extract from ASF Intelligence
Bulletin No. 10. 1 July 1944 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-
2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct. 44)]

The following is taken from Part V, paragraph 2, page 11 of ASF Intelligence Bulletin No. 10, dated
28 June 1944:

“When on furlough in December 1943, visiting relatives near Voecklamarkt, Austria, P/W saw
a very secret factory at Redl Zipf in a wooded ravine, about 200 meters north of the Redl Zipf
RR station on the RR between Voecklamarkt and Voecklabruck. The people living in the vicinity
believed poison gas or gas for secret weapons was being manufactured here but no one had definite
information because workers were not from the neighborhood and the plant was very closely guarded
by Gestapo in uniform and in plain clothes.”

Report of Interrogation PW RAAB. 11 October 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct. 44)]

Report of Interrogation 11 October 1944
PW RAAB, Johann IO Captain Campbell
Grenadier, Gren. Regt 305

Veracity and estimate of personality: Believed to be reliable. PW is a thirty-year-old Austrian, for-
merly a tra�c o�cial (Fahrdienstleiter) for the Deutsche Reichsbahn in Austria. He was inducted
into the German Army 12 February 1944. PW is intelligent, observant and cooperative. The infor-
mation contained herein was gathered by PW as a result of personal observation of the rail tra�c
between the installations involved and conversations with friends and acquaintances acquainted
with the plants.

NOTE: The information contained in this report is only preliminary and as such, incomplete. A full
report, together with sketches of installations discussed herein, will be submitted 12 or 13 October.

Information obtained: In late September and early October 1943 PW began to notice an unprece-
dented amount of activity on the rails between
Redl Zipf (N 48o 02’ 07”), Stadl-Paura (N 48o 04’ 40”), Ebensee (N 47o 48’ 40”)

(E 13o 04’ 40”) (E 13o 52’ 40”) (E 13o 46’ 30”)

and Lenzing (N 47o 57’ 30” / E 13o 39’ 30”), all in the Salzkammergut. All this activity centered
around the former Redl Zipf brewery storage cellars which are cut out of the limestone shale in a
nearby hill. The inmates of a nearby concentration camp as well as numerous foreign and native
workers were called in to enlarge the working area inside the hill and to lay a road bed for a
railroad spur running into the installation. Concrete was poured for the flooring and the whole
interior section was remodeled to provide work shops. Power lines were brought in from nearby
Timelkam providing a current of 15,000 volts, and vast quantities of special equipment (discussed
below) began to arrive even before the place was ready for production. The German engineers in
charge as well as their underlings were all informed that the installation had to be ready for full
production within a period of four months. While this was going on at Redl Zipf the artificial fiber
plant in nearby Lenzing (Zellwolle Fabrik AG, of report 1219, 1 May 1944) was being remodeled
for a change over in production. The nature of this remodeling was unknown to PW or any of his
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acquaintances but in light of its contributions to the Redl Zipf installation it is apparent that the
conversion was made to subordinate the activity of Zellwolle AG to Redl Zipf.

The engineers in charge of construction and production as well as almost all of the workers were
Germans from the Altreich and practically all of them (total number of workers estimated at 2000)
were trusted party members wearing the golden party membership insignia. PW became acquainted
with the manager, Technischer Ingenieur Helmut Novotny as a result of damage to some of the
equipment being shipped to Redl Zipf. Novotny was on the scene from the very beginnings of the
construction period and stayed on after it got into production. Another personality whom PW
remembers well was a man named Hollstein, also German, but Hollstein’s visits became sporadic
after the plant was completed. In a conversation with Novotny PW learned that there had previously
been two similar installations of the same type in Germany itself—one in Sandhofen, north of
Mannheim and one is Wiesoppenheim, just west of Ludwigshafen. Both these installations had
been destroyed as a result of Allied bombings, but it was felt that this had occurred more or less by
chance as everything else in the area su↵ered equally, and the above mentioned installations were
above ground, unlike the Redl Zipf plant.

The product of the firm is known to the workers only as “liquid gas” and, based on PW’s knowledge
of the raw materials delivered to the plant, it would appear to be some kind of explosive. Among the
raw materials delivered to the plant were large quantities of coal (not for power, because all power
was electric), bauxite, which came in Hungarian R.R. cars, lead, beryllium, tungsten, lye (which
came from the Solvay firm in nearby Ebensee; this firm, in turn, was importing large quantities of
thorium from Hungary and elsewhere in the Balkans). Lye and cellulose in large sheets came from
the Zellwolle AG in Lenzing. From Ebensee also came 25 to 30 kilo sacks of a substance described
on the bills-of-lading as Chlorzont (an ash-gray colored powder).

The equipment inside the plant consists of circa 200 boilers of unusual construction in that they
are completely lined with some argillaceous material and covered over on the outside with some
white metal, name of which is unknown to PW, but it is supposed to be a non-magnetic substance.
These boilers are situated in di↵erent compartments and are connected by a system of pipes and
conduits running between the sections and through the concrete walls. PW himself only saw the
inside of the plant on one occasion, before completion, when he brought some materials into the
installation. His other information comes from his wife’s brother who was employed in the plant.
The gas, or liquid, prepared was stored in large high-pressure cylinders about 31⁄2 to 4 meters in
height and 11⁄2 to 2 meters in diameter. PW believes they were constructed of more than usual
strength steel. They too, as well as all connections and valves, were lined with an earthenware type
coating.

The product, when ready for shipment, was sent to an already established munitions factory in
Stadl Paura (c.f. report 1219, 1 May 1944—PW’s information on this plant di↵ers substantially
from that given in above report and will be covered fully in final report). Great care had to be
exercised in transferring the liquid from the high-pressure containers to the tank cars. The hoses
used for making the transfer were made of rubber impregnated fibers reinforced on the outside
with flexible bands of the same white and allegedly non-magnetic metal used in the construction of
the boilers referred to above. Even the nozzles were lined with an earthenware coating to prevent
any contact of the liquid and the metal. The tank cars themselves were extraordinary. They were
completely constructed of a clay or heavy earthenware substance and were bedded on thick felt
cushioning. They may have been reinforced with metal inside the walls of the tanks, but no metal
was visible from the outside. There were 6 of these tank cars, each containing 250 hektoliters and
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they had been specially built by a firm in Ludwigshafen. They were used only on the Redl Zipf–
Stadl Paura run. On one occasion PW examined the residue clinging to the underside of a tank car
lid after it had returned from Stadl Paura. He found a number of lumps of a thick gummy grayish
substance with traces of what looked to him like oil on the surface. It was absolutely odorless.
He was surprised at the grayish color for he had been told that the gases themselves, when in
liquid form, were of a green or yellowish color. He surmised that when pressure was released radical
changes took place in the substance.

It is noteworthy that the workers in the plant complained of loss of appetite and one of them,
a brother in law of PW, said he could no longer enjoy a regular meal. Peasants in the vicinity
were required to make regular delivery of whole milk for the workers. All workers were absolutely
forbidden to drink any alcoholic beverage, even beer, when on or o↵ duty. Brother in law of PW
confessed that he had tried a few glasses of beer anyhow, but to his surprise found it distasteful. He
felt that the gases or something else in the atmosphere of the installation were responsible for this.
Other workers were undergoing the same experience. However, as this brother in law was receiving
over 50RM per week for the relatively unskilled work he was performing (transferring the liquids
from containers to tank cars) he was not complaining too much about his health.

On one occasion, when PW tried to draw Novotny out a little about the nature and use of the
liquid gas Novotny put him o↵ with what the PW considered fairy tales about “freezing gases”
and “explosives which detonate with unheard-of force,” or “weapons which will stop motors from
functioning.” PW believed that Novotny was stringing him along just to be polite rather than
telling him point blank that it was none of his business.

Later, before PWwas inducted into the army, the RR delivered 4 large dynamoes (marked “Henkel”)
and 16 to 18 smaller dynamoes (marked “Bosch”) to the plant. He wondered what these were for
inasmuch as the plant already was getting 15,000 volts from Timelkam. Included with these was
a large variety of miscellaneous electrical equipment including transformers and items which PW
had never seen before. He knew that electrical furnaces, albeit small ones, had been installed in the
plant and felt that perhaps these dynamoes were used to furnished additional power for them.

PW learned from a worker at Stadl Paura that “a new type shell casing” was being turned out. So
far as he recalls this shell case was of a size suitable for use in the largest field artillery pieces and
was made of some kind of white metal. Whether or not there was any connection between these
shell casings and the liquid gases being delivered there PW does not know.

End of preliminary report.

Philip Morrison to Joseph Volpe. Evaluation of Documents in the Washington O�ce—
October 19, 1944 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.60-2 Germany:
Summary Reports (1945–1946)]

[...] 7. The long Prisoner of War reports on Redl Zipf have already been discussed by Dr. Tolman.
It is reasonably certain that this is not a plant of interest to us [Manhattan Project] but may be of
interest to some of the Chemical Warfare o�cers. [...]
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[From this remarkably detailed PW report, it sounds as if something extraordinary was being
produced at the Redl Zipf plant, yet there is still not enough information to tell exactly what that
product was. It is possible that work conducted at this plant was one (or more) of the following:

• Production of uranium hexafluoride for U-235 enrichment. Uranium hexafluoride is corrosive
to most materials except nickel, aluminum to a certain extent (the white metal described
in these documents may have been nickel, aluminum, or an alloy containing one or both of
those metals), and certain ceramics (such as the earthenware or earthenware-lined containers
described in these documents).

• Enrichment of U-235 in uranium hexafluoride via gaseous di↵usion, if the “circa 200 boilers of
unusual construction” that were “connected by a system of pipes and conduits” were gaseous
di↵usion cells containing nickel di↵usion membranes under high pressure.

• Enrichment of U-235 in uranium hexafluoride via centrifugation, if the “boilers of unusual
construction” were uranium gas centrifuges.

• Chemical reprocessing to purify Pu-239 from neutron-irradiated U-238.

• Chemical reprocessing to purify U-233 from neutron-irradiated Th-232.

• Production of a nerve agent. Sarin, cyclosarin, and soman (but not tabun) contained fluorine,
which made them corrosive to metals other than nickel or possibly aluminum.

• Production of a blistering agent. Mustard and some other blistering agents contained chlorine,
which made them corrosive to most metals.

• Production of a fuel-air explosive, such as a mixture of coal dust and liquid oxygen, or coal
dust and a corrosive nitrogen-based oxidizer (nitric acid, nitrogen tetroxide, etc.).

• Production of a corrosive nitrogen-based oxidizer (nitric acid, nitrogen tetroxide, etc.) for
rocket propellant.

• Production of a fuel for rocket propellant (hydrazine, etc.).

Any of the above options are possible based on the PW report. Of these options, arguably the best
fit might be uranium enrichment via gaseous di↵usion of uranium hexafluoride. Manhattan Project
personnel certainly seemed to think the Redl Zipf plant could be doing nuclear-related work, which
is why they included it in their files and apparently spent some time analyzing it. On what grounds
was this PW report ultimately dismissed as not being nuclear-related?

The same information was repeated in the final version of this PW interrogation report, Report
1349, Report from Captured Personnel and Material Branch, 17 October 1944 [AFHRA 25177
electronic version pp. 923–935].

There were many other wartime intelligence reports about very secret, high priority, and extremely
mysterious work that was conducted at Redl Zipf [e.g., AFHRA electronic versions A6091 p. 1287l,
25082 pp. 106–108; 25177 pp. 919–951; 25216 pp. 385–386].]
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Figure D.24: Map of the Redl Zipf facility from Report 1349, Report from Captured Personnel and
Material Branch, 17 October 1944 [AFHRA 25177 p. 932].
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Figure D.25: Remains of the Redl Zipf facility on the surface and underground today.
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Joseph Volpe to S. D. Brown. 18 October 1944 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct. 44)]

18 October 1944

MEMORANDUM to Lt. Col. S. D. Brown, Room 2B677, Pentagon Building.

It is requested that during interrogation of Prisoners of War information be procured concerning
the following:

Manufacturing plants at the following locations—

Redl Zipf Lenzing
Stadl Paura Timelkam
Ebensee

Companies—

de Boer, Ems, Germany

Rohsto↵ Handels Gesellschaft (Roges AG), Berlin

JOSEPH VOLPE, JR.

[As shown by this memo, the Manhattan Project’s Foreign Intelligence Unit continued to think
that Redl Zipf and related facilities might be conducting nuclear weapons work, and they sought
further information on those sites.]
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PW INTELLIGENCE SECTION, HQ MAAF. 22 December 1944. [AFHRA A6091
frame 1419]

[...] 4. SECRET WEAPONS, REDL ZIPF (A): At REDL ZIPF between VÖCKLAMARKT and

VÖCKLABRUCK, experiments are being made in connection with the atomic bomb. (See MAAF
S 6686, Intelligence Item 6, Secret Weapons, Austria.) Date of Information: June 1944. [...]

[If this intelligence report was accurate, it confirms that Redl Zipf was indeed conducting work
related to nuclear weapons development. What exactly was the information that was received?
Can the cited report, “MAAF S 6686, Intelligence Item 6, Secret Weapons, Austria,” be located in
archives now?]

Cable IN 1788 from Caserta, Italy to O�ce of Strategic Services Director. 19 January
1945 [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder IN AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept. ’45]

#27074. AZUSA. 154 and Dix from 148.

Octopus cables 18 January that partisans report experiments being conducted on atomic bombs
at Sopron, Hungary and west of Vienna. We are asking that further inquiries be made discreetly.
Meanwhile cable me whether you have had other indications on these localities. Ask Major Furman
if Major Ham is still his representative in this Theater.

[This intelligence report may or may not have been talking about Redl Zipf specifically, but it is
further confirmation that nuclear weapons development was being conducted in that area.

Experiments “west of Vienna” might refer to research installations at Redl Zipf, Gusen/Bergkristall,
Zell-am-See, Lofer, Melk/Quarz, and/or other locations.

What was going on at Sopron, Hungary? Sopron is approximately 65 km south of Vienna, just
across the border into Hungary. Can any other documents concerning wartime nuclear research
there be located?]
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Report No. 551/158. 13 February 1945. Austria—Economic: Factory Redl-Zipf, district
Vöcklabruck. [AFHRA 25177 electronic version pp. 944–947]

Source
LULLABY from Czechoslovak refugee who worked in the factory.

Date of Information
6.2.45

Reliability
Good

Subsource is available for interrogation until 20 Feb. 45. Urgent comments are requested.

1. The secret name of the factory is SCHLIER. All transports for this factory are delivered under
this name or “Zentralbauleitung Redl-Zipf”. The number of workers employed in this factory is not
known exactly to me, but I guess that about 1,000 men are now working there. The camp of these
workers is situated in the buildings of the brewery in ZIPF. The brewery works only in a restricted
measure. These workers are specialists—German only.

2. The factory has no name. It belongs to the Hermann Göring concern, LINZ (Austria).

3. High-explosive gas is manufactured in the underground tunnels and stored in vertical kettles (20
x 4 m), the pressure being 50–100 atm. These kettles are in the underground tunnels as well.

4. Two entrances lead to this underground factory and, out of these corridors, other corridors were
hewn in the rock which lead into working rooms, the number of these being 23. From these rooms
are pipe lines leading into the kettles. Some rooms have 2 or 4 (one has even 8) kettles. The total
number of kettles I do not know.

5. These kettles, made of steel, are vertical, hewn into the rock under the surface of the corridors
and on the top of the kettles is a layer of ash-like material. The whole kettle is cemented into the
rock.

6. I have seen machines in 4 rooms only. These 4 rooms were the biggest—12 m width, 100 m
length, 5 m high. The firring of these machines, where I helped, lasted one month. In each of these
rooms were two machines that looked like huge pumps—dimensions 3 m width, 3 m height, 5 m
length. Other installations in these rooms were a steel ball, walls 7 cm thick, 2 m diameter (I know
the thickness of this ball as other workers were cleaning the interior of the ball). This ball has not
been of one piece, but welded out of several square pieces. Into the ball leads a pipe, the diameter
being about 50 cm and another pipe of the same dimension which leads out opposite the first pipe.
Two pipes 10 cm diameter lead into a measuring apparatus which has been su�ciently accurate to
measure 1/260th of a gramme. This apparatus I suppose has been devised to measure the pressure
and probably other qualities of the product.

7. This product has been referred to by German personnel as “Masse”.

8. The ball rested on an iron pedestal and under this pedestal the aforementioned measuring
apparatus has been placed. This apparatus has been of a sort of weigh[ing]. During the time of fitting
one Russian prisoner left a chisel, probably on purpose, a chisel in this weigh so that the apparatus
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would not function, the chisel staying upright. He has been shot. This apparatus had several dials
which were connected with a camera. This camera has been connected with a “Prüfungsraum”
situated on the top of the rock and separated from the working rooms. This ‘Prüfungsraum” was
in a pill-box, camouflaged with dry trees painted green. In the same manner has been camouflaged
the whole rock on a surface of about 300 m x 300 m. On the rocket has been put a layer of cement,
about 30 cm, and in this layer the dry trees stuck in and sprayed with green paint.

9. At the first trial producing the “Masse” an explosion occurred and a fire broke out lasting five
minutes. A flame shot out of the tunnels, white in colour (Stichflamme) and a temperature of
3000 oC—as I heard from the Germans—all the brass, aluminium and copper parts of machines
disappeared. The repair lasted for three months (the factory has been built from April 1943–
May 1944). All the occupants in the rooms were killed—my party removed 9 bodies, completely
unrecognisable, 70 cm long.

10. The other rooms were much smaller, about 3 x 3 x 3 m and some were only enlargements of
the corridors. There were a few machines which had been transported there in parts so that I could
not guess what sort of machines they were when fitted together. Ten rooms were probably larger,
but always behind a curtain. In one of them has been probably a power station, as di↵erent electric
material has been transported inside. I guess that chemical products were manufactured as cases
from the societies: Vereinigte Chemische Fabrik Kreidel & Heller, Wien XXI, Sebastian Kohlgasse
(I know the first exactly as near there I have been working—the factory until XII/1944 has not been
hit, though the Vacuum Shell Company on the opposite side of the street is completely destroyed).

11. The daily output of the factory is 4 railway-cisterns. These cisterns resist high pressure. At the
closing of the cisterns a white snow-like layer forms itself and the so evaporating gas has a slightly
green colour, without any smell and when inhaled is harmless.

12. Locating this factory is helped by the brewery in ZIPF which has a high factory chimney painted
green. The two corridors leading underground are immediately at the brewery (see sketch) towards
North.

13. The rock in ZIPF, where the factory is, is of sandstone and it happened several times during
the construction that the corridors broke down. At the entrance the thickness of sandstone is about
1 m, the deepest corridor is 18 m. On that point is a shaft, the Germans said, 18 m deep.

14. The station REDL-ZIPF is on the main railway line LINZ-SALZBURG.

15. Electricity comes from the power station TIMELKAM situated 20 km to the East of the station
Redl-Zipf. The tension is 110,000 V. I worked on the fitting of switchboards. From the transformer
station (see sketch) electricity comes to the factory with two high tension wires and two underground
cables. Here the tension is lowered to 10,000 volts.

Another high tension wire was being erected to the West as I know there is also a power station in
STEINDORF, 20 km to the West from REDL-ZIPF.

16. What I heard, and what the workers think, is that gas for the V.1 weapon is being manufactured
in this factory.

17. The postal address of this factory is: Attnang-Puchheim, Postschliessfach 26.
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I heard about other factories of this sort, but I have not been there. They are:-

1. The factory in ST. GEORGEN, near LINZ. The secret name of this factory is ESCHE. The
postal address: LINZ/DONAU 2 Postschliessfach 999/XX.

2. The factory in MELK, near Vienna. The secret name is QUARZ, the postal address is not known
to me.

We were told by the Germans that, upon being asked by relatives etc we have to say that we are in
Esche, Quarz etc. Where is this unknown place? At Attnang-Puchheim. Of course, what is being
done there, we were forbidden to tell.

3. Another factory of this sort in WIENER NEUSTADT has been destroyed by bombing. Work
not resumed.
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BIOS 31. Rocket Developments in South Germany and Austria. pp. 35–37.

Target: Steinbruchverwertungs G.m.b.H.
Betrieb Schlier

Location: Brauerei Zipf, Redl. N.49 XV2954
(U.S. zone)

Nature of Target: Underground liquid oxygen plant
and firing station for static
proof of A.4 rocket motors.

Date visited: 24.8.45.

Personnel interviewed: Dr. Kretz, (E), the owner
of the brewery.
Available at the brewery.

1. The brewery’s storage vaults, which were constructed in the side of a hill, had been used by the
above-named organisation for the erection in 1943 of an underground liquid oxygen plant.

This plant consisted of seven units, operating on the Linde principle, capable of producing 80 tons
of liquid oxygen per day.

Each unit comprised a compressor, alkali absorption towers for removal of CO2, and a still for
separation of liquid oxygen and nitrogen.

The compressor, built by Borsig, operated in five stages and developed 600 Kw. Compression to
160 atms. was attained.

The nitrogen was expanded after separation from the oxygen, giving a recovery of 10 per cent. of
the power input. After running o↵ the liquid, residual gaseous oxygen was bottled.

The liquid oxygen was pumped from the plant’s storage tanks into specially constructed railway
wagons, each holding 30 tons. It was stated that the loss by evaporation from these wagons was
one ton per day.

Production had been continuous until April 1945, when transportation became impossible on ac-
count of disruption of railway services.

The plant had not been attacked by air and was completely undamaged although provision had
been made by the S.S. for blowing up the entrances. This plan was frustrated by the early arrival
of U.S. ground forces.

Dr. Kretz stated that a similar plant consisting of 15 units had been operating at Saalfield. (Russian
occupied zone).

Maintenance of the plant is at present being carried out, pending a decision as to its utilisation.
(Redl is in Austria).
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2. A static firing station, for testing A. 4 rocket motors, had been constructed on top of the hill.
This was directly accessible by a lift from the underground factory, in which the motors awaiting
test were stored. (Nine motors, mounted on trolleys running on a narrow gauge railway, were seen).
[...]

The whole station was of massive dimensions and solid construction.

Two bursts during firings had occurred since tests commenced in October, 1943. The first of these
occurred in February, 1944, and the second which partially destroyed the firing bay, in August 1944,
since when no firings had been done.

After the first of these bursts, all iron pipe lines for liquid oxygen were replaced by aluminium,
which does not become so brittle at extremely low temperatures.

It was stated by Dr. Kretz that no other rocket work was carried out at the factory. No rocket
materials, other than those mentioned above, were discovered by this team.

It is of interest to record that the underground factory contained one “secret room”, open to S.S.
o�cials only, in which counterfeit Bank of England notes, from L1 to L50 denomination, were
printed.

Visits by other rocket teams to this target are not considered necessary.

[This is one of several Allied reports that described Redl Zipf as just an oxygen production plant
(e.g., see p. 3228).

It is possible that part of the Redl Zipf facility did produce oxygen, but if that were the only product
of Redl Zipf, that would not be consistent with many of the details provided by PW Johann Raab (p.
2683): (1) long-term toxicity to the workers; (2) extreme corrosivity to all materials except a white
metal (nickel, aluminum, or an alloy containing one or both of those metals?) and ceramics; and
(3) consumption of large quantities of nuclear-related materials such as lead, beryllium, thorium,
etc.

If Redl Zipf were only an oxygen plant, it would also contradict the intelligence report that specif-
ically stated that Redl Zipf was doing work related to nuclear weapons (p. 2690), as well as other
intelligence reports that indicated that Redl Zipf had far greater secrecy and security than one
would expect of a simple oxygen plant [e.g., AFHRA electronic versions A6091 p. 1287l, 25082 pp.
106–108, 25177 pp. 919–951, 25216 pp. 385–386].

Was the Redl Zipf plant really only producing oxygen the whole time, or was it converted to
that later, or only using oxygen production as a cover story? For example, at the end of the war,
German industrial plants that had been producing nerve gas were stripped of all evidence and
even completely overhauled to appear to have been nothing more than harmless soap factories
throughout the war [Jacobsen 2014, pp. 24–29, 73–75].

BIOS 31 was a British report. U.S. o�cials also personally inspected the Redl Zipf plant after the
war (p. 3228). What exactly did they find there? Where are their reports?]
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R. V. Shepherd. BIOS 313. Report on Visit to Czechoslovakia by Armament Design
Department. 16th November to 9th December, 1945.

[p. 11:]

Black List
Number Target

[...]

2/462 Dubnica—An underground factory built before the war by Skoda. It was taken over by the
Germans and operated by them. It was completely destroyed by the Germans when the Russians
advanced into Slovakia. [...]

C2/788 Vitkowice—Skoda had no works here but probably owned coal mines for which this area is
noted. The main works are the Vitkowice Steel Works which were in the Herman Goering Trust in
the steel making section. The firm is NOT linked with Skoda. Head of the Firm is von Ringho↵er—
German. Also a Director of Skoda.

PARAGRAPHS 30, 31 of MFIU/HQ/CSDIC/12. Undated but apparently late 1944
or early 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY:
US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

PARAGRAPHS 30, 31 of MFIU/HQ/CSDIC/12

V. EXPLOSIVES

30. Dynamit AG, Kaufering/Landsberg. The source of the following is the same as for paras 28–29
supra. The plant—the approximate location of which is 10o 50’ E., 48o 4’ N—was started at the
end of 1939. It was said to be of no importance, but the local people are convinced that something
very secret is going on there. In May/43 there was a sudden increase in activity after which date
the place was put under heavy guard.

31. The whole complex is set in woods and heavily camouflaged, while an extensive net-work of
roads was built into and through the woods. The P/W knew of about 30 tanks being built, partially
under ground, near the factory and that these tanks were topped with earth in which trees and
shrubs were planted. He was certain that some sort of munitions were being made there.
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H. K. Calvert to Francis J. Smith. 29 January 1945. Subject: I.G. Farben Plant, LE-
VERKUSEN. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY:
US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

29 January 1945

Subject: I.G. Farben Plant, LEVERKUSEN

To: Major Francis J. Smith
Room 5119, New War Dept. Bldg., Washington, D.C.

1. The following information has been extracted from a PW report dated 11 January 1945:

“At the LEVERKUSEN I G Farben Works, PW learned through an uncle, who is a
director, that a special department has been installed in concrete structures like pill-
boxes, to which access is gained only through special passes, even high-ranking o�cers
being refused admission under a special order issued 18 Nov by factory police. There is
heavy A.A. defence of all calibers, and the general belief is that experiments are being
made with special weapons of some kind.”

2. The PW is Obergefreiter, captured between Bastogne and Longvilly 30 December 1944. He was
serving as a messenger for the 7th Co., III Battalion, 31st Regt, 167th Volksgrenadier Div. 18. Oct
44 his home in Bonn was bombed out, and he applied for 30 days’ leave. During November he made
a trip through most of southern Germany to find a place to resettle his family.

3. There is enclosed herewith three interpretation reports covering I.G. Farben, Leverkusen. As
heavy concrete constructions are characteristic of some phases of our project, it is believed that
these interpretation reports and photos should be made available to technicians available to your
o�ce for their interpretation as being of interest to us.

For the Military Attaché:

H. K. CALVERT
Major, F.A.

Assistant to the Military Attaché.

Incls. 3 reports:
No. D.251; D.918R; D.643(R)
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Monthly Intelligence Summary. February 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

II INFORMATION ON POSSIBLE T A SITES

7. Saalfeld-Thüringia.

A report dated 19 April 1944 was received from OSS stating that a new weapon is being manufac-
tured in an underground factory at SAALFELD-THÜRINGIA, Germany. The report added that
experimental laboratories formerly in Berlin have been transferred to STRASBOURG and installed
in a hospital there. The casings and tubings for the weapon were reported to be manufactured in
the mechanical workshops in Bitschwiller (Haut-Rhin). Some significance is attached to this re-
port because of the fact that a laboratory of interest to us has been discovered in a hospital in
Strasbourg. Air coverage of the Saalfeld area has been obtained and is now being studied.

10. Leitmeritz.

An ungraded report indicated that the production of precision instruments for V-3 is being carried
on by the Germans in the town of LEITMERITZ in Sudetenland. According to this report, a large
volume of electric power is being directed to the factory. A power survey and aerial coverage of the
area have been obtained and are being forwarded to General Groves’ o�ce for review.

11. LEHESTEN.

An OSS report states that possible manufacture of long range projectiles is being carried on in
a semi-underground installation about 1.5 K.M. north of Lehesten in Germany. T A interest in
the report arises from the fact that Siemens and Halske are said to be in charge of the plant, and
a reference to the breaking down of water by electrolysis at this site. Aerial coverage has been
requested.

Monthly Intelligence Summary. March 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168,
Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

k. Air photos of a German plant at Muhldorf were forwarded to Major Smith for submission to Dr.
Morrison. Interpreters on this side were unable to establish what sort of work was being pursued
here.
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FF4936 Research on Secret Weapons (January 1945) [NARA RG 226?, Entry ??, Box
??, Folder ??. Published in https://www.hsozkult.de/publicationreview/id/reb-7382].

FF4936
Date: January 1945
Evaluation: C-3 (7)

Very urgent INTELLIGENCE
Germany

Research on Secret Weapons

A center of research has been set up at KAPPEL, 37 km. north of Berlin, in a disguised woods.
Near this center, and camouflaged by the same woods, there is the whole of E. M. de DOENITZ.

Researches are carried on vigorously upon the “atomic explosion”, at the SS Technical Academy
at ZELLENDORF (700 m. south of the (RR) station) and especially at BRNO in Bohemia. These
experiments are pursued intensively by the old establishments of BAYER (the special section of
the I. G. Farben near Berlin and in the vicinity of Regensburg).

[Apparently added later:]

see paragraphs 3 and 4 of cable 2877 December 21, 1944, from Bern IN—29784

MAR 20 1945

[It is very interesting that this report took on a renewed urgency for the U.S. on 20 March 1945,
and that the information added then refers to a cable from Bern by U.S. spy Moe Berg; note that
the actual date of that cable appears to be December 31, not December 21 [Petersen 2008, p. 625].]

Monthly Intelligence Summary. March 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168,
Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

c. A report was received that a research center engaged in work on “atomic explosion” has been set
up near Koralle, 37 kilometers north of Berlin. A study of air coverage of this area failed to reveal
any visual evidence of TA activity.

[The correct name of this site appears to be Koralle as mentioned in the second document, not
Kappel as mentioned in the first. (Perhaps the “p”s were “⇢”s, indicating a Slavic origin for this
intelligence?) The German Naval High Command was located there during 1943–1945 (the first
document mentioned Admiral Doenitz), and there may well have been other facilities in the same
general area.]
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Figure D.26: At Štěchovice, German forces built a large dam, hydroelectric power plant, and as-
sociated facilities that became operational in 1943. The installation may have been conducting
nuclear-related work such as uranium enrichment.
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Figure D.27: In February 1946, a U.S. military team made an unannounced in-
cursion deep into Czechoslovakia to recover important German papers buried at
Štěchovice. The contents of most of the papers have never been publicly revealed
[www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2007/winter/stechovice.html].
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Figure D.28: In February 1946, a U.S. military team made an unannounced in-
cursion deep into Czechoslovakia to recover important German papers buried at
Štěchovice. The contents of most of the papers have never been publicly revealed
[www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2007/winter/stechovice.html].
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Figure D.29: In February 1946, a U.S. military team made an unannounced in-
cursion deep into Czechoslovakia to recover important German papers buried at
Štěchovice. The contents of most of the papers have never been publicly revealed
[www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2007/winter/stechovice.html].
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[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime
Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES
WASHINGTON, D.C.

DISTRIBUTED 27 March 1945 DISSEMINATION NO. A-52702
COUNTRY Germany, Austria, and Protectorate ORIGINAL REPORT NO. B-1879, B-2040
SUBJECT Research Institutes; DATE OF REPORT 6, 15 March 1945

Alcohol EVALUATION F-3

CONFIRMATION
SOURCE Z SUPPLEMENT
SUB SOURCE CORRECTION

NUMBER OF PAGES 2
DATE OF INFORMATION 1 March 1945 ATTACHMENTS
PLACE OF ORIGIN Switzerland THEATRE

Research Institutes

1. According to informant, eight research institutes whose purpose is the development of V-
weapons, gases, bacteriological means of warfare, and atom smashing devices have existed or
are functioning in Germany and Austria. Their locations are as follows:

(a) Peenemünde (about 40 km northwest of Swinemünde)

(b) Tegernsee (about 50 km south-southeast of Munich)

(c) Schloss Hohenzollern at Sigmaringen

(d) A stone quarry near Lebestan (sic—this may be Lehesten, about 50 km west of Plauen)

(e) Tübingen. Nothing definite is known about this institute.

(f) Floridsdorf, in the northeastern portion of Vienna. The institute is now closed, and its
equipment is believed to have been moved to Tegernsee.

(g) Freiburg-im-Breisgau. The institute is now closed, and its equipment is believed to have
been moved to Sigmaringen.

OSS Washington Comment: According to another informant, the Schloss Hohenzollern men-
tioned is located about 20 km south-southwest of Tübingen, not at Sigmaringen. This may
be the missing eighth location.

Alcohol

2. A ball bearing factory in Hronow (about 130 km northeast of Prague) is adding alcohol to
the gasoline for starting and landing rocket planes and for the new ramming plane (Ramm-
flugzeug).

3. Alcohol is being distilled from wine for this purpose. It is expected that 2,000,000 liters will
be obtained from the Schlumberger Co. of Vöslau (30 km south-southwest of Vienna).
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Doc. No. 112, Subject: Waldow, Willi (27 September 1946). [NARA RG 319, Entry
A1-134A, Box 17, Folder XE 169886, Russian Deportation of German Scientists and
Technicians]

[...] Subject, while traveling between the Russian and American Zones on the 29th August 1946,
made the acquaintance of a Mr. BRUECKNER in the railroad station STASSFURT (M52/D66).
The conversation that took place consisted of BRUECKNER’s description of his recent forced
employment and subsequent escape from a Russian underground factory, located at SALZBERG-
WERKE (M52/D66) near STASSFURT. BRUECKNER, a German engineer, formerly engaged in
atomic research as early as 1934 stated that a group of between two or three thousand Germans with
scientific and technical backgrounds are being forcibly engaged at working on experiments dealing
with atomic energy pertaining to development of the atomic bomb, as well as rocket experiments
with the “V 2”. The site of this factory is supposedly that of a former German underground factory
used to manufacture special types of weapons during the war, located as SALZBERGWERKE.
According to Subject BRUECKNER further stated that despite his previous knowledge of atomic
energy, the work now being conducted is in an entirely new field.

Danish island of Bornholm

[Many 1945–1948 newspaper articles alleged that there was some sort of German nuclear work on
Bornholm island, and that Soviet forces occupying the island after the war removed material from
that work:

Clearing of Bornholm: Germans Who Refused to Surrender. The Times (London, 15
May 1945).

Danes Seek Restoration of Communications. The Times (London, 18 May 1945).

Russians Believed Near Atom Secret. New York Times (15 October 1945 p. 4).

Russia Will Have Secret Soon. News Chronicle (15 October 1945 p. 1).

Russia Confident on Bomb. New York Times (31 October 1945 p. 6).

Atomic Energy May Be Behind Bornholm Mystery. Sydney Morning Herald (20 April
1946 p. 2).

Rich Uranium Ore on Danish Island Russia Evacuated. Spokane Daily Chronicle (16
March 1948 p. 6).

Is there indeed evidence that German nuclear research was conducted on Bornholm, who conducted
it, or what exactly was done there? With advanced rockets under development at Peenemünde East,
advanced aircraft under development at Peenemünde West, biological weapons under development
on Riems island, and a possible nuclear test on or near Rügen island, it would make sense for
some of the nuclear development programs to be conducted on Bornholm or elsewhere in that
general area. Highly secretive and potentially dangerous military research projects seem to have
been deliberately clustered in this sparsely populated area, far from Allied forces in both directions
at the time that work was begun.]
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Werner Grothmann on enrichment of U-235 [Krotzky 2002]. For a discussion of the
background and reliability of this source, see p. 2631.

[p. 6] Ich weiß allerdings nicht, woher das
Material kommen sollte, denn unsere eigene
Anlage im Erzgebirge lief ja auch erst ganz
kurz und lieferte nur sehr wenig, wie ich hörte.

[p. 32] Die erste Schwierigkeit bestand in
der Herstellung des Materials, also des
Sprengsto↵es. Das hat sich bis wenige Monate
vor Kriegsende auch nicht drastisch verbessern
lassen. Erst für 1946 rechneten wir eigentlich
mit der Serienproduktion von Atombomben.

[p. 33] Auch ich habe manches erst sehr
spät erfahren und einiges auch erst nach
dem Krieg. Zum Beispiel die Sache mit der
Anreicherung. Es stimmt wirklich, dass die
Reichspost 1944 die großtechnische Tren-
nung der erforderlichen Substanzen für die
Bombenfabrikation hinbekommen hat. Es war
von Ardennes Verdienst. Die Einrichtung, wo
das lief, lag weit außerhalb Berlins und ist
vermutlich nach Kriegsende unter russischer
Aufsicht noch eine Weile weiterbetrieben
worden. Später hat man angeblich die Anla-
genteile abgebaut und in den Osten gebracht.
Vielleicht stehen die heute noch irgendwo
herum. Die Tarnung für diese Anlage war
hervorragend, weil sie trotz ihrer enormen
Größe nicht au�el. Das Beste war aber, dass
überhaupt kein großer Personalaufwand be-
trieben werden musste. Das erzeugte Material
war aber nur für die Reichspostforschung
vorgesehen. Diebner hatte seine—ebenfalls
begrenzten—Quellen und wir konnten für
unsere Projekte kurz vor Kriegsende auch auf
eigene Anlagen zurückgreifen, die aber auch
noch lange nicht soviel liefern konnten, wie wir
damals wünschten. Die gesamten Mengen kann
ich nicht nennen, sie waren nicht umwerfend.

[p. 6] However, I do not know where the
material came from, because our own plant
in the Erzgebirge ran only very briefly and
delivered very little, as I heard.

[p. 32] The first di�culty lay in the pro-
duction of the material, the explosive. That did
not improve dramatically until a few months
before the end of the war. We did not expect
mass production of atomic bombs until 1946.

[p. 33] I also learned many things very
late, and some things only after the war. For
example, the matter of enrichment. It is true
that in 1944 the Reichspost achieved the great
technical separation of the necessary substances
for the bomb production. It was thanks to Ar-
denne. The facility where it ran was far outside
of Berlin and probably continued to operate for
a while after the end of the war under Russian
supervision. Supposedly they later dismantled
the plant parts and brought them to the east.
Maybe they are still around somewhere today.
The camouflage for this plant was outstanding
because it did not attract attention despite its
enormous size. The best thing, however, was
that a large workforce was not necessary. The
material produced was, however, intended only
for Reichspost research. Diebner had his—also
limited—sources, and we were able to use our
own equipment for our projects shortly before
the end of the war, but they could not deliver
as much as we wanted then. I cannot name the
total quantities; they were not overwhelming.
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[p. 36] Frau Beinhorn hat ihn uns empfohlen,
weil der rund um die Uhr arbeiten konnte und,
wie es schien, nie müde wurde. Diebner hat
ihn mal [deshalb] als das wandelnde schlechte
Gewissen seiner Kollegen bezeichnet. Schwiet-
zke hat [...] auf die Frage nach dem Energiebe-
darf für eine bestimmte Anlage gesagt, das, was
wir da reinstecken, bekommen wir bald hun-
derttausendfach zurück.

[p. 36] Mrs. Beinhorn recommended him to us
because he could work around the clock and,
as it seemed, never become tired. Diebner once
[therefore] described him as the walking guilty
conscience of his colleagues. Schwietzke said
[...], when asked about the energy requirements
for a particular installation, that what we put
in there will soon come back a hundred thou-
sandfold.

[Grothmann stated that he knew very little about where or how enriched uranium was produced,
but he gave several important clues:

• The Reichspost had at least one U-235 enrichment facility that was located “far outside
Berlin.” For security, presumably that facility would not be part of some other facility, but for
convenience, it might be located near another relevant facility. Most uranium ore in Germany
was processed at Auer in Oranienburg, approximately 35 km north of Berlin, so that is
one possible location. The Reichspost had major research facilities in Miersdorf (now part
of Zeuthen) approximately 22 km southeast of Berlin, Kleinmachnow 19 km southwest of
Berlin, and Manfred von Ardenne’s mansion in Lichterfelde approximately 12 km southwest
of central Berlin, so those are other possible locations [Zeman and Karlsch 2008, p. 12].
Grothmann said that the enrichment facility used von Ardenne’s designs, which suggests
that it was electromagnetic enrichment similar to the U.S. calutrons at Oak Ridge. (Von
Ardenne was an expert on electromagnetic manipulation of charged particles in electron
microscopes and television picture tubes, and is known to have designed electromagnetic
enrichment devices.) The facility was noteworthy for its “enormous size,” which also suggests
electromagnetic enrichment; uranium ions are separated out in low-density ion beams that
travel up to several meters each, so hundreds of such bulky machines might be required to
function in parallel. This facility became fully operational no later than 1944, or 1943 if it
supplied fuel for what Grothmann said was a failed autumn 1943 test in the North Sea.

• The SS had at least one U-235 enrichment facility in the Erzgebirge region, but Grothmann
did not provide any clues about what enrichment method(s) it used. This region was heavily
mined for uranium by the Russians after the war. If the SS chose to locate an enrichment
facility there, it suggests that Germans were mining uranium there during the war.

• Werner Schwietzke apparently designed and promised great returns from a special installation;
he is known to have spent the war developing uranium gas centrifuges with Werner Holtz for
the Army Ordnance O�ce [p. 2647].

• Kurt Diebner had sources of enriched uranium that were independent of the Reichspost and
SS facilities, but Grothmann did not elaborate. Those might be (1) Schwietzke’s centrifuges,
(2) centrifuges in the Hamburg/Kiel area managed by Paul Harteck, Wilhelm Groth, and
Konrad Beyerle, (3) the “isotope sluice,” a centrifuge-like device developed by Diebner’s close
collaborator Erich Bagge, and/or (4) presently unknown additional sources.

It is important to find more information about all of these uranium enrichment facilities. It is also
possible that there were other important enrichment facilities that Grothmann did not know about
or did not mention in the interviews.]
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H. Plutonium-239 (or Uranium-233) Breeding in a Fission Reactor

[The following documents demonstrate the knowledge of scientists in Germany:

• By 1934, scientists knew that element 94, or plutonium-239, could be produced and purified
(p. 2708).

• No later than 1940, scientists understood that plutonium-239 could be used to create a bomb
(pp. 2709–2713).

• During the war, scientists also understood that uranium-233 could be produced and used to
create a bomb (pp. 2714–2715).]

Ida Tacke Noddack [Noddack 1934]

Man kann ebensogut annehmen, daß bei dieser
neuartigen Kernzertrümmerung durch Neutronen
erheblich andere “Kernreaktionen” stattfinden,
als man sie bisher bei der Einwirkung von
Protonen- und ↵-Strahlen auf Atomkerne
beobachtet hat. Bei den letztgenannten Be-
strahlungen findet man nur Kernumwandlungen
unter Abgabe von Elektronen, Protonen und
Heliumkernen, wodurch sich bei schweren Ele-
menten die Masse der bestrahlten Atomkerne
nur wenig ändert, da nahe benachbarte Ele-
mente entstehen. Es wäre denkbar, daß bei der
Beschießung schwerer Kerne mit Neutronen diese
Kerne in mehrere größere Bruchstücke zerfallen,
die zwar Isotope bekannter Elemente, aber nicht
Nachbarn der bestrahlten Elemente sind.

[...A]us dem �-strahlenden Element 93 das
Element 94 entstehen müßte. Dieses Element
sollte man verhältnismäßig leicht chemisch von
93 trennen können.

One could assume equally well that when
neutrons are used to produce nuclear dis-
integrations, some distinctly new nuclear
reactions take place which have not been
observed previously with proton or alpha-
particle bombardment of atomic nuclei. In
the past one has found that transmutations
of nuclei only take place with the emission of
electrons, protons, or helium nuclei, so that
the heavy elements change their mass only a
small amount to produce near neighboring
elements. When heavy nuclei are bombarded
by neutrons, it is conceivable that the nu-
cleus breaks up into several large fragments,
which would of course be isotopes of known
elements but would not be neighbors of the
irradiated element.

[...B]eta decay of element 93 would pro-
duce element 94. It should be relatively easy
to separate this chemically from element 93.

G-55. Josef Schintlmeister and Friedrich Hernegger. Concerning a Heretofore Un-
known Alpha Emitting Chemical Element. June 1940.

Mit diesen Konzentraten wird gegenwärtig das
chemische Verhalten des neuen Elementes weiter
erforscht. Seine bisher festgestellten chemischen
Eigenschaften ermöglichen übrigens bereits eine
weitgehende Anreicherung, prinzipiell sogar schon
die Reindarstellung. Sie können unserer Au↵as-
sung nach nur so gedeutet werden, dass ein Eka-
Osmium (Ordnungszahl 94) oder allenfalls ein
Eka-Rhenium (Ordnungszahl 93) vorliegt.

With these concentrates, the chemical be-
havior of the new element is currently being
researched further. Incidentally, its chemical
properties that have hitherto been determined
already make it possible to enrich it exten-
sively, and in principle, even to purify it. In
our opinion, they can only be interpreted as
having an eka-osmium (element 94) or at least
an eka-rhenium (element 93) present.
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G-59. Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker. The Possibility of Obtaining Energy from U238.
17 July 1940.

[...] 238U durch thermische Neutronen [...] Das
erste Neutron erzeugt das Isotop 239U, das
nach Hahn in 23 Minuten zerfällt. Dabei muss
239Eka-Re entstehen. Im folgenden wird die
Wahrscheinlichkeit der Entstehung und der
Spaltbarkeit dieses Kerne geprüft. [...]

Dieses Eka-Re kann dann in dreifacher
Weise verwendet werden:

1. zum Bau sehr kleiner Maschinen

2. als Sprengsto↵

3. durch Beimischung zur Umwandlung
anderer Elemente in grossen Mengen.

[...] 238U by thermal neutrons [...] The first
neutron produces the isotope 239U, which
according to Hahn decays in 23 minutes. That
must produce 239Eka-Re [a new element]. In the
following, the probability of the creation and
the fissionability of these nuclei is examined. [...]

This Eka-Re can then be used in three
ways:

1. to build very small reactors

2. as an explosive

3. by mixture for the conversion of other
elements in large quantities.

Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker. 1941. Energieerzeugung aus dem Uranisotop der Masse
238 und anderen schweren Elementen (Herstellung und Verwendung des Elements 94).
6 June 1941. [AMPG 7314; Karlsch 2005, pp. 320–324]

Patentansprüche.

1. Verfahren zur Energieerzeugung aus 238U,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß 238U mit zwei
thermischen Neutronen beschossen wird,
wodurch zunächst über �-Zerfälle ein Element
94 der Masse 239 entsteht, das durch das zweite
Neutron eine Kernspaltung erfährt, bei der
sowohl eine ungeheure Energie abgegeben wird,
als auch neue Neutronen und Kerne entstehen.

2. Verfahren zur Energiegewinnung aus 238U
nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß
die zur Umwandlung größerer Mengen des 238U
in Element 94 notwendigen Neutronen in einer
“Uranmaschine” erzeugt werden.

Patent claims.

1. Method for the production of energy from
238U, characterized in that 238U is bombarded
with two thermal neutrons, whereby after beta
decays forms an element 94 with mass 239,
which by the second neutron experiences a
nuclear fission, in which both a tremendous
energy is released, as well as new neutrons and
nuclei arise.

2. The method for generating energy from
238U according to claim 1, characterized in
that the neutrons necessary to convert large
quantities of the 238U into element 94 are
generated in a “uranium machine.”
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3. Verfahren zur Energieerzeugung aus 238U
bzw. Element 94 nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß das durch Neutrone-
nanlagerung erzeugte Element 94 durch
bekannte chemische Verfahren von dem
verbleibenden Uran abgetrennt wird und dann
in reiner bzw. geeignet wählbarer Konzentra-
tion verwendbar vorliegt.

4. Verfahren zur Energieerzeugung und
Neutronenproduktion aus schwer spaltbaren
schweren Kernen (z.B. 238U, Thorium, Blei,
Bismut etc.), dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das
nach Anspruch 3 erhaltene Element 94 diesen
Elementen in geeigneter Menge zugesetzt wird,
so daß sie einen autokatalytischen Spaltprozess
durch Neutronen durchmachen können, bei
dem Energie erzeugt wird und neue Atomkerne
entstehen.

5. Verfahren zur explosiven Erzeugung von
Energie und Neutronen aus der Spaltung des
Elements 94, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das
nach Anspruch 3 hergestellte Element 94 in
solcher Menge an einen Ort gebracht wird, z.B.
in eine Bombe, daß die bei einer Spaltung
entstehenden Neutronen in der überwiegenden
Mehrzahl zur Anregung neuer Spaltungen
verbraucht werden und nicht die Substanz
verlassen.

6. Verfahren zur Erzeugung sehr kleiner
handlicher Maschinen zur Gewinnung von
Kernenergie und von Neutronen, z.T. nach
Anspruch 3 and 4 und unter Zugrundelegung
der Kenntnisse über eine “Uranmaschine”,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß man nur so viel
Element 94 an einem Ort vereinigt, (u.U. nach
Beimischung geeigneter, neutronenbremsender
und/oder absorbierender Zusatzelemente)
daß Explosionen vermieden werden, und die
Energieabgabe kontinuierlich erfolgt.

3. The method for generating energy from the
element U or element 94 according to claim
1, characterized in that the neutron-produced
element 94 is separated from the remaining
uranium by known chemical methods, and
then is available in pure or suitably selected
concentration.

4. Method for the production of energy
and neutron production from heavy fissionable
nuclei (for example, 238U, thorium, lead, bis-
muth, etc.), characterized in that the element
94 obtained according to claim 3 is added to
these elements in a suitable amount, so that
they can undergo an autocatalytic fission pro-
cess by neutrons, in which energy is generated
and new atomic nuclei are formed.

5. Method for the explosive generation of
energy and neutrons from the fission of the
element 94, characterized in that the element
94 produced according to claim 3 is brought
to a location in such an amount, e.g. in a
bomb, that the vast majority of the neutrons
produced during each fission event are used to
produce new fission events and do not leave the
substance.

6. Process for the production of very small,
handy machines for obtaining nuclear energy
and neutrons, in part according to claims 3
and 4, and on the basis of the knowledge of a
“uranium machine,” characterized in that one
brings together only so much element 94 in one
place (depending on the admixture of suitable,
neutron-slowing and/or absorbing additional
elements) that explosions are avoided and the
energy is discharged continuously.
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G-94. Fritz Houtermans. Zur Frage der Auslösung von Kern-Kettenreaktionen. August
1941. Same as report G-267.

[U.S.-created English abstract:] Brief summary covering the following aspects: Analysis of the fac-
tors which prevent nuclear fission. Possibility of fission with fast neutrons. Fission with thermal
neutrons. Need for enrichment of U235. Di�culty and expense of isotope separation. Moderators:
D2O, beryllium or beryllium oxide, carbon. E↵ect of temperature on absorption of thermal neutrons.
Possibility of chain reaction with natural isotope mixtures of U at low temperatures. Calculations
for critical mass. Although di�culty of getting economical power from lower temperature pile, there
are other gains possible, e.g., radioisotopes; formation of 239 isotope, which is also subject to fission
by thermal neutrons.

[Excerpts:]

[I.] Kernspaltung wurde bisher bekanntlich an
den Atomkernen U238, U235, Th232, Pa231 und
Jo230 beobachtet. Kernspaltung kann durch
geladene Teilchen (Protonen oder Deuteronen)
einer Energie von etwa 5–6 MeV, �-Quanten
einer Energie der gleichen Größenordnung und
durch Neutronen ausgelöst werden. [...]

[VII.] Vergleichen wir etwa die Neutronen-
ergiebigkeit einer solchen Apparatur mit der
besten bisherigen Neutronenquelle, einem
Zyklotron, so zeigt sich leicht, daß eine
solche Anlage mit einer Menge natürlichen
Urangemischs von ca. 1 t der Leistung von
etwa 104 bis 105 Zyklotrons entspricht. [...]

Denn bei allen denkbaren Apparaturen,
die eine Kettenreaktion an isoliertem U235

gestatten, würde ja nur 1/139 der gesamten
zur Verfügung stehenden Uranmenge als
“Brennsto↵” oder “Explosivessto↵” benutzt
werden, während bei der Isotopentrennung
auch für die unverwertbaren Mengen von U238

Energie aufgewandt werden muß.

[I.] Nuclear fission has been observed to date
for the atomic nuclei U238, U235, Th232, Pa231

and Jo230. Nuclear fission can be triggered
by charged particles (protons or deuterons)
with an energy of approximately 5–6 MeV, �
photons with an energy of the same magnitude,
and by neutrons. [...]

[VII.] If, for example, we compare the neutron
yield of such a reactor with the best previous
neutron source, a cyclotron, it is easy to see
that such a reactor, with a quantity of natural
uranium mixture of about 1 ton, has a power
of about 104 to 105 cyclotrons. [...]

For all conceivable devices that permit a
chain reaction with purified U235, only 1/139
of the total available uranium would be used
as “fuel” or “explosive”, while during isotope
separation, impractical amounts of energy must
also be expended on U238.
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Um diesen Punkt näher zu verstehen, müssen
wir uns die Frage stellen, was aus denjenigen
Neutronen wird, die bei der hier behandelten
Kettenreaktion (U–schwere Bremssubstanz
bei tiefer Temperatur) entstehen und nicht
nach außen entweichen. Wir sehen oben,
daß durch Ausschaltung der Neutronen-
einfangung durch den Wassersto↵ der einzig
noch vorhandene Konkurrenzprozess, der in
der Tat einen großen Teil der Neutronen
schluckt, die Resonanzeinfangung des U238

ist. Bei dieser Resonanzeinfangung entsteht
bekanntlich zunächst der 23 min-Körper,
ein U239

92 , aus dem durch �-Zerfall zunächst
Ek-Re23993 entsteht, das wahrscheinlich selbst
wieder �-aktiv ist und einem weiteren Körper
der (4n+3)-Reihe liefert. [...] Im letzteren
Falle aber muß das entstehende langlebige
Isotop des Atomgewichts 239 selbst wieder
Thermospaltung zeigen. [...] Jedes Neutron,
das anstatt an U235 Spaltung zu bewirken von
U238 eingefangen wird, scha↵t also einen neuen,
durch thermische Neutronen spaltbaren Kern.
Wir können daher eine Apparatur, die es ge-
stattet, mit einem Energieumsatz an wägbaren
Mengen U235 die Kettenreaktion ablaufen
lassen, gleichzeitig als eine Isotopenumwand-
lungsapparatur ansehen. Der Vorteil gegenüber
einer Isotopentrennungsapparatur ist aber der,
daß das neugescha↵ene Produkt, das ja eine
Kernladung von 93 oder mehr hat, chemisch
nicht mehr mit dem Uran identisch und da-
her mit gewöhnlichen chemischen Methoden
abzutrennen ist. Da nun viel größere Mengen,
nämlich das 139fache an U238 zur Verfügung
stehen, so ist die Verwertbarmachung desselben
als “Brennsto↵” für eine Kettenreaktion ein
für unsere Themenstellung viel wichtigerer
Vorgang, als die Isotopentrennung, die bloß
das U235 zu verwerten gestattet.

Für die Anregung zu dieser Arbeit und
deren Ermöglichung danke ich Baron Manfred
von Ardenne.

To understand this point in more detail, we
have to ask ourselves what will become of
the neutrons that are formed during the chain
reaction (U-moderator at low temperature) and
do not escape to the outside. We see above that
by eliminating neutron capture by hydrogen,
the only competitive process that actually
absorbs a large portion of the neutrons is the
resonance capture by U238. This resonance
capture is known to produce the 23-minute
nucleus, U239

92 , for which � decay results in
Ek-Re23993 , which is likely to be �-active again
and produces another (4n+3)-type body. [...] In
the latter case, however, the resulting long-lived
isotope of atomic weight 239 must again be
fissionable by thermal neutrons. [...] Every
neutron which, instead of fissioning U235, is
captured by U238 creates in this way a new
nucleus, fissionable by thermal neutrons. We
can therefore regard an apparatus that allows
the chain reaction to proceed with an energy
conversion of measurable amounts of U235 as an
isotope conversion apparatus. The advantage
over an isotope separation apparatus, however,
is that the newly created product, which indeed
has a nuclear charge of 93 or more, is no longer
chemically identical to uranium and therefore
can be purified by ordinary chemical methods.
Since much larger quantities are available,
namely 139 times more U238, the utilization of
it as “fuel” for a chain reaction is a much more
important process for our topic than isotope
separation, which only allows U235 to be used.

For suggesting this work and making it
possible, I thank Baron Manfred von Ardenne.
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[German reports captured by the U.S. Alsos Mission also show that there was wartime work on
chemical methods for processing irradiated fission fuel and purifying di↵erent components from it.
Unless otherwise noted, text for G-series captured German nuclear reports cited here consists of
the English-language abstracts prepared by American scientists who studied the German reports.]

G-259. Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann. The Chemical Separation of Elements and
Atomic Species Produced by Uranium Fission (General Part). 1944.

Introductory considerations on separation of U fission products are given. Extraction of U as nitrate
is possible if amounts larger than several 100 g are irradiated, the other method is more advisable
for amounts smaller than that: three methods are proposed for extraction of the remaining smaller
amounts of U from the fission products, separation of the U as sodium pyrouranate by precipitation
with a solution of caustic soda, precipitation by ammonium to ammonium pyrouranate, dissolv-
ing of this by surplus ammonium carbonate to uranium carbonate, and precipitation as sodium
uranylacetate.

G-260. Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann. Chemical Separation of Uranium Fission
Products. Halogens, Rare Gases, Earth Metals and Alkaline Earth Metals. 1944.

Distillation methods, precipitation by Ag ions, and solvent extraction for I and Br separation
are reported in detail. Indirect identification of Xe and Kr proved less reliable than their direct
identification in specially constructed counting tubes. Di↵erent tubes and methods of operation are
illustrated. Indirect identification of halogens by determination of noble gases formed by halogen
decay are given for Rb and Cs, Sr and Ba. Detailed extraction methods for the single elements
are given for Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Sn, Sb, Te, Se, As, Ge, Ga, Zn, Co, and Ni. Isotopes intermediary
between Br35 and Br39 could not be identified. A procedure to separate all fission products from a
single sample of irradiated U concludes the report.

G-111. Josef Schintlmeister. The Placing in the Periodic Table of the Element with
Alpha Rays of 1.8 cm Range. 1941.

See reports G-55 and G-112 for chemical identification of this element. Element can be atomic
number 93 or 94 but its alpha decay energy and stability as regard beta decay shows it is not 93.
It mass number is most likely 244 but it could be 246, or 242. This can be determined, for 244 and
242 can be split by thermal neutrons while 246 will require faster neutrons.

This element is precipitated by H2S from strongly acid solutions and it does not form compounds
in strongly oxidizing solutions (HNO3 and H2SO4).

G-112. Josef Schintlmeister and Friedrich Hernegger. Further Chemical Investigation
of an Element with Alpha Rays of 1.8 cm Range. 1941.

Some chemical properties of new element. Ammonia and sodium hydroxide precipitate about half
the element. Carbonate precipitates it quantitatively. In distillation with nitric acid or hydrochloric
acid the element is not distilled, but with sulfuric acid a high percentage of the element is distilled
over. Hydrogen sulfide precipitates it quantitatively from strong acid solutions. Other chemical
properties listed.
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[The following document demonstrates that scientists in Germany understood how to convert Th-
232 to make a U-233 bomb.]

Fritz Houtermans, How to use thorium for nuclear energy from fission. 3 September
1945. Typographical errors in the original document have been retained below. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 173, Folder 60.22-1 RUSSIA: Research—TA (43–Jun 46)]

How to use Thorium for nuclear energy from fission.

Take pure thorium or thoriumoxide, mix to it some U 235 or Pu 239 separated from U238. The
amount of U235 or 239 necessary will presumably be lower than 0.7%, because resonance capture
in Th seems to be stronger than in U238. By neutron capture Th233 is formed. The mixture should
be such that in heavy water, possibly also in metallic beryllium, or even BeO, or in graphite the
chain reaction is just started, retarded only by resonance capture of Th232. It may be that the
chain reaction will work only at low temperatures, if the width of the Th-resonance capture is given
by Doppler-broadening. This will be true especially, the heavier the material is for slowing down
the neutrons, i.e for graphite. It might be necessary to cool away even at low temperatures the
energy released by the chain reaction, but any neutron lost will form an atom of Th 233, which
decays with T=23 min to Pa 233, a body known to emit �-rays also and to decay into U 233. U 233
seems to have rather a long half life, and may be ↵-active. But from general considerations similar
to those of Bohr-Wheeler, I should be rather think that U 233 has a fission treshold low enough
that thermal neutrons will be able to make thermofission. Since you get weighable quantities of
neutrons from the chain reaction in the separeted isotope U235 or 239 you will thus be able to
enrich either U 233 to such an extent, that the chain reaction will start at normal temperatures or
else to separete U 233 chemicall from the thorium mixture and use it as U235 or 239 as fuel for the
machine.

September 3rd, 1945 F.G. Houtermans

P.S. by Gerard P. Kuiper, Frankfurt-Hochst, 7 Sept., 1945.

This is Prof. Houtermans’ prediction of how the Russians will make the atomic bomb. No copy
of it has been made; this is the original. If any “profit” or “credit” will result from his proposal
its author requests that the benefits will go to his wife, Mrs. Houtermans, Physics Department,
Radcli↵e College, Cambridge, Mass.

Gerard P. Kuiper

Alsos Mission

G2, HQ, USFET
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F. A. C. Wardenburg. Interrogation of Dr. Ing. Ernest Nagelstein. 2 November 1944.
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 169, Folder 32.7002 GERMANY—ALSOS MIS-
SION Administrative Matters (1940–1945); www.deutsches-museum.de/archiv
/archiv-online/geheimdokumente/alsos-mission/protokoll-nagelstein/dokument-1/]

[...] The atomic bomb is made of either thorium or uranium, Nagelstein is not sure which. He was
told by Doering, however, that Auer is making metal thorium and no uses of thorium in the metallic
state are known. [...]

S.A. Goudsmit and F.A.C. Wardenburg. 17 October 1944. Subject: Thorium Products
taken to Auer Gesellschaft, Germany. [AFRHA A5189 frame 0018]

The following information was obtained from M. Paul Gregory, acting Director of the Societé des
Terres Rares, 67, Rue de Preny, Paris (17o).

During the occupation the company was under the supervision of employees of the Auer Gesellschaft.
The president of Auer, Dr. Quadebert [???], visited Paris occasionally. The man in direct charge of
all Auer interests in occupied territory was Dr. Ihwe, who did much travelling.

The Germans showed at first only mild interest in Thorium. They did buy various rare earth
compounds, probably for use in colored glasses. Early in 1944, however, they requisitioned all
available Thorium sufate, namely about 95 tons. They took 85 tons, but left 10 tons for the French.
During the occupation they had acquired about 850 tons of monazite, which is equivalent to about
86 tons of Thorium oxide.

The sudden interest in Thorium products is unusual, according to M. Gregory. He stated that
is considered as a waste product in rare earth production. He claimed not to understand what
the Germans wanted it for. (Dr. Blumenfeld, the director of the company, now in New York, had
previously called our attention to the use of Thorium oxide in the Fischer-Tropsch process).

BIOS 675. The Production of Thorium and Uranium in Germany.

Metallic thorium and uranium were produced on a large scale in Germany by the reduction of their
respective oxides with calcium using a calcium chloride flux. The major part of the production
during the war came from Werk II of the Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheide-Anstalt (Degussa)[...]

Thorium oxide was supplied by Auer Gesellschaft, Berlin, which had large stock piles of Monazite
sand, i.e., an enriched sand consisting mostly of Monazite, Magnetite, Zirconia, Thoria and Quartz.
After reduction of the oxide, the thorium metal was returned to Auer Gesellschaft or in some cases
sent under their control directly to the consumers[...] The uranium ore was coming from Czecho-
Slovakia and Belgium Congo and was supplied from their stock piles by the Auer Gesellschaft for
reproduction. [...]

Raw calcium, obtained under the form of large ingots, was melted under special conditions to obtain
a pure metal free from oxide or nitride contamination. [...]
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[Plutonium-239 or uranium-233 could be bred in a fission reactor. There is evidence for several
reactors or possible reactors constructed in territory controlled by the Third Reich, and it is possible
that one or more of those reactors may have been operational during the war:

1. The reactor of Werner Heisenberg’s group, first located at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Physics in Berlin-Dahlem, and later moved to Haigerloch (pp. 2717–2723). This is by far the
best known of the German fission reactors, but it never achieved criticality (a self-sustaining
neutron chain reaction) during the war [Goudsmit 1947; Groves 1962; Irving 1967; Pash 1969;
Powers 1993; Walker 1989].

2. The reactor of Kurt Diebner’s group, first located at Gottow/Kummersdorf, and later moved
to Stadtilm (pp. 2724–2737). According to o�cial histories, this reactor never achieved criti-
cality during the war. In fact, there is some evidence that it may have achieved criticality in
late 1944 in Gottow, and/or in March 1945 in Stadtilm [Karlsch 2005].

3. A reactor built and operated by the SS, likely in an underground facility in Thuringia, that
was reported to have been operational in March 1945 (pp. 2734–2737).

4. A possible reactor and fuel reprocessing facility in the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St.
Georgen/Gusen near Linz, Austria, that may have been operational during the war (pp.
2738–2760 and 3225–3233).

5. A possible reactor at Unterraderach near Friedrichshafen (on the coast of the Obersee Bo-
densee) that was reported to have been operational in 1944 (pp. 2763–2765).

6. A possible reactor at an underground facility in Berlin-Lichterfelde that was reported to have
been operational in 1944 (p. 2767).

7. “Atomic reactors” that were reportedly located in East Prussia and that may have been
operational during the war (p. 2768).

8. A tightly guarded, heavy concrete installation at the I.G. Farben Leverkusen plant that might
have been a fission reactor (p. 2697).

9. Other possible sites for fission reactors?

If one or more fission reactors were functioning during the war, that could help explain the high
priority that Germany placed on producing heavy water (an excellent neutron moderator for fission
reactors) at multiple locations (p. 2797).]
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1. The fission reactor of Werner Heisenberg’s group

G-371. Alvin M. Weinberg and Lothar W. Nordheim. Memorandum on the State of
Knowledge in Nuclear Science Reached by the Germans in 1945. 8 November 1945.
[Note: Despite being listed in the G-series, this was a United States report analyzing
some of the German reports. “P-9” was the U.S. codename for heavy water. “P-9U”
would be a heavy-water-moderated uranium reactor.]

We have just had an opportunity to read a few of the German Kernphysikalische Forschungsberichte.
We are writing in order to correct what we believe to be a very prevalent misconception concerning
the state of the art as known to the Germans in 1945. We will proceed by posing a number of
relevant questions and then answering them insofar as we can from the few reports we have been
allowed to see. Presumably when more reports are made available we will be able to document our
statements more fully.

I. Did the Germans know the correct lattice dimensions for a P-9U system?

Via the grapevine we have heard rumors that the Germans were experimenting with plate lattices
far too rich in U. Apparently these rumors were based on very early reports which are not yet avail-
able to us. At present, however, the answer to the above question is an unequivocal yes. The March
1944 “Forschungsberichte” contain a description of experiments on various lattice arrangements per-
formed by Bothe and Fünfer. The experiments are integral ones in which the strength of a source is
measured with and without the lattice in place. The main conclusion drawn from these experiments
is “eine Kombination von 20 cm D2O und 1 cm U-Metall der Dichte 18 (wird) etwas die günstigste
sein . . . Bisher hat man wohl mit einem grösseren U-Bedarfgerechnet.” This conclusion is exactly
the same as that reached by us, on the basis of calculations in August 1943 (CP-923). The German
work apparently was done at the same time as ours.

Plates seem to have been preferred because they were most convenient for experiments. The ad-
vantage of cubes was recognized as early as June 1943 (Höcker), and the use of cylinders had been
suggested on technical grounds.

II. Did the Germans know the critical dimensions of the P-9 machine?

We have not had access to the reports in which critical size calculations are made. However, there
are repeated references, in the reports available to us, of about 4 tons as the required amount of
P-9. This figure is essentially correct.

The Laplacians measured by the Germans are of the order 1000 ⇥ 10�6 cm�2. This value is in
excellent agreement with ours. It indicates, and this is important, that the U metal used by them
was about as pure as ours.

III. What was the state of German theory of the chain reaction?

Here we are badly hampered by the unavailability of the reports. What we do have shows:

(1) Calculation of optimal lattice dimensions was understood and followed pretty much the same
lines as ours. The calculated results on P-9 spheres agree well with ours.

(2) The group model for reflector calculations was introduced in early 1944. This was a little later
than the time we began to use it extensively.
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(3) Generally we would say their approach was in no wise inferior to ours; in some respects it
was superior.

IV. Why didn’t the Germans succeed in establishing a chain reaction with P-9?

The answer is simple; they did not have su�cient P-9. The latest reference is to a 1.5 ton P-9
experiment. According to our estimates, with the volume ratio they used (20:1), they would have
needed somewhat less than 4 tons.

V. Are there any “scientific secrets” concerning the design of the chain reaction which the
Germans do not seem to have understood?

From the general state of the art as deduced from the few reports we have seen, we would say their
understanding of the principles is comparable to ours. The only non-engineering “secrets” we can
think of which might a↵ect the design of a chain reaction is the poisoning by Xe135, and possibly,
the properties of Pu240.

VI. What bearing does this have on publication of the parts of the PPR [Performance Progress
Report (?)] dealing with principles of the chain reaction?

The Germans knew how to design a lattice which will work. From the practical standpoint this
is all that matters. The details of elegant perturbation theory or transport theory (which would
be contained in Vol. III) or the details of heat transfer calculations (Vol. IV) would tell them
nothing essential to the determination of lattice dimensions. They already know how to calculate
the optimum dimensions.

A question of ethics is raised by the existence of the German reports. In many cases useful informa-
tion is contained therein. It is certainly extraordinary, in a scientific treatise, to attribute a given
result to an American author without at the same time giving due credit to his German counterpart
who is known to have also done the work. Such a situation will arise for example, in Vol. III in the
discussion of the multi-group methods where the Germans have duplicated our work.

VII. What bearing does this have on the general question of our “secrets”?

On this we can presume to speak only as individuals.

The general impression from the German reports is that they were on the right track and that
their thinking and developments paralleled ours to a surprising extent. The fact that they did not
achieve the chain reaction is primarily due to their lack of su�cient amounts of heavy water.

In one of the reports a vivid description is given of the German e↵orts in this respect. The heavy
water factories in Norway were designed for a capacity of 3–4 tons a year and were successfully
operating during part of 1942 and 1943. This capacity would have been su�cient for the construction
of a pile. However, the production was interrupted by sabotage and finally the main factory was
destroyed by a bombing attack. Toward the end of 1944 plans were made to initiate production of
heavy water in Germany and to use enriched uranium in order to reduce the material requirements.

It is also fairly clear that the total German e↵ort was on a very considerably smaller scale than the
American e↵ort. This may be due to the strained German economy or to the less favorable attitude
of their government. The fact remains that an independent group of scientists, of much smaller size
than ours, operating under much more adverse conditions achieved so much.
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We must proceed therefore on the basis that anyone knowing what is in the German reports can
establish a chain reaction, provided he has su�cient materials. The Smyth report will give additional
very helpful hints. The time when others can establish a chain reaction is therefore no longer a
matter of scientific research but mostly a matter of procurement. The policies of our authorities
must, it seems to us, be formulated with a clear realization of these facts.

[Alvin Weinberg and Lothar Nordheim were experts in the U.S. fission reactor program. There are
several important points regarding their memo:

• Even among the well-informed personnel of the U.S. Manhattan Project and over half a year
after the war ended in Europe, there was a “very prevalent misconception” that the Germans
had a poor understanding of applied nuclear physics. That misconception was apparently
propagated by people such as Samuel Goudsmit, and has remained widespread ever since,
despite this U.S. scientific memo stating that that misconception was entirely false.

• Weinberg and Nordheim, two high-ranking people in the U.S. Manhattan Project writing
6–12 months after the U.S. Alsos Mission had retrieved the relevant reports from Europe,
repeatedly protested that about the “few [German] reports we have been allowed to see,” and
that “we have not had access to the reports.” Do those statements indicate that the United
States was concealing German reports even from its leading Manhattan Project scientists,
or that the United States was taking over 6–12 months before finally getting those reports
to its leading scientists? If so, why was the United States suppressing information about
the German nuclear program? Alternatively, if Weinberg and Nordheim had all the German
reports that Alsos captured, their complaints suggest that a large number of relevant reports
had been destroyed or hidden by the Germans.

• “The Germans knew how to design a [fission reactor] lattice which will work,” “the German
work apparently was done at the same time as” the U.S. work, “their approach was in no
wise inferior to” the U.S. approach, and “in some respects it was superior.”

• That equivalent work was achieved by a German group (apparently meaning the Kaiser Wil-
helm Institute group led by Werner Heisenberg) that was much smaller than the corresponding
American program. That shows great ability on the part of the German scientists, but it also
demonstrates that Weinberg, Nordheim, and other high-ranking U.S. o�cials were unaware
of all of the other parts of the German nuclear program—the large majority of the program.

• Allied sabotage and bombing of the heavy water factories in Norway (not any German lack
of scientific ability) greatly delayed operation of a fission reactor in Germany.

• Weinberg and Nordheim were aware of heavy water production in Norway, and of German
plans to produce heavy water elsewhere. Since their knowledge was admittedly very incom-
plete, it is possible that significant amounts of heavy water were actually produced elsewhere.

• Although Weinberg and Nordheim were unaware of a German pile that achieved a chain
reaction, they admitted that their knowledge was very incomplete; it is possible that there
was a German chain reaction that was unknown to these and perhaps even all U.S. o�cials.

• Weinberg and Nordheim essentially stated that it would be unethical for the United States to
give public credit for applied nuclear physics innovations to scientists working in the wartime
U.S. program but not to scientists from the wartime German program who were documented
to have made the same (or better) innovations. That is in fact what the United States did
and has continued to do.]
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Figure D.30: The former Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics, the original site of the Heisenberg
group’s fission reactor experiments, now houses the archive of the Max Planck Institute.
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Figure D.31: U.S. personnel dismantling the Haigerloch fission reactor experiment in 1945.
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Figure D.32: Atomkeller Museum in Haigerloch now.
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Figure D.33: Atomkeller Museum in Haigerloch now.
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2. The fission reactor of Kurt Diebner’s group, and

3. A possible fission reactor built and operated by the SS (in Thuringia?)

English translation of Walther Gerlach. 2 January 1945. Citation for Award of the War
Service Cross First Class with Swords to Dr. K. DIEBNER, Member of the Board
of Works. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 166, Folder 32.22-1—GERMANY—
Research—TA—(1943–June 1946)]

After uranium fission by means of neutrons became known back in 1939, Dr. Kurt Diebner, Member
of the Board of Works, pointed out the importance of this discovery as a possible source of energy
and was thereupon ordered by his superiors to form an association which was first made a part
of Army Ordnance but which is now subordinated to the Deputy for Nuclear Physics. Within the
framework of this Association, he and his own work-group took part in the experiments.

The geometric arrangement (cube arrangement) employed on the basis of his deliberations has
turned out to be the most successful arrangement yet hit upon, although at the time ranking
scientists saw nothing particularly significant in it; for example, with only one-third the supply of
uranium and heavy water, he succeeded in achieving the same results that Prof. Bothe and Prof.
Heisenberg did employing other geometrical arrangements. Diebner got a neutron increase of 106%
with his experimental model; that is, he achieved a most e�cient production of energy. The scope
of the arrangement was limited because of the amount of material available to him at the time.

The results achieved by his work-group were so decisive that the cube arrangement is now em-
ployed in a large-scale experiment in which, in Prof. Heisenberg’s opinion, a practicable uranium
burner from the available supply of D2O and metallic uranium is anticipated, so far as large-scale
experiments can be judged with certainty from laboratory e↵orts.

[Publicly, after the war Samuel Goudsmit of the U.S. Alsos Mission and Leslie Groves of the
Manhattan Project denigrated Kurt Diebner as being far inferior to Heisenberg in scientific talent,
and in fact as being mainly an administrator and not a scientist.

Privately they found this document that proved that Diebner had been given a formal award by
Walther Gerlach (an impeccable physicist, and presumably a good judge of physics) for doing ex-
tensive scientific research, and for achieving much better results than Werner Heisenberg. Markings
on the document show that U.S. o�cials responded to this document by classifying it Top Secret
and burying it in their files.
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Leslie Groves even wrote a secret 1946 memo stating that Diebner “has a pretty good grasp of
the German project” and explicitly recognizing that he was among the handful of “those German
scientists of outstanding ability in the field of nuclear physics and chemistry who, by their past
reputation and present knowledge, would be of more value to the national interest of this country
if they could be employed here rather than in any other country. [...I]t is extremely important that
these persons be prevented from giving their services to a potential enemy of the United States”
(p. 3182).

In 1939, Kurt Diebner may well have been the only person on Earth whose scientific expertise
included:

1. TNT implosion bomb designs (“hollow-charge explosives”).

2. Fission chain reactions (proposals for uranium reactors and bombs).

3. High-energy-induced fusion reactions (“high-voltage particle accelerator for atomic transfor-
mations”).

Those are the three major elements of the German nuclear device that was apparently tested by
March 1945 (see p. 3024), or of modern nuclear bombs.

Likewise, Diebner occupied leadership roles that included the Army (Heereswa↵enamt), Kaiser-
Wilhelm Institute for Physics, Reich Research Council (Reichsforschungsrat), and the SS (when
the SS controlled most research in the later stages of the war, if not earlier), and that spanned the
entire German nuclear program from its very first meetings in 1939 in Berlin to the last days of
the war in May 1945 in Thuringia.

Thus Diebner was one of the most important people in the German nuclear program, and possibly
even the single most important person.

However, the false public depictions of Diebner’s abilities by Samuel Goudsmit and Leslie Groves
after the war were highly e↵ective, and most historical books and documentaries for the last 75
years have unquestioningly followed their lead in treating Diebner as a minor, peripheral o�cial or
even a scientific loser.]
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Figure D.34: Kurt Diebner (left) and Gerhard Ho↵mann (right) setting up a nuclear physics exper-
iment at the University of Halle-Wittenberg ca. 1932.
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Figure D.35: Four unidentified members of Kurt Diebner’s group at Gottow/Kummersdorf wearing
protective suits while working on fission experiments in 1941.
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Figure D.36: Kurt Diebner’s Gottow III fission pile (1943–1944) [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv
Freiburg N 822/13].
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Figure D.37: Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf: Former location of the
Diebner group’s Gottow fission pile.
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Figure D.38: Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf: Apparent chemical pro-
cessing building with special waste water streams.
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F. A. C. Wardenburg, Stadtilm Operation, 30 April 1945 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June
45)].

I. Instructions have been received to forward all captured TA documents to Washington for final
analysis. No further analysis of Stadtilm documents will, therefore, be made by the Alsos Mission.

II. For the benefit of Washington personnel who will study the documents, the following summary
is given of classification already started on this side:

(a) The material consists of unfiled papers, mainly technical data and reports, and of correspondence
files and folders. Each of these file folders has been numbered on the back. Many of them have been
read and an index of the important material made on separate cards.

(b) Now folders with the following general subject titles have been set up:

1. Organization
2. Financial
3. Pile experiments
4. Heavy Water
5. Uranium
6. Ultra centrifuge
7. Isotope Separation Other
8. Betatron
9. Medical
10. Miscellaneous
11. KWI for Chemistry
12. Personnel
13. Instruments & Measurements
14. Target Data
15. Non-TA General Intelligence

(c) Some of the original files have been stripped of important material which has been put in the
above folders according to the subject. Cards for these folders which have been [illegible] but not
yet classified are included in the envelope marked “Folders [illegible] done.” Folders for [illegible]
cards appear in neither envelope have not yet been read.

[Tubealloy or TA was the U.S. code name for uranium.

Where are these files now?]
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Figure D.39: The former Atomkeller in Stadtilm. Note the modern cube sculpture and water foun-
tain to commemorate Diebner’s experiments with uranium cubes and heavy water.
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Figure D.40: The former Atomkeller in Stadtilm. In the lower photo, note the circular pit in the
floor, now filled in with concrete, which once held the heavy water with uranium cubes suspended
in it from the overhead beam.
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Werner Grothmann on reactor breeding of Pu-239 (and U-233) [Krotzky 2002]. For a
discussion of the background and reliability of this source, see p. 2631.

[p. 40] Es gab klare Erkenntnisse, dass nicht
alleine das Uran als Sprengsto↵ dienen konnte
sondern auch Plutonium und weitere Sto↵e, da
kenne ich mich aber noch weniger aus als bei
diesen Bezeichnungen. Jedenfalls ist wohl 1943
klar geworden, dass man mit Plutonium eine
große Sache machen kann. Es war aber so, dass
die Erzeugung ganz schwierig sein würde.

[p. 40] There was clear evidence that not only
uranium could serve as an explosive, but also
plutonium and other substances, about which I
know even less than these names. In any case,
it was clear in 1943 that one could do a great
deal with plutonium. It was the case, however,
that production would be quite di�cult.

[p. 43] Ich vermute, dass es bei der Plutonium-
Forschung zwischen einzelnen Wissenschaftlern
eine Konkurrenz gab. Konkret kann ich dazu
sagen, dass Diebner in einem Gespräch mit dem
Chef [Himmler], das ganz kurzfristig angesetzt
war betont haben muß, ich war ja bei solchen
Gesprächen nie dabei, höchstens wenn es darum
ging, was unsere Leute an begleitenden Maßnah-
men leisten sollten, aber das hatte dann ja nichts
mit der Forschung zu tun, also da gab es ein
Gespräch mit Diebner, als sein Reaktor in Betrieb
gegangen war, wo er sich über die Möglichkeiten
geäußert hatte, bald richtige Bomben zu bauen.
Das wussten wir schon, wenn ein Atomreaktor
läuft, ist es viel leichter, Material für die Bombe
zu erhalten. [...] Das weiß ich noch ganz genau,
dass Himmler danach eine Besprechung hatte bei
der angeregt worden war, eine Verbindung zwis-
chen Kammler und jemand von den Physikern zu
scha↵en, damit man die Bedingungen besprechen
konnte, die man braucht, wenn man einen neuen
Reaktor einrichten will. Was danach gemacht wor-
den ist, weiß ich nicht, mir ist nur bekannt, dass
unser eigener Reaktor auch noch laufen lernte,
das war ein großer Tag für uns, leider war das
aber schon kurz vor Kriegsende, deshalb konnte
das nichts mehr bewirken. [...] Zu Diebner muß
ich aber noch sagen, dass ich nicht sicher bin, ob
sein Reaktor von ihm oder von seinen Leuten so
geregelt worden ist, daß der deshalb angelaufen
ist. Es war ja so, daß wir erfuhren, daß es ja
einen Unfall gegeben hatte. Ich weiß nicht, war
es ein Unfall im Betrieb, oder hat es einen Unfall
gegeben, bei dem das Ding losging. Ich hörte da
verschiedene Gerüchte.

[p. 43] I suspect that there was competition
among individual scientists in plutonium re-
search. In concrete terms, I can say that there
was a conversation with Diebner and the boss
[Himmler], which had been scheduled at very
short notice; I was never present at such con-
versations, at most when it came to what our
people were supposed to do in accompany-
ing measures that had nothing to do with
the research. So there was a conversation with
Diebner when his reactor went into operation,
where he himself talked about the possibilities
to build real bombs soon. We already knew
that when an atomic reactor is running, it is
much easier to get material for the bomb. [...]
I remember that Himmler had had a meet-
ing to create a connection between Kammler
and someone from the physicists to discuss
the conditions needed to set up a new reactor.
What happened afterwards, I do not know, I
only know that our own reactor was still run-
ning, that was a great day for us, but unfortu-
nately it was already shortly before the end of
war, so that nothing more could be done. [...]
Regarding Diebner, however, I must say that
I am not sure whether his reactor was con-
trolled by him or by his people, which is why
it started. It was true that we learned that
there had been an accident. I do not know, it
was an accident in the plant, or there was an
accident, at which the thing went o↵. I heard
di↵erent rumors.
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[p. 31] Es gab dann auch noch ein Unglück ohne
schlimme Folgen in Gottow bei Diebner. Dem
ist sein Reaktor vielleicht durchgegangen, wie
ich ja sagte. Das war möglicherweise die erste
wirkliche Kettenreaktion auf der Welt, die sich
selbst erhalten hat. Leider ließ sie sich nicht
stoppen.

[p. 8] Unser Reaktor, der im März 45 anlief,
war ja lange vorher schon eingebaut worden
und auch nur noch mit viel Glück in Betrieb
gegangen.

[p. 43] Ich bin mir bis heute fast sicher,
dass zum Beispiel bis jetzt nur ganz wenige
wirklich etwas über unseren eigenen Atomreaktor
wissen und dass der wirklich gelaufen ist. Die
Konstruktion war schon sehr modern, das hat
Diebner doch begeistert, weil es seine Ideen ja
letztlich nochmals bestätigt hatte und er hatte
ja zuvor schon Erfahrungen mit seinem Reaktor
gehabt.

[p. 31] There was then also an accident
without bad consequences in Gottow with
Diebner. His reactor may have run away, as
I said. This was perhaps the first real chain
reaction in the world that sustained itself.
Unfortunately it did not stop.

[p. 8] Our reactor, which started in March 45,
had already been installed a long time before
and had only just started with good luck.

[p. 43] I am still almost certain that,
for example, only very few really know some-
thing about our own nuclear reactor and that
it really ran. The construction was already
very modern, Diebner was enthusiastic about
that, because it had finally confirmed his
ideas and he had already had experience with
his reactor.

[As potential fission fuels that were known during the war, Grothmann mentioned uranium [235],
plutonium [239], and “other substances, about which I know even less than these names”—probably
a reference to transmuting thorium-232 into uranium-233.

Grothmann knew of at least two fission reactors that had gone critical during the war:

1. The Diebner group’s reactor, which went critical and actually had an accident before it could
be stopped. That incident apparently occurred in late 1944 while the reactor was still at
Gottow.

2. A completely separate reactor that was directly operated by the SS. According to Grothmann,
that reactor first became operational in March 1945, but it had been built quite some time
before that. Its “construction was already very modern,” which suggests that the SS reactor
was designed to breed fuel for nuclear weapons and not simply to be a small initial science
experiment to achieve criticality. Although Grothmann did not specify a location for this SS
reactor, it may have been in an underground installation somewhere in Thuringia, since most
of Grothmann’s knowledge in the interview was focused on nuclear and rocket research at
underground installations in Thuringia.]
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Helmut J. Fischer. 1987. Hitler und die Atombombe: Bericht eines Zeitzeugen. pp.
77–78.

Es war wohl der letzte Tag im März 1945,
als am frühen Morgen Dr. Graue vom Kaiser-
Wilhelm-Institut für Physikalische Chemie und
Elektrochemie in meinem Büro erschien. “Die
Uranmaschine läuft”, berichtete er aufgeregt
und bat mich zu seinem Chef, Prof. Thiessen,
der in der Nacht zuvor einen Telefonanruf von
Gerlach erhalten hatte. Ich verständigte meinen
vorgesetzten Gruppenleiter Dr. Spengler, und
bald saßen wir zu viert beieinander in Thiessens
Institut: Thiessen, Graue, Spengler und ich.
Das Telefongespräch, von dem Thiessen
berichtete, war o↵enbar unter großen Mühen
zustande gekommen, die Verständigung war
sehr schlecht gewesen. Immerhin ergaben sich
aus Gerlachs Anruf zwei wichtige Nachrichten.
Die erste meldete den großen Erfolg mit einer
kritischen Uranmaschine. Die zweite Nachricht,
die Gerlach mir übermitteln wollte, bezog sich
auf die Gefährdung der Forschungsstätte in
Stadtilm durch das Vorrücken der amerikanis-
chen Truppen auf Thüringen.

Hier muß ich nun aus dem, was mir später
bekannt wurde, hinzufügen, daß Gerlachs
übergroße Freude über den erfolgreichen Ver-
such mit einer Uranmaschine berechtigt, seine
Nachricht aber nicht ganz richtig übermittelt
worden war. Die kritische Uranmaschine war
noch nicht fertig, sondern nur “beinahe fertig”.
Es fehlte eine vergleichsweise geringe Menge
von Uran und eine entsprechende Menge
von Schwerem Wasser, um den Versuch ganz
so, wie man es gewünscht hatte, ablaufen
zu lassen. Dieses restliche Material war in
Haigerloch nicht mehr vorhanden, wohl aber
in Stadtilm. Daher die Sorge Gerlachs um die
Forschungsstätte Stadtilm. Nur dort war das
Material, das den krönenden Abschluß der
Bemühungen um eine kritische Uran-Maschine
ermöglichen konnte.

It was probably the last day in March 1945
when Dr. Graue from the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute for Physical Chemistry and Electro-
chemistry appeared in my o�ce early in the
morning. “The uranium machine is running,”
he reported excitedly and referred me to his
boss, Prof. Thiessen, who had received a phone
call from Gerlach the night before. I contacted
my superior group leader, Dr. Spengler, and
soon four of us sat together in Thiessen’s insti-
tute: Thiessen, Graue, Spengler and me. The
telephone conversation Thiessen reported had
apparently come about with great di�culty,
the communication had been very poor. After
all, two important messages resulted from
Gerlach’s call. The first reported the great
success with a critical uranium machine. The
second message that Gerlach wanted to send
me related to the threat to the research site
in Stadtilm from the advance of the American
troops to Thuringia.

From what I learned later, I must add that
Gerlach’s overjoy at the successful attempt
with a uranium machine was justified, but that
his message had not been transmitted quite
correctly. The critical uranium machine was
not yet finished, but rather “nearly finished.”
There was a comparatively small amount of
uranium and a corresponding amount of heavy
water missing to allow the experiment to run as
desired. This remaining material was no longer
available in Haigerloch, but in Stadtilm. Hence
Gerlach’s concern about the Stadtilm research
site. Only there was the material, which could
make the crowning conclusion of the e↵orts
possible around a critical uranium machine.
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Commentary from Rainer Karlsch on the previous passage from Helmut Fischer
[Jonastalverein Archive].

Rund zwanzig Jahre vor der zitierten
Schilderung hatte Fischer den Verlauf der
Ereignisse anders wiedergegeben: “Es musste
schnell gehandelt werden. Denn der entschei-
dende Versuch mit der Uranmaschine war
in Stadtilm erzielt worden.” [Diese Sätze
hat Fischer später gestrichen. Vgl. Helmut
J. Fischer, Feuerwehr für die Forschung, In-
stitut für Zeitgeschichte München, Ms. 321/1-4]

Auch Fischers Vorgesetzter Spengler schrieb
von einem funktionierenden Reaktor: “Im
Anschluss an diese Sitzung [an 23. März fand
im Harnack-Haus eine Sitzung mit Graue,
Fischer, Schumann, Geist und Diebner statt—
Dienstkalender Walther Gerlach, Deutsches
Museum München] erzählten sie [Gerlach] mir,
wie nahe die deutsche Atomkraftmaschine
vor ihrem Abschluss stünde. Einige Wochen
[Tage?] später berichtete Dr. Graue vom
Erfolg, aber auch gleichzeitig von der drohen-
den Gefahr, dass die Forscher [in Stadtilm]
vom Feind überrollt würden. Es war mir
möglich, den Chef der Sicherheitspolizei zu
bewegen, eine Autokolonne unter der Leitung
des Oberführers Ehrlinger in Marsch zu setzen,
und die Atomforscher, ihre Unterlagen und
ihre Einrichtungen in Schutz zu bringen.”
[Schreiben von Spengler an Gerlach vom 12.
März 1948, Institut für Zeitgeschichte München]

Beide SD-Mitarbeiter sprachen nicht von
Haigerloch, sondern von Stadtilm. Gerlach
befand sich seit dem 30. März in Hechingen
und sorgte sich um seine Leute in Stadtilm. Das
dürfte der Hauptgrund für seinen hektischen
Anruf am 31. März bei Thiessen gewesen sein.
Thiessen verständige sofort den SD. Fischer
und Spengler machten sich daraufhin auf den
Weg zu Graue in der Kriegswirtschaftsstelle
des Reichsforschungsrates. Unklar bleibt wo
der SS-Reaktor gestanden haben soll.

About twenty years before the description
quoted, Fischer had given a di↵erent account
of the course of events: “We had to act quickly.
For the decisive attempt with the uranium
machine had been made in Stadtilm.” [Fischer
later deleted these sentences. Cf. Helmut J.
Fischer, Fire Department for Research, Institut
für Zeitgeschichte Munich, Ms. 321/1-4]

Fischer’s superior Spengler also wrote of a
functioning reactor: “Following this meeting
[on 23 March a meeting with Graue, Fischer,
Schumann, Geist and Diebner took place in
the Harnack House—Dienstkalender Walther
Gerlach, Deutsches Museum München] they
[Gerlach] told me how close the German
nuclear engine was to its conclusion. A few
weeks [days?] later Dr. Graue reported about
the success, but also about the threatening
danger that the researchers [in Stadtilm] would
be overrun by the enemy. It was possible for
me to persuade the chief of the security police
to march a motorcade under the leadership
of Chief Ehrlinger and to protect the nuclear
researchers, their documents and their facili-
ties.” [Letter from Spengler to Gerlach dated
12 March 1948, Institut für Zeitgeschichte
Munich]

Both SD employees did not talk about
Haigerloch, but about Stadtilm. Gerlach had
been in Hechingen since March 30 and cared
for his people in Stadtilm. This must have been
the main reason for his hectic call to Thiessen
on March 31. Thiessen immediately informed
the SD. Fischer and Spengler then made their
way to Graue in the War Economic O�ce of
the Reich Research Council. It remains unclear
where the SS reactor is said to have been.
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4. A possible fission reactor in the Bergkristall tunnel complex in Austria

[Rudolf Haunschmied and Andreas Sulzer have gathered a huge amount of unpublished archival
documents, witness statements, aerial photographs, and other evidence that strongly suggests that
part of the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen/Gusen near Linz, Austria was conducting
nuclear-weapons-related work during the war. From some of the evidence, it sounds as if the complex
may have even included an operational fission reactor and facilities for extracting bred plutonium-
239 or uranium-233 from irradiated reactor fuel. German forces sealed the entrances and air shafts
to that part of the tunnel complex shortly before the end of the war, and they have remained sealed
for 75 years. Air and water samples taken from the site in recent years have remarkably high levels
of radioisotopes, which may or may not be due to purely natural causes.

Until all of the documentary evidence is available, and/or until the site can be properly exca-
vated and analyzed, the true nature of this facility cannot be settled. A very small sample of the
documentary evidence is presented below and on the following pages.

U.S. o�cials inspected this site and interrogated witnesses after the war; see pp. 3225–3233. Their
reports on what they found and learned there have never been publicly released. Can those reports
be located in archives and declassified?]

PW Intelligence Bulletin 2/50. 1 April 1945 [AFHRA A5186 frames 0598–0599]

13. V-2 Factory, ST GEORGEN a/Gusen (Austria)

Preamble. Most of PW’s information came from a girl who lives in ST GEORGEN. He met the girl
while hospitalized in LINZ during Nov and Dec. 44. PW also saw the factory from the train while
passing through ST GEORGEN en route to LINZ from FRESTADT.

Location and Layout. GSGS 4416/W9/974858. The entrance to the tunnel in which the factory is
located is appr 3 m x 4 m. It is visible from the RR line appr 200 m away. A narrow-gauge RR
leads to the site.

Production. PW’s only indication that V-2s are manufactured at the factory is his informant’s
statement to the e↵ect that because of an explosion in the factory in Sept 44 the commitment of
the V-2 was delayed considerably. The explosion caused the death of 100 persons and the destruction
of important machinery.

Personnel. Five large wooden barracks, located adjacent to the RR tracks, house an undetermined
number of foreign workers. In addition, prisoners are brought in daily from the concentration camp
in MAUTHAUSEN for work at the factory. Civilian workers are billeted in villages in the vicinity.

At the time of PW’s departure in Dec 44 it was planned to keep workers inside the factory at all
times, using artificial sunlight to keep them in good health. The plan was devised to eliminate the
frequent breaches of security which had occurred.

Workers who lived in the barracks adjacent to the RR line were completely dissatisfied with living
conditions. Once they even set fire to the barracks.

Flak. PW is not informed about Flat defenses.

(Source: C/Gefr Julius WAGNER, Feld Ers Stl 256)
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Figure D.41: One of a series of photographs of Hitler visiting the Reichswerke Hermann Göring at
Linz, Austria on 4 April 1943, apparently surrounded by nuclear scientists.
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Figure D.42: Map of the Gusen concentration camps and the Bergkristall and Kellerbau tunnel
complexes [AFHRA, courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied].
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Key for Fig. D.42:

(1) Mariengrube or Mögle-Grube (central access to individual tunnels of Bergkristall).

(2) Main entrance to Bergkristall (former Huemer sand pit near Saurüsselberg).

(3) Boiler and bath house for Bergkristall civilians.

(4) St. Georgen/Gusen railway station and start of the SS Schleppbahn to Gusen I and Gusen II
camps.

(5) Dump for sand excavated by inmates during tunnel construction; called “Kippe.”

(6) Bergkristall wastewater treatment plant, which was built for approximately 10,000 people.

(7) Home of DEST apprentices and first o�ce of Karl Fiebinger’s construction company at St.
Georgen.

(8) Ventilation tower of Bergkristall at the Karlinger house.

(9) Chain of Bergkristall sentry posts with watchtowers.

(10) DEST garages at the Rapata house (later tank garages for the Soviet occupation force).

(11) Second settlement of DEST in St. Georgen, called “Deutsche Erd- und Stein Siedlung.”

(12) Air-raid shelter of the DEST leadership at St. Georgen (outpost of the WVHA).

(13) Gusen I camp roll call area with prisoner kitchen and brick prisoner blocks.

(14) Not shown.

(15) Main entrance to Gusen I camp (so-called “Jourhaus”). In front are the barracks of the SS
guards for Gusen.

(16) Coal bunker, depot, blacksmith’s shop, and farm yard.

(17) Messerschmitt production halls (from 1943 onward, production of fuselages and wings for the
Me 109).

(18) Sewage treatment plant for Gusen I camp and production halls I-V for Steyr-Daimler-Puch
AG.

(19) Gusen II camp (housing for prisoners for Bergkristall construction and production).

(20) Kastenhof-Oberbruch quarry and guard chain.
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(21) Kastenhof quarry with huge gravel crusher and terminal station of SS Schleppbahn at Gusen
I.

(22) Chain of guards.

(23) High water tank for KL Gusen II.

(24) Chain of items.

(25) Pierbauer quarry. A separate field railway track also went up to this quarry.

(26) Gusen quarry.

(27) Unidentified.

(28) Gusen gravel pit.

(29) Deep vertical shaft where there may be an underground concentration camp [see pp. 2748–
2749].

(30) Housing barracks I-IV for harbor construction.

(31) Kellerbau underground plant where production facilities of Messerschmitt GmbH, Steyr-
Daimler-Puch AG, and Wa↵entechnische Lehranstalt der Wa↵en-SS Graz were located.

(53) Gravel crusher and loading site for Danube gravel to make concrete for Bergkristall. A separate
railway connected the Danube bank with the concrete mixer at the Bergkristall construction site.
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Figure D.43: Composite of U.S. aerial surveillance photos of the area including the Bergkristall
tunnel complex at St. Georgen/Gusen, taken on 2 April 1945. [AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.44: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area including the Bergkristall tunnel complex at
St. Georgen/Gusen, taken on 2 April 1945. At the upper left, note the two labelled “new pipelines”
that were apparently bringing water to and from the tunnels that may have been involved in nuclear
work. At the left end of the upper pipeline “(i)” is a mysterious octagonal structure that was filled
in by German forces before the arrival of the U.S. military [AFHRA Report U 57 on St. Georgen,
courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied].
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Figure D.45: Enlargement of the upper left of U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area including
the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen/Gusen, taken on 2 April 1945. Note the two labelled
“new pipelines” that were apparently bringing water to and from the tunnels that may have been
involved in nuclear work. At the left end of the upper pipeline “(i)” is a mysterious octagonal
structure that was filled in by German forces before the arrival of the U.S. military [AFHRA
Report U 57 on St. Georgen, courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied].
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Figure D.46: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area directly northwest of the known Bergkristall
tunnels, taken on 15 March 1945. Just to the right of the center of the photo is a large octagonal
structure with very thick walls. The center of the octagon is open and appears to be rather deep
in the ground. Also note other nearby structures and air vents. These structures do not appear on
any surviving maps of the Bergkristall tunnels [AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.47: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area directly northwest of the known Bergkristall
tunnels, taken on 16 April 1945. The octagon and adjacent structures have been filled in with fresh
dirt, indicating that this part of the underground installation has been sealed by German forces
before the arrival of the U.S. military [AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.48: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area directly south of the Gusen II camp, ap-
proximately 1.5 km southeast of the Bergkristall tunnel complex, taken on 2 April 1945. In the
lower half of the photo, note all of the open air vents to a very large underground installation. This
underground installation does not appear on any surviving maps of tunnels in the area. Zigzag pat-
terns were air-raid trenches that were filled with prisoners as human shields against Allied bombing,
suggesting great military value for the installation [AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.49: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area directly south of the Gusen II camp, ap-
proximately 1.5 km southeast of the Bergkristall tunnel complex, taken on 16 April 1945. In the
lower half of the photo, note that almost all of the air vents have been filled in, indicating that the
underground installation has been sealed by German forces before the arrival of the U.S. military
[AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.50: 1944 photograph of Bergkristall entrances, clearly showing at least three levels of
tunnels [Sammlung Jakob, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer]. Surviving maps only show the uppermost
level of tunnels, not the lower levels.
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Figure D.51: Map of 7 kilometers of the Bergkristall tunnel complex now. Up to 19 kilometers of
additional tunnels were sealed by the Third Reich shortly before the end of the war and are not
shown on this map. The blue octagonal structure appears in 1945 aerial photos but not in any
surviving tunnel maps.
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Figure D.52: Site of the former Gusen I concentration camp now.
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Figure D.53: The entrance to the Bergkristall tunnel complex. [Above: Wikicommons. Below: Rudolf
Haunschmied]
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Figure D.54: Inside the Bergkristall tunnel complex now. [Courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied]
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Figure D.55: In the Bergkristall tunnel complex, the Austrian government has installed a gas-proof
transparent plastic barrier between the publicly accessible tunnels and those beyond, in order to
block radioactive gases that are coming from the inaccessible tunnels. Even so, the radioactive gas
levels in the publicly accessible tunnels are so great that the Austrian government has stipulated
that (1) they can only be open to public visitors twice per year, (2) they must be thoroughly
ventilated for many hours before each public visiting day, and (3) visitors cannot remain in the
tunnels longer than one hour. [Courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied]
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Figure D.56: One of a series of logbooks of train shipments to and from St. Georgen an der Gusen
[Collection Rudolf A. Haunschmied, from St. Georgen an der Gusen train station].
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Logbooks of train shipments to and from St. Georgen an der Gusen [Collection Rudolf
A. Haunschmied, from St. Georgen an der Gusen train station]. [The complete records
fill several books. The entries below are just a few individual examples.]

[Day.mo.yr] [From] [To] [Cargo (cover names)]

24.04.44 Salzgitter Wa↵en SS Atomgruppen [Domgruppen?]
26.04.44 Witkowitz DEST Mineralwasser
10.05.44 Oranienburg Wa↵en
15.05.44 Redl Zipf DEST Maschinen
20.05.44 Redl Zipf DEST Maschinen
23.05.44 Redl Zipf SS Maschinen
27.05.44 Redl Zipf Arge Mave Pressluftrohre
06.06.44 Oranienburg
22.08.44 Fiebinger Witkowitz Mineralwasserflaschen
23.08.44 Ohrdruf Ing. Kammler Abwasserreinigungsanlage
23.08.44 Jambes Nord (Belgien) SSWVHA Scharfwasser
29.08.44 Witkowitz Eckermann Mineralwasser
04.09.44 Ing. Kammler Witkowitz leere Flaschen
05.09.44 Oranienburg SSWVHA Maschinen
06.09.44 Oranienburg SSWVHA Maschinen
07.09.44 Salzgitter Schachtbau/Böhm/Flügge Baugeräte
07.10.44 Salzgitter Flügge, Böhm Baugeräte
09.10.44 Auschwitz KZL Unterkunftgeräte
10.10.44 Auschwitz KZL E↵ekten
11.10.44 Oranienburg SSWVHA E-Teile
12.10.44 Witkowitz Eckermann Mineralwasser
25.10.44 Nettingsdorf Ing. Kammler Kessel
28.10.44 Oranienburg SSWVHA Maschinen 2 wgs
02.11.44 Nettingsdorf Ing. Kammler Kessel
25.12.44 Limburgerhof Fiebinger Eisenteile
31.12.44 SS Führungsstab Arnstadt Maschinen 2 wgs
05.01.45 Auschwitz KZL Wehrmachtsgut 9 wgs
09.01.45 Brömme Crawinkel Baumaterial 3 wgs
12.01.45 Brömme Crawinkel Baumaterial
14.01.45 Limburgerhof Kammler O.V.
24.01.45 Brömme Crawinkel Eisenwaren
26.01.45 Oranienburg DEST Ersatzteile
04.02.45 Pribram DEST Geräte
05.02.45 Oranienburg KDZ L Zugladung 2 wgs
05.02.45 Berlin-Lichtenberg Fiebinger Eisen
09.02.45 Ing. Kammler Kirchdorf/Tirol Elektromaterial
09.02.45 Pribram DEST Geräte
22.02.45 Redl Zipf DEST Agelin Tank
22.02.45 DEST Redl Zipf Sto↵flaschen
24.02.45 Ing. Kammler Kirchdorf/Tirol Elektromaterial
04.03.45 Oranienburg DEST 7653069 11 wgs
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[Note that the sources of these trains appear to be linked to the nuclear program:

• Witkowitz was part of the city of Maehrisch-Ostrau, mentioned in the document on p. 2682
as having one of at least two I.G. Farben factories that were using “30,000 employees” to
produce “the component of a new explosive” that was of great interest to U.S. intelligence.

• Ohrdruf was alleged to have underground facilities for nuclear-related work and is where a
nuclear weapon was apparently tested (pp. 2996↵., 3019↵.).

• Belgium is where the uranium refineries and storage facilities of Union Minière du Haut
Katanga were located [Irving 1967, p. 65]. After being controlled by Germany for over four
years, they were captured by Allied forces in early September 1944 (p. 3143), just a couple of
weeks after that train left on 23 August.

• Oranienburg was the home of both Auergesellschaft, which processed uranium and thorium
ore [Irving 1967; Nagel 2016], and an even more mysterious SS facility that appears to have
been involved with nuclear weapons development (pp. 2866, 2868).

• Salzgitter was the primary location of the Reichswerke Hermann Göring, a massive government-
run metallurgical company for refining and casting iron and other metals of military impor-
tance (in this case perhaps uranium or plutonium, or other metal parts for nuclear bombs or
reactors?).

• Auschwitz apparently had a heavy water production facility (p. 3002) and was said to be
linked to the production and testing of atomic bombs (p. 3010).

Also note that the recipients of these trains appear to be related to the nuclear program [Haunschmied
et al. 2007; Haunschmied in Joseph Fisher 2017, pp. 175–240]:

• DEST (Deutsche Erd- und Steinwerke GmbH) was an SS-run company originally founded in
1938 to exploit concentration camp labor in granite quarries like Gusen or Mauthausen and
belonged to the SS-WVHA from March 1942. Its regional headquarters for the Mauthausen-
Gusen complex were located at St. Georgen/Gusen since 1940. In 1943 the St. Georgen
branch of DEST became a key contractor for companies like Steyr-Daimler-Puch AG and
Messerschmitt GmbH in order to safeguard the production of advanced weapons in huge
factories in Gusen and St. Georgen above ground as well as underground. Even SS quarries at
Beneschau [Benesov] in Bohemia were controlled by the St. Georgen branch of DEST during
the period 1943–1945.

• Karl Fiebinger was the chief engineer of many massive underground facilities for advanced
weapons production in the Third Reich.

• Hans Kammler was the SS general who controlled virtually all of the advanced weapons
programs, including the nuclear program, by the end of the war.

• SS-WVHA (SS-Wirtschafts- und Verwaltungshauptamt) was the SS Main Economic and Ad-
ministrative O�ce, which provided huge amounts of funding and political support for SS-run
weapons programs and production facilities.
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• SS-Obersturmführer Werner Eckermann was chief of the SS-Führungsstab (leadership sta↵)
“B8” for the construction and operation of the “Bergkristall” underground plant at St. Geor-
gen/Gusen. He was Kammler’s representative for his St. Georgen operations and reported to
Kammler’s SS-Sonderinspektion IV. In the period between October 1943 and June 1944 he
was also responsible for Kammler’s operation “Schlier” at Redl-Zipf, Austria.

• Siegfried Flügge was one of the very first nuclear physicists to propose how fission reactions
could be used to create reactors and bombs (p. 2614), and he was a leading figure in the
German nuclear weapons program from its beginnings in 1939 until the end of the war (pp.
2619, 2668).

• Böhm is listed immediately alongside Siegfried Flügge as a recipient for important com-
ponents. A Technical Sergeant Böhm was in charge of coordinating engineering tasks and
deliveries at Gusen.

• KZL (Konzentrationslager) was the general designation for a concentration camp, in this case
the Gusen concentration camp and production facility.

After the war, the United States gained detailed knowledge from most of these places and people,
yet has never released reports on what it learned:

• The Belgian facilities of Union Minière du Haut Katanga were captured by U.S. forces in
September 1944 (p. 3143).

• The Salzgitter headquarters of the Reichswerke Hermann Göring was captured by U.S. forces
in April 1945.

• The Ohrdruf area was captured by U.S. forces in early April 1945 (pp. 3085–3089). Other
than photos of concentration camp inmates, details of what the United States learned from
the underground installations and from interrogations of personnel have never been publicly
released. In order to succeed with the construction task at Ohrdruf, Karl Fiebinger sent his
best on-site planning manager at the end of 1944 directly from St. Georgen an der Gusen
(Bergkristall) to Ohrdruf [Rudolf Haunschmied, in Joseph Fisher 2017, pp. 175–240] .

• Gusen itself was captured by U.S. forces in early May 1945 (p. 3225↵.). As with Ohrdruf, other
than a few photos, details of what was learned from the underground installations and from
interrogations of personnel have never been released [Haunschmied et al. 2007; Haunschmied
in Joseph Fisher 2017, pp. 175–240].

• The United States received intelligence on nuclear-related work at Auschwitz (p. 3002), the
Ohrdruf/Arnstadt/Crawinkel area (pp. 3085, 3089), Oranienburg (p. 3154), and Witkowitz
(p. 2682).

• Karl Fiebinger worked in the United States for many years after the war as a “consultant” on
secretive government projects (p. 3241). His accomplishments in the United States included
designing underground missile silos for intercontinental ballistic missiles, which may shed light
on the true nature and extent of his wartime work for Germany [Freund and Perz 1987, p.
44].
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• Siegfried Flügge worked in the United States after the war at the extremely specific and
highly unusual invitation of Edward Teller, the leading physicist in the postwar U.S. nuclear
weapons program (p. 3243).

• Hans Kammler was captured by the United States and interrogated for many months or
perhaps even years after the war (pp. 3213–3222).

Walter Chmielewski, the son of Karl Chmielewski, the former Commandant of the
Gusen concentration camp. 2016 filmed interview with Andreas Sulzer [Sulzer and
Brauburger 2019a, 2019b].

Es war nur die Rede von insgesamt (sollen es)
30–40 Kilometer sein was da an Stollen angelegt
worden sind und zum Teil eben auf zwei Ebe-
nen. Also das kam durch bei Gesprächen mit
SS-Leuten und dort findet jetzt Atomforschung
statt. Mit Hochdampf geforscht werden soll,
das noch zur Rettung der Nation, so ungefähr,
die Atombombe fertig werden könnte, damit da
noch einmal agiert werden kann, Ja. Das war
eindeutig bei Gusen im Gespräch, dass diese
Forschungen bereits stattfinden.

There was the precise talk of a total (of about)
30–40 kilometers of tunnels which have been
created and partly in fact on two levels. This
came through in talks with SS people and there
is now nuclear research being carried out there.
Under high pressure there is research, which
could still save the nation, so to speak; the
atomic bomb could be constructed, so that the
initiative can be recovered again, yes. This was
clearly stated at conversations in Gusen, that
this research is already taking place.

[In Chmielewski’s complete interview, he stated that:

• There was a huge underground concentration camp between St. Georgen and Langenstein.

• By mid-1944 a direct order from Hitler was received to accelerate the work on the atomic
bomb (at any cost in material or human life) at St. Georgen and slow down the e↵orts on the
Me-262 jet, given that only the first weapon was “war decisive” (“kriegsentscheidend”).]
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Figure D.57: After the war, a U.S. military “Special Projects” team investigated underground
facilities in Austria [AFHRA C5098 electronic version p. 925].
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Figure D.58: The cover letter for the U.S. military’s “Special Projects” investigation of Austria is
prominently labelled “Underground Pile” and underlined three times to emphasize the importance
of those words [AFHRA C5098 electronic version p. 923]. Did the U.S. military find evidence of
a wartime “underground pile” (fission reactor) in Austria, for example at St. Georgen/Gusen? Or
was it just a remarkably excessive way of labeling that document to go with the “pile” of other
documents on underground facilities? Where is the report that this cover letter referred to?
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5. A possible fission reactor at Unterraderach near Friedrichshafen

A Signaler d’Urgence. Undated but apparently late 1943. [Archives of the French
Army Ministry of Defense, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer]

On a decouvert en Allemagne l’existence d’une
usine spéciale qui fabrique des engins nouveaux
et redoutables: Projectiles de 200 Kgrs, à
enveloppe d’aluminium qui seraient lancés par
dessus le Détroit. Ces engins exploseraient à
l’arrivée et détraraient tout ce qui est vivant
dans un rayon de 20 Km.

L’usine se trouve dans une dépression de
terrain assez accentuée (40 m.), elle est
protégée par 40 pièces de D.C.A. [défense
contre l’aviation] et à la moindre alerte, est
camouflée par un nuage de fumée.

L’emplacement de cette usine est dans le
WURTEMBERG dans le triangle formé par
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN au Sud, MARKDORF
au NORD-OUEST, OBERTEMINGEN au
NORD.

D’apres le croquis ci-joint, la dépression
de terrain dans laquelle se trouve l’usine, parait
être orientée sensiblement EST-OUEST, a
son extrémité EST aboutit la route venant de
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, qui, à ci-cet, endroit
tourne brusquement à droite.

Les tirs doivent commencer fin Décembre
ou commencement de Janvier.

Ce sont peut-être les représailles annonçées par
le Maréchal GOERING.

Il est extrèmement di�cile et dangereux
de s’approcher de cette usine. Tout le personnel
employé doit vivre dans l’enceinte même de
l’usine et ne peut sortir sous aucun prétexte.

Ces renseignements sont absolument sûrs,
l’usine a été visitée

In Germany was discovered the existence of a
special factory which manufactures new and
formidable machines: 200-kilogram projectiles,
with an aluminum envelope, which would be
launched over the [English] Channel. These
devices would explode upon arrival and destroy
everything that is alive within a radius of 20 km.

The factory is located in a fairly deep depres-
sion (40 m.), it is protected by 40 anti-aircraft
guns, and at the slightest alert is hidden by a
cloud of smoke.

The location of this plant is in WURTEM-
BERG in the triangle formed by
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN in the south, MARK-
DORF in the northwest, OBERTEMINGEN in
the north.

According to the attached sketch, the de-
pression of the ground in which the factory
is located, seems to be oriented essentially
EAST-WEST, at its EAST end ends up on
the road coming from FRIEDRICHSHAFEN,
which, at this point, turns abruptly to the right.

Firing must start at the end of December
or beginning of January.

These may be the reprisals announced by
Marshal GOERING.

It is extremely di�cult and dangerous to
approach this factory. All sta↵ employed must
live within the factory premises and may not
leave under any circumstances.

This information is absolutely certain, the
plant has been visited
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Autre renseignement donné par un o�cier
Alsacien travaillant en Allemagne au sujet de
l’arme secrète:

Les Allemands avaient préparé pour la Iere
quinzaine d’Aoùt, le bombardement de Londres.

Ce bombardement devait avoir lieu au moyen
d’engins qui auraient lancé de BERLIN même
des bombes à gaz et à microbes propulsées
par un dispositif à air comprimé. Cela ne s’est
pas réalisé jusqu’a présent mais semble vouloir
l’être bientôt.

Other information regarding secret weapons
provided by an Alsatian o�cer working in
Germany:

The Germans had prepared for the first
fortnight of August, the bombing of London.

This bombardment was to take place us-
ing devices that would have thrown gas and
microbial bombs from BERLIN itself, propelled
by a compressed air device. This has not been
achieved so far but seems to be happening
soon.

Figure D.59: Wartime French map showing the location of a highly secret nuclear facility near
Friedrichshafen that may have been a fission reactor.
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S. McClintic, Headquarters U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, O�ce of the Director
of Intelligence, to George C. McDonald. 6 January 1945. Big Ben (Rockets). [AFHRA
A5734 electronic version p. 1092]

[...] At UNTERRADERACH, near FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, there is a large semi-underground fac-
tory which was constructed early last winter where strange experiments were taking place. Heavy
clouds of smoke filled the sky in the day and at night a red glow. The experiments caused the earth
to shake. These experiments are with atoms and when the experiments proved successful the plant
went into operation. Workmen were not allowed to leave the factory. [...]

[This appears to be the same location as that described in the previous French report. Could this
have been the location of a working fission reactor?

• The work was atomic, and so secret that “workmen were not allowed to leave the factory,”
as stated by both the American and French intelligence reports.

• The area is on the southern border of Germany, far from Allied forces at that time.

• The area is also on the coast of the Obersee Bodensee, which could have supplied as much
water as needed to cool the reactor. The heavy clouds of smoke might have been steam from
water coming out of the reactor.

• If the reactor was not operated very carefully, times at which it briefly went supercritical,
or occasional buildups of steam, hydrogen, or other gases, might have “caused the earth to
shake.”

• If there was no containment structure around the reactor, there might have been a visible
glow at night.

• “When the “experiments... with atoms... proved successful the plant went into operation” to
produce something new and dangerous.

• The plant produced material for “200-kilogram projectiles, with an aluminum envelope,
which... would explode upon arrival and destroy everything that is alive within a radius
of 20 km.” While the radius of destruction seems to have been exaggerated by the French
intelligence report, a large radius of destruction for a small device definitely sounds nuclear,
consistent with the plant involving “experiments... with atoms.”

• One possible explanation that is consistent with the very limited available data is that the
plant was producing fission fuel for ⇠200-kg low-yield tactical fission weapons such as those
described by Eric Schumann (pp. 2903–2905) and Werner Grothmann (pp. 2920–2923). An-
other possibility is that the plant was producing irradiated fission reactor fuel that could
be combined with conventional explosives in a ⇠200-kg bomb to make a radiological “dirty
bomb.”

• This plant may have been related to the Forschungsanstalt Graf Zeppelin in Friedrichshafen,
and specifically to the brothers Georg Madelung (German, 1889–1972, a bomb and aerospace
expert) and Erwin Madelung (German, 1881–1972, an atomic physicist) who worked there.

Can other reports about this facility be found in archives?

Can the possible site near Friedrichshafen be located and inspected now?]
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6. A possible fission reactor at an underground facility in Berlin-Lichterfelde

RENSEIGNEMENT. Origine: O�cier de l’E.M.G.G. 18 January 1950. [Archives of
the French Army Ministry of Defense, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer]

Io.—RENSEIGNEMENTS D’ARCHIVES.—

a)—Docteur ENGEL
—Ingénieur allemand travaillant à ANDILLY
pour le compte de l’O.N.E.R.A.

b)—Société X......

Io.—RENSEIGNEMENTS PROPREMENTS
DITS.—

ENGEL (a) aurait été, à la fin de la guerre,
après avoir été Directeur de SKODA, Chef
des recherches du groupe d’armement HER-
MANN GOERING; à ce titre, il aurait eu rang
d’égalité avec les Directeurs des six usines de
ce groupe dont les raisons sociales auraient été:
SKODA, EXPLONIA, etc... Il aurait reçu le
pouvoir absolu de prélever dans ces 3 usines
tout matériel ou tout personnel qu’il lui aurait
semblé bon.

Par ailleurs, un groupe français que l’on
désignera par “Société X...” (b) et qui en tout
cas ne serait pas SCHNEIDER, aurait détenu
28 % des actions de SKODA et les Allemands
n’auraient pas pu s’en emparer. Le groupe qui
détiendrait ces actions exercerait actuellement
so activité à PARIS, où il se liverait à la vente
de divers matériels, dont des armes.

Le 6 Janvier 1950, le Dr. ENGEL (a), à
la recherche d’instruments de laboratoire,
est entré fortuitement en relations avec cette
Société X... dont il aurait ignoré l’existence
auparavant. Il y aurait été reconnu par des
personnes d’ailleurs inconnues de lui, et des
membres de cette société lui auraient dit ce qui
suit:

Io. —ARCHIVAL INFORMATION.—

a)—Doctor ENGEL
—German engineer working at ANDILLY for
O.N.E.R.A.

b)—Company X........

Io.—PROPERTY INFORMATION.—

ENGEL (a) was, at the end of the war,
after having been Director of SKODA, Head
of Research of the HERMANN GOERING
armaments group; as such, he had equal
rank with the Directors of the six factories
of this group whose corporate names were:
SKODA, EXPLONIA, etc... He was given the
absolute power to take from these 3 plants any
equipment or personnel that he thought were
appropriate.

In addition, a French group that will be
referred to as “Society X...” (b) and which
in any case would not be SCHNEIDER, held
28 % of SKODA’s shares and the Germans
did not take them. The group that held these
shares currently operates in PARIS, where it
sells various items, including weapons.

On 6 January 1950, Dr. ENGEL (a), in
search of laboratory instruments, fortuitously
entered into a relationship with this Society
X... of whose existence he was previously
unaware. He was reportedly recognized by
people unknown to him, and members of this
society reportedly told him the following:
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“Au cours de leur avance, les Soviets se seraient
emparés du centre d’essais de PIEBRANZ,
qu’aurait dirigé ENGEL (a). Ils auraient
gardé trois des ingénieurs de ce centre et bien
qu’ENGEL eut détruit, avant l’armistice, dans
la région de MUNICH, les documents qu’il
aurait évacués, les Russes auraient pu, avec
l’aide de ces trois ingénieurs, reconstituer les
projets en cours d’étude à PIEBRANZ, à la fin
de la guerre.”

[...]

Plus loin, le même article ajoute:

A peu près à ce moment (1944?) la Direc-
tion de l’Étude de l’Uranium passa de ESAU
(c) à GERLACH (f).

A côté de cette version o�cielle, les faits
suivants ont été rapportés par le Docteur
ENGEL (a) au cours d’une conversation, à
PARIS, le 22 Décembre 1949.

En 1944, à LICHTERFELD, une pile atom-
ique aurait été montée par THIESSEN (g),
ARDENNE (h) et ESAU (c) dans un abris
souterrain spécialement aménagé, gardé et
très surveillé. Leur travaux auraient abouti à
la séparation rapide de l’Uranium 235 et les
Allemands se seraient trouvés à quinze jours
de la réalisation de la bombe atomique quand
un raid de blindés soviétiques, perçant le front
et s’avançant en flèche de 30 Kms, se serait
emparé de LICHTERFELD.

La colonne aurait été parfaitement au courant
de l’existence de l’organisme de recherches
et même de la disposition des lieux, car les
Russes auraient pénétré directement dans
l’usine souterraine sans même qu’on ait pu y
donner l’alerte. Le matériel aurait été aussitôt
photographié minutieusement, puis démonté et
expédié à ATOMGRAD.

“During their advance, the Soviets seized the
PIBRANS test center, which ENGEL directed
(a). They kept three of the engineers of this
center and although ENGEL had destroyed,
before the armistice, in the MUNICH region,
the documents he evacuated, the Russians
could, with the help of these three engineers,
have reconstituted the projects under study in
PIBRANS, at the end of the war.”

[...]

Further on, the same article adds:

At about this time (1944?) the leadership
of the Uranium Study passed from ESAU (c)
to GERLACH (f).

In addition to this o�cial version, the fol-
lowing facts were reported by Doctor ENGEL
(a) during a conversation in PARIS on 22
December 1949.

In 1944, in LICHTERFELD, an atomic
pile was allegedly assembled by THIESSEN
(g), ARDENNE (h) and ESAU (c) in a spe-
cially equipped, guarded and highly guarded
underground shelter. Their work supposedly
led to the rapid separation of Uranium 235, and
the Germans allegedly were fifteen days from
completing the atomic bomb when a raid of
Soviet tanks, piercing the front and advancing
30 Kms, seized LICHTERFELD.

The [Soviet] unit was apparently fully aware
of the existence of the research organization
and even of the layout of the premises, as
the Russians entered the underground plant
directly without even triggering an alarm.
The material was immediately photographed
thoroughly, then dismantled and shipped to
ATOMGRAD.
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ESAU (c) n’aurait pas été pris, mais se serait
rendu aux Américains à quelque temps de là.
Ce serait lui qui leur aurait indiqué le procédé
permettant d’isoler l’Uranium 235, procédé
tellement plus rapide que ceux qui avaient été
utilisés jusqu’alors, qu’il aurait permis aux
Américains de gagner dix-huit mois sur la
fabrication de la bombe.

La réalisation de cette deuxième bombe
(la première celle de LOS ALAMOS étant au
plutonium) et la possibilité de pour-suivre la
production à un rythme très rapide, aurait
motivé la décision du Président TRUMAN de
faire lancer les bombes sur HIROSHIMA (la
deuxième, dont il vient d’être parlé) et sur
NAGASAKI (une troisième bombe, fabriqué en
un temps très court grâce au même procédé).

ESAU (c) was not taken, but surrendered to
the Americans some time later. It was he who
allegedly told them the process for isolating
Uranium 235, a process so much faster than
those used until then, that it would have saved
the Americans eighteen months in manufactur-
ing the bomb.

The completion of this second bomb (the
first one from LOS ALAMOS being plutonium)
and the possibility of following the production
at a very fast rate, may have motivated Presi-
dent TRUMAN’s decision to drop the bombs on
HIROSHIMA (the second, just mentioned) and
on NAGASAKI (a third bomb, manufactured
in a very short time using the same process).

7. Possible fission reactors in East Prussia

Heinrich Himmler’s diplomatic contact, Muhammad Amin Al-Husayni, the Grand
Mufti of Jerusalem. Translated and paraphrased in: Wolfgang G. Schwanitz. Review
of Karlsch, Rainer; Petermann, Heiko, Für und Wider “Hitlers Bombe”: Studien
zur Atomforschung in Deutschland. H-Soz-u-Kult, H-Net Reviews. February 2009.
[www.h-net.org/reviews/showrev.php?id=24129] For the rest of this reference, see pp.
3093–3094.

After 1945 the Grand Mufti said that the enemy espionage by “Jewish, English and American
intelligence services” caused “the greatest damage.” They were able to discover the locations of
“atomic reactors” in East Prussia.

8. A possible fission reactor at I.G. Farben Leverkusen

See p. 2697 for a U.S. intelligence report on a tightly guarded, heavy concrete installation at the
I.G. Farben Leverkusen plant that might have been a fission reactor.
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I. Plutonium-239 (or Uranium-233) Breeding in an Electronuclear System

[The following documents show that in German-controlled areas, a considerable number of high-
energy particle accelerators were produced, and in some cases used, as high priorities during the
war. Purely scientific research would not have been su�cient justification for all of the funding,
labor, and materials that went into these accelerators when war needs and shortages were so dire. As
discussed in Appendix C (p. 2398), one motivation for some of the accelerator work was apparently
the development of directed energy weapons, yet that would only account for some small fraction
of the accelerators that were produced. Most of the accelerators appear to have been closely linked
with the German nuclear weapons program.

There are at least three possible applications for accelerators in a nuclear weapons program:

1. Measuring fundamental nuclear properties that are relevant to designing nuclear reactors and
bombs. One or two modest accelerators would have been su�cient for that purpose, and
Germany already had access to the Joliot-Curie cyclotron in Paris for such measurements.

2. Using a compact ⇠6 MeV (million electron volt) betatron to produce free neutrons in a fission
bomb at the optimal time during implosion, as discussed on pp. 3031 and 3327.

3. Using a number of accelerators in parallel to produce enough neutrons without a fission
reactor in order to breed militarily useful amounts of fissile plutonium-239 from uranium-238,
or fissile uranium-233 from thorium-232. This process is called electronuclear breeding.

The sheer number and high priority of the accelerators covered in the following documents suggests
that many of those accelerators were intended for, or perhaps even used for, electronuclear breeding.

For information on the physics of electronuclear breeding, see p. 3301.]

See also Georgy Flerov’s story about multiple cyclotrons in a highly secret under-
ground SS/Reichspost installation in Silesia on pp. 3042–3048.

Werner Grothmann on electronuclear breeding of Pu-239 [Krotzky 2002]. For a dis-
cussion of the background and reliability of this source, see p. 2631.

[p. 40] Wichtig ist aber, dass dann später,
als wir uns in die Forschung eingeklinkt hat-
ten, auch versucht worden ist, Plutonium
herzustellen, auch ohne einen Reaktor. Ich kann
dazu nur sagen, das, was ich dazu heute noch
weiß, habe ich erst ganz kurz vor Kriegsende
erfahren und es sind auch nur einige Teile von
dieser Sache, weil mich das ja auch nicht im Amt
betraf, mit Ausnahme von besonderen Maßnah-
men, die ich im Auftrag von Himmler persönlich
übernehmen musste. Aber da hat mich auch nie-
mand von den Fachleuten informiert, sondern
ich hörte nur mal so Andeutungen.

[p. 40] It is important, however, that later, when
we were engaged in the research, attempts were
also made to produce plutonium, even without a
reactor. All I can say is that what I know about
it today I did not learn until very shortly before
the end of the war, and then only a few parts
of this matter, because that did not concern me
in o�ce, except for special measures that I per-
sonally had to undertake on behalf of Himmler.
But I was not informed by any of the experts
about that, rather I only heard hints.
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[p. 41] Es war jedenfalls so, dass versucht
worden ist, Plutonium zu erzeugen, ohne dass
man den Reaktor hatte. In der Theorie war das
möglich, wie man Himmler erklärt hatte, in
der Praxis so gut wie unwahrscheinlich. Zum
Beispiel fehlten dazu erst mal die Geräte. Es
hat aber Versuche gegeben, im Labormaßstab,
also da sind in kleinstem Maßstab Versuche
gemacht worden, Plutonium herzustellen. Man
muß sich das so vorstellen, dass die Ergebnisse,
die man erzielen wollte, nur unvorstellbar
geringe Mengen erbracht hätten, vielleicht so
Milligramm oder noch weniger. Es ging ja erst
mal auch nur darum zu sehen, ob die Theorie
stimmt und ob das überhaupt klappen würde.
Ich hörte dann mal, dass man das vor allem
in Österreich versucht hatte, dass die Physiker
aber enttäuscht waren, weil es eben nicht ging,
Ich weiß nicht, woran es lag, das habe ich nicht
erfahren, es gab aber dazu Besprechungen. Im
Sommer 1944, als sich die Uran-Geschichte
schon ordentlich entwickelt hatte, sind dann
entschiedene Maßnahmen vorgenommen wor-
den, weil es dann doch Hinweise daraufgegeben
hatte, dass man Plutonium herstellen könnte,
wenn auch mühsam und mit sehr geringen
Mengen. Es hat dazu von Himmler den Auftrag
gegeben, unsere technischen Möglichkeiten zu
nutzen, um die ersten Geräte dafür zu bauen.
Die Konstruktionszeichnungen dafür waren
aber nicht von unseren Leuten. [...]

Außerdem hatte die Reichspost in der
Nähe eine eigene ganz geheime Forschung-
seinrichtung, zu der ich aber nichts weiß.
Die Maschinenanlage für die Plutonium-
Sache ist von österreichischen Firmen und im
Protektorat hergestellt worden. Das war so,
weil es ja bessere Kontakte österreichischer
Wissenschaftler zu ihren eigenen Firmen gab,
die arbeiteten übrigens hervorragend. [...]

[p. 41] At any rate, it was attempted to pro-
duce plutonium without having a reactor. In
theory this was possible, as Himmler was told,
though as good as unlikely in practice. For
example, the equipment was missing. However,
attempts were made to produce plutonium
on the laboratory scale, that is, on a small
scale. One has to imagine that the results
which one wanted to achieve would have only
produced inconceivably small amounts, perhaps
a milligram or even less. There was only time
to see whether the theory was correct and
whether it would work at all. I heard then that
this had been tried especially in Austria, but
that the physicists were disappointed because
it just was not possible, I know I did not know
what it was, but there were discussions about
it. In the summer of 1944, when the uranium
program had already been developed properly,
decisive measures were taken, because there
was evidence that plutonium could be pro-
duced, albeit with di�culty and in very small
quantities. It was Himmler who commissioned
us to use our technical capabilities to build the
first machines for it. The construction drawings
for it were not from our people. [...]

In addition, the Reichspost had its own
very secret research facility nearby, but I do
not know anything about it. The equipment
for the plutonium matter was manufactured by
Austrian companies and in the Protectorate.
This was so because Austrian scientists had
better contacts to their own companies, which
did excellent work by the way. [...]
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[p. 41] Der Betrieb der Anlage sollte so organ-
isiert werden, daß wir die Einrichtung stellen
und auch den Bau der unterirdischen Räume.
Die Techniker dort sollten sie für uns betreiben
und die fachliche Aufsicht hätten Ohnesorges
Leute bekommen. [...]

Nach dem Krieg habe ich dann mal gehört, wir
hätten Material für eine oder zwei Plutonium-
Bomben gehabt. Ich kann dazu nur sagen, dass
ich das nicht glaube. Ich bin ja in dem Thema
nicht drin. Wir haben nach meiner Kenntnis
dazu nichts gehabt. Ob andere Gruppen ir-
gendwo etwas erzeugt haben, weiß ich nicht,
ich weiß aber, wie unglaublich schwierig das
alles war. [...]

Ob von den Österreichern noch was konkret
zum Plutonium gemacht worden ist, kann ich
mir eigentlich nicht vorstellen, obwohl man
manchmal so Gerüchte hörte.

[p. 41] The operation of the facility was sup-
posed to be organized such that we provided
the facility and also the construction of the
underground rooms. The technicians there
should operate them for us and Ohnesorge’s
people would provide the technical supervision.
[...]

After the war I heard that we had mate-
rial for one or two plutonium bombs. I can
only say that I do not believe it. I am not on
that topic. We had nothing to my knowledge.
Whether other groups produced something
anywhere, I do not know, but I know how
incredibly di�cult it all was. [...]

Whether from the Austrians still what
concrete to the plutonium was made, I can not
really imagine, although one sometimes heard
rumors.

[Grothmann’s description certainly sounds like electronuclear breeding. It agrees well with other
sources here, such as the manufacture of cyclotrons in the Czechoslovakian Protectorate and Flerov’s
account of what may have been an electronuclear breeding facility in Silesia. (Details on both of
those only came out after Grothmann’s death, so his story appears to have been an independent
confirmation.) The details remembered by Grothmann are also highly consistent with the physics
of electronuclear breeding, even though Grothmann was not a scientist. Note that because of the
extreme secrecy of the nuclear program, even Grothmann was unsure how much plutonium was
produced by the end of the war.

As shown in Appendix C (p. 2398), numerous documents demonstrate that there was extensive
work throughout the war on particle accelerators, which would have been highly suitable for elec-
tronuclear breeding. Please see all of those documents in Appendix C. A few additional relevant
documents are presented on the following pages.]
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Caperton B. Horsley. CIOS Evaluation Report 174: C. H. F. Müller A.G., Hamburg,
Fuhsbuttel, Rentgenstrasse 24. 16 July 1945.

This company designed and manufactured the following equipment:

a) A line of X-Ray tubes, and a number of valve tubes for X-ray equipment

b) A line of X-Ray tube housings with flexible high tension cables.

c) A small transformer and X-Ray tube head for use with dental and Army field units.

d) Certain miscellaneous X-Ray equipment items.

e) “Cascade” high voltage generators, from 900 to 2,400 Kv. for deutron acceleration.

The following equipment was manufactured, but not designed by this company:

a) “Underwater Sound Equipment” assemblies.

b) Aircraft instrument and electrical equipment components.

c) Gas filled rectifiers for communication work.

[...] In addition to the above:

a) They were about to start the production of a magnetron that had been designed by Tele-
funken.

b) They had designed and constructed an experimental 2 M.V. betatron.

c) Working on specifications supplied by the “MV Research Assn”, at Wrist, they had con-
structed and delivered to Wrist a 15 M.V. betatron.

The following persons were interviewed, all of whom were cooperative:

Otto Gundermann, Administration Manager
Dr. Werner Fehr, Assistant Manager
Kurt Weigel, Manager of X-Ray Tube Division
Arthur Lipphaus, Mechanical Engineer
Alfred Kuntke, Chief Research and Development Engineer
Adolf Ho↵mann “Construction” Engineer

The following information was obtained:

a) General information regarding their recent production figures.

b) Complete information regarding their X-Ray tube developments during the past 5 years.

c) Complete information regarding their design and construction of their “Cascade” high voltage
unit.
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d) Complete information regarding their patent applications since 1938.

e) Miscellaneous information regarding magnetrons, betatrons, infra-red photoelectric cells, the
use of their “Cascade” units, and the activities of Dr. Ritz and Dr. Müller, both of whom
were formerly connected with this company.

A number of photostats and blueprints were made of existing documents and drawings to provide
the information outlined above. The only original documents removed from this plant covered
miscellaneous information regarding magnetrons and betatrons.

The following production items were taken from this plant for further examination:

a) Several of their more recently developed X-Ray tubes.

b) Several high voltage rectifier tubes.

c) An end-ground industrial X-Ray tube head

d) 1 dental X-Ray tube head.

e) 1 magnetron

f) An experimental 2 M.V. betatron

g) A few miscellaneous production parts.

The total floor area of this plant is about 80,000 square feet. As of the first of this year the number
of employees was about 500. The plant is in good condition and well equipped. [...]

List of Equipment, etc., Evacuated by Mr. Horsley of T.I.I.C. from 21 AG Area 1, July, 1945.

No originals except Dr. Müller’s Betatron Notebooks and Misc. Magnetron Data from C.H.F.
Müller.

BOX 1.
A. Müller Drawings re. Tubes 300 Kv. Rectifier, etc.
B. Seifert Data.
C. Miscellaneous (Electron Microscope, Philips Valve Works data, Seifert Industrial X-Ray book,
Infrared data etc.)
D. Müller Underwater Sound Unit assembly drawings.
E. Müller Patent Applications.
F. Müller Magnetron Parts.
G. Müller gas filled Communication Tubes and Special resistance Wire.
H. Siemens & Halske Three Part Anode.

BOX 2.
2 M.V. Betatron Tubes.

BOX 3.
A. Müller Drawings of New Tubes and Dental Head.
B. Müller Neutron generator Drawings.
C. Müller Technique and Sales Bulletins, Philips Organization Chart, write-up of Hydrogen Casting
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and Thoriated Filament Processes.
D. Müller Patent Applications.
E. Philips Technical Roundups.

BOX 4.
A. Müller Drawings of New Tubes and Dental Tube Head.
B. Müller, Neutron Generator Drawings.
C. Müller Technique and Sales Bulletins, Philips Organization Chart, write-up of Hydrogen Casting
and Thoriated Filament Processes.
D. Müller Patent Applications.
E. Philips Technical Round-up.
F. 15 M.V. Betatron Drawings.
G. 200 M.V. Betatron Layouts.
H. Kulenkamp↵ Paper.
I. Wrist Generator Data.
J. Wrist Patent Applications.
K. Contact Therapy Book.

[This company was designing and manufacturing high-voltage deuterium-filled tubes for use as
fusion neutron sources. It was also designing and manufacturing high-voltage betatrons. Both of
those would have made excellent neutron initiators for a fission bomb. In fact, both of those neutron
initiators were apparently described in Ilyichev’s March 1945 intelligence report on a German fission
implosion bomb design; see pp. 3024 and 3325. If these devices were mass-produced, they might
have also been useful for electronuclear breeding of fission fuel.]

Monthly Intelligence Summary. July–August 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

X SECURITY

a. It came to the attention of this o�ce that one Caperton B. HORSELY, a CIOS investigator, had
conducted an investigation in Germany during the course of which he had obtained considerable
information about betatrons. The CIOS evaluation report referring to the betatron information
was distributed in regular channels but this o�ce censored the detailed report and prevented the
distribution of undesirable information in the final report.

The system in e↵ect with CIOS for censorship of TA material was reviewed with the secretariat of
that organization and measures were taken calculated to tighten TA security.

[Caperton Horsley’s CIOS report was censored by Leslie Groves’s o�ce because it discovered critical
information regarding the German nuclear program. Is that confirmation that the German neutron
generators and betatrons were specifically intended to breed fission fuel and/or to initiate a neutron
chain reaction at the optimum time during the implosion of a fission bomb? What exactly did
Horsley discover? Where is the original, complete version of his report?]
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US Embassy, Prague, 15 September 1945 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160,
Folder APR 45–Dec. ’45; NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-58 Box 7 Folders TO: CZECHOSLO-
VAKIA 9-16-45–12-31-45 and FR: CZECHOSLOVAKIA 9-3-45—12-31-45]

From: US Embassy, Prague, Czechoslovakia

To: War Department

Nr: 18 15 September 1945

TOP SEC Msg nr 18 to Milid and USFET Main for G-2 sgd Woldike.

War Minister Svoboda, General Bocek and General Molotkov arrived Moscow 14th for purpose of
pressing for withdrawal of Russians troops per original agreement and also to endeavor to stop
continued industrial requisitioning by Russians.

Russians have demanded and forced General Bocek to direct compliance that all German plans,
models, parts, formulas pertaining atomic bomb, new rocket weapons, Radar disturbing submarine,
disturbing paint etc. be turned over to them. At recent London Conference of Foreign Ministers
source states that China Russia and France unsuccessfully demanded secrets of Atomic Bomb; The
following day one Battalion Russian Infantry plus Technical Troops occupied Jachimov (Achimuv)
(St Joachimsthal) mine and factory, only place producing Uranium in central Europe, despite fact
that occupation this area not provided for in Russo-Czech agreement. Russians have since demanded
Czechs treble output. My source is Czech General Sta↵ Colonel directly concerned rated A.

End

Corrected copy of CM-IN-12983 (16 Sept 45) Gen Bissell
ACTION: Gen Bissell
INFO: Gen Arnold, Gen Hull, Gen Groves, C of S
CM-IN-13810 (17 Sept 45) DTG 15/1800B da

[To aid in visualizing the locations mentioned in this document and the following
several documents, see p. 1698.

Note that this and the following messages to and from Prague involve very high-level U.S. military
o�cials responsible for air and nuclear defense:

General of the Army Henry H. Arnold, Commanding General of the Army Air Force.

Major General Leslie Groves, Commanding General of the Manhattan Project for all nuclear-
weapons-related work and intelligence.

Major General Clayton Bissell, who was Chief of Intelligence for the Army Air Force.

Brigadier General John Edwin Hull, who was Head of the Operations Division, War Department,
General Sta↵.]
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Military Intelligence Division W.D.G.S., Military Attache Report Czechoslovakia.
Subject: Scientists Experimenting on Secret Weapons. I.G. No. 0403.0700. Prague.
Report No. R-42. 2 October 1945. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 19, Folder
925256]

Source and degree of reliability: Czechoslovak Counter Intelligence O�cer — A-3

1. In accordance with directions contained in War Department Cable No. 68418, of 24 September
1945, the following list of scientists, Czech and German, with their specialties and present status,
is submitted.

2. a. the HÜTTIG GROUP is probably the most important. Professor HÜTTIG was the head of the
Czechoslovak Radiological Institute during the Occupation; this is the only group which worked on
practical application in warfare of the splitting of the atom. They are not known to have conducted
any practical experiments, but they worked on the theory under the supervision of a German,
Professor Dr. BRAUN, who has just been located in Czechoslovakia and is expected in PRAHA
today’s date, where he will be available to Czech authorities. In addition to the calculations for
the atomic bomb, Professor HÜTTIG perfected a radar-disturbing paint for U-boats, a sample
of which has been promised this o�ce. Within the last few days a complete Cyclotron, which I
understand is an apparatus used in the splitting of the atom, was found in the VOLLMAN Factory
at CELAKOVICE, Central Bohemia, and has been moved to PRAHA.

The HÜTTIG Group consists of:

Professor HÜTTIG, German, free but available to Czech authorities.

His principal assistant, Dr. KAFKA, German, free but available to Czech authorities.

Professor Dr. ZACEK, Czech, free but available to Czech authorities.

Professor BIEHONEK, Czech, free but available to Czech authorities.
The two latter are subject to arrest at any time.

Professor Dr. PANZAKIEWITZ, a specialist on Measuring Devices, German, in protective custody.

Professor Dr. KARAS, mathematician; he also worked on and presumably perfected a “Mother
Rocket” or multiple rocket, German, in protective custody.

Professor Dr. v. MEYEREN, specialist on Measuring Devices, German, in protective custody.

Dr. SEDLACEK, Assistant to HÜTTIG, German, protective custody.

Dr. PAUL WENZEL, principal chemist of the HÜTTIG GROUP, German, protective custody.

An engineer named PSCHERA, assistant to HÜTTIG, German, protective custody.

Three engineers named BREUER, THEIMER and WAGENKNECHT, also HÜTTIG assistants,
Germans, in protective custody.

Dr. GIESOLF, Dutch Collaborator, in protective custody, already exploited by American Technical
Intelligence Team.
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b. Next in importance are,

Dr. HELMAR FRANK, an expert on Infra-Red Rays; he is a German and in protective custody.

An engineer, GEORG GILLES, who worked on V weapons. He is a German, and in protective
custody. It is understood that an agreement has been reached whereby GILLES will ultimately be
released and turned over to American authorities to work for them, but this has not been definitively
established.

Dr. ROHSMANN, expert on explosives, German, free, but available.

An engineer named NEUMANN, an expert on Ground Installation for V-3 and on the so-called
“HAWAII” and “HAASE-GERÄTE”, German, free but available.

Professor WIECHOVSKI, an expert on mechanical details of the V-3; formerly worked in PEENEMÜNDE;
German, free but available.

c. An engineer named KOSAK, German, voluntarily or otherwise left PRAHA to work for the
Russians (see paragraph 4, Report R-32, this o�ce, dated 30 September 1945).

d. The LEINWEBER GROUP, which worked on rockets of various kinds, consists of,

Engineer LEINWEBER, expert on Acoustic Rockets; German, in protective custody.

Engineer GÜNTHER, assistant to LEINWEBER, who also independently worked on Submarine
Rockets; German, protective custody.

Engineer SALAMOUN, expert on “Waterfall” or “Cascade” [Wasserfall surface-to-air] Rockets;
German, protective custody.

e. Two German engineers named BAUER and KÄSER, who are at liberty in LIBEREC where they
have a small factory, are the inventors of a new system of rapid automotive propulsion. They are
said to possess a number of world-widepatents; for the time being, they are being left alone by the
Czech authorities.

3. All of the above can be made available at any time for interview.

AAGE WOLDIKE
Lt. Col GSC
Military Attache

[This report stated that the Hüttig group was working on theoretical calculations for the atomic
bomb, under the supervision of a “Professor Dr. Braun” who may have helped to coordinate their
work with a larger German nuclear weapons program. Who was Braun? What organization was he
from?
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The Alsos Mission found reports from some members of the Hüttig group in the files of Walther
Gerlach, the German Plenipotentiary for Nuclear Physics during the final stages of the war.

Note that the report mentioned a cyclotron that was produced in wartime Czechoslovakia; this
cyclotron is also mentioned in subsequent documents.

Some of the engineers who worked on the “V-3” rocket are specifically identified here.

For more information on Helmar Frank, see pp. 927–932, 2168–2169, 3565, 3571, and 3588.]

BIOS 871. Work of Professor Hüttig on Ferromagnetic Substances for Use in Radar
Camouflage. p. 25.

(d) Prof. Dr. GUSTAV F. HÜTTING

Autobiography. H.12

G. F. Hüttig was born in Prague/Czechslovakia May 13th 1890. From 1907 he was studying technical
chemistry in Prague, where he became 1912 Engineer and got 1913 the doctors degree of technical
science. [...H]e became scientific collaborator of A. Hantzsch on the University of Leipzig. In 1914
he became Assistant in the institute of W. Biltz on the mining academy in Clausthal a. Harz in
Hannover[...] In 1921 he became in Clausthal University teacher of inorganic and physical chemistry.
From 1922–26 he was professor of inorganic, analytical and physical chemistry at the university of
Jena. From 1926 till May 5th, 1945, he was Professor of inorganic and analytical chemistry at the
German High Technical School in Prague and director of the institute. In the last years he was also
Professor of the University of Prague[...] From 1929 on he was scientific collaborator and counsellor
of the “Deutsche Gold- und Silberscheideanstalt” in Frankfurt a. Main.

Scientific Works.

The own research-works concern in the main point the following spheres: the knowledge of the
chemical a�nity especially its application on the chemistry of complexes, hydrates of salts, oxide-
hydrates/hydroxides, active matters, stoichiometry, catalysis, mixed catalyzisers, reactions between
solid bodies, system of reactions-types, powder-metallurgy production of aluminium from silicates,
producing of matters with certain qualities and more. [...]
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The Puzzle of Podmokly. Time. 12 November 1945:

Had the atomic armaments race begun? In Moscow a writer for The New Times declared that
reactionary forces in the U.S. were bent on “blackmailing humanity” by trying to keep the atomic
bomb a U.S. property.

From western Czechoslovakia, where the Elbe river bursts through the Sudeten mountains into the
flat meadow lands bordering Germany, came a di↵erent story.

Nestled in the mountains six miles from Podmokly was a vast underground factory, the Weser
Works. In the first three months of liberation the Weser Works were quiet, deserted. Now they
hummed with hidden activity. Czech and Russian security police kept close watch on the di�cult
mountain approaches.

The underground factory was a product of the war. When the Germans came to Podmokly (which
they called Bodenbach) they seized the Krizek Works, Czechoslovakia’s largest producer of copper
wire, the area was rich in coal and hydroelectric power, and had excellent communication facilities.
Later they imported French, Belgian and Russian laborers, and set them to work expanding the
Krizek plants. Laboratories were built, buildings enlarged, new units erected. One of the new units
was put underground, and was supersecret. It was known simply as “the Weser.”

The Losing Race.

In time the first secret of the Weser became apparent. Its parent plant was producing V-weapons.
But it also manufactured cyclotrons for atomic experimentation. As the Allies bombed German
laboratories, the Weser shipped new cyclotrons to secret destinations in the Reich where Hitler’s
scientists were running a losing race with history. At least three cyclotrons were shipped in the last
year and a half of war.

The retreating Germans left the Weser grounds littered with the fuselages, fins and working parts of
V-bombs. In iron safes were plans for Vergeltungswa↵e-4, said to be a giant, radio-controlled rocket
capable of being fired from Prague to the Americas. The Germans also left parts of cyclotrons and
other equipment for research in nuclear physics.

For a time the Russians showed no particular interest in the underground factory. Strangers wan-
dered in & out at will. But the explosions over Hiroshima and Nagasaki brought a quick change.
The security police moved in, and Germans who had worked in the factory were rounded up, put
back to work. Former o�cials of the Krizek Works were kept out. In northern Bohemia the Russians
took over the Jachymov mine, famed for its uranium deposits.

If the Weser’s cyclotrons were what interested the Russians, Moscow was still in the experimental
stage of atomic development. The U.S. had entered the production stage in 1943.

[The Weser and Krizek Works near Podmokly was a very large German weapons research, devel-
opment, and production complex during the war. It was reportedly involved in nuclear weapons
work, advanced rockets, and other revolutionary innovations.

What exactly was the V-4 rocket?

Why did Weser/Krizik produce at least three cyclotrons (or maybe more) during the war?

Can all of the records from the Weser/Krizik complex be located in Russia and released?]
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Joint Intelligence Committee. Exploitation of German Scientists and Technicians. 5
January 1946. J.I.C. 317/10. [NARA RG 218, Entry UD-1, Box 475, Folder CCS
471.9... (5-1-45)... Sec. 3]

[...]

3. The most important factors currently limiting increases in Soviet military power are shortages
of (1) industrial facilities, and (2) competent scientists and technicians. The U.S.S.R. is making
vigorous e↵orts to overcome the latter shortage by the intensive exploitation of German scientists
and technicians. Unless the migration of important German scientists and technicians into the
Soviet Zone is immediately stopped, we believe that the Soviets within a relatively short time may
equal U.S. developments in the fields of atomic research and guided missiles and may be ahead of
U.S. development in other fields of great military importance, including infra-red, television, and
jet propulsion. In the field of atomic research, for example, we estimate that German assistance
already has cut substantially, probably by several years, the time needed for the U.S.S.R. to achieve
practical results. (See Appendix “C” for additional details).

4. Important German scientists and technicians in the U.S. Zone are steadily migrating openly
or clandestinely into Soviet hands. The U.S.S.R. is o↵ering such men employment under excellent
conditions both in the Soviet Zone of Germany and in the U.S.S.R. Where Soviet o↵ers have not
been a su�cient inducement to German scientists and technicians to leave the U.S. Zone, the Soviets
have secretly removed them by force. American visits to the Soviet Zone are, furthermore, strictly
limited to a particular purpose and are permitted only with Soviet escort to see that the mission
authorized is strictly adhered to. Departure of German scientists and technicians from the Soviet
Zone is apparently limited only to those Germans for whom the U.S.S.R is certain it will have no
further use.

5. Virtually every important German laboratory, research establishment, or factory in the Soviet
Zone concerned with new devices, not bombed out, is either in full operation or has been transferred
to the U.S.S.R. with all its key personnel. The Soviets already have acquired technical knowledge,
equipment, and personnel from the Germans which should eventually enable them not only to
duplicate many important German developments, but also to continue along the lines of German
research. There is no doubt, however, that the continued recruiting by the Soviets of large numbers
of German scientists and technicians from outside the Soviet Zone will accelerate materially the
results to be obtained, as well as deny them to the United States.

6. A comprehensive list of important German scientists and technicians in the U.S. Zone, their
technical competence, and the size and composition of their families has not been compiled. Such
a list is necessary to determine the capabilities of these Germans, estimate the specific e↵ort their
continued denial to the U.S.S.R. would have on Soviet scientific and technical progress and to
determine what, if any, long-range plans are appropriate. Such a list would also be of assistance to
the War and Navy Departments in determining what German scientists and technicians should be
exploited for military purposes in the United States. It would be desirable also to have available in
the U.S. accurate information regarding Germans whom government agencies other than the War
and Navy Departments might desire to exploit for non-military purposes. [...]
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APPENDIX “C”

U.S.S.R. EXPLOITATION OF GERMAN SCIENTISTS AND TECHNICIANS

1. Interrogation of qualified German personnel both in Europe and this country, as well as numerous
intelligence reports, all indicate that long-range exploitation of German scientific and technical
personnel and facilities is both thorough and intelligent throughout the Soviet Zone. Briefly the
situation in some fields is:

a. Atomic research: The 7 top men working on atomic research in Germany were: Prof. HEISEN-
BERG, Prof. HERTZ, Baron VON ARDENNE, Prof. BOTHE, Prof. STETTER, Dr. GERLACH,
and Prof. BEVILOGUE [Ludwig Bewilogua, wartime expert on uranium piles and low temperature
physics at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin]. Of these HERTZ, BEVILOGUE, VON
ARDENNE, and BOTHE (Formerly in the U.S. Zone) are now working for the U.S.S.R. with many
of their assistants. Practically the entire sta↵ of the German “URANMOTOR” Project at KRAZEK
[actually Krizik-Werke or Krizek Works, part of the Weser-Werke complex near Podmokly] in
Czechoslovakia under Prof. HUETTIG is working for the U.S.S.R., so are large numbers of the sta↵
of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute connected with atomic research.

Still in the U.S. Zone at Zell-Am-See are an important group of German atomic scientists under
Dr. STETTER and Prof. MATTAUCH. Tempted by alluring Soviet o↵ers, this group is drifting
one by one into Soviet employ.

b. Infra-red and television. Many of Germany’s finest factories and engineers in the field of elec-
tronics are now in Soviet hands. Of special important are Dr. STUETZER, formerly Reich Plenipo-
tentiary for High Frequency Research, and Dr. STEIMEL of TELEFUNKEN. Among the many
important plants that have fallen intact into Soviet hands are several plants of BLAUPUNKT and
FERNSEH, outstanding manufacturers of infra-red and television equipment. There is little doubt
that in these fields, German developments were ahead of those in other countries. [...]

c. Guided Missiles. A number of the best men in this field, including such men as Prof. VON
BRAUN and Prof. WAGNER are at present in this country. Prof. KRAMER is at present in French
hands, but they too will be the object of solicitation by the U.S.S.R. on their eventual return to
Germany. Whereas the Soviets transferred the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes at LICHTERFELDE and
LANKWITZ to the Soviet Union, with all the available equipment and personnel, and control the
research and testing establishments at PEENEMUENDE, BORNHOLM, and DRESDEN, they still
lack the best scientists in the guided missiles fields. Hence, their continuing e↵orts to obtain the
services of such scientists outside the Soviet zone.

d. Aircraft research and manufacturing establishments. Aircraft research establishments and engi-
neers already in Soviet hands include [...]

[Note statements such as: “unless the migration of important German scientists and technicians into
the Soviet Zone is immediately stopped, we believe that the Soviets within a relatively short time
may equal U.S. developments in the fields of atomic research,” and “in the field of atomic research...
German assistance already has cut substantially, probably by several years, the time needed for
the U.S.S.R. to achieve practical results.” This once-top-secret report of the U.S. Joint Intelligence
Committee seems to acknowledge that wartime German scientists had knowledge and capabilities
equal to U.S. developments in the field of atomic research, by stating that those scientists had the
ability to rapidly confer such knowledge and capabilities to the postwar U.S.S.R.
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The report appears to acknowledge that wartime German knowledge and accomplishments in mis-
siles, electronics, and jet aircraft significantly surpassed any non-German-assisted U.S. or Soviet
programs in those areas.

What exactly did Ludwig Bewilogua accomplish in nuclear physics during and after the war?
Where are the records on him and all of his work? He is listed here alongside Werner Heisenberg
and Walther Gerlach, yet he and his work are almost unknown.

Gustav Hertz and Manfred von Ardenne were generously rewarded by Stalin for their contributions
to the development of the Soviet atomic bomb. What all did they accomplish in Germany during
the war? What information about their wartime accomplishments reached the Soviets and made
them so eager to find and employ Hertz and von Ardenne? What exactly did they do for the Soviet
program?

What was “the German ‘URANMOTOR’ Project” at Krizek, which had an “entire sta↵”?

What exactly were all the wartime and postwar research and development projects at the Krizik-
Werke/Weser-Werke complex near Podmokly?]

Hewlett Thebaud. 2 February 1946. France Ordnance Atomic Bombs. [NARA RG 38,
Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder TSC # 2601–2700]

Information has been received from what are believed to be thoroughly reliable sources that during
the German occupation of Holland, the Dutch constructed a cyclotron at the Headquarters of the
Philips Lamp Works at Eindhoven, Holland.

The cyclotron was built from copper and other metals allocated to the German Army, yet its
construction was so cleverly concealed from the Germans as never to have been made known to
them.

There is no evidence of any atomic research in connection with the cyclotron. Work is now pro-
gressing in the television field and a larger screen model is now in the process of demonstration.

[It seems highly unlikely that a German-occupied Dutch factory would spontaneously decide to
build a cyclotron for themselves using misappropriate German materials. Far more likely is that
the cyclotron was built by the Dutch factory under contract to the German Army, but not delivered
before the end of the war. This appears to be another example of the abundance of particle accel-
erators that were being produced and utilized for high-priority but unspecified purposes during the
final years of the Third Reich.]
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Vladimir L. Rychly. Report No. 2655: Report on Visit to Czechoslovakia. 11 February
1946. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder TSC # 2601–2700]

A. Between 3 January and 22 January, arrangements were made with the Czech’k General Sta↵ to
visit a number of plants that had been working for the German Navy during the war. Contact was
made with this Sta↵ through the British and U.S. Military Attaches who introduced me to Gen.
BOCEK. The Czech authorities granted the permission but informed me that I would have to be
escorted throughout by the Czech Secret Police (O.B.Z.). The plants visited were the following:

1. C.S.R. ZBROJOVKA at BRNA (Moravia). This firm has in all some eight plants in a radius of 70
Klms of BRNO. [...] Also removed [by the Russian Tech Control Commission] were all documents,
drawings and a number of leading technicians.

2. PRVNI PRNENSKA STROJIRNA, BRNO (Moravia). [...] From this plant all documents were
removed by the Russians, but no further work was carried out under their supervision.

3. BATA, ZLIN (Moravia). [...] Rubber for experimental [anti-sonar and/or anti-radar stealth]
coverings of U-boat hulls. [...]

4. ZIKMUND-CHEMA at LUTIN (Moravia). [...] All documents and valuable machinery were
removed by the Russians who, however, evacuated none of the technicians and scientists.

5. STEIN and SPOL at BRNO (Moravia). [...] Everything of interest was removed by the Russians.

6. SCHMIDDING at PODMOKLY (Bohemia). [...] By October 1945 the Russians stopped produc-
tion, removed the completed torpedoes and other weapons, duplicates of all documents and number
of German engineers to Russia.

7. WESERWERKE at DECIN (Teschen) (Bohemia). A lot of inaccurate reports have been cir-
culated about the work carried on in the vast underground workshops of this plant. It has been
reported that cyclotrons were manufactured and that in laboratories work was being carried out
on atom smashing in conjunction with uranium isotope 235.

In actual fact the following work was carried out: production of V-1 and V-2. 55mm rockets.
Schlange. Wespe. 30mm pneumatic cannon. Remote control rockets.

This plant was very strictly guarded until 1 December 1945, and it is thought that German tech-
nicians were still employed there up to that date. The plant has now been evacuated.

8. A.E.G. at BEDRICHOV (Bohemia). Manufactured F.B. Zielsuchgeraet. Pfau. Amsel. Ida 105
mine, accoustic, induction and reacting to change in water pressure. V-1 and V-2 fuses. The com-
pleted V-4. Lichtspiegelanlage.

The German scientists Pfister and Bakes, with whom I had the opportunity to speak, and some 22
other German scientists are still working on the development of the above under Czech supervision
for the Russians. The program on which this firm is still engaged is much more extensive than that
listed above. Pfister tried to pass me a copy of the complete program of work, but this was seized
from my hand by one of the O.B.Z. o�cials present.
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The O.B.Z. o�cial promised that I should obtain a copy of this program in Prague. On arrival
there General Bocek gave orders for it to be surrendered to me, but this got to the ears of Colonel
Reicin, the right hand man of General Svoboda, who forbade the authorities to let me have a copy.

Both Pfister and Bakes seemed most keen to be of assistance to us.

9. VOLLMANN at CELAKOVICE (Bohemia). Manufactured 3 cyclotrons that were removed to
Russia. No work was proceeding in the factory.

10. CESKO-MORAVSKA. KOLBEN-DANEK at SLANY and PRAGUE (Bohemia). [...] This plant
was bombed out entirely and as far as is known the Russians removed nothing. [...]

11. HAVEILKA PRAGUE (Bohemia). Manufactured bridge superstructures and conning towers
for U-boat types XXI, XXIII, and XXVI W. [...]

The chief engineer of the firm carried out a tirade against the management of the works in my
presence and was there and then removed by the O.B.Z.

12. ASKANIA PRAGUE (Bohemia). Works in Prague were bombed out. No permission was granted
to see the other Askania works which were reported to me by a friendly major of the Czech General
Sta↵ as being inaccessible to Czechs and under Russian control.

B. Further information was obtained about a number of firms by uno�cial visits and by enquiries
in the right quarter.

1. Jet Propulsion laboratory at Turnov (Bohemia). This was cleaned out by the Russians in October
or November 1945, and the scientists including Germans were removed by the Russians.

2. Radium production plant at Jachymov (Bohemia). The following information about this plant
was given by a secretary in the Ministry of Mines in Prague who will produce a detailed report
of work going on in this mine. Since 1863 uranium ore has been mined here and utilized for
the manufacture of radium. Pre-war production of radium amounted to about 2 grams per year.
When the Germans moved in, they destroyed the whole factory. At this time, the entire stock of
radium amounted to 20 grams. The Germans put mining on a high priority and only mining was
done throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special planes to Germany and
Austria.

Before the Russians entered Czechoslovakia they made arrangements with the Allies to alter their
western boundary for the purpose of including the Jachymov mine which they considered of such
importance. On arrival, they put a strong guard around the mine. It has been reported that they
removed the ore by night in trucks, but this is unconfirmed. Since then the Russians have o�cially
left and the mine is under Czech administration though almost certainly under Russian control.
The production at present is 1 gram of radium from 10,000 kgms of ore. Engineer Koblitz has been
commissioned to put the radium processing plant into production and has been or will be sent to
England or the U.S. to study our method of production. It is not yet certain whether the output
will go to the Czechoslovak State for medical purposes or will be exported to Russia.

3. POLDINA-HUT at VITKOVICE (Moravia). [...] The Russians have taken over the whole plant.
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4. SIEMENS at CESKE BUDEJOVIC (Bohemia). Two factories were seen from the outside in this
town. There was a strong guard outside. Work is going on in altogether 17 Siemens factories and
according to a Czech sta↵ o�cer, it is under Russian supervision because only specially authorized
Czechs are allowed there.

5. STALIN WORKS at DUCHCOV (Bohemia). [...] The plant is at present guarded by 400 of the
Czech militia.

C. General Report on State of Czech Factories.

All factories formerly engaged on war production and many others besides have been nationalized
and are under the control of the so-called National Administrator, who in every case is a Communist
and has been installed under Russian influence. In almost all cases, these administrators have proved
themselves incapable of running a factory with the result that there has been trouble in the form
of protests among the employees. In some cases these administrators have already been removed
and replaced by more competent Communists.

[...] None of the Russian Naptha promised in exchange for Czech coal and textile products has been
delivered.

D. OBZ [...]

History: OBZ is the secret Service of Czechoslovakia. It was formed... on the instigation of the Red
Army. [...]

The whole organization is based on the lines of the NKVD. [...]

The Russians are by no means dependent on the OBZ for secret service activities inside Czechoslo-
vakia. They have their own excellent independent agents who in fact guide the activities of OBZ.
[...]
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[Vladimir “Val” Rychly was born in the U.S. in 1909 to parents who were immigrants from
Czechoslovakia. He grew up speaking Czech, knew ten other languages, and had a celebrated career
in U.S. Naval Intelligence. See: Marvin B. Durning. 2007. World Turned Upside Down: U.S. Naval
Intelligence and the Early Cold War Struggle for Germany. Washington, D.C.: Potomac Books.

Rychly’s report demonstrates how little postwar U.S. inspectors were able to learn of wartime
German work in Czechoslovakia. This rare visit, by a lone Navy lieutenant, came after many other
U.S. inspectors were denied or sent away empty-handed. Rychly’s report does not even mention
some of the major known wartime German research and development locations in Czechoslovakia
such as Skoda in Pilsen. Of the locations that Rychly does list, most he was not allowed to visit,
or everything had been removed from them by the time he visited. Where Rychly was allowed to
visit a site that was still active, he was closely escorted by the OBZ Czechoslovakian secret service
and denied access to any information they did not want him to have.

Virtually all documentation, prototypes, laboratories, and scientists connected to wartime German
work in Czechoslovakia were removed to the Soviet Union. Presumably that information is still
buried in Russian archives if it can be found and released.

Is there any relevant surviving information about wartime German work in Czech archives that
was not removed or destroyed by the Soviets or their Czech allies?

What other information about wartime German work in Czechoslovakia do the U.S. and U.K. have
from intelligence reports or from individuals who escaped to the west? What else can be found in
U.S. and U.K. archives?

Rychly’s report does not necessarily negate other reports about the Weser/Krizik complex being
involved with work related to nuclear weapons and advanced rockets. Since the plant was cleaned out
by the time Rychly visited, his only o�cial information about Weser was presumably whatever his
OBZ escorts wanted him to hear. As shown in item 8 of Rychly’s report (A.E.G. at BEDRICHOV),
actual work at these locations was much more extensive than admitted, and details of that work
were blocked by the OBZ and other Czech o�cials.

From several available documents, “Pfau” seems to have been a general name for certain types of
automated guidance systems for missiles and torpedoes [see for example pp. 3585, 3591; Trenkle
1987, pp. 121, 123].

Rychly stated that the V-4 rocket was actually “completed,” so it was far more than a paper
design. The fact that Rychly could mention the V-4 without further explanation suggests that
the high-ranking U.S. military o�cials to whom he was reporting were already well aware of the
existence and details of the V-4 rocket. Indeed, according to other U.S. military o�cials (p. 3585),
this V-4 had both an increased range and an improved payload compared to the much better known
A-4 (V-2) rocket. For more information on the V-4 rocket in particular and the Rychly reports in
general, see pp. 3565↵. and especially 3585.

Why were the Germans mass-producing cyclotrons at Vollmann? They reportedly shipped at least
three to other German programs during the war, and had at least three left over that were claimed
by the Soviet Union after the war. Were cyclotrons being mass-produced at Vollmann (and perhaps
elsewhere) and then being used somewhere for isotope enrichment of fission fuel, like the wartime
calutrons at Oak Ridge in the United States?
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Note that advanced U-boats were being produced, and in the mountains of central Europe. Ad-
vanced jet propulsion work was being done there too.

This report is strong evidence that from 1939 to 1945, Germans used uranium ore from Jachy-
mov (and perhaps other sources as well) for a secret, high-priority purpose that was not radium
extraction:

• The Germans put uranium ore mining at Jachymov on a high priority no later than 1939 and
continued until 1945.

• 10,000 kg of uranium ore yields 1 gram of radium, so if the Germans were primarily interested
in the radium, extracting the radium at or near Jachymov would reduce how much material
needed to be transported by a factor of 10,000,000, and also avoid contaminating Germany
with all the waste byproducts of the extraction. Instead, the Germans destroyed the radium-
extraction factory at Jachymov in 1939, never replaced it, and transported away all the ore.

• Uranium ore is very heavy, yet instead of using trains or trucks, the Germans used “special
planes” to carry away the ore, again indicating a very high priority as well as a sense of urgency.
It is also much harder to trace where planes go than where trains go, so this arrangement
conferred a much higher level of security too.

• O�cially Germany only had one uranium ore processing facility, Auer near Berlin, but the
“special planes” also delivered uranium ore to Austria. What facility or facilities in Austria
were processing the uranium ore—Treibacher or other places? Of the ore delivered to Ger-
many, did any go to facilities other than Auer? Did ore only go to Germany and Austria, or
could there have been deliveries to processing facilities elsewhere, such as Poland?

• The extreme level of Russian interest in Jachymov may indicate that the Russians knew how
the Germans had been using the ore from Jachymov.]
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Vladimir L. Rychly. Cyclotrons Manufactured in Czechoslovakia. 2 September 1946.
[NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 11, Folder TSC # 3101–3200]

1. Attempts to manufacture cyclotrons for Laboratory nuclear physics research were made in
C̆elakovice, Czechoslovakia (15 miles East of Praha) by three major C̆elakovice Industrial plants:

a.) Vollman, C̆elakovice,

b.) Radioslavia, C̆elakovice,

c.) Kr̆iz̆́ık, C̆elakovice.

All original plans for the Cyclotron construction originated in Germany. The work in C̆elakovice
was under German supervision, and the construction was the responsibility of the following German
engineers:

a.) dr. Bajer,

b.) dr. Salow,

c.) dr. Ing Tönies.

The cyclotron completed in C̆elakovice was originally intended for the German nuclear physics
research laboratory in MIERSDORF in Germany. It was composed out of 6 main sections, namely:

a.) electro-magnet,

b.) vacuum pumps,

c.) tubes,

d.) crown-chamber with D-poles,

e.) cylinder,

f.) railes.

C̆elakovice was responsible for the last three sections of the Cyclotron. The first three sections
were the commitment of other factories either in Germany or in Czechoslovakia. There is some
scant evidence to believe that the Siemens plant in Praha was charged with the responsibility
of completing the required tubes for the cyclotron. The electro-magnet, according to engineers
responsible to the German authorities was a huge a↵air of several hundred tons. This was a mere
guess, as the electro-magnet, when seen completely crated, loaded on two large flat-cars and ready
for shipment.

2. The attached sketch of the Cyclotron section d. e. and f. obtaind from dr. Ing. Ruz̆ek, Chief
Constructor of the Vollman plant in C̆elakovice, may provide possibilities for detailed information.
As all original drawings and documents were confiscated by the Soviet missions during the days of
occupation, the only possible indication of the capacity of the completed cyclotron in C̆elakovice,
is the intensity of the radiation (illumination) in that section of the cyclotron in which the protons
hasten the nucleus of the hydrogen atom as the circulating electrons are freely released. The intensity
of the radiation (illumination) is claimed to be 6 · 106 volts.
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3. The main di�culties encountered during the work on the first attempts to complete a cyclotron
in C̆elakovice were defeated as the work progressed. [...]

4. As soon as the Russian troops occupied Czechoslovakia, the three plants in C̆elakovice were
completely surrounded by Russian guards, and members of the Soviet Technical Units made nec-
essary arrangement to have the cyclotron pre-tested, and all defective materials removed. As more
commissions arrived from Russia the popularity of the C̆elakovice Cyclotron increased. However,
it was not until November 1945 that the Cyclotron was carefully crated and removed to Russia.
Destination unknown. [...] However, not one single part of Cyclotron construction remained in
Czechoslovakia.

Vladimir L. Rychly. 31 October 1946. Cable IN 175. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 160, Folder 205.2 Cables Incoming, Top Secret]

Volmann never engaged nuclear physics research. Refer CNO 122106. He was proprietor of famous
Czecho factory in Celakovice near Praha and directly responsible for cyclotron delivery to German
Reichspost nuclear physics laboratory in Miersdorf, Germany. Factories Radioslavia and Krizik
both located Celakovice only assisted in construction. German specialists Dr Baier, Dr Salow, Ing
Tonies supervised cyclo construction all three plants. Rheotron designations used by Soviets during
inspection Volmann plant.

New Subject:
All pitchblende ore from Jacymov leaving Czecho for Soviet Zone Germany. Present status activity
Jacymov mines under investigation.

[These further reports by Rychly give a great deal of additional information about the cyclotron(s)
produced in wartime Czechoslovakia.

Based on the reported 6 MeV energy and the physical size of the cyclotron, it sounds very similar
to the cyclotrons at the University of California Berkeley that Ernest Lawrence used to produce
microgram quantities of plutonium in 1940. Was the German program in 1945 at roughly the same
point as Lawrence’s experiments in 1940? Or as an alternative to using a fission reactor to produce
plutonium, were the Germans trying to produce physically useful quantities of plutonium-239 (or
possibly uranium-233) by operating a number of cyclotrons in parallel for a long period of time?

On the other hand, perhaps the cyclotrons were intended to serve as electromagnetic separators to
enrich uranium-235 from natural uranium.

One of the Reichspost’s nuclear research facilities was located in Miersdorf. Scholars should inves-
tigate much further to find out exactly what work was conducted at that and other Reichspost
facilities.]
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Vladimir L. Rychly. 17 December 1946. Russia—Soviet Nuclear Research Apparatus.
[NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 12, Folder TSC # 3401–3500]

During one of his lectures conducted at the Charles University in Praha, Czechoslovakia, Dr. Ing.
Kolmann who spent over 15 years in Russia, in a brief discussion on Atomic Research in U.S.S.R.,
claimed:

(1) The Soviets have in their possession one of the largest cyclotrons that was ever built. It was
originally designed for the Soviet Academy of Science.

DESCRIPTIONS:

(a) The weight of the electro-magnet approximately 1000 tons.
(b) The size of poles were estimated as follows:

(1) diameter——————— 3 meters
(2) height———————— 8 meters
(3) length———————— 8 meters

Serious di�culties were encountered as the cyclotron was installed. The building in which the
cyclotron at present is located was heavily insulated. The estimated size of the building is about
12,000 cubic metres.

It was stated that this cyclotron is capable of producing deut[er]ons with an energy of approximately
50 million electron-volts.

(2) The Soviet Academy of Science is about ready to install the newly developed synchrotron for
experimental purposes. It is expected that the energy of the synchrotron will be about 300 million
electron-volts.

(3) In his technical publication Dr. Ing. Kolmann made some mention of the betatron which has
several advantages over the cyclotron. The betatron is said to be much smaller than the cyclotron.
Based upon the principal of an electronic lamp with a diameter of about 300 millimeters, the electric
current produced by the electronic lamp receives quicker action from the installed magnetic fields.
The energy produced by this so-called “electronic speedster” was estimated at about 100 million
electronic volts.

[It seems quite unlikely that these very large particle accelerators were produced by the Soviet
Union during or after the war, when the Soviet Union was desperately fighting or recovering from a
war, very deficient in both scientists and scientific equipment, and devoting all available resources
to more fundamental priorities.

Rather, it seems much more likely that these very large particle accelerators were produced by and
for wartime German programs. The report mentioned that “serious di�culties were encountered as
the cyclotron was installed.” That suggests that the cyclotron was not designed and built for the
space where it was ultimately installed, and that it was not installed by the people who designed
and built it.

This is yet another document that raises the same question. Why was Germany building so many
particle accelerators, and accelerators with such high energies, as a very high priority during and
even late in the war? That could not have been justified by pure science experiments. There must
have been a clear wartime purpose, such as electronuclear breeding of Pu-239 and/or U-233.]
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J. Removal and Disposal of German Fission Fuel After the War

Uranium and thorium removed from Germany by the United States and Soviet Union
[translated and adapted from Nagel 2016, pp. 543–547]

Taken by United States

Garmisch: uranium
Haigerloch: 1.5 tons uranium metal
Oolen (Belgium): 80 tons uranium ore
Stadtilm: 10 tons uranium oxide
Stassfurt (Kalischacht): uranium ore for Auer 1100–1200 tons
WiFo Leopoldshall (near Calbe): ?? tons uranium ore
Toulouse: 30 tons uranium ore
U-234 submarine: 560 kg uranium oxide (enriched?)

Announced total taken by United States:
Approximately 1200 tons uranium, mostly unprocessed ore

Taken by Soviet Union

Berlin (Auer): uranium oxide
Berlin (KWI Ph): 250 kg uranium metal, 3 tons uranium oxide
Berlin (Schering): 1500 kg thorium oxalate, 50 kg thorotrast
Berlin (Toran): 30 kg mesothorium
Berlin-Grunau (Auer/Degussa): 100 kg uranium products
Goldberg (Mecklenburg): 70 tons? uranium compounds, stored by Roges in Ho↵mann and Malzew
warehouse
Johanngeorgenstadt (mine): uranium oxide
Kummersdorf (Gottow): 3.5 tons uranium oxide
Landsberg/Warthe: uranium oxide
Neustadt-Glewe (Mecklenburg): 100 tons uranium oxide, stored by Roges in Ho↵mann and Molzen
warehouse
Oranienburg (Auer): 100 tons uranium oxide, Monazit 1340 tons
Radebeul (Heyden): 300 kg thorium products, 100 kg monazite sand
Schneeberg (mine): uranium oxide
Wien: 560 kg U-Metall 24 kg uranium oxide
Zeuthen/Miersdorf (Reichspost): APS uranium oxide

Announced total taken by Soviet Union
Approximately 300 tons uranium
(not counting vastly more which was extracted from the mines 1945–1989)
Approximately 1340 tons of thorium, mostly unprocessed ore

[These estimates are based on numbers in various individual reports that have been released by the
United States and Russia. There may well have been significant amounts of uranium or thorium
that were not covered in those reports but that were removed by the United States, Russia, United
Kingdom, or France. It is also possible that Germany concealed or disposed of significant amounts,
or sent them to other countries.]
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Monthly Intelligence Summary. July–August 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

IX CENSORSHIP.

[...]

g. A Mr. Richard P. FISCHER representing the OCE, War Department, has completed an investi-
gation of German supplies of uranium during the war. A copy of his report was obtained by this
o�ce and some of the material contained therein is considered objectionable. Major SMITH’S Of-
fice was notified and this o�ce suggested that Col. MEIDLING, the present custodian of the report
in ETO, be directed by OCE to forward the report to OCE to be censored by General GROVES’
O�ce.

Alfred L. Busch et al. June 1994. Memorial to Richard Philip Fischer 1910–1991.
Memorials Vol. 25, Geological Society of America.
[http://www.geosociety.org/documents/gsa/memorials/v25/Fischer-RP.pdf]

[...] Throughout the war years (1941–1945) he was in charge of the Colorado Plateau vanadium
project, with greater emphasis after May 1944 on the uranium component at the request of the
Manhattan Engineering District (better known as the Manhattan Project). Earlier, in 1942, he had
reported on the world’s uranium resources for the O�ce of Scientific Research and Development.
At one stage of his wartime studies of uranium, he was prohibited by the government, overly intent
on security, from borrowing from the library one of his own publications! The Colorado Plateau
work was interrupted in 1945 by an assignment in Germany for the Intelligence Section of the Army
Corps of Engineers, European Theater of Operations (ETO), to study German ore supplies and
the use of vanadium, uranium, niobium, lead, and zinc; the engineering geology of underground
bunkers and factories; and, in addition, military geology functions and personnel. [...]

[Richard Fischer was a highly respected expert on the mining of uranium and other heavy metals,
with a Ph.D. in geology from Princeton and a long career with the U.S. Geological Survey. At the
end of World War II, he was hired by the U.S. War Department specifically to survey the status
of German uranium supplies and underground bunkers and factories, and to write a report on his
findings. Leslie Groves personally censored his report, so his results were never released. Fischer
was even denied access to his own reports that he had written. Just what facts regarding German
uranium and underground factories did Fischer discover that were considered too “objectionable”
to be made public?]
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Alwin Ur↵, deputy technical plant manager of the Asse nuclear disposal site in Ger-
many. Hasso Ziegler. Die “Konzertsäle” von Asse sind strahlensicher: Endlagerung
radioaktiver Abfallprodukte in 500-Meter tiefen Abbaukammern. Hannoversche All-
gemeine Zeitung. 29 July 1974.

Wolfenbüttel.—Zehn starke Scheinwerfer
tauchen das Betriebsgelände des vor zehn
Jahren stillgelegten Salzbergwerks Asse bei
Wolfenbüttel—rund acht Kilometer vor der
Grenze zur DDR gelegen—des Nachts in
taghelles Licht. Die Polizei fährt das abgelegene
Bergwerk zwei- bis dreimal pro Nacht an
und kontrolliert, ob es besondere Vorkomm-
nisse gibt. Außerdem steht eine telefonische
Direktleitung zur Polizei Wolfenbüttel zur
Verfügung, um sofort Alarm schlagen zu
können. Die Sicherheitsvorkehrungen dienen
dem Schutz vor der “verbannten Materie”,
wie die volkstümliche Umschreibung für die
radioaktiven Abfälle lautet, die—zentral für
die ganze Bundesrepublik—seit 1967 in dem
ehemaligen Salzbergwerk in Tiefen bis zu 750
Metern als “Endlagerung” deponiert werden.
[...]

Das ehemalige Salzbergwerk Asse bot
im übrigen, als es 1965 von der Bun-
desregierung für 750 000 Mark von den
vorherigen Eigentümern gekauft wurde, ideale
Voraussetzungen, um die radioaktiven Abfälle
aus der ganzen Bundesrepublik für die nächsten
Jahrzehnte deponieren zu können. Von 1908
bis zu seiner Stillegung 1964 waren rund vier
Millionen Kubikmeter Salz abgebaut worden,
die wiederum rund 130 leergebliebene Ab-
baukammern hinterließen—in der Größe von
durchweg 60 Metern Länge, 40 Metern Breite
und 15 Metern Höhe. Knapp die Hälfte dieser
leeren, weißglitzernden “Konzertsäle” gelten
als geeignet für die Einlagerung radioaktiver
Abfälle, ein Volumen mithin von 1,5 Millionen
Kubikmetern—genug für Jahrzehnte. [...]

Wolfenbüttel.—Ten powerful headlights illu-
minate the site of the Asse salt mine near
Wolfenbüttel, which was shut down ten years
ago, and is located about eight kilometers
from the border of East Germany. The police
drive to the remote mine two or three times
a night and check whether there are any
unusual occurrences. In addition, a direct
telephone line to the Wolfenbüttel police is
available, to be able to respond immediately.
The precautionary measures are designed to
protect against the “banished matter,” as is
the national description of radioactive waste,
for which the former salt mine at depths up to
750 meters has been the central “final disposal”
for the whole of West Germany since 1967. [...]

The former Salzberg mine Asse, when bought
in 1965 by the federal government for 750,000
Deutschmarks from the previous owners, was
the ideal requirement for the disposal of ra-
dioactive waste from all of West Germany for
the next decades. Between 1908 and its closure
in 1964, around four million cubic meters of
salt had been mined, which in turn left behind
around 130 empty mining chambers—in the
size of 60 meters long, 40 meters wide, and 15
meters high. Just half of these empty white
glittering concert halls are considered suitable
for the storage of radioactive waste, a volume of
1.5 million cubic meters—enough for decades.
[...]
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Für die hochaktiven Abfälle schließlich, die
frühestens ab 1976 in der Bundesrepublik
anfallen und dann in Asse eingelagert werden
sollen (vornehmlich die Rückstände aus wieder-
aufbereiten Spaltprodukten, zum Beispiel
Brennstäbe), laufen noch umfangreiche Vo-
rarbeiten. Es ist daran gedacht, sie—zuvor
zu Glas verschmolzen—in Spezialkammern
(Bohrlöcher) in fünfzehnhundert Meter Tiefe
zu versenken.

Über die gelegentlich auftauchenden Hiobs-
botschaften befragt, die dann und wann über
die vermeintlich gefährliche Lagerung der
radioaktiven Abfälle auftauchen, konnte Al-
win Ur↵, Bergingenieur und stellvertretender
Betriebsleiter in Asse, im übrigen nur den
Kopf schütteln: “Hier im Berg kann jedenfalls
nichts mehr passieren. Als wir 1967 mit der
Einlagerung begannen, hat unsere Gesellschaft
als erstes radioaktive Abfälle aus dem letzten
Krieg versenkt, jene Uranabfälle, die bei der
Vorbereitung der deutschen Atombombe anfie-
len. Die mußten wir nämlich aus Betonbunkern
in der Nähe von München herausholen, wo
sie seinerzeit deponiert worden waren, weil
man damals ja nicht wußte, wo in drei Teufels
Namen man das Zeug denn lassen sollte...”

Extensive preparatory work is still going on
for the highly radioactive waste, which will
accumulate at the earliest from 1976 onwards in
West Germany and be stored in Asse (mainly
the residues from reprocessed fission products,
for example reactor fuel rods). It is thought
to sink them—vitrified beforehand—in special
chambers (drill holes) to a depth of fifteen
hundred meters.

Asked about the occasional job messages
that appear every now and then regarding the
supposedly dangerous storage of radioactive
waste, Alwin Ur↵, mining engineer and deputy
technical plant manager in Asse, only shook his
head: “Here in the mine nothing can happen
anyway. When we began storage in 1967, our
company first sank radioactive waste from
the last war, that uranium waste which arose
in the preparation of the German atomic
bomb. Specifically we had to get that out of
concrete bunkers near Munich, where it had
been deposited at the time, because back then
one did not know where the devil one should
leave the stu↵...”

[As evidence that dangerous radioactive waste can be safely stored in the salt mine, Ur↵ said that
the “radioactive uranium waste” from the “preparation of the German atomic bomb” during the
war had been safely stored since 1967. He seemed to be in a position to have detailed and accurate
knowledge about that waste, and his statement included several key points:

• Ur↵’s statement appears to demonstrate that there was a considerable amount of wartime
radioactive uranium waste, since it filled multiple concrete bunkers before it was moved to
Asse. What was the actual location of the storage bunkers?

• It also seems to indicate that the wartime waste was quite radioactive, since he was using that
as an example that strongly radioactive modern waste could also be safely stored at Asse. He
explicitly referred to the waste both as “radioactive” and as “uranium waste.”

• It appears to indicate that the atomic bomb waste was stored at Asse, which would lend
strength to his argument about the safety of storage at Asse, and also correspond to the
1967 date that radioactive waste storage began at Asse. Nonetheless, there is the possibility
that he simply meant that his company safely “sank” the bomb waste someplace in 1967, not
necessarily at Asse. Some nuclear waste was even disposed of at sea in the 1960s.
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• Contrary to how Ur↵’s quote was interpreted by many later articles, he did not say that all of
the nuclear waste stored in the Asse complex came from the war. An unspecified amount of
wartime waste was deposited in 1967, and postwar radioactive waste has been deposited ever
since. Erroneously and without any foundation, some later articles attributed over 126,000
barrels of radioactive waste in Asse to the wartime program [http://www.dailymail.co.uk
/news/article-2014146/Nazi-nuclear-waste-Hitlers-secret-A-bomb-programme-mine.html].

Was the waste from a bomb program, or merely a nuclear research program? Large amounts of
uranium in various chemical states from the research program were found at locations around
Germany and removed by the United States and Soviet Union. Why was it so important to bury
this particular “radioactive uranium waste”? The major possibilities for what the waste was could
include any (or some combination) of the following:

• Natural (unenriched) uranium in common wartime forms, such as uranium ore, uranium oxide,
or uranium metal. That would not be any more radioactive than natural uranium ore from
the ground, or any di↵erent from all of the uranium materials that were left for Allied forces
to find. Moreover, it would be potentially useful material for the postwar nuclear program
and not technically waste. Thus this possibility does not seem very likely. However, it may
have been desired to simply get rid of any remaining uranium from wartime work, no matter
how relatively benign the uranium and the work may have been.

• Chemically toxic and/or corrosive compounds of uranium, such as uranium hexafluoride. But
significant quantities of such compounds were stored and found elsewhere in Germany. Why
was this waste handled di↵erently, if that is all it was?

• Depleted uranium from which U-235 has been extracted. That would be no more radioactive
that natural uranium, which was freely stockpiled at Stassfurt and elsewhere without such
special handling, and would not seem to serve Ur↵’s example that the wartime waste was quite
radioactive and yet had been safely “sunk.” On the other hand, if the waste were depleted
uranium, that would reveal how much enriched uranium had been produced, and it might
have been desirable to hide that evidence in order to cover up the traces of an advanced
nuclear program.

• Irradiated uranium that had been in a functioning fission reactor or electronuclear breeder.
Such irradiated uranium would have been highly radioactive early on, although that radioac-
tivity would fall o↵ over time. This case would best fit the example that Ur↵ was trying to
make, although it may or may not have been correct.

• U-235, U-233, or Pu-239 that was produced for weapons, but buried to cover up evidence of
an advanced nuclear program.

How did Ur↵ know that that was indeed “radioactive uranium waste” from the “preparation of the
German atomic bomb” during the war? What did Ur↵ do during the war?

In 2013, paragraph 57b of the German Atomic Energy Act was amended to the e↵ect that the
radioactive waste stored in the Asse II mine must be retrieved before the mine is decommissioned.
The current timetable assumes that retrieval will begin in 2033. Before being prepared for interim
and final storage elsewhere, all waste must be examined in order to characterize its composition. If
the wartime waste can be distinguished from the later waste, what will be learned from it?]
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D.2.2 Other Nuclear-Related Materials

[During the war, Germany produced large quantities of materials that had non-nuclear applications,
yet would also have been extremely useful for a nuclear weapons program, as summarized in Table
D.1.]

Material Non-nuclear applications Nuclear applications

Deuterium and Isotope labelling of molecules Producing tritium, neutrons, fusion;
heavy water neutron moderator for fission reactor
Lithium Processing ceramics, glass, metals Producing tritium, neutrons, fusion
Beryllium Metal alloys Neutron production/reflection
Boron Producing glass, ceramics, metals Neutron absorber
Graphite Rocket rudders Neutron moderator for fission reactor
Fluorine Industrial production Uranium hexafluoride for enrichment
Aluminum Metal structures, packaging Reactor fuel cladding, bomb casings
Calcium Metal alloys Thorium/uranium/plutonium purification
Nickel Batteries, alloys Resists corrosion by uranium hexafluoride
Zirconium High-temperature metals, ceramics Reactor fuel cladding
Cadmium Nickel-cadmium batteries Neutron absorber

Table D.1: Materials with both non-nuclear and nuclear applications that were mass-produced in
wartime Germany.

[The following documents illustrate the large-scale production of these materials. From these doc-
uments, it is not possible to determine whether or how much of the material was used for nuclear
applications, but clearly the materials were readily available if some quantity of them had been
requested by a high-priority nuclear program. Intriguingly, significant quantities of these materi-
als were also shipped to Japan, Germany’s wartime ally, along with at least 560 kg of (possibly
enriched) uranium and other cutting-edge military technologies—see p. 3189.]
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A. Deuterium/Heavy Water

[Deuterium (D, a hydrogen isotope with one neutron, compared to normal hydrogen without any
neutrons) is a great fusion fuel and can be used as a source for producing neutrons and tritium (T,
a hydrogen isotope with two neutrons). In the form of deuterated or heavy water (D2O), it is also
an excellent neutron moderator for fission reactors.

The following documents illustrate the extreme importance of heavy water production for the
German nuclear program. According to o�cial histories, Germany never even got a small prototype
fission reactor operational before the end of the war, heavy water was only produced in significant
quantities at the Norsk Hydro hydrogen factory in Vemork, Norway, and heavy water was only
used for research purposes. In fact, the following documents demonstrate that known German
heavy water production facilities were located at:

1. Vemork, Norway (pp. 2798–2803).

2. S̊aheim, Norway (according to Vemork archives)

3. Notodden, Norway (according to Vemork archives)

4. I.G. Farben Leuna Werke and Halle plants (pp. 2804–2808).

5. Kiel, probably adjacent to the Deutsche Werke Kiel (pp. 2810–2815).

6. Dräger Werke, Lübeck (p. 2816).

7. I.G. Farben Auschwitz in Poland (pp. 2817, 3002).

8. Chemische Fabrik Griesheim-Elektron, Frankfurt am Main (pp. 2817–2818).

9. Weer, near Wattens, Tyrol, in the Austrian Alps (p. 2819).

10. Near the Schmiedeberg (now Kowary, Poland) uranium mine [Witkowski 2013, p. 224].

11. The B9 Quarz tunnels near Roggendorf and Melk, Austria (p. 2823–2824)?

12. Bayrische Sticksto↵werke in Piesteritz (p. 3002)?

13. Other possible locations?

The following documents show that Germany placed great importance on the production of large
quantities of heavy water at many locations—not just Vemork. This fact suggests that one or more
reactors may have actually been operational during the war, or at least that Germany was trying to
get reactors operational as soon as possible. Germany may have also needed significant quantities
of deuterium/heavy water for electronuclear breeding of fission fuel or for fusion fuel production.]
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Heavy water production at Vemork for the years 1934/35–1944/45 [courtesy of Gun-
hild Lur̊as, Norwegian Industrial Workers Museum archive, Vemork]

Time period D2O produced
1 July 1934–30 June 1935 37.44 kg
1 July 1935–30 June 1936 81.50 kg
1 July 1936–30 June 1937 89.70 kg
1 July 1937–30 June 1938 77.35 kg
1 July 1938–30 June 1939 104.92 kg
1 July 1939–30 June 1940 20.35 kg
1 July 1940–30 June 1941 287.75 kg
1 July 1941–30 June 1942 870 kg
1 July 1942–30 June 1943 1179 kg
1 July 1943–30 June 1944 487 kg
1 July 1944–30 June 1945 0 kg

[According to the Vemork production reports, the produced heavy water had a typical purity of
99.6% during this period.

According to the Vemork archives, a significant quantity of deuterium was also produced and
shipped to Germany in forms other than heavy water—as deuterium gas, deuterated ammonia, etc.
From the surviving records, it is unclear what the total quantities of deuterium were.

The Vemork archives show that Norwegian plants at S̊aheim and Notodden were also producing
and shipping heavy water and/or deuterium to Germany. The surviving records do not indicate
how much was produced and shipped by those plants.

In December 1939, Vemork received an order from I.G. Farben for 10 kg of heavy water, presumably
in order to test its quality. (Up to that time, Vemork had only sold a total of 40 kg of heavy water
since beginning production.)

In January 1940, Vemork then received an order from I.G. Farben for 2000 kg of heavy water.

Germany invaded Norway on 9 April 1940 and took over Vemork in early May 1940.

Paul Harteck, Hans Suess, Karl Wirtz, Kurt Diebner, and other German and Austrian scientists
worked closely with Vemork to increase its heavy water production. Ongoing orders for heavy water
were placed by the Heereswa↵enamt (Army Ordnance O�ce) in Berlin-Dahlem.

Thus Germany had a strong interest in obtaining large amounts of heavy water from 1939 onward,
consistent with its strong interest in obtaining large amounts of uranium from 1939 onward (see
for example p. 2784).

After several attacks and acts of sabotage by the British Special Operations Executive (SOE) and
the Norwegian Resistance 1942–1944, heavy but unsuccessful Allied aerial bombing in November
1943, and the threat of further Allied bombing, in 1944 the Vemork heavy water production equip-
ment was disassembled and sent to Germany. It is unclear if or where it was reassembled and
restarted.]
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G-188. Paul Harteck, H. Suess, Konsul Schoepke, N. Stephansen, and J. Brun. Minutes
of the Meeting at Norsk Hydro. 27 May 1942.

Brief notes on proposed catalysts, procurement of a ventilator, mixers, preheaters, coolers, steel
flasks, etc. Plant again in operation since May 12 and about 60 kg D2O now on hand.

G-262. Paul Harteck. Status of Deuterium Production. 1944.

Progress of D production in Norway and di�culties resulting from sabotage and bombing are re-
ported for the period from 1941 to 1943 when production was discontinued. Suitability of various
procedures for production of D in Germany are discussed. Procedures proposed use either distilla-
tion of equilibrium exchange (H2 + HDO $ HD + H2O; or H2S + HDO $ HDS + H2O.)

William Casey. 1988. The Secret War Against Hitler. Washington, DC: Regnery Gate-
way. p. 54.

In April 1945, the dismantled high concentration plant was found in Bavaria, together with uranium
and heavy water on the brink of going critical, lacking about 700 liters of additional heavy water.
The Germans were never able to get out of Norway much more than half the heavy water they
needed. Nobel prize-winner [Eugene] Wigner, one of the physicists driven out of Germany, had in
1942 told the American government that the Germans would produce a nuclear weapon in two
years. If Vemork had been allowed to maintain its rate of heavy water output through 1943 and
1944, he might have been right.

[Was Casey referring to Diebner’s pile that had been evacuated to Bavaria? Or the Haigerloch pile
(not in Bavaria)? Or something else?]
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Figure D.60: The Norsk Hydro Vemork power plant in Norway. During the war, heavy water was
produced in the hydrogen factory building (now mostly demolished) that stood in front of the power
plant.
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Figure D.61: German AEG electric generators inside the Vemork power plant.
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Figure D.62: Remains of the Vemork heavy water collection cellar of the hydrogen factory (above)
and a museum display of what the heavy water cellar looked like during the war.
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Figure D.63: A memorial plaque beside Lake Tinn near Vemork commemorates the location where
the DF Hydro ferry carrying the final barrels of heavy water was sunk by the Special Operations
Executive and the Norwegian Resistance. The plaque gives the names of those who died in the
sinking.
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G-268. Compilation of Material on Heavy Water Production by Sta↵ Members of the
I. G. Farben Aktiengesellschaft Patent O�ce.

The folder combines di↵erent proposals for methods of heavy water production, including designs
of apparatus and applications for patents; correspondence between the patent o�ce of the I. G.
Farben in Ludwigshafen, the army, the Leuna Werke in Merseburg, the federal bureau in charge
of nuclear physics, etc.; reports on experiments in heavy water production conducted in Meran
and reports on electrolysis experiments conducted in Merlango, and notes by Professor Domenico
Argentieri on the di↵erential equation for enrichment of heavy water in the electrolytic cell; and
some reprints.

G-341. Technical Papers and Correspondence on Heavy Water Production from the
Files of Dr. Harteck.

[Six large volumes of detailed papers and letters regarding heavy water production, primarily be-
tween Paul Harteck’s group and I.G. Farben Leuna Werke.]

CIA Information Report. Dismantling of the Leuna Plant, Merseburg, Germany. 1948.
FOIA CIA-RDP81-01028R000100080011-0
[www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP81-01028R000100080011-0.pdf].

The dismantling of the Leuna Plant in Merseburg, Thuringia, Germany (Soviet Zone), was initiated
in March 1946. [...]

3. The following large installations were dismantled: [...]

(j) The heavy water installation operating at atmospheric pressure was dismantled and possibly
placed in a building near the Agricultural Exhibition Grounds in Moscow.

(k) The heavy water installation operating at 700 atmospheres was taken to the Karpov Institute
were it was being installed when we left in July 1948.

[This CIA report was classified until 2001, and parts of it still remain classified. According to
this report, the massive I.G. Farben complex at Leuna had at least two “large installations” for
producing heavy water that were operational in early 1946. They would not have been built in
the desperate postwar conditions, so presumably they had been operational during the war. Those
heavy water installations and all information about them were removed to Moscow.]
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Figure D.64: The massive I.G. Farben Leuna Works chemical plant had at least two heavy water
production installations that were removed by the Soviet Union after the war.
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7 June 1946. Recruitment of German Scientists; Heavy Water Production at Halle.
Strategic Services Unit, Top Secret report [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 51,
Folders 926136–926139].

[See Figs. D.65–D.66.]

U.S. intelligence card catalog [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124].

[See Fig. D.67.

U.S. intelligence cover pages and card catalog entries show that there was a heavy water production
plant at Halle, but documents about the plant are still classified and unavailable to the public. Why?

Was this the same as the Leuna Werke heavy water plants, or was this a separate heavy water
plant? Halle is very close to Leuna/Merseburg.]
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Figure D.65: A U.S. intelligence cover page shows that there was a heavy water production plant
at Halle, but documents about the plant are still classified and unavailable to the public [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 51, Folders 926136–926139].
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Figure D.66: A U.S. intelligence cover page shows that there was a heavy water production plant
at Halle, but documents about the plant are still classified and unavailable to the public [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 51, Folders 926136–926139].
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Figure D.67: A U.S. intelligence card catalog shows that there was a heavy water production plant
at Halle, but documents about the plant are still classified and unavailable to the public [NARA
RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124].
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Charles Chamberlain. Reveal Allied Capture of Nazi Atom Factory. Chicago Daily
Tribune. 9 August 1945 p. 4. [http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1945/08/09/page
/4/article/reveal-allied-capture-of-nazi-atom-factory/]

KIEL, Germany, Aug. 8 (AP)—The largest heavy water plant in Germany, where Nazi scientists
were working feverishly to perfect an atomic bomb, was captured almost intact by the allies three
months ago in a heavily wooded section four miles from Kiel.

Cobwebs of plastic pipes connected eight huge vats holding thousands of gallons of plain water for
processing into heavy water.

I stumbled onto the factory two weeks after it was taken over by American and British technicians.
Altho they gave me freedom to roam around the grounds, I was called on the carpet the next day
for entering without authority from high o�cials and was required to pledge not to reveal what I
had seen until it was released. Altho the race to perfect the bomb was led by American and British
experts, the Germans had made great strides and were catching up. The war against Germany
ended just in time.

Charles Chamberlain. Atom Race Won By Extremely Narrow Margin. Ogden Standard
Examiner. 13 August 1945 p. 9.
[http://newspaperarchive.com/ogden-standard-examiner/1945-08-13/page-9/]

KIEL, Germany, Aug. 13 (AP)—A race against time was won by the allies by a narrow margin
three months ago when the largest heavy water plant in Germany, where nazi scientists labored
furiously to perfect an atomic bomb, was captured intact.

It may now be disclosed that the allies were so concerned over possible German progress with the
bomb that they planned a bold mass parachute attack on Kiel as early as last March to take the
experimental station, just outside this base.

The plan was dropped only after the successful allied crossing of the Rhine, this correspondent
learned.

The Kiel plant, captured almost intact three months ago and turned over to the British and
American specialists, was buried in a camouflaged concrete vault on a wooded hillside and contained
eight vats for the manufacture of “D-2O,” or heavy water—used in one of the possible processes
for producing atomic bombs.

The extent of the Nazis’ atomic discoveries remains a top secret. But they were making great
strides. The European war ended just in time.

Among the secret weapons in production at the factory were acoustics torpedoes driven by “Ingo-
lene” a fuel described by some sources as 800 times as powerful as high octane gasoline.
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[See also Charles Chamberlain. Germans’ Bomb Plant Located: Nazis Worked Hard on Atomic
Device. San Bernardino Sun. 12 August 1945 p. 3.
[https://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SBS19450812.1.3]

According to Charles Chamberlain, “the largest heavy water plant in Germany” was located ap-
proximately four miles from central Kiel, was part of a larger factory that also produced torpedoes,
and was hidden in a large concrete bunker buried in an adjacent “heavily wooded hillside.” See pp.
2813–2815 for the likely location. Can any remains of this heavy water plant be found now?

Chamberlain also reported (based on what he saw and what he heard from Allied forces at the
Kiel heavy water plant) that “Nazi scientists were working feverishly to perfect an atomic bomb”
and that “The extent of the Nazis’ atomic discoveries remains a top secret. But they were making
great strides.” Chamberlain made it clear that his description of the advanced state of the German
nuclear program came directly from Allied investigators, not just his own opinions: “the allies
were so concerned over possible German progress with the bomb that they planned a bold mass
parachute attack on Kiel as early as last March to take the experimental station.”

The sequence of events behind Chamberlain’s reports appears to be:

1. Chamberlain said that he “stumbled onto the factory two weeks after it was taken over by
American and British technicians,” so he probably discovered it in early or mid-May 1945.

2. Chamberlain was promptly reprimanded by Allied o�cials for even visiting the heavy water
plant—he “was called on the carpet the next day for entering without authority from high
o�cials.” That censorship explains why Chamberlain did not publish any articles about the
heavy water plan in May 1945.

3. In Allied countries, nuclear-related news articles were commonly censored during the war, up
until the public announcement of the Hiroshima bombing. After widespread media reports
about Hiroshima and the unveiling of the U.S. nuclear program, Chamberlain presumably
thought he could finally report what he had learned in May 1945 regarding the German
nuclear program. That explains why his first articles on this topic appeared in August 1945.

4. While it had become permissible to reveal (some) information about the U.S. nuclear pro-
gram, apparently most details about the former German nuclear program were still closely
guarded and publicly denied. Since Chamberlain’s reports of this otherwise secret Kiel heavy
water production facility and his description of the advanced state of the German nuclear pro-
gram somehow slipped through censorship and got published in August 1945, he was likely
reprimanded for a second and final time by government censors and/or his own newspaper
employers. He does not seem to have ever mentioned the Kiel heavy water plant again.

5. In fact, when Chamberlain published an article about the Vemork heavy water plant in
February 1946 (p. 2812), he made no mention of the Kiel heavy water plant that he had seen
with his own eyes, even though it would have been relevant to the article. He also downplayed
the state of the German nuclear program that he himself had reported only six months earlier
was quite advanced.

6. The existence of the Kiel heavy water plant and Allied plans to attack it in March 1945
because the German nuclear program was so advanced appear to be historical facts that
Allied governments buried in 1945 and that remain buried to this day.]
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Charles Chamberlain. Germans Failed to Split Atom: Experiments With Heavy Wa-
ter Futile. Council Blu↵s Nonpareil (Council Blu↵s, Iowa). 9 February 1946 p. 1
[www.newspapers.com/clip/1957966/council blu↵s nonpareil/].

MINDEN Germany, (AP)—German experiments with heavy water in attempts to split the atom
during the war were unsatisfactory Prof. Otto Hahn, Germany’s Nobel prize winning atomic scien-
tist said Saturday.

‘In itself heavy water is not an e↵ective radio-active substance, but is used as an auxiliary for the
splitting of uranium atoms,’ he explained. ‘We expected to need heavy water, but it was not so.
Americans have proved that this can be done more simply and e↵ectively by using carbon.’

Heavy water plants were built by the Nazis in Norway for atomic bomb research work. British and
Norwegian commandos in a highly successful raid blew them up.

(Heavy water has a specific gravity greater than ordinary water. Its hydrogen content is of atomic
weight two, rather than atomic weight one).

Another atom scientist in the British occupation zone of Germany—Prof. Paul Harteck of the Kaiser
Wilhelm institute of physics in Berlin—said that the light rays thrown out during the enormous
explosion of an atomic bomb added greatly to the destructive force.

‘The splitting of the atom causes a temperature of more than 10,000,000 degrees and aerial allure
which destroy everything,’ Harteck said.

This frees an amount of light which is beyond the visible spectrum. Only a few people know that
the reflection of beams of light on solid bodies also exerts a mechanical pressure. This pressure is
so small where our normal light is concerned that it is not noticed. The amount of light freed by
an atomic bomb is so great it destroys walls.
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Figure D.68: The Deutsche Werke Kiel torpedo factory (shown here with bomb damage in 1941) was
approximately four miles north of central Kiel, and is likely the location that Charles Chamberlain
described.
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Figure D.69: Site of the former Deutsche Werke Kiel now. The round concrete bunker (lower photo)
was built during the war. Other bunkers are known to have been built, but have been demolished
or paved over.
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Figure D.70: There is a heavily wooded hillside immediately adjacent to the former Deutsche Werke
Kiel, exactly as Charles Chamberlain described. Are the remains of the heavy water bunker in this
area?
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OSS London. 5 December 1944. Report T-2805-a. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

Original No. T-2805-a

Report from Sweden

OSS LONDON

Distribution: Information Date : Not Given
CALVERT Report Date : 13 November 1944
PARIS Dissemination Date : 5 December 1944

Value : B-3
Source : OSS

———————————————

GERMANY : ATOMIC PHYSICS

Heavy Water Experimental Station.

Heavy water experiments are being carried out at the Dräger Werke, Lübeck, which is reported
to be the largest gas factory in Germany. The plant’s experimental station is connected with the
experimental station at Peenemünde.
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U.S. Embassy, Warsaw. 12 August 1947. Report No. R-107-47, MIS-390731. Subject:
Plants producing heavy water. [NARA RG 319, Entry 85A, Box 2534, Folder 390731–
390740] See p. 3002 for more information.

1. It is believed that no plants designed specially for the production of heavy water exist in Poland.
It is reliably reported that the Germans built one such plant near OSWIECIM (Auschwitz) but
that it was destroyed or moved out by the SOVIETS in 1945.

[It was “reliably reported” that the Germans had built a heavy water production plant in Poland
during the war, and that it was removed by the Soviets.]

Report on Interrogation of PW MAYER. 14 July 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct.
44)]

1. SUBJECT PW is an educated man in his late thirties, a physical chemist by profession and states
that he is anti-Nazi and wishes to collaborate. He studied at the Universities of FREIBURG and
MUNICH for six years, receiving a degree equivalent to a Doctorate of Philosophy in Chemistry.
[...]

7. Manufacture of Hydrogen Peroxide and of Heavy Hydrogen.

[...] PW believes that D2O (Heavy Hydrogen) is manufactured principally at GRIESHEIM ELEK-
TRON in fairly large quantities for distribution to research and scientific establishments.
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Figure D.71: Former administration building of Chemische Fabrik Griesheim-Elektron, Frankfurt
am Main. Griesheim-Elektron reportedly produced large quantities of heavy water during the war.
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Ferdinand Cap. 23 November 1950. Gutachten [courtesy of Silke Fengler].

Über Einladung von Herrn Oberst GOUS-
SOT, Innsbruck, hatte ich die Möglichkeit,
am 21.XI.50 die Schwere-Wasser-Gewinnungs-
Versuchsanlage des Herrn Werd in Wehr [sic:
Weer] bei Wattens in Tirol zu besichtigen. Das
Prinzip der Anlage besteht in Folgendem: An
schwerem Wasser angereichertes Wasser wird
den drei (später neun) Zellen der Apparatur
zugeführt. In jeder Zelle befindet sich ein
Diaphragme, eine Kathode und eine Anode.
(Spannung pro Zelle 3 Volt, Gesamtstrom 60
A) Als Elektrolyt dient verdünnt Natronlauge.
Die durch die Elektrolyse freigesetzten Gase
Wassersto↵ und Sauersto↵ werden an Pala-
diumoberflächen katalytisch verbrannt; das
entstehende Wasser, das an schwerem Wasser
ärmer ist als das in der jeweiligen Zelle elek-
trolysierte Wasser, wird in die vorhergehende
Zelle geleitet; von der ersten Zelle wird es in
die Vorkonzentrieranlage geleitet.

Das in jeder Zelle zurückbleibende an schw-
erem Wasser reichere Wasser wird in die
nächstfolgende Zelle überdestilliert—ein ein-
faches Einleiten ist nicht möglich, da sonst
die Konzentration des Elektrolyten stark
steigen würde. In weit beim Destillation-
sprozess gewöhnliches Wasser und schweres
Wasser gemeinsam übergehen oder ob hi-
erbei eine kleine (der Apparaturanlage also
rückläufige) Trennung eintritt, ist dem Un-
terzeichneten nicht bekannt und müsste aus
Spezialabhandlungen geklärt werden. Sollte
eine Verschlechterung der Trennwirksamkeit
eintreten so wäre es immerhin wohl möglich
durch einen anderen Prozess des überleitens
diesen Verlust auszugleichen.

At the invitation of Colonel Colonel GOUS-
SOT, Innsbruck, I had the opportunity to
visit Mr. Werd’s heavy water extraction test
facility in Wehr [sic: Weer] near Wattens in
Tyrol on 21 November 1950. The principle
of the plant consists in the following: Water
enriched with heavy water is supplied to the
three (later nine) cells of the apparatus. Each
cell contains a diaphragm, a cathode and an
anode. (Voltage per cell 3 volts, total current
60 A) Sodium hydroxide solution diluted serves
as electrolyte. The gases hydrogen and oxygen
released by the electrolysis are catalytically
burned on palladium surfaces; the resulting
water, which is poorer in heavy water than the
water electrolysed in the respective cell, is led
into the preceding cell; from the first cell it is
led into the pre-concentration plant.

The water that remains in each cell and
is richer in heavy water is distilled into the
next cell–a simple discharge is not possible, as
otherwise the concentration of the electrolyte
would increase sharply. The undersigned does
not know whether the distillation process
involves the combined use of water and heavy
water or whether this results in a small sep-
aration (i.e. a retrograde separation of the
equipment). Should a deterioration of the
separation e�ciency occur, it would at least
be possible to compensate this loss by another
process of transfer.
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Der Grundgedanke der Apparatur von Herrn
W. ist physikalisch vollkommen einwandfrei.
Ob jedoch auf dieser Basis eine Grosspro-
duktion aufgebaut werden kann, wagt der
Unterzeichnete nicht zu entscheiden; En-
twicklungsarbeiten durchzuführen ist jedoch
nicht anzuraten, da diesbezüglich sowohl in
Deutschland und Norwegen, als auch in den
USA ausgedehnte Untersuchungen bereits
vorgenommen wurden. Die Frage nach dem
Aufbau einer Grossproduktion kann daher
nur nach genauem Studium der einschlägigen
Literatur (etwa Monographie von Urey, AEC
Reports, FIAT Reports etc.) beantwortet
werden. Die von Herrn W. angegebenen
Schätzungen über den Strombedarf (rund 1000
kWh für ein Gramm schweres Wasser von 96
% Reinheit) könnten an sich richtig sein, sind
aber mit grösster Vorsicht aufzunehmen. Eine
Überprüfung ist ohne spezieller Angaben über
den Trennfaktor der Elektrolyse nicht möglich.

Jedenfalls müsste ein Vergleich der Wirk-
samkeit mit den Methoden der NORSK
HYDRO, RJUKAN, Norwegen, angestellt
werden; auch soll noch auf eine neue, hier noch
nicht genügend bekannt gewordene amerikanis-
che chemische Methode (Löslichkeitsmethode)
hingewiesen werden, die allem Anschein
noch möglicherweise eine grössere Ausbeute
verspricht, also die Elektrolysenverfahren.

The basic idea of Mr. W.’s apparatus is
physically perfect. However, the undersigned
does not dare to decide whether a large-scale
production can be built on this basis; however,
it is not advisable to carry out development
work, as extensive investigations have already
been carried out in this respect in Germany
and Norway, as well as in the USA. The
question of setting up a large-scale production
can therefore only be answered after a detailed
study of the relevant literature (e.g. monograph
by Urey, AEC Reports, FIAT Reports etc.).
The estimates given by Mr. W. of the electricity
requirement (about 1000 kWh for a gram of
heavy water of 96 % purity) could be correct in
themselves, but must be taken with the greatest
caution. A check is not possible without special
information about the separation factor of the
electrolysis.

In any case, a comparison of the e↵ective-
ness with the methods of NORSK HYDRO,
RJUKAN, Norway, would have to be made;
also, a new American chemical method (sol-
ubility method), which has not yet become
su�ciently known here, should be pointed out,
which to all appearances still possibly promises
a higher yield, i.e. the electrolysis methods.

[See also the interview with Ferdinand Cap on the following two pages. This heavy water plant in
the Austrian Alps was apparently quite large and fully operational during the war. It was likely
built by or at least for the SS.

This facility was apparently only discovered by outsiders in 1950. It does not seem to be mentioned
in any other known documents. Can more information be located in any archives around the world?

If there is so little surviving historical record of this large heavy water production plant, what
other wartime heavy water plants (or other nuclear-related facilities) may have existed yet remain
unknown today?]
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Rainer Karlsch. Interview with Ferdinand Cap. 5 February 2009 [courtesy of Rainer
Karlsch].

Karlsch: Mich interessiert, wer diese Anlage
gebaut hat. Sie erwähnten damals einen Herrn
Werdt (W.). Er kann doch unmöglich allein
eine solche Anlage Gebaut haben. Wer waren
seine Auftraggeber? Natürlich ist es denkbar,
dass die SS die Anlage im Zillertal in Auftrag
gegeben hat. Gibt es dafür Belege?

Cap: Wer die Anlage gebaut hat, weiss
ich nicht, glaube Norsk Hydro. Herr W. war
nur Werksleiter und hat mich und Schroedinger
geführt.

Karlsch: Prof. Oberkofler schreibt in seiner
Studie “Ferdinand Cap und Otto Hittmair.
Aus den Pionierjahren der Innsbrucker The-
oretischen Physik”, Innsbruck 2006, auf S.
27f.: “Auf dringliche Anforderung von Seiten
der französischen Besatzungsmacht besichtigte
Schrödinger in Begleitung von Cap im Novem-
ber 1950 die von der SS wie in Norwegen auch
im Zillertal gebaute Anlage zur Gewinnung
von Schwerem Wasser durch Elektrolyse.” Mir
ist nicht bekannt, dass die SS in Norwegen
eine Schwerwasseranlage gebaut hat. Die
dortigen Elektrolysezellen der Norsk Hydro
(Anteilseigner war die IG Farbenindustrie AG)
wurde nach den Entwürfen von Prof. Paul
Harteck (Hamburg) und seiner Mitarbeiter
1942 erweitert und im August 1944 demontiert
und ins Reichsgebiet gescha↵t. Mit dem Betrieb
der Schwerwasseranlage in Norwegen hatte die
SS meines Wissens nichts zu scha↵en.

Cap: Harteck und WIRTZ sind mir bekannt.
ICH HABE NIE BEHAUPTET DASS DIE SS
DIE ANLAGE GEBAUT HAT.

Karlsch: Oder ist noch eine andere Anlage
gemeint? Es gab ja nicht nur das Werk in
Rjukan, sondern auch noch Anlagen in Saa-
heim und Nodotten, die sich aber ebenfalls in
Regie der Hydro befanden.

Karlsch: I am interested in who built this
plant. You mentioned a Mr. Werdt (W.) at
that time. He couldn’t have built such a plant
on his own. Who were his clients? Of course it
is conceivable that the SS commissioned the
plant in the Zillertal. Is there any evidence of
this?

Cap: I don’t know who built the plant,
Norsk Hydro I believe. Mr. W. was just a plant
manager and led me and Schroedinger.

Karlsch: Prof. Oberkofler writes in his study
“Ferdinand Cap and Otto Hittmair. From the
pioneering years of Innsbruck’s Theoretical
Physics,” Innsbruck 2006, on p. 27f: “On
urgent request of the French occupying power
Schrödinger, accompanied by Cap, visited in
November 1950 the plant for the production
of heavy water by electrolysis built by the
SS in the Zillertal as in Norway.” I do not
know that the SS built a heavy water plant in
Norway. The electrolysis cells of Norsk Hydro
there (the shareholder was IG Farbenindustrie
AG) were expanded in 1942 according to the
designs of Prof. Paul Harteck (Hamburg) and
his employees and dismantled in August 1944
and transported to the territory of the Reich.
To my knowledge, the SS had nothing to do
with the operation of the heavy water plant in
Norway.

Cap: I know Harteck and WIRTZ. I NEVER
CLAIMED SS BUILT THE PLANT.

Karlsch: Or is there another plant meant?
There was not only the plant in Rjukan, but
also plants in Saaheim and Nodotten, which
were also directed by Hydro.
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Cap: Nein, nur Zillertal mir bekannt.

[...]

Karlsch: Die Norsk Hydro scheidet als Bauherr
oder Betreiber m.E. aus. Weder in den Unterla-
gen der Norsk, noch in den Erinnerungen ihrer
leitenden Mitarbeiter und auch nicht in den
Papieren der IG Farben, damals Hauptaktionär
bei der Norsk, findet sich ein Hinweis darauf.
Es bleibt also unklar, wer die Auftraggeber für
die Anlage waren.

Cap: Leider, o↵enbar. Ich wäre laut H.
W. der Meinung gewesen NORSK HYDRO.

Karlsch: Können Sie sich daran erinnern,
wo genau die Anlage stand?

Cap: Ziemlich ganz am Ende des Ziller-
tales, nahe einem Gletscher.

Karlsch: Welche Ausmaße hatten die Elektrol-
ysezellen ungefähr?

Cap: Hunderte Zellen, verschiedene Groesse,
kleinere wie Waschbecken, mittlere wie Bade-
wanne.

Karlsch: War Herr Werdt Ingenieur oder
Physiker?

Cap: Ich würde sagen H. Werdt war
Gewerbeschultechniker. Sicher nicht
Akademiker.

Karlsch: Stand er in Verbindung mit der
Physiker-Gruppe des Physikalisch-Chemischen
Instituts der Universität Innsbruck, die 1944
nach Wattens zur Firma Swarovsky verlegt
wurde?

Cap: Meinen Sie Frau Prof Erika Cremer,
die im Krieg beim Berliner “URANVEREIN”
war?

Cap: No, I only know Zillertal.

[...]

Karlsch: Norsk Hydro is no longer the
owner or operator in my opinion. Neither in
the documents of Norsk, nor in the memories of
its leading employees, nor in the papers of IG
Farben, then the main shareholder of Norsk,
is there any indication of this. It therefore
remains unclear who the contractors for the
plant were.

Cap: Unfortunately, apparently. I would
have thought, according to Mr. W., NORSK
HYDRO.

Karlsch: Can you remember exactly where
the plant was located?

Cap: Quite at the end of the Zillertal,
near a glacier.

Karlsch: What were the approximate di-
mensions of the electrolysis cells?

Cap: Hundreds of cells, di↵erent sizes, the
smaller like a sink, the medium like a bathtub.

Karlsch: Was Mr. Werdt an engineer or a
physicist?

Cap: I would say Mr. Werdt was a voca-
tional school technician. Certainly not an
academic.

Karlsch: Did he stand in contact with the
physicist group of the Physical-Chemical Insti-
tute of the University of Innsbruck, which was
transferred to Swarovsky in Wattens in 1944?

Cap: Do you mean Prof. Erika Cremer,
who was in the Berlin “URANVEREIN”
during the war?
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Figure D.72: Map of the B9 Quarz tunnels near Roggendorf and Melk, Austria that may have been
involved in heavy water production [Schmitzberger 2004].
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Figure D.73: One of the entrances to the B9 Quarz tunnels near Roggendorf and Melk, Austria
that may have been involved in heavy water production [Schmitzberger 2004].
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B. Lithium

[Lithium was used for processing ceramics, glass, and metals, but it would also have been extremely
useful for producing tritium, neutrons, and/or fusion reactions. The following documents demon-
strate large-scale production of lithium, as well as shipment of a large amount of lithium to Japan
(along with other nuclear-related materials).

For documentation about wartime German separation of lithium isotopes, for which the only sig-
nificant applications would be nuclear-related, see p. 2951.]

FIAT 295. Lithium Extraction and Uses. p. 9.

[...] Metallgesellschaft produced in 1942:

11637 kilograms Lithium from Lithium Mica
11702 ” ” Amblygonite in form of

1942 1941.
Lithium Carbonate 18987 kgr. 12130 kgr.
Lithium Chloride 12630 ” 13725 ”
Lithium Hydroxide 40506 ” 38003 ”
Lithium Metal 01230 ” 00505 ”

Lithium Carbonate and Hydroxide were sold to Merck and other chemical concerns to make medical
salts, and Lithium Fluoride. Lithium Hydroxide is also used for storage to batteries. All the Lithium
Chloride was used entirely for making Lithium metal. [...]

The amount of Lithium mica received from Metallgesellschaft were:

Year Tons
1943 530
1st half 1944 293
July-Sept 1944 149

Marguardt A.G. plant in Beuel, near Bonn produced the following Lithium salts in:

July 1944:

1000 Kilograms Lithium Carbonate, technical
1025 ” ” ” pure
3140 ” Lithium Chloride, technical
2580 ” ” ” pure
1373 ” Lithium Fluoride
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FIAT 750. Rare and Minor Metals. pp. 8–9.

The use of lithium apparently has progressed further in Germany than in the United States, es-
pecially its use in special alloys of light metals as well as lead. [...] Lithium salts are used in heat
resisting glass and ceramic ware inasmuch as they lower the thermal expansion coe�cient. Lithium
carbonate is the starting point for certain pharmaceutical products[...] Lithium chloride is found
in soldering and welding fluxes[...] Lithium hydrate is used in alkaline storage batteries. [...] Total
production in Germany for specified years follows:

Metal Salts Total
Year in kg. in kg. in kg.
1935 855 2,326 3,181
1939 1,920 8,076 9,996
1940 1,404 10,272 11,676
1941 1,308 9,804 11,112

[...] The price of the metal declined from RM 140 per kg. before the war to RM 115 in 1940.

Tokyo to Berlin ULTRA message 1443. 16 January 1945. [Published in Henshall 2000,
p. 57. What is the archival source of this document???]

NAVAL SECTION ULTRA/ZIP/SJA/1443
JNA 20 C/S 114/1/2/3 MEW/535
TOO 161920 January 1945
From: TOKYO
Action: BERLIN

Action: BWG [Chief Technical Superintendent].
From: CJR [Naval Technical Directorate].

Your secret telegram No. 848 [SJA/1358: enquires what cargo is to be shipped in submarines
proceeding to the Far East].

It is desired to obtain the following material urgently by means of the German transport submarines
proceeding to Japan.

2. For Department No. 3: [This line is typed di↵erently than the rest, and there is some blank space
here. Was information deleted here, and if so by whom?]

1) Diamond dies (diameter between 0.02 and 0.08 mm., as large a quantity as possible of all kinds).

2) Metallic zirconium (500 kg of a standard of 99.5 per cent or over).

3) Metallic lithium, 500 kg.

4) Neon gas (as much as possible).
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5) Insulating material for ultra high frequencies, 10 kg of each kind.

6) 2,000 or more [HASPEKERNE, ? clamp cores].

[Clamp cores/nuclear, or nuclear/core clamps?]

3. For Department No. 5:

1) As many BOSCH fuel pumps models 10 and 6 as possible.

2) 1 polarizing microscope.

3) 10 cam shaft grinders.

4) 10 MAAG gear wheel grinders.

[Were there other related messages? Since zirconium and lithium seem like materials for nuclear
work, are the other materials for “Department No. 3” also related to nuclear work? What exactly
were the “HASPEKERNE” [Henshall 2000, pp. 56–58]?]

For more information on wartime lithium production and applications, see:

BIOS 1356. Grinding and Treatment of Minerals. [Lithium production]

FIAT 786. The Lithium Electrolytic Cell. (Degussa, Rheinfelde.)
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C. Beryllium

[Beryllium was used for producing certain metal alloys, but it also could have been quite useful
as a neutron reflector and multiplier in a fission reactor, electronuclear breeding system, or fission
bomb. The following documents illustrate that wartime production of beryllium was sophisticated
and on a large scale.]

BIOS 158. Production of Beryllia and Beryllium at Degussa Plants.

Production of Beryllium Oxide and Beryllium at the Degussa Plant in Frankfurt

Year Beryllium (Techn) Beryllium (Flakes)

1938 about 200 kg about 500 kg

1939 till about 300 kg about 200 kg
Sept
Oct to Dec 869.100 kg None

1940 3367.195 kg 1689.480 kg

1941 6305.680 kg 214.094 kg

1942 3096.575 kg 1297.770 kg

1943 4224.500 kg 601.620 kg

1944 947.000 kg 302.605 kg

1945 None None

Totals

Production before the war 500 kg 700 kg

Production during the war 18810.050 kg 4105.614 kg

BIOS 319. Production of Beryllium “Degussa.”

The whole of our party visited this Factory, spending about three hours with Dr. Völkel, who clearly
knew his subject. [...]

Maximum production reached 160/180 Kg. pure beryllium per month.
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For more information on wartime beryllium production and applications, see:

BIOS 36. Magnetic Materials and Beryllium.

BIOS 441. The Platinum Metals Industry in Germany. [Beryllium-platinum alloys.]

BIOS 550. Investigation of Beryllium Production in Germany and Italy Including Pro-
duction and Uses of Oxides and Alloys.

BIOS 945. Beryllium at Degussa.

BIOS 1338. Developments in Magnesium Production and Fabrication. [Beryllium, zir-
conium at Degussa; also fluorine and carbon at I.G. Farben]

BIOS 1660. A General Survey of the German Non-Ferrous Industry. [aluminum, beryl-
lium]

CIOS XXVII-95. Heraeus Vacuumschmelze AG, Hanau. [Beryllium manufacture.]

FIAT 387. The German Steel Casting Industry [Beryllium in steel castings.]

FIAT 522. The Beryllium Industries of Germany and Italy (1939 to 1945).

FIAT 617. The Electrical and Technical Ceramic Industry of Germany. [Beryllia use in
ceramics.]

FIAT 785. Electrical Contacts. [Beryllium alloys for contacts.]

G-81. Erwin Fünfer and Walther Bothe. The Absorption of Thermal Neutrons and the
Increase of Fast Neutrons in Beryllium. 1941.

G-153. Wilhelm Hanle. Spectroscopic Analysis of Carbon, Aluminum, and Beryllium.
1942.

JIOA 46. Data on the German X-Ray Industry. [Beryllium X-ray windows.]

The following documents are examples of German plans to ship large quantities of
beryllium to Japan [Henshall 2000, p. 55]:

Berlin to Tokyo ULTRA message 1201. 22 November 1944. Cargo lost on I-52? [TNA
file number???] Lists 2590 kg of beryllium alloy for shipment from Germany to Japan.

Berlin to Tokyo ULTRA message 1809. 15 April 1945. Cargo loaded on U-873 [which
later surrendered to United States on 11 May 1945]. [TNA file number???] Lists 1,402
bars of beryllium alloy for shipment from Germany to Japan.
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D. Boron

[Boron was used for producing certain types of glass, ceramics, and metals, but it also would have
been very useful as a neutron absorber. The following documents are examples of boron production,
applications, and measurement.]

BIOS 676. German Metallurgical Laboratories for Ferrous Metals with Special Reference
to the K. W. Institute for Iron Research. [KWI measuring boron in steel]

BIOS 925. Tungsten Carbide Research in Germany. [Boron carbide for tool tips.]

BIOS 1406. [Boron carbide abrasives manufacture.]

BIOS 1535. Report on Investigation of Methods of Gaseous Metal Treatment. [Boron-
di↵usion treatment of ferrous metals.]

FIAT 617. The Electrical and Technical Ceramic Industry of Germany. [Boron carbide
and boron nitrate.]

FIAT 738. The Production of Some Rare Metals and Their Compounds as Practiced
by E. Merck, Chemische Fabrik, Darmstadt: Boron, Caesium, Gallium, Germanium,
Rubidium.

FIAT 750. Rare and Minor Minerals. [Boron production]

G-85. Wilhelm Hanle. The Determination of Boron and Cadmium in Carbon. 1941.

G-153. Wilhelm Hanle. Spectroscopic Analysis of Carbon, Aluminum, and Beryllium.
1942.
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E. Graphite

[High-quality graphite was widely used for high-temperature exhaust steering rudders on the A-4
(V-2) and other rockets, and was used for making electrodes, filters, and other components too.
However, graphite could also have been quite useful as a neutron moderator to slow down neutrons
and promote chain reactions in a fission reactor. The following documents illustrate that wartime
production of graphite was widespread and sophisticated.]

Acheson Graphite Corporation to Frank Hodson. 29 July 1942. [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 169, Folder 32.32 Germ. Incl. TA]

Continental European Electrode Plants

Further to my letters of July 24th and 25th, I am glad to send along what information and estimates
we have in regard to commercial electrode plants in Continental Europe.

Germany

Graphite

According to estimates made by our people in Europe at the end of 1939, the graphite electrode
production in Germany during that year was approximately as follows:

Siemens-Planiawerke, Meitingen 8,500 tons
Conradty, Kolbermoor 2,000 ”
I. G. Farben, Bitterfeld 5,000 ”

15,500 tons

In 1939 the German industry was already substantially on war production but a fifty percent
increase over the above figure might not be unreasonable for the present time. This would bring
the total to about 23,000 tons. [...]

Coal Electrodes

Our estimate of the production capacity of the three German firms is as follows:

Siemens-Planiawerke, Ratibor 50,000 tons
Conradty, Nürnberg 6,000 ”
I. G. Farben, Bitterfeld 3,500 ”

59,500 tons
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FIAT 397. Survey of the Carbon and Graphite Electrode Industry of Germany. With
two supplements. pp. 6, 11.

[...] The discussions with the SIEMENS technical organization showed the possession of the exten-
sive empirical know-how needed for successful operation in this industry, compounded as it must
be of experience and science. Thus, as respects empirical know-how, the German industry could be
rated as perhaps about equal to the U.S.

As far as scientific know-how and study of the fundamentals of carbon technology are concerned,
the German industry has depended very largely upon collaboration with academic researchers,
mainly with Prof. ULRICH HOFFMANN. The German industry has directed its technical work
more along development lines. [...]

The following tabulation shows the total German production capacity for the baked basic stock
for either carbon or graphite electrodes, comparing the installed capacity near the end of the war
with that now available in the U.S. Zone [of Germany]. There is no other baked electrode capacity
except at some of the aluminum plants which produce their own special electrodes.

The tabulation is in terms of baked weight. The indicated tons are of 1,000 kg. = 2,200 lb.

Firm Location Installed Production Capacity

Total at End Now in U.S.
of War Zone

SIEMENS RATIBOR 60,000 – t/yr.
” BERLIN 30,000 – ”

CONRADTY NÜRNBERG 19,000 19,000 ”
I.G.F. GRIESHEIM 15,000 15,000 ”

124,000 34,000 ”

[Note that this postwar U.S. survey found that by the end of the war, the actual German annual
production of graphite was even larger than what the United States had estimated during the war.]
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For more information on wartime graphite production and applications, see:

BIOS 258. Carbon Electrodes, I.G. Farben, Griesheim.

BIOS 337. German Graphitising Furnances at Meitingen (Siemens Plania).

BIOS 338. German Carbon Electrode Manufacture at Griesheim (I.G.F.).

BIOS 533. Electric Furnace Design. Manufacture and Application in Germany.

BIOS 715. The Microanalytical Methods Employed in the Analytical Laboratories of
I.G. Farben, Elberfeld-Wuppertal, Germany. [Micro-analytical measurement of carbon
at I.G. Farben.]

BIOS 819. Blast Furnaces. Notes on German Practice. [Carbon hearths to blast fur-
naces; carbon paste and bricks.]

BIOS 845. Constructional Details of Chlorine Plant at Hoechst and Gendorf. [Carbon
anodes for chlorine cells.]

BIOS 895. Aluminium Production at Vereinigte Aluminiumwerke (V.A.W.), Lünen.
[Carbon paste for Soderberg electrodes manufacture.]

BIOS 1181. [Graphitising of carbon electrodes: graphite brushes.]

BIOS 1230. [Carbon rocket rudders]

BIOS 1338. Developments in Magnesium Production and Fabrication. [Beryllium, zir-
conium at Degussa; also fluorine and carbon at I.G.]

BIOS 1399. The Production of Carbon Black from Carbon Monoxide.

BIOS 1596. Carbon Electrodes. Report on the Interrogations of Dr. Diederich Wilm.

BIOS 1823. German Carbon Industry and Hydraulic Press Manufacture.

CIOS XVII-2. Englebert Factories—Liege and Aachen Kabelundgummiwerke-Eupen.
[Carbon black.]

CIOS XVIII-1. Chemical Installations in the Cologne Area. [Carbon black.]

CIOS XXVI-51. Plant of Chemische Werke, Huls. [Carbon black.]

CIOS XXVII-84. I.G. Farben AG, Ludwigshafen and Oppau Wehrmacht Items. [Carbon
black.]

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Carbon, activated,
production.]

CIOS XXIX-19. Aluminum Reduction and Scrap Recovery at the Erftwerk of the Vere-
inigte Aluminum-Werke AG, Grevenbroich. [Carbon anode plant.]

CIOS XXXIII-31. Investigation of Certain Chemical Factories in the Leipzig Area of
Germany. [Artificial gems, graphite at I.G. Farben]
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FIAT 104. Survey of the Arc Carbon Industry of Germany.

FIAT 105. Survey of Manufacture of Graphite Rudders for V-2 Rockets.

FIAT 115. Survey of the Carbon Brush Industry for Electrical Equipment in Germany.

FIAT 408. Metallurgical Coke.

FIAT 524. Production of Aluminum. [Carbon paste for Soderberg electrodes.]

FIAT 617. The Electrical and Technical Ceramic Industry of Germany. [Graphite resis-
tors.]

FIAT 732. Electrochemical Operations at I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G., Bitterfeld. With
30 supplements.

FIAT 816. Horizontal Mercury Chlorine Cells, I.G. Farbenindustrie, A.G. [Graphite
anodes.]

FIAT 817. Vertical Mercury Chlorine Cells, I.G. Farbenindustrie, A.G. [Graphite an-
odes.]

FIAT 863. Activated-Carbon Production at I.G. Farbenindustrie, Leverkusen.

FIAT 986. Carbon Electrodes in Germany for the Aluminum Reduction Industry.

FIAT 993. The Aluminum Reduction Industry in Germany. [Carbon electrodes for alu-
minum production.]

FIAT 1052. The High Current Carbon Arc.

G-35. Wilhelm Hanle. Investigation of Cadmium Content of Carbon. 1940.

G-46. Georg Joos. The Production of Extremely Pure Carbon. 1940.

G-85. Wilhelm Hanle. The Determination of Boron and Cadmium in Carbon. 1941.

G-153. Wilhelm Hanle. Spectroscopic Analysis of Carbon, Aluminum, and Beryllium.
1942.
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F. Fluorine

[Fluorine was used for various industrial chemical production processes, but it also would have
been essential for producing uranium hexafluoride for the enrichment of uranium-235. The following
documents demonstrate large-scale production of fluorine.]

BIOS 1595. German Fluorine and Fluoride Industry. pp. 5–7.

The first system has been developed by Dr. Siemans of Riedel de Haen. This has been installed at
Vereinigte Flusspatgruben where six sets of retorts were erected complete with absorption systems
and redistillation equipment and a further six in process of erection. The completed factory would
have been capable of producing at least 6000 tons of pure anhydrous hydrofluoric acid per year.
[...]

The completed plant at Leverkusen Works is capable of producing hydrofluoric acid at 80% strength
equivalent to 9,600 tons per year, of which 960 tons per year would be 98–100% without redistilla-
tion. [...]

An unique system has been installed at the I.G. Oppau Works for the production of cryolite from
low grade feldspar. The process is cyclic and appears very e�cient. [...]

The production of fluorides from hydrofluoric acid (aqueous) and the corresponding metallic salt
followed the conventional procedure. In the older plants the processes were very crude, but in the
new plants, particularly at Leverkusen, su�cient plant of suitable design has been installed for the
production of all the fluorides, bifluorides, fluoborates and silica fluorides. [...]

At Falkenhagen, Berlin, plant had been erected for the production of 720 tons fluorine per an-
num. When the Russian Army was approaching the Works, the entire plant was dismantled and
despatched to Stulln in Bavaria, where it was hoped to re-erect on the site of the plant producing
anhydrous hydrofluoric acid. [...]

During discussions with Prof. Helfrich and Dr. Schmidt-Dupont at Bonn University, information was
obtained indicating that I.G. at Leverkusen had produced fluorine and other fluorine compounds
for general use and that in conjunction with the University of Göttingen, investigations had been
conducted into the problems of fluorine production, together with those associated with metallic
fluorides of the earths and rare earths. [...]

[Metallic fluorides could have included uranium hexafluoride.]
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J. A. Lane. 5 April 1945. SUBJECT: Interrogation of Doctor Halberland. [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 166, Folder 32.22-1—GERMANY—Research—TA—(1943–
June 1946)]

1. Doctor Halberland, technical director of the lower Rhine division of the I. G. Farben Company,
was located at I. G. Farben’s plant at Uerdingen on the Rhine. [...]

3. [...] Large quantities of fluorine are produced at Leverkusen as well as Germany’s major produc-
tion of titanium. [...]

5. [...] In his opinion, eight days only would be required to bring the plant to 70 per cent production.
[...]

6. [...] Halberland was questioned about I. G. Farben’s relation with other companies such as
DeGussa, Auer, Roges, etc., but no positive answers were obtained. When questioned about the
sources of interests in rare materials, he was very vague but mentioned that rare earths come from
the Black Forest region. [...]

[I.G. Farben produced large quantities of fluorine. DeGussa, Auer, Roges, and other companies
produced uranium. To produce uranium hexafluoride, it would have been necessary for I.G. Farben
to collaborate with those companies. When the I.G. Farben director, Dr. Halberland, was interro-
gated about such collaborations, he refused to provide answers, but apparently indicated that they
did exist. Notes from this interrogation were considered so important regarding Germany’s nuclear
program that they were placed in the files of Leslie Groves’s Foreign Intelligence Unit of the U.S.
Manhattan Project.]

For more information on wartime fluorine production and applications, see:

BIOS 261. Hydrofluoric Acid Vereinigte Flusspathgruben G.m.b.H. Stulln.

BIOS 714. The Development of New Insecticides and Chemical Warfare Agents. [Fluo-
rine compounds.]

BIOS 764. Production of Aluminium Compounds in Germany. [Fluoride of aluminum
manufacture.]

BIOS 785. The German Mica Industry. [Fluorine-phlogopite (synthetic mica) manufac-
ture and properties.]

BIOS 896. The Manufacture of Zirconium-Potassium Fluoride, Zirconium Oxide and
Zirconium Oxychloride.

BIOS 1095. Developments in Methods and Materials for the Control of Plant Pests and
Diseases in Germany. [Fluorine compounds.]
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BIOS 1335. The Fluorspar Industry in Germany. Mines and Treatment Plants in the
Nabburg and Regensburg Districts, Upper Palatinate (Bavaria).

BIOS 1338. Developments in Magnesium Production and Fabrication. [Beryllium and
zirconium at Degussa; also fluorine and carbon at I.G. Farben]

BIOS 1433. I.G. Farbenindustrie, A.G. The Manufacture of Triphenylmethane Dyestu↵s
at Hoechst, Ludwigshafen and Leverkusen. [Fluorol 5G manufacture at Ludwigshafen.]

BIOS 1480. The Manufacture, Formulation and Application of the Major Pest Control
Products in the British, U.S. & French Zones of Germany. [Fluorides.]

BIOS Misc. 14. [Fluorine organic compounds.]

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Fluoride produc-
tion.]

FIAT 524. Production of Aluminum. [Fluoride recovery from aluminum furnace gases.]

FIAT 747. The Synthesis of Fluorine-Mica of the Phlogopite Group.

FIAT 838. Elemental Fluorine, I.G. Farbenindustrie—Leverkusen.

FIAT 1114. Recent German Research Work on Fluorine and Fluorine Compounds. [W.
Kwasnik and P. Scherer.]
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G. Aluminum

[Aluminum was used for fabricating a wide variety of metal structures and packaging. On the
other hand, aluminum could have been quite useful as cladding around fission fuel in a reactor, or
as spherical pusher and casing shells in an atomic bomb as described on p. 3025. The following
documents illustrate that wartime production of aluminum was widespread and sophisticated.]

BIOS 127. The Aluminum Fabricating Plant of Aluminium Wals-on Persbedrljvon N.
V., Utrecht, Holland.

BIOS 144. Wrought Light Alloy Plants in North-West Germany.

BIOS 151. German Aluminum and Magnesium Melting and Rolling Practices.

BIOS 179. German Cable Industry.

BIOS 214. Non-destructive Testing of Materials, Siemens-Werner Werk “M”, Berlin/Siemenstadt.

BIOS 229. Wrought Light Alloy Plants in Southern Germany.

BIOS 264. German Brass and Copper Wire Industry.

BIOS 279. German Technique in the Production of Light Alloys.

BIOS 288. Aluminium Hydrate and Alumina Production in German Factories.

BIOS 316. German Light Alloy Foundry Industry.

BIOS 374. German Aluminum Foil Industry.

BIOS 376. Recovery of Aluminium Alloys from Aircraft Scraps.

BIOS 392. Welding of Aluminium and Aluminium Alloys with Particular Reference to
the Manufacture of Pressure Vessels.

BIOS 462. Impact Extrusion.

BIOS 465. High Temperature Refractories and Ceramics.

BIOS 470. Specialized Ceramic Materials with Particular Reference to Ceramic Gas
Turbine Blades.

BIOS 504. Visit to Metallgesellschaft A.G., Frankfurt a.M.

BIOS 527. Iron, Steel and Non-Ferrous Metal Works Plant and Machinery.

BIOS 533. Electric Furnace Design. Manufacture and Application in Germany.

BIOS 605. Some Marine Applications of Light Alloys in Germany.

BIOS 643. German Anodising Practice.

BIOS 681. German Cold Rolled Strip Industry.

BIOS 693. Investigation of the Light Alloy Forging Industry in Germany.

BIOS 720. Metallurgical Research and Testing Laboratories in the Stuttgart Area.

BIOS 724. Electronic Principles as Applied in Germany to the Testing of Materials.

BIOS 764. Production of Aluminium Compounds in Germany.

BIOS 766. The Manufacture of Pharmaceuticals and Fine Chemicals in the U.S. and
French Zones of Germany.

BIOS 895. Aluminium Production at Vereinigte Aluminiumwerke (V.A.W.), Lünen.
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BIOS 974. Alumina and Aluminium Production at the Lippewerk of the Vereinigte
Aluminium-Werke A.G. Lünen.

BIOS 975. Alumina Production at Martinswerk Bergheim/Rhineland.

BIOS 976. Electro-Thermic Production of Aluminium-Silicon Alloys at Lurgi-Thermie
G.m.b.H., Horrem.

BIOS 981. Light Alloys. Notes on German Technique on Continuous Casting and Extru-
sion of Aluminium Alloys with Particular Reference to Tube Extrusion, Tube Reducing
Machines and Vertical Extrusion Presses.

BIOS 982. Light Alloy Rolling, Osnabrück Kupfer and Drahtwerke Osnabrück.

BIOS 995. Hot-Dipping and Electro-Deposition of Tin and Tin Alloys in Germany.

BIOS 1084. German Aluminium Fabricating Equipment.

BIOS 1089. Aluminium Refining and Scrap Recovery at V.A.W. Erftwerk Grevenbroich.

BIOS 1099. Survey of Secondary Aluminium Industry in Germany.

BIOS 1100. German Aluminium Foil Industry.

BIOS 1165. Aluminium Holloware Industry in the British Occupied Zone of Germany.

BIOS 1190. German Cable Industry.

BIOS 1205. Chemische Fabriken, Oker and Bramschweig. Aktiengesellschaft, Oker and
Harz. Manufacture of Aluminium Hydroxide Pigment (Tonerde-Gel) and Aluminium
Sulphate.

BIOS 1215. German Methods of Rhodiumizing, Aluminizing, Anti-Reflection Surface
Coating and Allied Subjects.

BIOS 1231. The German Container and Canning Industries. [Aluminum cans]

BIOS 1271. Food Preparing Machinery. [Aluminum cans]

BIOS 1295. The Production of Certain Types of Phosphor Bronze, Brass and Light
Alloy Castings in Germany. Composite Report of Interrogations of Dr. Heinrich Bauer,
Dürener Metallwerke, Düren.

BIOS 1342. German Optical Mirrors and Reflectors.

BIOS 1366. The Production in Germany of Extruded Sections and Tubes in Aluminium
and Magnesium Alloys.

BIOS 1405. Impact Extrusion. German Practice. 1946.

BIOS 1409. Cold Impact Extrusion of Aluminium, Etc.

BIOS 1423. The Application of Aluminium and Its Alloys in Germany.

BIOS 1454. Aluminium Pressings.

BIOS 1467. German Methods of Production of Aluminium Coated and Continuous Elec-
troplated Steel Strip.

BIOS 1535. Report on Investigation of Methods of Gaseous Metal Treatment.

BIOS 1550. Sheathing of Cables with Aluminium.

BIOS 1567. Manufacture of Aluminium Clad Steel Strip by Wickede Eisen und Stahlw-
erke.
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BIOS 1595. German Fluorine and Fluoride Industry. [Aluminum fluoride manufacture
and analysis.]

BIOS 1656. Extrusion of Light Alloys at I.G. Farbenindustrie, Bitterfeld. Interrogation
of Herr K. F. Brauninger.

BIOS 1660. A General Survey of the German Non-Ferrous Industry.

BIOS 1667. Some Notes on Open Hearth Furnace Design and Operation.

BIOS 1703. Manufacture of Aluminium at I.G. Farben Factory, Bitterfeld.

BIOS 1757.Manufacture of Super-Purity Aluminium at the Vereinigte Aluminium Werke,
Erftwerk, Grevenbroich.

BIOS 1770. High Strength Aluminium-Zinc-Magnesium Alloy Development in Germany.

BIOS 1861. Light Alloy Foundries in Germany.

CIOS XXII-4. Aluminum Woerwerke, Erftwerke, Gravenbroich.

CIOS XXIV-22. The Electrochemical Industry, Bitterfeld Area.

CIOS XXV-17. The Electrochemical Industry, Burghausen Area.

CIOS XXV-30. Felten and Guilleaume Carlswerke, Cologne.

CIOS XXV-31. Suddeutsche Kabelwerke, Mannheim.

CIOS XXV-32. Hackethal Draht Und Kabelwerke AG, Hanover.

CIOS XXVI-47. Gelr. Guifine G.m.b.H., Ludwigshafen Am Rhein.

CIOS XXVI-60. Light Metal Production and Development for Aircraft, I.G. Farben.

CIOS XXVII-9. Kupfer U Drahtwerke, Osnabruck.

CIOS XXVII-94. Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke AG.

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Aluminum fluoride
production.]

CIOS XXIX-18. Metal Fabrication at Mansfeld AG Kupfer Und Messing Werke, Hettst-
edt.

CIOS XXIX-19. Aluminum Reduction and Scrap Recovery at the Erftwerk of the Vere-
inigte Aluminum-Werke AG, Grevenbroich.

CIOS XXX-72. Aluminum and Magnesium Fabrication, Leipziger Leichtmetall, Werk-
Rackwitz, Rackwitz.

CIOS XXX-73. Aluminum Fabrication, Osnabrucker Kupfer and Drahtwerk, Osnabruck.

CIOS XXX-85. A Survey of the German Can Industry During the Second World War.

CIOS XXXI-57. Hugo Schneider AG, Messingwerke Aluminum Werke, Leipzig.

CIOS XXXI-73. Vereingte Leichtmetall Werke G.m.b.H., Hannover Linden.

CIOS XXXII-21. Aluminum from Clay.

CIOS XXXII-55. Recovery of Metals from Scrapped Airplanes.

CIOS XXXII-59. Aluminum and Magnesium Production and Fabrication.

CIOS XXXIII-31. Investigation of Certain Chemical Factories in the Leipzig Area of
Germany.
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CIOS XXXIII-32. The Vereinigte Leightmetall-Werke, Hanover.

CIOS XXXIII-59. The Vereinigte Leightmetall-Werke, Hanover.

FIAT 395. Metallurgical Practices in Germany. The Fields of Non-Ferrous Melting and
Casting.

FIAT 406. Non-ferrous Metal Rolling Mill Practice in Germany.

FIAT 417. “Press-Welding” Aluminum for Aircraft Radiators.

FIAT 501. The German Aluminum and Magnesium Industries.

FIAT 516. Report on Recent Cable Development in Germany.

FIAT 522. The Beryllium Industries of Germany and Italy (1939 to 1945). [Alloys of
beryllium with Al, Cu, Ni, Mg, etc.]

FIAT 524. Production of Aluminum.

FIAT 569. Manufacturing Bronze, Aluminum or Other Flake Metal Powders.

FIAT 602. Aluminum Pistons for Automobile and Aircraft Engines.

FIAT 686. Casting Methods for Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys Billets.

FIAT 699. Magnesium Determinations in Aluminum.

FIAT 731. Technology of Aluminum and Aluminum Alloy Production in Germany In-
cluding Early Fabrication and Recoveries from Scrap.

FIAT 754. Vibrating Ball Mill for Pulverizing Fine Materials.

FIAT 787. Precious Metal Refining and Fabrication by W. C. Heraeus and G. Siebert
Platinschmelze of Hanau. [Aluminum and rhodium mirrors]

FIAT 805. German Research on Experimental Aluminum-Base Bearings.

FIAT 829. Non-ferrous Metal Production Processes in the Hamburg District.

FIAT 876. Continuous Casting of Metals in Germany.

FIAT 907. Review of Recent Developments in Aluminum Refining.

FIAT 927. Production of High Alumina Slags in Blast Furnaces and Allied Processes
for Recovering Alumina.

FIAT 980. German Aluminum Industry.

FIAT 986. Carbon Electrodes in Germany for the Aluminum Reduction Industry.

FIAT 989. Alumina Production in Germany.

FIAT 992. The Electrothermal Production of Aluminum Silicon Alloy.

FIAT 993. The Aluminum Reduction Industry in Germany.

FIAT 997. German Research in the Light Metals Industry.

FIAT 1011. Fabrication of Aluminum in Germany. A Study of Some Specialized Prac-
tices and Techniques Employed in the Industry.

G-80. Rudolf Fleischmann. The Capture Cross Sections of Aluminum for Thermal Neu-
trons. 1941.

G-153. Wilhelm Hanle. Spectroscopic Analysis of Carbon, Aluminum, and Beryllium.
1942.
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H. Calcium

[Calcium was used in making certain metal alloys, but it also would have been extremely useful
in key steps of the purification of thorium, uranium, and/or plutonium. The following documents
demonstrate large-scale production and use of calcium, and even methods of utilizing calcium to
purify thorium and uranium.]

BIOS 236. Developments in Pure and Applied Microbiology (American, British and
French Zones) During World War II. [Calcium gluconate from hydrolysis of starch.]

BIOS 489. Chemische Fabrik Joh. A. Benckiser, G.m.b.H. Ladenburg Works. Manufac-
ture of Calcium Citrate.

BIOS 636. Mineralölwerke F. Harmsen, Kiel—Germany: Lubricants. [Calcium soap
greases.]

BIOS 675. The Production of Thorium and Uranium in Germany. [Using calcium to
process thorium and uranium—see pp. 2844–2845.]

BIOS 798. The German Ferro-Alloy Industry. [Calcium silicide manufacture.]

BIOS 883. Notes on Casting and Fabrication of Lead and Production of Bahnmetall.
[Calcium-lead alloy manufacture.]

BIOS 1044. German Carbide and Cyanamide Industry. Carbide Production. [Calcium
carbide manufacture.]

BIOS 1045. German Carbide and Cyanamide Industry. Handling of Carbide in Bulk.
[Calcium carbide, bulk transport of.]

BIOS 1046.German Carbide and Cyanamide Industry. Manufacture of Calcium Cyanamide.
[Calcium cyanamide manufacture from carbide.]

BIOS 1385. The German Hard Metal Industry. [Electron microscope, zirconium, ura-
nium, thorium, calcium tungstate manufacture, etc.]

BIOS 1443. The German Nitrogenous Fertiliser Industry (Excluding Cyanamide) in the
Western Zones. [Calcium nitrate manufacture for fertilizers.]

BIOS 1480. The Manufacture, Formulation and Application of the Major Pest Control
Products in the British, U.S. & French Zones of Germany. [Calcium compounds.]

BIOS 1490. German Gypsum Industry (British, American and French Zones). [calcium
sulfate mining]

BIOS 1539. German Chlorate Industry. [Calcium chlorate manufacture.]
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BIOS 1700. The Manufacture of Glycerophosphates and Hypophosphites in Germany.
[Calcium glycerophosphate and calcium hypophosphite manufacture.]

CIOS X-1. Caves at Bad Mor Mories, Near Vaas Used for Storage of Peroxide. [Calcium
permanganate underground tank storage.]

CIOS XVIII-1. Chemical Installation in the Cologne Area. [Calcium carbide.]

CIOS XXV-17. The Electrochemical Industry, Burghausen Area. [Calcium cyanamide
production.]

CIOS XXVII-83. AG für Sticksto↵dünger, Knapsack. [Calcium carbide production.]

CIOS XXVII-85. Miscellaneous Chemicals, I.G. Farben AG, Ludwigshafen and Oppau.
[Calcium carbide.]

CIOS XXVII-92. German Carbide, Cyanamide and Cyanide Industry. [Calcium car-
bide.]

CIOS XXXIII-31. Investigation of Certain Chemical Factories in the Leipzig Area of
Germany. [Calcium manufacture at I.G. Farben, Bitterfeld.]

CIOS XXXIII-47. Manufacture of Sodium and Calcium Permanganate.

FIAT 229. Copper, Lead, Zinc, Tin, and Antimony Smelting and Refining in North-
western Germany. [Calcium-lead alloys.]

FIAT 431. A Survey of the Chlorine and Caustic Plants in Western and Southern
Germany. [Calcium chlorate production.]

FIAT 665. German Fertilizers and Soil Fertility. [Calcium magnesium phosphate fertil-
izer.]

FIAT 728. AG für Sticksto↵dünger, Knapsack. [Calcium cyanamide.]

FIAT 732. Electrochemical Operations at I.G. Farbenindustrie AG, Bitterfeld. [Calcium
manufacture.]

FIAT 750. Rare and Minor Metals. [Calcium production.]

FIAT 756. Calcium Metal and Calcium Hydride.

FIAT 859. Continuous Chilling and Cooling of Calcium Carbide.
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Figure D.74: Flowchart of German methods of using calcium to process uranium and thorium [BIOS
675].
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Figure D.75: Flowchart of German methods of using calcium to process uranium and thorium [BIOS
675].
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Henry S. Lowenhaupt. 1996. Chasing Bitterfeld Calcium. CIA Historical Review Pro-
gram. [www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/kent-csi/vol16no4/
html/v17i1a04p 0001.htm]

In December 1946 a chemical engineer from the former I. G. Farben plant at Bitterfeld in East
Germany volunteered in Berlin that this plant “had started in the past few weeks producing 500
kilograms per day of metallic calcium. Boxes of the chemical are sent by truck every afternoon to
Berlin, labeled to Zaporozhe on the Dnieper. Calcium is believed to be used as a slowing agent in
processes connected with the production of atomic explosive.”

This was the lead we in the Foreign Intelligence Section of the Manhattan District Headquar-
ters had been waiting for. We had read the technical investigation reports from FIAT (Field
Information Agency /Technical) on the production of uranium at the Auergesellschaft Plant in
Berlin/Oranienburg. We also knew that Dr. Nikolaus Riehl—with his whole research team from
Auergesellschaft—had met the Russians, volunteering to help them make uranium for their atomic
bomb project. We knew from intercepted letters that the group was still together, writing from the
cover address PO Box 1037P, Moscow. We knew Auergesellschaft during World War II had made
the uranium metal for the German Uranverein—the unsuccessful German atomic bomb project—
by using metallic calcium to reduce uranium oxide to uranium metal (not as “slowing agent”). We
had analyzed the two-inch cubes of uranium metal from the incomplete German nuclear reactor
which the Alsos Mission had found in the minuscule village of Stadtilm in Thuringia. We knew
German uranium was terrible—full of oxides and voids, though it was fairly pure otherwise by
non-atomic standards. The files also disgorged that in 1945 the Russians had started to dismantle
and take to Russia the small calcium plant at the enormous Bitterfeld Combine, in addition to the
big magnesium facility.

Cables went out immediately to the European Command in Germany via G-2 and directly to Col.
Edgar P. Dean, Manhattan District representative in London, to locate and interrogate all engineers
who had fled Bitterfeld to the West or were currently willing to sell information on their unloved
masters. We wanted to know how much calcium was to be produced, what its specifications were,
and where it was to be shipped. We wanted to know what non-atomic normal German industries
used calcium, and in what quantities. We wished Col. Dean to keep our British colleagues in the
Division of Atomic Energy, Ministry of Supply, informed.

At home, the Scientific Division of the O�ce of Special Operations in the newly-formed Central
Intelligence Group was also apprised of our needs. Col. Frank A. Valente of our section was asked
to take time out from his task of organizing an atomic detection system to talk to the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission in depth about the use in the U.S. program of calcium to reduce uranium
salts to uranium metal. Major Randolph Archer, also of our o�ce, was asked to talk to U.S, firms
making calcium metal, and find out what it was used for and in what quantities.

As so often happens, the people involved and their experience were crucial ingredients. On the
American side was the Foreign Intelligence Section of the Washington Liaison O�ce of the Man-
hattan District, then in the process of transferring as a unit to the newly formed Central Intelligence
Group. It was headed by Col. L. E. Seeman, a career Corps of Engineers o�cer who had run the
American engineering forces of the CBI theater during World War II and would go on to become
major general. The section was sta↵ed with a few career Corps of Engineers personnel, several
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o�cers and civilians trained in science, and the remainder trained in investigative procedures in
the Counter Intelligence Corps.

The orientation toward engineering on the part of our management led directly to a pragmatic
approach—do what works, and get on with the job. The engineering orientation also led materially
toward the estimative method of technical evaluation. Engineering o�cers are accustomed to laying
out engineering tasks to find out how long they will take at a minimum—and then to evaluate likely
slippage. They think in quantitative terms—man days, truckloads, cubic yards. The scientific side
of the section, Col. Valente, Mr. Charles Campbell, Mr. Donald Quigley, and I learned gradually
to ferret out the crucial technical facts, the bottlenecks as it were, that could be used in these
engineering-type evaluations.

A remnant of the wartime cooperation in the atomic field was the direct liaison at that time with the
Intelligence Section of the British Division of Atomic Energy of the Ministry of Supply. Col. Dean,
Assistant Military Attaché, was our representative in London. This cooperation was normalized
gradually into more regular country-to-country liaison channels after our section was deployed to
the newly formed CIG early in 1947. The Atomic Energy Act of 1946, which restricted much atomic
data to “cleared” U.S. personnel, also tended to perpetuate di↵erences between the U.S. and UK
intelligence e↵orts already in being in 1946 because of the “nationalistic” policies on the parts of
both General Leslie R. Groves, Manhattan District Commander, and Sir John Anderson, head of
the UK atomic e↵ort.

The British o�ce was sta↵ed with technical personnel, much as our own was. Mr. David Gattiker,
their liaison to our section, had been a chemical engineer with Imperial Chemicals Incorporated be-
fore World War II. Mr. Kenneth Townley, one of the London members, was a geologist by profession
with some experience in uranium prospecting. Its leader, Commander Eric Welsh, however, was
also a career member of MI-6. Commander Welsh had masterminded the sabotage of Norsk Hydro
in Norway in 1943 to prevent the Germans from getting heavy water and completing an operating
reactor at Stadtilm. In 1940 he had been instrumental in smuggling the great nuclear physicist
Niels Bohr out of occupied Denmark. And in the thirties he had been a chemist at Bitterfeld.

Returning to the calcium problem, by mid-January 1947 the Bitterfeld activity was definitely
confirmed, and indeed amplified: Russian requirements were for 30 tons of metallic calcium per
month, and distillation was needed to achieve adequate purity. A number of former Bitterfeld
engineers were soon interviewed, especially by Major Paul O. Langguth working for Col. Dean
in London. As we learned more, some were even re-interviewed. I remember, for instance, flying
to Wright Patterson Airbase in late 1947 to talk once again to a Bitterfeld metallurgist whom
Langguth had previously interrogated, and who had in the interim come to the U.S. as a member
of the Air Force’s Operation PAPERCLIP. [...]

[During the war, German industry produced calcium and used it to purify uranium and thorium (pp.
2844–2845). After the war, German industry continued to produce calcium for nuclear purposes—
for the Soviet Union, as shown by the above document.]
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I. Nickel

[Nickel was used for nickel-cadmium batteries and certain alloys. Yet because nickel is much more
resistant than other metals to corrosion by uranium hexafluoride (used in uranium enrichment), it
would have been invaluable in a nuclear program. The following documents demonstrate large-scale
production of nickel.]

German Nickel Refineries. Undated but probably 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 169, Folder 32.32 Germ. Incl. TA]

Information from Section H of Economic Survey of Germany.
The Metal Industries, Ministry of Economic Warfare.

CONCERN LOCATION OF PLANT ESTIMATED PRODUCTION (Tons)

I. G. Farben Oppau, Piesteritz 5000–2500

Sacksische Aue
Blaufarben and 2500
Nickelwerke AG Oberschlema

Vereinigte
Deutsche
Metallwerke AG Altena 2500
(Basse und Selva)

Norddeutsche Veddel—Harburg 500
A�nerie near Hamburg

————
Total 13,000

[This U.S. intelligence document was considered so important with regard to Germany’s nuclear
program that it was placed in the files of Leslie Groves’s Foreign Intelligence Unit of the Manhattan
Project.]
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For more information on wartime nickel production and applications, see:

BIOS 26. Copper Smelting and Refining, Together with Related Metallurgical Activities
at Nord Deutsche A�nerie, Hamburg. [Nickel ores (Petsamo) treatment.]

BIOS 263. Part I. I.G. Farben Industrie-Oppau Works, Ludwigshafen (Report on Nickel
and Iron Powder Plants. Part II. Nord Deutsche A�nerie, Hamburg (Report on the
Treatment of Nickel-Copper Ores and Residues).

BIOS 358. Acrylic Esters, Synthesis from Acetylene and Nickel Carbonyl. [Nickel car-
bonyl regeneration from nickel salts.]

BIOS 371. Regeneration of Nickel Carbonyl (from Aqueous Solutions). [Nickel carbonyl
regeneration from nickel salt solutions.]

BIOS 511. Ruhr-Chemie A.G. Sterkrade Holten. Interrogation of Dr. O. Roelin. [Nickel
catalysts in Fischer-Tropsch process.]

BIOS 681. German Cold Rolled Strip Industry. [Nickel plated steel strip manufacture.]

BIOS 708. German Alkaline Accumulator Industry. [Nickel for alkaline accumulators:
nickel carbonyl]

BIOS 755. Manufacture of Butanol, Methoxybutanol, Butyraldehyde, Glycerogen at I.G.
Hoechst. [Nickel catalyst preparation for glycerogen manufacture.]

BIOS 778. German Manufacture of Wires and Strips for Electrical Heating. [Nickel-
chromium and Ni-Cr-Iron alloys for heating.]

BIOS 779. [Nickel-chrome alloys for pyrometers.]

BIOS 1003. Some Aspects of Copper, Nickel and Cobalt Production in Germany. [Nickel,
nickel sulfate, and nickel carbonate.]

BIOS 1009. A Survey of German Electro-Plating Methods. [Nickel plating methods.]

BIOS 1241. The Manufacture of p:p’ Diaminodicyclohexyl Methane (Dicykan). [Nickel
oxide catalyst manufacture.]

BIOS 1323. The Production of Powdered Iron and Sintered Iron Driving Bands in Ger-
many. [Nickel-iron sheets from sintered metal.]

BIOS 1372. German Silver & E.P.N.S. Holloware Industry. [Nickel-silver holloware
manufacture.]

CIOS XXXI-20. Refining of Cobalt, Nickel, Zinc and Cadmium.

CIOS XXII-15. I.G. Farbenindustrie Plant, Frose, Germany. [Nickel production.]
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CIOS XXIV-12. I.G. Farben—Oppau Works, Ludwigshafen. [Nickel production.]

CIOS XXXIII-59. German War List for Ferrous Materials (Kreigsliste).

FIAT 422. Manufacture and Regeneration of Catalysts at I.G. Farbenindustrie, Lud-
wigshafen Oppau. [Nickel sulfate.]

FIAT 522. The Beryllium Industries of Germany and Italy (1939 to 1945). [Alloys of
beryllium with Al, Cu, Ni, Mg, etc.]

FIAT 879. Notes on the Peeling of Nickel Deposits.

FIAT 800. Nickel Cadmium Storage Batteries in Germany.

FIAT 881. Contribution to the Production of Cast Nickel Anodes.

FIAT 882. Anodes. [Nickel anodes in electrolytic processes.]
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J. Zirconium

[Zirconium was used for high-temperature metals and ceramics in non-nuclear applications, but its
high temperature resistance and other properties also would have made it ideal as a fuel cladding
material in fission reactors.]

FIAT 750. Rare and Minor Metals. p. 16

[...] The element is imported principally in the form of zircon mixed with monazite. In 1936 the
production of metallic zirconium was 2,000 kg. and the pre-war price (1938) was RM 35 per kg.
There are three producers of the metal:

Deutsche Gold- und Silver-Scheideanstalt[...]

I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G.[...]

I. D. Riedel—E. de Haen A.G.[...]

The following documents also demonstrate commercial production and utilization of
zirconium:

BIOS 276. Telefunken Gesellschaft für Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.h., Berlin; Special
Materials for Radio Valves. [Zirconium for radio valves, treatment of.]

BIOS 896. The Manufacture of Zirconium-Potassium Fluoride, Zirconium Oxide and
Zirconium Oxychloride.

BIOS 1338. Developments in Magnesium Production and Fabrication. [Beryllium, zir-
conium at Degussa; also fluorine and carbon at I.G. Farben.]

BIOS 1385. The German Hard Metal Industry. With Addenda. [Electron microscope,
zirconium, uranium, thorium, etc.]

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Zirconium com-
pounds, production.]

FIAT 89. Metallurgical and Industrial Developments in Magnesium. [Zirconium alloys]

FIAT 617. The Electrical and Technical Ceramic Industry of Germany. [High temp
zirconium ceramics]

FIAT 774. Anhydrous Chlorides Manufacture. [Zirconium chlorides.]

FIAT 785. Electrical Contacts. [Zirconium alloys for electrical contacts.]

FIAT 1048. The Production of Zirconium Oxide.

[For documentation of the shipment of zirconium to Japan, along with other apparently nuclear-
related materials, see p. 2826. This evidence suggests that at least some of the zirconium produced
in Germany during the war was intended for nuclear applications.
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Further evidence of German zirconium production for nuclear purposes comes from a postwar
shipwreck, as shown in Fig. D.76.

The SS Flying Enterprise, a commercial U.S. cargo ship, left Hamburg on 21 December 1951 with a
variety of cargo headed for the United States. While passing near the southern coast of England, the
ship was badly damaged in a storm on 25 December 1951. Despite extensive e↵orts by other ships
to prevent the Flying Enterprise from sinking, it finally went down on 10 January 1952. (Everyone
onboard was saved except for one person.)

In later interviews, the captain of the Flying Enterprise, Kurt Carlsen, stated that among the cargo
was five tons of German-produced zirconium, left over from the wartime German nuclear program
and destined to be used as cladding for the uranium fuel rods in the first U.S. nuclear submarine,
USS Nautilus. Carlsen also stated that Navy divers salvaged the zirconium from the underwater
wreck of his ship and took the zirconium back to the United States, causing a six-month delay in
the launch of the Nautilus (finally launched in 1954).

This information confirms that some of the German zirconium that was being produced during the
war was specifically intended for nuclear applications. It is not clear if those applications included
submarine reactors, breeder reactors for producing plutonium, or other purposes. It is also not clear
how far such nuclear work progressed in Germany during the war.

Any U.S. government documents on this shipment of zirconium or its origins in the wartime German
nuclear program appear to remain classified and unavailable. This incident seems to confirm that
the U.S. government has a much deeper knowledge of the wartime German nuclear program than
it has admitted publicly, and that that knowledge shows the German nuclear program to have been
more advanced than has been publicly stated.]

Bjarne Bekker. 2013. Flying Enterprise & Kurt Carlsen. Svendborg, Denmark: Bekker.
p. 141. http://flying-enterprise.avisen.dk

The reactor on “Nautilus” needed zirconium from “Flying Enterprise”

Kurt Carlsen spoke of it as if it were a story about onshore shooting in the Faroe Islands, water
skiing on the lakes at Silkeborg or landing a sports plane on the beach on the west coast on a
visit to his in-laws in Tane near Blavand. Quietly and matter-of-factly he sat in his retirement in
Woodbridge and explained the cargo of zirconium. That the American military and secret service
had found the material in West Germany. That Hitler was to use it in his nuclear program and
that it was now to be used in the reactor of the first nuclear submarine “Nautilus”.

“The launch was delayed six months, because divers had to enter the “Flying Enterprise” and
retrieve the five tons of zirconium. Several idiotic reporters at the time wrote that my cargo was
nuclear bombs. That was so wrong. My cargo was a material which encapsulates radioactivity”.

[See also:

Lasse Spang Olsen and Emil Oigaard. 2002. The Mystery of Flying Enterprise. Copenhagen: O↵-
shore Film Production. www.idfa.nl/en/film/4d5ab20b-f3ce-4238-a0e0-42d1119403c4/the-mystery-
of-flying-enterprise/docs-for-sale www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzCOYlMcOiA

Deutsches Zirkonium war für erstes Atom-U-Boot der Welt bestimmt: Taucher bargen geheime
Fracht des See-Helden Kapitän Carlsen. Ruhr-Nachtrichten (Dortmund). 24 January 1987.]
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Figure D.76: The SS Flying Enterprise sank on 10 January 1952 while carrying cargo from Hamburg
to the United States. Its captain, Kurt Carlsen, later told interviewers such as Bjarne Bekker that
the cargo included five tons of zirconium, left over from the wartime German nuclear program, which
was salvaged from his sunken ship and used in the first U.S. nuclear submarine, USS Nautilus.
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K. Cadmium

[Cadmium was used for nickel-cadmium batteries and soldering, but it also could have been ex-
tremely useful as a neutron absorber. The following documents illustrate the production and appli-
cations of cadmium, as well as methods for electroplating thin layers of materials such as cadmium
onto aluminum (which could be useful for nuclear applications).

German capabilities to electroplate cadmium on aluminum are potentially quite relevant for creating
a neutron-absorbing cadmium layer on a spherical aluminum pusher as in the German fission
implosion bomb described in March 1945—see p. 3025. For a description of how cadmium was
mined on a large scale with specific knowledge of its utility in atomic bombs, see p. 3006.]

English translation of Rudolf Fleishmann to Georg Stetter [both nuclear scientists].
12 June 1942. [Deutsches Museum Archive, Munich, FA 002/0401]

[...] I am having thin cadmium sheets (foil) 0.5 mm and 1 mm thickness rolled out at the G. A.
Scheid Co. refinery, Gumpendorferstrasse 85, Vienna VI. To be sure I must obtain the cadmium. I
used to get it from the organization in Berlin you know about. [...]

English translation of Rudolf Fleishmann to Dr. Th. Schuchardt Firm, Goerlitz. 14
December 1943. [Deutsches Museum Archive, Munich, FA 002/0401]

[...] We require cadmium sheets for work with slow neutrons: 4 sheets 50 x 40 cm x 0.6 mm. [...]

BIOS 1159. The Uses of Zinc in Germany.

[p. 27:] 3 CADMIUM—Supply and Consumption

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The information on supply was obtained from the same sources as that on the supply of zinc, viz;
the Reichsstelle Eisen und Metalle and the Metallgesellschaft. The production figures obtained from
the former were said to be actual figures and not estimates; but it is thought that the export and
import figures from the latter are estimates only.

TOTAL SUPPLY

The following table, in metric tons, shows German and Austrian production and includes that from
Upper Silesia from September, 1939, from the following Smelters—Giesche (Kattowitz), Hohenlohe
and Schlesag:

1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944
PRODUCTION 437 477 531 608 484 496 404
Imports 100 253 86 1 72 10 7
TOTAL SUPPLY 537 730 617 609 556 506 411
less exports 50 47 62 37 128 108 29
NET SUPPLY 487 683 555 572 428 398 382
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[p. 28:] CONSUMPTION

No figures on consumption for various purposes could be obtained, but the team was informed that
the main uses before the war were alkaline accumulators for mining lamps, cadmium pigments,
cadmium plating instead of nickel for bearing alloys.

During the war the main uses were in accumulators [nickel-cadmium batteries] for the Forces—
submarines, etc. and in cadmium alloy solders used as a substitute for tin-lead solders. [...] Other
uses were severely curtailed, cadmium pigments being used only for military requirements.

For more information on cadmium production and uses, see:

BIOS 264. German Brass and Copper Wire Industry. [Cadmium copper wire substitute
production.]

BIOS 379. The German Zinc Smelting Industry. [Cadmium production.]

BIOS 708. German Alkaline Accumulator Industry. [Cadmium—iron “masse” for alka-
line accumulators]

BIOS 813. Zinc Works at Porto Marghera, Italy (Montecatini-Montevecchio, Soc. Ital-
iana del Piombo e dello Zinco). [Cadmium recovery in zinc refining.]

CIOS XIII-5. Photo Lenses and Optical Instruments. [Cadmium glass preparation.]

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Production of
cadmium compounds.]

CIOS XXXI-20. Refining of Cobalt, Nickel, Zinc and Cadmium.

CIOS XXXI-56. George Von Giesche’s Erben, Magdeburg. [Cadmium production.]

FIAT 733. Vertical Retort Zinc and By-Products: Oker, Harz Mts.

FIAT 800. Nickel Cadmium Storage Batteries in Germany.

FIAT 814. German Production of Some of the More Important Inorganic Pigments.
[Cadmium pigments manufacture.]

FIAT 882. Anodes. [Cadmium anodes]
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BIOS 1009. A Survey of German Electro-Plating Methods.

[p. 24:] CADMIUM.

A process of cadmium deposition by immersion was mentioned MR. MEYER but this was not seen.

[p. 67:] CADMIUM PLATING.

This was produced in small quantities but it appeared that zinc was used in practically all cases.
This may have been due to shortage.

[p. 68:] CHROMIUM PLATING OF ALUMINIUM.

This had been done on a commercial scale but seemed to have faded out, due possibly to general
disuse of decorative chromium plating during the war and the imperative saving of man power.
One or two firms catalogued the finish. Interrogation brought little information.

BIOS 1615. The German Metal Finishing Industry

[p. 5:] Cadmium Plating

This is employed to a limited extent and the solutions are analogous to the higher current density
type used in this country. [...]

[p. 8:] Plating on Aluminium and its Alloys

Although aluminium is widely used in Germany, no actual samples of nickel plus chromium plated
aluminium were seen. Samples of lead plated battery lugs were encountered at Robert Bosch,
Stuttgart and direct chromium plated aluminium at Blasberg’s, Sollingen. Numerous references
are made to the plating of aluminium and its alloys, however, and the most popular treatment
for plating on this metal appears to be a primary application of a zincate dip followed by either a
copper or brass deposit and then final plating.

For more technology for electroplating on aluminum, see:

BIOS 429. German Electroplating Industry.
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D.2.3 Fission Bomb Design

[The following documents appear to demonstrate that the German nuclear program had sophisti-
cated implosion bomb designs that would be highly suitable for either a fission implosion bomb or a
fusion-boosted fission implosion bomb, and moreover that the German program carried out serious
experimental work on implosion bombs from an early date. The most important design details are
summarized in Table D.2.

Some sources in this appendix, such as Werner Grothmann and also Erich Schumann and Walter
Trinks, stated that there were actually several di↵erent versions of the implosion bomb design for
di↵erent geometries (spherical vs. cylindrical), sizes, and fuels.

German scientists also appear to have been aware of the gun-type fission bomb design [Karlsch
and Walker 2005; Thirring 1946]. However, any development seems to have been focused on the
implosion design, since it requires much less fission fuel and has a much higher e�ciency than the
gun design.

Other documents stated that there was a German atomic bomb or atomic bomb design, even
though they did not give any details of the bomb’s design. For example, a 1946 U.S intelligence
report (which was not declassified until 2006) stated that at the end of the war, General Hans
Kammler’s deputy Erich “Purucker was driving a large civilian car which contained many of the
plans on the atom bomb. This car plus material fell into the hands of the Russians.” See p. 3210
for more information.]
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Table D.2: Details about fission implosion bomb design from primary sources.
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Thomas Siemon. Hessen-Niedersächsische Allgemeine 24 July 2014
[http://www.hna.de/lokales/kassel/henschel-wollte-atombombe-kriegseinsatz-bauen-
3727289.html].

Pläne aus Zeiten des Zweiten Weltkrieges

Schriftsatz aufgetaucht: Henschel wollte
Atombombe für den Kriegseinsatz bauen

Kassel. 1945 sorgten die Atombomben auf
Hiroshima und Nagasaki für zehntausende von
Opfern und furchbare Zerstörungen. Bereits
vier Jahre zuvor gab es bei der Kasseler Firma
Henschel konkrete Überlegungen für den Bau
einer Nuklearwa↵e. Das belegt ein Schriftsatz
aus dem Jahr 1941, der jetzt aufgetaucht ist.

Er hat 260 Seiten und liegt der HNA vor.

Mit ganzer Kraft müsse an der Erforschung der
Kettenreaktionsvorgänge gearbeitet werden,
heißt es da. Zwar wird auch die Nutzung der
Atomenergie für den Antrieb von Kampf-
flugzeugen, U-Booten, die Medizin und zur
Stromerzeugung erwähnt. Das klare Ziel der
Entwicklung ist aber die “Herstellung einer
Uran-Bombe für den jetzigen europäischen
Krieg als furchtbarste Wa↵e”.

Mehr zum Thema Henschel finden Sie im
Regiowiki (http://regiowiki.hna.de/Henschel).

An der Echtheit der handgebundenen
Dokumente besteht kein Zweifel. Helmut
Weich, der ehrenamtliche Leiter des Kasseler
Henschel- Museums, hat die erwähnten Namen
und Örtlichkeiten überprüft. Demnach hat
der damalige Chefentwickler der Henschel-
Flugzeugwerke in Berlin-Schönfeld, Professor
Herbert Wagner, das umfangreiche Dossier mit
Unterstützung von weiteren Fachleuten erstellt.

Plans from the times of the Second World War

Written brief found: Henschel wanted to
build a nuclear bomb for war use

Kassel. In 1945, the atomic bombs on Hi-
roshima and Nagasaki caused tens of thousands
of victims and terrible destruction. Four years
earlier, the Kassel-based company Henschel
had already given concrete consideration to
the construction of a nuclear weapon. This is
documented in a document from 1941, which
has now appeared.

It has 260 pages and is available to the
HNA.

It says that the research of chain reaction
processes has to be done with all one’s
strength. The use of atomic energy for the
propulsion of combat aircraft, submarines,
medicine and power generation is also men-
tioned. But the clear goal of the development
is the “production of a uranium bomb for the
current European war as the most terrible
weapon.”

You can find out more about Henschel in the
Regiowiki (http://regiowiki.hna.de/Henschel).

There is no doubt about the authenticity
of the hand-bound documents. Helmut Weich,
the honorary director of the Henschel Museum
in Kassel, has checked the names and locations
mentioned above. Accordingly, the then chief
developer of the Henschel-Flugzeugwerke in
Berlin-Schönfeld, Professor Herbert Wagner,
prepared the extensive dossier with the support
of other experts.
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Henschel war damals nicht die einzige Firma,
die sich intensiv mit den Möglichkeiten der
Atomenergie beschäftigte. Auch Siemens, die
IG Farben und Degussa hatten großes Interesse
an diesem Thema.

In der gedruckten Ausgabe am Freitag
lesen Sie außerdem:

- Es blieb bei Plänen für die Bombe: Nach 1941
keine weiteren Aktivitäten zur militärischen
Nutzung der Kernenergie bei Henschel bekannt

Bekannt ist, dass eine Delegation von Hen-
schel in Paris war, um sich dort über die
Forschung zur Kernspaltung mit einem so-
genannten Zyklotron zu informieren. Nach
Einschätzung von Fachleuten waren weder
Henschel noch die anderen Firmen in der
Lage, die Bombe wirklich zu bauen. Nach dem
Krieg sprachen alle Beteiligten davon, lediglich
Grundlagenforschung betrieben zu haben.

Henschel was not the only company at the time
to be intensively involved with the possibilities
of nuclear energy. Siemens, IG Farben and
Degussa were also very interested in this topic.

You can also read in the printed edition
on Friday:

- It remained with plans for the bomb:
After 1941 no further activities for the military
use of nuclear energy known at Henschel.

It is known that a delegation of Henschel
was in Paris to inform themselves about the
research on nuclear fission with a so-called
cyclotron. According to experts, neither Hen-
schel nor the other companies were able to
really build the bomb. After the war, all those
involved said that they had only carried out
basic research.

HEC 10722. On Shock Waves from Cylindrical and Spherical Waves of Compression.
W. Hantzsche and H. Wendt. 1940. [U.K. Imperial War Museum, Duxford Archive,
Halstead Exploitation Centre reports]

[This report demonstrates that no later than 1940, German scientists had carried out calculations
applicable to both spherical and cylindrical implosion bombs. Gottfried Guderley’s more famous
1942 paper with similar calculations is shown on pp. 2861–2862.]
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Figure D.77: English translation of 1942 paper by Gottfried Guderley (1910–1997), a hydrodynamics
expert working for the German military, predicting the pressure, density, and temperature of highly
compressed and accelerated matter in both spherical and cylindrical geometries for power-law
equations of state, as would be directly applicable to implosion bombs.
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Figure D.78: Detailed 1942 calculations by Gottfried Guderley predicting the pressure, density, and
temperature in a spherical implosion bomb (without explicitly calling it that in public).
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Background on Frederick Loofbourow [Powers 1993, p. 271]

Dulles never lacked for reports of new German explosives. One dated October 28, 1943, came from
an OSS o�cer ostensibly serving as a senior economic analyst in the American consulate in Zurich
who signed all his reports “493.” This was Frederick Read Loofbourow, an executive of the Standard
Oil Company of New Jersey, sent to Switzerland in 1942 by the Board of Economic Warfare to
gather intelligence on German petroleum production. After the border was closed, Loofbourow was
tapped by Dulles for OSS work and given a wide range of jobs through the end of the war.

Intelligence via Frederick Loofbourow [NARA RG 226, Entry 125, Box 6, Folder 78]

[Handwritten:] From Berg’s man in Bâle [Basel, Switzerland]

19.9.1943

[...] Unsere Gewährsleute behaupten, dass
sich in Hiltersheim, Bezirk Magdeburg, grosse
Sprengsto↵fabriken befinden. Diese Fabriken
sollen von Ludwigshafen hierher verlegt wor-
den sein. Sie befinden sich in unterirdischen,
bombensicheren Räumen. Es wird hier ein
Strengsto↵ hergestellt, der eine ungeheuere
Sprengwirkung haben soll. In Ludwigshafen
wurde dieser Sprengsto↵ versuchsweise zur
Sprengung von stark beschädigten Häusern und
ganzer Quartiere verwendet. Mit einem Kilo-
gramm soll in einem Umkreis von ca. 4 Kilo-
metern alles buchstäblich wegrasiert worden,
bzw. zu Staub und Asche zerfallen sein. Dieser
Sprengsto↵ soll, wie man uns sagt, für andere
Zwecke demnächst verwendet werden. [...]

[...] Our sources claim that there are large ex-
plosive factories in Hiltersheim, Magdeburg dis-
trict. These factories are said to have been
moved here from Ludwigshafen. They are in un-
derground, bomb-proof spaces. They are mak-
ing a high-density material here that is sup-
posed to have an enormous explosive e↵ect. In
Ludwigshafen, this explosive was used on a trial
basis to blow up severely damaged houses and
entire quarters. With one kilogram, everything
should be literally razed away, or disintegrated
to dust and ashes, within a radius of approx-
imately four kilometers. We are told that this
explosive will be used for other purposes in the
near future. [...]

October 28, 1943.

NEW GERMAN EXPLOSIVE—SECRET WEAPON

Dr. Berg tells me that his friends know from countless sources that several factories and hundreds
of workers have been transported from the Wiesental near Bâle to northern Germany. The workers’
letters home are mailed from a great variety of towns—but all these towns are on the periphery of
the Lüneburger Heide.

The story he hears is that they are all working in vast underground factories putting out a new
explosive in aerial bombs. He has even heard that the container of the explosive is spherical.

A very large number of runways are being built in that region with calculated slowness and care
to prevent detection from the air—and these are to accommodate the planes that will eventually
come to load up with the new bombs for an attack on England.

While I am gone he will assemble the details of this story for me—what kind of factories were
removed—what kind of training the workers had had—names of any chemicals they may have
worked with. He heard some part of the explosive was previously manufactured in the Wiesental
before the whole business was concentrated in Lüneburger Heide.
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The concentration took place about 9 months ago.

Suggests we take a good look from the air.

493.

[Loofbourow seemed to have great confidence in his source “Dr. Berg” (not to be confused with
Moe Berg, an OSS spy). Would it possible now to trace who that person actually was?

The new explosive reported by Dr. Berg was said to have “an enormous explosive e↵ect” and
clearly was not a conventional explosive. A fuel-air explosive (such as was being developed by
Mario Zippermayr and others) could have an enormous explosive e↵ect, but it would require on
the order of a ton, not a kilogram, of fuel, and the fuel would be relatively low density. This report
of a new explosive that was “a high-density material,” and that was so powerful that one kilogram
of the new explosive could have a blast radius of several kilometers, seems to accurately describe
the properties of weapons-grade uranium or plutonium. Dr. Berg reported that large factories with
hundreds of people were producing the new explosive, which sounds like a large-scale production
operation, not just small-scale lab experiments with minute quantities.

According to Dr. Berg, production began no later than early 1943. Based on current evidence about
the technologies that were available in Germany at that time and that would have been suitable for
producing fission bomb fuel, the most likely production method would have been electromagnetic
separation of uranium-235. That approach would have been highly similar to the U.S. calutrons at
Oak Ridge, which also required hundreds of minimally trained workers to operate. Other possibilities
would have been gas centrifuges or gaseous di↵usion for enriching uranium-235, or a reactor or
particle accelerators for breeding plutonium-239 or uranium-233.

For aerodynamic, stability, and targeting reasons, bombs are generally not spherical. The only
reason to make a spherical bomb is if the bomb physics compels that choice—a spherical implosion
bomb. Actually, this report gives many relevant details. It describes a bomb that:

1. Was spherical in overall shape, which strongly suggests an implosion design.

2. Contained on the order of a kilogram of a high-density material that was a new type of
explosive.

3. Required large factories, hundreds of people, and over a year to produce enough of that
high-density material.

4. Contained other components that are alluded to but not specified.

5. Had a blast radius of several kilometers.

Those details are highly consistent with others descriptions of a German fission implosion bomb.

The Lüneburger Heide or Heath is an area just south of Hamburg. Note the measures taken to
avoid aerial surveillance (“to prevent detection from the air”) and aerial bombardment (“vast
underground factories,” distribution “in a number of towns”) of this program. If those measures
were successful, and if the equipment was evacuated, blown up, or buried before the end of the war,
the whole program could have remained unnoticed by Allied countries, apart from a few intelligence
reports such as those of Dr. Berg and the following documents, which do not appear to have been
seriously pursued.]
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Figure D.79: Several documents reported that there was a hidden underground nuclear facility
somewhere in the Lüneburger Heide area south of Hamburg.
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From US Military Attache Madrid Spain to War Department. 21 June 1944. Cable
12547. [NARA RG 165, Entry NM84-489, Box 175, Folder G-2 Book III a (Cables)]

To London and MILID, 12547.

Contact named Handtusch now returned to Germany eval FO states sea pointed last several days
is aerial torpedo. Proof fired from Luene Burger Heide in direction Baltic Sea, impact area approx-
imately 100 KM from Kiel. He stated storage depots these torpedos located in Luene Burger Heide
near Luene Burg. Manufactured in new underground plants between Rostock and Stralsund.

Sharp.

BIOS 142. Information Obtained from Targets of Opportunity in the Sonthofen Area.
1945.

A. The S. S. Hauptamt (information from various sources)

Scientific research on new weapons and the production of armaments in Germany was controlled
not only by the established ministries such as the R.L.M. but also by Speer’s ministry and by the
S. S. Hauptamt. [...]

Obergruppenführer Professor Kammler, one of the directors of the S.S. Hauptamt, was said to
have great influence on Himmler and more influence on Hitler than Speer himself; and he was kept
informed on all questions concerning armaments. The New Weapons section of the Wa↵enamt was
apparently directed by a man called Bree. Standartenführer Klumm worked in this section and
under him Lt. Kreutzfeld, who was interrogated.

One of the functions of the S.S. was to control the work of politically unreliable scientists who were
kept in concentration camps. One of these camps was at Oranienburg, and research was done here
on new weapons. [...] Another such camp was located at Nordhausen in the Harz, and came under
the direct control of Kammler. Here the prisoners worked in an underground factory engaged on
production. [...]

B. Information obtained from K. Kreutzfeld [...]

(g) Liquid air bomb

As the research on the atomic bomb under Graf von Ardenne and others was not proceeding as
rapidly as had been hoped in 1944, it was decided to proceed with the development of a liquid air
bomb. [...]
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C. Interrogation of Josef Ernst [...]

(c) Scientific concentration camps

Ernst stated that he had been imprisoned at a concentration camp for politically unreliable scientists
called “Camp Mecklenburg” in the Lüneburger Heide. This place was not known to Kreutzfeld,
who was however acquainted with the Oranienburg camp. The possibility of bringing Ernst over to
Oranienburg was also mentioned in Ernst’s personal file, which had been given to him by Kreutzfeld
for identification purposes. There was no mention of Camp Mecklenburg in this file. Ernst also
stated that there was a similar camp at Maudhausen, near Vienna, but this was also unknown to
Kreutzfeld. [...]

(f) Other work at Camp Mecklenburg

Ernst also stated that work was carried out at this camp on a new liquid air bomb, and liquid air
gun (?), while trials on some kind of atomic bomb were made at or near the camp.

[The BIOS investigators interrogated Kurt Kreutzfeld, who had apparently been a member of the
SS, and Josef Ernst, who had apparently been a “politically unreliable” scientist sentenced to work
in concentration camps under the supervision of Kreutzfeld and other SS members. Ernst said he
had worked at a concentration camp in the Lüneburger Heide where scientists were developing
atomic bombs and other advanced weapons. Kreutzfeld denied that such a place existed and ap-
parently implied to the BIOS investigators that Ernst was crazy. From the report, it seems that
the BIOS investigators chose to believe the SS man’s denials, and disbelieve the captive scientist’s
report about atomic bomb development.

The veracity of Ernst’s statements is strongly supported by two points he includes that are corrob-
orated by other sources but would have been very far from common knowledge:

• His description of Lüneburger Heide having a very large, very secret facility for the develop-
ment of an atomic bomb is highly consistent with the statements of Otto Hahn and Frederick
Loofbourow’s informant, Dr. Berg.

• Ernst said there was another similar concentration camp where scientists were apparently
forced to work on atomic bomb development at “Maudhausen, near Vienna.” The Mau-
thausen concentration camp system west of Vienna included Gusen, a large underground
complex where nuclear scientists worked on advanced weapons development (see pp. 2757,
3187, 3225↵.).

This report directly links Manfred von Ardenne and the atomic bomb development work, which
strongly suggests that one of von Ardenne’s specialties, electromagnetic isotope enrichment of
uranium-235, was involved in the program. That aligns very well with Dr. Berg’s report that many
hundreds of workers in the Lüneburger Heide were operating factory equipment to produce small
quantities of the special high-density material required by the new type of bomb, very much like
the calutron operators at Oak Ridge. For another report linking Lüneburger Heide with atomic
bomb development, see p. 2984.

See also: Lüneburger Heide: “Wir wissen nicht genau, was drin ist”—C-Wa↵en in der Heide aufge-
taucht. [Lüneburger Heide: “We don’t know exactly what is in there”—chemical weapons appear
in the Heide.] Focus, 28 March 2017. https://www.focus.de/panorama/welt/lueneburger-heide-wir-
wissen-nicht-genau-was-drin-ist-c-wa↵en-in-der-heide-aufgetaucht id 6845571.html]
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Memo to Lt. Col. P. M. Wilson. Atom-Bomb Specialist. 4 April 1946 [TNA FO
1031/112].

1. The following information has just come to hand and we should be glad if it could be passed on
to the appropriate interested agencies.

2. Karl Heinz BOSECK, former Ustuf in the Wa↵en SS, alleges that he is an Atom-Bomb expert.
He is now interned in No. 2 CIC, SANDBOSTEL and his P.O.W. No. is 204526.

[Karl-Heinz Boseck, born in 1915, was a mathematician who studied under Erich Schumann and
became a member of the SS [Nagel 2011; Nagel 2012a, pp. 550, 560; Segal 2003, pp. 321–333].

“Atom-Bomb expert” implies much more than just early research. Boseck apparently worked in the
SS’s nuclear weapons development groups, which remain even more mysterious than other branches
of the German nuclear program. Specifically, he helped run the “Mathematical Institute” at the
Sachsenhausen concentration camp in Oranienburg [Nagel 2012a, p. 550; Segal 2003, pp. 321–333],
an extremely interesting intersection of mathematical calculations, uranium from Auer Gesellschaft
in Oranienburg, and slave labor from the concentration camp (perhaps for uranium enrichment?).
That also supports Josef Ernst’s assertion that the camp at Oranienburg did work related to the
nuclear bomb development work at Lüneburger Heide (pp. 2866–2867).

Can other documents from Allied interrogations of Boseck be located, declassified, and released?
What other information can be found about Boseck?]

Otto Hahn’s autobiography [Otto Hahn 1968, p. 200].

Professor Staudinger schrieb mir, ein O�zier
hätte ihm sein Ehrenwort gegeben, daß in
der Lüneburger Heide kurz vor Kriegsende
drei deutsche Atombomben einsatzbereit gele-
gen hätten.

Professor Staudinger wrote me that an o�cer
had given him his word of honor that three Ger-
man nuclear bombs had been ready for deploy-
ment in the Lüneburg Heath shortly before the
end of the war.

[As Otto Hahn reported in his autobiography, after the war a German military o�cer in a position to
know confirmed that this Lüneburger Heide program did indeed exist and had actually produced
three completed fission bombs by the end of the war. With over two years to produce enough
material, that could be quite possible. It is also possible that this Lüneburger Heide program
produced one or more bombs that were used in the reported late 1944/early 1945 test explosions
(Sections D.2.5–D.2.7). For a report that appears to link the Lüneburger Heide facility the Baltic
atomic bomb test, see p. 2984.

Hermann Staudinger was a Nobel-Prize-winning German chemist just as Otto Hahn was, and of
roughly the same age as Hahn. Hahn would have placed great faith in something that Staudinger
told him. Since Hahn thought the statement was worthy of inclusion in his autobiography, and
since he made no attempt to refute the statement (based on his own knowledge of wartime nuclear
work), he seemed to imply that he accepted the statement as credible. Hahn’s autobiography was
only released after his death.]
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V-3. Time. 27 November 1944 p. 88.

The terrible novelty of V-2 had by no means worn o↵ yet, but London last week was already abuzz
with speculations about V-3—supposedly an atomic bomb. [...]

The speculative London report suggested that the Nazis are using the same pressure principle
to crush atoms. The crusher: A “Neuman” demolition charge, which explodes inward instead of
outward. Used in a sphere, the Neuman charge might develop pressures of tens of thousands of tons
per square inch at the center, perhaps enough to disintegrate an unstable atom such as uranium
and release its explosive atomic energy.

[Egon Neumann developed sophisticated shaped charge explosives in 1910 [George Brown 1998, p.
166; Walters and Zukas 1989, pp. 12–13]. His name was presumably attached here to describe the
general principle, not to imply that he was directly involved in the reported wartime atomic bomb
development.

This article appears to describe the Schumann-Trinks implosion bombs or very similar work, and
it supports the view that the work described in the postwar writings of Schumann and Trinks was
indeed carried out during the war.]

General Ivan Ilyichev. 1944. Intelligence report to General Antonov and Joseph Stalin
(15 November 1944) Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45)
37.

[For this very important document on the design and testing of the German fission
implosion bomb, see p. 3020.]

General Ivan Ilyichev. 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and Joseph Stalin
(23 March 1945) Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37.

[For this very important and extremely detailed document on the design and testing
of the German fission implosion bomb, see p. 3024.]
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Ordnance Technical Intelligence press release. August 1945. [NARA RG 498, Microfilm
MP63-9 0137, Frames 623–624]

Ordnance OTI
For Immediate Release

For over two years, “detectives” of the Army Ordnance Department kept close tabs on German
progress in the development of atomic weapons, it was revealed today by Lt. Col. John A. Keck,
Chief Enemy Technical Intelligence Branch, Technical Division, Ordnance Service, TSFET.

“This shadowing of German science began in 1942,” said Col. Keck, “when several Ordnance
O�cers, including myself, commenced work with British Intelligence in the United Kingdom. During
the period before D-Day, allied agents on the continent were able to obtain from German proving
grounds and research laboratories, information which gave definite evidence of steady progress in
the atomic field. For some time, the race between German and American science was a close one,
and had the Nazis been able to reach their goal, the outcome of the European war might have been
entirely di↵erent.”

Atoms had top priority on Col. Keck’s list when he arrived in France with the 1st Army on D-Day.
Information at his disposal gave several leads to the location of experimental stations in this line,
but in the process of following them up, he hit several discouraging blind alleys. The first road took
him to Cherbourg, where the absence of atomic proving grounds was somewhat compensated by the
discovery of V-Bomb launching sites. Throughout the Normandy and Northern France campaigns,
his searches gave little in the way of results. However, when the breakthrough in Germany got
underway, the evidence began to pile up, culminating in the discovery of the great Nazi proving
ground at Hillersleben. Here, it was learned that the Germans had gone far in the development of
atomic bombs.

“However,” said Col. Keck, “they weren’t able to go far enough for several reasons, particularly
the fact that they didn’t have the facilities with which to conduct their experiments, and that
our saturation bombing raids would throw their program far behind schedule. Nevertheless their
progress was considerable and indicated that they were coming very close to the solution of the
problem.”

We were fully aware of their plans in this field, for sometimes whatever information we got from
our agents went to the proper authorities in the States. This information was undoubtedly put at
the disposal of our own scientists. However, it’s interesting to note that our knowledge of enemy
experiments in the atomic field far exceeded our knowledge of the closely-guarded experiments in
the United States.

[The U.S. Army Ordnance Technical Intelligence o�ce publicly stated that evidence proved “the
Germans had gone far in the development of atomic bombs.” What information were “allied agents
on the continent... able to obtain from German proving grounds and research laboratories” during
the war? What nuclear-related work was discovered at Hillersleben at the end of the war? Can the
relevant U.S. reports be found at NARA or elsewhere?

Keck and the Ordnance Technical Intelligence o�ce described an extended program to monitor
German nuclear progress and gave accurate information about Hillersleben, Erich Schumann, and
other aspects of German research in this and other press releases. As shown on the next page, other
U.S. government o�cials later forced them to deny all of that.]
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Ordnance Technical Intelligence press release. August 1945. [NARA RG 498, Microfilm
MP63-9 0137, Frames 625–626]

Ordnance OTI
For Immediate Release

“If the power of the Army’s new atomic bomb is equal to that of 20,000 tons of TNT, its area of
destruction would be a circle approximately one mile in diameter,” said Colonel Leslie E. Simon,
Director of the U.S. Army Ordnance Ballistics Research Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
Colonel Simon, who was interviewed shortly after release of information on the Army’s latest secret
weapon, has been in this theater on a special mission which included a 10,000 mile tour of German
Ordnance installations and proving grounds.

[...]

When asked of the extent to which the Germans had gone in the development of atom bombs,
Colonel Simon said that several groups of German scientists had made some progress, but that
they had not equalled our developments. He added, however, that they were definitely on the right
track and it was a matter of time before they would be able to work something out.

One of the chief experts in this field, he said, was a Dr. Schumann, who was in charge of the research
group of the Wa↵enamt (ordnance) in Berlin. With several other brilliant scientists, Dr. Schumann
did much outstanding work, but, according to Colonel Simon, the Germans lagged behind us.

Colonel Simon said he did not believe that any German scientists had gone to Japan to continue
their work, chiefly because they would be obliged to leave their laboratory facilities.

[Colonel Leslie Simon conducted extensive on-site visits and wrote detailed reports on German
research facilities [Simon 1947a, 1947b, 1971]. He and the U.S. Army Ordnance Technical Intelli-
gence o�ce publicly stated that Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985) was a “brilliant scientist”
who “did much outstanding work,” and that “the Germans had gone far in the development of
atomic bombs.” That view appears to be strongly supported by documentation about Schumann’s
wartime work (p. 2885). However, the Alsos Mission publicly declared that Schumann was only
a “second-rate physicist” whose “main interest was the physics of piano strings” (p. 2597), and
threatened the Ordnance Technical Intelligence o�ce “against making further statements on this
subject” (see below).]

Monthly Intelligence Summary. July–August 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

IX CENSORSHIP. [...]

e. The first wave of publicity after the use of the atom bomb brought forth a story from Lt. Col. John
A. KECK, Chief of the Enemy Technical Intelligence Branch Ordnance Services, ETO, in which
KECK purports to have conducted intelligence operations to determine the scope of enemy work
on an atomic bomb. Col. KECK was interviewed by a representative of this o�ce and admitted
that he had not performed such a mission but denied having given the story to the Press. KECK
stated that the story was released by the Public Relations Section of the Ordnance Services. Both
KECK and the PRO were warned against making further statements on this subject.
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J. C. Clark. 18 September 1945. Development and Use of Röntgenblitz Technique by
the German Scientists during Period 1938–45. Alsos Intelligence Report KO-29365
[AFHRA Folder 170.2279E 18 SEP 1945; AFHRA B1763 frames 0252–0259].

This report is based upon the interrogation of German scientists and scientific reports recovered
during the period within a few months after the cessation of hostilities in the E.T.O. Unfortunately
the men who apparently did most of the research and development work on the Röntgenblitz
equipment, namely Dr. Steenbeck and possibly Dr. Mühlenpfordt working under Dr. Gustav Hertz
at Siemens, Berlin, had already gone to Moscow to continue their work, and were not available
in Germany for interrogation. However, Dr. Thomer, now working with Prof. H. Schardin at the
French Laboratory at Leichtmetall Werke, St. Louis, Alsace, was available for questioning and was
well acquainted with the equipment. [...]

Dr. Thomer got his degree at Leipzig in 1936 and worked at Siemens with Dr. Hertz from 1936 until
1938 when he left to go with Prof. Schardin at the Physikalisches Institut der Luftkriegs-Akademie,
Berlin-Gatow. Here he used the Röntgenblitz technique for ballistic studies. [...]

By 1941 the Forschungslaboratory acquired high vacuum metal Röntgenblitz tubes from the re-
search laboratory #2 of Siemenswerke for use in multiple flash x-ray studies. This tube and the
auxillary circuit is the type which was used for the remainder of the work carried on by Prof.
Schardin’s workers as well as Dr. Rudi Schall, working under Dr. Erich Schumann at the WaF
(research) Division of the Wa↵enamt, in Berlin. [...]

The uses to which the Germans put the Röntgenblitz equipment were learned by examining cap-
tured documents and by interrogation. These applications cover (a) target cavitation produced by
projectiles passing through wooden blocks and water targets, (b) the smashing of a lead bullet
upon impact with various targets, (c) cavity charge phenomena studies, (d) detonation phenomena
studies and (e) an interesting study of the arming of a nose fuze a short distance in front of the
muzzle of the gun. With the exception of the studies on detonation of an explosive charge done by
Dr. Rudi Schall, all work with the Röntgenblitz equipment was done by Schardin’s group, working
principally with Dr. Thomer. Only a few German documents covering the above work were avail-
able for examination by the author during the investigation of this subject, but it is believed that
a complete series of the reports of both Prof. H. Schardin’s and Dr. Erich Schumann’s groups have
been recovered and forwarded through the proper military channels for filing and examination (see
Col. L. E. Simon’s U.S. Ord. Dept. report).

It was, however, definitively ascertained that the experimental techniques utilized to obtain flash
radiographs of cavity charges and high explosive specimens were sensibly the same as those familiar
to U.S. research workers. The German scientific groups recognized the value of this technique
because it was learned that at least eight more Röntgenblitz units were under construction at the
Siemenswerke, Berlin.

[Erich Schumann and Hubert Schardin led groups that conducted detailed research, development,
and testing programs for implosion bombs. According to this document, the United States acquired
“a complete series of the reports of both Prof. H. Schardin’s and Dr. Erich Schumann’s groups”
and followed up with interrogations of personnel from those groups for several months after the
war. Can all of that information be located and declassified now?]
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Figure D.80: Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf: Apparent testing area
for implosion designs; note numerous ports for mounting diagnostic equipment.
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Erwin Respondek, 6 November 1945 [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-210, Box 447, Folder
WN 16162–16171]

Übersicht des Standes der wissenschaftlichen
Arbeiten in Deutschland zur Atom-Bombe (bis
Mai 1945)

[...] Prof. Schumann äusserte etwa 1944,
dass das Problem der Uran-Bombe gelöst
sei. Die Bombe solle an einem Fallschirm
abgeworfen werden. Die Zündvorrichtung sei
in technisch einfacher Form gelöst worden.
Hierzu diene eine Neutronenquelle. Prof.
Schumann sagte aber zugleich, dass es bisher
nicht gelungen sei, das Uran zum explosiven
Spontanzerfall zu bringen. [...]

Overview of the State of Scientific Work in
Germany on the Atomic Bomb (until May
1945).

[...] Prof. Schumann stated around 1944
that the problem of the uranium bomb had
been solved. The bomb should be dropped on
a parachute. The ignition device was solved in
a technically simple form. For this purpose,
a neutron source is used. At the same time,
however, Prof. Schumann said that so far it had
not been possible to bring about the explosive
spontaneous disintegration of uranium. [...]

[Erwin Respondek (1894–1971) was a German economist who secretly passed information to the
United States throughout the 1940s. Despite the juicy title of Respondek’s report, he appears to
have been most familiar with the well-known basic nuclear research of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute,
to which he devoted most of the report.

However, he did include one intriguing paragraph about the development of an actual German
atomic bomb. According to Respondek, the bomb:

• Involved Erich Schumann in its design, which strongly suggests that the bomb design employed
shaped charges and implosion, Schumann’s area of technical expertise.

• Used uranium as the fission fuel.

• Used a parachute. (This agrees with other accounts—see for example p. 2996.)

• Was intended to be dropped by an aircraft, at least up until 1944 (based on the parachute).

• Used a neutron source to initiate fission reactions at the right time. (That would be during
implosion, and is consistent with the other accounts of the bomb design—see for example p.
3024.)

• Had been completed but not yet successfully tested, as of sometime in 1944. (That is consistent
with the first successful test(s) being in late 1944/early 1945—see Sections D.2.5–D.2.7.)

• Was separate from and much more secret than the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute program (based
on how much less Respondek knew about it).]
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Erich Schumann. 2 October 1940. Unclassified draft article on explosives research for
popular publication [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg N822/17].

[Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985) was a high-ranking physicist in the wartime German Army
Ordnance O�ce. He was an expert on conventional explosives and on using shaped explosive charges
in a wide variety of geometries for di↵erent purposes. At the end of the war, almost all of his wartime
papers were destroyed by the Germans or captured and classified by the Allies. However, there is
strong evidence from multiple postwar sources that Schumann designed and demonstrated large,
highly sophisticated, spherical implosion bombs during the war. If furnished with fission fuel in the
center, such spherical implosion designs would have been quite suitable for nuclear weapons.

One of the few surviving and relevant wartime documents is this 2 October 1940 draft article on
explosives research that Schumann was preparing for publication. Because the article was intended
for unclassified publication, it omitted or downplayed many important aspects. Yet it did make
clear that no later than September 1940, Schumann and his coworkers:

• Knew that nuclear explosives could potentially be a million times more powerful than chemical
explosives (explosive energies up to megatons of TNT equivalent).

• Wanted to use the shock waves produced by chemical explosives to produce the highest
possible pressures and temperatures (which immediately suggests a spherical implosion, from
basic physical principles).

• Were keenly interested in using (implosive) shock waves from chemical explosives to trigger
nuclear reactions.

• Were trying to make the production of suitable shock waves highly precise and “mathemati-
cally controlled.”

• Could not discuss the details in an unclassified article “because of the significance of special
arrangements in terms of weapons technology.”]
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[...] Der Zustand der Detonation ist dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Aktivierungsen-
ergie dem Sprengsto↵ durch eine Stosswelle
zugeführt wird, wobei die beim Zerfall des
Sto↵es freiwerdende Energie das Fortschreiten
der Stosswelle unterstützt. Es ist leicht einzuse-
hen, dass bei der gegenseitigen Kopplung von
Wellenausbreitung und Sprengsto↵zerfall sich
in einem genügend ausgedehnten Sprengkörper
ein stationärer Zustand herausbildet, der
für die gesamten detonativen Erscheinungen
charakteristisch ist.

Die Fortpflanzungsgeschwindigkeit
dieser stationären Zersetzung heisst
Detonationsgeschwindigkeit. Da diese
verhältnismässig einfach messbar ist, liegt
für sie ein umfangreiches Messmaterial vor, das
zum wertvollsten Besitz der experimentellen
Sprengsto↵physik gehört, stellt doch die Det-
onationsgeschwindigkeit die einzige wirklich
physikalische Messgrösse dar, mit der heute ein
Sprengsto↵ charakterisiert werden kann.

[...] The state of detonation is characterized by
the fact that the activation energy is supplied
to the explosive by a shock wave, whereby
the energy released during the decay of the
substance supports the progression of the shock
wave. It is easy to see that in a su�ciently large
explosive device, when the wave propagation
and explosive decay are coupled together, a
steady state is formed which is characteristic
of all detonative phenomena.

The propagation velocity of this stationary
decomposition is called the detonation velocity.
Since it is relatively easy to measure, there is
extensive measured information available for it,
which is one of the most valuable possessions
of experimental explosives physics, since the
detonation velocity is the only really physical
major measurement which can be used today
to characterize an explosive.
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Die geschilderten energetischen Verhältnisse
im molekularen Verband der Sprengsto↵e
sind grundsätzlich die gleichen, wie wir sie
vom korpuskularen Verband des Atomk-
erns kennen. Obgleich beim Kernzerfall eine
sehr grosse Energie frei wird, besitzt der
Atomkern doch eine grosse Stabilität, weil
zur Einleitung des Zerfalls eine erhebliche
Aktivierungsarbeit geleistet werden muss.
Die heute möglichen Kernzertrümmerungen
entsprechen bei diesem Vergleich, der sich nur
auf die qualitativen energetischen Verhältnisse
erstreckt, vollständig dem stillen Zerfall von
Sprengsto↵molekülen. Da die Kernenergien den
chemischen Bindungsenergien, aus denen die
Sprengsto↵e ihre Leistungsfähigkeit schöpfen,
um mindestens 6 Grössenordnungen überlegen
sind, würde durch die Kernreaktionen die
Möglichkeit von Sprengsto↵en unvorstellbar
grosser Brisanz gegeben sein, wenn es gelingen
würde, die Kernreaktion detonativ, d.h. durch
Stosswellen, auszulösen. Ganz abgesehen von
der geschichtlich einschneidenden Bedeutung
einer solchen Möglichkeit, einen Sto↵ von
wirklich gigantischer Zerstörungskraft in men-
schliche Hände zu geben, würden wir damit die
Materie unter thermodynamischen Bedingun-
gen vorzuliegen haben, wie sie sonst nur an ganz
wenigen Stellen des Universums vorkommen.
Fraglos wäre der kernreaktionäre Sprengsto↵
physikalische Realität, wenn es gelänge, eine
Stosswelle genügender Intensität zu erzeugen,
die einen Kernzerfall einleiten könnte. Da
jedoch selbst bei den schwereren, am wenigsten
stabilen Atomen die Aktivierungsenergie noch
nach Millionenvolt gemessen wird, besitzen wir
keine Möglichkeit, eine solch intensiv Stosswelle
zu erzeugen. Es fehlt bei den Kernreaktionen
eben die Abstufung der Aktivierungsarbeiten,
wie sie bei den Sprengsto↵en von den Initial-
bis zu den Sicherheitssprengsto↵en gegeben
ist; durch diese ist es möglich, durch fast
beliebig kleine Impulse über die Initialsto↵e
äusserst stabile chemische Verbindungen zum
detonativen Zerfall zu bringen. [...]

The described energetic conditions in the molec-
ular bond of explosives are basically the same
as we know them from the nuclear bond of the
atomic nucleus. Although a very large amount
of energy is released during its disintegration,
the atomic nucleus has great stability, because
a considerable amount of activation work must
be done to initiate disintegration. In this com-
parison, which only covers the qualitative ener-
getic conditions, the nuclear disintegration pos-
sible today corresponds completely to the sim-
ple disintegration of explosive molecules. Since
nuclear energies are at least 6 orders of magni-
tude greater than the chemical binding energies
from which explosives derive their power, nu-
clear reactions would be unimaginably explosive
if it were possible to trigger the nuclear reaction
via detonations, i.e. by shock waves. Quite apart
from the historically far-reaching significance of
such a possibility of putting a substance of truly
gigantic destructive power into human hands,
we would then be able to produce matter un-
der thermodynamic conditions that otherwise
occur only in very few places in the universe.
There is no doubt that the nuclear-reactive ex-
plosive would be a physical reality if it were pos-
sible to generate a shock wave of su�cient inten-
sity to initiate nuclear disintegration. However,
since the activation energy of even the heaviest,
least stable atoms is still measured in millions of
volts, we have no way of generating such an in-
tense shock wave. The nuclear reactions lack the
gradation of activation energy that is present in
explosives, from early explosives to safety explo-
sives; this makes it possible to cause extremely
stable chemical compounds to undergo detona-
tive decay by means of almost arbitrarily small
impulses via the initial substances. [...]
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Für die Sprengwirkung sind nun nicht allein
die thermodynamischen Zustandsgrössen an
der Unstetigkeitsstelle, die die Detonations-
front kennzeichnet, massgebend, sondern in
entscheidendem Masse ihr weiterer räumlicher
Verlauf. Für die Berechnung von räumlichen
Feldern der in den Schwaden herrschenden Zu-
standsgrössen liegen jedoch keine genügenden
theoretischen Grundlagen vor. Glücklicherweise
liefert nun die Röntgenblitztechnik auf ex-
perimentellem Wege den Feldverlauf einer
der wichtigsten Zustandsgrössen, nämlich
der Gasdichte der Schwaden. Dadurch, dass
der Dichtesprung an der Detonationsfront
durch die Röntgenblitzmethode der Mes-
sung zugänglich ist, erhält man nicht nur
einen Einblick in der Zerfallsprozess, sondern
durch den weiteren räumlichen Dichteverlauf
auch in die für die Wirkung entscheiden-
den Schwadenströmungserscheinungen. Das
Arbeitsvermögen der Schwaden ist nämlich
nicht allein durch den Drucksprung in der
Detonationsfront bestimmt, sondern wesentlich
durch den zeitlichen Druckverlauf an der
Sprengsto↵oberfläche. Dieser ist jedoch durch
die Strömungsvorgänge der Schwaden gegeben,
die sich auf Grund von Röntgenblitzaufnahmen
verfolgen lassen. Fraglos werden sich die
thermodynamischen Kenntnisse, die zu einer
Berechnung der Strömungsvorgänge bei
den in den Schwaden vorliegenden Drucken
von über 100 000 atm und Gasdichten
in der Grössenordnung derjenigen fester
Körper bisher fehlten, aus den nach der
Röntgenblitzmethode gewonnenen experi-
mentellen Ergebnissen gewinnen lassen. Damit
dürfte die Einführung der Röntgenblitzmethode
in die Sprengsto↵physik, die ebenfalls meinem
Institute entstammt1), über den engeren
Rahmen der Sprengsto↵forschung hinaus für
die gesamte Physik der Materie bei extremen
Bedingungen von fruchttragender Bedeutung
sein.

1) Eine sprengsto↵physikalische
Röntgenblitzarbeit wird erstmalig in dem
vorliegenden Heft verö↵entlicht (Arbeit Schall)

For the blast e↵ect, not only the thermo-
dynamic state variables at the discontinuity
point, which characterizes the detonation front,
are decisive, but also to a decisive extent
its further spatial course. However, there is
no su�cient theoretical basis for the calcu-
lation of spatial fields of the state variables
prevailing in the windrows. Fortunately, the
X-ray flash technique now provides the field
progression of one of the most important
state variables, namely the gas density of
the plume, by experimental means. Since
the density jump at the detonation front
is accessible by the X-ray flash method of
measurement, one does not only get an
insight in the disintegration process, but also,
through the further spatial density course, into
the vapor flow phenomena which are decisive
for the e↵ect. The working capacity of the
vapors is not only determined by the pressure
jump in the detonation front, but essentially by
the pressure curve over time at the surface of
the explosive. However, this is given by the flow
processes of the vapors, which can be followed
on the basis of X-ray flash photographs. There
is no doubt that the experimental results
obtained using the X-ray flash method will
provide the thermodynamic knowledge needed
to calculate the flow processes at pressures of
over 100,000 atm and gas densities of the order
of magnitude of those of solid bodies in the
vapors. Thus, the introduction of the X-ray
flash method into explosives physics, which
also originates from my institute1), should be
of fruitful importance beyond the narrower
framework of explosives research for the entire
physics of matter under extreme conditions.

1) An X-ray flash study on the physics of
explosives is published for the first time in this
issue (work of Schall)
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[...] Die soeben bei der Erläuterung des
Brisanzbegri↵es geäusserten Gedanken deuten
bereits eine Theorie der gesamten Sprengstof-
fwirkung an. Eine solche allgemeine Theorie
hat jedoch nicht nur die Vorgänge an der
Sprengsto↵oberfläche selbst, sondern auch
Einwirkungen auf weiter entfernt liegende
Punkte zu erfassen. Als Ursache solcher mittel-
barer Sprengsto↵wirkungen kommen neben der
direkten Schwadeneinwirkung die Stosswelle im
an den Sprengsto↵ angrenzenden Medium oder
an der Sprengsto↵oberfläche beschleunigte und
dann ballistisch wirkende Materialteile in Be-
tracht. Die bei den je nach der beabsichtigten
Wirkung verschiedenen Anordnungen der
Sprengobjekte auftretenden Fragen hier näher
zu erörtern, verbietet sich bei der wa↵entech-
nischen Bedeutung spezieller Anordnungen von
selbst. Auch bei mittelbaren Wirkungen wer-
den die Vorgänge an der Sprengsto↵oberfläche
als in jedem Falle entscheidende Kraftquelle
Ausgangspunkt weiterer Untersuchungen sein
müssen.

Das Ergebnis der vorstehenden Überlegungen
kann dahin zusammengefasst werden, dass
Wege aufgezeigt und Untersuchungsmethoden
angegeben werden, die detonativen Erschein-
ungen in den allgemeinen Rahmen der Physik
einzuordnen. Eine solche Behandlung von
Sprengsto↵fragen nach rein physikalischen
Gesichtspunkten hat die Scha↵ung physikalis-
cher Messmethoden für die die Wirkung
und Handhabung bestimmenden Grössen
zur notwendigen primären Folge. Die weitere
Verfolgung dieser Methoden muss zu einer all-
gemeinen Theorie der Sprengwirkungen führen,
die Ablauf und Auswirkung jeder Sprenganord-
nung rechnerisch zu beherrschen erlaubt und
damit der Sprengtechnik wertvollste Unterla-
gen scha↵t. Rückwirkend auf die allgemeine
Physik werden die sprengsto↵physikalischen
Ergebnisse wieder dieser neue Erkenntnisse
bringen, liegt doch im Detonationsvorgang
die Materie unter Bedingungen vor, wie sie
bei anderen physikalischen Erscheinungen
experimentell nicht zu verwirklichen sind.

[...] The thoughts just expressed in the expla-
nation of the explosive concept already suggest
a theory of the entire e↵ect of explosives. How-
ever, such a general theory must not only cover
the processes on the surface of the explosive
itself, but also e↵ects at points further away.
In addition to the direct e↵ect of vapor, the
cause of such indirect explosive e↵ects can be
the shock wave in the medium adjacent to the
explosive or on the explosive surface, which
accelerates and then causes ballistically acting
matter components. The questions arising from
the di↵erent arrangements of the explosives
depending on the intended e↵ect cannot be dis-
cussed here in detail because of the significance
of special arrangements in terms of weapons
technology. Even in the case of indirect e↵ects,
the processes on the surface of the explosives,
as the decisive source of power in any case,
will have to be the starting point for further
investigations.

The result of the above considerations can
be summarized as showing ways and indicating
investigation methods to classify the detonative
phenomena within the general framework of
physics. Such a treatment of explosives issues
from a purely physical point of view has the
necessary primary consequence of creating
physical measuring methods for the variables
determining the e↵ect and handling. The
further pursuit of these methods must lead
to a general theory of blasting e↵ects which
allows the sequence and e↵ects of each blasting
arrangement to be controlled mathematically
and thus provides the blasting technique with
valuable documentation. Retrospectively on
the general physics, the results of blasting
physics will again bring new insights, since
in the detonation process, matter is present
under conditions that cannot be experimentally
realized in other physical phenomena.
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Figure D.81: Figure from a March 1943 report by Erich Schumann and Gerd Hinrichs showing
the design and successful experimental demonstration of explosive lenses [Kennedy 1990, pp. 48,
85–86].
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Figure D.82: Figure from a March 1943 report by Erich Schumann and Gerd Hinrichs showing
the design and successful experimental demonstration of explosive lenses [Kennedy 1990, pp. 48,
85–86].
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Erich Schumann. 1949. Die Wahrheit über die deutschen Arbeiten und Vorschläge
zum Atomenergie-Problem (1939–45). Unpublished manuscript from Schumann estate
[courtesy of Rainer Karlsch].

[This manuscript is an unfinished, unpublished attempt by Schumann to describe the parts of
the German nuclear program with which he was involved. In its current form, the manuscript is
missing many pages, and those that do exist are often simply abbreviated notes for what Schumann
intended to write.]

[p. 38] Wenn über die in Deutschland gegen
Kriegsende geplanten und vorbereiteten Ver-
suche bisher nichts berichtet worden ist, so
hat das seinen Grund darin, das nur wenige
Wissenschaftler darüber unterrichtet waren
und die Akten im April 1945 vernichtet werden
mußten.

[p. 39] Diese Vorschläge, die ich im Herbst 1944
dem Chef des Heereswa↵enamts, General d.
Art. Leeb, vorlegte, basieren auf gemeinsam
mit Trinks angestellten Überlegungen im
Anschluss an unsere Arbeiten2) auf dem Gebiet
der Sprengsto↵physik.

2) niedergelegt in den Berichten des Reichs-
forschungsrats (Sprengsto↵physikberichte,
herausgegeben vom Bevollmächtigten für
Sprengsto↵physik), ferner in den Berichten der
Forschungsabteilung des Heereswa↵enamts und
in etwa 40 Geheimpatentschriften.

[p. 121] Immer wieder, insbesondere in
der Presse und von nicht kompetenten Stellen
wird behauptet, Hitler habe an die A-Bomb
geglaubt, diese sei die unausgesprochene Wun-
derwa↵e in seinen Blu↵reden gewesen.

Alle mit der Atomangelegenheit sachlich
befassten amtlichen Stellen wissen, dass das
nicht der Fall war. Erst Ende 1941 ist Hitler
durch den Postminister Dr. Ohnesorge über
das Atomenergieproblem unterrichtet worden.
[...] Hitler war skeptisch und lehnte ab, noch
schärfer als bei seiner Unterrichtung über die
Rakete.

[p. 38] If nothing has been reported about the
experiments planned and prepared in Germany
towards the end of the war, this is due to the
fact that only a few scientists were informed
and the files had to be destroyed in April 1945.

[p. 39] These proposals, which I submit-
ted to the Chief of the Army Ordnance O�ce
in the fall of 1944, General d. Art. Leeb,
presented, are based on considerations shared
with Trinks following our work in the field of
explosives physics2).

2) set forth in the reports of the Reich
Research Council (Explosives Physics Reports,
issued by the Explosives Physics Commis-
sioner), in the reports of the Army Ordnance
Research Department and in about 40 secret
patents.

[p. 121] Again and again, especially in the
press and from incompetent sources, it is
alleged that Hitler had believed in the A-bomb,
which had been the unspoken miracle weapon
in his blu�ng stories.

All the o�cial bodies concerned with the
nuclear issue know that this was not the case.
At the end of 1941, Hitler was briefed by
the postmaster Ohnesorge about the nuclear
energy problem. [...] Hitler was skeptical and
rejected it, even more sharply than his briefing
on the rocket.
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[p. 127] Im übrigen machte sich schon der
Einfluss der Wa↵en-SS geltend, der dahin
ging, ein eigenes Wa↵enamt aufzubauen und es
selbstverständlich ablehnte, dass das OKW in
irgendeiner Weise hinein zureden vermochte.

[p. 131] Deutschland hat nie reines 235U
in nennenswerten Mengen hergestellt; nur
Harteck 1943 bis 44 mittels Zentrifuge (Anre-
icherung). Clusius-Verfahren ging nicht, weil
Thermodi↵usionskoe�zient negativ war.

[p. 127] Moreover, the influence of the Wa↵en-
SS, which set out to set up its own weapons
o�ce and, of course, refused to allow the Army
to speak in any way, became apparent.

[p. 131] Germany never made pure 235U
in appreciable quantities; only Harteck 1943
to 44 by means of centrifuge (enrichment).
Clusius method did not work because thermal
di↵usion coe�cient was negative.

[Erich Schumann’s implosion systems would have been highly suitable for compressing fission fuel,
thus making a complete fission bomb. In this manuscript, Schumann did not describe that; with the
highly compartmentalized security of German secret weapons programs, he may not have known
much about it. In any event, with postwar Allied interrogations, trials, prison sentences, and exe-
cutions of Germans who had performed various tasks during the war, Schumann certainly would
not have wanted to admit anything that he had known or been involved with.

Schumann stated that he filed “about 40 secret patents” during the war, which presumably covered
the material for which he was granted patents in the postwar period. The view that Schumann’s
postwar papers reflect wartime work is strongly supported by the fact that in August 1945, the
U.S. Army Ordnance Technical Intelligence o�ce publicly stated that based on evidence they
had collected, Erich Schumann was a “brilliant scientist” who “did much outstanding work” “in
the development of atomic bombs”; other U.S. o�cials then threatened the Ordnance Technical
Intelligence o�ce “against making further statements on this subject” (p. 2871). The importance
of Schumann’s work is supported by Erwin Respondek’s 1945 testimony too (p. 2874). The notion
that Schumann’s postwar papers accurately reflect wartime work is also supported by an April 1947
Russian report that is highly similar to Schumann’s work and likely based on some of his wartime
papers that were captured by the Russians [Kozyrev 2005].

Schumann confirmed (1) the fact that the SS eclipsed the Army Ordnance in the German nuclear
program, (2) the extreme secrecy of the nuclear program during the war, and (3) the destruction
of evidence at the end of the war, all consistent with the testimony of Werner Grothmann.

Schumann wrote that he was unaware of enriched uranium sources other than Paul Harteck’s cen-
trifuges. Yet Werner Holtz and Werner Schwietzke in his own Army Ordnance O�ce spent several
years developing uranium centrifuges; the fact that Schumann completely omitted any mention of
that fact demonstrates that he withheld important information in this and other writings.]
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Figure D.83: The table of contents of an unpublished 1949 manuscript by Erich Schumann, a high-
ranking physicist in the wartime German Army Ordnance O�ce, describing wartime work on a
spherical implosion bomb design with multiple concentric layers.
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Figure D.84: A page from an unpublished 1949 manuscript by Erich Schumann, describing a spher-
ical implosion bomb design with multiple concentric layers.
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Letter from Erich Schumann to Ernst Telschow. 2 April 1948 [AMPG, Abt. III, Rep.
83, Nr. 286].

Prof. Dr. Erich Schumann
. Göttingen, den 2. April 48
. Vertraulich
An Herrn Gen. Dir. Dr. E. Telschow
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur
Förderung der Wissenschaften in Göttingen

Im Verlauf von sprengsto↵-physikalischen
Forschungsarbeiten, insbesondere der die
Zündführung bei Hohlsprengkörpern betre↵enden
Untersuchungen, führten Überlegungen, die ich
im Oktober 1943 gemeinsam mit Dr. Walter
Trinks anstellte, zu dem Schluss, dass es zufolge
der in unseren Berichten [Forschungsabteilung H
Wa F, Reichsforschungsrat (Bevollmächtigter für
Sprengsto↵physik) und etwa 40 Patentschriften]
niedergelegten Erkenntnissen möglich sein
müsse, Umwandlungen z. B. von Kohle
in Diamant vorzunehmen und ferner
Atomenergie auch durch Reaktionen zwischen
leichten Elementen freizumachen.

Prinzip: Die außerordentliche Verdichtung
der Materie und damit einhergehende ungeheuere
Temperatursteigerung, wie sie sich im Entwick-
lungsgang der Sterne infolge der Gravitation
vollzieht, soll im Experiment dadurch erzwun-
gen werden, dass man die hohe Sprengsto↵-
physikalisch gewonnene kinetische Energie einer
großen Masse auf eine wesentlich kleinere Masse
überträgt. Siehe nachstehende schematische
Darstellung. (Die zu verdichtende Substanz wird
im gasförmigen Zustand in einer metallischen
Hohlkugel untergebracht, welche außen mit einer
Schicht eines brisanten Sprengsto↵s belegt ist. Bei
geeigneter, gleichmäßig über die ganze Oberfläche
der Sprengsto↵schicht eingeleiteter Zündung wird
für eine gewisse kurze Zeit ein hoher Druck auf
die metallische Kugel ausgeübt, unter dessen Ein-
wirkung das Metall in den plastischen Zustand
gerät und zum Mittelpunkt hin beschleunigt
wird. Dadurch wird die eingeschlossene Gasmasse
außerordentlich rasch verdichtet und dabei sehr
hoch erhitzt):

Prof. Dr. Erich Schumann
. Göttingen, 2 April 48
. Confidential
To General Director Dr. E. Telschow
Max Planck Society for the
Advancement of Sciences in Göttingen

In the course of research work in the
physics of explosives, in particular the in-
vestigations into the detonation of hollow
explosives, considerations which I carried
out in October 1943 with Dr. Walter Trinks,
led to the conclusion that according to the
findings laid down in our reports [Research
Department H Wa F, Reich Research Council
(Commissioner for Explosives Physics) and
about 40 patent specifications], it must be
possible to carry out transformations, e.g. of
coal into diamond, and moreover to release
nuclear energy also through reactions between
light elements.

Principle: The extraordinary compres-
sion of matter and the associated enormous
increase in temperature, as it occurs in the
evolution of stars as a result of gravity, can
be forcibly created in the experiment by
transferring the high kinetic energy of a
large mass, obtained by explosive physics,
to a much smaller mass. See the schematic
diagram below. (The substance to be com-
pressed is placed in the gaseous state in a
metallic hollow sphere, which is covered on
the outside with a layer of explosive material.
When a suitable ignition is applied uniformly
over the entire surface of the explosive layer,
a high pressure is applied to the metal sphere
for a short time, which causes the metal to
plasticize and accelerate towards the center.
This causes the enclosed mass of gas to be
compressed extremely rapidly and thereby to
heat up very rapidly):
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Figure D.85: A 1948 drawing by Erich Schumann, showing a spherical implosion bomb design with
multiple concentric layers used to trigger nuclear reactions [AMPG, Abt. III, Rep. 83, Nr. 286].
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Es war 1944/45 nicht mehr möglich, die bereits
vorbereiteten Versuche durchzuführen, denn
vom damaligen Ministerium für Bewa↵nung
und Munition wurden derartige Versuche nicht
unterstützt, ja sogar verboten. Die experi-
mentellen Möglichkeiten und theoretischen
Überlegungen wurden aber damals von Dr.
Trinks in einer Arbeit, die er als Habilitation-
sschrift zu benutzen gedachte, niedergelegt.
Diese Arbeit wurde weisungsgemäß 1945 mit
den übrigen Geheimakten vernichtet und 1947
nach Rücksprache mit Ihnen für die dortige
Behörde von Dr. Trinks rekonstruiert.

Besteht beispielsweise die erwähnte Kugelschale
aus Eisen, die Füllung aus Wassersto↵gas vom
Anfangsdruck 1 Atm., beträgt die Wandstärke
der Kugelschale etwa 1/50 ihres Durchmessers
und rechnet man weiter mit einer Anfangs-
geschwindigkeit der Schalenelemente von etwa
3200 m/sec, welche noch bequem erreichbar
erscheint, so ergibt sich—nach Trinks—im
Endzustand ein Energiegehalt des verdichteten
Wassersto↵gases von etwa 1015 erg/g, d.h.
mehr als 10 000 mal soviel, wie die brisan-
testen Sprengsto↵e besitzen. Geht man von
einem herabgesetzten Anfangsdruck des
eingeschlossenen Gases aus, so ist mit noch
höheren Energiedichten zu rechnen, also z.B.
bei 0,1 Atm. etwa mit 1016 erg/g, das ist das
100 000-fache des Wertes für die brisantesten
Sprengsto↵e.

In 1944/45 it was no longer possible to carry
out the experiments already prepared, because
the then Ministry of Armaments and Am-
munition did not support such experiments
and even prohibited them. The experimental
possibilities and theoretical considerations
were, however, laid down by Dr. Trinks at that
time in a paper which he intended to use as his
habilitation thesis. This work was destroyed
together with the other secret files in 1945, as
ordered, and in 1947, after consultation with
you, it was reconstructed by Dr. Trinks for the
local authorities.

If, for example, the spherical shell men-
tioned above consists of iron, the filling of
hydrogen gas of the initial pressure of 1 Atm.,
the wall thickness of the spherical shell is about
1/50 of its diameter and if one continues to
calculate with an initial speed of the shell
elements of about 3200 m/sec, which still seems
to be comfortably attainable, this results—after
Trinks—in the final state an energy content
of the compressed hydrogen gas of about 1015

erg/g, i.e. more than 10,000 times as much
as the most explosive explosives possess. If
one assumes a reduced initial pressure of the
enclosed gas, even higher energy densities
can be expected, e.g. at 0.1 atm. about 1016

erg/g, i.e. 100,000 times the value for the most
explosive explosives.
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Durch extrem anwachsende Strahlungsverluste
beim Überschreiten der Temperaturgrenze
des nichtentarteten Elektronengases, sowie
durch sprunghaft erhöhte Kompressibilität bei
Überschreiten der Druckgrenze des nichten-
tarteten Elektronengases werden die theore-
tisch möglichen Zündwerte (Temperaturen von
10–100 Millionen Grad und Drucke von 100
Milliarden bis 100 Billionen Atm) allerdings
nur annährend erreicht werden können. Diese
Schwierigkeiten beginnen jedoch erst von etwa
4 Millionen Grad bei einem Druck von 250 Mil-
lionen Atm. An merklich zu werden, während
unter ihrer Inrechnungsetzung ein weiterer
Anstieg auf etwa 10 Millionen Grad bei einem
Druck von etwa 10 Milliarden Atm., das ist
nahezu der Zustand im Sonnenmittelpunkt,
erwartet werden kann.

Dann sind aber zumindest die beiden
Deuteronen-Reaktionen

However, due to extremely increasing radiation
losses when the temperature limit of the
non-degenerate electron gas is exceeded, as well
as due to a sudden increase in compressibility
when the pressure limit of the non-degenerate
electron gas is exceeded, the theoretically pos-
sible ignition values (temperatures of 10–100
million degrees and pressures of 100 billion to
100 trillion Atm) can only be approximately
reached. However, these di�culties only start
from about 4 million degrees at a pressure
of 250 million Atm. It is possible to notice
them, whereas if they are taken into account,
a further increase to about 10 million degrees
at a pressure of about 10 billion Atm., which is
almost the state in the centre of the sun, can
be expected.

But then at least the two deuteron reac-
tions

2D + 2D = 3He + 1n

2D + 2D = 3Tr + 1H ,

deren Einsetzen im Entwicklungsgang der
Sterne bereits bei 200 000o beginntx), genügend
wahrscheinlichxx), so dass sie auch während der
etwas kurzen Zeiten, die bei dem geplanten
Hohlkugelverfahren zur Verfügung stehen (etwa
0,001 sec), in so ausreichendem Umfang stat-
tfinden, dass erhebliche Energiebeträge gewon-
nen werden können.

whose onset in the evolutionary process of
stars already starts at 200,000o x), su�ciently
probablexx), so that even during the somewhat
short times available in the planned hollow-
sphere process (about 0.001 sec), they take
place in such a su�cient amount that consid-
erable amounts of energy can be gained.
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Wird z.B. 12 Kubikmeter (ca 9 g) schw-
eren Wassersto↵gases vom Druck 0,1 Atm.
vollständig nach dem obigen Reaktionsgle-
ichungen umgesetzt, so wird ein Energiebetrag
von rund 1019 erg entsprechend etwa 275 to
Trinitrotoluol, frei. Noch erheblich höhere
Beträge können unter Heranziehung anderer
leichter Elemente, z. B. Lithium oder Bor,
gewonnen werden.

Erich Schumann

————
x) Vgl. Bethe u. Marshak, Rep. on Progr. in
Phys. 6, 1–15, 1939.

xx)Nachgewiesen in dem Hauptbericht Ab-
schn. V, S. 36 unter Benutzung der von Gamow
und Teller (Phys. Rev. (2) 53, 608, 1938)
verbesserten theoretischen Beziehungen von
Atkinson und Houtermans, der Rechnungen
von Bethe (Phys. Rev. (2) 55, 434, 1939),
sowie der experimentellen Werte des Wirkungs-
querschnittes der Deuteronenreaktionen von
Ladenburg u. Kanner (Phys. Rev. (2) 52, 911,
1937) und der Messungen von Burhop (Proc.
Phil. Soc. 32, 643, 1936).

If e.g. 12 cubic meters (approx. 9 g) of heavy
hydrogen gas of pressure 0.1 Atm. are com-
pletely converted according to the above
reaction equations, an energy amount of about
1019 erg corresponding to about 275 tons of
TNT is released. Even considerably higher
amounts can be obtained by using other light
elements, e.g. lithium or boron.

Erich Schumann

————
x) See Bethe and Marshak, Rep. on Progr. in
Phys. 6, 1–15, 1939.

xx)Proven in the main report, section V,
p. 36, using the theoretical relations of Atkin-
son and Houtermans improved by Gamow
and Teller (Phys. Rev. (2) 53, 608, 1938), the
calculations of Bethe (Phys. Rev. (2) 55, 434,
1939), as well as the experimental values of
the cross section of the deuteron reactions of
Ladenburg and Kanner (Phys. Rev. (2) 52, 911,
1937) and the measurements of Burhop (Proc.
Phil. Soc. 32, 643, 1936).

[This 1948 letter briefly described a spherical implosion bomb design with multiple concentric layers
used to trigger nuclear reactions. While the letter did not delve into still-classified details such as
uranium and explosive lenses, clearly it was closely tied both to Schumann’s wartime work and to
his postwar patents (which are presented on the following pages).]
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Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks. Patent DE977825. Vorrichtung, um ein Material
zur Einleitung von mechanischen, thermischen oder nuklearen Prozessen auf extrem
hohe Drücke und Temperaturen zu bringen. [Device for the introduction of a material
for the introduction of mechanical, thermal or nuclear processes to extremely high
pressures and temperatures.] Filed 13 August 1952.
[https://worldwide.espacenet.com/advancedSearch?locale=en EP]

[...] In solchen Fällen kann man sich eines
Verfahrens bedienen, das darauf beruht, die
kinetische Energie einer größeren Masse nahezu
vollständig auf eine möglichst kleine Masse in
einem sehr kleinen Raumgebiet zu übertragen.
Man erreicht durch den Übergang von großen
zu kleinen Massen größte Energiedichten,
ganz analog wie man einen hohen Druck beim
Übergang von großen zu kleinen Flächen erhält
oder große Lasten mit einer kleinen Kraft durch
Anwendung langer Wege hebt.

Dieses Prinzip der Übertragung der kinetischen
Energie großer Massen auf kleinere findet z.B.
Anwendung beim sogenannten Wasserham-
mer oder hydraulischen Widder; eine größere
in Strömung befindliche Wassermenge wird
plötzlich gebremst; der dabei auftretende
Staudruck hebt einen Bruchteil der gestauten
Wassermenge auf eine bestimmte Höhe empor
und verleiht demselben so einen höheren Betrag
an potentieller Energie pro Volumeneinheit, als
das ursprünglich fließende Wasser an kinetis-
cher Energie besaß.

Gemäß der Erfindung wird für die Erzeu-
gung extrem hoher Drücke und Tempera-
turen eine Vorrichtung vorgeschlagen, die
eine geschlossene Kammer für das auf die
Drücke und Temperaturen zu bringende Ma-
terial besitzt, bei der eine jenem Material
gegenüberliegende, selbst nicht aus Sprengsto↵
bestehende Wand der Kammer mit einem
Sprengsto↵ belegt ist, wobei diese Wand und
ihre Sprengsto↵belegung so ausgebildet sind,
daß die Wand durch den bei der Detonation
des Sprengsto↵es auftretenden Druck auf das
genannte Material hin bewegt und in eine zu
dem genannten Material hin konkave Form
plastisch verformt wird.

[...] In such cases, a method can be used which
is based on transferring the kinetic energy of
a larger mass almost completely to a mass as
small as possible in a very small spatial region.
From the transition from large to small masses
one attains the greatest energy density, just as
a high pressure is obtained in the transition
from large to small surfaces, or large loads are
lifted with a small force by the application of
long paths.

This principle of transferring the kinetic
energy of large masses to smaller ones is, for
example, applied in the so-called water hammer
or hydraulic ram; a larger stream of water is
suddenly braked; the pressure occurring in
the process lifts a fraction of the accumulated
water to a certain height and thus gives it a
higher amount of potential energy per unit
volume than the kinetic energy of the initially
flowing water.

According to the invention, an apparatus
is proposed for the production of extremely
high pressures and temperatures, which has a
closed chamber for the material to be subjected
to pressures and temperatures,
in which a wall of the chamber, which does
not consist of explosives itself, is lined with an
explosive, this wall and its explosive covering
being designed in such a way that the wall is
moved towards the said material by the pressure
occurring during the detonation of the explosive
and is plastically deformed into a concave shape
towards the said material.
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Diese Vorrichtung beruht zum Teil auf dem
Prinzip der sogenannten Hohlsprengladung.
Der maßgebende Teil solcher Hohlsprengladun-
gen besteht aus einem metallischen Hohlkörper
von vorzugsweise kegel-, glocken- oder
flaschenförmiger Gestalt, welcher außen mit
einem Sicherheitssprengsto↵, z.B. Hexogen oder
Trinitrotoluol, umgeben ist. Bei der Detonation
des letzteren gehen die einzelnen Wandele-
mente des genannten Hohlkörpers unter dem
Einfluß des Druckes von etwa 100 000 Atm
in den plastischen Zustand über und erhalten
eine nach innen gerichtete Geschwindigkeit von
mehreren Kilometern pro sec. Beim Zusam-
mentre↵en der beschleunigten Wandelemente
auf der Hohlraumachse wird ihre Bewegung
gebremst, wobei auf einen geschmolzenen
Anteil ihrer Masse ein hoher Druck ausgeübt
wird. Durch diesen Druck werden die flüssig
gewordenen Teilchen in Form eines feinen
Strahles mit großer Geschwindigkeit aus
dem sich zusammenziehenden Hohlraum her-
ausgepreßt. Bei geeigneter Hohlraumform
erreicht man in solchen Hohlsprengladungen
Strahlgeschwindigkeiten bis zur doppelten
Detonationsgeschwindigkeit, also beispielsweise
bei Hexogen 2 ⇥ 8 km/sec = 16 km/sec.
Dieser Geschwindigkeit entspricht ein Druck im
Quellgebiet des Strahles von etwa 107 kg/cm2.
[...]

An dem folgenden speziellen Beispiel soll
dies näher erläutert werden. Die zu verdicht-
ende Substanz sei in gasförmigem Zustand in
einer metallischen Hohlkugel untergebracht,
welche außen mit einer Schicht eines brisan-
ten Sprengsto↵es belegt ist. Bei geeigneter,
gleichmäßig über die ganze Oberfläche ein-
geleiteter Zündung der Sprengsto↵schicht wird
für kurze Zeit ein sehr hoher Druck auf die
Kugelschale ausgeübt, unter dessen Einwirkung
das Metall wie bei den Hohlsprengkörpem
in den plastischen Zustand gerät und zum
Kugelmittelpunkt hin beschleunigt wird.
Dadurch wird die eingeschlossene Gasmasse
außerordentlich rasch verdichtet und dabei sehr
hoch erhitzt.

This device is based, in part, on the principle
of the so-called shaped-charge blasting. The
decisive part of such hollow-spring bladders
consists of a metallic hollow body of preferably
conical, bell-shaped or bottle-shaped shape
which is externally provided with a safety
explosive, for example hexogen or trinitro-
toluene. During the detonation of the latter,
the individual wall elements of said hollow
body are converted into the plastic state under
the influence of the pressure of about 100,000
atmospheres, and receive an inward velocity
of several kilometers per second. When the
accelerated wall elements meet on the cavity
axis, their movement is braked, a high pressure
being exerted on a molten portion of their
mass. By this pressure the particles, which
have become fluid, are pressed out of the
constricting cavity in the form of a fine jet at
high speed. With a suitable cavity shape, jet
velocities of up to twice the detonation velocity
are achieved in such hollow-jet blowers, for
example, in the case of hexogen 2 ⇥ 8 km/sec
= 16 km/sec. This pressure corresponds to a
pressure in the source region of the jet of about
107 kg/cm2. [...]

This will be explained in more detail in
the following specific example. The substance
to be compacted is placed in a gaseous state
in a metallic hollow sphere, which is externally
coated with a layer of a high explosive. In the
case of a suitable ignition of the explosive layer
uniformly introduced over the entire surface, a
very high pressure is exerted on the ball shell
for a short time, under the e↵ect of which the
metal becomes, as in the case of the hollow
bubble bodies, into the plastic state and is
accelerated towards the ball center point. As
a result, the enclosed gas mass is extremely
rapidly compressed and thereby heated very
high.
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Die dabei auftretenden Beschleunigungen sind
ungeheuer groß. Während der Kontraktion der
Hohlkugel nimmt ihre Wandstärke dauernd
zu. Nähert sich dabei die Innenfläche dem
Kugelmittelpunkt, so erhalten die an der In-
nenfläche gelegenen Materialteilchen sehr hohe
Geschwindigkeiten. Man erkennt dies sofort,
wenn man sich vergegenwärtigt, welchen Raum
das von der Außenfläche—auch bei einem
nur kleinen zurückgelegten Weg derselben—
überstrichene Volumen einnimmt, wenn es als
Kugel um den Mittelpunkt angeordnet wird.

Geht man beispielsweise von einer Hohlkugel
vom Innendurchmesser 2R = 100 cm und der
Wandstärke 2 cm aus, so füllt das Schalenma-
terial eine Kugel vom Durchmesser

The accelerations occurring in this case are
enormous. During the contraction of the
hollow spheres their wall thickness increases
continuously. As the inner surface approaches
the center of the sphere, the material particles
located on the inner surface are given very high
velocities. This is immediately apparent when
we consider the space being spanned—even for
a small distance travelled—when it is arranged
as a sphere around the center.

If, for example, a hollow sphere with an
internal diameter of 2R = 100 cm and wall
thickness 2 cm is compacted, the shell material
fills a sphere of diameter

2R0 = 2
3
p
523 � 503 = 2 3

p
15608 ⇡ 50 cm, (D.1)

wenn die Hohlkugel völlig zusam-
mengeschrumpft ist, und legt während des
letzten Teiles der Kontraktion die Außenfläche
einen Weg von nur 1⁄10 mm zurück, so beträgt
in der gleichen Zeit der entsprechende Weg der
Innenfläche 2,66 cm, das ist 266mal soviel.

In Fig. 1a bis 1d ist die Kontraktion einer
Hohlkugel im Schnitt schematisch dargestellt.
Die starke Schrumpfung des Innenraumes,
besonders gegen Ende des Vorganges im
Vergleich mit der verhältnismäßig geringen
Abnahme des Außendurchmessers, macht
das Auftreten enormer Beschleunigungen
verständlich. [...]

Bei der Beschleunigung mittels detonierender
Sprengsto↵e sind Anfangsgeschwindigkeiten
von v̄ = 3000 bis 4000 m/sec. noch bequem
erreichbar. [...]

when the hollow sphere is completely shrunk,
and during the last part of the contraction the
outer surface is a path of only 1⁄10 mm, the
corresponding distance of the inner surface is
2.66 cm, which is 266 times as much.

In Figs. 1a to 1d, the contraction of a
hollow sphere is shown schematically in section.
The severe shrinkage of the interior, especially
towards the end of the process compared with
the relatively small decrease in the outside
diameter, makes the occurrence of enormous
accelerations understandable. [...]

During acceleration by means of detonat-
ing explosives, initial velocities from v̄ = 3000
to 4000 m/sec are yet easily accessible. [...]
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Figure D.86: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing the implosion of a spherical
shell to form a solid sphere of matter.
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Zur technischen Durchführung des vorgeschla-
genen Verfahrens ist folgendes zu bemerken:

Bei der visuellen Beobachtung eines Sprengvor-
ganges, beispielsweise der Detonation einer
Bombe, gewinnt man leicht den Eindruck,
als ob dieser Vorgang sich recht ungeordnet
vollzöge und daß man sich bei den ungeheuren
Belastungen des Materials immer mit gewis-
sen nicht steuerbaren Zufälligkeiten abfinden
müsse.

Die modernen Untersuchungsmethoden
mit mechanischen Hochleistungszeit-
dehnern, Funken-, Kerrzellen- und
Röntgenblitzkinematographen haben je-
doch ergeben, daß Detonationsvorgänge mit
derselben Exaktheit ablaufen wie andere
physikalische Vorgänge und daß ihr Ablauf
und der eintretende Endzustand genau repro-
duzierbar sind, wenn nur stets von den gleichen
Anfangszuständen ausgegangen wird.

Man darf daher bei der Vorbereitung einer
Sprengung nicht glauben, es komme nicht so
genau darauf an, sondern es ist sehr wichtig,
aber auch zugleich lohnend, äußerste Sorgfalt
dabei aufzuwenden. Es ist häufig vorgekom-
men, daß erwartete E↵ekte erst verspätet
nachgewiesen werden konnten, weil man sie
nach einem nicht genügend sorgfältig vorbere-
iteten und deshalb mißglückten Vorversuch
voreilig abgetan hat.

Für die Vorbereitung von Anordnungen
zur Durchführung des beschriebenen Ver-
fahrens gilt das eben Gesagte ganz besonders,
und es ist nicht zuletzt aus diesem Grunde
in den angeführten Beispielen von einer
Hohlkugel mit dem verhältnismäßig großen
Durchmesser von 1 m gesprochen worden, weil
dann Ungenauigkeiten leichter zu vermeiden
sind.

For the technical implementation of the pro-
posed method, the following should be noted:

When visually observing a blasting pro-
cess, for example the detonation of a bomb, one
easily gains the impression that this process
is quite disordered, and that with respect to
the enormous loads, one must always accept
certain uncontrollable, random incidents.

However, the modern methods of investi-
gation with high-performance mechanical
time-lengtheners, spark-, Kerr-cells, and X-
ray flash kinematographs have shown that
detonation processes proceed with the same
exactness as other physical processes and that
their sequence and the final state are exactly
reproducible when only the same initial states
are always assumed.

It is therefore not permissible, when preparing
a blasting, to believe that it is not so impor-
tant, but it is very important, but at the same
time worthwhile, to devote extreme care to
it. It has often happened that the expected
e↵ects could not be demonstrated until later,
because they were prematurely dismissed after
a preliminary experiment which had not been
carefully prepared and therefore failed.

For the preparation of arrangements for
carrying out the described method, the above
is particularly true, and for this reason, in
the examples given, a hollow sphere with the
comparatively large diameter of 1 meter has
been discussed, since inaccuracies are then
easier to avoid.
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Besonders ist es die möglichst strenge Einhal-
tung der Gleichzeitigkeit der Zündung, die in
allen vorliegenden Fällen von besonderer Be-
deutung ist und die sich bei größeren Körpern
leichter erzielen läßt als bei kleineren. Es ist
verhältnismäßig schwierig, einen Sprengkörper
an allen Punkten einer beliebig geformten
Oberfläche gleichzeitig zu zünden. Statt
einer flächenhaften Zündung empfiehlt es
sich deshalb, eine solche in möglichst vielen
Einzelpunkten vorzunehmen.

Einen verhältnismäßig hohen Grad der
Gleichzeitigkeit erreicht man dabei mit Hilfe
der sogenannten detonierenden Zündschnur
(kabelähnlich umsponnene Nitropentaerythrit-
oder Fulminat-Seele), indem man Hil-
fszündpunkte ZH anwendet, von denen
man zu den eigentlichen Zündpunkten Z1, Z2,
Z3,... gleich lange Stücke dieser Zündschnur
mit konstanter Detonationsgeschwindigkeit
(etwa 7500 m/sec) führt.

In Fig. 7 ist eine spreng-physikalische Anord-
nung zur Erzielung sehr hoher Drücke und
Temperaturen dargestellt. Die metallische
Hohlkugel B ist von einer Sprengsto↵schicht
Sp umgeben mit einer Anzahl von Zündern
Z, die unter Verwendung von Hilfszündern
ZH und gleich langer Stücke detonierender
Zündschnüre gleichzeitig gezündet werden
können. Die punktierten Halbkreise in der
schra�ert gezeichneten Sprengsto↵schicht
deuten die Fronten der von den einzelnen
Zündern ausgehenden Detonationswellen
kurz vor Erreichen der Außenbegrenzung der
metallischen Hohlkugel B an.

It is particularly important to observe as closely
as possible the simultaneity of the ignition,
which is of particular importance in all cases,
and which is easier to obtain in larger bodies
than in smaller ones. It is relatively di�cult to
simultaneously ignite an explosive at all points
of any arbitrarily shaped surface. Instead of a
large-area ignition, it is therefore recommended
to carry out such an operation in as many
individual points as possible.

To reach a relatively high degree of simul-
taneity place with the help of so-called
detonating fuse (braided nitropentaerythrite or
fulminate-soul) by introducing secondary igni-
tion points ZH , from which one of the actual
ignition points Z1, Z2, Z3,... pieces of equal
length this detonating cord leads (about 7500
m/sec) at a constant velocity of detonation.

Fig. 7 shows an explosive physical arrange-
ment for achieving very high pressures and
temperatures. The metallic hollow sphere B

is surrounded by an explosive layer Sp with a
number of detonators Z which can be ignited
simultaneously using auxiliary detonators ZH

and equally long pieces of detonating cords.
The punctured semicircles in the shaded
explosive layer indicate the fronts of the det-
onation waves emanating from the individual
detonators shortly before the outer limit of the
metallic hollow sphere B is reached.
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Figure D.87: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing a spherical implosion bomb.
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Bei Verwendung elektrischer Zünder ist da-
rauf zu achten, daß diese eine sehr geringe
und konstante Verzugszeit aufweisen. Einer
Zeitdi↵erenz von einer millionstel Sekunde
entspricht bereits ein Weg der Detonationsfront
von rund 1 cm, jedoch ebenfalls ein solches
Stück der detonierenden Zündschnur, so daß
bei deren Verwendung gute Genauigkeiten
zustande kommen. Fehler durch etwa vorhan-
dene Fehlstellen oder Unregelmäßigkeiten in
der Schnur können dadurch vermieden werden,
daß für jede Übertragungsstrecke mehrfache
Schnüre verwendet werden.

Eine Glättung der gewünschten kugelförmigen,
zum Mittelpunkt hinlaufenden Detonations-
front ist in Anlehnung an die Optik durch die
Verwendung von “Sprengsto✏insen” möglich.
Ähnlich wie dort die Lichtstrahlen kann man
hier ein divergentes Bündel von Detonation-
sstrahlen in ein konvergentes umwandeln,
indem man in dem Sprengkörper mit der Det-
onationsgeschwindigkeit D entweder konvexe
oder konkave Linsen aus einem Sprengsto↵
mit größerer Detonationsgeschwindigkeit als
D zwischen den Zünder und die zu beschle-
unigende Hohlkugeloberflache einschiebt. So
kann man beispielsweise konvexe Linsen aus
Trinitrotoluol bei einem Hauptsprengkörper
aus Hexogen oder konkave Linsen aus Hexogen
oder Nitropentaerythrit bei einem Haupt-
sprengkörper aus Trinitrotoluol verwenden.

Sprengsto↵e mit noch kleineren Detona-
tionsgeschwindigkeiten, beispielsweise Berg-
werkssprengsto↵e, sind für derartige Anwen-
dungen nicht geeignet.

Obgleich sie einen größeren “Brechungsin-
dex” ergeben würden, wird man doch wegen
ihrer zu geringen Homogenität von ihrem
Gebrauch für den vorliegenden Zweck absehen.

When using electric igniters, care must be
taken that these have a very low and constant
delay time. A time di↵erence of one millionth
of a second corresponds already to a distance
of about 1 cm of the detonation front, but also
to such a portion of the detonating fuse, so
that good accuracies are obtained when they
are used. Flaws caused by any imperfections
or irregularities in the cord can be avoided by
using multiple cords for each transfer path.

A smoothing of the desired spherical det-
onation front leading to the center is possible
according to principles similar to those in
optics through the use of “explosive lenses.”
Similar to the light beams, a divergent bun-
dle of detonation beams can be transformed
into a convergent one by inserting either the
convex or concave lenses of an explosive with
a greater detonation velocity than D between
the detonators and the hollow spherical surface
to be accelerated. For example, convex lenses
made of trinitrotoluene can be used within a
main body made of hexogen, or concave lenses
made of hexogen or nitropentaerythrite within
a main body made of trinitrotoluene.

Explosives with even lower detonation ve-
locities, for example mining explosives, are not
suitable for such applications.

Although they would give a larger “index
of refraction,” their inadequate homogeneity
will be considered to be of no use for the
present purpose.
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Die Form der Trennflächen zwischen den
Sprengsto↵en mit den verschiedenen Detona-
tionsgeschwindigkeiten (D1 und D2) ergibt sich
sehr einfach aus der folgenden Bedingung für
die Wege s der Detonationsstrahlen

The shape of the interfaces between the explo-
sives with the di↵erent detonation velocities (D1

andD2) is obtained very simply from the follow-
ing condition for the paths s of the detonation
rays

s1

D1
+

s2

D2
= const =

s10

D1
+

s20

D2
(D.2)

für eine einfache Trennfläche

oder

for a simple separation surface

or
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+

s2

D2
+
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0
1

D1
= const =

s10

D1
+

s20

D2
+

s
0
10

D1
(D.3)

für eine doppelte Trennfläche bei “Linsen”,
wobei sich die Indizes 1 und 2 auf die beiden
Sprengsto↵e und der Index 0 auf den kürzesten
Detonationsweg beziehen.

In der Fig. 8 ist eine solche Umkehr der
Krümmung der Detonationsflächen bei der
Verwendung von Trinitrotoluol mit D1 = 6500
m/sec und eines Zwischenkörpers aus Nitropen-
taerythrit mit D2 = 7800 m/sec dargestellt. Die
Figur zeigt, wie durch Einschaltung derartiger
Sprengsto↵-Linsen die gestrichelt dargestellten
Detonationsflächen im Lauf ihres Fortschreitens
der Krümmung der zu beschleunigenden Masse
M angepaßt werden.

Zur Erzielung einer möglichst großen
Energiedichte ist es vorteilhaft, einen
Sprengsto↵ mit möglichst hoher Detona-
tionsgeschwindigkeit, z.B. Hexogen, für die
Beschleunigung der Hohlkugelwand zu ver-
wenden. Zweckmäßig preßt man dann die
Sprengsto↵umhüllung des Druckgefäßes als
einzelne Teilstücke. Auf diese Weise läßt sich
eine bessere Homogenität der Sprengsto↵hülle
und damit ein gleichmäßigerer Ablauf der
Detonation erzielen als mit gegossenen Mis-
chungen, welche häufig Lunker und andere
Inhomogenitäten enthalten.

for a double separation surface for “lenses,” the
indices 1 and 2 refer to the two explosives and
the index 0 to the shortest detonation path.

Fig. 8 shows such a reversal of the curva-
ture of the detonation surfaces during the use
of trinitrotoluene with D1 = 6500 m/sec and
an intermediate body of nitropentaerythritol
with D2 = 7800 m/sec. The figure shows how,
by the activation of such explosive lenses, the
detonation surfaces represented by dashed lines
are adapted in the course of their progress to
the curvature of the mass M to be accelerated.

In order to achieve the greatest possible
energy density, it is advantageous to use an
explosive with the highest possible detonation
speed, for example, hexogen [RDX], for the
acceleration of the hollow ball wall. Expedi-
ently, the explosive lining of the pressure vessel
is then pressed as individual parts. In this
way, a better homogeneity of the explosive
shell and thus a more uniform discharge of
the detonation can be achieved than with cast
mixtures, which often contain voids and other
inhomogeneities.
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Figure D.88: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing an explosive lens containing
shaped segments of two di↵erent explosive materials with di↵erent explosion velocities.
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Im Hinblick auf einen möglichst gleichmäßigen
Ablauf der Detonation, insbesondere auch auf
ein möglichst regelmäßiges Anlaufen derselben
in der Umgebung der Zündstellen sowie auf
eine gute Aus- nutzung des Sprengsto↵es ist
es ferner vorteilhaft, die Sprengsto↵schicht
außen mit einer Verdämmung zu versehen und
den ganzen Körper beispielsweise in Beton
oder Erdbereich einzubetten. Beispielsweise
ist es zweckmäßig, die nach außen frei wer-
dende Sprengsto↵energie zugleich anderweitig
auszunutzen, indem man derartige Versuche in
Bergwerken oder Steinbrüchen durchführt.

Zur besseren Beobachtung der Vorgänge
während und kurz nach der Detonation sowie
zur leichteren Au�ndung der verbleibenden
Rückstände, welche die wertvollen Endpro-
dukte enthalten, wird es sich jedoch auch
häufig empfehlen, den Sprengkörper un-
verdämmt einige Meter über einer möglichst
ebenen und glatten Fläche des Erdbodens frei
aufzuhängen.

Im übrigen ist eine Zerlegung der Hohlkugel
in viele Einzelteile nicht zu erwarten, da sie
zusammenschrumpft und ihre Wandstärke
dann 20- bis 30-mal so groß wie der Innenraum
weit ist. Nachteilig ist bei den erwähnten
Ausführungsbeispielen, daß sich bei den
größeren der geplanten Körper recht erhe-
bliche Gewichte ergeben, so daß auch aus
diesem Grunde gegossene Sprengkörper kaum
in Frage kommen, weil diese zu unhandlich
werden würden. Eine eiserne Hohlkugel vom
Durchmesser 1 m und der Wandstärke von nur
1 cm wiegt z.B. etwa 250 kg. Dazu kommt bei
20 cm starker Belegung ein Sprengsto↵gewicht
von etwa 1500 kg. Zusammen mit der Außen-
verdämmung ergibt sich so ein Gesamtgewicht
von rund 2 t. [...]

With a view to the as uniform as possible of
the detonation, in particular also to a regular
start-up of the same in the vicinity of the
ignition points, as well as to a good utilization
of the explosive, it is also advantageous to
provide the explosive layer with an external
tamper and to place the whole arrangement
in concrete or in earth, too. For example,
it is practical to simultaneously exploit the
outwards-released explosive energy by perform-
ing such experiments in mines or quarries.

For the better observation of the processes
during and shortly after the detonation as
well as for the easier detection of the remain-
ing residues, which contain the valuable end
products, it is also frequently recommended to
freely hang the explosive device a few meters
above a flat and smooth surface of the ground.

Moreover, it is not to be expected that
the hollow spheres will be decomposed into
many parts, since they shrink together and
their wall thickness is then 20 to 30 times as
large as the interior space. It is disadvanta-
geous in the case of the mentioned exemplary
embodiments that the larger of the planned
bodies produce quite considerable weights so
that explosive bodies cast for this reason are
scarcely to be considered because they would
become too bulky. An iron hollow sphere
of diameter 1 m and wall thickness of only
1 cm weighs for example about 250 kg. In
addition, an explosive weight of about 1500 kg
is obtained when the coating is 20 cm thick.
Together with the outer insulation, this results
in a total weight of around 2 t. [...]
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Neben der eben beschriebenen Abänderung der
prinzipiell sehr einfachen, jedoch in der prak-
tischen Durchführung etwas komplizierten rein
kugelförmigen dynamischen Druckzelle gibt es
noch eine ganze Reihe anderer Möglichkeiten,
die Grundidee der Übertragung der kinetischen
Energie größerer, sprengphysikalisch beschleu-
nigter Massen auf wesentlich kleinere Massen
und der Erzeugung hoher Drücke und Temper-
aturen auf diesem Wege zu verwirklichen.

Hierzu werden noch einige
Ausführungsbeispiele angegeben. Zunächst
soll auf eine Anordnung mit zylindrischer
Druckkammer eingegangen werden. Diese hat
eine Reihe von Vorzügen, insbesondere auch
deshalb, weil sich dabei besonders einfache
Wege zur Einleitung der Zündung ergeben. Als
Beispiel hierfür ist in der Fig. 11 schematisch
eine solche Anordnung im Aufriß dargestellt.
Die Druckkammer B besteht aus einem Zylin-
der, auf dessen Grundflächen Halbkugeln
aufgesetzt sind. Der Sprengsto↵ Sp umgibt die
Zylinderwand in Form eines Doppelkegels, längs
dessen Grundlinie die Zündung gleichzeitig
erfolgt. Dazu ist der Sprengsto↵ Sp umhüllt
mit einem Mantel aus inertem Material J ,
beispielsweise Zement, welcher selbst wiederum
außen mit einer dünnen Sprengsto↵schicht Sp

verkleidet ist. Wird dann letztere gleichzeitig
in den beiden Spitzen des entstandenen Dop-
pelkegels gezündet, so läuft die Detonation
zugleich in zwei Ästen die beiden Kegelmäntel
entlang, ohne dabei zunächst den inneren
Sprengkörper zu beeinflussen, weil jener durch
die inerten Zwischenschichten geschützt ist.

In addition to the modification of the purely
spherical dynamic pressure cell which has
been described above, but which is somewhat
complicated in practice, there are also a whole
series of other possibilities for the transfer
of the kinetic energy of larger, physically
accelerated masses to substantially smaller
masses and the generation of high pressures
and temperatures in this way.

For this purpose, a few exemplary embod-
iments are given. First, an arrangement with a
cylindrical pressure chamber will be described.
This has a number of advantages, in particular
also because there are particularly simple ways
of initiating the ignition. An example of such an
arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 11.
The pressure chamber B consists of a cylinder,
on the bases of which are placed hemispheres.
The explosive Sp surrounds the cylinder wall
in the form of a double cone, along which
the ignition takes place at the same time.
For this purpose, the explosive Sp is covered
with a jacket of inert material J , for example
cement, which itself is once again covered with
a thin explosive layer Sp. If the latter is then
ignited simultaneously in the two peaks of
the resulting double cone, the detonation runs
simultaneously into two branches along the two
conical coats, without first a↵ecting the inner
explosive, because the latter is protected by
the inert intermediate layers.
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Figure D.89: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing a biconic implosion bomb.
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Bei dem Zusammentre↵en der beiden Zündäste
wird dann erst der innere Sprengsto↵dop-
pelkegel längs seiner Grundlinie, an welcher die
inerte Umhüllung unterbrochen ist, intensiv
gezündet. Durch die Wahl der symmetrischen
Zündungsäste von den beiden Spitzen des Dop-
pelkegels aus wird eine größere Gleichmäßigkeit
mit einer besonders kräftigen Einleitung der
Zündung des Hauptkörpers verbunden. Bei
dieser Zündung werden nun die Elemente der
mittleren Zone des metallischen Hohlzylinders
gleichzeitig von der Detonation erfaßt und
zur Achse hin beschleunigt. Dort werden
nun entweder durch die rasche Kompression
einer Gas-oder Damp↵üllung oder aber, bei
evakuiertem Hohlraum, beim Zusammentre↵en
der Wandelemente auf der Hohlraumachse hohe
Drücke und Temperaturen erzeugt.

Eine im Prinzip ähnliche Anordnung mit
zylindrischer Druckkammer B ist in der Fig.
12 dargestellt. Der Unterschied gegenüber
der im vorhergehenden beschriebenen besteht
erstens darin, daß hier die Druckkammer B an
ihren Grundflächen durch starke verdämmende
Metallplatten Me abgeschlossen ist, und
zweitens die Wellenfront bei der Detonation
durch linsenähnliche Sprengsto↵anordnungen,
beispielsweise aus Trinitrotoluol und Hexogen,
weitgehend einer Zylinderfläche angeglichen
wird. Die Zündführung Zf verläuft innerhalb
einer Packung aus inertem Material J .

When the two ignition branches meet, the inner
explosive double cone is then intensively ignited
along its basic line, at which the inert enclosure
is interrupted. By selecting the symmetrical
ignition branches from the two tips of the
double cone, greater uniformity is combined
with a particularly powerful introduction of
the ignition of the main body. At this time, the
elements of the central zone of the metallic hol-
low cylinder are simultaneously caught by the
detonation and accelerated towards the axis.
In this case, high pressures and temperatures
are generated either by the rapid compression
of a gas or steam filling or, in the case of an
evacuated cavity, when the wall elements meet
on the cavity axis.

A basically similar arrangement with a
cylindrical pressure chamber B is shown in
Fig. 12. The di↵erence compared to the one
described above consists, first, in that the
pressure chamber B is terminated at its base
surfaces by strong, damming metal plates Me,
and second the wavefront is largely matched to
a cylinder surface by detonation by means of
lens-like explosive arrangements, for example
from trinitrotoluene and hexogen. The ignition
guide Zf runs within a pack of inert material
J .
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Figure D.90: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing a cylindrical implosion
bomb.
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Walter Trinks. German patent DE977862. Vorrichtung nach Patent 977825 zur Be-
handlung von Material mit hohen Drücken und Temperaturen. Filed 13 August 1952.
[https://worldwide.espacenet.com/advancedSearch?locale=en EP]

Die Verformung und Beschleunigung der
Hilfsmasse erfordert eine beträchtliche En-
ergiemenge, die für die Druckerzeugung
innerhalb der Kammer verlorengeht. Es besteht
daher das Bedürfnis, diese Hilfsmasse aus
einem relativ leichten und plastischen Material
herzustellen, und es bewährte sich besonders
Aluminium.

Auch die Kammerwände kann man ganz
oder teilweise aus Aluminium herstellen. [...]

PATENTANSPRUCH:

Vorrichtung nach Patent 977 825 zur Be-
handlung von Material mit hohen Drücken und
Temperaturen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß
die durch die Detonation zu beschleunigende
Masse (und gegebenenfalls die Kammerwand)
aus Aluminium besteht.

The deformation and acceleration of the aux-
iliary mass requires a considerable amount of
energy which is lost for the generation of the
printer within the chamber. There is therefore
a need to manufacture these auxiliary materials
from a relatively light and plastic material, and
aluminum has proved particularly suitable.

The chamber walls can also be made en-
tirely or partly from aluminum. [...]

PATENT CLAIM:

Apparatus according to patent 977,825 for
the treatment of material with high pressures
and temperatures, characterized in that the
mass to be accelerated by the detonation (and,
if appropriate, the chamber wall) consists of
aluminum.

Walter Trinks. German patent DE977839. Vorrichtung nach Patent 977825 zur Erzielung
hoher Drücke und Temperaturen zwecks Einleitung mechanischer, thermischer oder
nuklearer Prozesse mittels einer gleichmaessig mit Sprengsto↵ belegten, die Reaktion-
skammer umschliessenden Hohlkugel. Filed 13 August 1952.
[https://worldwide.espacenet.com/advancedSearch?locale=en EP]

PATENTANSPRUCH:

Vorrichtung nach Patent 977 825 zur Be-
handlung von Material mit hohen Drücken und
Temperaturen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß
mehrere Kugeln mit von innen nach außen
zunehmender Wandstärke und Sprengsto↵bele-
gung ineinander angeordnet sind.

PATENT CLAIM:

A device according to patent 977,825 for
the treatment of material with high pressures
and temperatures, characterized in that a set
of spherical shells are arranged concentrically
with wall thickness and explosive material
increasing from the inside outwards.
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Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks. Patent DE977863. Vorrichtung zur Behandlung
von Material mit hohen Drücken und Temperaturen. Filed 13 August 1952.
[https://worldwide.espacenet.com/advancedSearch?locale=en EP]

Das Hauptpatent betri↵t eine Vorrichtung,
um Material zur Einleitung von mechanischen,
thermischen oder nuklearen Prozessen auf
extrem hohe Drücke und Temperaturen zu
bringen. Dabei sieht man eine geschlossene
Kammer für das auf die Drücke und Temper-
aturen zu bringende Material vor und belegt
eine jenem Material gegenüberliegende, selbst
nicht aus Sprengsto↵ bestehende Wand der
Kammer mit einem Sprengsto↵. Die Wand und
ihre Sprengsto↵belegung werden so ausgebildet,
daß die Wand durch den bei einer Detonation
des Sprengsto↵es auftretenden Druck auf das
genannte Material hin bewegt und in eine zu
dem genannten Material hin konkave Form
plastisch verformt wird.

Für die Freimachung von Atomenergie auf
der Uranbasis ist es von großem Nachteil, daß,
abgesehen von dem verhältnismäßig seltenen
Vorkommen der Uranerze, ein ganz ungeheurer
Aufwand erforderlich ist, um das spaltbare,
nur mit ganz geringem Prozentsatz im Uran
enthaltene Isotop abzutrennen oder um das
ihm gleichwertige Plutonium zu gewinnen.

Bei diesem Sachverhalt ist es von großer
Bedeutung, daß außer den Spaltungen der
wenig stabilen schweren Kerne, z.B. des Uran
235 oder des Plutoniums, noch andere Kern-
prozesse existieren, bei denen ebenfalls große
Energiebeträge frei werden, wobei jedoch die
Ausgangsprodukte dieser Prozesse viel häufiger
vorkommen und mit verhältnismäßig geringem
Aufwand, z.B. aus Wasser, rein dargestellt
werden können.

Es handelt sich hier im Gegensatz zu den
Spaltprozessen der schweren Kerne, welche am
Ende des periodischen Systems der Elemente
stehen, um Reaktionen zwischen den Kernen
der leichtesten Elemente, z.B. leichter und
schwerer Wassersto↵, Lithium, Beryllium und
Bor. [...]

The main patent relates to a device for bring-
ing material to extremely high pressures and
temperatures to initiate mechanical, thermal
or nuclear processes. In this case, a closed
chamber is provided for the material to be
subjected to the pressures and temperatures,
and a wall of the chamber, which is opposite to
the material, is exposed to an explosive. The
wall and its explosive coating are formed in
such a way that the wall is moved towards the
said material by the pressure occurring upon
detonation of the explosive and is plastically
deformed into a concave shape towards the said
material.

For the liberation of atomic energy on the
basis of uranium, it is a great disadvantage
that, apart from the relatively rare occurrence
of the uranium ores, a tremendous e↵ort is
required to produce the fissionable, separable
small percentage of the isotope contained in the
uranium or to obtain the equivalent plutonium.

In this state of a↵airs it is of great im-
portance that, besides the fission of the less
stable heavy nuclei, for example uranium 235
or plutonium, other nuclear processes also
exist in which large amounts of energy are
also released, but the starting products of
these processes are much more common and
are produced with relatively little e↵ort, for
example from water.

Here, in contrast to the fission processes
of the heavy nuclei, which are at the end of
the periodic table of the elements, in order to
establish reactions between the nuclei of the
lightest elements, for example light and heavy
hydrogen, lithium, beryllium and boron. [...]
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Temperaturen und Drucke der erforderlichen
Höhe lassen sich experimentell und kurzzeitig
mit sprengphysikalischen Mitteln erreichen
und zur Einleitung und Durchführung von
Atomkernreaktionen verwenden, wenn man die
in dem Patent 977 825 beschriebenen Vorrich-
tungen zur Erzeugung höchster Drücke und
Temperaturen nutzbar macht.

[...] Eine andere Form der Druckkammer
besteht gemäß Fig. 4 in einer mit der zu
behandelnden Substanz angefüllten, in brisan-
ten Sprengsto↵ Sp eingebetteten Hohlkegel
B, beispielsweise aus Eisen, Kupfer, Zink,
Aluminium, Blei, Wolfram, Graphit od. dgl.,
deren Wandung gleichzeitig als zu beschleuni-
gende Hilfsmasse dient. Die Schrumpfung des
Innenraumes bei gleichzeitiger Zündung der
auf der Oberfläche der Sprengsto↵umhüllung
angeordneten Zünder Z macht das Auftreten
enormer Beschleunigungen verständlich.

Zur Glättung der Detonationsfront und zur
Anpassung derselben an die Außenoberfläche
der Kugel in der Umgebung der einzelnen
Zündstellen können auch hier Linsen aus
Sprengsto↵en mit verschiedenen Detonations-
geschwindigkeiten angeordnet sein.

Zur Verlängerung der Einwirkungszeit können
zwei oder mehrere der Hohlkugeln ineinan-
dergeschachtelt sein, wobei Wandstärke und
Sprengsto↵belegung der jeweils folgenden
äußeren Hohlkugel stärker dimensioniert sind
als diejenigen der jeweils vorhergehenden
inneren Hohlkugel. [...]

Wird z.B. 1⁄2 Kubikmeter schweren Wasserstof-
fgases vom Anfangsdruck 0,1 at, das sind rund
9 g, nach den Reaktionsgleichungen

Temperatures and pressures of the required
magnitude can be obtained experimentally and
for short times by explosive-physical means and
can be used to initiate and carry out atomic
nuclear reactions if the devices described in
patent 977,825 are used to generate the highest
pressures and temperatures.

[...] According to Fig. 4, another form of
the pressure chamber consists of a hollow
cone B, which is filled with the substance
to be treated and is embedded in explosive
explosive Sp, for example of iron, copper, zinc,
aluminum, lead, tungsten, graphite or the like,
at the same time serves as an auxiliary mass
to be accelerated. The shrinkage of the interior
while simultaneously igniting the detonator
Z located on the surface of the explosive
envelope makes it possible to achieve enormous
accelerations.

For smoothing the detonation front and
adapting it to the outer surface of the ball in
the vicinity of the individual ignition points,
here, too, lenses of explosives with di↵erent
detonation velocities can be arranged.

To prolong the exposure time, two or more of
the hollow spheres can be nested within each
other. Both the wall thickness and the thickness
of the explosive liner of the next outer hollow
sphere must be shaped larger than those of the
preceding inner hollow spheres. [...]

For example, 1⁄2 cubic meter of deuterium
gas with the initial pressure 0.1 atmosphere,
which is about 9 g, according to the reaction
equations becomes

2
1D + 2

1D = 3
2He + 1

0n + 3.3 MeV (D.4)

und and

2
1D + 2

1D = 3
1H + 1

1H + 4.0 MeV (D.5)
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[...] Ferner ist zu beachten, daß bei den dann
erreichten hohen Temperaturen auch andere
Kernprozesse genügend wahrscheinlich werden,
so daß sie mit zur Energieerzeugung herange-
zogen werden können.

Bei Anwesenheit von Protonen wird z.B.
auch die sehr energiereiche Reaktion

[...] It should also be noted that, in the case
of the then high temperatures, other nuclear
processes become su�ciently probable so that
they can be used for the generation of energy.

In the presence of protons, for example,
also the very energetic reaction

3
1Tr + 1

1H = 4
1He + 20 MeV (D.6)

stattfinden, welche nach den Deuteronen-
prozessen die wahrscheinlichste Kernreaktion
ist, oder bei Anwesenheit von Lithium die Reak-
tionen

takes place, which is the most probable nuclear
reaction after the deuteron processes, or the re-
actions in the presence of lithium

7
3Li + 1

1H = 2 4
2He + 17 MeV (D.7)

und and

6
3Li + 2

1D = 2 4
2He + 22.5 MeV (D.8)

sowie just as

7
3Li + 2

1D = 2 4
2He + 1

0n + 15 MeV (D.9)

welch letztere wiederum Neutronen befreit.

Die Deuteronenprozesse spielen dann ver-
gleichsweise die Rolle des leicht entzündlichen
Zündholzes, das die schwerer entzündlichen
Brennsto↵e anzündet.

Diesem Umstand kann man gemäß der
Erfindung dadurch nutzbringend Rechnung
tragen, daß man zugleich mit der Füllung der
anzuwendenden Druckzellen mit Wassersto↵,
insbesondere schwerem Wassersto↵, andere
leichte Elemente, z.B. Lithium, Beryllium, Bor
oder auch leichten Wassersto↵ als Elemente
oder in Form von chemischen Verbindungen an
der Innenwand der Druckzellen oder auch in der
Wand der Druckzellen, durch dünne Schichten
vom Innenraum getrennt, zur Anwendung
bringt. So empfiehlt sich beispielsweise die
Verwendung von schwerem Lithiumhydrid
(LiD).

which in turn liberates neutrons.

The deuteron processes then play compar-
atively the role of the highly flammable match
that ignites the heavy flammable fuel.

According to the invention, this circum-
stance can be taken advantage of by virtue
of the fact that, at the same time as the
filling of the pressure cells to be applied with
hydrogen, in particular heavy hydrogen, other
light elements, for example, lithium, beryllium,
boron or also light hydrogen as elements or in
the form of chemical compounds on the inner
wall of the pressure cells or also in the wall
of the pressure cells, separated from the inner
space by thin layers. For example, the use of
heavy lithium hydride (LiD) is recommended.
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Insgesamt wird so die Befreiung eines En-
ergiebetrages möglich, der die zur Einleitung
dieser Kernreaktionen aufzuwendende chemis-
che Energie des Sprengsto↵es (ungefähr 1016

erg) sehr beträchtlieh überschreitet.

Auch die bei der einen der D-Kernreaktionen
frei werdenden Neutronen können zur weiteren
Befreiung von Energie herangezogen werden.
Die Reaktion

In general, the liberation of an energy supply
is possible, which greatly exceeds the chemical
energy of the explosive (about 1016 erg) to be
expended for the initiation of these nuclear
reactions.

The neutrons released in one of the D nu-
clear reactions can also be used to further
release energy. The reaction

6
3Li + 1

0n = 3
1Tr + 4

2He (D.10)

würde z.B. auf Grund der Massenbilanz die
Energie von 4,7 MeV befreien, oder die
entsprechende Reaktion mit Bor

would, for example, free the energy of 4.7 MeV
on account of the mass balance, or the corre-
sponding reaction with boron

10
5 B + 1

0n = 7
3Li + 4

2He (D.11)

würde ungefähr 3 MeV freisetzen.

Ferner kann man die bei der Deuteronen-
reaktion frei werdenden Neutronen dazu
benutzen, die Spaltung des U235 in dem
natürlichen Uran, also dem gewöhnlichen
Isotopengemisch, vorzunehmen.

Wenn die Innenwand der das Deuterium
enthaltenden Druckzelle mit einer genügend
starken Graphitschicht ausgekleidet wird,
auf die eine Schicht Uran folgt, werden die
frei werdenden Neutronen mit sehr hohem
Energiegehalt auf thermische Neutronen abge-
bremst, ehe sie die Uranschicht erreichen. Dort
werden sie dann nicht vom U238 eingefangen,
sondern können an dem U235 die Spaltung
hervorrufen. Man müßte dann nur, wie in
allen Fällen, in denen die frei werdenden
Neutronen herangezogen werden sollen, durch
eine geeignete Außenhülle der anzuwendenden
Druckzellen ein Entweichen nach außen verhin-
dern, ähnlich wie dies bei den Atombomben
durch den sogenannten “Tamper” geschieht.

would release about 3 MeV.

Furthermore, the neutrons liberated in the
deuteron reaction can be used to carry out the
fission of U235 in natural uranium, that is, the
ordinary isotope mixture.

When the inner wall of the pressure cell
containing the deuterium is lined with a su�-
ciently strong graphite layer followed by a layer
of uranium, the liberating neutrons with a very
high energy content are decelerated to thermal
neutrons before they reach the uranium layer.
There they are not caught by the U238, but
can cause the fission of the U235. As in all
cases in which the neutrons which are liberated
are released, it is only necessary to prevent
the escape from the outside by means of a
suitable outer shell of the pressure cells to be
applied, similar to that of the atom bombs by
the so-called “tamper.”
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Man kann auch die frei werdenden Neutronen
aus den D-Kernreaktionen zunächst zu einer
unmittelbaren Temperatursteigerung im Zen-
trum der Druckzelle benutzen, indem man dort
eine winzige Menge Cadmium anbringt, welches
die Neutronen unter Erhitzung absorbiert.

Wesentlich wichtiger als die Befreiung von
Atomenergie zu militärischen Zwecken ist die
Herstellung und Verwendung von Neutronen
für friedliche Aufgaben.

Auf die Bedeutung und die große Inten-
sität der bei der Umsetzung von Deuterium
entstehenden Neutronenstrahlung wurde bere-
its weiter vorn hingewiesen. Hier sei nur noch
hinzugefügt, daß selbst, wenn mit Hilfe des
beschriebenen Verfahrens nur eine Temperatur
von 2 Millionen Grad erreichbar wäre, aus nur
2 g schwerem Wassersto↵ während 1 zehn-
tausendstel sec nach den Resultaten von Bethe
sowie Gamow und Teller ungefähr 3 · 1021
Neutronen frei gemacht werden, was etwa
1018 Curie bzw. einer Radium-Berylliumquelle
von rund 1 Milliarde kg entspricht. Eine
starke Hochspannungsanlage würde 350 Jahre
benötigen, um diese Neutronenmenge zu erzeu-
gen.

Derartige Neutronenintensitäten sind bisher
nur in den “Uran-piles” beobachtet worden.
Ihre Erzeugung erfordert dort jedoch einen
unvergleichlich größeren Aufwand, als er bei
dem vorgeschlagenen Verfahren erforderlich ist.

PATENTANSPRÜCHE:

1. Vorrichtung nach Patent 977 825 zur
Behandlung von Material mit hohen Drücken
und Temperaturen, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daß die Wandung der Wassersto↵, insbesondere
schweren Wassersto↵, enthaltenden Druckzelle
leichte Elemente, wie Lithium, Beryllium, Bor
oder leichten Wassersto↵ als Element oder in
gebundener Form aufweist.

It is also possible to use the free neutrons from
the deuterium nuclear reactions for a direct
increase in temperature at the center of the
pressure cell by applying a minute quantity
of cadmium which absorbs the neutrons while
heating.

Essentially more important than the liber-
ation of nuclear energy for military purposes is
the production and use of neutrons for peaceful
tasks.

The importance and the great intensity of
the neutron radiation generated during the
reaction of deuterium has already been pointed
out before. In this case, it should be added that
even if, by means of the method described,
only a temperature of 2 million degrees is
attainable, from only 2 g of heavy hydrogen is
formed during one ten-thousandth of a second,
according to the results of Bethe, and Gamow
and Teller, approximately 3 · 1021 neutrons,
which is about 1018 Curie, or corresponding to
a radium-beryllium source of around one billion
kg. A strong high-voltage system would take
350 years to produce this neutron quantity.

Such neutron intensities have hitherto been
observed only in “uranium piles.” However,
their production requires an incomparably
greater e↵ort there than is required in the
proposed method.

PATENT CLAIMS:

1. Apparatus according to patent 977,825
for the treatment of material with high pres-
sures and temperatures, characterized in that
the wall of the pressure cell containing hydro-
gen, in particular heavy hydrogen, has light
elements, such as lithium, beryllium, boron or
light hydrogen as element or in bound form.
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2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch-
gekennzeichnet, daß die leichten Elemente die
Innenwand der Zelle bedecken.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß die leichten Elemente
durch eine dünne Schicht abgedeckt sind.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder fol-
genden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die
Wand wenigstens teilweise aus Uran, insbeson-
dere natürlichem Uran, besteht.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß das Uran durch Graphit
abgedeckt ist.

2. Device according to Claim 1, characterized
in that the light elements cover the inner wall
of the cell.

3. Device according to Claim 2, character-
ized in that the light elements are covered by a
thin layer.

4. Device according to Claim 1 or the fol-
lowing, characterized in that the wall is at
least partly of uranium, in particular of natural
uranium.

5. Device according to Claim 4, charac-
terized in that the uranium is covered by
graphite.

Top Secret Cable from Warsaw to Secretary of State. 7 March 1946 [NARA RG 77,
Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder 205.2 Cables Incoming, Top Secret]

[As shown on p. 3006, this cable quoted a “capable young engineer” in Poland as stating that
atomic bomb case designs use a layer of cadmium, apparently based on his personal experience in
the wartime German program. That detail is highly consistent with the bomb descriptions given
by Schumann and Trinks (above) and also by Ilyichev (p. 3024).]
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Kurt Diebner. 1962. Fusionsprozesse mit Hilfe konvergenter Stosswellen—einige ältere
und neuere Versuche und überlegungen. Kerntechnik 4:3:89-93.

3 Fission fuel 

2 Gaseous 
deuterium-tritium 

1 Shock- 
compressed 

size 

4 Conventional explosive 

5 Enclosure 

Kugelschalenanordung von Kernspaltsto↵ (3)
und gewöhnlichem Sprengsto↵ (4), die in
einer Verdämmung (5) eingeschlossen sind. Im
Hohlraum (2) der Schichtfolge befindet sich
gasförmiges Deuterium bzw. ein Deuterium-
Tritium-Gemisch. Das Reaktionsvolumen der
Stoßwelle ist wieder (1). Die Schale (3) ist so
dimensioniert, daß der Kernspaltsto↵ erst dann
eine kritische Anordnung darstellt, wenn durch
Detonation der Schale (4) eine Stoßwelle die
Hohlkugel in der Nähe des Konvergenzzentrums
zu einem kompakten Gebilde zusammenschiebt.

A spherical shell arrangement of fission fuel (3)
and conventional explosive (4) which is enclosed
in a casing (5). In the central cavity (2) of the
sequence of layers, there is gaseous deuterium
or a deuterium-tritium mixture. The reaction
volume of the shock wave is (1). The shell (3) is
dimensioned in such a way that the fission fuel
is only a critical assembly when, by detonation
of the layer (4), a shock wave compresses the
hollow sphere into a compact structure around
the convergence center.

Figure D.91: Redrawn and translated version of Kurt Diebner’s schematic illustration of a spherical
implosion fission bomb design with a deuterium-tritium fusion boost in the center.
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Kurt Diebner. UK Patent 841,387. Thermonuclear Reactions. Filed 30 November 1956.

The present invention consists in a method for the ignition of the thermonuclear fuels deuterium
and tritium, to initiate thermonuclear reactions, wherein converging compression shock waves are
produced in a hollow body by solid or liquid explosives, the generation of high temperatures in the
centre of convergence of the shock waves being combined with an increase of temperature generated
by concentrated electrical discharges in the fusionable nuclear fuels so that the temperature raising
e↵ects are superimposed and temperatures necessary for fusion processes are produced at the centre
of the converging shock wave. [...]

In carrying the invention into e↵ect according to one convenient mode by way of example, reference
1 (figure 1) denotes an explosive body of spherical shell shape provided with two openings in the
shape of a truncated cone, in which a spherically shaped high pressure container 5 is embedded for
the uptake of the deuterium 2, perhaps in gaseous form under very high pressure. The spherically
shaped high pressure container can however also be dispensed with, and the deuterium can be
incorporated directly under pressure into the explosive material. The explosive body 1 can be
surrounded by a further spherical shell 6, which tamps the explosive body towards the outside.
Two insulated electrodes, for example lithium (lithium 6), between which an electric arc 4 can
burn, are introduced into the high pressure container 5. For this purpose the electrode material
should have a low nuclear charge number and be as thin as possible in order to maintain at a
low level the larger proton reflection with its related higher nuclear charge number. Lithium 6 is
furthermore particularly suitable because with it tritium is formed in the thermonuclear combustion
process.

An example is shown in Figure 2 of an electric connection for the electric arc and the connected
condenser, in which C represents a condenser. S is a suitable switch which can connect the condenser
to the electric arc. V is the voltage source for the electric arc 4. The release of the thermonuclear
reaction in the deuterium gas 2 is now to proceed as follows:

The explosive material is so ignited at the boundary surface between 6 and 1, that a converging
shock wave results, which after exceeding the boundary surface 5, runs towards the centre of the
electric arc 4, and there contributes to an increase of the temperature of the already burning electric
arc. The electric arc burns thereby in a gas of high pressure, so that under these circumstances it
can already operate on its own at temperatures of the order of 10,000 degrees and more.

The height of the temperature to be reached in the moment when the shock wave reaches the centre
of convergence 4, depends amongst other things on the geometry of the arrangement, and on the
explosive material used (trinitrotoluol or hexogen or others). It also depends on whether a high
pressure container 5 is used, and the material from which it is composed, as well as finally on the
temperature, power and shape of the electric arc.
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When the shock wave has reached the centre of convergence, further suitable measures are provided
according to Figure 1, which permit further considerable heating of the gas (plasma) which is
under the highest pressure and which has thereby become highly conductive. Because of this in
the example provided, a further additional heating of the deuterium by the electric spark follows,
directly before the compression shock reaches in its last phase the centre of convergence. Through
this combination of the various methods in an appropriate sequence it is possible to attain the
highest temperatures during the arrival of the shock wave in the centre of convergence. A further
condition is that the electrodes are still active at the moment of the setting in of the discharge.
Since it is an electrical process which is being dealt with, when the condenser C which has been
charged with high voltage is suddenly discharged, and since on the other hand the deuterium gas
in the electric arc 4 is already extensively pre-ionised, it is possible to add at least partially, to
the convergence centre, the energy accumulated in the condenser. Furthermore, at the moment
of connecting the condenser, because of the magnetic e↵ects in the discharge path, an adiabatic
contraction of the highly ionised plasma in the sense of the pinch-e↵ect takes place, which has the
e↵ect of raising the temperature. In the given circumstances it is merely a question of the amount
of energy accumulated in the condenser and which is available for the continuation of the working
process, and the temperature in the convergence centre 4 can be increased additionally to such an
extent, that the added energy is great enough to allow the thermonuclear ignition of the deuterium
gas to take place.
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Figure D.92: Figures from Kurt Diebner’s U.K. Patent 841,387.
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Ingeborg Brandt, who worked in the Hans Lindemayer group in Anklam and then
Friedland. Letter to Karl Spietz. 20 October 1995. Heimatmuseum Friedland, Akte
Nr. 157. [Karlsch 2005, pp. 169, 230]

Vor unserer Halle war so eine Art Terrasse. Man
nannte dies Prüfstand. Dort stand so eine Kugel
[...] Ich selbst schätze sie auf einen Durchmesser
von 1,80 Meter.

There was a kind of terrace in front of our hall.
This was called the test stand. There was such
a ball [...] I estimate it to be 1.80 meters in
diameter.

Irene König, who worked in Anklam and then Friedland. 16 July 2004 interview by
Heiko Petermann. [Karlsch 2005, pp. 169–170]

Da wurden zwei Aluminiumkugeln ineinander
gesetzt, eine große und eine kleine, und die
dampften. Zuerst dachte ich, die kochen darin
Wasser. Aber ich habe mich natürlich nicht ge-
traut zu fragen, das war ja alles so geheim.
Wir wurden dann nach dem Bombenangri↵
nach Friedland verlagert. Lindemayer ging nach
Nordhausen, und Johann Grüner übernahm
die Leitung der Gruppe. In Friedland wurden
die Kugeln in einem großen Kessel mit ho-
her Geschwindigkeit gedreht. Manchmal war ein
gewaltiges Getöse und Donnern zu hören. Die
Ingenieure erzählten uns dann, dass sie Ver-
suche mit Druckminderern durchführen.

There were two aluminum spheres, one placed
inside the other, one large and one small, and
they steamed. At first I thought they were boil-
ing water in them. But of course I did not
dare to ask, it was all so secret. We were then
transferred to Friedland after the bomb attack.
Lindemayer went to Nordhausen, and Johann
Grüner took over the management of the group.
In Friedland the spheres were turned in a large
cauldron at high speed. Sometimes there was
a tremendous roar and thunder. The engineers
then told us that they were doing experiments
with pressure reducers.

[Ilyichev’s March 1945 description of the German implosion bomb design (see p. 3024) includes two
hollow aluminum spheres, a large outer aluminum explosive case and a smaller aluminum pusher
inside that.

“In addition to the Lindemayer group, a second research team headed by Dr. Ing. Wolfgang Steurer
came to Friedland in 1944. He was considered to be one of the best experts in the field of material
testing and was particularly well-known in aluminum alloys. His group consisted of 24 scientists,
technicians and assistants. [...] Employees had been seen in protective suits during materials trans-
port and at work. Details were not disclosed.” [Karlsch 2005, p. 170]

See also:

Christoph Regel, Die Erprobungsstelle Rechlin, in: Flugerprobungsstellen bis 1945. Bonn 1998, pp.
60↵.

Heimatmuseum Friedland, Nr. 157: Karl Spietz to Gerhard Remdt 26.4.1966, 24.2.1967; Karl Spietz
to Neue Friedländische Zeitung 15 September 1995.

Wer waren die Gummimänner von Friedland? Neue Friedländer Zeitung 7 June 1995.]
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Vincent Nouzille and Olivier Huwart. 1999. Comment la France a recruté des savants
de Hitler. L’Express no. 2498 (20 May), p. 122. https://www.lexpress.fr/informations/
comment-la-france-a-recrute-des-savants-de-hitler 633743.html

La France recrute d’autres savants au passé
controversé. En mars 1945, le Pr Hubert
Schardin, l’un des patrons du centre de
recherches de la Luftwa↵e à Berlin-Gatow,
formait des stagiaires en vue de créer une
ultime “arme miracle” pour Hitler! Replié
à Biberach, dans le Wurtemberg, il est fait
prisonnier par le commandant Lutz, de la 1re
division blindée de l’armée française. Le 7
mai 1945, Lutz indique à Schardin qu’il aura
“toute liberté d’action”. Le lendemain, jour
de la capitulation allemande, le savant note
dans son agenda: “Le travail a repris”... Avec
une trentaine d’autres ingénieurs, il s’installe
près de la frontière franco-allemande et devient
codirecteur du Laboratoire de recherches
balistiques et aérodynamiques de Saint-Louis
(Haut-Rhin), créé spécialement par le ministère
de l’Armement.

Parmi la centaine de recrues allemandes
qui rejoignent progressivement ce laboratoire
militaire se trouve le Dr Rudi Schall, un physi-
cien berlinois de renom, venu d’un autre centre
de recherches militaires. Agé aujourd’hui de 85
ans, retiré près du lac de Constance, il confie à
L’Express: “C’est vrai que j’étais membre du
parti nazi, comme beaucoup de mes collègues
qui y étaient plus ou moins obligés, sans être
forcément actifs. En 1945, les Américains
nous ont embarqués, mais ils nous traitaient
comme des moins-que-rien. Les Britanniques,
eux, m’ont proposé de m’embaucher, mais
sans que ma femme puisse me rejoindre. Alors
que les Français ont été très chaleureux. La
dénazification des postes était en cours en
Allemagne. Mais on nous a dit que cela ne nous
concernait pas. Je suis arrivé début 1946 à
Saint-Louis.” Rudi Schall succédera à Schardin
comme codirecteur de ce laboratoire, devenu
en 1959 le symbole de la nouvelle coopération
militaire franco-allemande!

France is recruiting other scientists with a
controversial past. In March 1945, Professor
Hubert Schardin, one of the bosses of the
Luftwa↵e Research Centre in Berlin-Gatow,
prepared assistants to create a final “miracle
weapon” for Hitler! Folded back to Biberach,
Württemberg, he was taken prisoner by Com-
mander Lutz, of the 1st Armoured Division
of the French Army. On May 7, 1945, Lutz
told Schardin that he would have “complete
freedom of action.” The next day, the day of
the German surrender, the scientist noted in
his diary: “Work has resumed”... With about
thirty other engineers, he settled near the
Franco-German border and became co-director
of the Laboratoire de recherches balistiques et
aérodynamiques de Saint-Louis (Haut-Rhin),
created especially by the Ministry of Arma-
ment.

Among the hundred German recruits who
are gradually joining this military laboratory
is Dr. Rudi Schall, a renowned Berlin physicist
from another military research centre. Now
85 years old, retired near Lake Constance,
he told L’Express: “It is true that I was a
member of the Nazi party, like many of my
colleagues who were more or less obliged to do
so, without necessarily being active. In 1945,
the Americans took us in, but they treated
us like less than nothing. The British o↵ered
to hire me, but my wife could not join me.
While the French were very warm and friendly.
The denazification of posts was under way
in Germany. But we were told that this did
not concern us. I arrived in early 1946 in
Saint-Louis.” Rudi Schall succeeded Schardin
as co-director of this laboratory, which became
the symbol of the new Franco-German military
cooperation in 1959!
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Certaines embauches sont encore plus trou-
blantes. Selon l’historien allemand Ulrich
Albrecht, le comte Helmut Zborowski, ingénieur
chez BMW, est emprisonné en 1945 à cause de
son appartenance aux Wa↵en SS. Ce lourd passé
n’empêche pas la France, en 1947, de convier
Zborowski à rejoindre la Société européenne de
propulsion par réaction (SEPR). Ce scientifique
controversé créera, en 1950 à Paris, le Bureau
technique Zborowski. Subventionné sur fonds
publics par la Snecma, l’ex-SS concevra un
drôle d’engin à décollage vertical, le Coléoptère,
véritable gadget technique, dont les essais en vol
se révéleront dangereux...

Le gouvernement tient également à conserver
quelques chimistes allemands. Arrêtés par les
Américains, Walter Reppe—qualifié de “nazi
bon teint”—et Karl Wurster—présumé “crim-
inel de guerre”—seront blanchis et rejoindront
leurs postes à l’usine de Ludwigshafen, avec
la bienveillance des Français. Tous les Alliés
pratiquent le même cynisme. Le cas d’Otto
Ambros, un des directeurs d’IG Farben, est
exemplaire. Ambros a participé à la décision
d’utiliser le zyklon B dans les chambres à gaz. Il
a également supervisé une usine de caoutchouc
synthétique à Auschwitz-Buna-Monowitz, dans
laquelle de nombreux déportés ont été maltraités.
Interrogé par des militaires français en aot 1945,
il rédige un rapport ultrasensible sur la pro-
duction allemande de nouveaux gaz de combat
(tabun, sarin, soman). De quoi intéresser les
promoteurs d’armes chimiques françaises! Puis,
selon l’historienne Marie-France Ludmann-Obier,
ce scientifique, considéré comme “criminel de
guerre”, est invité par le ministère de la Guerre à
Paris pour faire des conférences! Après des mois
de pressions américaines, les Français finissent
par livrer Ambros à des GI. Un tribunal de
Nuremberg le condamne en 1948 à huit ans de
prison pour esclavage. Libéré en 1951, il fera
carrière comme conseiller d’un grand groupe
chimique aux Etats-Unis...

Some hires are even more troubling. Accord-
ing to the German historian Ulrich Albrecht,
Count Helmut Zborowski, an engineer at
BMW, was imprisoned in 1945 because of his
membership of the Wa↵en SS. This heavy
history did not prevent France, in 1947, from
inviting Zborowski to join the European
Society for Jet Propulsion (SEPR). This
controversial scientist created the Zborowski
Technical O�ce in Paris in 1950. Subsidized
on public funds by Snecma, the ex-SS will
design a strange vertical take-o↵ device, the
Beetle, a real technical gadget, whose flight
tests will prove dangerous...

The government also wants to keep some Ger-
man chemists. Arrested by the Americans,
Walter Reppe—described as a “well-rounded
Nazi”—and Karl Wurster—allegedly a “war
criminal”—were cleared and returned to
their posts at the Ludwigshafen factory,
with the goodwill of the French. All Allies
practice the same cynicism. The case of Otto
Ambros, one of the directors of IG Farben,
is exemplary. Ambros was involved in the
decision to use zyklon B in the gas chambers.
He also supervised a synthetic rubber factory
in Auschwitz-Buna-Monowitz, where many
deportees were mistreated. When questioned
by French soldiers in August 1945, he wrote
a highly sensitive report on the German
production of new poison gases (tabun, sarin,
soman). This is of interest to French chemical
weapons promoters! Then, according to
historian Marie-France Ludmann-Obier, this
scientist, considered a “war criminal,” was
invited by the Ministry of War in Paris to
give lectures! After months of American
pressure, the French finally delivered Ambros
to GIs. A Nuremberg tribunal sentenced him
in 1948 to eight years in prison for slavery.
Released in 1951, he made a career as an
advisor to a large chemical group in the
United States...

[Ambros, Schardin, Schall, and Zborowski appear to have played important roles in the German
nuclear weapons program, and likely used that knowledge to help the postwar French nuclear
weapons program. Presumably there are extensive French files on their wartime and postwar work,
but those files remain unavailable.]
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on nuclear weapon designs
[Krotzky 2002]. See p. 2631 regarding the background and reliability of this source.

[p. 9] Was ich weiß ist die tatsächliche Vor-
bereitung für die Prototypenproduktion der
zwei durchkonstruierten Atombombentypen
für Uran und Plutonium. [...] Ich durfte davon
nichts wissen, deshalb kann ich nur sagen, dass
es um zwei Standardtypen für den Einsatz
gegen Städte ging und noch zwei weitere
unterschiedlich grosse, die sollten frontver-
wendungsfähig sein und kleinere Ladungen
enthalten. Ich erfuhr erst nach dem Krieg
davon, dass die eine von den beiden kleineren
ein Ladungsäquivalent, also eine vergleichbare
Sprengmaterialmenge, von ich glaube 130 Ton-
nen gehabt hätte. Die sollte gegen Bahntunnels,
Hafenanlagen und Militäreinrichtungen einge-
setzt werden. Der Punkt war, dass die kleinen
Wa↵en nur ganz wenig Material benötigten,
denn daran bestand ja erstmal der Mangel.
Von der grösseren hörte ich nur eine Angabe,
die ich nicht bestätigen kann, da ging es um
drei Kilotonnen, das muss o↵en bleiben.

[p. 18] Was da im einzelnen alles gelaufen
ist, erfuhr ich nie. Es war aber so, dass es
zwei ganz verschiedene Konstruktionen gab,
von einer dritten, zu der ich sonst nichts weiß,
hörte ich erst recht nicht viel. Die muß wie
eine aufgequollene Bombe ausgesehen haben.
Zu den beiden anderen weiß ich, dass die
kleinere ungefähr die Größe der SC 250 gehabt
hatte, aber das Gewicht war höher. Die größere
Wa↵e hätte eine Kugelform besessen mit einem
Durchmesser von über einem Meter. Die war
sehr schwer, obwohl der Bombenkörper selbst
aus Aluminium gewesen sein soll. Es hieß,
wenn man das Gewicht reduziert, geht die
Ladung nicht hoch. Dann war eine Variante
geplant, bei der der Bombenkörper selbst
Bestandteil des Sprengsytems gewesen sein soll.
Ich kann das jetzt nicht besser sagen, es ging
jedenfalls darum, das Gewicht zu reduzieren
und trotzdem eine richtig große Sprengkraft zu
erhalten.

[p. 9] What I know is the actual preparation
for the prototype production of the two fully
constructed atomic bomb types for uranium
and plutonium. [...] I was not allowed to know
anything about it, so I can only say that
there were two standard types for use against
cities and two more of a di↵erent size, which
were supposed to be front-usable [for tactical
battlefield use] and contain smaller charges.
I learned only after the war that one of the
two smaller ones would have had a charge
equivalent, that is a comparable explosive ma-
terial quantity, of I believe 130 tons. This was
supposed to be used against railway tunnels,
port facilities and military installations. The
point was that the small weapons required only
very little material, which overcame first of
all the shortage [of fission fuel]. Of the larger
one I heard only a statement, which I cannot
confirm, that it was about three kilotons, that
must remain [an] open [question].

[p. 18] I never heard what all was going
on in detail. It was true, however, that there
were two entirely di↵erent constructions; of
a third, about which I do not know anything
else, I did not hear much. It must have looked
like a swollen bomb. About the other two, I
know that the smaller was about the size of the
SC 250, but the weight was higher. The larger
weapon would have possessed a spherical shape
with a diameter of over one meter. It was very
heavy, even though the bomb body itself was
supposed to be out of aluminum. It was said,
if one reduces the weight, the yield is not as
high. For this purpose, a variant was planned,
in which the bomb body itself was supposed
to have been a component of the explosive
system. I cannot say better now, it was anyway
to reduce the weight and still get a really big
explosive energy.
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[p. 44] Ja, jetzt kommt noch das dritte Problem.
Wir haben ja schon mal darüber gesprochen,
dass die Wissenschaftler eine Zündung in der
Luft in einer bestimmten Höhe haben wollten.
Es sollte eine Höhe von ungefähr 400 Metern
sein. Es gab aber erst mal keinen einzigen
Zündmechanismus, der das zuverlässig scha↵te,
obwohl viele daran gearbeitet hatten. Es ist
sogar überlegt worden, das mit Zeitzünder
zu machen, ich weiß aber nicht, ob das
durchgeführt worden ist. Das Problem war ja,
wenn man einen Aufschlagzünder nimmt, ver-
pu↵t der größte Teil der Wirkung. Dann wäre
die Wa↵e die ganze Mühe nicht wert gewesen.
Bei dem Versuch, der im Spätherbst 44 mit
dem Fallschirmabwurf durchgeführt worden
war, hatten sie etwas ausprobiert. Ich weiß aber
nicht, ob das wirklich ein Annäherungszünder
gewesen ist.

[p. 42] Übrigens, was die Physiker Himm-
ler im Privatvortrag zur Wassersto↵bombe
sagten, das hatte ihn wirklich elektisiert, weil
er hörte, dass die Sprengwirkung hundertmal
größer sein würde als bei der Uranbombe.

[p. 44] Yes, now comes the third problem. We
have already talked about the fact that the
scientists wanted to have an ignition in the air
at a certain altitude. It should be an altitude of
approximately 400 meters. But there was not
even a single ignition mechanism that made it
reliable, even though many had worked on it.
It was even thought of doing this with a time
fuse, but I do not know if this was done. The
problem was, if one uses an impact fuse, most
of the e↵ect fizzles. Then the weapon would not
have been worth the e↵ort. In the test, which
was carried out in late autumn 44 with the
parachute drop, they had tried out something.
But I do not know if this was really a proximity
fuse.

[p. 42] By the way, what the physicists
told Himmler in their private lecture on the
hydrogen bomb had really electrified him,
because he heard that the explosive e↵ect
would be a hundred times greater than that of
the uranium bomb.

[Can other relevant documents from or about the following people be located in archives?

• Alfred Baubin

• Adolf Busemann

• Rolf Engel

• Siegfried Flügge

• Erich Purucker

• Rudi Schall

• Hubert Schardin

• Karel Staller

• Gustav Thomer

• Walter Trinks

• Others?]
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[Grothmann appeared to describe work on at least five di↵erent types of nuclear weapons:

1. A tactical bomb using U-235 (produced in any of several uranium enrichment facilities that
Grothmann alluded to) with an explosive yield of less than a kiloton (Grothmann thought he
remember 130 tons). He compared it to the size of an SC 250 bomb, a common cylindrical
German bomb with a 37-cm diameter and 120-cm body length, but said it was heavier than an
SC 250 (250 kg). In principle, a bomb of that size might have been an implosion bomb design
employing cylindrical compression as considered by Gottfried Guderley as well as Erich Schu-
mann and Walter Trinks; see p. 2905. Alternatively it might have been an biconic implosion
bomb design employing focused compression from each end, as considered by Schumann and
Trinks; see p. 2903. The bomb described by Grothmann does not match the characteristics of
a gun-type fission bomb. For example, the U.S. Little Boy had a mass of 4400 kg, diameter
of 71 cm, and length of 300 cm, and because of its inherent physics used a very large amount
of uranium, had a very low e�ciency, and produced a large explosive yield, in contrast to the
weapon that Grothmann described.

2. A tactical bomb using Pu-239 (produced in any of several plutonium breeding facilities that
Grothmann alluded to). Other than the di↵erence in fuel, presumably this bomb had the
same design as the tactical uranium bomb, as well as a roughly comparable yield.

3. A strategic bomb using U-235 with an explosive yield of several kilotons. (Grothmann thought
he remembered 3 kilotons, but he seemed uncertain; that value may have been the yield of one
of the small tests, not the yield that a fully fueled and deployed version of the bomb would
have.) The bomb was a sphere with a diameter of somewhat over 1 meter, an aluminum shell,
and a large mass. It apparently used a sophisticated implosion system. All of these details
are highly consistent with the bomb design reported by Ilichev (pp. 3020 and 3024).

4. A strategic bomb using Pu-239. Presumably this bomb had the same design as the strategic
uranium bomb, as well as a roughly comparable yield.

5. A hydrogen bomb or H-bomb using fusion reactions but initiated by reactions in fission fuel.
According to Grothmann, its explosive yield would be a hundred times larger than a fission
bomb, or on the order of a megaton. Grothmann knew much less about this bomb design,
but he described it as “a swollen bomb.” That might be taken to mean an oversized spherical
implosion bomb, which could match the description of a “sloika” or layer-cake H-bomb design.
Alternatively, Grothmann’s wording might be construed to mean an ellipsoidal shape, which
could match the description of a Prandtl-Meyer two- or three-stage H-bomb design (p. 2966).
This bomb was expected to be operational by late 1945 (p. 2964) or early 1946 (p. 2635),
which suggests that it was at a fairly advanced stage of development, not merely a paper
design. For more information on German development of fusion fuels and fusion bombs, see
Sections D.2.4 and D.4.5.]
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Figure D.93: SC 250 bomb, which Grothmann said was comparable in size to the smallest German
nuclear weapon. See pp. 2903 and 2905 for what the internal structure may have looked like.
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D.2.4 Fusion Fuel and Bomb Design

[The documents presented in this section demonstrate that scientists working during the Third
Reich appear to have pioneered experiments with and practical applications of fusion reactions and
fusion fuels, including several potential applications for nuclear weapons:

• Neutron generators using fusion fuel and high voltage, suitable for initiating a neutron chain
reaction in a fission bomb.

• Small amounts of fusion fuel at the center of a fission implosion bomb, suitable for giving
a “fusion boost” of many extra neutrons to greatly increase the number of fission chain
reactions, and therefore the fission fuel e�ciency and explosive energy yield of the bomb.

• “Hydrogen bomb” designs (quite possibly a “sloika” or layer-cake spherical implosion bomb
with alternating layers of fission and fusion fuel, and/or a two- or three-stage design with
separate but interacting fission and fusion components).

• Lithium deuteride fusion fuel, which is well suited for use in weapons since it is an easily
storable solid.

In addition to the documents in this section, see the postwar patents of Erich Schumann and Walter
Trinks, apparently based on wartime work on fusion reactions and their use in bombs, on:

pp. 2907–2912

See also the postwar papers of Kurt Diebner, apparently based on wartime work on fusion reactions
and their use in bombs, on:

pp. 2913–2916

Finally, see Werner Grothmann’s brief description of the wartime German hydrogen bomb devel-
opment program on:

p. 2635

p. 2921]
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Table D.3: Details about fusion bomb design from primary sources.
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Rausch von Traubenberg. 1933. Die bei der Lithiumzertrümmerung auftretende durch-
dringende Strahlung. Die Naturwissenschaften 21:694.

Wie wir kürzlich zeigen konnten, treten bei der
künstlichen Umwandlung des Lithiumkernes
durch Protonen auch �-Strahlen auf, deren
Nachweis uns mit Hilfe des Geiger-Müllerschen
Zählrohres gelang. Wir haben inzwischen die
Versuche mit verbesserten Hilfsmitteln wieder-
holt und eine Abschätzung der Härte der �-
Strahlen vorgenommen. Die Messungen wurden
wieder so gestaltet, daß Lithium und ein bei un-
seren geringen Protonengeschwindigkeiten nicht
zertrümmerbares Element, in diesem Falle
Eisen, abwechselnd in den Gang der Wasser-
sto↵kanalstrahlen gestellt wurden. Durch solche
Di↵erenzmessungen machten wir uns ebenso
wie bei den früheren Untersuchungen von
der Röntgenstrahlen sowie von der NZ (=
Höhenstrahlen + radioaktiven Strahlen) frei
und maßen die Lithiumstrahlung allein. Es
wurde durch Zwischenschalten verschieden
dicker Bleischichten als Hauptanteil eine we-
iche Komponente nachgewiesen, deren In-
tensität durch etwas 0,3 mm Blei auf die
Hälfte geschwächt wurde. Bei einer maxi-
malen Röhrenspannung von 58 kV und einem
Röhrenstrom von 1 mA erhielten wir bei 1
mm Blei und einem Abstand von 48 mm des
Zählrohrendes vom Lithium etwa 3 Quanten pro
Minute.

As we have recently shown, the artificial trans-
formation of the lithium nucleus by protons also
involves � rays, which we were able to detect
with the aid of the Geiger-Müller tube. In the
meantime we have repeated the experiments
with improved aids and made an estimate of the
intensity of the � rays. The measurements were
again designed in such a way that lithium and
an element which can not be broken down at
our low proton velocities, in this case iron, were
alternately placed in the path of the hydrogen
beams. As a result of these di↵erences, we were
able to distinguish between the e↵ects of the X-
ray beams and the NZ (= cosmic radiation +
radioactive rays) and the lithium. A soft com-
ponent, the intensity of which was weakened by
half by 0.3 millimeter of lead, was detected as a
major component by interposing di↵erent thick-
nesses of lead. At a maximum tube voltage of
58 kV and a tube current of 1 mA, we obtained
about 3 quanta per minute with 1 mm lead and
a distance of 48 mm from the tube end of the
lithium.

[See also:

H. Rausch von Traubenberg, A. Eckardt, and R. Gebauer. 1933. Zeitschrift für Physik 80:557.

Rausch von Traubenberg. 1937. Rückstreuung von Neutronen und die Herstellung von Räumen mit
erhöhter Neutronenkonzentration. Zeitschrift für Physik 104:442–447.]
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Arno Brasch and Fritz Lange, AEG, German Patent 662036. Verfahren zur Anregung
und Durchführung von Kernprozessen [Process for the Excitation and Execution of
Nuclear Processes]. Filed 21 December 1934. Issued 9 June 1938.

Die vorliegende Erfindung bezieht sich auf ein
Verfahren, um Eingri↵e in den Atomkern in
erheblich größerem Umfange und vor allen
Dingen mit größerem Nutze↵ekt vorzunehmen,
als dies bisher möglich war.

Erfindungsgemäß können nicht nur ra-
dioaktive Substanzen in wesentlicher Menge
wirtschaftlich erzeugt werden, sondern es bietet
sich auch die Möglichkeit, zur Energiegewin-
nung aus dem Atomkern zu gelangen. [...]

Die wesentlichen Methoden zur Erzeugung
von Neutronen sind bisher:

1. Heliumteile werden auf Beryllium geworfen
und lösen dort Neutronen aus.

2. Röntgen- oder Gammastrahlen von mehr
als 1,5 Milionen Volt fallen auf Beryllium und
rufen dort den gleichen Vorgang hervor.

3. Der kürzlich entdeckte sog. schwere Wasser-
sto↵ (Diplogen) wird auf Diplogen geschossen.

Das letzte Verfahren ist das weitaus ergiebigste
und im Rahmen der vorliegenden Erfindung
deshalb von Bedeutung, weil es damit möglich
war, die Auslösung von Neutronen und anderen
Kernreaktionen bei sehr niedrigen Spannungs-
bereichen bis hinunter zu einigen 1000 Volt zu
erzielen.

The present invention relates to a method for
carrying out reactions of the atomic nucleus
to a considerably greater extent and, above
all, with greater e�ciency than was previously
possible.

According to the invention, not only can
radioactive substances be produced econom-
ically in a substantial amount, but there is
also the possibility of getting energy from the
atomic nucleus. [...]

So far the essential methods for the gen-
eration of neutrons are:

1. Helium particles impact on beryllium
and release neutrons.

2. X-rays or gamma-rays of more than 1.5
million volts fall on beryllium and there cause
the same process.

3. The recently discovered so-called heavy
hydrogen (deuterium) is fired at deuterium.

The last method is by far the most pro-
ductive and important in the present invention,
since it has thus been possible to achieve
the triggering of neutrons and other nuclear
reactions at very low voltage ranges up to a
few thousand volts.
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Die kinetische Energie von Atomen oder Elek-
tronen, die mit etwa 0.13 Volt beschleunigt
sind, ist etwa gerade so groß wie die von
Atomen oder Elektronen, deren Temperatur
1000o C beträgt. Wenn man sich die Aufgabe
stellt, Kernprozesse dadurch anzuregen und
durchzuführen, daß man Sto↵e niedriger Ord-
nungszahl hohen Temperaturen unterwirft, so
gelingt dies nur, wenn man die Temperatur so
hoch steigert, daß die kinetische Energie der
Atome oder Elektronen etwa gerade so groß ist,
wie zur Einleitung von Kernprozessen mit Hilfe
von durch elektrische Felder beschleunigten
Atomen oder Elektronen erforderlich wäre. Es
ist somit zur Einleitung derartiger Prozesse
eine Steigerung der Temperatur auf ungefähr
10 Millionen Grad Celsius erforderlich. [...]

Zur Herstellung des gleichzeitigen Auftretens
beider Vorgänge wird man den Vorgang der
Erzeugung des Vordrucks verhältnismäßig
langzeitig im Vergleich zu dem eigentlichen
Entladungsprozeß wählen. Wenn z.B. die
Dauer des Funkenentladungsvorganges etwa
10�6 Sek. beträgt, wird man die Dauer des
Vordrucks etwa zu 10�4 Sek. wählen.

Die Erzeugung des Vordrucks kann en-
tweder mit dem Verfahren nach Ramsauer, wo
Zeiten von ungefähr 10�4 Sek. gerade erreicht
werden können, vorgenommen werden oder
ebenfalls durch eine zweite länger dauernde
Entladung, die räumlich von der eigentlichen
Funkenentladung getrennt ist.

Zu ihrer Herstellung kann man sich mit
Vorteil einer schnellaufenden Dynamomaschine
bedienen, die durch Entnahme elektrischer
Energie in sehr kurzer Zeit abgebremst wird
und in Zeiten bis zu 1⁄10 Sek. Leistungen von der
Größenordnung 1 Million kW zu entnehmen
erlaubt.

The kinetic energy of atoms or electrons accel-
erated at about 0.13 volts is about the same as
that of atoms or electrons whose temperature
is 1000o C. If the task is to stimulate and carry
out nuclear processes by subjecting substances
of low atomic number to high temperatures,
this is only achieved by raising the temperature
so high that the kinetic energy of the atoms
or electrons is about the same as that for the
initiation of nuclear processes by means of
electrons accelerated by electric fields. Thus,
an increase of the temperature to about 10
million degrees Celsius is required to initiate
such processes. [...]

In order to produce the simultaneous oc-
currence of both processes, the process of
producing the preliminary pressure will be
selected relatively long in comparison with
the actual discharge process. If, for example,
the duration of the spark discharge process
is approximately 10�6 seconds, the duration
of the pre-pressurization will be chosen to be
about 10�4 seconds.

The pre-pressurization can be produced
either by means of the method of Ramsauer,
where times of approximately 10�4 seconds
can be achieved, or by a second longer-lasting
discharge which is spatially separated from the
actual spark discharge.

To establish the pre-pressurization, one
can advantageously use a high-speed dynamo
machine, which is decelerated by withdrawal
of electrical energy in a very short time and
in periods of up to 1⁄10 seconds, of the order of
magnitude of a million kilowatts.
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Die mit diesen Verfahren erzeugbaren Temper-
aturen und Drucke sollen nun erfindungsgemäß
angewendet werden zur Einleitung von Kern-
reaktionen. Hierfür kommen insbesondere
Elemente niederer Ordnungszahl in Betracht,
also Wassersto↵, schwerer Wassersto↵, Lithium
und Bor.

Die Reaktion, die mit den geringsten Hilf-
smitteln einzuleiten ist, ist die Reaktion eines
schweren Wassersto↵kernes mit einem anderen
schweren Wassersto↵kern. In diesem Falle
würde also entweder bei der Ramsauer Meth-
ode der Gewehrlauf, in den hineingeschossen
wird, mit Diplogengas gefüllt sein bzw. bei
dem Funkenverfahren würde die Entladung
in schwerem Wasser oder vielleicht einem
Kohlenwassersto↵, dessen Wassersto↵atome
aus schwerem Wassersto↵ bestehen, stat-
tfinden. Hierbei bilden sich dann Neutronen,
die natürlich in üblicher Weise zur Erzeu-
gung radioaktiver Elemente verwendet werden
können. Es ist auch denkbar, daß Reaktionen
von dem Gas bzw. der Flüssigkeit mit Sto↵en
der Kammerwand bzw. in der Flüssigkeit
suspendierter Teilchen eingeleitet werden. Es
sind aber bekanntlich zu allen Prozessen mit
Elementen höherer Ordnungszahl entsprechend
höhere Temperaturen notwendig.

Als weitere Reaktionen kommen in Frage
die Reaktion von Wassersto↵ mit Lithium
und Bor. Wenn es gelingt, überhaupt einmal
so hohe Temperaturen zu erreichen, daß
Kernreaktionen in Gang kommen, so ist die
Möglichkeit gegeben, die aus diesen Reaktionen
frei werdenden Energien wieder zu benutzen,
um neue Sto↵mengen auf die nötige Reaktion-
stemperatur zu bringen.

Im Falle des Arbeitens mit Gasen wird
es erforderlich sein, beträchtliche Drucke
anzuwenden.

The temperatures and pressures which can be
produced with these processes are now to be
used according to the invention for initiating
nuclear reactions. Particularly suitable for this
purpose are elements of low atomic number,
such as hydrogen, heavy hydrogen, lithium and
boron.

The reaction to be initiated with the slightest
aid is the reaction of a heavy hydrogen nucleus
with another heavy hydrogen nucleus. In this
case, therefore, either the Ramsauer method’s
gun barrel, into which one would shoot, would
be filled with deuterium gas, or the spark
would be discharged in heavy water, or perhaps
a hydrocarbon, the hydrogen atoms of which
are composed of heavy hydrogen. In this case,
neutrons are formed, which can, of course,
be used in a conventional manner to generate
radioactive elements. It is also conceivable
that reactions from the gas or the liquid are
introduced with substances of the chamber
wall or in the liquid of suspended particles.
However, as is known, correspondingly higher
temperatures are necessary for all processes
with elements of higher order number.

Further reactions are the reaction of hy-
drogen with lithium and boron. If it is possible
at all to reach such high temperatures as to
cause nuclear reactions to take place, the pos-
sibility exists of reusing the energies released
from these reactions in order to bring new
quantities of matter to the necessary reaction
temperature.

In the case of working with gases, it will
be necessary to apply considerable pressures.
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Bei Reaktionen oder Radioaktivitäten, die mit
der Emission schneller geladener Korpuskeln
verbunden sind, besteht die Möglichkeit, die
Energie dieser Teilchen auszunutzen, indem
man sie in einem Vakuumentladungsgefäß für
sehr hohe Spannungen, insbesondere einem
Ring oder Lamellenrohr, gegen ein elektrisches
Feld entsprechender Höhe anlaufen läßt. Als
besondere Anwendungsgebiete der Strahlun-
gen, die bei Kernreaktionen bzw. künstlicher
Radioaktivität auftreten, muß die Möglichkeit
der Wetterbeeinflussung durch Scha↵ung von
Kondensationskernen in Luft, insbesondere
vom Flugzeug aus, erwähnt werden. Dabei wird
es zweckmäßig sein, die Strahler in möglichst
großem Abstand vom Flugzeug zu halten
(durch Nachschleppen).

Außerdem kommen die Strahlungen von
den erwähnten und anderen Kernreaktionen
für medizinische Zwecke in Frage. Dabei wird
besonders eine schnelle Elektronenstrahlung
von Wert sein.

Da bekanntlich das Geschwindigkeitsspektrum
aller �-Strahlungen kontinuierlich ist und bis zu
sehr geringen Geschwindigkeiten herabreicht,
ist es erforderlich, für den erwähnten Zweck
eine solche Strahlenquelle immer in Verbindung
mit einer magnetischen Monochromatisierung-
seinrichtung zu verwenden.

Als wesentlichster Punkt kommt ganz all-
gemein die Gewinnung von Energie aus dem
Atomkern in Frage, indem man z.B. die
Wärmeentwicklung der auftretenden Strahlen
benutzt, um damit eine Wärmekraftmaschine
zu betreiben.

Hierbei ergibt sich die Möglichkeit, unter
Verzicht auf großen Nutze↵ekt Maschinen mit
sehr großer Leistung pro Gewichtseinheit zu
bauen.

In the case of reactions or radioactivities
which are associated with the emission of fast
charged particles, it is possible to utilize the
energy of these particles by starting them in a
vacuum charging vessel for very high voltages,
in particular a ring or lamellar tube, against
an electric field of corresponding magnitude.
The possibility of influencing the weather by
the formation of condensation nuclei in air, in
particular from aircraft, must be mentioned
as special fields of application of the radi-
ation which occur during nuclear reactions
or artificial radioactivity. In this case, it will
be expedient to keep the radiators as far as
possible from the aircraft (by towing them).

In addition, the radiations from the men-
tioned and other nuclear reactions for medical
purposes come into question. A high-speed
electron beam will be of particular value.

Since, as is known, the velocity spectrum
of all beta-rays is continuous and runs down
to very low velocities, it is necessary for such a
purpose to always use such a radiation source
in conjunction with a magnetic monochromati-
zation device.

In general, the most important point is to
obtain energy from the atomic nucleus, for
example by using the heat produced by the
emitted rays in order to operate a heat engine.

This makes it possible to build machines
with both high e�ciency and very high power
per unit of weight.
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Hartmut Kallmann and Ernst Kuhn. U.S. Patent 2,251,190. Method of Producing
Neutrons. Filed 16 March 1938. Issued 29 July 1941.

This invention relates to a method for the production of neutrons, particularly by the interaction
of deuterons.

In order to obtain neutrons with the aid of ions with relatively slight acceleration (for instance 300
kv.) the nuclear reaction

D + D = He3 + n (D.12)

is employed. The procedure in this connection is to bombard a layer containing heavy hydrogen
nuclei with heavy hydrogen ions or deuterons. For the layer containing hydrogen, use is often made
of ice, sal ammoniac, phosphoric acid and similar substances in which ordinary hydrogen is replaced
by heavy hydrogen. These layers very rich in hydrogen have the disadvantage that they conduct heat
and electricity poorly and are therefore easily destroyed by ionic bombardment. It would be better
if more resistant layers were used, for instance, metallic layers. That is possible, however, only when
metals that contain large amounts of dissolved or adsorbed hydrogen are employed. These are a few
such metals, but they have the disadvantage that they gradually give o↵ hydrogen in the vacuum. It
would be still better therefore if substances could be used that contain hydrogen adsorbed only on
the surface or in a surface layer but give it o↵ to the outside less easily. These substances placed in
the ion stream give only a small output of neutrons when impinged on vertically since the thickness
of the adsorbed hydrogen layer is very small in comparison with the range of the ions projected
into the metal. Nuclear processes can occur therefore only in a fractional portion of the path of
the ions. In case, however, the path of the ions is maintained as nearly as possible entirely within
the thin hydrogen layer, a large neutron output is obtained with the aid of these thin adsorbed
hydrogen layers.

A principal purpose of the invention is the provision of a highly e�cient method for the production
of neutrons by the interaction of deuterons. According to the invention this is attained by allowing
the stream of ions to impinge on the layer at an angle—preferably in as grazing a manner as
possible.

The adsorption layer containing hydrogen need not consist of pure hydrogen. It might under certain
conditions be more advantageous if the adsorption layer consists of gases or vapors containing
hydrogen, for instance, methane or water. This is particularly satisfactory when these substances
are adsorbed especially strongly.

The body impinged on by the ions is preferably made of a substance that strongly adsorbs the
molecules containing heavy hydrogen and at the same time possesses only a slight retarding ca-
pacity for the impinging ions. Carbon and beryllium have been found useful for these reasons. It
is especially desirable to employ substances that adsorb the molecules containing hydrogen in as
thick a layer as possible. This can be accomplished for instance by using, as adsorption body, a
substance that is porous or roughened at least at the surface.

The surface of the adsorbing body is heated up by the energy of the impinging ions. In this
way the giving o↵ of the adsorbed substance is promoted. It is, therefore, advisable to cool the
adsorbing body. This cooling has the advantage, moreover, that at low temperature the adsorbed
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layer adheres much more firmly. A reduction of the temperature of only 10oC., for instance from
20oC. room temperature to 10oC., can produce a considerable improvement. In many cases, it is
advisable to use solid carbon dioxide or even liquid air for the cooling.

The adsorbed layer can be produced in the usual way, for instance by taking up heavy hydrogen or
molecules containing heavy hydro gen from the surroundings, for instance from the gas chamber;
but it may also be produced by bombarding the surface with heavy hydrogen ions. It is advisable
to free the surface intended for the adsorption of heavy hydrogen as far as possible from other
adsorbed molecules, such as ordinary hydrogen, for example, by heating in vacuum.

The replacement of the hydrogen given o↵ during the ion bombardment can be accomplished,
for instance, by simultaneous or subsequent bombardment with ions containing heavy hydrogen.
This bombardment can be accomplished, for instance, with advantage from a di↵erent direction,
for example, from the back or at a more acute angle from the front, than the bombardment for
producing neutrons. The replacement of the heavy hydrogen may be accomplished, for example,
by di↵usion or by adsorption from the surroundings.

The principles of the invention are illustrated in the accompanying drawing in which:

Fig. l is a diagrammatic representation of apparatus embodying the principles of the invention; and

Fig. 2 is a partial diagrammatic representation of a modified embodiment of the invention.

In Fig. 1 a beam of high velocity ions of heavy hydrogen 14 is produced by the device described
in copending application Serial No. 234,504 of Kuhn and Kallmann, filed October 11, 1938. In
this device a beam of negative ions 4 generated at cathode 1 and focussed at 2 by electrode 16
is transformed into a beam of positive heavy hydrogen ions of increased velocity by means of
the transforming electrode 5, supported in space 3 by tube 7 and insulator 15. A low pressure is
maintained in 3 by means of a pump (not shown) connected at 8. A stream of heavy hydrogen is
supplied to channel 6 through tube 7. The high velocity beam of heavy hydrogen ions obtained in
this manner passes through apertured member 9 into cathode 10 where they impinge at a grazing
angle on the target 11. The high velocity heavy hydrogen ions in the beam react with heavy
hydrogen adsorbed on the surface of 11 to produce neutrons.

In the form shown in Fig. 2, a supply of heavy hydrogen is maintained on target 11 by di↵usion
into 11 of a substance 13 containing heavy hydrogen which is maintained in capsule 12.
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Figure D.94: High-voltage tube for generating fusion neutrons from Kallmann and Kuhn’s U.S.
Patent 2,251,190.
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Hartmut Kallmann and Ernst Kuhn. U.S. Patent 2,288,717. Method for Investigation
of Substances with the Aid of Neutrons. Filed 10 March 1939. Issued 7 July 1942.

The present invention relates to improvements in methods of, and means for, investigating objects
or substances with the aid of neutrons.

It has already been suggested to investigate substances by depicting them with the aid of neutrons.
This investigation may be carried out by directing a beam of neutrons through the body or substance
under investigation and causing the neutrons that emerge from it to encounter a layer in which
heavy charged particles or electrons (+ and -) or gamma rays are produced under the action of the
impinging neutrons upon an element, contained in said layer, which is reactive toward neutrons.
These particles are in turn caused to act upon a layer of fluorescent material, or an adjacent
photographic layer or a combination thereof, thus depicting the investigated body or substance
visibly or photographically. Neutron reactive layers particularly suited for this purpose are, for
instance, such containing lithium or boron. In these two substances the following reactions take
place under the influence of the impinging neutrons:

1. n10 + Li63 = He42 + H3
1 (D.13)

2. n10 + B10
5 = Li73 + He42 (D.14)

In the lithium or lithium compounds existing in nature the contents of the e↵ective Li63 amounts
only to about 10%, and in the boron and boron compounds existing in nature the contents of the
e↵ective B10

5 amounts only to about 20%. The main mass of these elements consists of Li73, or B
11
5 ,

respectively.

It is an object of the present invention to increase the sensitiveness of the above-mentioned method
of depicting objects by means of neutrons. Another object of the invention is to provide improved
means for depicting objects by means of neutrons.

This inventive object is attained by using as neutron reactive layer containing an element in which
the neutron reactive sort of isotopes is enriched beyond the proportion corresponding to the natural
distribution of this isotope in the respective element. Using the above mentioned special reactions
the neutron reactive sorts of isotopes being artificially enriched are Li63 or B10

5 . The enrichment
may be accomplished by any of the known methods for separating or concentrating isotopes, i.e.
di↵usion, mass spectrograph, electrolysis and chemical processes.

With a given intensity of the neutron radiation the number of the emitted heavy particles and
therewith the blackening of the photographic plate, or the excitation of the fluorescent screen
respectively, is determined not by the thickness of the intermediate layer, but by the range of
the heavy particles liberated from said layer if the thickness of said intermediate layer is larger
than said range. The number of the heavy particles emitted per neutron is the greatest if within
a layer adjacent to the surface the thickness of which corresponds to the range as many neutrons
as possible cause the emission of heavy particles by collision with neutron reactive atomic nuclei.
As in general within a layer the thickness of which being equal to the range of said particles only a
small fraction of the neutrons passing through liberate heavy particles, it is extremely important, as
regards the output, to provide in said layer as many neutron reactive atomic nuclei as possible. An
increase of the number of the neutron reactive atomic nuclei is obtained, by artificially enriching the
intermediate element with Li63 or B

10
5 , respectively, beyond the proportion of its natural distribution

in the respective element.
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This method can advantageously be used also in connection with intermediate layers which do
not emit heavy particles, but which emit electrons or gamma rays under the action of impinging
neutrons, if the mixture of isotopes of the respective element, as existing in nature, is not the
most favorable one for one of said neutron reactions. Therefore, the present improved method
is not restricted to boron and lithium, but it will prove advantageous with every other neutron
reactive element if only a fraction of all neutrons passing through the neutron-reactive layer is
being absorbed in it, or if very thin neutron-reactive layers are used, or if the neutrons in the
neutron-reactive layer are also absorbed by atomic nuclei which only contribute very little to the
blackening of the photographic layer, or to the excitation of the fluorescent screen respectively
by the emission of particles or gamma rays. The present improved method becomes particularly
important if the neutron reactive element is applied as an emulsion upon the photographic layer
or upon the fluorescent screen. Such emulsions are able to contain a small concentration of the
neutron reactive element only. If, therefore the element contained in the emulsion is artificially
enriched with the e↵ective sort of isotopes beyond the proportion of its nature distribution in the
respective element, an extraordinarily great increase of the sensitiveness can be attained.

Also neutron reactive layers containing cadmium may be used in which the cadmium is artificially
enriched with its active isotope beyond the proportion corresponding to its natural distribution in
cadmium. The isotope of cadmium to be used in each instance depends upon the neutron energy
employed. The choice is made by observing which gives the greatest e↵ect.

The accompanying drawing is a diagrammatic representation of an embodiment of the invention.
The neutron beam 2 emitted by the neutron source 1 passes through the investigated substance
or body 3. The emerging neutrons 4 impinge upon the neutron reactive layer 5 which is enriched
with the e↵ective sort of isotopes beyond the proportion corresponding to its natural distribution
in the respective elements. In this layer 5 the neutrons liberate charged particles or gamma rays
which energize the adjacent layer 6 which consists of fluorescent or photo-sensitive material thus
producing a visible or photographic image of the investigated substance or body 3.

[The patents of Kallmann and Kuhn are directly relevant to high-voltage fusion neutron initia-
tors for fission bombs, but also to neutron imaging, analysis of materials, well logging, etc. These
technologies have had wide-reaching influence from the postwar period to the modern world. In con-
nection to nuclear weapons, note that in March 1939 Kallmann and Kuhn specifically described:

• The reaction n10 + Li63 ! He42 + H3
1, half of the Jetter cycle (p. 2955 of this appendix).

• The need to enrich the lithium-6 isotope from naturally occurring lithium, as Alfred Klemm
did in 1942–1943 (p. 2951).

See also numerous other related patents by Kallmann and Kuhn, such as:

U.S. Patent 2,219,033. Method and Device for Generating a Beam of Ions of High Velocity. Filed
21 October 1937. Issued 22 October 1940.

U.S. Patent 2,188,115. Investigation of Materials with Neutrons. Filed 25 March 1937. Issued 23
January 1940.

How far did Kallmann and Kuhn or others take these technologies during the war? Note that
Kallmann and Kuhn worked for AEG in Berlin.]
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G-367. Wolfgang Ferrant. Proposal for a New Method of Releasing Nuclear Energy
by a Beam of Heavy Particles. 1945. pp. 23–24, 35.

2. THE PROBLEM OF KEEPING THE WORK OF IONIZATION AT A MINIMUM

However, the choice is in fact restricted to lithium, the latter being a substance which does not
carry more than three enveloping electrons. Moreover, the lithium readily combines with heavy
hydrogen to form a hydride: LiD. The compound, that is the lithium D hydride, contains a total
of only four electrons, so that the total work of ionization is, at worst, only a small amount.

All aside from other considerations, lithium D hydride is well suited as the choice of substance both
for the “large particles” and for the recipient substance, not only because heavy hydrogen partic-
ipates in the atomic reaction, but also because the lithium, likewise, participates. The following
reactions are to be anticipated: 2

1D(d,n)32He;
2
1D(d,p)31H and 6

3Li(d,p)
7
3Li;

6
3Li(d,↵)

4
2He;

7
3Li(d,n)

4
2He.

There occurs in the reaction area a formation of charged particles ↵, p, but also a formation of
neutrons that can easily split o↵. Our method, therefore, results directly in the creation of a source
of neutrons of greatest intensity. [...]

If the purpose is to obtain energy alone, the neutrons formed will be utilized in splitting the uranium
atom; and in that manner extraordinary amounts of energy will be liberated, as a first product, by
way of the neutrons.

The lithium-D-hydride, recipient, therefore, will be surrounded by a coat of uranium.

Quite possibly a special advantage could be obtained by adding a quantity of uranium D compound
to the “large particles” and to the recipient mass; because in this manner a considerable amount
of energy will be given o↵ by uranium fragments located within the reaction area, and this state of
a↵airs might possibly result in further increases of temperature within the reaction area. [...]

4. SELF HEATING

Under this subject it will be necessary to distinguish between two types of cases: Self heating of
the reaction area, and self heating in the reaction field outside the reaction area proper.

1) If a very great number of atomic reactions comes about within the reaction area itself, the
particles charged as a result of these reactions (↵, p) will produce heat within the reaction area,
increasing the latter’s temperature until the entire material within the reaction area is consumed.

2) The alpha rays and protons of high energy resulting from the atomic reactions will pass through
the reaction area, penetrating to the latter’s “wall;” and they will penetrate much more deeply
than the D and Li atoms, since the alpha rays and protons are much richer in energy.

If the alpha, p particles occur in such large numbers about the environs of the reaction area become
ionized and heated, there will be formed an external reaction zone within which atomic reactions
may likewise occur. Finally, the outer reaction zone will assume such dimensions that even the
alpha rays and protons forming the reactions no longer leave that zone, and are compelled by the
magnetic field to move along circular paths.

If an external reaction zone of this nature is developed, there will result an explosion of the entire
LiD mass, since the external reaction zone is capable of enlarging itself on the strength of its own
energy production.
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[Wolfgang Ferrant wrote this report after the war, apparently at the behest of the U.S. Alsos
Mission. The report seems to have been based on wartime work that Ferrant conducted, participated
in, or was aware of, and he complained in this report that he did not have access to any wartime
documents in order to more accurately reconstruct the scientific details.

In writing this report, Ferrant appears to have censored himself and/or to have been censored
by U.S. o�cials. The report primarily focused on proposed methods for controlled fusion reactors
using magnetic confinement, and it was amazingly prescient on that topic. However, the report also
touched on applications to nuclear explosives, and its insights in that direction were extraordinary.
Specifically, the report described:

• Using lithium deuteride as a storable solid fusion fuel with excellent physics properties.

• Harnessing a number of fusion reactions that can occur within the lithium deuteride fuel. Fer-
rant omitted the 6

3Li(n,↵)
3
1H reaction from his list, likely either because he wrote this report

without access to any wartime papers or because he was censored or self-censored. Nonethe-
less, his colleagues at AEG, Hartmut Kallmann and Ernst Kuhn, filed a patent featuring that
reaction in 1939 (p. 2934), so the reaction presumably would have been known to Ferrant.

• Initiating fusion reactions in the lithium deuteride by creating su�ciently high initial tem-
peratures and pressures in the fuel.

• Creating an explosive chain reaction in which fusion reactions within a small region of the
lithium deuteride produce enough radiation, heat, and pressure to generate fusion reactions
in surrounding regions of the lithium deuteride.

• Producing large amounts of high-energy fusion neutrons from reactions in the lithium deu-
teride.

• Surrounding the lithium deuteride with a layer of uranium that would absorb the fusion
neutrons, undergo fission reactions, and greatly increase the total energy that is released.

• Utilizing the fission reactions in the uranium to increase the heat and pressure and therefore
the fusion reaction rate in the lithium deuteride.

All of these details are directly relevant for producing a hydrogen bomb. Ferrant’s report demon-
strates that all of these details were known and being actively utilized in wartime Germany.

What exactly did Ferrant do during the war? During the early part of the war, he worked at AEG in
Berlin, alongside Hartmut Kallmann and Ernst Kuhn. In this report, he referenced a letter he had
written in Linz in September 1945, so he apparently was working in Austria at the end of the war.
Where and with whom did he work? AEG had its own “Bauleitung” (construction directorate) at
St. Georgen/Gusen near Linz, and St. Georgen may have been involved in nuclear work (p. 2738).
Did Ferrant work or visit there during the war?

Did Ferrant tell U.S. o�cials anything that is not in this report? Did he write an uncensored, more
highly classified version of this report, or divulge more details in classified interrogations?

After the war, where did Ferrant work, and what did he work on?

Can additional information be located in archives, and declassified if necessary?]
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G-76. G. von Droste. The Absorption Cross Section of Boron and Lithium for Thermal
Neutrons. 1941.

Boron absorption cross section = 545 barns. Lithium = 55.6 barns.

G-298. Karl G. Zimmer and Otto Peter. Radiobiological Investigations with Fast Neu-
trons. 1944.

Biological e↵ects were compared with 180 kV x-ray and Li + D fast neutron total body irradiations
on blood, haemopoietic organs and male gonads of rats. Fast neutrons cause noticeable radiation
injuries with much smaller dosages than x rays. E↵ects of intensity of radiation could not be detected
in the range of fast neutrons investigated. Secondary radiation injuries in the blood were found for
prolonged periods after radiation and speedy recovery after irradiation with neutrons cannot be
expected. Urgency of further investigations and determinations of tolerance dosages are emphasized
in the interest of personnel working in nuclear physics installations.

G-303. Walter Herrmann, Georg Hartwig, Heinz Rackwitz, Walter Trinks, and H.
Schaub. Experiments on Initiation of Nuclear Reactions by Explosives.

Experiments were conducted with the aim to increase the e↵ect of explosions by using the gas
velocity of the explosive to initiate nuclear reactions. Small cones of deuteropara�n were set into
the base of trinitrotoluol cylinders. The shock waves of the explosive were expected to accelerate
the D atoms of the deuteropara�n and collision of D atoms to produce neutrons. Ag indicators
were put below the para�n cones for detection of the activities. Theoretical investigations show
that the expected e↵ect could not take place since the energy of explosion gas is not applicable for
the purpose.

[This was one of the Schumann-Trinks implosion experiments, tested using fusion fuel but no fission
fuel (at least not yet).]
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G-387. Siemens & Halske Corporation. Cost Estimates for the 1000 kV Neutron Gen-
erator for the University of Vienna. 1941–1942.

Blueprints, photographs, and cost estimates for a neutron generator for the Institute of Radioac-
tivity Research of the University of Vienna are included in this report.

Research Work Undertaken by the German Universities and Technical High Schools for
the Bevollmaechtigter fuer Hochfrequenztechnik; Independent Research on Associated
Subjects [CIOS XXXI-2 p. 74, AFHRA A5188 frame 1731]

[...]

II. PROF. SIZOO of the VRIJE UNIVERSITEIT AMSTERDAM supplied the following informa-
tion regarding BUTCHER:

BUTCHER’S early work was on light alloys and he had been making X ray investigations. PROF.
VON STOKAR, the former German head of Education in APELDOORN had told Prof. SIZOO
that BUTCHER was working in Holland because a very important institute in Germany had been
bombed (thought to be an S.S. institute) and BUTCHER apparently had great plans for rebuilding
this institute in Doetinchem. STOKAR also said that BUTCHER was working under the auspices
of a research organization controlled by GÖRING. When asked about the nature of the work,
STOKAR would give very little information but did say to Prof. SIZOO “Das hängt mit neuem
Wa↵en zusammen” (It has to do with new weapons). When asked by Prof. SIZOO why his Neutron
generator must be taken by BUTCHER, STOKAR had inferred that the Germans were getting
as many of these generators as they could; he also said that the installation of Prof. JOLIOT
in PARIS (Mme. Curie Laboratory) was being used by the Germans, mentioned installations in
COLOGNE and BERLIN and also said that two Neutron generators working with 1,000,000 Volts
had been made in HAMBURG (MÜLLER factory) but one of them had been destroyed. Prof.
SIZOO was impressed by the fact that STOKAR—a classical scholar—should know so much about
the distribution of these equipments in Europe, and concluded that the S.S. placed high importance
on obtaining Neutron generators.

[...] It was suggested by Prof. SIZOO that information regarding the attitude of the S.S. to the
subject generally and also further information on what has been done in producing NEUTRON
and CYCLOTRON generators could be obtained from the former Chief of the Röntgen dept. of
PHILIPS, Dr. BOUWERS now with the OPTISCHE INDUSTRIE, OUDE DELFT.

DATE OF ASSESSMENT 14 May 1945.

ASSESSOR’S (NAME’S) F.W. Trenouth, Capt. REME. Army Group 21.
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Visit to Eindhoven, Holland, October 1944 [CIOS X-13 Appendix B, AFHRA A5188
frames 2120–2121]

Developments in Germany of Radiological Apparatus and Applications

Very little real information was known at Philips, Eindhoven, Holland, or in German occupied
countries but the following points were notes as being potentially interesting: [...]

3. Dr. Böttcher, Research Station at Doetinchem, Holland, is stated to have collected ultra-high
voltage X-ray apparatus up to 5 million volts.

4. F. Kirchner (Köln) is reported to have built a 5 million volt Van de Graa↵ machine.

5. Mattauch & Hahn, Kaiser Wilhelm Institut (Berlin-Dahlem) are said to have built similar ma-
chines.

The same Institute is reputed to have in operation a 2 million volt Müller Cascade generator.

6. K.W. Institut für Hirnforschung (Berlin Buch)

Dr. Karl Zimmer is known to have been working on a neutron generator of 600 k.v. and in one of
his laboratories there was seen in July, 1943, a few boxes (20 x 30 x 30 cms) filled with Uranium.

It is not known whether any work was done on the separation of isotopes of Uranium.

7. Dr. W. Heisenberg, Siemens, Berlin Dahlem, said to have built special H.T. plant.

8. Dr. W. Bothe, Heidelberg & Dr. G. Herk, Siemens-Gesellschaft said to be operating several cy-
clotrons.

9. Dr. K. Clusius, Breslau, said to be engaged on the problem of separating isotopes of Uranium.
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Fritz Houtermans. Letter to Werner Czulius. 28 November 1944. AMPG, I. Abt. Rep.
34, Nr. 53, Bl. 1–2 [Nagel 2012a, pp. 639–640].

[...] Das beste ist zweifellos möglichst weit hin-
aus zu messen und mit 0,105 oder 0,106 zu ex-
trapolieren. Den Bakkerschen Wert halte ich
für zu niedrig. Ich sprach auch mit Bothe
kürzlich über die Frage, wie weit, sich der Ab-
fall von Acr

2 bei grossen Entfernungen durch
eine Exponentialfunktion approximieren lässt,
und er sagte mir, dass er durch Rechnung ge-
funden habe, dass sich bei komplexem Spek-
trum schliesslich ein Wert von B einstellt, der
wohl durch die freie Weglänge der schnell-
sten Neutronen bedingt isst, aber nur sehr
langsam, d.h. bei sehr grossen Entfernungen. Es
ist eben wie immer bei mehreren Exponential-
funktionen, z.B. beim radioaktiven Zerfall von
2 Körpern mit kurzer und langer H.W. Zeit,
nur meinte er, es gehe hier noch langsamer.
Welchen Wert sie für die Fluoridquelle nehmen
sollen, weiss ich nicht, denn ich habe mit einer
solchen Quelle nicht gearbeitet. Wenn Sie es
nicht selbst messen können, würde ich aus den
Tuve-Hafsad-Werten künstlicher Quellen einen
aussuchen der einem primären Neutronenspek-
trum mit ungefähr ähnlicher oberer Grenze (ich
glaube D+D, nach vorne, käme ungefähr hin)
entspricht bezw. extrapolieren. Für Li + D
haben wir 1/B = 10,8 cm gefunden, auch nach
vorne, also ziemlich dasselbe, wie für Ra+Be,
woraus man sieht, dass die Energieabhangigkeit
nicht sehr viel ausmacht. Man wird also sicher
auch für CaF2 mit einem geeigneten inter-
polierten Wert rechnen dürfen. [...]

[...] The best is undoubtedly to measure as far
as possible and to extrapolate it with 0.105 or
0.106. Bakker’s value I think is too low. I also
talked with Bothe about the question of how far
the decay of Acr

2 can be approximated by an
exponential function at great distances, and he
told me that for a complex spectrum he had cal-
culated a value of B, which is probably due to
the free path of the fastest neutrons, but only
very slowly, i. e. at very great distances. It is
just as always with several exponential func-
tions, e.g. in the radioactive decay of two bodies
with short and long half lives, he just meant,
it was slower. I do not know which value you
should take for the source of fluoride, because
I have not worked with such a source. If you
cannot measure it yourself, I have chosen one
from the Tuve-Hafsad values of artificial sources
which extrapolating corresponds to a primary
neutron spectrum with a similar upper limit (I
believe D+D, forward, approximately). For Li
+ D, we have found 1/B = 10.8 cm, also for-
ward, which is quite the same as for Ra+Be,
which shows that the energy dependence does
not matter very much. Thus, CaF2 may also be
expected to have a suitable interpolated value.
[...]

[This document appears to demonstrate that scientists in Germany had been routinely using deu-
terium + deuterium and lithium + deuterium fusion reactions (presumably in high-voltage tubes)
as neutron sources for experiments during the war; they are casually mentioned alongside a much
more conventional radium+beryllium neutron source. For producing neutrons, the lithium reaction
would have been lithium-7 + deuterium ! neutron + 2 helium-4 (alpha) particles.

A high-voltage tube containing such fusion fuel would make a good neutron initiator in a fission
bomb and is apparently described in Ilyichev’s March 1945 intelligence report on a German fission
implosion bomb design; see pp. 3024 and 3325.

From unclassified references on nuclear weapons designs, lithium deuteride makes excellent fusion
fuel in H bombs or can be used at the center of a fission bomb to provide a fusion neutron boost
to greatly increase the fission e�ciency and explosive yield.]
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G-378. Georg Stetter. Technische Energiegewinnung mit Hilfe von Kernreaktionen.
FA 002/0762. Deutsches Museum Archive, Munich. This early 1939 draft of a patent
application covered both fusion and fission reactions. A key section on fusion is given
below. In reviewing this patent draft, Karl Wirtz raised concerns that the fusion claims
were too similar to Brasch and Lange’s German Patent 662036 [AMPG 34/29]. The
final patent application deleted the fusion claims and polished the fission claims (see
p. 2615).

In der Durchführung haben wir im wesentlichen
zu unterscheiden zwischen den Auslösung von
Kernreaktionen durch ionisierende, das sind
rasch bewegte geladene Teilchen, und der
analogen Wirkung von (ungeladenen) Neu-
tronen. Im ersten Falle kommt es darauf an,
den bei der Ionisierung eintretenden Energiev-
erlust zu vermeiden, das heißt, die gesamte
von den Einzelteilchen abgegebene Energie
muß dem System erhalten bleiben, um als
Geschwindigkeit anderer Teilchen (Kerne),
zumindest in der Hauptsache, für weitere
Kernreaktionen ausgenützt zu werden. Dies
wird ermöglicht durch höchste räumliche
und zeitliche Konzentrationen des Vorganges;
derselbe muß also auf kleinem Volumen und
annähernd adiabatisch geführt werden, weil die
sich einstellende sehr hohe Temperatur nur auf
ganz kurze Zeit bestehen kann. Als Beispiel
wird eine Hochspannungskondensatorent-
ladung durch hochkomprimiertes Deuteriumgas
genannt: energiereiche, kurzzeitige Entladung
(etwa Stoßspannung von 1 Million Volt), kleine
Elektroden von geringer Wärmekapazität,
allenfalls auch aus zertrümmerbarem Material,
Entladevolumen von einigen mm Ausdehnung
bei solchem Druck, daß sich die entstehenden
ionisierenden Teilchen (H1, H3, He3) praktisch
totlaufen. Die Anordnung ergibt eine Explosion
von enormer Energieentwicklung; ein langsames
Abbrennen ist allerdings nicht möglich, weil,
wie schon angedeutet, Temperaturen, bei denen
diese Reaktionen noch ausreichend eintreten,
nicht auf längere Zeiten aufrechterhalten wer-
den können.

An eine erweiterte technische Anwendung
wäre etwa durch periodisch aufeinander
folgende Explosionen zu denken.

In the main we have to di↵erentiate between
the induction of nuclear reactions by ionizing,
that is rapidly moving charged particles, and
the analogous e↵ect of (uncharged) neutrons.
In the first case, it is important to avoid the
loss of energy occurring during ionization, that
is, the total energy released by the individual
particles must be retained by the system, as
speed of other particles (nuclei), at least in
the main, for further nuclear reactions to be
exploited. This is made possible by highest
spatial and temporal concentrations of the
process; the same must therefore be performed
on a small volume and approximately adi-
abatic, because the very high temperature
condition can exist only for a very short
time. As an example, a high-voltage capacitor
discharge by highly compressed deuterium gas
is considered: high-energy, short-term discharge
(about 1 million volts surge), small electrodes
of low heat capacity, if necessary also from
fissile material, discharge volume of a few mm
expansion at such pressure that the resulting
ionizing particles (H1, H3, He3) practically run
into each other. The arrangement results in an
explosion of tremendous energy development;
However, a slow burning o↵ is not possible
because, as already indicated, temperatures at
which these reactions still su�ciently occur
cannot be maintained for longer periods of
time.

An advanced technical application would
be to think about successive periodical explo-
sions.
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Assistant Chief of Sta↵, G-2, Department of the Army, Washington, DC. Lintner, Karl
Rudolf Josef. Undated but apparently 1951. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box 103,
Folder Lintner, Karl]

According to information received in Aug 1949 from an untested source, one Dr. Karl LINTNER
was assistant to Prof Karl PRZIBAM at the Second Institute of Physics in Vienna. Source declared
PRZIBAM to be pro-Russian and believed without being sure that he was in Moscow early 1949.
PRZIBAM had been carrying out infra-red research for the Russians. During the war, the nuclear
physicists of the Second Institute of Physics in Vienna engaged in a research project of releasing high
amounts of energy through nuclear reactions of the lithium hydrite crystal *Li H*. The research
was carried out mainly by Dr. Karl LINTNER under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Georg K. F.
STETTER. The project failed because according to source, it was impossible to procure strong
enough electrodes and equipment su�ciently resistant to heat.

[What lithium and hydrogen isotopes and what reactions did Stetter’s group consider? Did they
originate the “Jetter cycle” (see p. 2955)?]

Robert A. Snedeker, CIC Sub-Det “C” (Vienna). Agent Report. Dr. Georg Stetter’s
Patent Concerning Production of Atomic Energy, Technical Intelligence, Vienna. 29
September 1953. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134B, Box 749, Folder 23 Nov 95 Georg
Stetter XA001081]

On 23 September 1953, Dr. Karl Lintner, Second Physical Institute of the University of Vienna,
was interviewed by Informant 1063 and stated the following:

Source [Lintner] was Dr. Georg STETTER’s assistant in the Second Physical Institute during
World War II, when STETTER was working on the splitting of the lithium nucleus. STETTER
intended to have certain processes patented, in connection with splitting nuclei, but Source is
unaware of the result of this intention. All of STETTER’s research material and notes fell into the
hands of the Soviets in 1945 and to Source’s knowledge STETTER has not concerned himself with
nuclear research since that date. Source considers STETTER the best nuclear physicist in Austria.
STETTER, before obtaining a position with the Second Physical Institute, University of Vienna,
was a�liate with the United Austrian Iron and Steel Works and the Austrian Nitrogen Works.

[Note that Stetter applied or intended to apply for a patent on his fusion approaches. Was that just
the deleted early 1939 patent sections on p. 2942, or did he write additional, more detailed patent
drafts? Can any of his group’s material be found in Russian archives?]
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Russian Department of the Archives of the State Cooperation of Atomic Energy
(OOFR), Österreich 2, pp. 302–304, Gutachten von Kokin zur Annotation einer Aus-
sage von Dr. Rober [Kober], 21 August 1945.

Prof. Stetter aus Wien, der sich mit dem
Zerfall des Kernes von Lithium-Hydrid [...]
beschäftige, hat entdeckt, dass diese Reak-
tion nicht stabil ist, das heisst, dass sie sich
nach dem Anfang automatisch weiter fortsetzt,
dabei wird eine ausserordentlich grosse En-
ergie des Kernes freigesetzt, und die ganze Ver-
suchseinrichtung explodiert (Versuch auf dem
Erprobungsgelände). Prof. Bethe schätzt diese
Reaktion als Quelle der Sonnenenergie ein,
außerdem bringt diese Reaktion eine Wende in
der Technik der Sprengsto↵e, weil die Stärke
der Explosion 106-mal größer ist als bei Ni-
troglyzerin. Diese Reaktion wurde in vielen In-
stituten untersucht, unter Teilnahme der Pro-
fessoren Gerlach und Tomaschek—in München.
Prof. Stetter aus Wien hat eine Theorie en-
twickelt, dass diese Reaktion bei der Temper-
atur 106 oC beginnen soll. Falls diese Theorie
richtig ist, ist eine Versuchsanlage, die diese En-
ergie zum praktischen Zweck benutzen darf, le-
icht zu bauen. [...] Dr. Rober [Kober] bittet um
Erlaubnis, such damit zu beschäftigen und wies
darauf hin, dass AEG schon einige Patente in
dieser Frage hat.

Prof. Stetter from Vienna, who is concerned
with the disintegration of the nucleus of lithium
hydride, has discovered that this reaction is not
stable, that is, that it continues automatically
after the beginning; exceptionally large energy
of the nucleus is released, and the whole ex-
perimental facility explodes (experiment at the
test site). Prof. Bethe regards this reaction as a
source of solar energy. In addition, this reaction
brings about a change in the technique of explo-
sives because the strength of the explosion is 106

times greater than in the case of nitroglycerin.
This reaction was studied in many institutes,
with the participation of professors Gerlach and
Tomaschek—in Munich. Prof. Stetter from Vi-
enna has developed a theory that this reaction
should begin at the temperature of 106 oC. If
this theory is correct, a test facility that can
use this energy for practical purposes is easy to
build. [...] Dr. Rober [Kober] asks permission to
do so, and pointed out that AEG has already
patented this issue.

[Again, which specific isotopes and reactions were considered? The general description sounds like
the autocatalytic Jetter cycle (p. 2955). What experiments were done? What were the “many
institutes” that also participated in this research? What exactly did Walther Gerlach and Rudolf
Tomaschek do? Kober was known as a radar expert—what if any involvement with nuclear research
did he have before or after the war? The existing AEG patent was that of Brasch and Lange (p.
2927).]
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Immigration of Austrian Scientists to Soviet Zone. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134A,
Box 31, Folder 02/006 430]

K SCHINTLMEISTER, Dr Josef Peter—USSR. Born 15 June 1908. Nuclear physicist. Listed on
National Scientific Intelligence Requirements—Nuclear Energy—USSR, 23 July 1947. Reportedly
anti-communist and had requested that be brought into contact with British. Released as Chief of
Physics Institute because of NSDAP membership. Formerly associated with [Gustav] ORTNER,
[Georg] STETTER, [Josef] MATTAUCH, [Werner] CZULIUS, and [Willibald] JENTSCHKE. Dur-
ing war, succeeded in isolating Transuranen to Transuranen 104. In summer of 1945, subject with
other members of Radium Institute, fled to Thumersbach. In 1946 he accepted Soviet employment
and was taken to Moscow. In September 1948 he reportedly contacted JOLIOT CURIE on problem
of extracting plutonium. Censorship intercept indicates subject is currently interested in lithium
hydride bombs, originally begun with STETTER.

[If Josef Schintlmeister really produced and identified transuranic elements through element 104
during the war, that long predates the recognized historical achievement of that milestone in 1969
in the United States. What evidence is this based on, and can it still be found? If transuranic
elements were produced, was that in a cyclotron, a fission reactor, or by other methods?]

Friedrich Berkei. 1944 (probably). Page from laboratory notebook [Karlsch 2005, p.
330].

[This document is shown on the following page. Friedrich Berkei was a member of Kurt Diebner’s
research group. Virtually all of the rest of Berkei’s notes were taken away from him after the war.
This surviving page shows an amazingly comprehensive list of fusion reactions.]
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Figure D.95: Friedrich Berkei. 1944 (probably). Page from laboratory notebook systematically list-
ing fusion reactions. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch]
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Hans Thirring. 1946. Die Geschichte der Atombombe. Vienna: Neues Österreich. pp.
130–134, 138–139.

Es liegt deswegen die Idee nahe, ob man nicht
die so schwer herstellbaren und deswegen
immer nur in geringen Mengen zur Verfügung
stehenden Sto↵e U-235 and Plutonium in
irgendeiner Weise “strecken” könnte, oder
ob man nicht die bisherige Atombombe als
eine Art “Zündpille” zur Einleitung weiterer
Kernprozesse an anderen Sto↵en verwenden
könnte. [...]

Die Energie, die dem gestoßenen Deuteron
verliehen wird, beträgt allerdings nur einen
kleinen Bruchteil, höchstens etwa 1/25 der
Energie des ursprünglichen Sprengstückes, aber
diese Energie kann immerhin groß genug sein,
damit das getro↵ene Deuteron, wenn es mit
einem anderen Deuteron zusammenstößt, mit
diesem die sogenannte d-d-Reaktion ausführt,
die durch die Gleichung gegeben ist

The idea is therefore whether one might not
be able in any way to “stretch” the substances
U-235 and plutonium, which are so di�cult to
produce and therefore can only be produced
in small quantities, or whether one might not
be able to use the original atomic bomb as a
kind of “sparkplug” to initiate further nuclear
processes in other substances. [...]

The energy given to the destroyed deuteron is,
however, only a small fraction, at most about
1/25 of the energy of the original explosive, but
this energy can still be large enough for the
deuteron to fuse when it collides with another
deuteron, in the so-called d-d reaction, which
is given by the equation

2
1H(d, n) 32He

In Worten ausgedrückt: zwei Deuteronen stoßen
zusammen (daher der Name d-d-Reaktion) und
vereinigen sich zu dem Heliumisotop 3

2He,
während gleichzeitig ein Neutron ausgestoßen
wird. [...]

Eine andere Substanz, in der gegebenen-
falls auch durch Zündung mittels einer
Atombombe ein thermischer Kernkettenprozeß
hervorgerufen werden könnte, ist das Lithi-
umhydrid (LiH), in dem sich bei einer Tem-
peratur von Milliarden Graden der folgende
Prozeß abspielen könnte

Expressed in words: two deuterons collide
(hence the name d-d reaction) and fuse to form
the helium isotope 3

2He, while a neutron is
simultaneously emitted. [...]

Another substance, in which a thermal
nuclear chain reaction could be induced by
an atom bomb, is lithium hydride (LiH), in
which the following process can take place at a
temperature of billions of degrees

7
3Li (p,↵)

4
2He
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Die Gleichung bedeutet: Beim Aufprall eines
Protons auf einen Lithiumkern 7

3Li entsteht
ein Zwischenkern der Masse 8 und der Ladung
4, der in zwei mit großer Wucht auseinander-
fliegende ↵-Teilchen zerfällt.

[...] die Energie, die man durch Bildung
von Helium aus LiH gewinnen kann, fast
dreimal so groß wie die bei der Kernspaltung
aus der gleichen Menge von U-235 erzeugte.
Dabei ist nun Lithium ein gar nicht so
seltenes Element, so daß man in einer “Su-
peratombombe” ungefähr ebensoviel Tonnen
Lithiumhydrid verwenden könnte, als man jetzt
Kilogramm Plutonium verwendet, derart, daß
sich eine Wirkung ergäbe, die wiederum einige
tausendmal gegenüber der bisher bekannten
gesteigert werden könnte. Gott gnade jenem
Lande, über dem eine Sechstonnenbombe von
Lithiumhydrid zur Explosion gebracht wird!

Sofern die Idee überhaupt realisierbar ist,
würde in solch einer Superatombombe die
bisherige Uranbombe oder Plutoniumbombe
nur die Rolle einer “Zündpille” spielen. [...]

The equation means that when a proton collides
with a lithium nucleus 7

3Li, an intermediate
nucleus of mass 8 and charge 4 is formed,
which breaks up into two alpha particles which
separate with great energy.

The energy which can be obtained by the
formation of helium from LiH is almost three
times as great as that produced by nuclear
fission from the same quantity of U-235. In
this case, lithium is not a rare element, so
that in a “super atom bomb” it would be
possible to use on the order of tons of lithium
hydride compared to kilograms of plutonium
[for fission], in such a way as to produce an
e↵ect several thousand times as large as before.
God have mercy on the country over which
a six-ton bomb of lithium hydride is made to
explode!

If the idea is realizable at all, the former
uranium bomb or plutonium bomb would only
play the role of a sparkplug in such a super
atom bomb. [...]

[Thirring was correct that lithium hydride would make an excellent solid fuel for a hydrogen bomb,
and that such a bomb could be thousands of times more powerful than a fission bomb (megatons
instead of kilotons of explosive yield). However, the specific isotopes and reaction that he proposed
(7Li + 1H) are too di�cult to use for fusion, because of the strong repulsion between the three
positive charges in the lithium nucleus and the one positive charge in the hydrogen nucleus.

By using 6Li, 2H (deuterium), and two coupled nuclear reactions, the Jetter cycle (p. 2955) avoids
that problem. Did scientists consider that possibility during the war?

Note that Thirring gave an extremely specific example of a fusion bomb: “a six-ton bomb of lithium
hydride.” Thirring was in direct contact with scientists who worked in the wartime German nuclear
program. Why did he choose such a specific mass for a fusion bomb? Was there wartime work
on a six-ton lithium hydride (lithium deuteride?) bomb? Immediately after the war, several other
scientists and engineers mentioned wartime work on a mysterious six-ton bomb–see pp. 2957–2961.]
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[...] Man weiß seit fast einem Vierteljahrhun-
dert, daß es ↵-strahlende Substanzen gibt, die
etwas anderes sind als die bekannten ↵-Strahler
der drei radioaktiven Familien. Sehr einge-
hende Messungen mit verfeinerten Appareten
sind am Physikalischen Institut der Wiener
Universität und am Wiener Radiuminstitut
vorgenommen worden und ergaben, daß es eine
ganze Gruppe von sieben neuen ↵-Strahlern
mit verschiedener Reichweite gibt, die bisher
keinem Isotop irgendeines der bekannten Ele-
mente zwischen Nr. 1 und Nr. 92 zugeschrieben
werden konnten. Es ist einer Wiener Forscher-
gruppe, die aus den Herren Schintlmeis-
ter, Jentschke, Brukl, Hernegger und Frl.
Hilbert besteht, gelungen, aus Zinkblende und
aus anderen sulfidischen Erzen die ↵-Strahler
anzureichern, aber die gewonnenen Mengen
sind noch nicht groß genug, um mit Hilfe
von Röntgen-spektralaufnahmen die chemische
Natur festzustellen. Es wäre möglich, daß es
sich um Transurane handelt, und zwar um an-
dere und langlebigere als Neptunium und Plu-
tonium, weil diese infolge ihrer Kurzlebigkeit
schon längst nicht mehr im natürlichen Zus-
tand auf der Erde vorkommen, sondern nur
künstlich hergestellt werden können. Weil nun
jedes Element mit einer Kernladung von 90
und darüber zur Kernspaltung neigt, ist mit
Warscheinlichkeit anzunehmen, daß diese noch
nicht identifizierten ↵-Strahler—falls sie wirk-
lich Transurane sind—entweder selber Sto↵e
sind, in denen Kernkettenreaktionen eintreten
können, oder als Ausgangsmaterial zur Her-
anzüchtung solcher Sto↵e dienen können. Sub-
stanzen dieser Art würden dann sowohl für die
Atomwa↵e als auch für die reine Energiegewin-
nung das Uranmonopol brechen.

[...] It has been known for almost a quarter of
a century that there are alpha-emitting sub-
stances that are di↵erent from the known al-
pha emitters of the three radioactive families.
Very detailed measurements with refined equip-
ment have been made at the Physics Institute
of the University of Vienna and at the Vienna
Radium Institute, and showed that there is a
whole group of seven new alpha-emitters with
di↵erent ranges which have hitherto not been
associated with any isotope of any of the known
elements between no. 1 and 92. It is a Vien-
nese research group consisting of Schintlmeister,
Jentschke, Brukl, Hernegger, and Frl. Hilbert,
who succeeded in enriching the alpha emitters
from zincblende and other sulphide ores, but
the quantities obtained are not yet large enough
to be combined with help of Roentgen spectral
recordings to determine the chemical nature.
It is possible that they are transuranics, and
others are more durable than neptunium and
plutonium, because, as a result of their short-
livedness, they are no longer present in the natu-
ral state on the earth, but can be produced only
in a manner which is artificial. Since every ele-
ment with a nuclear charge of 90 or over tends
to undergo nuclear fission, it is probable that
these unidentified alpha-emitters, if they are re-
ally transuranics, are themselves substances in
which nuclear chain reactions can occur, or as
starting materials for the production of such
substances. Substances of this kind would then
break the uranium monopoly both for nuclear
weapons and for pure energy production.

[Thirring provided more information about Schintlmeister’s possible experiments with transuranic
elements. Apparently Schintlmeister used the energies (range) of emitted alpha particles to try to
identify the specific isotopes that emitted those alpha particles. If only isotopes from naturally oc-
curring samples were analyzed, there should be no transuranic elements, and any results indicating
that there were would presumably be spurious. Did the analyzed samples come from an artificial
source, such as a cyclotron or fission reactor?]
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Hans Thirring. Undated (circa 1971). In den nächsten zehn Jahren muss es zwis-
chen den Supermächten USA, UdSSR, China, England und Frankreich zu einer allge-
meinen Abrüstung kommen. Sondersammlung der Österreichischen Zentralbibliothek
für Physik (ZBP), Universität Wien, Nachlass Broda, Box 24, File 55, Fiche 54.

Schon vor 25 Jahren wußte ich, daß man
Wassersto↵bomben erzeugen wird, die eine
zehntausendfache Sprengkraft der Hiroshima-
Bombe haben würden. In den Jarhren 1951–1967
haben fünf Staaten an diesem Projekt gearbeitet
und Megatonnenbomben erzeugt; es sind bereits
genügend Bomben vorhanden, um die ganze
Welt in einen chaotischen Zustand unvorstell-
baren Ausmaßes bringen zu können. [...]

Im Juli 1946 diskutierte ich über das Problem
der Entwicklung noch stärkerer Vernich-
tungswa↵en mit meinem Kollegen Jentschke,
einem jungen österreichischen Physiker, jetzt
Generaldirektor des CERN in Genf. Jentschke
war als reiner Physiker nicht so sehr von der
Wichtigkeit der Kernvernschmelzung überzeugt;
aber ich als Physiker und Politiker wußte,
daß das Gelingen dieser Experimente (zur
Herstellung der Wassersto↵bombe) leider von
welthistorischer Bedeutung sein wird.

Im Herbst 1946 verö↵entlichte ich mein Buch,
“Die Geschichte der Atombombe”. [...]

Die meisten Leute fanden die darin beschriebene
historische Entwicklung sehr interessant, aber
über die Berechnungen der Lithiumhydrid-
Reaktion lasen sie, als zu wissenschaftlich,
einfach hinweg. [...]

Im Studienjahr 1946/47 war ich Dekan an
der Universität Wien und sprach in einem Sem-
inar, das ich damals hielt, über die Möglichkeit,
daß nicht nur die Amerikaner sondern auch
die Russen sehr bald über Wassersto↵bomben
verfügen könnten.

25 years ago, I knew that hydrogen bombs,
which could have ten thousand times the
explosive force of the Hiroshima bomb, would
be produced. In the years 1951–1967 five
countries worked on this project and produced
megaton bombs; there are already enough
bombs to turn the whole world into a chaotic
state of unimaginable proportions. [...]

In July 1946, I discussed the problem of
the development of even more powerful
weapons of destruction with my colleague
Jentschke, a young Austrian physicist, now
General Manager of CERN in Geneva.
Jentschke, as a pure physicist, was not so
much convinced of the importance of nuclear
fusion; but as a physicist and politician I knew
that the success of these experiments (for
the production of the hydrogen bomb) would
unfortunately be of historical importance.

In the autumn of 1946 I published my
book, The History of the Atomic Bomb. [...]

Most people found the historical develop-
ment described therein very interesting, but
they simply ignored the calculations of the
lithium hydride reaction as too scientific. [...]

In the academic year 1946/47, I was a
dean at the University of Vienna, and I spoke
in a seminar I held at the time about the
possibility that not only the Americans, but
also the Russians, could soon have hydrogen
bombs.

[Thirring acknowledged that an important source for his book was Willibald Jentschke, who was a
member of Georg Stetter’s research group during the war. Does the information in Thirring’s book
accurately convey what the Austrian nuclear scientists knew (or did not know) during the war, or
were any important details omitted? How much involvement did Thirring himself have with nuclear
work during the war? What other sources of information did he use for his book?]
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Alfred Klemm, Heinrich Hinterberger, and Philipp Hoernes. 1947. Anreicherung der
schweren Isotope von Li und K durch elektrolytische Ionenwanderung in geschmolzenen
Chloriden. Zeitschrift für Naturforschung. 2a:245–249.
[http://zfn.mpdl.mpg.de/data/Reihe A/2/ZNA-1947-2a-0245.pdf]

Anreicherung der schweren Isotope von Li und
K durch elektrolytische Ionenwanderung in
geschmolzenen Chloriden.

Durch elektrolytische Ionenwanderung wurde
an der Grenzfläche zwischen geschmolzenem
LiCl mit 2 Molprozent KCl einerseits und
geschmolzenem PbCl2 andererseits bei einer
Stromdichte von 5 A/cm2 in 48 Stdn. K
stark angereichert, das Mischungsverhältnis
[7Li]/[6Li] von 12,3 auf 44,3 und das Mis-
chungsverhältnis [41K]/[39K] von 0,0714 auf
0,0885 verschoben. Als Quotienten der Io-
nenwanderungsgeschwindigkeiten wurden
gefunden: wLi/wK = 1,156, w6/w7 = 1,021 und
w39/w41 = 1,016. Faßt man diese Quotienten
als Trennfaktoren einer Stufe auf, so bedeuten
die angegebenen Anreicherungen eine wirksame
gesamte Trennstufenzahl von 61,5 bei den
Li-Isotopen und 13,4 bei den K-Isotopen. Für
den Massene↵ekt µ = ln(wj/wk)/ ln(mj/mk),
(m = Isotopenmasse), folgt µ = -0,135 für Li
und µ = -0,32 für K. Der große Massene↵ekt
und die kleine Trennstufenzahl beim K kann
durch dessen geringe Konzentration erklärt
werden.

[...] Der Trennversuch und die Auswertung
der Analysenergebnisse wurde von A. Klemm,
die massen-spektrometrische Analyse von H.
Hintenberger und die chemische Arbeit von Ph.
Hoernes durchgeführt. Hrn. Prof. J. Mattauch
danken wir für die Förderung der Arbeit und
den Assistentinnen H. und U. Scheid für ihre
gewissenhafte Mitarbeit.

Enrichment of the heavy isotopes of Li [lithium]
and K [potassium] by electrolytic ion migration
in molten chlorides.

By electrolytic ion migration at the boundary
between molten LiCl with 2 mole percent
KCl, on the one hand, and molten PbCl2, on
the other hand, was strongly enriched in 48
hours of K at a current density of 5 A/cm2,
the mixing ratio [7Li]/[6Li] from 12.3 to 44.3
and the mixing ratio [41K]/[39K] from 0.0714
to 0.0885. As quotients of the ion migration
rates were found: wLi/wK = 1.156, w6/w7 =
1.021 and w39/w41 = 1.016. If these quotients
are taken as the separation factors of a step,
the indicated enrichment means an e↵ective
total separation step number of 61.5 for the
Li isotopes and 13.4 for the K isotopes. For
the mass e↵ect µ = ln(wj/wk)/ ln(mj/mk), (m
= isotope mass), µ = -0.135 for Li and µ =
-0.32 for K. The large mass e↵ect and the small
number of separation stages in the K can be
explained by its low concentration.

[...] The separation experiment and the analysis
of the results of the analysis were carried out by
A. Klemm, the mass spectrometric analysis by
H. Hintenberger, and the chemical work of Ph.
Hoernes. We thank Prof. J. Mattauch for the
support of the work and the assistants H. and
U. Scheid for their conscientious cooperation.

[This was a delayed publication of work that was done during the war [e.g., Alfred Klemm toWalther
Gerlach, 16 March 1945, in NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 167, Folder 32.12-2 GERMANY:
Personnel (Jan 45–Dec 45)]. Lithium has two naturally occurring isotopes: 6Li (approximately 7.5%
of natural lithium) and 7Li (approximately 92.5% of natural lithium). Thus their naturally occurring
ratio is [7Li]/[6Li] ⇡ 92.5%/7.5% ⇡ 12.3. Within 48 hours, Klemm’s process enriched them to a
ratio [7Li]/[6Li] ⇡ 97.8%/2.2% ⇡ 44.3. The isotopes are virtually identical chemically; the only
major reason to separate them would be for nuclear reactions. What exactly was the purified 6Li
intended for?
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During the war, Josef Mattauch was head of the physics department at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute
for Chemistry in Tailfingen where Klemm worked. Prior to the war, Mattauch was at the University
of Vienna for 26 years, and thus closely connected to Georg Stetter’s research group. Was the purified
6Li for the Stetter group’s work on fusion? If so, that could suggest that they were working on the
Jetter cycle, which requires 6Li.]

Alfred Klemm. 1958. Lithium in der Kerntechnik. Angewandte Chemie 70:1:21–24.

Lithium kann in der modernen Kerntechnik auf
vielfache Weise verwendet werden, so zur Her-
stellung von Tritium (etwa für thermonucle-
are Reaktionen), als Abschirmungsmittel, zum
Nachweis thermischer Neutronen, als Reak-
torkühlmittel, als Moderator oder in Form von
geschmolzenem LiF als Lösungsmittel für Kern-
brennsto↵e. Zur Anreicherung der Lithium-
Isotope 6 bzw. 7 sind die Ionenwanderung
in geschmolzenem LiCl und das Lithium-
Amalgam-Verfahren von besonderem Interesse.

Lithium can be widely used in modern nuclear
engineering, for instance to produce tritium (for
thermonuclear reactions), as a shielding agent,
for detecting thermal neutrons, as a reactor
coolant, as a moderator, or as a molten LiF as
a solvent for nuclear fuels. The ion migration in
molten LiCl and the lithium-amalgam process
are of particular interest for the enrichment of
the lithium isotopes 6 and 7, respectively.

[This postwar article by Klemm may suggest that his wartime work was indeed intended for nuclear
purposes.]

Heiko Petermann, Discussion notes with Prof. Alfred Klemm, Mainz, Saarstr. 23,
Max Planck Institut für Chemie. 5 March 2004. 06131-305-223 [courtesy of Heiko
Petermann].

Klemm wirkte sehr nervös und wich meinen
Fragen immer wieder aus. Er war bemüht, mich
so schnell wie möglich wieder los zu werden.

Klemm hat sich während des Krieges auss-
chließlich mit Isotopentrennung beschäftigt und
war sozusagen sein ‘eigener Herr’ . Das von ihm
entwickelte Elektrolyt-Verfahren funktionierte
bei Uranhexaflorid nicht.

Klemm hatte mit Hahns Truppe wenig zu
tun, da er separat arbeitete, sich selbst als
‘eigen’ bezeichnet

Klemm ging mit nach Tailfingen

Klemm looked very nervous and always gave
up my questions. He tried to get rid of me as
soon as possible.

During the war, Klemm concentrated ex-
clusively on isotopic separation and was, so to
speak, his own master. The electrolyte process
he developed did not work with uranium
hexafluoride.

Klemm had little to do with Hahn’s group,
since he worked separately, calling himself
‘independent’

Klemm also went to Tailfingen
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Schwerpunkt der Arbeit war die Herstellung
von Li6 durch Trennung von Li7. Dies gelang
im elektrolytischen Verfahren sehr gut. Ab
1942–43. Klemm wies darauf hin, dass er
wohl der erste war, dem die Trennung mittels
Elektrolyse gelungen sei (wissenschaftliche
Priorität, siehe auch Z. f. Naturforschung 2a, S.
245 ↵, 1947, unter Mitarbeit v. H. Hintenberger
u. P. Hoernes)

Über die Tritium-Problematik wusste er
Bescheid, es war aber damals nicht seine
Aufgabe. (wessen denn?)

Diskutiert wurde die Verwendung von metallis-
chem Li7 als Reaktorkühlmittel

Klemm kannte die AEG-Hochspannungsanlage
und meinte Flammersfeld hat dort mit Be-
strahlung von Material gearbeitet
(Vorsicht bei dieser Aussage, sie passt zwar,
doch es ist nicht klar ob Klemm da nicht einiges
bezüglich der Hochspannungsanlage des KWI f.
Chemie durcheinanderbringt, ich fasse brieflich
nach—hp)

Klemms Vater gehörte die Dietrichsche
Verlagsbuchhandlung. 1946 entstand dann als
Ableger der Verlag der Zeitschrift für Natur-
forschung, die seitdem A. Klemm leitet.

Brieflich dürfte er präziser sein, denn der
Besuch hat ihn in erheblichste Unruhe gestürzt.

Vielleicht lässt sich aus seinem Archiv noch ein
Schätzchen heben.

Nachtrag: Mit Antwortschreiben v. 4.4.04
notierte er handschriftlich, daß er Li6 im
Grammbereich produzierte. Gegen Kriegsende
hat er es ‘weggeworfen’.

Er bestätigte weiterhin, daß die Tritiumprob-
lematik (Zerfall Li6 in Tritium) bereits vor
1945 diskutiert wurde.

Main focus of the work was the production of
Li6 by separation of Li7. This was achieved
very well in the electrolytic process. From
1942–43. Klemm pointed out that he was
probably the first to achieve the separation
by means of electrolysis (scientific priority, see
also Z. f. Naturforschung 2a, pp. 245 ↵, 1947,
with the collaboration of H. Hintenberger and
P. Hoernes)

He knew about the tritium problem, but
it was not his job at the time. (Whose then?)

The use of metallic Li7 as a reactor coolant
was discussed

Klemm knew the AEG high voltage in-
stallation and said Flammersfeld worked there
with irradiation of material
(Caution with this statement, it fits, but it is
not clear whether Klemm was referring in part
to the high-voltage plant of the KWI for Chem-
istry disagrees, I will get the correspondence
after—hp)

Klemm’s father owned the book publisher
Dietrich. In 1946, the publishing house of
the Zeitschrift fúr Naturforschung (Journal of
Natural Research), which has been headed by
A. Klemm since then, was founded.

In correspondence he might be more precise,
for the visit has plunged him into considerable
disquiet.

Perhaps one can pick up a clue from his
archive.

Addendum: With a reply from v. 4.4.04
he noted in handwriting that he produced Li6
in the gram range. He “threw it away” at the
end of the war.

He also confirmed that the tritium prob-
lem (disintegration of Li6 into tritium) was
already discussed before 1945.
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[If Klemm’s wartime work was for purely scientific reasons, why was he so nervous to discuss it 60
years later, and shortly before his death?

Klemm twice confirmed that scientists were working on tritium during the war. Who and where?
Was his 6Li bombarded with neutrons to produce tritium during the war? The knowledge of that
reaction during the war, as shown by both Klemm and also Kallmann and Kuhn (p. 2934) may
help demonstrate that the Jetter cycle (p. 2955) originated in the German-speaking world during
the war.

An amount of 6Li “in the gram range” (one gram? several grams?) would be extremely useful for
fusion boosting of a fission bomb, or for producing a similar amount of tritium for the same purpose.

If Klemm’s work was performed during 1942–1943, planning for fusion reactions must have begun
early in the war. If Klemm’s work was perfected at that time, was his 6Li purification process
transferred to other locations and scaled up later in the war?

If the gram-range amount of 6Li was di�cult to create and was produced for purely scientific
reasons, why would Klemm “throw it away” at the end of the war? If he did throw it away, does
that suggest that he knew its real purpose was much more serious? Or did he not throw it away—
was it transferred to the German nuclear program, or seized by Allied forces, or hidden to protect
it?]

Pavel V. Oleynikov. 2000. German Scientists in the Soviet Atomic Project.

After 1950, Hertz moved to Moscow where, together with Werner Schuetze, he started to work on
analysis of lithium and purification of tritium.

Documents about German scientists who helped the Soviet Union develop an atomic
bomb. 29 October 2019. [https://www.mbs.news/2019/10/documents-about-german-
scientists-who-helped-the-soviet-union-develop-an-atomic-bomb.html]

Manfred von Ardenne, the scientific director of the A kurulan institute, established in another
sanatorium in the USSR, was also awarded the Stalin Prize twice in 1947 for inventing the electronic
microscope and in 1953 for obtaining the lithium 6 isotope necessary for the creation of nuclear
warheads.

[After the war, Gustav Hertz, Werner Schuetze, and Manfred von Ardenne separated lithium iso-
topes and produced tritium for the Soviet hydrogen bomb project. Was their expertise in that area
derived from work they did during the war to separate lithium isotopes and produce tritium for
the German nuclear program?]
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Ulrich Jetter. 1950. Die sogenannte Superbombe. Physikalische Blätter (1950) 6:199-
205.

Die beiden Reaktionen... “gehen” ungewöhnlich gut: das leichte Lithiumisotop hat einen sehr großen
Wirkungsquerschnitt gegenüber der D-D-Reaktion eine tiefere Energieschwelle und bei gleicher
Temperatur die rund hundertfache Ausbeute. Sofern also genügend Tritonen oder Neutronen zuge-
gen sind, wird der Zyklus

n + 6Li �! 4He + Tr

" # (D.15)

n + 4He  � D + Tr

die Hauptreaktion bilden.

The two reactions... “go” [together] unusually well: the light lithium isotope has a very large cross
section over the DD reaction, a lower energy threshold and at the same temperature a hundredfold
yield, so if su�cient tritons or neutrons are present, the cycle

neutron + lithium-6 �! helium-4 + tritium

" # (D.16)

neutron + helium-4  � deuterium + tritium

will become the main reaction.

[This reaction uses lithium-6 deuteride and is the main reaction in modern hydrogen bombs. It was
not demonstrated by the United States and Soviet Union until the 1950s.

Due to Allied restrictions on research in Germany and Austria after the war, it seems likely that this
paper was based on wartime research. Where and when was that research done, and by whom? Can
this paper be connected to wartime research by Georg Stetter’s group or other groups on lithium-
based fusion reactions? Ulrich Jetter (German, 1914–??) studied at the University of Stuttgart
1931–1941, worked at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Metal Research 1941–1945, and served as
an editor for Physikalische Blätter 1945–1951 [Jetter 1954]. Could Jetter’s 1950 article, 1952 book,
and 1954 article (Fig. D.96) on the scientific details of H-bombs have been based on information
he learned during the war? Did Jetter do nuclear research during the war, or did he interact with
other scientists who did? Lithium is a metal; was lithium fusion research being done at the KWI
for Metal Research during the war?

Alternatively, could Jetter’s article be based on wartime research that he learned about after the
war in his capacity as an editor at the journal? Or does the paper truly demonstrate an insight
that only came to Jetter, and only in 1950?

Note that Jetter was invited to Washington, D.C. as a “cultural exchange fellow” in 1951, before
the U.S. produced and tested its first H-bombs.]
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Figure D.96: Ulrich Jetter worked on mysterious research programs for the German government
during the war, published a book and articles on the scientific details of H-bombs after the war,
and was invited to Washington, D.C. as a “cultural exchange fellow” before the U.S. produced and
tested its first H-bombs [Jetter 1950, 1952, 1954].
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Major Edmund Tilley to Lt. Col. P. M. Wilson. Secret Missiles. EPES/FIAT, Control
Commission for Germany, British Element, 13 July 1946 [TNA FO 1031/57].

1. Lt. F.T. GUTMANN, of 2940th Engineer Technical Intelligence Team (R), U.S. Army, has just
returned from Austria with three of SCHULZ-KAMPFHENKEL’s assistants, all of the Forschungs-
sta↵el.

2. Lt. GUTMANN went into the Russian Zone in Austria and saw a gendarme, Anton KÄSTNER,
in EURATSFELD near AMSTETTEN, in Lower Austria. KÄSTNER told Lt. GUTMANN of
a new radio-active bomb, weighing six tons. This bomb has no fins and is lowered by parachute.
KÄSTNER himself claims to have been connected only with the fuze part of this new secret missile.

3. Colonel PETERSEN was said to have been in charge of this secret missile at OKW. KÄSTNER
claimed that Colonel PETERSEN’s papers and documents were left by him at Kloster ANDECHS
in AMMERSEE, Upper Bavaria. Colonel PETERSEN is presumed to be in Spain.

4. A Hauptmann (Captain) SORG is said to have been Colonel PETERSEN’s Chief Administrative
O�cer and also in charge of organization. SORG is still living at UTTING on the AMMERSEE.
[...]

8. Lt. GUTMANN, who has not had much sleep for the last few days, will give me a copy of his
report on this new missile on Monday and I shall show it to you before I go to DUSTBIN with Lt.
GUTMANN.

[The six-ton bomb was specifically described as radioactive, which might mean a dirty bomb of
conventional explosives releasing radioactive material, a fission bomb, or a hydrogen bomb. There
was no apparent reason to make a six-ton dirty bomb—the same material could have been packaged
into several smaller bombs that would have been much easier to deliver. There was also no apparent
reason to make a six-ton fission bomb—the U.S. Gadget was approximately three tons without its
fins or bomb casing, and the German fission bomb reported to have been tested in Thuringia in
March 1945 was approximately two tons (p. 3024). In contrast, an early hydrogen bomb would
be fairly much required by fundamental physical principles to be very large, since it would need
to contain enough fission fuel, enough fusion fuel, enough conventional explosives to implode the
fission fuel, and the structure necessary for the fission fuel to ignite the fusion fuel. Therefore the
reported six-ton bomb seems to best match the description of a hydrogen bomb.

Note that Hans Thirring, who was in close contact with Austrian scientists who had worked on the
wartime German nuclear program, specifically mentioned “a six-ton bomb of lithium hydride” (or
perhaps lithium deuteride?); see p. 2948.

Can Lt. F. T. Gutmann’s more detailed report on the six-ton radioactive bomb be located in
archives, declassified, and released?]
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Notes on an Interrogation of Edmund Sorg at Dustbin. 7 August 1946 [TNA FO
1031/112].

REGARDING SPECIES OF V-2s

[...] I have never seen any plans of the steps in development of the V-2. I had nothing to do with
the V-2 either personally or o�cially. When I mentioned 10–12 types of V-2 it is only personal
supposition.

REGARDING ATOM BOMBS

I have never heard of the existence of atom bombs in connection with the German Wehrmacht. I
can thus give no information as to whether the V1 was to have an atomic charge.

REGARDING V-1s WITH POISON GAS, BIOLOGICAL or BACTERIOLOGICAL CHARGES

I have never heard of V-1s being loaded with poison gas, biological matters or bacteria.

REGARDING 6 TON BOMBS

I never made any tests with 6 ton bombs and have never heard of them.

REGARDING USE OF POISON GAS, BIOLOGICAL MEANS and BACTERIA IN ROCKETS &c.

I have no knowledge of the use of poison gas, biological or bacteriological means in rockets, other
missiles or in planes.

[Elsewhere in this file at The National Archive (UK), Major Tilley provided evidence that Sorg
had detailed personal knowledge of many of the things he denied, such as V-2 rocket information.
See p. 3206 for another example. Thus the fact that Sorg denied German atomic bombs, six-ton
bombs, biological weapons, multiple types of large rockets, etc. is much less important than the
fact that Sorg’s Allied interrogators seemed convinced of the reality of those weapons, over a year
after the war had ended. What other information did Allied o�cials have about those weapons
from interrogations, captured documents, and/or capture hardware?]

Major Edmund Tilley to Lt. Col. P. M. Wilson. October 1946 [TNA FO 1031/112].

The general background of this brief report on the hiding by SORG of documents of the E-Stellen
(testing stations) at RECHLIN, TARNEWITZ, TRAVEMÜNDE, WERNEUCHEN, UDETFELD,
PEENEMÜNDE, GOTENHAFEN (GYDNIA) was given in a memorandum by the undersigned
to Lt-Col. P.M. Wilson on 6 Oct 46. Information was received in Austria late summer 46 that a
Captain SORG had hidden V-2 documents in Kloster ANDECHS on the Ammersee in Spring 45
and that Captain SORG was the administrative o�cer of Colonel PETERSEN.
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[...] the return of Colonel PETERSEN from the United Kingdom where he had been interrogated.
[...] Both SORG and Colonel PETERSEN claim to have revealed all their secrets to the Americans
and British. Neither of them has admitted hiding documents in Kloster ANDECHS; therefore we
may safely assume that both of them are still in possession of secrets which, for reasons best known
to themselves, they are still withholding from us. [...]

SORG refuses to admit any knowledge of the contents until after he had collected the boxes [...] He
also remembers that 2 flat ammunition boxes contained the records of the E-7 Stellen (on Luftwa↵e
bombs and fuzes, probably also on a 6-ton bomb which he himself tested). Unfortunately SORG
cannot give us from memory a detailed list of all the boxes and exactly what each one contained.

[Allied interrogators believed that the six-ton radioactive bomb had reached the point
of testing before the end of the war. Thus that weapon was much more than a paper design
or a long-term project. This information is consistent with other reports that a German hydrogen
bomb could have been deployed later in 1945 or in 1946.]

J. P. E. Peters. Interrogation of Dipl. Ing. Hermann Zumpe at F.I.A.T. (Main) on 7th
November, 1946. [TNA AIR 40/2832]

[...] 2. On 22nd October, 1946, ZUMPE presented himself at the headquarters of F.I.A.T. (Forward)
in Berlin with the request that passage be provided for himself and his family to the British
Zone of Germany. It transpired that ZUMPE had been working for the Russians in the GEMA
Buildings, Wendelschlossstrasse, 3, Berlin-Kopenick, but did not wish to move to Russia with that
organisation.

3. ZUMPE was interrogated by the Intelligence Department, Air Division, CCG. (BE), and was
then evacuated by air to F.I.A.T. (Main), where he is at present lodged in “Dustbin”. [...]

14. ZUMPE also had in hand a new project for a rocket motor on the same principles as the new
C2, but developing a thrust of 50 tons for use in a 26 ton rocket of the A4 type. This project was
still in the early stages; the only decision made was that the maximum weight allowable for the
motor, fuels, and shell was 20 tons, leaving 6 tons for the warhead. He claims that he can complete
the calculations for this project in 4–6 weeks. [...]

16. ZUMPE states that it was impossible to gain access to departments other than the one in which
he worked, as his pass was clearly marked with the department for which it was valid, and even the
Russian o�cers on the unit were not allowed to enter buildings with which they were not directly
concerned. [...]

[The Russians apparently found plans or prototypes for the German 6-ton bomb, and conscripted
German scientists and engineers to try to develop methods to deliver it.]
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Nazis Were Working On 100-Ton Rocket. The Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Australia). 5
December 1946 p. 1. [http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/49363386]

NEW YORK, December 4.—When the war ended the Nazis were building a 100-ton rocket with
which to strike at the United States.

This has been revealed by the brilliant German scientist, Wernher von Braun, who invented the
V2 rocket.

Von Braun is now in the United States working with American experts on rocket experiments.

The super-rocket, he said, was on the drawing-board when Germany was over-run. It would have
carried an explosive charge of six tons, and would have been capable of travelling thousands of
miles.

He claimed that the V2 rocket failed in only about 5 per cent of its tests in Germany.

Von Braun and his associates from Germany are being kept at work under the utmost secrecy by
the Army as they help to train American ordnance men, industrialists, and scientists from leading
American universities in the secrets of rocket bombs.

U.S. Gain

An estimate that German and Austrian scientists had saved the United States more than £235
million in basic research in rockets alone was disclosed by the War Department in announcing that
730 additional experts were to be brought to the United States.

Former enemy brain-power, the department said, had advanced American research in several fields
by from two to 10 years.

Already 270 former enemy scientists are at work in the United States. They include the former chief
designer for the Messerschmitt aircraft works and the technical director of the Nazis’ Peenemunde
rocket proving ground. They came to the United States voluntarily.

The scientists are being paid on contract, the maximum being £975 annually, plus 37/ daily expense
allowance. This is considerably less than the salaries paid to American civil service workers doing
comparable work.

The work of the foreign scientists covers the fields of electronics, supersonics, guided missiles, jet
propulsion, and fuels.

[“100-ton rocket” was a name sometimes used by the Peenemünde engineers for the A-9/A-10.
Usually the expected payload of the A-9/A-10 is given as 1 ton. That could be stretched to 2 tons
without much trouble. A German rocket design capable of carrying a 6-ton payload is unknown in
the o�cial histories. Was this a di↵erent version of the A-9/A-10, or a di↵erent rocket entirely?

Because of the extreme di�culty of accommodating a 6-ton payload on a rocket, that would have
been attempted only if the payload could not be made smaller. Conventional explosives, chemical
weapons, biological weapons, or a radioactive dirty bomb could be made as small as desired, and
delivered on multiple rockets if necessary. Even a fission bomb would only weigh 2–3 tons. This
must have been a weapon whose physical constraints at that time required it to be no smaller than
6 tons—presumably a hydrogen bomb.]
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Nazi Scientists Work On U.S. Rocket Experiment. Newcastle Morning Herald and
Miners’ Advocate (NSW, Australia). 5 December 1946 p. 3.
[http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/133178482]

NEW YORK, Dec. 4.—Before the war ended the Nazis were building a 100-ton rocket to strike
the United States. This was revealed by the brilliant German scientist Wernher von Braun, who
invented the V2 rocket, and who is now in the United States.

Von Braun is at present working with American experts on rocket experiments.

He said the Nazis’ super-rocket was on the drawing board when Germany was overrun. It would
have carried an explosive charge of six tons and be capable of travelling thousands of miles.

Von Braun claimed the V2 failed in only about five per cent of its tests in Germany.

Von Braun and his associates from Germany are being kept at work under the utmost secrecy
by the army as they help to train American ordnance men, and industrialists and scientists from
leading American Universities in the secrets of rocket bombs.

Saved U.S. Millions

A statement issued by the War Department in Washington said it was estimated that German and
Austrian scientists had saved the United States more than 750 million dollars (£A234 1/2 millions)
in basic research in rockets alone.

The department announced that about 730 additional experts would be brought to the United
States.

The statement said that former enemy brainpower had advanced American research in several fields
two to ten years. The number of experts put to work since September 1945 had grown to 270, and
the total would be increased to about 1000 as soon as transportation arrangements were completed.

The scientists and technicians include the former Chief Designer for the Messerschmitt Aircraft
Works and the Technical Director of the Nazis’ Peenemunde rocket-proving ground. They came to
the United States voluntarily.

Nazis Planned Rocket to Hit U.S. New York Times. 4 December 1946.

Wernher von Braun, 34-year-old German scientist who invented the deadly V-2 supersonic rocket,
revealed today that before the war ended the Nazis were building a 100-ton rocket to strike at the
United States.

Von Braun told reporters that the 100-ton rocket was on the drawing board when the Allies overran
Europe. He said it would have carried a “pay-load” of six tons and would have traveled thousands
of miles to strike the United States.
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Air Intelligence Report No. 100-13/1-100, Significant Developments and Trends in
Aircraft and Aircraft Engines, Antiaircraft Guided Missiles (15 June 1946). pp. 3,
90–93. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 11, Folder TSC # 3001–3100]

[...] b. Russia is known to have acquired German technicians and V-weapon production and experi-
mental sites. [...] In addition, German developments in the atomic energy field and the possibilities
for use of this energy as a guided missile warhead are known to the Russians.

(3) Step rockets. This type of rocket had been considered by the Germans who anticipated ranges
of 3,000 miles or more with successors of the V-2. Such a rocket would consist of a main body
containing the demolition charge and control units and two or more detachable sections containing
propulsion units. These sections would be dropped from the missile as they were exhausted in
flight. Such a rocket in the hands of the Russians would make the transpolar routes probable
tactical approaches. [...]

e. Russian Atomic Energy. The development of atomic weapons and guided rocket projectiles go
hand in hand. It was the Germans who realized that the rocket was “the ideal vehicle for atomic
warhead” and it has been established that they intended the A-4 (V-2) rocket to be such a vehicle.
In the construction of a long-range rocket, space allotted to payload is of necessity reduced to a
minimum by the increase in space allotted to fuel. Adaptability of the atomic warhead to such a
missile can be fully appreciated because the ratio of destructive power to unit weight is far in excess
of conventional explosives and a radical increase in the destructive power is not accompanied by a
similar increase in volume of the warhead.

Little is known concerning the Russian activity with regard to atomic energy. [...]

g. Heavy Hydrogen Bomb. In Germany a letter was picked up by the American censors. It had been
written by a German desirous of exchanging information for an opportunity to go to the United
States. The writer professed knowledge of “heavy water” research in Germany and of an “even
more deadly weapon than the atomic bomb”.

h. German Heavy Hydrogen Bomb. During 1943 the Germans were experimenting with the pro-
duction of “heavy water” in Norway. Their installation at Rjukan, Norway was deemed important
enough at that time to warrant a visit from the heavy bombers of the Eight Air Force. It was
evident that the Germans recognized the potentialities of “heavy water” as a source of Heavy Hy-
drogen and were taking advantage of the abundance of electric power available in Norway for the
production of this substance.

The war brought the German activity in connection with “heavy water” to a close but the question
can now be posed, “Have the Russians obtained German personnel formerly employed in the project
and if so will they exploit them in an e↵ort to devise an atomic weapon which requires none of the
radio active minerals so closely guarded throughout the world?” If the Russians are successful in
this attempt, they will have within their grasp the new atomic weapon which is reported to have
made the Uranium bomb obsolete. Research in the United States confirms the comparison of the
Heavy Hydrogen bomb to the Uranium bomb.

[How exactly did U.S. intelligence know that Germany intended to build an atomic bomb, intended
to deliver it via rocket, and made “developments” that fell into Russian hands? No significant
information about H-bombs was public until fall 1946 (pp. 2947–2950), so the German letter writer’s
knowledge presumably came directly from wartime work. Can this letter be located now?]
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G. Ward Price. Fly-bombs Were Meant for U.S.: Huge Ramp Found. Daily Mail. 30
October 1944.

Immense concrete works on top of a hill in Artois, near Saint Omer, were intended as a launching
place for flying bombs, which, the Germans boasted, would wreck New York.

Thousands of workmen were employed in tunnelling and building a cylindrical cupola on top of the
hill, 250ft. in diameter.

Lorries, and even trains, could drive right into the heart of the hill.

German engineers told local French people that when the vast machinery was installed and ready
to fire, the district would have to be evacuated for six miles around.

Frequent attacks by the R.A.F. kept on delaying work until the Allied advance from Normandy
obliged all the enemy engaged on it to pack up hurriedly.

Footnote.—A German U-boat commander recently told naval cadets at Esjberg, Denmark, that
Germany was preparing a new secret weapon for use against America. He said that U-boat crews
would play a decisive part in the use of the weapon.

[The six-mile radius suggests that the bomb would have had that blast radius. A 6-mile or 10-
km blast radius corresponds to an explosive energy of (10, 000/85.5)3 ⇡ 1,600,000 tons of TNT
equivalent, or 1.6 megatons. This is well beyond the kiloton-ranges of fission bombs, as the German
scientists knew from basic calculations of fission energies, and suggests that they were developing
much more powerful hydrogen (H) or fusion bombs.

This site sounds like a launching sled track for the Sänger-Bredt Silbervogel space plane, or possibly
a slightly smaller launching track for the winged A-9 rocket. For more discussion on track-launched
rockets, see Section E.2.3. Also see the article on p. 3100 that mentions development of a catapult-
launched atomic bomb delivery system in Norway.]
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Germans Timed Atom Bomb for October. Evening Standard (London). 7 August 1945.

The Germans had an atom bomb which would have been ready by October.

A colossal blast e↵ect was claimed for the German bomb. It was said it would wipe out everything
inside a radius of six miles, said B.U.P. today.

The German atomic plans were uncovered four months ago, when an Allied search party walked
into a small silk factory at Celle, north of Hanover.

A laboratory of two rooms was buried away in the heart of the factory. A famous research scientist
[Wilhelm Groth] was still at work. He was flown to Britain the same day.

This man, with others, had been working on the Atom bombs for months. The Nazi Government
poured out money on it. Apparently they had not asked for immediate results.

Nazis Five Months from Completion of Atomic Bomb. Pittsburgh Press. 7 August
1945 p. 14.

21ST ARMY GROUP HEADQUARTERS, Germany, Aug. 7 (UP)—Germany was within five
months of completing her own atom bomb when the European war ended.

A British task force four months ago discovered that German scientists almost had completed work
on the bomb in a two-room laboratory in the heart of a small silk factory north of Hannover.

The bomb, it was calculated, would wipe out everything within a radius of six miles.

A famous German research scientist [Wilhelm Groth, in] charge of the experiments was flown
immediately to Britain at the time. He estimated his work would have been completed by October.

He said the German Government had given him unlimited funds and equipment and had not
demanded any immediate results.

[Also reported in:

6-Miles Radius Bomb. Toronto Daily Star. 7 August 1945. p. 1.

6-Miles Radius Bomb. Madera Tribune (Madera, California). 7 August 1945. p. 1.

Bomba de 10 Kilómetros. ABC (Madrid). 8 August 1945.

These articles also mention a bomb with a 6-mile blast radius. As already noted, a 6-mile or 10-km
blast radius would correspond to a ⇠1.6 megaton bomb, which would suggest a hydrogen bomb and
not a simple fission bomb. Wilhelm Groth, a very talented physicist who along with Paul Harteck
had played a major role in numerous aspects of the German nuclear program since early 1939,
stated that Germany was five months away from completing such weapons. If true, that was a feat
that the U.S. and U.S.S.R. did not actually accomplish until the 1950s.]
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Friedwardt Winterberg. 1981. The Physical Principles of Thermonuclear Explosive
Devices. New York: Fusion Energy Foundation.

[Figure D.97 shows a diagram from Friedwardt Winterberg (1929–), who worked very closely with
Kurt Diebner after the war. The diagram depicts a fission-fusion H-bomb design that appears to be
deeply steeped in prewar German hydrodynamic theory (Ludwig Prandtl, Theodor Meyer, Ernst
Mach, etc.) and not derivative of the Teller-Ulam H-bomb design that was developed in the United
States after the war [Winterberg 1981].

Is this design what Werner Grothmann meant by “a third” German nuclear bomb design that was
under development during the war, that was apparently quite di↵erent than the fission bombs with
which Grothmann was more familiar, and that “must have looked like a swollen bomb” (see p.
2921)?

This design could have used the lithium deuteride mentioned in other German documents (see pp.
2926–2956).

This design could have had a weight consistent with the 6-ton bomb mass reported in documents
such as those on pp. 2948 and 2957–2961.

If this design worked as intended, it could have had a megaton-level explosive yield, which would also
be consistent with the 6-mile blast radius reported in documents such as those on pp. 2963–2964.]
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Figure D.97: Diagram from Friedwardt Winterberg (1929–), who worked very closely with Kurt
Diebner after the war, showing a fission-fusion H-bomb design that appears to be deeply steeped
in prewar German hydrodynamic theory (Ludwig Prandtl, Theodor Meyer, Ernst Mach, etc.) and
not derivative of the Teller-Ulam H-bomb design used in the United States [Winterberg 1981].
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Walther Gerlach. Notebooks 1943/44 and 1944 [Deutsches Museum Archive NL 080/270-
66 and NL 080/270-67].

[Walther Gerlach kept a series of small notebooks for scientific notes to himself. They are now
in the Deutsches Museum Archive in Munich. Since these notebooks served simply as scientific
reminders for Gerlach, they do not contain detailed explanations, as formal laboratory notebooks
would. However, they also do not contain any random artistic doodles such as some people make
during meetings. Everything in them appears to have had a specific scientific purpose for Gerlach.

Notizbuch 1943/44 [Deutsches Museum Archive NL 080/270-66] is a small orange notebook cov-
ering the period 10 November 1943 to March 1944. On the final page, Gerlach drew an ellipsoid
remarkably similar to Friedwardt Winterberg’s postwar diagram of a hydrogen bomb in Fig. D.97.
On the same page, Gerlach also included nuclear reactions involving deuterium and sketches of
converging shockwaves [Karlsch 2005, pp. 205, 321, 333].

Notizbuch 1944 [Deutsches Museum Archive NL 080/270-67] is a small dark red notebook that
apparently began in March 1944; it is not clear when the final entry was made, but that was
likely sometime in 1944 or possibly early 1945. Entries in the notebook show that Gerlach had
scientific discussions (although the notebook does not give the scientific details) with Kurt Diebner,
Siegfried Flügge, Wilhelm Groth, Fritz Houtermans, and other scientists on nuclear topics, including
specifically the use of lithium.

After the war, Kurt Diebner wrote about bombs employing fusion reactions (pp. 2913–2916) and
worked closely with the young Friedwardt Winterberg. Edward Teller apparently tried to recruit
Siegfried Flügge to help develop the U.S. hydrogen bomb (p. 3243). Wilhelm Groth was reported
to have been working on a megaton-level bomb during the war, which is consistent with the physics
of hydrogen bombs but not fission bombs (p. 2964). Fritz Houtermans was the first scientist to
propose and analyze the fusion reactions in stars (p. 1310).

While these surviving notes from Gerlach are cryptic and certainly not conclusive, they do suggest
the existence of a wartime program that was very active by March 1944 and that involved the use
of deuterium, lithium, and both fusion and fission reactions in an ellipsoidal hydrogen bomb design
highly similar to that in Fig. D.97. Any more detailed documents on such a program would have
been either destroyed by the Germans at the end of the war or captured by Allied countries and
still buried in their classified archives.]
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Figure D.98: March 1944 diagram from Walther Gerlach showing an ellipsoid (upper left) in con-
junction with nuclear reactions involving deuterium and converging shock waves. Compare it to
Fig. D.97 [Karlsch 2005, pp. 205, 321, 333; Deutsches Museum Archive, NL 080/270-66].
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Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box 134,
Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].

[Ronald Richter (Austrian, 1909–1991) conducted research in Germany during the war, but he is
mainly remembered for the highly publicized failure of an experimental fusion reactor project he led
for Argentinian president Juan Perón during the period 1949–1952. Scientists and historians have
spent the decades since then debating whether Richter was a willful charlatan, a misunderstood
genius, or something else entirely.5

After the failed project in Argentina, Richter applied for admission to the United States under the
Paperclip program, was denied, and lived the rest of his life in obscurity.

Richter’s Paperclip file is rather lengthy and includes many pages written by him, or written by U.S.
government interviewers about him, regarding his then past, present, and intended future research
projects. As illustrated by the excerpts in Figs. D.99–D.108, these documents list a large number
of extremely advanced and insightful ideas in applied physics, including (but not limited to):

• Magnetic-confinement plasma fusion reactors.

• Non-Maxwellian plasma fusion systems not in thermodynamic equilibrium.

• Advanced “aneutronic” fusion reactions (proton + boron-11, proton + lithium-6, helium-
3 + helium-3, etc.) that would produce fewer unwanted neutrons than the simplest fusion
reactions (deuterium + deuterium and deuterium + tritium).

• Traveling-wave direct electric converters to extract the output energy from fusion reactors in
the form of more e�cient electromagnetic waves instead of less e�cient heat.

• Advanced fission reactors.

• Nuclear propulsion systems for various types of vehicles.

• Supersonic combustion ramjets (scramjets).

• Dual-mode sramjet/rocket engines.

• Quantum vacuum energy or zero-point energy.

• Gravitational theories and grand unified theories.

5See for example: Ehrenberg 1958a, 1958b; Paul-Jürgen Hahn 2003; Karlsch and Petermann 2007; Nagel 2002;
Richter 1991; Thirring 1955.
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Upon hearing all of these ideas, the Director of the O�ce of International A↵airs at the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, John Hall, was “quite impressed with the knowledge, theories and work of Dr.
Richter” and “stated that Dr. Richter is thinking in the year 1970” (i.e., at least 14 years in the
future, Fig. D.99).

While all of the ideas listed by Richter were extremely clever and worthy of study, detailed the-
oretical and/or experimental physics investigations would have shown that some of them (such
as advanced aneutronic fusion reactions and highly non-Maxwellian plasma fusion reactors [Rider
1995, 1997]) were not practical even under the best possible conditions. There is no evidence that
Richter conducted competent theoretical or experimental investigations of the topics that he listed,
or that he ever discovered the fundamental physical limitations on some of them. Richter’s apparent
inability to carry out proper theoretical or experimental physics work was likely one of the primary
causes of the failure of the Argentinian fusion project.

Richter’s Paperclip file also lists his job history. From his graduation in 1935 until his move to
Argentina in 1948, Richter changed research jobs very frequently, often after only a few months.
He worked in labs all over the German-speaking world on a wide variety of projects, and interacted
with countless stellar German and Austrian scientists. From reading Richter’s job history, one gets
the strong impression that Richter was probably discovered to be scientifically incompetent at each
job, and was quickly dismissed, only to land at another job. (Military research and development
projects were often overstretched and eager for additional personnel in wartime Germany.)

It is possible that Richter was gifted at thinking of new physics ideas even though he was incapable
of properly pursuing them. However, that possibility seems remote, since even conceiving of such
ideas requires physical insight and understanding that Richter apparently never demonstrated in
his jobs.

Thus by far the most likely explanation is that Richter appropriated the many intriguing research
ideas he listed from much more competent scientists with whom he interacted in wartime Ger-
many. In the Paperclip documents, Richter himself listed interactions with or knowledge of the
work of Manfred von Ardenne, Adolf Busemann, Abraham Esau, Siegfried Flügge, Josef Mattauch,
Max Steenbeck, Kurt Tank, and others. Von Ardenne, Busemann, Esau, Flügge, Mattauch, and
Steenbeck appear to have played roles in a program to develop an H-bomb, among other wartime
projects.

Therefore, Richter’s lists of ideas may o↵er a rare and valuable glimpse into otherwise quite mys-
terious wartime research projects. If that explanation is correct, scientists in wartime Germany
conceived detailed ideas for research projects that still remained cutting-edge topics many decades
after the war, and they may have even made significant progress on some of those topics. At the
very least, Richter’s documents demonstrate that historians need to do much more work to investi-
gate the true extent and accomplishments of highly advanced research and development programs
in wartime Germany.]
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Figure D.99: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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Figure D.100: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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Figure D.101: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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Figure D.102: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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Figure D.103: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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Figure D.104: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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Figure D.105: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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Figure D.106: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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Figure D.107: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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Figure D.108: Ronald Richter’s 1951–1957 Paperclip file lists a large number of extremely advanced
ideas in plasma fusion and related areas of physics, likely originating from much more competent
scientists with whom Richter interacted in wartime Germany [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box
134, Folder Richter, Ronald W. Dr.].
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D.2.5 Possible October 1944 Test Explosion on the Baltic Coast
[A number of sources mentioned an apparent test explosion that occurred in October 1944 on the
Baltic coast of Germany, as summarized in Table D.4.]
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Table D.4: Details about possible October 1944 test explosion from primary sources.
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Rocket File [AFHRA A1260 frame 0951]

REMOTE-CONTROL ROCKET BOMBS:

A prisoner has heard that current tests of the remote-controlled rocket bombs are being carried out
on the Island of Ruegen, which has been made a prohibited area and completely evacuated. His
version of the range for these projectiles is 500 (??) km., and he dates the moment for launching
an attack with them upon England at the end of the year.

Source: P/W report, #B-488, 11 November 1943.

[Although the entire island of Rügen was not evacuated during the war, significant parts of it, such
as the Bug peninsula on the northwestern side, were indeed evacuated and tightly controlled by the
German military, which is presumably what this prisoner of war was referring to.]

Howard G. Bunker. German Aircraft Research Establishments. 11 May 1944. [AFHRA
A5729 frame 1148]

APPENDIX ‘A’

G.A.F. Experimental Stations

Rechlin: Chief experimental field.
Adlershof: Research on a/c in advanced state and likely to be used in this war.

Aerodynamic experimental station.
Aichach: Radio controlled aircraft.
Ainring: Radio controlled bombs.
Darmstadt/Griesheim: Experimental glider station.

Research on jet propelled aircraft.
Diepensee: Night fighter apparatus.
Garz: Rockets (also advanced training on special weapons)
Göttingen: Experiments in supersonic flight.
Koethen/Anhalt: Air Signals Research Regiment.
Merseburg: Glider experiments.
Oberpfa↵enhofen: Radio experimental center.
Oranienburg: High altitude experimentation.
Peenemünde: Rockets and jet propulsion.

Zinnowitz: Satellite of Peenemunde.
Repelort: Die Motte
Rügen: Most secret research.
Tarnewitz: New types aircraft armament.
Travemünde: Sea plane experiments.
Usedom: Most secret research (field not established)
Werneuchen: Night fighter testing

Research work at Guidonia (jet propulsion ?) transferred here.

[What research occurring on Rügen island and Usedom peninsula (adjacent to Peenemünde) was
considered “most secret,” even more secret than the listed work on rockets, missiles, and jets? Could
that “most secret research” have been associated with the upcoming possible atomic test on the
Baltic coast in October 1944 and the production and testing of possible atomic bomb components
on Usedom (see p. 2917)?]
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Baltimore Branch O�ce, Manhattan Engineer District. 4 August 1944 [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int.
(July–Oct. 44)]

Subject: Positive Intelligence Secured from Prisoners of War at Camp Reynolds, Pa., Relative to
“Secret Weapon”

Summary of Information:

The following information has been received from what is believed to be a reliable source relative
to use by the Germans of a secret weapon.

“According to informant, the Germans are at present working on an extremely secret explosive.
Informant knows very little about it and states that it has something to do with ‘Heavy Water’
(Schweres Wasser). Experiments are conducted on an estate in Pomerania and it is alleged that
this explosive is capable of destroying everything in a radius of several kilometers.”

[...]

Philip Morrison to Joseph Volpe, 20 October 1944, Loose Ends [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.60-2 Germany: Summary Reports (1945–1946)]

There are a number of things to be done by the Washington o�ce which have not yet been done.
[...]

3. The recent reports of Baltic explosions should be covered by Major Calvert as usual. [...]

OSS London. 5 December 1944. Report T-2805-a. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

Original No. T-2805-a

Report from Sweden

OSS LONDON

Distribution: Information Date : Not Given
CALVERT Report Date : 13 November 1944
PARIS Dissemination Date : 5 December 1944

Value : B-3
Source : OSS

———————————————

GERMANY : ATOMIC PHYSICS

Heavy Water Experimental Station.

Heavy water experiments are being carried out at the Dräger Werke, Lübeck, which is reported
to be the largest gas factory in Germany. The plant’s experimental station is connected with the
experimental station at Peenemünde.
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Headquarters, United States Strategic Air Forces in Europe, O�ce of the Director
of Intelligence, An Evaluation of German Capabilities in 1945. The Commanders In-
telligence Digest. 19 January 1945. [AFHRA A5729 electronic version p. 255 onward
(esp. pp. 289-290) and p. 561 onward (esp. pp. 596–597), and paper document 519.635,
1945; NARA RG 319 Entry UD-1041, Box 27, Folder 925497].

1. In the following paragraphs are listed the actual or potential weapons which the Germans may
use against USSTAF operations in 1945. For the most part they include the so-called V weapons.
No consideration is given to those for which there is lacking evidence of possible use for some time
to come. [...]

2. V-2:

[...] The V-2, or rocket projectile, with a warhead of approximately one ton, and a current range
of 225 miles, is being fired at London at the rate of 180/250 per month, and against Continental
ports at the rate of approximately 300 per month.

[...] Larger rockets (68 feet in length as against 45 feet) are known to exist, and may appear in
small quantities during the year. They would have a considerably larger warhead. [...]

7. ATOMIC BOMB: Close check of every report, and close surveillance of the area in which tests
are alleged to have taken place lead to the conclusion that such bombs are not a likelihood in 1945.

[Point 1 suggests that there was significant evidence for each of the weapons listed thereafter.

Point 2 proves that rockets 50% longer than the V-2 (21 m vs. 14 m), and with a warhead “con-
siderably larger” than one ton (suitable for an atomic bomb?), were “known to exist.”

Point 7 suggests U.S. knowledge of multiple alleged German atomic bomb tests prior to January
1945, in a particular area that was under close Allied surveillance. This likely means the Baltic
coast (which was being closely monitored for activities at Peenemünde and other locations), and
might therefore include the October 1944 test.]

Harry K. Lennon. 23 May 1945. SUBJECT: Addition to Preliminary Report on
OLMES, Friedrich. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 167, Folder 32.12-2 GER-
MANY: Personnel (Jan 45–Dec 45)]

The following information was given by OLMES, after he had recovered his notebook buried in the
LUENEBURGER HEIDE. [...]

2. The experiments with the atom-splitting bomb had almost been brought to conclusion. The
proven e↵ect of a one kilogram bomb is to cause a crater of 18 miles wide. Only 8–10 more weeks
work would have been required to put the bomb into the operational stage.

3. Laboratory experiments were conducted in DANZIG and BERLIN. Practical experiments were
conducted on the Baltic coast. [...]

[Olmes stated that “practical experiments” with an “atom-splitting bomb” were “were conducted on
the Baltic coast,” corroborating information from the other sources in this section. Intriguingly, he
apparently obtained that information from documents, people, or personal experience he had found
in the Lüneburger Heide, an area just south of Hamburg that several other independent sources
said contained factories producing atomic bombs or major components for them (pp. 2863–2868).]
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Interrogation of Zinsser, Rudolph G. Papers attached: Memo of 17 July 1945, 609th
CIC Detachment [AFHRA C5094 frames 1546–1552].

[...] 1. SUMMARY

Subject was investigated because of his appearance under suspicious circumstances at the Signal
Intelligence Section project which is being conducted at Bad Kissingen. Interrogation of subject
revealed that he was formerly the director of a German research project, Code Name DERNA,
whose purpose was the development of a fully automatic, self-steering anti-aircraft rocket. Subject
stated that he is willing to develop this device for the American authorities.

2. INVESTIGATION

Subject ZINSSER, Rudolph G. was born 6/9/13 in Vienna of Austrian parents. Subject became
an engineer at the Technische Hochschule in Darmstadt in 1933–1935 and later took his doctorate
degree at University J. W. Goethe in Frankfurt 1935–1939.

In 1939 subject entered the Luftwa↵e and served in Norway, France, Italy and Africa. Subject was
discharged from the Luftwa↵e late in 1944 because of wounds received in combat. Highest rank
attained was Oberleutnant. [...]

Previous to his discharge from the Luftwa↵e subject stated that he was granted space at the
Luftkriegs Academy, Berlin/Gatov, to work on above mentioned rocket-steering device. He left the
academy in September 1944 having secured financial backing from the Flugzeugwerk Siebl in Halle
and opened his own laboratory at Jibka in the Sudeten. [...]

On the 26 April subject stated that the factory was evacuated to the vicinity of Bad Aussee and
that at the present time he does not know what happened to his equipment or personnel. [...]

A.P.W.I.U. [Air Force Prisoner of War Interrogation Unit] (Ninth Air Force) 96/1945.
19 August 1945. Investigations, Research, Developments, and Practical Use of the
German Atomic Bomb. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder TSC # 2601–2700;
AFHRA B-5737 electronic version pp. 340–345]

2. Dr. EDSE, well known chemist, wrote:
At the Institute for Physical Chemistry of the Hamburg University I worked on problems con-
cerning nuclear physics under the direction of Prof. Dr. P. HARTECK, and engaged in investiga-
tions of behavior and properties of the so-called trans-uraniums, already mentioned by HAHN and
STRASSMANN in Berlin, and by JOLIOT-CURIE in Paris. [...]

9. Furthermore the improvement and application of ultra-centrifuge, thermo-di↵usion, and distil-
lation had its e↵ect on the success of these experiments. For this reaction the material to be split
must have the form of a liquid, a gas, or a solution; UF6 was used which will melt at 69.2o C. under
light over-pressure. This is advantageous as Fluor (UF6) has not isotope. In this manner only the
uranium isotopes are separated. [...]

14. When Germany was at this stage of the game, the war broke out in Europe. At first investigations
on this disintegration of 235

92 U were somewhat neglected because a practical application seemed too
far o↵. Later, however, this research continued, especially in finding methods of separating isotopes.
Needless to say that the center of gravity of Germany’s war e↵ort at that time lay on other tasks.
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15. Nevertheless the atomic bomb was expected to be ready toward the end of 1944, if it had not
been for the e↵ective air attacks on laboratories engaged in this uranium research, especially on
the one at Rjuken in Norway, where heavy water was produced. It is mainly for this reason that
Germany did not succeed in using the atomic bomb during the war. [...]

17. [...] The disintegration of one kg 235
92 U delivers an amount of energy of 1000

235 · 160 · 23 · 106 kg cal
= 1.6 · 1010 kg cal, whereas one kg of TNT only delivers 1000 kg cal when detonating. Out of this
follows that an atomic bomb of 3 lbs 235

92 U has the same e↵ect as a bomb of 20,000 tons of TNT.
[...]

47. A man named ZINSSER, a Flak rocket expert, mentioned what he noticed one day: In the
beginning of Oct. 1944 I flew from Ludwigslust (south of Lubeck), about 12 to 15 km from an
atomic bomb test station, when I noticed a strong, bright illumination of the whole atmosphere,
lasting about 2 seconds.

48. The clearly visible pressure wave escaped the approaching and following cloud formed by the
explosion. This wave had a diameter of about 1 km when it became visible and the color of the
cloud changed frequently. It became dotted after a short period of darkness with all sorts of light
spots, which were, in contrast to normal explosions, of a pale blue color.

49. After about 10 seconds the sharp outlines of the explosion cloud disappeared, then the cloud
began to take on a lighter color against the sky covered with a gray overcast. The diameter of the
still visible pressure wave was at least 9000 meters while remaining visible for at least 15 seconds.

50. Personal observations of the colors of the explosion cloud found an almost blue-violet shade.
During this manifestation reddish-colored rims were to be seen, changing to a dirty-like shade in
very rapid succession.

51. The combustion was lightly felt from my observation plane in the form of pulling and pushing.
The appearance of atmospheric disturbance lasted about 10 seconds without noticeable climax.

52. About one hour later I started with an He 111 from the A/D [aerodrome] at Ludwigslust and
flew in an easterly direction. Shortly after the start I passed through the almost complete overcast
(between 3000 and 4000 meter altitude). A cloud shaped like a mushroom with turbulent, billowing
sections (at about 7000 meter altitude) stood, without any seeming connections, over the spot
where the explosion took place. Strong electrical disturbances and the impossibility to continue
radio communication as by lightning, turned up.

53. Because of the P-38s operating in the area Wittenberg-Merseburg I had to turn to the north
but observed a better visibility at the bottom of the cloud where the explosion occurred. Note [by
U.S. investigator]: It does not seem very clear to me why these experiments took place in such
crowded areas.

[Although Zinsser did not admit it, he had presumably been ordered to make multiple flights over
the test area in order to make visual observations of the atomic bomb test (and perhaps to carry
cameras or measuring equipment). One flight at the right place and time might have simply been
a remarkable coincidence, but two flights shows deliberate intent to observe the test, especially
coupled with his highly detailed description.]
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Figure D.109: Rudolf Zinsser reported observing an apparent atomic bomb test near the Baltic
coast in October 1944. U.S. documents state that Rudolf Edse worked on the German atomic
bomb program.
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S. D. Felkin. 9 October 1945. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder TSC # 2601–
2700]

SECRET.

A.P./W.I.U. (9th. AIR FORCE) REPORT NO. 96/1945.

Will all recipients of the above report please note that it has now been upgraded to TOP SECRET.

S. D. Felkin
Group Captain

[By spring 1945, the U.S. Alsos Mission concluded that Germany never even made a serious attempt
to develop an atomic bomb during the war, yet Zinsser’s testimony about an apparently successful
October 1944 German atomic bomb test was given wide circulation and credence in U.S. military
intelligence circles several months later, in August 1945. That fact suggests that U.S. intelligence
o�cials had good reasons to doubt the conclusions of the Alsos Mission.

Moreover, the fact that the Zinsser report was then upgraded from Secret to Top Secret in October
1945 suggests that intelligence about German atomic bomb tests became more credible, not less
credible, with further time and investigation. What new information did U.S. intelligence learn
about the German atomic bomb program and/or Zinsser between August and October 1945 that
prompted them to increase the classification level of Zinsser’s report?]

Loose memo with no title, date, or signature [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder
TSC # 2601–2700]

The Enclosure to this report previously obtained from MIS and incorporated in report on the atomic
bomb. A copy of the previous enclosure in Mr. Alberti’s file. This report filed without further action
or distribution.

[MIS was the Military Intelligence Service. This note appears to have originally been attached to a
report, but what report and what enclosure does it reference?

“Mr. Alberti” was presumably Jack H. Alberti, a Naval Intelligence investigator who was one of
the first to board the U-234 submarine in May 1945, who conducted many of the interrogations of
its passengers and crew, and who was in charge of cataloging and processing its cargo. Alberti also
performed the same functions for other captured German submarines (pp. 3194–3201). Does this
loose memo suggest that Alberti obtained information from U-234 (or other German submarines)
that was related to the Zinsser report about the German atomic bomb program? If so, what
information?]
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Edse, Rudolf. Foreign Scientist Case File. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box 35,
Folder Edse, Rudolf ]

DATE: 9 May 1946

The following information in the case of Dr. Rudolf Edse is submitted in accordance with letter,
Headquarters, Army Air Forces [...]

a. [...] Department head of Chemical Research Branch at LFA, specialist for nuclear physics, chem-
ical basic research, powdered rockets, and thermodynamics.

b. [...] Has written report on possibilities of atomic research at Wright Field.

c. [...] Because of his work on the production of isotopes related to atomic research, he might be
employed along similar lines in this country. [...]

D. L. PUTT
Colonel, Air Corps
Deputy Commanding General
Intelligence (T-2)

Date 26 September 45 [...]

BASIC PERSONNEL RECORD Arrived: 20 Sept. 1945

I. Name: EDSE, Rudolf [...]

XV. Remarks: Worked on atomic bomb (see attached report)

[The same 19 August 1945 report that included Rudolf Zinsser’s description of an October 1944
German atomic bomb test also included information from Rudolf Edse, who said that he had worked
on the German nuclear program, and that it had had the goal of having an atomic bomb ready
by late 1944. The Foreign Scientist Case File (“Paperclip” file) for Rudolf Edse rea�rms that he
did work on the German atomic bomb. It also indicates that he gave detailed descriptions of his
work for Germany and how he could do similar work for the United States, although those details
are not in the files. Edse was brought to the United States in 1945 (much sooner than many other
Paperclip scientists) and given lifetime employment in the United States. He does not appear to
have ever again mentioned the German nuclear work.]
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29 October 1944 memo for Luigi Romersa to meet with Mussolini [Archivo Centrale
dello Stato Rom, SPD CO RSI B 65, Akte 5680]

Telefona il Tenente Romersa per informare
che è rientrato dal suo viaggio in Germania
e per chiedere di essere ricevuto dal DUCE,
possibilmente in giornata.

29 ott. XXIII

Lieutenant Romersa called to report that he
has returned from his trip to Germany and
to ask to be received by the DUCE, possibly
within the day.

29 Oct. 1944
[beginning of year XXIII of Mussolini’s reign]

[Romersa, shown in Fig. D.110, was an Italian military and aerospace journalist who had a long and
distinguished career both during and after the war. According to him (and supported by documents
such as that above and others [Karlsch 2005]), Mussolini sent him to Germany in October 1944
as his special representative to observe the latest German secret weapons tests and to report back
to Mussolini to strengthen his flagging confidence that Germany could win the war. Along with a
long list of now well known advanced German rockets, missiles, and jets, Romersa was also briefed
about V-3 and V-4 rockets and an atomic bomb.]

Luigi Romersa. May-June 1955. Le armi segrete di Hitler [Hitler’s Secret Weapons].
Civilta Delle Macchine.

Il dottor Schae↵er, referente per la stampa
italiana presso il ministero della propaganda
tedesco, mi combinò il primo incontro col
sottosegretario Neumann [Werner Naumann],
braccio destro di Goebbels. Il 6 ottobre 1944,
Schae↵er mi comunicò all’albergo che Neu-
mann mi avrebbe ricevuto alle quattordici al
Propaganda Ministerium, nel suo u�cio. [...]

Si raccolse per un istante poi scandendo
le parole riprese: “Abbiamo raggiunto la
disgregazione dell’atomo. Abbiamo la bomba
disgregatrice i cui e↵etti vanno al di là di ogni
umana immaginaziono...” [...]

Alla fine del suo lungo monologo, Neu-
mann venne a parlare delle “V 2”, “V 3”
e “V 4” precisando che gli ultimi due tipi,
ai quali ne dovevano seguire altri tre, erano
radiocomandati e perciò infallibili. Ottenni
anche la promessa di una visita alle fabbriche
sotterranee e del suo interessamento, presso
Goebbels, per assistere a un esperimento di
bomba disgregatrice che doveva aver luogo in
quei giorni in un’isola del Baltico. [...]

Dr. Schae↵er, the Italian press representa-
tive at the German Ministry of Propaganda,
arranged for my first meeting with Undersecre-
tary Neumann [Werner Naumann], Goebbels’
right-hand man. On 6 October 1944, Schae↵er
informed me at the hotel that Neumann would
receive me at 2:00 p.m. at the Propaganda
Ministerium, in his o�ce. [...]

He gathered for a moment then scanned
the words taken: “We have achieved the
disintegration of the atom. We have the disin-
tegrating bomb whose e↵ects go beyond any
human imagination...” [...]

At the end of his long monologue, Neu-
mann came to talk about the “V 2,” “V 3,”
and “V 4,” pointing out that the last two types,
followed by three others, were radio-controlled
and therefore infallible. I also got the promise
of a visit to the underground factories and his
interest, at Goebbels, to attend an experiment
of bomb disintegration that was to take place
in those days on an island in the Baltic. [...]
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Figure D.110: Luigi Romersa reported observing an apparent atomic bomb test near the Baltic
coast in October 1944.
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Il 10 ottobre 1944 fui avvertito di tenermi
pronto a partire per il nord.

Lasciai Berlino nella notte dell’11 in auto-
mobile; mi accompagnavano due u�ciali, uno
mi disse che al ritorno sarei stato ricevuto da
Goebbels.

Avevo passato quasi tutta la serata nel
rifugio dell’albergo Adlon. Mi era rimasta
negli orecchi la voce di un altoparlante che nel
corso del bombardamento diceva ai berlinesi
dove erano cadute le bombe, il numero degli
apparecchi incursori e le località in cui si erano
sviluppati incendi. Molti, ancora prima di
lasciare il rifugio, sapevano che all’uscita non
avrebbero più trovato la casa. Viaggiammo per
diverse ore nel buio umido che s’incollava ai
vetri come nebbia. Pareva che sui vetri della
macchina invece di nebbia colasse buio. Solo
alla fine del viaggio seppi che mi trovavo nei
pressi di Stralsund, davanti all’isola di Rugen
che raggiungemmo con un motoscafo della
marina militare.

Rugen era un centro d’esperimenti dove
venivano collaudate le nuove armi germaniche.
Speciali reparti di truppe d’assalto pro-
teggevano l’isola e ne impedivano l’accesso a
chiunque. Per recarsi a Rugen occorreva un
salvacondotto a firma del capo dello stato
maggiore della Wehrmacht. Ci recammo subito
in una zona folta di alberi dove trovammo altri
u�ciali e alcuni tecnici. Nel bosco erano stati
costruiti rifugi in cemento e piccole case in
mattoni. Entrammo in una torretta blindata,
semisepolta, attraverso una porticina metallica
che venne richiusa con ogni cura. Dentro
eravamo in quattro: i due u�ciali che mi
avevano accompagnato, un altro uomo vestito
di una tuta e io. Aspettavo mezzogiorno col
cuore in gola. A mezzogiorno, secondo quanto
aveva detto l’uomo in tuta, ci sarebbe stato
l’esperimento della “bomba disgregatrice”.

On 10 October 1944, I was warned to be ready
to leave for the north.

I left Berlin on the night of the 11th by
car; two o�cers accompanied me, one of whom
told me that on my return I would be received
by Goebbels.

I had spent most of the evening in the
refuge of the Adlon Hotel. In my ears remained
the voice of a loudspeaker, telling the Berliners
during the bombing where the bombs had
fallen, the number of raiders and where the
fires had broken out. Many, even before leaving
the refuge, knew that they would never find
their home at the exit. We traveled for several
hours in the damp darkness that stuck to the
glass like a fog. It seemed that on the windows
of the car instead of fog it dripped dark. Only
at the end of the trip did I know that I was
near Stralsund, in front of the island of Rügen,
which we reached with a Navy motorboat.

Rügen was an experimental center where
the new German weapons were tested. Special
units of assault troops protected the island
and prevented access to it by anyone. To get
to Rügen you needed a safe-conduct signed
by the chief of sta↵ of the Wehrmacht. We
immediately went to an area full of trees where
we found other o�cers and some technicians.
Concrete shelters and small brick houses
had been built in the woods. We entered an
armored turret, half-open, through a metal
door that was closed with every care. Inside
there were four of us: the two o�cers who had
accompanied me, another man dressed in a
suit and me. I waited for noon with my heart
in my throat. At noon, according to what the
man in the suit had said, there would be the
experiment of the “disintegration bomb.”
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La bomba doveva scoppiare a terra, a due
chilometri circa dal nostro osservatorio
blindato.

Il tempo non passava mai; i minuti erano
ore. Aveva ripreso a piovere e una fumana
densa saliva dal sottobosco. La terra, davanti
a noi, era marcia e scura, color del saio dei
monaci. Squillò un telefono nell’interno del
bunker. Avvertirono che l’esperimento era stato
anticipato alle 11,45. Mancavano perciò cinque
minuti. Feci appena in tempo a consultare
l’orologio che sentii un boato tremendo. Il
pavimento mi dondolò sotto i piedi e per un
istante mi parve che le pareti del rifugio si
chiudessero. Davanti non vedevo che fumo, un
fumo biancastro, lanoso, che ribolliva come la
melma vomitata da una fogna. Si sentirono altri
scoppi seguiti da lampi accecanti. Il cielo, tetro
e chiuso, era stracciato da lampi bianchissimi.
Mi passai una mano sulla faccia, sudavo.
Nessuno apr̀ı bocca. Al boato di poc’anzi segùı
un silenzio che metteva i brividi. Fu l’uomo in
tuta che parlò per primo. Era un colonnello
dell’“Heereswa↵enamt”, l’organo addetto alla
preparazione degli armamenti. “Quello che
vedremo oggi—disse—è di capitale importanza.
Quando potremo lanciare la nostra bomba sulle
truppe d’invasione o su una città nemica gli
angloamericani saranno costretti a meditare se
valga la pena di continuare la guerra o di finirla
ragionevolmente. Sono anni che studiamo.
Siamo finalmente arrivati in porto”. Le sue
parole caddero nel silenzio. Lo ascoltavamo
tutti con gli occhi.

The bomb was to explode on the ground, about
two kilometers from our armored observatory.

Time did not pass; the minutes were hours. It
had started raining again and a dense fog was
rising from the undergrowth. The ground in
front of us was rotten and dark, the color of
the monks’ habit. A telephone rang inside the
bunker. They warned that the experiment had
been brought forward to 11:45 a.m. There were
therefore five minutes left. I was just in time
to consult the clock that I heard a tremendous
roar. The floor rocked under my feet and for a
moment it seemed to me that the walls of the
refuge were closing. In front of me I could only
see smoke, a whitish, woolly smoke, boiling like
the slime vomiting from a sewer. Other bursts
of light followed by blinding flashes. The sky,
dark and closed, was torn by very white flashes.
I passed a hand on my face, I was sweating. No
one opened their mouth. The roar just before
was followed by a silence that gave the creeps.
It was the man in the suit who spoke first. He
was a colonel of the “Army Ordnance O�ce,”
the body in charge of the preparation of the
armaments. “What we will see today—he
said—is of paramount importance. When we
can drop our bomb on invading troops or on
an enemy city, Anglo-Americans will be forced
to meditate whether it is worth continuing
the war or ending it reasonably. We’ve been
studying for years. We have finally achieved
our objective.” His words fell into silence. We
all listened to him with our eyes.
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Uscimmo dal bunker verso la diciassette, dopo
che erano arrivati alcuni nomini vestiti di una
tuta mostruosa; in testa portavano uno scafan-
dro del tipo di quello dei palombari, soltanto
che era floscio e non aveva viti. Anche noi in-
dossammo uno strano camiciotto di sto↵a ru-
vida, bianchiccia e pantaloni dello stesso tes-
suto. Camminammo preceduti dai soldati. A
mano a mano che avanzavamo la terra ci ap-
pariva sconvolta, arata, straziata da paurose
voragini. Faceva freddo eppure tutto era arso
come se fosse passata sull’isola una ventata di
fuoco. Gli alberi non avevano più chioma nè
rami; erano ridotti a tronconi abbrustoliti. Col
piede urtai qualcosa; mi abbassai e vidi una
capra carbonizzata. Si capiva che era una capra
perché sulla carne strinata si vedevano ciu� di
peli; aveva la testa schiacciata, come pestata
col martello. Le casette di pietra, erano muc-
chi di calcinacci. Solo le torrette in cemento
armato avevano resistito. Qualche capra mori-
bonda belava in maniera disperata; pareva il
lamento di un uomo.

We left the bunker around 5:00 p.m., after some
representatives had arrived dressed in a mon-
strous suit; on their heads they wore a helmet
like that of a diving suit, only that it was floppy
and had no screws. We also wore a strange shirt
of rough, white fabric and trousers of the same
fabric. We walked ahead of the soldiers. As we
advanced, the earth appeared to us to be up-
set, ploughed, torn apart by fearful chasms. It
was cold and yet everything was burned as if
a blast of fire had passed over the island. The
trees had no more foliage or branches; they were
reduced to toasted trunks. With my foot I hit
something; I lowered myself and saw a charred
goat. One could see that it was a goat, because
on the flesh you could see tufts of hair; its head
was crushed, as if it had been beaten with a
hammer. The stone houses were piles of rubble.
Only the reinforced concrete turrets had sur-
vived. A few dying goats whispered desperately;
it seemed like a man’s lament.

[A French translation of Romersa’s Civilta Delle Macchine article was published as:

Luigi Romersa. J’ai Vu Exploser La Bombe Atomique de Hitler!
Paris-Presse L’Intransigeant. 19 November 1955 p. 14.

In 1984, Romersa repeated his claims in a Spanish article:

Luigi Romersa. August-September 1984. Las “Armas Secretas” de Hitler,
algo más que fantaśıa. Defensa No. 76–77.

He continued to make the same claims for the rest of his life, as shown by:

Luigi Romersa. 2005. Le Armi Segrete di Hitler. Milan: Mursia.

and the following article.]
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John Hooper. 30 September 2005. Author fuels row over Hitler’s bomb. The Guardian.
[https://www.theguardian.com/world/2005/sep/30/books.italy]

Mr Romersa [...] lives today in an elegant flat in the Parioli district of Rome. His study walls are
covered with photographs from a career during which he interviewed many of the major figures of
the 20th century, from Chiang Kai-shek to Lyndon Johnson. Though he su↵ers from some ill-health
these days, he is still lucid and articulate.

He told the Guardian how, in September 1944, Italy’s wartime dictator, Benito Mussolini, had
summoned him to the town of Salo to entrust him with a special mission. Mussolini was then
leader of the Nazi-installed government of northern Italy and Mr Romersa was a 27 year-old war
correspondent for Corriere della Sera.

Mr Romersa said that when Mussolini had met Hitler earlier in the conflict, the Nazi dictator had
alluded to Germany’s development of weapons capable of reversing the course of the war. “Mussolini
said to me: ‘I want to know more about these weapons. I asked Hitler but he was unforthcoming’.”

Mussolini provided him with letters of introduction to both Josef Goebbels, the Nazi propaganda
chief, and Hitler himself. After meeting both men in Germany, he was shown around the Nazis’ top-
secret weapons plant at Peenemünde and then, on the morning of October 12 1944, taken to what
is now the holiday island of Rügen, just o↵ the German coast, where he watched the detonation of
what his hosts called a “disintegration bomb”.

“They took me to a concrete bunker with an aperture of exceptionally thick glass. At a certain
moment, the news came through that detonation was imminent,” he said. “There was a slight
tremor in the bunker; a sudden, blinding flash, and then a thick cloud of smoke. It took the shape
of a column and then that of a big flower.

“The o�cials there told me we had to remain in the bunker for several hours because of the e↵ects
of the bomb. When we eventually left, they made us put on a sort of coat and trousers which
seemed to me to be made of asbestos and we went to the scene of the explosion, which was about
one and a half kilometres away.

“The e↵ects were tragic. The trees around had been turned to carbon. No leaves. Nothing alive.
There were some animals—sheep—in the area and they too had been burnt to cinders.”

On his return to Italy, Mr Romersa briefed Mussolini on his visit. In the 1950s, he published a
fuller account of his experiences in the magazine Oggi. But, he said, “everyone said I was mad”.
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on test explosions [Krotzky
2002]. For a discussion of the background and reliability of this source, see p. 2631.

[p. 31] Also, es ist so: Mir ist bekannt, dass es
vier Atomversuche gab. Der erste noch 1943 im
Herbst in der Nordsee, der ist gescheitert. Dann
zwei 1944 im Herbst und im Spätherbst. Einer
davon am Boden, also auf einem niedrigen
Gestell, der spätere in der Atmosphäre am
Fallschirm. Der im Winter 1944 in der Luft war
brisant und die Ladung war auch größer. Das
könnte im November gewesen sein. Der letzte
Versuch war dann wieder mit kleiner Ladung
im März 1945. Wo die Versuche waren, möchte
ich jetzt noch nicht sagen, weil sich sonst die
Bevölkerung unnötig aufregen würde.

[p. 32] Ich kann aber mit Bestimmtheit
erklären, dass mir von sechs Atombomben
berichtet wurde, die aus drei verschiedenen
Forschungsanlagen stammten. Alle waren
Prototypen. Darüber hinaus gab es einige
Kleinstkörper, die für die Laborversuche vorge-
sehen waren. Für den Versuch im Winter 1944
ist allerdings eine größere Ladung verwendet
worden, wie ich ja schon sagte.

[p. 13] Als im Oktober 1944 klar war, dass die
Theorie zur Atombombe grundsätzlich stimmt,
ist in verschiedenen Kreisen natürlich auch
darüber nachgedacht worden, was man dann
machen sollte, um den Krieg schnellsten zu
beenden.

[p. 17] Ich möchte aber mal etwas zu dem
Hintergrund sagen, warum Himmler nicht zu
dem Atombombentest am vierten März nach
Thüringen gekommen ist.

[p. 40] Dieser Versuch sollte den Beweis
bringen, dass das Zündsystem stabil arbeitet
und der Vorbereitung eines entsprechenden
Angri↵s dienen, der mit einer Rakete geflogen
werden sollte.

[p. 31] Well, it is so: It is known to me that
there were four atomic tests. The first still in
1943 in the autumn in the North Sea, which
failed. Then two in 1944 in the autumn and
the late autumn. One of them on the ground,
that is on a small stand, the later one in the
atmosphere on a parachute. That one in winter
1944 in the air was highly explosive and the
charge [fuel] was also larger. That could have
been in November. The last test was then again
with a small charge in March 1945. Where
the tests were I would like to not say now,
because otherwise the population would be
unnecessarily upset.

[p. 32] I can definitely declare that I was
told of six atomic bombs that came from
three di↵erent research installations. All were
prototypes. In addition, there were some very
small devices that were intended for laboratory
experiments. For the experiment in the winter
of 1944, a larger charge was indeed used, as I
already told you.

[p. 13] When, in October 1944, it was clear that
the theory of the atomic bomb was in principle
correct, various circles had, of course, also been
thinking about what should be done to end the
war as quickly as possible.

[p. 17] But I would like to say something
about the background, why Himmler did not
come to Thuringia for the atomic bomb test on
the fourth of March.

[p. 40] This test was to provide proof that the
ignition system worked stably and to serve as
preparation for a corresponding attack that
was supposed to be flown with a rocket.
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[p. 40] Das sind aber alles Projekte gewesen,
wo die Industrie auf die eine oder andere Weise
beteiligt war. Ob die Facharbeiter stellten, oder
ihre spezielle technische Kompetenz. Natürlich
lieferten die auch Einzelstücke oder Bauteile
für Prototypen oder für die Versuche. Das war
ja kein Problem, weil man einem Metallstück ja
nicht ansieht, für welchen Zweck es gebraucht
wird. Sehen Sie, das ging soweit, dass das
Gestell für unseren Atomversuch in Thüringen
von einer Schlosserei aus Thüringen hergestellt
wurde. Ich weiß es deshalb, weil, als man sich
dort traf, Diebner auf die Frage von jemandem,
ob den unsere Leute gebaut hätten erklärte, der
wäre von einer Schlosserei aus der Gegend. Die
hätten ja nicht erfahren, wofür der gedacht war.

Der Versuch ist gerade dort durchgeführt
worden, obwohl das ja in bewohntem Gebiet
liegt, weil wir durch den Kriegsverlauf nicht
mehr viel Auswahl hatten und natürlich, weil
ja auch die Zeit drängte. Also sind wir gleich
dort geblieben, wo auch das erforderliche
Material erzeugt und auch gelagert worden
war. Außerdem hatten hier unsere Leute und
die von Diebners anderer Gruppe ihre Labors
und die Entwicklungsabteilung. Und hier in
der Nähe war ja auch die Serienproduktion
der Uran-Bombe geplant gewesen. Außerdem
sollte Anfang Januar die Zünderfertigung
oder zumindest die Entwicklung eines für die
Uran-Bombe vorgesehenen Zündsystems nach
meiner Erinnerung ebenfalls hierher verlagert
werden. Das war aber in einem aufgelassenen
Bergwerk untergebracht, nicht in einer der
Anlagen vor Ort. Diebner hatte angeblich,
versichert, die Sprengwirkung wäre bei der
geringen Menge, die der Versuch kosten würde,
ganz gering. Leider hat sich seine Vorhersage
aber nicht bestätigt. Das was da geschehen
ist, war scheußlich. Außerdem hat es in der
Umgebung noch Folgen gegeben, wobei ich nur
hörte, dass Ärzte, die bei uns unter Vertrag
standen, dort eingesetzt werden mussten.

[p. 40] But these were all projects where
industry was involved in one way or another.
Whether the skilled workers were placed, or
their special technical competence. Of course,
they also supplied individual pieces or compo-
nents for prototypes or for the tests. That was
not a problem, because one cannot tell from a
piece of metal for what purpose it is needed.
You see, that went so far that the stand for
our atom test in Thuringia was manufactured
by a metalworking shop in Thuringia. I know
it because when meeting there, Diebner ex-
plained, in response to someone’s question
about whether our people had built it, it was
from a metalworking shop from the area. They
would not have known what it was meant for.

The test was carried out directly there,
even though that was in an inhabited area,
because due to the course of the war we did
not have a lot of choice and, of course, because
time was also critical. So we just stayed where
the necessary material was produced and
stored. In addition, our people and those of
Diebner’s other group had their laboratories
and the development department. And here
close by, too, the mass production of uranium
bombs had been planned. In addition, at the
beginning of January, the ignition [system]
production or at least the development of
an ignition system intended for the uranium
bomb was likewise supposed to be relocated
here, according to my memory. But this was
placed in an abandoned mine, not in one of the
facilities on site. Diebner allegedly assured that
the explosive e↵ect would be quite small for
the small amount [of fuel] that the test would
require. Unfortunately his prediction was not
confirmed. What happened there was horrible.
In addition, there were other consequences in
the surrounding area, of which I only heard,
that doctors, who were under contract with us,
had to be deployed there.
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[p. 13] Nach dem dritten Versuch, also das war
dann der vom März in Thüringen, ist Hitler
informiert worden. [...] Es war doch so, als
der Versuch in Thüringen gelang, sind nach
meiner Kenntnis unbeabsichtigt Arbeitskräfte
aus einem Lager ums Leben gekommen. Die
Leute, die bei dem Versuch dabei waren, hatten
zum Teil größte Bedenken, ob man die Wa↵e
einsetzen sollte, also ich meine, es war ja klar,
dass im Einsatz nicht mit einem Testkörper
operiert werden würde.

[p. 43] Was bleibt, sind die drei gelungenen
Atomwa↵enversuche, darunter ein größerer, ein
Fehlschlag und ein Unfall.

[p. 13] After the third attempt, which was
the one from March in Thuringia, Hitler
was informed. [...] It was like this: when the
test in Thuringia succeeded, according to my
understanding, workers from a camp died acci-
dentally. The people involved in the test had
some of the biggest concerns about using the
weapon, I mean, it was clear that deployment
would not involve an experimental device.

[p. 43] What remains are the three suc-
cessful atomic weapons tests, including a big
one, a failure and an accident.

[According to Grothmann, at least six prototype atomic bombs were produced at at least three
di↵erent facilities. Of those, at least four were detonated in test explosions:

1. A test in autumn 1943 in the North Sea that failed. Grothmann provided no other details,
and no other details are known from other sources. Elsewhere, Grothmann stated that fission
fuel was very scarce even in 1944–1945 and that the implosion system was not perfected until
1944. Although it is very surprising that a test would even be attempted in 1943, either or
both of those problems could have easily caused the failure.

2. A test in the first half of October 1944 at a location that Grothmann refused to name for
fear of public reaction. The bomb was on a low stand or holder, and its explosion successfully
demonstrated the principles of the device. This information is consistent with statements
from Rudolph Zinsser (p. 2985), Luigi Romersa (pp. 2990–2995), Elisabeth Mestlin (p. 2999),
and other sources, who described a test explosion on the Baltic coast, possibly on Rügen
island, on approximately 12 October 1944. That area of the Baltic coast has long been a
popular tourist destination for people from all of Germany and beyond, which may explain
Grothmann’s reluctance to name the location.

3. A test during or around November 1944 at another location that Grothmann refused to name
for fear of public reaction. That bomb was suspended from a parachute (presumably after
having been dropped by a large aircraft), contained more fission fuel, and had a larger explo-
sive yield. This information is consistent with statements from Robert Jackson (p. 3007), Felix
Kersten (p. 3011), Wilhelm Wul↵ (p. 3012), and other sources, who described a test explosion
near Auschwitz, which was said to have occurred over a specially constructed concentration
camp and its inmates. If that is true, both that specific war crime and the larger issue of war
crimes at Auschwitz and elsewhere in Poland could explain why Grothmann would not name
the location.
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4. A test on 4 March 1945 in Thuringia. Although Grothmann did not name the specific lo-
cation, he said the test occurred very close to the research installation, and he separately
said the research installation was located at or adjacent to the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz
military base. According to Grothmann, the bomb was mounted on a test stand, used a
smaller amount of fission fuel, and had a smaller explosive yield, but was intended to test an
improved implosion system that would be light enough to be carried on a rocket. Nonethe-
less, the explosive yield was still larger than had been expected, killed a number of workers,
contaminated the area, and necessitated the use of special doctors to treat local people who
were a↵ected by the “horrible” event. This description closely matches those given by Ivan
Ilyichev (pp. 3020–3024), Oscar Koch (p. 3085), Cläre Werner (p. 3073), Heinz Wachsmut (p.
3077), and other sources.

Assuming that Grothmann did not overlook any tests or failures and that there were at least six
bombs as he stated, at least two bombs remained at the end of the war. Grothmann reported that
the United States captured at least one bomb (p. 3254).]

2004 testimony of Elisabeth Mestlin, as described by Wolfgang Ebsen [Karlsch and
Petermann 2007, p. 163]

Sie erinnerte sich aufgrund glaubwürdiger
Umstände genau an das außergewöhnliche
Ereignis. Frau Mestlin fuhr nach der Bom-
bardierung von Stralsund am 6. Oktober 1944
zu ihren Kindern nach Vitte auf der Insel
Hiddensee. Auf der Insel Hiddensee hörte sie
am 12. Oktober 1944 eine heftige Explosion
und sah eine große Staubwolke an der Südspitze
der Halbinsel Bug.

Interview mit Elisabeth Mestlin vom 5.10.2004,
aufgezeichnet von Lutz Riemann, ausgestrahlt
vom NDR am 13.3.2005.

She remembered the extraordinary event
because of credible circumstances. After the
bombardment of Stralsund on 6 October 1944,
Ms. Mestlin went to see her children in Vitte
on the island of Hiddensee. On the island of
Hiddensee on 12 October 1944, she heard a
violent explosion and saw a large cloud of dust
on the southern tip of the Bug peninsula.

Interview with Elisabeth Mestlin from 5
October 2004, recorded by Lutz Riemann,
broadcast by NDR on 13 March 2005.

[In some sources, Elisabeth Mestlin’s name is given as Ilse Menslin.

Bug is a peninsula on the northwestern side of Rügen island. During the war, it was used as a
German naval base. It is geographically rather isolated from the rest of Rügen and from the Baltic
coastline of Germany. Because of its relative isolation and its highly secure military status, it would
have been a good location for atomic bomb development and/or testing. It is known that new types
of bombs were tested in that area [e.g., Stüwe 1999, pp. 451, 461]. Advanced scientific testing was
conducted at other locations on the Baltic coast of Germany—virology at Riems island, rockets
and jets at Peenemünde, radar on the German-occupied Danish island of Bornholm o↵ the coast,
etc.

Vitte is the main village on Hiddensee island. It is approximately 3 km west of the southern tip of
the Bug peninsula. It would be reasonable to expect a large explosion on Bug to be audible and
visible from the eastern ocean side of Vitte.]
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D.2.6 Possible ⇠November 1944 Test Explosion in Poland

[These documents contain testimony about an apparent test explosion that occurred in Poland
during or around November 1944, as summarized in Table D.5.]
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Table D.5: Details about possible ⇠November 1944 test explosion from primary sources.
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PW Intelligence Bulletin No. 2/25. 9 January 1945. [AFHRA A5186 frames 0023–0027]

[...]

PW INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN No. 2/25

21. Bunawerke MONOWITZ nr AUSCHWITZ

See ANNEXES I and II.

Preamble. PW, a Slovak, was drafted into the Slovakian labor service 15 April 43 and sent to a
guard coy in AUSCHWITZ. After three days black SS uniforms were issued the coy. PW remained
there until July 44.

Location. The factory, commonly known as Bunawerke MONOWITZ, houses the two firms BUNA
and IG FARBEN. Completely underground, it can nevertheless be located easily by six large wooden
barracks, used as quarters for foremen and head mechanics, and situated atop a hill.

Personnel. Employed in the factory are appr 30,000 workers, all political prisoners whose work is
supervised by SS guards. The workers—Poles, Russians, Czechs, and Jews—march to and from the
factory from the nearby concentration camp at AUSCHWITZ, where a total of 680,000 prisoners
are detained. There are two shifts, 0600 to 1800 and 1800 to 0600.

Products. Synthetic rubber products and Flak guns are turned out in the BUNA section. Although
never inside the factory, PW has seen tanks (believed to be Tiger IIs) being taken from the factory
grounds by rail.

PW does not know what is manufactured by the IG FARBEN section of the factory, but he saw
the name on some of the barracks and on papers.

Guards. A total of 37 guard towers are situated at irregular intervals around the area. Every second
tower has one machine gun. Encircling the area is electrically-charged wire fencing four meters high,
run in 2 rows three meters apart. The area is flood-lighted at night.

Rubber Plants. There are appr 35 sq km of fields covered with rubber plants brought from RUSSIA.
The fields and plants are maintained entirely by Russian civilians. The plants are used in the
manufacture of rubber product.

LEGEND FOR ANNEX I (ITEM 21)

[...] 15. PW believes a new plant was under construction here. Circles indicate reservoir-like concrete
pits 8 m in diameter.

16. Incomplete concrete foundations 6-7 m in diameter.

LEGEND FOR ANNEX II

[...] Note: The factory grounds are completely grassed. There are heavy Flak installations through-
out the area. Over the whole area are barrage balloons. PW does not know where the entrances to
the actual underground factory are located.
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H. W. Dix to Francis Smith. Subject: Heavy Water. 26 December 1944. [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int.
(Nov. 44–June 45)]

This o�ce has received the following comments from our Swedish people and it is dated 22 November
1944 and has a B-2 rating.

Heavy water is manufactured primarily in Norway by I. G. at Norsk Hydro. However,
manufacture in Germany at the Bayrische Sticksto↵werke in Piesteritz or Auschwitz is
certainly a possibility.

I have heard nothing about experiments with heavy water as an explosive. After all,
that would be a case of splitting the atom!

Monthly Intelligence Summary. II Information on Possible TA Sites. January 1945.
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined
Intell Rpts.]

Report received from OSS Stockholm mentions the possibility that heavy water is being made in
Germany at Piesteritz or Auschwitz at The Bayrische Sticksto↵werke, but the same source said he
has heard nothing about heavy water in connection with an explosive. While coverage of these two
towns has been requested, Auschwitz is in that part of Germany which is now in Russian hands.

Monthly Intelligence Summary. II Information on Possible TA Sites. February 1945.
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined
Intell Rpts.]

Reference Monthly Intelligence Summary, January 1945, II 5, page three. All available air cover-
age and Interpretation Reports of Auschwitz and Piesteritz have been obtained and forwarded to
General Groves’ o�ce for further study.

U.S. Embassy, Warsaw. 12 August 1947. Report No. R-107-47, MIS-390731. Subject:
Plants producing heavy water. [NARA RG 319, Entry 85A, Box 2534, Folder 390731–
390740]

1. It is believed that no plants designed specially for the production of heavy water exist in Poland.
It is reliably reported that the Germans built one such plant near OSWIECIM (Auschwitz) but
that it was destroyed or moved out by the SOVIETS in 1945.

2. A definite potentiality exists for the production of heavy hydrogen as a by-product of coal
hydrogenation. There is believed to be small likelihood of the realization of this potential, since the
Polish government insists on the complete orientation of industry toward the physical reconstruction
of the country. [...]

[Heavy water would be of little use for anything other than nuclear work, specifically as a moderator
for fission reactors. Because it was “reliably reported” that the Germans had built a heavy water
production plant near Auschwitz and that the Soviets had removed, and that heavy water manufac-
turing was given such a high priority amid all the other war-related materials that urgently needed
to be produced, these documents appear to confirm that the I.G. Farben and/or other installations
at Auschwitz were (at least in part) manufacturing materials for a nuclear weapons program.]
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BIOS 562. The German Phosphorus Industry at Bitterfeld & Piesteritz. p. 41.

[Piesteritz]

The plant was well laid out and in excellent condition but at the time of inspection was partially
dismantled. The whole of the dearsenicating equipment had been removed.

BIOS 889. Manufacture of Nitric Acid, Ammonium Nitrate and Fertilizers at Bitter-
feld, Wolfen and Piesteritz. p. 1.

Little information however was obtained from Piesteritz. The plant for making nitric acid and
ammonium phosphate had already been completely dismantled, for transfer to Russia. It is believed
that information on these plants had been obtained earlier by American investigators.

[If there was any nuclear-related work (such as heavy water production) at Piesteritz, the Russians
would have removed all evidence of that before other countries ever had a chance to see it.]
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Figure D.111: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of Auschwitz on 26 June 1944, showing very large
industrial installations built next to three rivers.
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Strategic Services Unit, War Department. Explosives Factory in Bydgoszcz. 4 February
1946. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 173, Folder 57.70 Poland Misc]

Sub-source (1): Polish DP, native of Bydgoszcz, editor of DP paper in Salzburg, known and trusted
informant.

Sub-source (2): Russian o�cer, deserter from Polish Army, who left Poland in late November 1945.

1. According to sub-source (1), the Germans constructed a dynamite plant in 1940 in a forest along
the Bydgoszcz canal between Bydgoszcz and the river Wisla; the distance between the two points
is approximately 8 kilometers. The forest covers about nine square kilometers. Some units of the
plant extend two stories below ground. Sub-source obtained this information from reliable friends
living in the area.

2. Sub-source (2) was in the vicinity of this plant with his unit clearing mine fields during the last
week of October 1945. He noted barbed wire fences enclosing the entire area, a strong guard of
NKVD soldiers, and heavy Russian tra�c, stringently controlled, moving in and out of the area.
His men were not permitted to approach the perimeter of the fence in their search for mines. From
conversations with natives living nearby, Sub-source (2) learned that immediately after Russian
occupation of the area, fences were thrown around the forest, strong guards were posted, and
about 3,000 Russian soldiers were brought in and housed within the grounds. The natives told
Sub-source that German scientists had been brought to live and work there.

[From the details provided, it sounds as if this plant was manufacturing something far more secret,
more complex, and more valuable than dynamite. It could have been enriching uranium-235, or
breeding and/or purifying plutonium-239 or uranium-233. Apparently General Leslie Groves and
intelligence o�cers of the U.S. Manhattan Project thought so too, which is why they included this
report in their foreign intelligence files.

With intelligence reports of apparent nuclear-related work at Auschwitz, Bydgoszcz, and possibly
Posen (see p. 2589), there are indications that the wartime German nuclear program may have
involved extensive production work at a number of sites in Poland. All of those sites were taken
over by the Russians, while the western Allies only received fragmentary reports about them.]
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Top Secret Cable from Warsaw to Secretary of State. 7 March 1946 [NARA RG 77,
Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder 205.2 Cables Incoming, Top Secret]

From: Warsaw

To: Secretary of State

Nr: 300 7 March 1946

Nr 300. Signed Lane.

Information has been given this Embassy by a capable young engineer working in the zinc industry,
that one of the best if not the only material for atomic bomb containers is cadmium. According to
the informant the cadmium output of Poland in 1945 amounted to 49.15 tons, and in January of
1946 to 10.9 tons. In 1945 there was exported to Russia the total Polish cadmium output.

End

ACTION: General Groves

INFO: General Spaatz, General Hull, General Vandenberg

From Capt. Volpe to Colonel Shuler. Subject: Cable to Secretary of State from War-
saw. 12 March 1946. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 173, Folder 57.70 Poland
Misc]

1. I discussed the attached cable with Marks. The State Department is cabling Warsaw that subject
matter is of interest and all pertinent information should be forwarded.

2. Perhaps Lt. Rugg might look into the question of the relative importance of the quantities
specified in the cable. It might also be useful to determine if possible normal industrial uses of
cadmium. This information might serve to explain the Russian demand for the Polish output.

[A detailed description from March 1945 of the German atomic bomb said that the bomb casing
design included a very important layer of cadmium—see p. 3025. The above highly specific, early
1946 statement by the “capable young engineer” in Poland suggests that he in particular, and
wartime German industry in Poland in general, had been involved in developing atomic bombs.
The capable young engineer’s supreme confidence in the suitability of cadmium for the bomb design
may also suggest that he knew the bomb had been successfully tested, perhaps in Poland.

When the United States followed up with the capable young engineer, what else did they find out?
Where are those documents?]
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Robert Jackson, chief U.S. prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials. Cross-examination of
Albert Speer. 21 June 1946. [http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/06-21-46.asp and
http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/nuremberg/speer.html]

MR. JUSTICE JACKSON: And certain experiments were also conducted and certain researches
conducted in atomic energy, were they not? [...] Now, I have certain information, which was placed
in my hands, of an experiment which was carried out near Auschwitz and I would like to ask
you if you heard about it or knew about it. The purpose of the experiment was to find a quick
and complete way of destroying people without the delay and trouble of shooting and gassing and
burning, as it had been carried out, and this is the experiment, as I am advised. A village, a
small village was provisionally erected, with temporary structures, and in it approximately 20,000
Jews were put. By means of this newly invented weapon of destruction, these 20,000 people were
eradicated almost instantaneously, and in such a way that there was no trace left of them; that
it developed, the explosive developed, temperatures of from 400 to 500 [4000 to 5000?] centigrade
and destroyed them without leaving any trace at all. Do you know about that experiment?

SPEER: No, and I consider it utterly improbable. If we had had such a weapon under preparation,
I should have known about it. But we did not have such a weapon. It is clear that in chemical
warfare attempts were made on both sides to carry out research on all the weapons one could think
of, because one did not know which party would start chemical warfare first.

MR. JUSTICE JACKSON: The reports, then, of a new and secret weapon were exaggerated for
the purpose of keeping the German people in the war?

SPEER: That was the case mostly during the last phase of the war.

[What information about atomic energy experiments or weapons tests near Auschwitz was “placed
in” Jackson’s “hands”? Has that information been preserved in archives?

It is interesting that Speer answered a question about atomic energy experiments and an alleged
atomic weapons test by immediately deflecting the discussion to talk about chemical warfare plan-
ning instead.]
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Figure D.112: Robert Jackson and Felix Kersten both mentioned an atomic bomb test that killed
concentration camp inmates in Poland.
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DI 092.-76 FIAT. Subject: Periodic Intelligence Report 1. 2 August 1946 [TNA FO
1031/59]

[...] Completely unreliable source described the following: ARDENNE made experiments with an
atom gun (Atomkanone). About Christmas 1944, successful experiments were conducted in Pomera-
nia with V-1 and atomic warheads, radio directed. The ensuing crater was 2 km in diameter. Because
the time for developments was too short nothing more came of it. Source has heard this from a
man who participated in experiments but inconsiderately died in winter of 1945. It has not been
possible to verify this statement from any other source although rumours to this e↵ect, although
with di↵erent names, have been persistent. [...]

R. W. Shaw to L. E. Seeman, 5 December 1946, Transmittal of Item from DAILY DI-
GEST OF WORLD BROADCASTS AND RADIO TELEGRAPH SERVICES [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.60-2 Germany: Summary Reports (1945–
1946)]

[...] Hahn said that a rumour which went the rounds in Germany about six months before the
capitulation was equally untrue. According to this rumour, atom bomb tests had been carried out
in Poland during the last year of the war which were supposed to have had an e↵ect similar to the
first atom bomb dropped on Hiroshima though on a considerably smaller scale. [...]

[The rumor reported by Hahn seems to agree very well with other reports of an atomic bomb test
in Poland in October–December 1944.

Hahn does not appear to have been involved in the German nuclear weapons program, only basic
nuclear physics experiments. It is unclear how much he knew or had been informed about the
nuclear weapons program.

Note also that from April 1945 until January 1946, Hahn had been imprisoned (mostly at Farm
Hall) and eavesdropped upon by the U.K. and U.S. military. After he was released, his public
statements were still closely monitored and controlled by Allied o�cers. Even if Hahn knew that
the rumor of an atomic bomb test in Poland was true, he would have undoubtedly been aware that
it would be extremely unwise personally and politically to admit that information publicly.]
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Letter of Prof. Dr. Gezo Mansfeldt, Professor of Physiological Institute of the Univer-
sity of Budapest (former inmate of the Rajsko camp) to Dr. Hans Münch (during the
war at the SS-Hygiene Institute in Rajsko). 5 December 1946. US Holocaust Memorial
Museum. RG-15.169M (1998.A.0247) microfilm reel 8.

Der nachste Tag verlief ereignislos und am
27. Januar 4 Uhr Nachmittag marschierte
die erste russische Vorhut durch das Lager
Auschwitz. So wurden wir etwa 3000 Mann–
Aerzte, Pfleger und Kranke—frei. [...] Ich war
der einzig lebende Zeuge, der über das Hygiene-
Institut Bescheid wusste und so wurde ich min-
destens 2–3 mal wöchentlich einem Verhör un-
terzogen und musste freilich einigemal, aber
jetzt schon im feinen Auto nach Raisko fahren,
um dort alles zu zeigen. Die verschiedenen
wissenschaftlichen Kommissionen waren nur
schwer davon zu überzeugen, dass dort nicht
giftiges Gas und dergleichen fabriziert wurde
und was man eigentlich vermutete wurde mir
erst viel später klar, als ich von den Atom-
bombenversuchen erfuhr.

The next day was uneventful, and on January
27th [1945], 4:00 in the afternoon the first Rus-
sian vanguard marched through the Auschwitz
camp. Thus we approximately 3,000 men—
physicians, nurses, and patients—were free. [...]
I was the only living witness who knew about
the Hygiene Institute information and so I was
at least 2–3 times weekly interviewed and had
to drive to Raisko several times, but now in the
fine car, and show everything there. The vari-
ous scientific commissions were di�cult to con-
vince that poison gas and the like was not pro-
duced there, and what was actually suspected
was clear to me only much later, when I learned
of the atomic bomb tests.

[Mansfeldt’s testimony suggests that something of great scientific interest to the Soviets was pro-
duced at Auschwitz during the war, and that this was connected to multiple German atomic bomb
tests that had occurred during the war. It is not clear if he means that one or more of those tests
occurred near Auschwitz, as reported by Robert Jackson, Felix Kersten, and Wilhelm Wulf. Ap-
parently his Soviet interrogators were keenly interested in an atomic bomb test that had already
occurred by the time Soviet forces took control of Auschwitz in January 1945. That would put an
Auschwitz-associated test in late 1944, consistent with Grothmann’s testimony of a test during or
around November 1944.

I.G. Farben Auschwitz was a very large and very expensive facility whose products are not well
documented. The following documents provided additional evidence to support the ideas mentioned
by Mansfeldt that at least part of I.G. Farben Auschwitz produced materials related to nuclear
and/or chemical weapons of mass destruction.]
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Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten [Kersten 1947, pp. 252–253, 256-
258].

When I returned to Himmler’s headquarters in December [1944] I found him singularly optimistic.
Once again he was prophesying a German victory! [...] Himmler saw my bewilderment and said:
“Very soon we shall put our last secret weapon into use. And that will change the war situation
entirely!” [...]

Early in March 1945 I paid one of my last visits to Himmler’s headquarters... He was more optimistic
than ever before! In his conversations with me he returned to the subject of the mysterious secret
weapon. He made some strange assertions, and I kept a careful record of these. “Most people,” he
said, “think we have lost the war, and I cannot deny that apparently they have reason. But we
have not yet used our last secret weapon. V-1 and V-2 bombs are e↵ective secret weapons, but the
secret weapon we still have up our sleeves will have an e↵ect no one can even imagine. One or two
shots and cities like New York or London will simply vanish from the earth! Allied aviation has
destroyed many essential factories for its manufacture. That is why we are behind in our schedule.
But in a month or two you will read all about it in the papers. Then you will realize that I know
what I am talking about.” [...]

This talk aroused my curiosity. I began giving heed to some very wild rumors–or so I had thought
them–which seemed to be in line with Himmler’s veiled disclosures. And when Kriminalrat Ober-
sturmfuehrer Goering, a trustworthy man (unlike his homonym) told me something about the
“secret weapon” I believed him. He said that a village had been built near Auschwitz for exper-
imental purposes. They wanted to “try out” the new weapon. For the purpose, twenty thousand
Jewish men, women, and children had been brought to live in this village. A single shell had been
fired on the settlement. It had caused six thousand degrees of heat, and the whole village–houses,
human beings, and animals included–was burnt to ashes.

Obviously, as I see it now in retrospect, the Germans had nearly completed their atomic bomb and
were almost ready to use it on the enemy when the encirclement of Berlin was complete.
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Heinrich Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wul↵ [Wul↵ 1973, pp. 147, 160–161].

On March 10, Kersten, who had returned from Hohenlychen, came to my room and said that
Himmler wished me to report to him the next day for a consultation. [...]

There were also reports of other secret weapons that were ready for mass production, all of which
tended to contribute to Himmler’s vacillation.

He [Himmler] went on to talk about a quite di↵erent missile, one of incredible power. Cities like
New York and London, he said, could be wiped o↵ the face of the earth with the help of this new
weapon. This particular report was not entirely unfounded but meant little now that the Allies had
already crossed the Rhine and the Russians had reached Küstrin, Stettin, and the Oder River and
were threatening to occupy the whole of the Brandenburg region.

I had already heard about these new missiles and their enormous destructive power from Franz
Göring in February, 1944. What he had told me was basically true, for work was already being
done on the German atom bomb at the time.

Franz Göring also told me that the new missiles had been tested. According to him, a large town
was especially built near Auschwitz concentration camp and some 20,000 Jews, mostly women and
children, were sent to live in it. A single missile was then fired into the settlement. In the ensuing
explosion, which developed a heat output of 6,000o C at its center, the whole town and the entire
population were burned to cinders in a flash. Stories such as this also reached Himmler’s ears. Was
it surprising, then, that he pinned his hopes on the e↵ect of such weapons? Was it surprising that
he hesitated to depose Hitler?

[Did Wul↵ mean that Franz Göring told him about the weapons test near Auschwitz in February
1944? Or did he mean that Franz Göring first told him about the new weapon in February 1944,
and then at some later date told him that the weapon had been tested near Auschwitz? The second
meaning would allow a much wider range of dates for when the Auschwitz test might have occurred.
A successful nuclear weapons test in late 1944 seems much more probable than a successful test in
early 1944.

Note that the alleged nuclear test on a village near Auschwitz does not appear to be simply a
garbled account of the 27 January 1945 burning of the Fürstengrube concentration camp (30 km
from Auschwitz) and several hundred of its inmates by the SS just before Soviet troops arrived.
Although the date of the test to which sources refer remains vague, the sources seem to place the
test as having occurred sometime prior to late January 1945.]

Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann [Krotzky 2002]

[For testimony from Werner Grothmann apparently about the ⇠November 1944 test,
see p. 2996.]
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Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuernberg Military Tribunals Under Control Coun-
cil Law No. 10. Nuernberg October 1946–April 1949. Volume VIII. Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing O�ce. 1952. [The I.G. Farben Case]
[https://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/Military Law/NTs war-criminals.html]

[pp. 334–335:] TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT NI-11783

Buna IV
Mineral Oil Construction Company Limited
Berlin SW 61, Belle-Alliance Stresse 7-10

To Direktor Ambros
I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G.
Ludwigshafen/Rhein

Our reference Si/Th/Kb
Berlin SW 61
11 January 1941

Dear Sir,

With reference to yesterday’s discussion, I am enclosing excerpts from the report of the conference
of 10 December 1940 concerning the site for 2 new hydrogenation plants. [...]

When inspecting the third building site (east of Auschwitz) it was noticed that there is an excellent
site of about 5 square kilometers which o↵ers still better possibilities for expansion. In addition, the
water situation is very favourable because the draining works can be placed below the confluence of
the Weichsel [Vistula], Przemsza, and Sola Rivers and su�cient water will be available, even with
minimum outflow. Exact outflow data will be obtained from the Katowice Water O�ce.

Coal can be procured from 3 sides; to wit, the Cracow district, the central district, and the coal
deposits southwest of the building site, where the new Brzeszcze and Jawiszowitz shafts of the
Hermann Goering Werke are located, and from the Silesia Shaft, near Dzieditz, which is supposed
to be the property of Elektroindustrie/Berlin. The distance from the central and Cracow districts
is about 25 kilometers by rail, and from the southwestern district about 9-10 kilometers by rail. It
would be preferable to get supplies from the southwestern district because a private works railroad
could be built for that purpose. [...]

Since it may be expected that the greater part of the inhabitants will be evacuated when con-
struction begins, in view of the population policy, there would be suitable quarters available to
accommodate building workers and later on factory sta↵.

In addition, the site is very favorably located from the point of view of possible air pollution, so
that, taking everything into account, it can be said that this building site would in every respect
satisfy the requirements.
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[pp. 535–537:] TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT NI-14291

The Reichfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police SS Economic and Administrative Main O�ce
Group D-Concentration Camps

Ref. No. D II/114/16 So. Hue.
Oranienburg near Berlin, 31 July 1943
Enclosure to letter, Dy [Dyhernfurth] dated 27 August 1943
Re: Use of Inmates

To firm, Max Haaf, Certified Engineer,
Local Construction Management
Attention: Regierungsbaumeister Wuerz
Falkenhagen via Fuerstenwalde/Spree

As a consequence of the conference between the SS Lt. General and General of the Wa↵en SS
Pohl and Dr. Ambros, the site in Falkenhagen near Fuerstenwalde was inspected by Dr. Schaefer,
Certified Engineer Weirich, and Regierungsbaumeister Wuerz together with SS 1st Lt. Grimm on
20 July 1943. [...]

Chief of O�ce D II
[Signed] BAUER
SS Lt. Colonel

Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of German Police,
D ill SS Economic and Administrative Main O�ce
Copies to: Dr. Schaefer, I. G. Farbenindustrie, Berlin, with request for transmittal to your o�ce
Breslau No. 56551.

[p. 1243:] Ambros was manager of the following plants: Schkopau (buna I), 1935–45; Ludwigshafen-
Oppau (organic, intermediates and dyestu↵s plants and laboratories), 1938–45; Huels (buna II),
1938–45; Ludwigshafen (buna III), 1941–45; Auschwitz (buna IV), 1941–45; Gendorf (inorganic),
1941–45; Dyhernfurt, 1941–45; Falkenhagen, 1942–45; which produced synthetic rubber, inorganics
and nitrogen, organic intermediates, solvents, plasticisers, methanol, plastics, accelerators, dyestu↵s,
dyeing and printing auxiliaries, detergent raw materials, poisonous gas and intermediates. [...]

Kuehne was plant leader of Leverkusen, 1933–43, which produced inorganics, organic intermediates,
buna, plastics, pharmaceuticals, insecticides, acetylcellulose, synthetic fibres.

[p. 1361:] AMBROS, OTTO (def.)—Professor of chemistry; member of Vorstand, Technical Com-
mittee, and Chemicals Committee of I. G. Farben, 1938–45; chairman of three Farben committees
in the chemical field; plant leader of eight of the most important Farben plants, including Buna-
Auschwitz; member of control bodies in several Farben enterprises, including Francolor; member of
Nazi Party and German Labor Front; Military Economy Leader; chief of Special Committee “C”
(Chemical Warfare) of the Main Committee Powder and Explosives, Reich Ministry of Armaments
and War Production; chief of a number of units in the Economic Group Chemical Industry.
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[pp. 1363–1364:] FAUST, MAX—Engineer; entered employment of Badische Anilin und Sodafabrik
as construction engineer in 1922; until 1929, plant engineer at the Oppau plant of Farben; construc-
tion engineer at Ludwigshafen plant, 1929–36; in charge of construction of Farben’s Rattwitz and
Dyhernfurth plants, 1940–41; Farben Prokurist, 1941–45; construction chief of Auschwitz plant,
1941–45.

[For additional details, including the long series of I.G. Farben’s payments for the Auschwitz facility,
see Final Brief of the Prosecution Part IV. 1 June 1948. Especially pp. 54–56. [http://www.profit-
over-life.org/rolls.php?roll=95]

The requirements for the I.G. Farben Auschwitz facility seem greatly excessive for a routine buna
plant, but highly consistent with a facility that was intended (at least in part) to produce materials
for a nuclear and/or chemical weapons program:

• Immediate proximity to not just one but three rivers.

• Proximity to a number of di↵erent coal deposits, to provide very large amounts of electricity.

• Proximity to not just one but several rail lines, with more to be built.

• The inhabitants of the region were removed.

• The site was quite remote to alleviate concerns about possible “pollution.”

• Work at the facility was directly managed by Otto Ambros, a brilliant chemist who was one of
the key figures in the highly secretive and very advanced German chemical weapons program,
and who had conducted revolutionary research in other areas as well. Such expertise would
not be required to manufacture buna, a routine process in Germany by the 1940s.

• The facility was built and operated by Max Faust and a large number of other people who
had been involved in building and operating chemical weapons development facilities such as
Dyhernfurt (tabun and sarin production), Falkenhagen (sarin production), and Gendorf (mus-
tard gas production). Those other facilities featured extremely high levels of military security,
chemical confinement, and technological sophistication. They were also given benign-sounding
descriptions (production of detergents, insecticides, etc.) in wartime German documents and
even in postwar Allied documents. Were these same things also true for the Auschwitz facility?]
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Joseph Borkin. 1978. The Crime and Punishment of I. G. Farben: The Unholy Alliance
Between Hitler and the Great Chemical Combine. New York: Free Press. pp. 3, 116,
127.

Drawn by the almost limitless reservoir of death camp labor, I.G. chose to build a great indus-
trial complex at Auschwitz for the production of synthetic rubber and oil. So enormous was this
installation that it used as much electricity as did the entire city of Berlin. More than 25,000 camp
inmates paid with their lives to construct it. [...]

Rather than let the German government finance the building of the installations, the I.G. directors
voted to put up the funds to make I.G. Auschwitz a privately owned I.G. enterprise and to assume
the entire risk. With almost no opposition, they committed more than 900 million Reichsmarks,
over $250 million, to the building of the single largest project in the I.G. system. With such an
enormous risk, o�cials of I.G. carefully watched over their huge investment. [...]

From the bare records available, 300,000 [30,000?] concentration camp workers passed through I.G.
Auschwitz of whom at least 25,000 were worked to death. The plants when completed were so
enormous that they used more electricity than the entire city of Berlin. But in the final tally, I.G.
Auschwitz was a miserable failure. Despite the investment of almost 900 million Reichsmarks and
thousands of lives, only a modest stream of fuel and not a single pound of Buna rubber was ever
produced.

[Borkin was in charge of investigating and prosecuting I.G. Farben on behalf of the United States
after the war, so his statements should be considered authoritative.]

Peter Hayes. 1996. The European Strategies of IG Farben, 1925–45. In: Volker R.
Berghahn, ed. 1996. Quest for Economic Empire: European Strategies of German Big
Business in the Twentieth Century. Providence, Rhode Island: Berghahn Books. p.
63.

IG took some 30,000 camp prisoners between 1941 and 1944, 90 percent of whom died there or in
the gas chambers when they could no longer work, yet only one installation was ever completed.
No buna had been produced on the site by the time IG’s managers evacuated it in January 1945.
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Peter Hayes. 2001. Industry and Ideology: I.G. Farben in the Nazi Era. 2nd ed. Cam-
bridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. pp. 367–368.

Throughout 1944, then, the Auschwitz project continued on its gruesome course, more impeded by
continuing labor shortages than by the Allied air strikes that hit the plants on August 20, September
13, and December 18 and 26. No rubber had flowed by the time the SS ordered evacuation of the
site on January 19, 1945. While some nine thousand inmates of Monowitz marched west toward
Gleiwitz, were the war had begun, IG’s employees began dismantling or destroying the factories.
Eight hundred and fifty ill inmates remained behind to receive the Russians. Two hundred died in
the week before the arrival of the Red Army, but the survivors escaped at least the final horror
visited on the sick at Fürstengrube, who were burned in their huts. Having descended to the very
depths of complicity with Nazism, IG Farben came away from Auschwitz still showing a net loss
on its books for the development of buna.

Diarmuid Je↵reys. 2008. Hell’s Cartel: IG Farben and the Making of Hitler’s War
Machine. New York: Bloomsbury. pp. 290–291.

The IG, meanwhile, had pulled its people home. The last of them left Auschwitz in the second
week of January 1945 on two special trains reserved for the town’s remaining civilian male Reich
Germans (German women and children had been evacuated in October 1944). In the days before
their departure, Walter Dürrfeld and Max Faust had toured the Buna-Werke, supervising the
dismantling of key equipment and the destruction of documents that hadn’t been sent back to
Frankfurt and Berlin. Despite their e↵orts (and a last brief Allied raid after their departure on 19
January), most of the factory’s infrastructure remained intact. But it mattered not; IG Auschwitz
had been an almost total failure. Around 150,000 people (Reich Germans, foreign labourers, POWs
and Auschwitz prisoners) had been engaged at di↵erent times on the plant’s construction, at a
cost of over 900 million reichsmarks and—estimated conservatively—some 35,000 human lives.
This number rises to over 40,000 if the death toll at the IG’s Fürstengrube and Janina mines is
taken into account. Some Nuremberg prosecutors put the figures much higher, concluding that
some 200,000 people had died while working for IG Auschwitz, either on-site or as a consequence
of being dispatched from the IG’s employ to the gas chambers at Birkenau—but this was almost
certainly an overestimate based on the incomplete information available at the time. Whichever
figure is correct, one thing is clear: although some explosive-grade methanol was produced, not a
single pound of buna or one litre of synthetic gasoline ever emerged from the Buna-Werke’s gates.
After nearly four years of intense activity, all that IG Farben really had to show for its e↵orts was
a reputation stained forever with the blood of those murdered in the Holocaust. Now, as the Red
Army drew near, the huge Buna-Werke stood silent and waiting, a bomb-scarred monument to the
ambition, greed and folly of a once mighty company.
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[Carter Hydrick was apparently the first person to propose that the characteristics of the I.G.
Farben Auschwitz facility were highly inconsistent with those of a synthetic rubber (buna) plant,
but highly consistent with those of a nuclear production facility [Hydrick 1998, 2016]:

• The facility never produced any buna (or gasoline).

• Construction of the facility began in January 1941, and the facility operated until January
1945. Comparable plants were built and manufacturing final products within a matter of
months [e.g., Hydrick 2016, pp. 76–77].

• The facility cost over 900 million Reichsmarks, or over 250 million wartime U.S. dollars. That
appears to be over 25 times the cost of other typical buna plants [Hydrick 2016, p. 74]. For
contemporary comparisons, the construction of the massive and highly advanced Peenemünde
rocket facility cost approximately 300 million Reichsmarks [Neufeld 1995, p. 273], and the
construction of the U.S. Oak Ridge electromagnetic uranium enrichment facility cost 304
million U.S. dollars [Groves 1962, p. 97].

• The facility consumed more electricity than the city of Berlin (which at the time was the eighth
largest city in the world), vastly more than would be required for a buna plant [Hydrick 2016,
p. 73]. However, the electricity consumption is consistent with uranium enrichment methods
such as electromagnetic separation and gaseous di↵usion, which are very energy-intensive.

• The facility employed around 150,000 people at various points during its four-year history.
While that is far more than would be expected for a buna plant, it is consistent with a nuclear
production facility. Even Oak Ridge only employed around 22,000 people at its wartime peak.

The Auschwitz facility was also producing heavy water; see p. 3010. Heavy water is not required
for uranium-235 enrichment, but would be very helpful to operate a fission reactor and produce
plutonium-239 (or uranium-233). On the other hand, production of plutonium-239 would not require
enormous amounts of electricity. Could the Auschwitz facility have contained both a uranium-235
enrichment program and a plutonium-239 production program? Both programs would have required
significant quantities of uranium as an input material. Furthermore, a uranium-235 enrichment
program could have provided enriched uranium to accelerate a plutonium-239 production program.

Whereas the United States showed little interest in Manfred von Ardenne and Gustav Hertz and
merely stated that they had played insignificant roles in the German nuclear program, as soon as the
war ended, the Soviet Union immediately sought out both von Ardenne and Hertz and made them
very lavish o↵ers (by Soviet standards). Was that because Soviet forces sweeping through formerly
German-held areas such as Auschwitz discovered technologies or documents that demonstrated
that von Ardenne (an expert on electromagnetic separation) and/or Hertz (an expert on gaseous
di↵usion) had designed nuclear-related production plants that were in operation at Auschwitz or
elsewhere in the east?

As shown in the document on pp. 3013–3014, Otto Ambros was the scientific manager of the I.G.
Farben Auschwitz facility for its entire history. He is documented to have been deeply involved in
the German chemical weapons program, and quite likely he was equally involved in the nuclear
weapons program. After the war, Ambros was variously interrogated, imprisoned, and employed by
the United States. Where are the transcripts of his interrogations and scientific reports to the United
States? Did he reveal the scientific details about nuclear-related or other work at Auschwitz?]
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D.2.7 Possible March 1945 Test Explosion in Thuringia

[The following documents contain testimony related to an apparent test explosion that occurred in
March 1945 in Thuringia, as summarized in Table D.6.]
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Table D.6: Details about possible March 1945 test explosion(s) from primary sources. The prove-
nance of the 1962 Werner and Wachsmut sources is unknown and open to question (p. 3073).
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[The following wartime Russian intelligence reports on the German nuclear program are part of a
large archive, of which some selected documents were published in Riabev 2002a. These intelligence
reports were first analyzed in Karlsch 2005 and Karlsch and Petermann 2007.]

General Ivan Ilyichev. 15 November 1944. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin. Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37.

Peoples’ Commissariat of Defense of the USSR
Chief Intelligence Department of the Red Army
15 November 1944
Moscow

To the Head of the Red Army General HQ
General of the Army, Comrade Antonov

Report:

Our trustworthy source in Germany reports:

“The Germans are preparing to conduct tests of a new secret weapon, which has a large destructive
power. The test explosion of a bomb of unusual construction is being prepared under highest secrecy
in Thuringia. For the preparations of the tests the local residents are supposed to be transported
away by an SS detail; the whole operation is reported to be undertaken in strictest secrecy.

The explosions are supposed to take place in a wooded area. For that, special roads to the presump-
tive test site are being created. The bomb to be tested has a diameter of one and a half meters. It
consists of several hollow spheres that nest inside each other. It will be brought to the explosion
place with a transporter specially constructed for it. It is still unclear when the test is supposed to
take place, but the preparations are going at the maximum fastest pace.

CONCLUSION.

In the last months our source has reported more and more often about the feverish e↵orts of the
Germans to test ever more powerful weapons and their means of delivery. Probably these experi-

ments lead directly to an attempt of the Germans to actually carry out tests of atom bombs, about
whose existence we have only incomplete, scanty information.”

Head of Chief Intelligence Department
of the Red Army
Lieutenant General Ilyichev

Typed 4 copies
Copy Nr. 1 — Comrade Stalin
” Nr. 2 — Comrade Molotov
” Nr. 3 — Comrade Antonov
” Nr. 4 — into archive
8 pp.
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Figure D.113: General Ivan Ilyichev. 15 November 1944. Intelligence report to General Antonov
and Joseph Stalin, p. 1 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy
of Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.114: General Ivan Ilyichev. 15 November 1944. Intelligence report to General Antonov
and Joseph Stalin, p. 2 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy
of Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.115: Hanomag ST100W tractor pulling a specially designed trailer with a liquid oxygen
tank for fueling up A-4 (V-2) rockets [Deutsches Museum Archive, photo CD74787]. Could similar
vehicles have been used for the test described by General Ivan Ilyichev? See p. 3024: “The bomb,
supposedly filled with uranium 235 and weighing approximately two tons, was brought to the test
site on a specially constructed truck. Dewars of liquid oxygen were delivered together with it.”
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General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin. Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37.

Peoples’ Commissariat of Defense of the USSR
Chief Intelligence Department of the Red Army
[2]3 March 1945
Moscow

To the Head of the Red Army General HQ
General of the Army, Comrade Antonov

Report:

Our trustworthy source from Germany reports:

“The Germans have in recent times carried out two large-capacity bomb explosions in Thuringia.
The explosions took place in a forest area, under conditions of strictest secrecy. Trees fell at a
distance of 500–600 meters from the center of the explosion. Buildings and fortifications specially
constructed for the tests have been destroyed.

Prisoners of war who were near the epicenter of the explosion died, often without leaving a trace.
Prisoners of war who were in the area beyond the center of the explosion have burns on their face
and body, the strength of which depends on their position in relation to the epicenter of the
explosion. The tests were carried out in a remote deserted area. The regime of secrecy at the test
site was at maximum level. Entrance and exit from the territory are by special pass only. SS soldiers
have surrounded the area of tests and interrogated any person approaching the area.

The bomb, supposedly filled with uranium 235 and weighing approximately two tons, was brought
to the test site on a specially constructed truck. Dewars of liquid oxygen were delivered together
with it. The bomb was permanently guarded by 20 guards with dogs. The bomb explosion was ac-
companied by a large explosive wave and high temperature. In addition, a massive radioactive e↵ect
was observed. The bomb is a sphere with a diameter of 130 cm.

The bomb consists of:

1. High-voltage discharge tube, which is charged by special generators

2. A sphere made of metal uranium 235

3. A delay mechanism

4. Protective casing

5. Explosive substance

6. Detonating mechanism

7. Steel casing

All parts of the bomb fit inside each other.
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Initiator or bomb fuse.

Consists of a special tube, which creates fast neutrons. It is charged by special generators, which
create high voltage inside the tube. As a result, fast neutrons attack active material.

Active bomb material.

Active bomb material is uranium 235. It represents a sphere with an opening into which an initiator
is inserted. Once this is done, the opening is sealed by a cork made of uranium 235.

Protective casing.

The uranium sphere is encased in a protective aluminum casing, which is covered by a layer of
cadmium. This significantly slows down thermal neutrons emanating from uranium 235, which can
cause premature detonation.

Explosive matter.

After the layer of cadmium it is placed inside explosives that consist of porous TNT saturated with
liquid oxygen; TNT is made up of bars of a specially chosen shape. The inner surface of the bars
has a spherical curvature, which is the same as that of the external surface of the cadmium layer.
Each of the bars is supplied with one detonator or two electrical fuses.

Casing.

TNT is covered by a protective layer made of a light aluminum alloy. A blasting mechanism is
attached on top of this casing.

Exterior casing.

An exterior casing of armored steel is installed above the blasting mechanism.

Fairing.

A fairing made of a light alloy can be installed on top of the armored casing for future installation
on a rocket of the V-type.

Bomb assembly.

The sphere, which consists of metal uranium, is placed inside a protective casing, which consists
of aluminum, covered in a layer of cadmium, so that the opening in the sphere coinciding with the
opening is sealed o↵ by a uranium cork. After this the aluminum sphere, covered in cadmium, is
sealed o↵ by a cork, on top of which the last bar of TNT is placed. Next, liquid oxygen is pumped
through the opening inside a protective casing, which covers the TNT. After this the bomb is ready
for deployment.
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Bomb ignition.

The bomb ignition is carried out with the help of a high-voltage discharge tube. It forms a flow
of neutrons, which attack the active material. When the flow of neutrons impacts upon uranium,
element 93 fissions, which speeds up the creation of a chain reaction. Next, the detonating mecha-
nism detonates the explosive matter, after which a shock from the explosion of the external layer
of TNT mixed with liquid oxygen takes place, which is directed toward the center. This allows the
uranium to reach a critical mass.

Ahead of this, before the explosion, the uranium sphere is irradiated with gamma-rays, the energy
of which does not exceed 6 million electron volts, which many times increases its explosive qualities.

CONCLUSION.

Without doubt, the Germans are carrying out tests of a bomb of high destructive force. In the
event of their successful conclusion and production of such bombs in su�cient quantities, they will
have weapons capable of slowing down our advance.

Head of Chief Intelligence Department
of the Red Army
Lieutenant General Ilyichev

Typed 4 copies
Copy Nr. 1 — Comrade Stalin
” Nr. 2 — Comrade Molotov
” Nr. 3 — Comrade Antonov
” Nr. 4 — into archive
16 pp.
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Figure D.116: General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 1 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.117: General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 2 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.118: General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 3 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.119: General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 4 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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[As will be discussed on p. 3322, Ilyichev’s report gives a highly detailed and scientifically very
plausible design for a fission implosion bomb, especially considering that the original design has been
passed through several nonscientific hands, translated from German to Russian, and compressed
into a Russian spy’s succinct long-distance report. A few points deserve clarification:

“3. A delay mechanism” presumably refers to the heavy tamper, whose large inertia “delays” the
expansion of the exploding fission fuel and which is located between the fission fuel (item 2 in
Ilyichev’s list) and the aluminum protective casing (item 4). This component is mentioned in the
numbered list but not in the more detailed descriptions that follow that list. The best tamper would
be (natural) uranium, so the spy may have simply lumped the uranium fission fuel and the uranium
tamper together in the more detailed descriptions.

Two di↵erent neutron initiators are apparently described, perhaps to be used together (for redun-
dancy in case one fails during the implosion, or to maximize the number of initial neutrons and
therefore the amount of fission chain reactions that occur before the fission fuel blows apart) or to
be used in two di↵erent versions of the bomb:

• There are three similar descriptions: (a) “1. High-voltage discharge tube, which is charged by
special generators.” (b) “Consists of a special tube, which creates fast neutrons. It is charged
by special generators, which create high voltage inside the tube.” (c) “The bomb ignition is
carried out with the help of a high-voltage discharge tube. It forms a flow of neutrons, which
attack the active material. When the flow of neutrons impacts upon uranium, element 93
fissions, which speeds up the creation of a chain reaction.” These three descriptions seem to
refer to a high-voltage tube that is presumably filled with fusion fuel (deuterium, tritium,
and/or lithium) that produces high-energy fast neutrons when a high voltage is applied to
the tube. Those neutrons initiate fission reactions in the uranium, releasing more neutrons
and starting the fission chain reaction. Such tubes were known to exist in wartime Germany.
The term “Element 93” was widely and scientifically loosely used in the German nuclear
program to mean uranium that had absorbed a neutron, sometimes meaning neptunium and
sometimes plutonium. Here it simply seems to mean the excited uranium compound nucleus,
just after it has absorbed a high-energy fusion neutron and just before it fissions.

• A completely di↵erent description is also included under “Bomb ignition”: “Ahead of this,
before the explosion, the uranium sphere is irradiated with gamma-rays, the energy of which
does not exceed 6 million electron volts [MeV], which many times increases its explosive
qualities.” Gamma rays in that energy range can cause photofission of uranium, again releasing
neutrons and starting the fission chain reaction. Gamma rays with energies up to 6 MeV in
the uranium could be produced in the early stages of the implosion process by bombarding the
uranium with a beam of electrons with energies of at least 6 MeV from a compact betatron;
absorption of the high-energy electrons would produce the high-energy gamma rays. Such
compact betatrons were known to exist in wartime Germany. By maximizing the number of
initial neutrons and hence the number of resulting chain reactions, the gamma irradiation
would indeed “many times increase” the “explosive qualities” of the uranium, just as Ilyichev
reported. The betatron would also need “special generators, which create high voltage,” so
that part of Ilyichev’s description could apply to either or both neutron initiators.

Note that Igor Kurchatov was puzzled by these statements and did not know how to correctly
interpret them; see p. 3035.
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The authenticity of the two Ilyichev reports appears beyond doubt:

• The Ilyichev reports are part of an extended paper trail that includes published responses by
Kurchatov and Georgy Flerov, so they cannot be more recent fabrications.

• Since these documents cast grave doubt on the Soviet Union’s claim to be the second nuclear
nation or to have achieved that status by its own scientific strength, there appears to be no
incentive for Russians of any time period to have forged or embellished them.

• These reports do not appear to have been a wartime German attempt to blu↵ the Russians
into believing that the Germans possessed a weapon that they did not actually have. A blu↵
would surely have claimed that the test explosion was much larger, and would not have handed
the Russians a highly detailed and presumably quite e↵ective design for a fission bomb.

Of course, despite the authenticity of these documents, how accurate or inaccurate they may be
depends on the competence of the unnamed Soviet spy who transmitted the details from Germany.
That raises an obvious question—who was the “trustworthy source from Germany” who provided
all the information to Ilyichev for the short 15 November 1944 report and the long 23 March 1945
report?

Within the U.S. nuclear program, there were Russian spies from Los Alamos to Oak Ridge trans-
mitting every last technical detail to the Russians. Klaus Fuchs is the most famous, but he was only
one of many. Therefore there may well have been multiple Russian spies within the German nuclear
program. Because there are so few surviving German records of the program, we may have never
even heard of the people who were the key Russian spies within the German program. Those names
are probably still in Russian records, but unfortunately historians will probably not be allowed to
view more of those records for a long time.

A di↵erent approach is to try to think about the types of source people who could have created
these reports, just as some scholars divide up books of the Bible into multiple hypothetical sources.
Taking that approach, there appear to be at least three possible sources within these reports, which
could all be the same single person, or could be two, three, or more people providing information
for the reports:

Source 1 was able to write long, detailed reports and transmit them to Russia without being
detected by the Germans. Considering how tight German security for the nuclear weapons program
was, and how viciously the SS treated anyone even suspected of disloyalty, that was a major
accomplishment. Source 1 was also well known by and highly valued by the highest levels of the
Russian military/intelligence system/government, apparently due to previous reports that we do
not currently have.

Source(s) 2 was one or more people with detailed knowledge of the bomb design. Source 2 could
have been a scientist or engineer who worked on the design or the practical assembly, or could have
simply been someone who could observe and describe details accurately and who spent enough time
with the bomb plans, with the bomb components as they were being assembled, and/or with the
scientists who designed or assembled the bomb. Source 2’s knowledge covers virtually every major
component of the bomb, so this was a person who had comprehensive access, not just someone
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familiar with only some parts of the bomb. Moreover, source 2’s information on all of those bomb
components is highly accurate in all cases yet intriguingly is generally not described in very scientific
language, which is why it puzzled Kurchatov. Collectively, that evidence suggests that source 2 had
unfettered access to the complete bomb and/or complete bomb plans but quite possibly was not a
formally educated scientist.

Source(s) 3 was one or more people very familiar with the SS security situation on the ground in
Thuringia. That source was likely in the SS in Thuringia, or at least had access to detailed SS
reports going to and from Thuringia (maybe in Berlin, or at one of Hans Kammler’s other research
installations that was closely coordinating with Thuringia). Source 3 knew about all SS security
aspects in Thuringia from advanced preparations for the test, to setup of the test, to the e↵ects of
the test.

This same combination of sources 1–3 appears in both the short 15 November 1944 report and the
long 23 March 1945 report. The identity of the one unified source, or the composition of the team
of sources, did not change noticeably during that time period.

As already mentioned, sources 1–3 could have been several di↵erent people, or they could have all
been the same person. If it was all the same single person, the most plausible profiles (which may
or may not be correct) for that person might be:

A. An SS member in Thuringia, who was directly involved in helping to assemble the bomb and
prepare for the tests, but probably was not a trained scientist or one of the designers of the
bomb.

or

B. Someone in an SS headquarters o�ce in Berlin, Austria, or Czech territory with unrestricted
access to both bomb plans and also SS security reports sent to and from Thuringia. That
person could have been anyone from a highly trusted courier or secretary to a high-ranking
SS o�cer, but likely was not a trained scientist.

Someone in the position of profile A above would have been in a far less populated area and
perhaps better able to occasionally escape security to send messages to Russia. On the other hand,
someone in the position of profile B above would have been surrounded by far more people and
communications infrastructure that could potentially be used to send messages to Russia.]
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Figure D.120: Ivan Ilyichev, Igor Kurchatov, Georgy Flerov, and Georgy Zhukov were some of the
key Soviet o�cials who investigated the German nuclear program.
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Letter from Igor Kurchatov to General Ilyichev. 30 March 1945. Published in L. D.
Riabev, ed. 2002. Atomnii Projekt SSR [Soviet Atomic Project] 1938–1945. Vol. 1,
Part 2. Moscow. pp. 260–261.

Opinion of I. V. Kurchatov on the document “About a German atomic bomb” that was received
by the head o�ce of the General Sta↵ of the Red Army, March 30, 1945

“Secret classified information” (strictly confidential)

The material is extremely interesting. It contains a description of the construction of a German
atomic bomb, which is intended to be transported by a carrier rocket of the type “V.”

The bringing together of uranium-235 over the critical mass that is required for the achievement
of a nuclear chain reaction is caused by the described construction, the explosion of the mixture of
granulated trinitrotoluene and liquid oxygen surrounding the U235. The ignition of the uranium is
carried out by fast neutrons, which are generated by means of a high-voltage gas discharge tube
fed by special generators.

To protect against thermal neutrons, the uranium container is surrounded by a cadmium layer. All
of these design details are very credible and agree overall with those according to us that underlie
the project of an atomic bomb.

It should be noted that I am not totally convinced on the basis of the reviewed material that the
Germans have actually made experiments with an atomic bomb.

The level of destruction of a nuclear bomb would be greater than stated, and spread over several
kilometers and not just a few hundred meters. The events mentioned in the documents may be
preparatory tests with nuclear weapon designs, but conducted without U235 explosive.

It would be desirable to obtain additional information about the course of the experiments, in
order to get a more precise location and to obtain a sample of the uranium 235.

Some aspects that, judging from the description, very convincingly demonstrate the e↵ect of a
bomb, remain unclear to me.

These include: 1) the preliminary irradiation of uranium with gamma rays, whose energy potential
does not exceed 6 million electron volts; 2) the indication that the radioactive element 93, which
is obtained from uranium by neutron irradiation, acts extremely positively on the decay of the
uranium-235.

It is hard to imagine that some kind of exposure to gamma rays or neutrons could change the
explosion characteristics of U235 crucially. Only by the strong intensity of this radiation from
utilizing a fission reactor can one change the properties of uranium-235 significantly. Here the
wording of specific details at the beginning of the explosion process is rather based on some sort of
new physical factors on exposure of the atomic nucleus of uranium to neutrons.
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It would be extremely important to obtain detailed and accurate information on these issues.

Even more important would be to learn more details about the process of extracting uranium-235
from natural uranium.

I must note that it would be extremely important for our physicists to have a conversation with
the person who gave the information reviewed here.

30 March 1945

I. Kurchatov
Single copy
(Note:) Copy sent to Gen. Ilyichev with No. 3GVS-s distribution. A. Vasin

[A copy of the original 30 March 1945 letter from Igor Kurchatov to General Ilyichev is on the
following pages (courtesy of Rainer Karlsch and Heiko Petermann).]
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Figure D.121: Igor Kurchatov. 30 March 1945. Letter to General Ilyichev, p. 1.
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Figure D.122: Igor Kurchatov. 30 March 1945. Letter to General Ilyichev, p. 2.
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Figure D.123: Igor Kurchatov. 30 March 1945. Letter to General Ilyichev, p. 3.
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Figure D.124: Igor Kurchatov. 30 March 1945. Letter to General Ilyichev, p. 4.
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Circa 21 May 1945 letter from Georgy Flerov to Igor Kurchatov. Published in Oleynikov
2000 and L. D. Riabev, ed. 2002. Atomnii Projekt SSR [The Soviet Atomic Project]
1938–1945. Vol. 1, Part 2. Moscow. pp. 310–311.

[...] Today or tomorrow we are going to fly in the direction that you know. I am taking with me
Dubovsky’s instrument [Geiger counter], but its sensitivity is, probably, too low. If we determine
on site that there are objects of interest for examination and sensitivity of the instrument is the
issue, I’ll send you a cable.

You will have to assign Stoljarenko or Davidenko (if he gets back by then) to this work. Instruct them
to assemble the instrument [Geiger counter] in the lightweight option: powered from the mains by
220 volts... Along with the instrument, let them pack the tables for finding the appropriate periods
[half lives]...

29 May 1945 letter from Georgy Flerov to Igor Kurchatov. Published in Oleynikov
2000 and L. D. Riabev, ed. 2002. Atomnii Projekt SSR [The Soviet Atomic Project]
1938–1945. Vol. 1, Part 2. Moscow. pp. 312–315.

[...] Possibly, you can send somebody from the sta↵ to help me. I think that as a result of such
search we will be able to find what we need—a person who occasionally was there nearby, as there
were a lot of escapees wandering through forests at the time. If successful, we will get objective
confirmation of the fact, tantamount to as if we personally had been at that site. This must be done
right here and right now, because afterwards all people crossing the border are dispersed through
camps in Germany and then are transferred to the Soviet Union, and then even such an enthusiast
as myself would question our ability to catch the right people. [...]

The second direction is connected to what I wrote you in the previous letter. In order to determine
finally what was really tested there, we shall of course look after artificial, not natural radioactivity.
Unfortunately, a lot of time has passed since, but I think that with [our instruments] we will be
able to attain the required sensitivity. [...]
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Georgy Flerov, 1983, Warsaw private interview. Stanis law Michalik, Tajemnice kopalni
Wa lbrzycha, G los G luszycy 2008-04-24
[www.gornictwo.walbrzych.pl/news-91-Tajemnice kopalni Walbrzycha.php].

G. N. Fro low—Czemu interesujecie sie
niemieckimi badaniami atomowymi?

JR—Bywam u nas na po ludniu Polski w
Górach Sowich, w okolicach Wa lbrzycha, tam
sa podziemne sztolnie z okresu wojny i kraża
legendy o tym, że Niemcy zaczeli tam jakieś
badania naukowe, a ja przecież wiem, że nie
mieli bomby atomowej. Pog loski te jednak
wystepuja tak czesto, że temat mnie zaintere-
sowa l, a pan Szymański mówi, że wy Grigoriju
Niko lajewiczu wiecie na ten temat wszystko.

GNF—(śmiech)—Nikt nie wie wszystkiego,
bo Niemcy dużo dokumentów i materia lów
doświadczalnych poniszczyli, a też dużo zabrali
sojusznicy, Amerykanie. A gdzie bylíscie w tych
górach ko lo Waldenburga?

JR—Chyba wszedzie, w G luszycy, w Wal-
imiu,

GNF—Chwila, chwila, używajcie niemiec-
kich nazw. Ja tak pamietam, polskich nie
znam.

JR—To musze je sobie przypom-
nieć: Wüstegiersdorf, Ludwigsdorf,
Wüstewaltersdorf, Dörnau,

GNF—A w miejscowości Rudolfswald bylíscie?

JR—Rudolfswald, to chyba Sierpnica.
Oczywíscie by lem

GNF—Sierpnica? No nie wiem. W doku-
mentach ja potem chyba inna polska nazwe
widzia lem, coś od drzewa—Modrzew chyba.
Powiedzcie co tam by lo?

Flerov—Why are you interested in German
atomic research?

JR—[interviewer]: I sometimes visit the
south of Poland in the Owl Mountains, near
Wa lbrzych [Waldenburg in German], where
there are underground tunnels from the time
of the war and there are rumors circulating
about the fact that the Germans started some
scientific research there, but I know that
they did not have an atomic bomb. However,
these rumors appear so often that the topic
interested me, and Mr Szymanski says that
you, Georgy Nikolayevich, know everything
about this subject.

Flerov—(laughs) Nobody knows everything,
because the Germans destroyed a lot of doc-
uments and experimental materials, and the
Allies, the Americans, took a lot. And where
were you in those mountains near Waldenburg?

JR—I think everywhere, in Gluszyca, in
Walim,...

Flerov—Wait, wait, wait, use German names. I
remember it this way, I don’t know any Polish
names.

JR—Then I have to remember
them: Wüstegiersdorf, Ludwigsdorf,
Wüstewaltersdorf, Dörnau,...

Flerov—Were you in Rudolfswald?

JR—Rudolfswald, I think it is Augustine.
Of course I was.

Flerov—Augustine? I don’t know. In the
documents I later saw a di↵erent Polish name,
something from a tree—Larch, I think. Tell me
what was there?
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JR—Na po ludniowy wschód od wsi, niedaleko,
jakieś pó ltora kilometra takie sztolnie wykute
w skale wieźniowie budowali.

GNF—To sie zgadza. (Zgadza sie
rzeczywíscie—w 1945 roku ta wieś nosi la
nazwe Modrzewki -JR) W 1945 roku nasze
wojsko tam by lo. Ciekawe rzeczy stamtad
przywieźli.

JR—Jakie wojsko, przecież armia posz la
dalej?

GNF—Armia tak, ale mielísmy takie odd-
zia ly specjalne (waha sie).

JR—SMIERSZ?

GNF—No nie, SMIERSZ—sporo wiecie
(uśmiecha sie)—Szymański dobrze o Was
mówi l. W Rudolfswaldu i gdzie indziej by l
wywiad naukowy—no naukowcy w mundurach,
ale nie podlegli NKMD.

JR—Wspó lpracowalíscie z nimi Grigoriju
Niko lajewiczu?

GNF—Nie, z nimi nie, dopiero w Moskwie
raporty czyta lem.

JF—Jak to dopiero w Moskwie, to nie
bylíscie na Dolnym Ślasku po wojnie?

GNF—Na Dolnym Ślasku nie, nie by lem
(waha sie), ja by lem tylko w Waldenbergu.

JR—Czy możecie mi powiedzieć, co żeście
tam robili wy najlepszy radziecki fizyk atom-
owy?

GNF—(śmieje sie) Takich komplementów
mi nie mówcie, ja nie dziewczyna. Wielu
lepszych ode mnie by lo. I u nas, choćby Igor
Kurczatow, a i u Niemców jak sie okaza lo.

JR—Southeast of the village, not far from
there, about a kilometer and a half from there,
prisoners built such tunnels carved in the rock.

Flerov—That is right. (That is right—in
1945 the village was called Modrzewki—JR.)
In 1945 our army was there. They brought
interesting things out of there.

JR—What army, after all, the army went
further?

Flerov—The army did, but we had such
special forces (he hesitates).

JR—SMIERSZ?

Flerov—No, not SMIERSZ—you know a
lot (smiles)—Szymanski spoke well of you.
In Rudolfswald and elsewhere there was a
scientific investigation—scientists in uniforms,
but they were not part of the NKVD.

JR—Did you work with them Georgy Niko-
layevich?

Flerov—No, not with them, I read the re-
ports only in Moscow.

JR—What do you mean only in Moscow,
you were not in Lower Silesia after the war?

Flerov—Not in Lower Silesia, I wasn’t (hesi-
tates); I was only in Waldenburg.

JR—Can you tell me what you, the best
Soviet atomic physicist, were doing there?

Flerov—(laughs) Don’t give me such com-
pliments, I’m not a girl. There were many
better than me. With us there was for example
Igor Kurchatov, but also [some] with the
Germans, as it turned out.
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JR—Jak to u Niemców? Wiec to prawda z ta
niemiecka bomba atomowa?

GNF—Prawda i nieprawda—to zawsze sie
ze soba miesza (milczy d luższa chwile). Ile lat
mine lo, trzydzieści osiem chyba, no dobrze—
opowiem Wam, pytajcie.

JR—Powiem szczerze, nie wiem, o co mam
pytać. Wiem za ma lo. Jak by lo w Rudolf-
swaldu, co tam by ly za ciekawe rzeczy, o
których mówilíscie?

GNF—Rudolfswald to inna historia. Tam
wojsko bada lo i o tym mówić nie moge.

JR—A w Wa lbrzychu bylíscie?

GNF—W Waldenbergu by lem, ale tuż przed
powrotem z Niemiec do Moskwy.

JR—Po co jechalíscie do Niemiec, czy możecie
opowiedzieć?

GNF—Mnie tam Stalin i Kurczatow wys lali.
Meldunki by ly, że Niemcy badania atomowe
prowadza. Pojecha lem tam jako przedstawiciel
Ministerstwa Maszyn Lekkich. Okaza lo sie na
miejscu, że Niemcy byli bardziej zaawansowani
w tych badaniach niż można by lo przypuszczać.

JR—Przekazywali Wam informacje?

GNF—Informacje i wyniki badań, różne
miejsca pokazywali, i dlatego w Waldenbergu
sie znalaz lem.

JR—Pokazywali coś w Wa lbrzychu?

GNF—Nie, w Waldenbergu nie, ale
dowiedzia lem sie, że w Dreźnie wywiad
trzyma l niemieckiego naukowca, fizyka, który
mi opowiada l o tajnych badaniach w Walden-
burgu, to go wzia lem i pojechalísmy, ale
wiedzia l zbyt ma lo.

JR—What do you mean by Germans? So it is
true about the German atomic bomb?

Flerov—Truth and untruth—they are al-
ways mixed with each other. (He is silent for a
long time.) How many years have passed, 38, I
think? Well, I will tell you, ask me.

JR—I will tell you honestly, I do not know
what to ask you. I know too little. How was
it in Rudolfswald, what were the interesting
things there that you mentioned?

Flerov—Rudolfswald is a di↵erent story.
The military was investigating there and I
cannot talk about it.

JR—Were you in Wa lbrzych?

Flerov—I was in Waldenburg, but just
before I came back from Germany to Moscow.

JR—Why did you go to Germany, can
you tell me about it?

Flerov—Stalin and Kurchatov sent me there.
There were reports that the Germans were
conducting atomic tests. I went there as a rep-
resentative of the Ministry of Light Machines.
It turned out on the spot that the Germans
were more advanced in the tests than one could
have imagined.

JR—Did they give you information?

Flerov—Information and test results, vari-
ous locations came up, and that is why I went
to Waldenburg.

JR—Did they show anything in Wa lbrzych?

Flerov—No, not in Waldenburg, but I found
out that in Dresden the “Service” [NKVD]
had captured a German scientist, a physicist,
who told me about secret experiments in
Waldenburg, so I took him with me and we
went there, but he knew too little.
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JR—Jak to—za ma lo?

GNF—Widzicie, Niemcy mieli dużo
badawczych grup. Mój Niemiec pracowa l
w instytucie drezdeńskim podleg lym Minis-
terstwu Poczty, tylko raz by l w Waldenbergu
instalować urzadzenia, bo tamten ośrodek
podlega l SS.

JR—Zaraz, zaraz, pogubi lem sie. SS mog lo
prowadzić badania, ale Ministerstwo Poczty?
Co Poczta ma wspólnego z badaniami
naukowymi?

GNF—(śmieje sie) Takie czasy by ly, prze-
cież mówi lem. Nikt by sie nie spodziewa l
atomu w Ministerstwie Poczty i (śmiech) w
Ministerstwie Maszyn Lekkich jak u nas też.

JR—Ale Wasz Niemiec, ten fizyk pracowa l w
Wa lbrzychu.

GNF—Jego instytut przekazywa l cześć
urzadzeń dla SS i on tylko pomaga l w insta-
lacji, ja to laboratorium chcia lem koniecznie
zobaczyć, ale nic z tego nie wysz lo.

JR—Niemcy wysadzili?

GNF—Wysadzić chyba nie wysadzili, bo
to pod samym miastem by lo, tylko on trafić nie
móg l.

JR—?

GNF—By l tam tylko raz. Samochód, który
go wióz l z dworca kolejowego d lugo jeździ l
po mieście i Niemcowi droga sie pogubi la.
Później wjechali na teren kopalni i zwieźli go
pod ziemie. Dwa dni tam siedzia l, pracowa l,
jad l i spa l pod ziemia. Jak skończy l, to znów
samochód powozi l go po mieście, zanim dotar l
na stacje. I dlatego ze mna Niemiec niczego nie
móg l znaleźć.

JR—What do you mean—too little?

Flerov—You see, the Germans had a lot
of research groups. My German worked in
an institute in Dresden that belonged to the
Postal Ministry. He was in Waldenburg only
one time to install equipment, because that
institute belonged to the SS.

JR—Wait a minute, wait a minute, I got
lost. The SS could carry out research, but the
Postal Ministry? What does the Post O�ce
have to do with scientific research?

Flerov—(laughs) Times were like that, I
told you. No one would have expected atom
[research] in the Postal Ministry and (laughs)
also in the Ministry of Light Machines in our
country.

JR—But your German, this physicist, worked
in Wa lbrzych.

Flerov—His institute gave some equipment to
the SS and he only helped with the installation.
I wanted to see the laboratory, but was not
able to.

JR—Did the Germans blow it up?

Flerov—I do not think they blew it up,
because it was just outside the city, but he
could not find it.

JR—?

Flerov—He was there only once. The car
that carried him from the railway station drove
around the city for a long time until the Ger-
man had forgotten the way. Then they drove
into the mine and drove him underground. He
sat there for two days, worked, ate, and slept
underground. When he finished, the car drove
him around the city again, before he reached
the station. And that is why the German could
not find anything with me.
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JR—Ale przecież kopalni w Wa lbrzychu nie
jest tak dużo nie - móg l poznać otoczenia,
budynków?

GNF—Jeździ lem z nim d lugo, namawia lem,
straszy lem, nic nie da lo. On mówi l, że wtedy,
gdy by l pierwszy raz też sie ba l. Mówi l, że
wszedzie pilnowali ludzie SS, określi l ich jako
“ostrych”, mówi l że mieli takie dziwne znaczki
przy mundurach, jakich wcześniej nie widzia l.

JR—Mówi l coś o tym co by lo w kopalni?

GNF—Tak, mówi l, że z kolegami zawióz l
tam cyklotron, ale okaza lo sie, że to drugi,
bo jeden już tam by l. Oni zamontowali ten
drugi. Opowiada l, że kopalnie specjalnie
dostosowano. By ly wózki, sto ly, wszystkie
konieczne urzadzenia, a na wej́sciach śluzy i
wartownicy. On wej́sć nie móg l, bo nie mia l
specjalnej przepustki.

JR—Czy opowiada l o podziemnym laborato-
rium atomowym, uwierzylíscie mu Grigoriju
Niko lajewiczu?

GNF—Uwierzy lem. Mówi l o drobiazgach,
które zna l nasz wywiad. Oni tam mieli w
tej kopalni pod ziemia  laczność telefoniczna
z ca lymi Niemcami. By la podobno telewizja.
Tak, ja mu uwierzy lem, on nie mia l potrzeby
k lamać, za to by la wtedy kula.

JF—Nie szukalíscie dalej tej kopalni?

GNF—Jak to nie szukalísmy? Jak można
by lo nie szukać? Ja już nie, ale nasi d lugo
szukali. Mieli niemieckie plany kopalni, chodzili
z polskimi górnikami. Na nic by lo. Nie znaleźli,
a kilku zgine lo.

JR—But there are not so many mines in
Wa lbrzych—could he recognize the surround-
ings, buildings?

Flerov—I drove around with him for a
long time, I persuaded him, I threatened him,
it did not work. He said that when he was there
for the first time he was also afraid. He said
that SS people were guarding everywhere; he
described them as “sharp.” He said they had
strange emblems on their uniforms that he had
never seen before.

JR—Did he say anything about what was
in the mine?

Flerov—Yes, he said that with his col-
leagues he had installed a cyclotron there,
but it turned out that it was the second one,
because one was already there. They installed
the second one. He told us that the mine had
been specially adapted. There were trolleys,
tables, all the necessary equipment, and at the
entrances there were locks and guards. He could
not enter because he did not have a special pass.

JR—Did he talk about the underground
atomic laboratory, did you believe him Georgy
Nikolayevich?

Flerov—I believed him. He described little
details that our intelligence knew. They had
a telephone connection with all the Germans
in the underground mine. Apparently, there
was television. Yes, I believed him; he had no
reason to lie, otherwise he would have been shot.

JR—Did you not search any further for
this mine?

Flerov—What do you mean did we not
search for it? How could one not search? I
myself did not [search] further, but others were
searching on our behalf for a long time. They
had German plans for mines; they went out
with Polish miners. It was for nothing. They
did not find it, and a few died.
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JR—Zawa l by l jakís w kopalni?

GNF—Nie zawa l, tylko Niemcy pracujacy
z Polakami w kopalni potajemnie podk ladali
miny. To i przestali szukać.

JR—I Niemcy mieli bombe atomowa?

GNF—Ja Wam na to pytanie nie odpowiem,
ale historia może da odpowiedź. Oni mieli
znacznie wiecej niż moglísmy sie spodziewać.

JR—Was there a heart attack in the mine?

Flerov—Not a heart attack, but Germans
working with Poles in the mine had secretly
laid explosive mines. So they stopped searching.

JR—And did the Germans have an atomic
bomb?

Flerov—I will not answer that question
for you, but maybe history will give you an
answer. They had much more than we could
have expected.

[Some especially noteworthy points from Flerov’s interview include:

• Apparently a very advanced German scientific facility was located at Rudolfswald/Modrzewki
(now called Sierpnica) and was removed by the Russians. It was so important and so secret
that it was handled by special Russian scientists working with the Russian military, and Flerov
could not discuss it even 38 years later. What work was conducted at that facility—was it
nuclear or something else?

• Another advanced German scientific facility was located at Waldenburg/Wa lbrzych and con-
ducted important nuclear work during the war.

• According to conventional histories, the various underground facilities that were part of the
Riese construction project in Silesia were never finished, let alone utilized. According to
Flerov, though, at least two underground scientific facilities there (in Waldenburg/Wa lbrzych
and Rudolfswald/Modrzewki) were fully equipped and fully operational. How many other
Riese facilities were equipped and operational during the war? See Figs. D.125–D.133 for
examples of other Riese facilities.

• German security on the nuclear program was extremely tight. Even a German physicist work-
ing on the program was taken on a lengthy car detour between the train station and the
underground nuclear facility on his way to and from the facility, so that he would not know
where the facility was. He and the other workers there were not able to leave the underground
facility, so they worked, ate, and slept there round the clock. Everything was tightly locked
up and closely guarded. The SS guards were described as being especially “sharp,” even by
the standards of wartime SS members.
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• At the end of the war, “the Germans destroyed a lot of documents and experimental materials”
from their nuclear program. Germans kept the nuclear program very secret both during and
after the war.

• Likewise, at the end of the war, the Germans sealed and booby-trapped their underground
scientific facilities. That helps to explain why so little has been found, and it also poses
challenges for modern researchers hoping to find and open those underground facilities.

• At the end of the war, “the Americans took a lot” of documents and materials from the
German nuclear program. Flerov could not have been referring to the documents and materials
that were taken by the Alsos Mission but then publicly disclosed (especially regarding the
small group around Heisenberg), because he lamented that the documents and materials
to which he referred were not available. What other—more important and more secret—
documents and materials from the German nuclear program were taken by the United States,
and where are those documents and materials now?

• Even the Russian scientific investigators like Flerov who scoured large parts of the former
Third Reich and conscripted thousands of German scientists and engineers never got a com-
plete understanding of the full extent and accomplishments of the German nuclear program,
due to material that was destroyed by the Germans or removed by other Allied countries.

• The Reichspost (Post O�ce) and the SS were collaborating on a highly secret, high-priority
nuclear program, and they had a number of advanced laboratories in remote locations, exactly
as independently stated by Werner Grothmann.

• The Germans were operating multiple cyclotrons in remote locations for a highly secret,
high-priority war program. That information strongly suggests that they were conducting
electronuclear breeding of fission fuel for nuclear weapons.

• Even in such remote areas, German underground scientific facilities were able to communicate
with other German facilities not just by telephone, but also by television for two-way video
teleconferencing in a remarkably modern manner. This video teleconferencing technology was
first publicly available in Germany in 1936 and was utilized for government business during
the war (pp. 889, 891).

• Members of the specialized SS division that was conducting advanced nuclear work wore
a strange emblem on their uniforms that even a German physicist has never seen before.
Di↵erent parts of the SS had di↵erent emblems, but I am not aware of an example of what
this one would have been. What was the emblem of the SS’s most advanced and most secret
scientific division? It must have been quite distinctive to have stood out in the memory of
the German physicist, and then to have been mentioned by Flerov too 38 years later.

• When asked if the Germans had an atomic bomb, rather than saying no, Flerov replied, “They
had much more than we could have expected,” and predicted that history might later reveal
it.

Can additional relevant documents written by Flerov, written to Flerov, or related to Flerov’s
investigations of the German nuclear program be located and released from Russian archives?]
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Figure D.125: Some of the known underground complexes that were part of the wartime Riese
construction project in Silesia.
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Figure D.126: The former Schloss Fürstenstein, Ksiaż castle in Silesia, and the tunnels under it.
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Figure D.127: The tunnels under the former Schloss Fürstenstein, Ksiaż castle in Silesia.
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Figure D.128: The former Säuferhöhen tunnel complex, Osówka in Silesia.
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Figure D.129: The former Säuferhöhen tunnel complex, Osówka in Silesia.
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Figure D.130: The former Dorfberg tunnel complex, Rzeczka/Walim in Silesia.
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Figure D.131: The former Dorfberg tunnel complex, Rzeczka/Walim in Silesia.
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Figure D.132: The former Wolfsberg tunnel complex, W lodarz in Silesia.
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Figure D.133: The former Wolfsberg tunnel complex, W lodarz in Silesia.
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Marshall Georgy Zhukov. 2 October 1945 report to Stalin. [Moscow archive, courtesy
of Matthias Uhl.]

On the basis of the materials we have collected, one can conclude that the Germans have achieved
good results in the field of theoretical and practical research and application of nuclear power up
to the construction of an atomic bomb.

Rainer Karlsch. 2013. Die Abteilung Atomphysik der PTR in Ronneburg und das
deutsche Uranprojekt. PTB-Mitteilungen 123:1:73–81. [See also Karlsch 2005, p. 211.]

Am 28. Februar 1945 kamen Diebner und Ger-
lach von Berlin nach Ronneburg und forderten
von Carl-Friedrich Weiss die Übergabe des
gesamten Poloniumvorrates. Wofür das Polo-
nium gebraucht wurde, erfuhren die Wissen-
schaftler der PTR nicht: “Bei den Besuchen
hat er [Gerlach] mit mir [Weiss] nicht über
die Uranfragen gesprochen, zumal wir nicht
allein waren. Auf Verletzung der Geheimhal-
tung standen schwerste Strafen; keiner durfte
mehr erfahren, als unbedingt nötig war.” Was
danach mit den Polonium-Präparaten geschah,
ist unklar. Sie wurden nach Kriegsende nicht
mehr gefunden. Die Polonium-Anlage sowie das
gesamte noch in Kisten befindliche Bleinitrat
mußte von Mitarbeitern der PTR am 25. Juni
1945 einer amerikanischen Militärkommission
übergeben werden.

On 28 February 1945, Diebner and Gerlach
came from Berlin to Ronneburg and demanded
the transfer of the entire stock of polonium from
Carl-Friedrich Weiss. For what the polonium
was needed, the scientists of the PTR did not
learn: “During the visits he [Gerlach] did not
talk with me [Weiss] about the uranium ques-
tions, especially since we were not alone. Viola-
tions of secrecy were severely punished; no one
was allowed to know more than was absolutely
necessary.” What happened afterwards with the
polonium preparations is unclear. They were no
longer found after the end of the war. The polo-
nium plant as well as all of the lead nitrate still
contained in boxes had to be handed over to an
American military commission on 25 June 1945
by employees of the PTR.

[This information comes from these archival references:

Protokoll der Befragung von Dr. Carl-Friedrich Weiss am 28.10.1945, Archiv der Max Planck
Gesellschaft, Abt. I, Rep. 34, KWI für Physik, Nr. 99a, Diebner-Gruppe, Nr. 19208.

Görken: Bericht über den Abtransport der Anlage zur Polonium-Gewinnung, 6.7.1945, BArch,
Berlin-Lichterfelde, DF-5, Nr. 14.]
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Russian summary of information obtained from Robert Döpel. 1946 [from Moscow
archive, courtesy of Rainer Karlsch]. See Fig. D.134.

Some information related to materials of Prof. Döpel about extremely powerful atomic bombs and
an atomic heat source for energy-generating machines.

1. A method has been found to split atoms of uranium with the help of heavy water and rays of
radium, which is accompanied by the discharge of a large amount of energy.

2. The names of institutes that worked on this problem are provided in the note.

3. It is noted that the problem of a uranium bomb has been developed to the point of testing on a
[military] base.

4. The solution of the problem of a uranium heat source for use in energy-generating machines is
outlined.

5. The Americans forcibly removed over 20 individuals, professors and scientists, working on this
problem, and over 20 grams of radium was also removed after the transfer of the region by our
troops.

6. In order to heighten the attention of Prof. Döpel to the technical content of the note, the NKTM
engineers (Vidman and Pevzner) indicated to Prof. Döpel that his document would be received by
the famous physicists, Jo↵e or Kapitsa, more likely Kapitsa, who is located in Moscow.

This explains the fact that the note is addressed to Academic Kapitsa.

7. Döpel is a professor who worked at Leipzig University on the use of atomic energy. He has been
awarded two iron crosses. He is emotionally broken. He lost his wife during the bombing and was
left alone and is now extremely hostile toward the Americans and the English.
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Figure D.134: 1946 Russian summary of information obtained from Robert Döpel, in which he
mentioned a German atomic bomb test on a military base.
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Report of the Head of the Special Camp Department of SMAD, Colonel Sviridov, No.
00400 of 11 June 1946 to the Deputy Minister of Interior of the USSR General Serov,
GARF, Fund 9409, Catalog 1, File 14, Sheet 72 [discovered by Rainer Karlsch].

3. Kirfes, Horst—born 1916 in Erfurt (Thuringia), recently living in central Berlin; engineer for
aircraft engine construction, took part in the production of the aircraft “jet fighter,” a diesel fighter
without propeller and with a speed of 1600 km/h. He was acquainted with the director of the
department for the production of the V1, 2 and 4. That one told about how the V2 was made and
that it was equipped with an atomic bomb. (The director died.) (At present [Kirfes] is in Special
Camp 7.)

[During interrogation in the Soviet Union after the war, the engineer Horst Kirfes said he was
involved in the wartime production of a supersonic jet aircraft. From his testimony, apparently
that program was also somehow connected to nuclear weapons production (possibly to deliver a
nuclear weapon, or to use nuclear power for the propulsion?). See p. 3774 for a very similar account
of the wartime production of a nuclear-related supersonic jet aircraft by Josef Ernst, an engineer
found by British investigators after the war.

Kirfes mentioned the “production” (not merely design) of the V-4. Since several di↵erent projects
were vying for the title of “V-4,” which one did he mean?

The department director who gave detailed information on rocket and nuclear programs to Kirfes
but later died may have been Dr. Albin Sawatzki of Peenemünde.

According to the information from Kirfes, an atomic bomb was actually produced, and it was
designed to be carried by a V-2 or similar rocket. That information agrees with the March 1945
report by Ivan Ilyichev (p. 3024).]

Commentary on Horst Kirfes from Rainer Karlsch [Karlsch 2005, p. 224].

Dazu gehören die Schilderungen von Ger-
hard Rundnagel und Horst Kirfes. Letzterer
berichtete in sowjetischer Gefangenschaft über
die Verlegung von Atomforschern mitsamt fer-
tiger Bomben aus Berlin Anfang 1945.

These include the descriptions of Gerhard
Rundnagel and Horst Kirfes. The latter re-
ported in Soviet captivity on the transfer of nu-
clear researchers together with finished bombs
from Berlin in early 1945.
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Rainer Karlsch. Stalin, der Blu↵ und die Bombe: Verwirrspiel um den ersten sowjetis-
chen Atomtest. Osteuropa December 2007 pp. 117–175. English translation courtesy
of Rainer Karlsch. [www.zeitschrift-osteuropa.de/hefte/2007/12/stalin-der-blu↵-und-
die-bombe/ and www.freitag.de/autoren/der-freitag/der-grosse-blu↵ ]

[...]In May 1949, the central committee of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) decided to send a
government delegation headed by the second highest party functionary of the CCP, Liu Shaochi,
to Moscow. [...] Stalin met with Liu Shaochi for five rounds of discussions. The first reception took
place at Stalin’s dacha in Kuntsevo and the second that is of special interest to us, took place in
the evening of July 11 in the Kremlin. [...]

However, Stalin denied the wish of Liu Shaochi. It was not in his calculation to provide nuclear
technology to the Chinese. As compensation and a demonstration of his own strength, he invited
his guests to a film showing instead. It showed the test explosion of an atomic bomb! The test,
according to Stalin, had taken place in the upper north of the Soviet Union, in a deserted region
near the polar circle. After the showing of the film Stalin bragged about the progress in science and
technology achieved by the Soviet Union. His country was soon to be in the position to manufacture
substantially e↵ective weapons.18 One thing about this story is extremely noteworthy: The showing
of the film took place a few weeks before the first successful test of a Soviet atomic bomb in
Semipalatinsk (on August 29, 1949). [...]

Kovalev, Stalin’s China expert and the most important of Soviet functionaries in China, has re-
ported the film showing in his unpublished memoir. He presented the background of the Soviet-
Chinese relation in a series of articles in 1991/1992.20

Shi Zhe held a position comparable to Kovalev’s function. [...] Shi Zhe also mentioned the film
showing in his memoirs.22 The Chinese historian Zhu Yuanshi also drew upon it in his account of
the secret visit of Liu Shaochi in Moscow.23

[...] Possibly the said film was found after the war somewhere in Germany. That sounded at first
like a wild conspiracy theory. Yet there are written records that support this theory. For example, a
very interesting inventory of sources is in the Archive of Russian Contemporary History in Moscow.
In it, hundreds of German files on the rocket development are listed. All these documents were
looted in the German Reich, taken to Moscow and inventoried. Besides files, films were also listed.
The content of one roll of film is written word for word as follows: “Film on the launch of a
V2 and the explosion of an atomic bomb.”25 This film and still a few others, and the complete
documentation on German rocket development were turned over in May 1946 by the Director of
the Main Administration for Artillery of the Red Army, Marshall Nikolai Jakovlev, to the Deputy
Chairman of the Special Committee for Rocket Technology, Ivan G. Zubovic.26 [...]

For our connection, it is important to make a note of the fact that the films of interest to us
were discovered sometime between May 1945 and April 1946 in Germany by workers of the Special
Committee for “Reactive Technology.” Likely, these films are mostly about the recordings of various
rocket launches. But on one roll of film, not only a rocket launch was to be seen, but also the
“Explosion of an Atomic Bomb,” according to the archive inventory. This title designation seems
to have been carried over word by word from the German film roll into Russian, particularly it was
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similarly experienced in cases of other film rolls. A translation error is to be ruled out. [...]

Unexpectedly, we came across the sequel of this saga at another station. It concerns more papers
of the Special Committee for Rocket Technology (Committee No. 2) and Interior Ministry from
1948 to 1950 related to the “top-secret special films.” On October 28, 1948, the already mentioned
Ivan G. Zubovic turned over “top-secret’ Special Film No. 185 in eight parts to the Secretary of
the Interior Ministry Haritov.30 [...]

The deputy Interior Minister Serov was responsible for the archiving. He will have inquired at the
Technical Archive of the Committee No. 2 as to where the films were. Thereupon he was informed on
September 23, 1949 by Zubovic that at the instigation of Nikolai Bulganin, one of Stalin’s deputies,
one copy of the special film had been loaned to the Ministry of Interior already on October 28,
1948.37 A second copy, which the Committee No. 2 got from the Ministry of Armament, should
be also handed over to Serov. It comes from the chief of Stalin’s private chancellery, Alexander N.
Poskrebyschew.38 [...]

The last letter concerning the films was dated January 20, 1950.39 In it, Haritonov informed his
boss Serov that the archive of the MVD had turned over both top-secret special films no. 185 and
no. 127 to the National Movies and Photo Archive for final safekeeping. The letter was enclosed
with the film copy in turnover action. Accordingly the National Movies and Photo Archive took
over the special film 185 in eight parts and also the suitcase with the second copy of the special
film. All seals on the suitcase were undamaged. Furthermore the top-secret film no. 127 in two
copies with four parts each were turned over to the National Movies and Photo Archive. At the
end, one passage was yet included: “Inspection in the file on the movie films is prohibited without
the expressed consent of the MVD.”

Up until today the top secret “special films” still could not be located. They were removed in the
mid-fifties from the inventory of the National Movies and Photo Archive at the instigation of the
MVD (Serov’s Department) and have since been missing. [...]

18 Cf. Sergei Goncharov, John Lewis, Xue Litai, Uncertain Partners, Uncertain Partners, Mao and
the Korean War. Stanford 1993, p. 71.

20 Cf. Ivan Kovalev, Stalin’s Dialogue with Mao Zedong, Two parts, in: Problems of the Far East,
No. 6, 1991 and No.1-3, 1992; unpublished memoirs.

22 Cf. Shi Zhe, Zai Lishi Juren Shenbian Shi Zhe Huiyilu (Beside Great Historical Figures: The
Memoirs of Shi Zhe), Beijing 1991, p. 410.

23 Cf. Zhu Yuanshi, Liu Shaoqi’s Secret Visit to the Soviet Union in 1949, in: Dang de Wenxian
(Party Documents), no. 3, 1991, p. 76f.

25 Archive list with material on the reactive technology for safekeeping by the Cadre Administration
of ZK KPSU and for preparation of tasks of Special Committee of the Soviet Minister Council,
May 1946, RGASPI Moscow, Fond 17, Cat. 127, file 1294, p. 7f.
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26 Cf. letter of May 1946 from Ivan Zubovic to Cadre Department of KPSU, Georgij Malenkov,
and the Special Committee, Ibd., p. 16.

30 Cf. top-secret file note of Haritonov (Committee No. 2) of October 29, 1948, GARF (National
Archive of the Russian Federation), Fond 9401, Cat. 1, File 4153, p. 366.

37 Vgl. Documentation of the handover of film number 185 from the Special committee Nr. 2 to
the Deputy of the Minister of Inferior of October 29, 1948. GARF Moscow, Fond 9401, Cat. 1, file
4153, p. 366.

38 Cf. top-secret letter of September 3, 1949 from the Director of the Liquidation Commission of
the Committee No. 2, Ivan Zubovic, to Ivan Serov (MVD), ibid, p. 361.

39 Cf. top-secret letter of January 20, 1950 from Haritonov (Committee No. 2) to Serov (MVD),
ibid, p. 364f.
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Figure D.135: 12 August 1944 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf military training base,
showing location (red arrow) before possible March 1945 test explosion. Note the absence of visible
craters or blast damage, and the rectangular structures to the east that appear to be partially
camouflaged buildings.
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Figure D.136: 21 March 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf military training base,
showing location after possible March 1945 test explosion. Note the apparent crater with many
streaks of ejecta radiating outward from its center (denoted by the red arrow), and the removal or
alteration of buildings.
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Figure D.137: 21 March 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf, zoomed in on the ap-
parent crater, with a circle to show the scale of a possible 500-meter blast radius.
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Figure D.138: 21 March 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf, zoomed in further to
more clearly show the many streaks of ejecta radiating outward from the center (red arrow) of the
apparent crater.
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Figure D.139: 9 June 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf military training base,
showing location after possible March 1945 test explosion. Note the circular shape with a center
denoted by the red arrow and a radius approximately the same size as the red arrow. Again, note
the apparent removal or alteration of buildings that had previously been on the field.
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Figure D.140: Entrance to the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz now, and overview of the base and the
surrounding area.
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Figure D.141: Even now, the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz is a mixture of fields and forested areas
in close proximity.
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Figure D.142: Memorials to concentration camp victims at the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz.
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Cläre Werner. 16 May 1962 SED transcript. Jonastalverein Archive, Arnstadt.

[In the 1990s after the reunification of East and West Germany, a document surfaced in southern
Thuringia that appeared to be transcripts of 1962 interrogations of local residents by o�cials
from the then-ruling East German communist party, the Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands
(SED, Socialist Unity Party of Germany). In these transcripts, a number of people who had lived
in southern Thuringia for many years were asked what they knew about secret German military
research and development that occurred in that area during World War II. Some of the respondents
described witnessing or hearing about tests of a powerful new explosive and separate tests of a new
rocket. The chain of custody of the transcripts from 1962 until the 1990s is unclear, and therefore
their authenticity cannot be proven. It is possible that the transcripts are simply fictions that were
created by a forger in the 1990s or earlier, or that they are real transcripts that contain fictional
insertions supplied by a forger. Indeed, some researchers have raised serious questions about the
transcripts [e.g., Frank Doebert, in Geheimnis Jonastal 2011, No. 11, p. 25].

It is also possible that the testimony in the 1962 SED transcripts is authentic. Due to the highly
sensitive nature of the statements in these transcripts, East German o�cials would presumably not
have stored them in a regular archive where they could be routinely and permanently accessed.
In any event, the 1990 transition from communist rule to unified German government rule was
chaotic, and many files were destroyed, stolen, or hidden to avoid embarrassing or implicating East
German o�cials and citizens. The 1962 SED transcripts seem to be consistent in appearance with
other East German interrogation transcripts from that place and time.

Cläre Werner (1913–2003) was a wartime lookout living in Veste Wachsenburg, a castle on a hill
with an excellent view of the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz military base and the surrounding area
(see Fig. D.143). In several interviews conducted between 1998 and 2003, she confirmed that she
had seen extraordinary explosions from the castle in March 1945, consistent with the more detailed
account attributed to her in the 1962 SED transcripts [Petermann 2000; Karlsch 2005, pp. 215–
216; Karlsch and Petermann 2007, pp. 34–36]. Werner’s testimony in the 1962 transcripts is also
consistent with those of other witnesses in the transcripts and consistent with details from the other
sources quoted in this section that reported the 4 March 1945 test, as summarized in Table D.6.
As shown in the scientific analysis beginning on p. 3306, the transcribed testimony of Werner and
others is highly consistent with the physics of nuclear weapons, in ways that could not have been
foreseen by Werner, her interrogators, or a document forger who was not a nuclear physicist.

Therefore, despite many unanswered questions about the 1962 SED transcripts, they are quoted
and analyzed in Appendices D (for parts relevant to nuclear tests) and E (for parts relevant to
rocket tests; see pp. 3461–3464). I certainly do not and cannot claim that this analysis “proves”
the authenticity of the SED transcripts, yet the transcripts do seem to be in remarkably good
agreement with all of the other evidence.

I strongly recommend that researchers search for information to either support or refute the au-
thenticity of the 1962 SED transcripts. Please contact me if you find relevant information.]
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Figure D.143: Wachsenburg castle now, and the view from the castle of the village of Röhrensee
and beyond.
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Auch dies habe ich schon alles gesagt. Ich kann
mich noch gut an den Tag erinnern. Es war
der 4. März 1945. Für den Tag hatten wir eine
Geburtstagsfeier für den Abend, diese wurde
abgesagt. Am Nachmittag war der BDM von
Gotha auf der Burg. Hans war auch da und
half uns noch, dann sagte er uns, daß heute
auf dem Platz Weltgeschichte geschrieben wird.
Es wird etwas gemacht, was es auf der Welt
noch nicht gegeben hat. Wir sollen am Abend
auf den Turm [der Wachsenburg] gehen und
in Richtung Röhrensee schauen. Er wisse auch
nicht, wie das neue Ding aussehen wird. So
waren wir ab 20 Uhr auf dem Turm.

Nach 21 Uhr, gegen halb Zehn, war hinter
Röhrensee mit einmal eine Helligkeit wie
Hunderte von Blitzen, innen war es rot und
außen war es gelb, man hätte die Zeitung
lesen können. Es war alles sehr kurz, und wir
konnten dann alle nichts sehen, wir merkten
nur, daß es eine mächtige Sturmbö gab, aber
dann alles ruhig war.

Ich wie auch viele Einwohner von Röhrensee,
Holzhausen, Mühlberg, Wechmar und Bittstädt
hatten am anderen Tag oft Nasenbluten, Kopf-
schmerzen und auch einen Druck auf den
Ohren. Am Nachmittag, gegen 14 Uhr, waren
so zwischen 100 und 150 SS-Leute auf einmal
auf der Burg, sie fragten wo die Leichen seien,
wo sie hingebracht worden seien und wer
schon da war. Wir wußten von nichts, und
sie fragten uns, ob sie hier im “Objekt Burg”
seien. Ich sagte ihnen, sie seien hier auf der
Veste Wachsenburg, die im Volk immer nur als
Burg bezeichnet wird. Ein Kradfahrer gab eine
Meldung ab, daß die “Burg” über Ringhofen zu
erreichen ist. Daraufhin fuhren die Autos von
der Burg nach Mühlberg. Ich sah vom Turm,
daß sie dann zum Übungsplatz fuhren.

I have already said all of this. I still remember
the day well. It was March 4, 1945. For the
day, we had a birthday party for the evening
that was canceled. In the afternoon the BDM
[Federation of German Girls] of Gotha was at
the castle. Hans was also there and was helping
us, and then he told us that today world history
would be written on the [military training]
ground. Something would be made that had
not previously existed in the world. We should
go on top of the tower [of Wachsenburg castle]
in the evening and look in the direction of
Röhrensee. He also did not know what the new
thing would look like. So we were on top of the
tower by 20:00.

After 21:00, at 21:30, behind Röhrensee
there was all at once a brightness like hundreds
of lightning bolts, it was red on the inside and
yellow on the outside, you could have read the
newspaper. It was all very brief, and then we
could not see anything, we only realized that
there was a powerful squall, but then all was
quiet.

Like many residents of Röhrensee, Holzhausen,
Mühlberg, Wechmar, and Bittstädt, the next
day I also had frequent nosebleeds, headaches,
and also a pressure on the ears. In the after-
noon, at 14:00, between 100 and 150 SS men at
one time came to the castle, they asked where
the bodies were, where they had been brought
and who was already there. We knew nothing,
and they asked us if this was “Installation
Castle [Burg].” I told them that they are here
in the Veste Wachsenburg which is popularly
always referred to as a castle. A motorcyclist
gave a message that the “Castle” is accessible
via Ringhofen. Then the cars drove from the
castle toward Mühlberg. I saw from the tower
that they then drove to the training ground.
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Bei der zweiten Explosion war Hans mit
einigen Leuten auf dem Turm, wir waren nur
im Turmzimmer. Es war am 12. März 1945
gegen 22.15 Uhr. Es war nicht eine so große
Helligkeit wie das erste Mal. Auch hatten wir
kein Nasenbluten usw.

Auch hatte er uns verboten, etwas über
die Blitze zu sagen.

For the second explosion, Hans was with some
people on top of the tower, we were only in
the tower room. It was on March 12, 1945, at
22:15. It was not so great a brightness like the
first time. We also had no nosebleeds, etc.

He had also forbidden us to say anything
about the lightning.

Figure D.144: Cläre Werner.
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Heinz Wachsmut. 16 May 1962 SED transcript. Jonastalverein Archive, Arnstadt.

[Heinz Wachsmut’s testimony was also part of the 1962 SED transcripts. As discussed on p. 3073,
the chain of custody for the 1962 SED transcripts is uncertain and hence their authenticity cannot
be proven. However, the written testimony of Wachsmut is consistent with stories he told his family
before he died [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, p. 37], consistent with Cläre Werner’s testimony, and
consistent in appearance with other East German interrogation transcripts from that place and
time. It is also consistent with other reports of the 4 March 1945 test quoted in this section, as
summarized on p. 3019. As shown in the scientific analysis beginning on p. 3306, Wachsmut’s
testimony is highly consistent with the physics of nuclear weapons, in ways that would not have
been possible for Wachsmut, his interrogators, or a document forger to foresee. Nonetheless, I cannot
claim that this analysis “proves” the authenticity of the SED transcripts. Much more research is
needed to investigate their background and authenticity.]

Nach einer Straftat... wurde ich
zwangsverpflichtet. Wir waren sechs Deutsche
und hatten zur Hilfe 18 Häftlinge, darunter
sieben Ungarn, fünf Polen und vier Russen;
es waren alles Techniker, sie trugen keine
Häftlingsanzüge, sondern Felddienst, und
wurden auch mit uns verpflegt. Unsere Haup-
taufgabe war, Tarnarbeiten durchzuführen. An
gelandeten Flugzeugen, an Objekten, an Trans-
portgut, das nicht immer sofort eingelagert
werden konnte, und auch zu Hilfsarbeiten (wur-
den wir eingesetzt), wenn zu viele Häftlinge
verstorben waren. Dazu mußten wir dann oft
Holzhaufen errichten, wo die Leichen dann
draufgelegt und angezündet wurden. Es gab
keine Listen über die verstorbenen Häftlinge.

After a crime... I was conscripted. We were six
Germans and had help from 18 prisoners, in-
cluding seven Hungarians, five Poles, and four
Russians; they were all engineers, they wore no
prisoner suits, rather field service uniforms, and
were also fed with us. Our main task was to
conduct camouflage work at landed airplanes,
bases, transported goods, which could not al-
ways be immediately removed, and also for aux-
iliary work (we were used) if too many prisoners
had died. For that we often had to build wood
piles, upon which the bodies were laid and set
on fire. There were no lists of the prisoners who
died.
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Ein Tag, der immer in meinem Leben Bilder vor
den Augen macht, war der Nachmittag des 5.
März 1945. Wir mußten in der Polte Rudisleben
Gerüste errichten für einen Versuch, der in weni-
gen Tagen stattfinden sollte. Am Nachmittag
fuhr die SS mit LKWs vor, eigentlich hatte uns
die SS nichts zu sagen, da wir ja immer mit Son-
derbefehlen arbeiteten, die immer die Stempel
der Reichspost bzw. des Forschungsrates tru-
gen und nach dem Lesen sofort vernichtet wer-
den mußten. Es war ein Befehl, der die Unter-
schrift von Kammler trug. Wir mußten alles
Holz, das verfügbar war, aufladen. Die Fahrt
ging nach Röhrensee, dort waren einige SS
Ärzte tätig, da eine große Anzahl von Bewohn-
ern Kopfschmerzen hatte und Blut spuckte. Wir
waren dort falsch und wurden sofort nach Gut
Ringhofen bei Mühlberg gebracht. Dort wurde
uns gesagt, wir müssen Holzhaufen am Wald-
rand errichten, ca. 12x12 m und nur höchstens
1 m hoch, dazu mußten wir Vollschutz tra-
gen, auch unsere Häftlinge. Am Waldrand sa-
hen wir schon einige Haufen von Menschen-
leichen, die wohl ehemalige Häftlinge waren.
Die Menschen hatten alle absolut keine Haare
mehr, teils fehlten Kleidungsteile, sie hatten
aber auch zum Teil Hautblasen, Feuerblasen,
nacktes rohes Fleisch, teilweise waren einige
Teile nicht mehr vorhanden. SS und Häftlinge
brachten die Leichen an. Als wir die ersten sechs
Haufen fertig hatten, wurden die Leichen da-
rauf gelegt, je Haufen ca. 50 Stück, und Feuer
gelegt. Wir wurden zurückgefahren. Im Gut
mußten wir den Schutz und unsere gesamte
Kleidung ausziehen. Diese wurde ebenfalls so-
fort von der SS angezündet, wir mußten uns
waschen und erhielten neue Kleidung und neuen
Schutz, dazu jeder eine Flasche Schnaps, auch
unsere Häftlinge.

A day whose images I see before my eyes
throughout my life, was the afternoon of 5
March 1945. In the Polte Rudisleben we had
to erect sca↵olding for a test that was supposed
to take place in a few days. [16 March A-9/A-
10 launch? See pp. 3461–3464.] In the afternoon
the SS drove up with trucks, actually the SS did
not have anything to say to us since we always
worked with special orders that always bore the
stamp of the Reich Post O�ce or the Research
Council and had to be immediately destroyed
after reading. It was an order that bore the
signature of Kammler. We had to load up all
the wood that was available. The trip went to
Röhrensee, where some SS doctors were busy,
since a large number of residents had headaches
and were spitting up blood. We were there mis-
takenly and were immediately brought to the
Ringhofen estate by Mühlberg. There we were
told we must build woodpiles at the edge of the
forest, approximately 12x12 m and only 1 m
high at the highest, plus we had to wear full pro-
tection, as did our prisoners. At the edge of the
forest we saw there were already a few piles of
human corpses that were probably former pris-
oners. The people all had absolutely no more
hair, some missing items of clothing, but they
had also some skin blisters, fire blisters, exposed
raw flesh, some were missing some [body] parts.
SS and prisoners brought the bodies. When we
had made the first six piles ready, the bodies
were placed on them, approximately 50 per pile,
and set on fire. We were driven back. At the es-
tate we had to take o↵ the protection and all
our clothes. This was also immediately burned
by the SS, we had to wash ourselves and re-
ceived new clothes and new protection, to each
a bottle of Schnaps, including our prisoners.
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Ein hoher SS-Mann sagte mir, es habe da oben
eine große Stichflamme gegeben gestern, man
hat etwas neues gemacht, davon wird die ganze
Welt sprechen, und wir Deutschen sind die
ersten. Leider sei dabei einiges nicht so gelaufen
wie geplant und einige Nichtsnutze habe man
weniger.

Beim zweiten Einsatz wurden nochmals
drei Haufen errichtet. Dabei sahen wir, wie
aus dem Wald einige völlig unmenschliche
Lebewesen angekrochen kamen. Wahrscheinlich
konnten einige nichts mehr sehen.—Pause—Ich
kann es auch heute nicht beschreiben. Von zwei
SS Leuten wurden diese ca. zwölf bis fünfzehn
Menschen sofort erschossen. Ob sie wirklich
schon erschossen waren, kann ich nicht sagen,
da einige noch den Mund bewegten. Sie wurden
bzw. mußten von anderen Häftlingen auf die in
Flammen stehenden Haufen getragen werden.
Wir wurden wieder zum Gut gebracht und es
wiederholte sich alles. Gegen 23 Uhr fuhren
wir zurück zur Polte. Am Waldrand waren 14
Feuerstellen zu sehen. Wir konnten an diesem
und am nächsten Tag nichts essen, es gab für
uns und die Häftlinge immer wieder Schnaps.

Einer unserer russischen Häftlinge sagte
uns, er habe einen der Erschossenen noch
verstanden, “... großer Blitz—Feuer, viele
sofort tot, von der Erde weg, einfach nicht
mehr da, viele mit großen Feuerwunden, viele
blind, Gruß an Mutter von Olek Barto nach
Gurjew...”

A high-ranking SS man told me, there had
been a big flash of flame up there yesterday,
something new had been made, of which the
whole world will speak, and we Germans are
the first. Unfortunately some things did not
go as planned and some unwanted people had
been eliminated.

During our second operation three more
piles were erected. There we saw, out of the
forest some totally inhuman creatures came
crawling. Probably some of them could no
longer see. (Pause.) I cannot describe it even
today. These approximately 12 to 15 people
were immediately shot by two SS men. I cannot
say whether they were really [all] shot, as
some still moved their mouths. They were or
had to be carried to the flaming pile by other
prisoners. We were brought back to the estate
and it [decontamination] was all repeated. At
23:00 we drove back to Polte. At the edge of
the forest there were 14 fires to be seen. [14
fires ⇥ 50 bodies each = 700 bodies?] We could
not eat anything on this and the next day,
there was for us and the prisoners always more
Schnaps.

One of our Russian prisoners told us that
he had understood one of the injured: “... big
flash—fire, many dead immediately, gone from
the earth, simply not there any more, many
with large burns, many blind, greetings to
Mother in Guriev from Olek Barto...”
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Figure D.145: The Ringhofen estate now.
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Figure D.146: 1907 map of test area described by Cläre Werner and Heinz Wachsmut.
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Figure D.147: Test area with clues described by Cläre Werner and Heinz Wachsmut. Green: ap-
proximate boundary of military training base. Red: population centers reporting sickness from ra-
dioactive fallout. Yellow: Direction in which Werner reported seeing explosion. Blue: driving range
(1 km per circle) for Wachsmut from Ringhofen estate. Purple: 1-km-diameter explosion centered
on the apparent crater from aerial photos (pp. 3065–3069).
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Report on interview of Erich Rundnagel. 8 July 1966 SED Arnstadt transcript. MfS-
Kreisdienststelle Arnstadt, BStU Außenstelle Erfurt. Rundnagel was a plumber who
worked with Fritz Rehbein and Heinz Rackwitz, members of Kurt Diebner’s research
group. As shown on the next page, his nephew confirmed that he had spoken to the
Stasi and did not dispute the details.

[...] Weiterhin will er Gesprächen mit Dr. Re-
hbein entnommen haben, daß sich in dem an-
deren Panzerschrank zwei Atombomben befun-
den haben sollen, die seiner Vermutung nach
später auf Hiroshima und Nagasaki abgeworfen
wurden. [...]

[...] Furthermore he [Rundnagel] wanted to in-
fer from conversations with Dr. Rehbein that
two atomic bombs were supposed to have been
found in the other safe, which in his speculation
were later dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
[...]

Erich Rundnagel [Remdt and Wermusch 2006, pp. 125–126]

[...] Ich hatte vor allem mit Dr. Rehbein und
Ingenieur Rackwitz zu tun, mit denen ich in
eine Art Vertrauensverhältnis kam. Es war
also am 7., nein am 9. Juli [1944], als mir Dr.
Rehbein sagte: “Rundnagel, nun hören Sie mal
ganz genau Nachrichten, innerhalb von ein paar
Tagen werden Sie eine entscheidende Meldung
hören, von der abhängt, wie der Krieg ausgeht.”
[...] Am 20. Juli war dann das Attentat auf
Hitler. Als ich Rehbein fragte, ob er das gemeint
habe, lachte er nur und sagte: “Jetzt kommt sie
nicht mehr zum Einsatz, der Krieg ist verloren.”

Ich unterhielt mich öfters mit ihm darüber,
was hier eigentlich gemacht werde; denn nach
Arbeit sah das alles wirklich nicht aus. Da
erzählte er mir, dass hier etwas entwickelt
werde, das eine größere Sprengkraft habe als
all das, was ich mir als alter Pionier vorstellen
könne. Mit einer einzigen Bombe könne man
im Umkreis von zwanzig Kilometern alles
Leben vernichten, und wenn es hunderttausend
Menschen wären. Ich antwortete, das sei doch
Quatsch, mir altem Soldaten könne er so was
nicht vormachen, das gebe es nicht. Ein biss-
chen kenne ich mich wirklich mit Sprengsto↵en
aus. Rehbein lächelte nur und sagte, die ganze
Bombe sei nur ein paar Dezimeter groß, wiege
aber so um die acht Kilo. Als ich ihn fragte, ob
ich das Ding mal sehen könnte, winkte er ab:
“Das könnte uns beide den Kopf kosten.” [...]

[...] I was mainly involved with Dr. Rehbein
and engineer Rackwitz, with whom I came into
a kind of relationship of trust. It was on the
7th, no on the 9th of July [1944], when Dr.
Rehbein told me: “Rundnagel, now you listen
closely to the news, within a few days you will
hear a decisive report, on which will depend
how the war ends.” [...] On July 20th was then
the assassination attempt on Hitler. When I
asked Rehbein whether he meant that, he just
laughed and said, “Now it will no longer come
to deployment, the war is lost.”

I often talked to him about what was re-
ally being done here, because after work, it
really did not look like anything. Then he
told me that something was being developed
here that had a greater explosive power than
anything I could imagine as an old pioneer.
With a single bomb, you could destroy all
life within a radius of twenty kilometers, and
if there were a hundred thousand people. I
replied, that was nonsense, that he could not
make such a claim to me the old soldier, that
was not the case. I know something about
explosives. Rehbein just smiled and said the
whole bomb was only a few decimeters tall, but
weighs about eight kilograms. When I asked
him if I could see the thing, he waved it o↵:
“That could cost us both our heads.” [...]
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Gerhard Rundnagel. Letter to Der Spiegel. 21 March 2005 p. 14.

Sie haben aus Rainer Karlschs Buch “Hitlers
Bombe” die Behauptung übernommen, ich
hätte gegenüber der Stasi Aussagen über
deutsche Atomwa↵entests in Ohrdruf gemacht.
Das stimmt nicht. Es war mein Onkel Erich
Rundnagel, der mit der Stasi gesprochen hat.

Based on Rainer Karlsch’s book “Hitler’s
Bomb,” you made the assertion that I had made
statements to the Stasi about German atomic
weapons tests in Ohrdruf. That is not correct.
It was my uncle Erich Rundnagel who spoke to
Stasi.

Rainer Karlsch. 2013. Die Abteilung Atomphysik der PTR in Ronneburg und das
deutsche Uranprojekt. PTB-Mitteilungen 123:1:73–81.

Unterdessen hatte die 3. US-Armee unter
General Patton ihren schnellen Vorstoß
nach Thüringen begonnen. Georg Graue,
der die Kriegswirtschaftsstelle des Reichs-
forschungsrates leitete und die Details der
Uranversuche nicht kannte, reagierte auf die
Meldung über den amerikanischen Vorstoß mit
den Worten: “Ja, von Stadtilm muss sofort die
Atombombe weg.”

In the meantime the 3rd US Army under Gen-
eral Patton had begun its rapid advance to
Thuringia. Georg Graue, who headed the War
O�ce of the Reich Research Council and did
not know the details of the uranium tests, re-
sponded to the report of the American attack
with the words: “Yes, the atomic bomb must be
immediately removed from Stadtilm.”

[The original quote is from an interview with Georg Graue on 4 April 1966, Institut für Zeit-
geschichte (IfZ) München, Irving collection.]
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Oscar W. Koch with Robert G. Hays. 1999. G-2: Intelligence for Patton. Atglen,
Pennsylvania: Schi↵er. pp. 115–118. Note: Koch died in 1970, but he worked on this
manuscript with Hays in the 1960s, and it was published after his death.

Time had run out on Hitler’s grand plan; the final chapter of the war in Europe began when soldiers
of the First United States Army crossed the Remagen Bridge on March 7. The Third Army attack
jumped o↵ that same day.

In the next week, 38,572 prisoners of war passed through Third Army cages. [...]

On March 15, with well over 185,000 prisoners taken since the preceding August 1, the actual count
varied from our advance intelligence estimates by only 518.

Prisoners of war could prove valuable sources of intelligence information. German soldiers, experi-
ence had shown, were remarkably well-informed. Experience had also shown that some were willing
to talk. Sometimes too willing.

The Third Army intelligence sta↵ would never forget one particular prisoner captured sometime
earlier who had told us a convincing story.

His unit had been working on a new and unusual weapon, the PW told interrogators. Then, he
said, while he was temporarily away from his post, there had been a terrific explosion. Everything
at the site was a shambles and trees in a wide area of the surrounding forest had been laid low. No
aircraft had been near and the blast—the most forceful he ever had witnessed—could not possibly
have resulted from a bomb.

To add even more intrigue, the soldier was unable to say just what kind of weapon he had been
working on. It was so secret that the individuals in his unit never knew the complete story. He
knew only enough to be able to carry on his own duties.

The prisoner knew precisely where he was at the time of the blast. He readily pinpointed the exact
location on a map.

His story aroused great interest in the intelligence section. The Germans had already launched
V-1 and V-2 rockets, and Hitler had promised a “secret weapon” which would one day make its
appearance and bring the Allies to their knees. With no other information explaining the explosion,
the prisoner’s account might very well mark the Allied discovery of a significant new enemy weapon.

The prisoner’s story was put through the usual process of challenge. Was the information hearsay?
No, it came from an eyewitness. Was the witness reliable? There was no way to know. Was the
information confirmed by other sources? No, it was not. Did the information make sense in light of
other data at hand? Somewhat.

There was only one loophole in the story. Through calculations of time and space, we concluded
that the witness himself should have been caught in the death-dealing blast. But perhaps he had
misjudged his own position, an understandable error under the circumstances. In any event, his
story was worthy of further investigation. If it turned out to be true, it would be of enormous
intelligence significance.

Fortunately, the story could be checked through a relatively simple expedient. If the trees had been
laid low over a wide area of the forest as the prisoner said, the e↵ects of the explosion would be
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readily apparent in aerial photos. Such a mission was requested and flown. The results were awaited
with great anticipation.

But the photos showed that all of the trees were still standing; the area was undisturbed. The
prisoner’s story had been pulled out of the blue.

One of the prisoners taken in the early days of the March o↵ensive, on the other hand, was to prove
an extremely valuable source of intelligence information. [...]

Spreading the map, the prisoner explained that his duties as a German o�cer had been concerned
with construction. Symbols on his map, he said, marked locations selected by the German high
command for construction of proposed military installations as the war progressed. These were to
become communications centers housed in bombproof underground shelters. A color code indicated
the status of work in progress at the various sites. The map, he added, was current; none of the
work had been ordered stopped.

Command requires communications. A marked map showing locations of communications centers
would reflect as well the proximity of major headquarters. And from the location of headquarters
sites the future planning of the German high command could be deduced. [...]

In view of the possible significance of information gained from the German major, we wanted to
check the credibility of his story as quickly as possible. Some of the installations shown on his map
were located in the Third Army zone of advance and could be confirmed on the ground in the near
future. Until such a time, however, the prisoner’s disclosure would be known to only a few persons.
Patton, of course, was briefed at once.

On April 6, early in the morning, word was received that advance elements of the 4th Armored
Division were approaching Ohrdruf. The closest of the reported secret underground centers would
be nearby. Colonel Allen, personally selected for the mission by General Patton, departed for the
4th Armored Division command post. Following a briefing there, he would head a small inspection
party which, on the following day, would visit the reported site of the enemy installation to see if
things there supported the prisoner’s story.

[...] At the Ohrdruf site, however, they visited the location described by the prisoner. Construction
of the underground, bombproof center was complete, although the equipment was not yet operative.
Time had obviously been insu�cient to allow completion of the installation of the expensive and
highly technical equipment. The building had never been occupied. But the site confirmed, at least
in part, that the story the German major had told [...] was true.

[The German prisoner of war was apparently captured by the Americans sometime around mid-
March 1945, apparently placing the test in early March. Can records of the interrogation and aerial
photos be located in U.S. archives?

The account of the test is consistent with the other reports in this section, but why was it not
possible to confirm the test by aerial photos? Did the test not actually occur? Were the aerial photos
not of the correct location? Did senior U.S. military o�cials suppress aerial photos confirming the
test due to secrecy? Or did the Germans replant trees or otherwise camouflage the damage at the
test site?

This account also confirms the existence of some German underground installations.]
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Figure D.148: Oscar Koch mentioned a massive test explosion in Thuringia, and Robert Allen was
sent in to investigate the area.
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Robert S. Allen. [Allen 1947, pp. 369, 371–372]

The mop-up of the hilly Meiningen-Gotha-Eisenach sector produced some startling war trophies.

At Ohrdruf, 4th Armored liberated the first of the grisly Nazi horror camps and uncovered a
number of astounding subterranean installations. And in the little town of Merkers, 90th Division
discovered the German gold reserve.

It was found in a chemical-salt mine of tremendous proportions. The main shaft descended over
2,000 feet and there were more than 200 miles of tunnels. Some were 30 feet in height and width.
[...]

The grisly horror camp and a vast, indescribably nauseous open-pit crematorium were on the
outskirts of Ohrdruf.

The main architectural feature of this little Thuringian city is an imposing stone Schloss built
before the war by a local baron. Surrounded by handsome landscaped grounds, the massive edifice
was lavishly furnished and equipped with modern facilities, including tiled bathrooms, flush toilets,
and an elevator. The baron was a large “employer” of inmates of the horror camp who slaved in
his chemical plant. The baron also was a leading dignitary of the local Nazi organization. [...]

The underground installations were amazing. They were literally subterranean towns.

There were four in and around Ohrdruf: one near the horror camp, one under the Schloss, and
two west of the town. Others were reported in near-by villages. None were natural caves or mines.
All were man-made military installations. The horror camp had provided the labor. An interesting
feature of the construction was the absence of any spoil. It had been carefully scattered in hills
miles away.

Over 50 feet underground, the installations consisted of two and three stories several miles in
length and extending like the spokes of a wheel. The entire hull structure was of massive, reinforced
concrete. Purpose of the installations was to house the High Command after it was bombed out of
Berlin. The Ohrdruf installations were to have been used by the Signal Communications Section.
One, near the horror camp, was a huge telephone exchange equipped with the latest and finest
apparatus. Signal Corps experts estimated their cost at $10,000,000.

This place also had paneled and carpeted o�ces, scores of large work and store rooms, tiled bath-
rooms with both tubs and showers, flush toilets, electrically equipped kitchens, decorated dining
rooms and mess halls, giant refrigerators, extensive sleeping quarters, recreation rooms, separate
bars for o�cers and enlisted personnel, a moving-picture theater, and air-conditioning and sewage
systems.

Begun in 1944, the installations had been completed but never occupied. Third Army’s lightning
advance through central Germany had blocked that.
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[U.S. government censors limited what Robert Allen could write. However, he did mention that
there were many massive and well-equipped underground installations in the greater Ohrdruf area,
and that U.S. forces visited “a number of astounding subterranean installations.” Where are the
detailed reports of what they found there?

Allen only mentioned (or was only allowed by censors to mention) a command center and a com-
munications center, but it is likely that most of the underground installations were involved in
research, development, and production for advanced weapons.

In fact, a brief report from U.S. Army’s 80th Infantry Division in April 1945 mentioned an under-
ground plant close to Wölfis (near Ohrdruf) and described the whole region as a “very important
production area” (p. 3479).]

G-2 Periodic Report No. 177. 7 April 1945. [NARA RG 407, Entry NM3-427, Box
12342, Folder 604-2.1 G-2 Periodic Reports 4th Armored Div 1 Jan–18 May 45]

Murdercamp, vic[inity] OHRDRUF: A PW, NCO, rpts that a Concentration Camp of political
prisoners, existed in the vic of OHRDRUF. According to stories told him by members of the guards,
several thousand persons were killed during this winter at the camp. The PW himself happened
onto an open mass grave some weeks ago, and he states that he saw nude bodies laying in lakes
of blood. The PW further rpts that many, or perhaps all, of the bodies were exhumed lately and
burned in the woods, vic J 115565. On 28 Mar 45, PW believes, several hundred of the political
prisoners were still alive. He further states that guards in part belonged to the SS Das REICH and
in part to SS LEIB-STANDARTE Adolph Hitler.

The entire area btwn OHRDRUF – SCHWABHAUSEN – WOLFIS – WECHMAR (J 1156) was a
tk troop drill and maneuver ground. PW was told by an ordnance man stationed at OHRDRUF
that from here a new secret wpn will shortly rise (wird steigen). It is believed that the entire
area should be very thoroughly examined for new material. If any of the above mentioned political
prisoners can be found alive, interesting evidence should also be forthcoming. (Source: 89 Inf Div
Per Rpt No. 27).
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O�ce of Military Government for Germany (US). Field Information Agency, Tech-
nical. DI 254-82 (FIAT) EP. 24 June 1946. Personality List No 2. [NARA RG 238,
Entry NM70-160, Box 30, Folder FIAT—Misc.—Reports—No. 1–10]

BÜHL Dr. Alfons

Dir. of Inst. of Physics, Technische Hochschule, KARLSRUHE (Laboratory equipment for atomic
research evacuated and also ballistic measurement apparatus)

FROM: HILDBURGHAUSEN

TO: HEIDENHEIM

[This is one of several lists of German scientists and technicians who had been relocated from the
Russian Zone of postwar Germany to U.S.-controlled territory. Why did Bühl have “laboratory
equipment for atomic research” and “ballistic measurement apparatus” at Hildburghausen, south
of Ohrdruf? Does that confirm wartime nuclear work in the general Ohrdruf area? What exactly
did Bühl do during the war? What information, hardware, or assistance did Bühl give the Soviets
during his time in the Soviet Zone? What information, hardware, or assistance did Bühl give the
Americans after that? Where are other U.S. records about Bühl?

Note that after the war, Bühl worked at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, was an advisor
to the West German government in the field of nuclear civil defense, and wrote a book on nuclear
weapons [Bühl 1972].]

Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann [Krotzky 2002]

[See p. 2996 for Werner Grothmann’s testimony about the March 1945 test in Thuringia.]
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D.2.8 German Plans to Use Nuclear Weapons

[The following documents demonstrate that there was high-level Axis political support for the
development and deployment of nuclear weapons, and high-level Allied political belief in the reality
of those weapons.]

Raymond J. Batvinis. 2014. Hoover’s Secret War Against Axis Spies: FBI Counteres-
pionage During World War II.

[p. 156:] This priceless German smorgasbord included three dots filled with questions[...]

The next instruction raised terrifying concerns for the small group of scientists who would soon
o↵er their recommendations to President Roosevelt regarding a decision to move forward on the
atomic bomb:

Decay Uran. According to some information obtained there is reason to believe that
the scientific works for the utilization of the atoxic [sic]—kernel energy are being driven
forward into a certain direction in the U.S. partly by use of helium. Continuous infor-
mation about tests made on this subject are required particularly 1. What process is
practiced in the U.S. for sending of heavy uran? 2. When are being made [sic] tests
with more important quantities of uran? (Universities, industrial laboratories, etc.) 3.
Which other raw-materials are being used at these tests? It is recommended to entrust
only best experts with this test, and if not available, to abstain from it. [13 April 1942]

[...] The contents of these eleven microdots provided military analysts with a goldmine of insights
into German intelligence gaps concerning U.S. readiness, capabilities, and strategic planning so
soon after the Pearl Harbor attack.

[p. 187:] [Hans] Blum then raised another consideration, atomic research, ordering [Jorge] Mosquera
to search out any information concerning “experiments performed in the United States relative to
shattering of atoms.” The German military was anxious to develop high explosives from atom
sources that they believed would weigh no more than a pound to a pound and a half. In what was
almost a premonition of the future five years hence, Blum speculated that the nation which “will
be victor in this war will be the one which has accomplished the task of shattering the atoms and
applying the results thereof.” With training behind him and instructions in hand, Mosquera left
Hamburg by train on June 15, 1941[...]
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[The preceding information demonstrates that remarkably early in the war (spring 1941 to spring
1942):

• The German military knew that nuclear technology could create extremely powerful bombs
(not just reactors).

• The German military was committed to developing nuclear weapons.

• The German military believed that whichever country was the first to perfect nuclear weapons
would win the war.

• Germany was aware that the United States had also begun work on nuclear weapons.

• Germany was actively seeking as much information about the U.S. program as possible.

• Germany’s awareness of the U.S. nuclear weapons program, combined with its belief that the
first country to create such weapons would win the war, was a strong incentive for Germany
to proceed as rapidly as possible with its own program.

• No later than spring 1941, German scientists believed that the critical mass of fission fuel
required for a bomb would be less than one kilogram.

• That value for the critical mass appears to indicate that German scientists had a very good
understanding of the relevant nuclear physics.

• That value for the critical mass also appears to show that German scientists intended to use
an implosion bomb design with compression to achieve that critical mass. (A gun-type design
without compression would require a far larger critical mass.)

[See also a similar version of this story in Bryden 2014, pp. 223–226.]]
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Heinrich Himmler’s diplomatic contact, Muhammad Amin Al-Husayni, the Grand
Mufti of Jerusalem. Translated and paraphrased in: Wolfgang G. Schwanitz. Review
of Karlsch, Rainer; Petermann, Heiko, Für und Wider “Hitlers Bombe”: Studien
zur Atomforschung in Deutschland. H-Soz-u-Kult, H-Net Reviews. February 2009.
[www.h-net.org/reviews/showrev.php?id=24129]

Am selben Tage (nach Widmung auf ihrem
gemeinsamen Foto der 4. Juli 1943) habe Himm-
ler ihm, neben einem Bericht über Panzer,
eine Geheiminformation gegeben, die, wie er
ihm sagte, nicht mehr als zehn Eingeweihte
im Deutschen Reich kennen: den Bau einer
Atombombe, die den Sieg garantiere. Dies trug
seine Siegesgewissheit. Die Deutschen kamen,
erläuterte Himmler dem Großmufti, in der
Atomforschung voran. Die Atomwa↵e werde die
stärkste Wa↵e sein, die den Sieg garantiere.” Wir
haben erfahren, dass Engländer und Amerikaner
auch begonnen haben, eine Atomwa↵e zu er-
langen. Jedoch sind wir ihnen um drei Jahre
voraus. Wir werden die Atomwa↵e wenigstens
drei Jahre vor ihnen haben.” Abd al-Karim
Umar, Muzakkirat al-Hagg Muhammad Amin
al-Husaini [The Memoires of al-Hagg Muhammad
Amin al-Husaini], Damascus 1999, S. 127, 162f.
Al-Husaini beschrieb in (alliiert abgefangenen)
Briefen an den Araber Shakib Arslan 1944
“V-Wa↵en”.

Nach 1945 meinte der Großmufti, dass die
Feindspionage durch “jüdische, englische und
amerikanische Geheimdienste” Deutschland
“größten Schaden” zufügte. Sie konnten die
Orte der “Atomreaktoren” in Ostpreußen ent-
decken. Ein Teil der Spione sei unter den 17
Millionen Fremdarbeitern gewesen. Sie hätten
auch die geheimen Plätze in Peenemünde an
der Ostsee in Ostdeutschland verraten, die die
Alliierten dann zerstörten. Auch wären eine
Anzahl deutscher Atomforscher getötet wor-
den. So hätten die Alliierten verhindert, dass
Deutschland eine Atombombe baute. Deutsche
seien gezwungen gewesen, Betriebe auf eine
Insel vor Dänemark mit unterirdischen Werken
der Atomforschung zu verlagern. Abd al-Karim
Umar, Guerilla-Fidaiyun-Kommandos, S. 145.

On the same day (after the dedication in the
joint photo of 4 July 1943), Himmler had
given him, besides a report on tanks, secret
information which, as he told him, was known
to only ten people in the German Reich:
the construction of an atomic bomb guaran-
teeing victory. This bore its certainty. The
Germans, Himmler explained to the Grand
Mufti, were advanced in atomic research.
The atomic weapon would be the strongest of
all weapons, guaranteeing victory. “We have
learned that the British and Americans have
also begun to develop an atomic weapon, but
we are three years ahead of them, and we will
have the atomic weapon at least three years
before them.” Abd al-Karim Umar, Muza-
kkirat al-Hagg Muhammad Amin al-Husaini
[The Memoirs of al-Hagg Muhammad Amin
al-Husaini], Damascus 1999, p. 127, 162f.
In 1944 Al-Husaini described “V-weapons”
in (Allied intercepted) letters to the Arab
Shakib Arslan.

After 1945 the Grand Mufti said that
the enemy espionage by “Jewish, English and
American intelligence services” caused “the
greatest damage.” They were able to discover
the locations of “atomic reactors” in East
Prussia. Some of the spies were among the 17
million foreign workers. They also betrayed
the secret places in Peenemünde on the Baltic
Sea in eastern Germany, which were then
destroyed by the Allies. A number of German
atomic researchers were also killed. Thus the
Allies prevented Germany from building an
atomic bomb. Germans had been forced to
relocate operations to an island o↵ the coast
of Denmark with underground installations
for atomic research. Abd al-Karim Umar,
Guerilla-Fidaiyun-Kommandos, p. 145.
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[The Grand Mufti provided numerous details that are very useful (if they are accurate):

• German intelligence was aware of the U.S. Manhattan Project.

• The goal of the German nuclear program was to develop a bomb as rapidly as possible, before
the United States could.

• As of mid-1943, Heinrich Himmler (and hence the SS) was in charge of the German nuclear
program.

• Security for the German nuclear program was highly compartmentalized—“only ten people”
knew the whole truth about it.

• As of mid-1943, Himmler thought the German nuclear program was “three years ahead” of
the U.S. program, meaning that the German program was at least three years old and could
have begun no later than mid-1940. Since Himmler knew that the U.S. program was already
underway in 1943, that would push the origin of the German program back even earlier, likely
to 1939 when war was declared.

• There were one or more fission reactors under construction (or operational?) in East Prussia
(now northeastern Poland and western Russia).

• Allied intelligence was aware of the German nuclear program.

• Allied bombing and sabotage caused significant delays in the German nuclear program.

• Some nuclear work was being conducted at Peenemünde (or elsewhere on the Baltic coast).

• Some nuclear work was being conducted on the island of Bornholm.

• To avoid Allied bombing, some nuclear work was being conducted in underground installa-
tions.

The Mufti’s account was not translated from Arabic until after Werner Grothmann had already
died, yet all of these details are remarkably consistent with Grothmann’s account of the German
nuclear program and lend credibility to Grothmann as an historical source. Whether the details
are accurate could still be debated, but both the Mufti and Grothmann were close associates of
Heinrich Himmler and heard the same information from him.]
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Otto Hofmann. 22 June 1944 letter. [Bundesarchiv (Berlin Lichterfelde), Collection
NS 19 (Persönlicher Stab Reichsführer SS), 317]

Reichsführer-SS [Himmler] hat bei seiner heuti-
gen Anwesenheit wiederholt seiner Au↵as-
sung Ausdruck gegeben, daß überall, wo es
nur einigermaßen angängig ist, empfindliche
Rüstungsbetriebe oder zumindest die empfind-
lichsten Teile der Rüstungsbetriebe unterirdisch
und bombensicher unterzubringen sind. Er
hat kein Verständnis dafür, wenn ihm Be-
triebsführer erklären, daß es im Augenblick ja
doch schon zu spät sei, mit entsprechenden
Bauten zu beginnen. Die Dauer des Krieges
sei noch nicht abzusehen, außerdem dürfte das
nicht der letzte Krieg sein und zukünftige
Kriege werden sicherlich nicht mehr durch lange
Erklärungen erö↵net, auch nicht durch Anflüge
von Luftflotten, die einigermaßen rechtzeitig
erkannt werden können. Er ist der Mein-
ung, daß durch die Fortschritte der Tech-
nik urplötzlich Sprengkörper auftauchen, deren
Wirkungen und deren Schnelligkeit unsere
neuesten Sprengmittel der Vergeltungswa↵e in
den Schatten stellen. [...]

In his presence today, the Reichsführer-SS
[Himmler] has repeatedly expressed his view
that, wherever there is only a moderate risk,
sensitive armament plants, or at least the most
sensitive parts of them, must be accommodated
underground and bomb-proof. He has no sym-
pathy for the fact that plant managers tell him
that it is already too late at the moment to
start building such facilities. The duration of
the war could not yet be foreseen, it would also
not be the last war and future wars would cer-
tainly not be opened by long explanations, not
even by approaches of air fleets which could be
recognized in time. He is of the opinion that
with the progress of technology, explosives are
suddenly emerging whose speed and e↵ect over-
shadow the newest explosives of the retaliatory
weapon. [...]

[As shown on the next page, Albert Speer later quoted part of the above 22 June 1944 announcement
by Himmler and explained that Himmler was specifically referring to the development of an atomic
bomb.]
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Heinrich Himmler’s political rival, Albert Speer. [Speer 1981, pp. 150–152]

A few months earlier, Himmler had been hot on the trail of new explosives. On June 22, 1944,
he had announced “that with the progress of technology, explosives are suddenly emerging whose
speed and e↵ect overshadow the newest explosives of our retaliatory weapons.” In my ministry, we
had long since come to realize than an atomic bomb (that was the only thing he could have meant)
could not be produced before the winter of 1945...

Himmler was reticent in the area of atomic research. Nevertheless, he rebuked me for neglecting
it, precisely because of the consequences of nuclear fission. Himmler’s letter is not extant. But
my reply shows that I was forced to defend myself. On September 23, 1944, “in order to prevent
misunderstandings,” I informed Himmler of the following: “There can be no doubt that research
must go on even in wartime, and indeed very intensively... Ultimately, however, the main issue in
research is that projects advantageous to the war e↵ort should be given preference...”

Ohlendorf [one of Himmler’s deputies] interfered to a huge extent with atomic research in a letter of
January 25, 1945. He accused me of neglecting a discipline that had been labeled “Jewish physics”
for many years, and he rebuked me for not paying the necessary attention to atomic research...

As a precaution, I had already written to Professor Gerlach on December 19, 1944: “Because of
urgent tasks, I am unable to come into personal contact with you and your work. However, I place
extraordinary value on research in the field of nuclear physics and I am following your work with
great expectations...”

All these orders and arrogance on the part of the SS and especially Himmler reduced our capacity
for research and development and created uncertainty about the command channels and areas of
responsibility.

[Speer confirmed that:

• Heinrich Himmler was strongly interested in developing nuclear weapons.

• Interest in the German nuclear program intensified further in 1944 (the Allies invaded Nor-
mandy on 6 June 1944, and there was an attempted assassination of Hitler on 20 July 1944).

• There was political rivalry for the control and direction of the German nuclear program.

This information is consistent with Werner Grothmann’s account of the German nuclear program.]
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Luis Alvarez and J. Robert Oppenheimer to Robert Furman. 5 June 1944. [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

P. O. BOX 1663
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

June 5, 1944

Major Robert Furman
P. O. Box 2610
Washington, D.C.

Dear Major Furman:

We have had a request from Dr. Morrison to send you some account of what sort of installation,
equivalent to Y [Oak Ridge], the Germans might have or need. We have discussed this matter
informally with you in the past and the present statement is only for the record.

1. The answer to this question is complicated to the point where it may be useless by the fact that
the program of Y is a fairly ambitious one and that it may be paralleled in Germany, but that a
possible program making less advantageous use of material and requiring a much greater production
schedule could be carried out with much more meager facilities and less talented personnel.

2. In general we should say that any program involving the use of 49 [plutonium-239] would have as
indispensable parts a large chemical and metallurgical group, a group working on nuclear physics
experimentally, some strong theoretical advice, and an ordnance program, not necessarily very
extensive but involving unconventional ordnance problems and at least one proving ground. We
should doubt whether even with modest objectives and reasonably long time scale e↵ective use could
be made of 49 by an installation with a personnel under 200, and our estimate of the time needed
for the development of the necessary methods would be at least two years from the foundation of
the organization, and at least six months from the time when macroscopic amounts of 49 would be
available.

3. In the case of an organization devoted exclusively to the application of 25 [uranium-235] and
operating along conservative lines we should again expect a group of experimental nuclear physi-
cists, strong theoretical advice, and a metallurgy and engineering group which might operate with
conventional means, but which would undoubtedly need a proving ground of some kind. For this
problem we believe that a minimum of 100 people would be needed and that probably a year
and half would be required to carry out the necessary development. These estimates of time and
personnel are minimal and imply no radical development work.

4. It is possible that the Germans may be contemplating other methods of solving the problems
of Y than have occurred to us or seem to us promising. Any installation would have to have a
rather strong group in experimental nuclear physics, would have to have competent theoreticians,
engineers and metallurgists. An installation of the size of Y would imply on the part of the Germans
an e↵ort to make the most e↵ective use of the material and to provide weapons of great military
significance with a somewhat restricted production schedule.

5. It has already been pointed out to you that the position of Heisenberg in German physics is
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essentially unique. If we were undertaking the Y program in Germany, we should make desperate
e↵orts to have Heisenberg as collaborator. It is hard for us to believe that they would be embarked
on this program without taking advantage of his help.

Sincerely yours,

Luis Alvarez

J. R. Oppenheimer

cc: General Groves
Philip Morrison

Philip Morrison and Karl Cohen. 31 July 1944. Appraisal of Enemy Bomb Production.
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168, Folder 203.11—Tech. Countermeasures +
RW—1943–1944]

APPRAISAL OF ENEMY BOMB PRODUCTION

Summary

Recent evidence essentially confirms our earlier general statements on enemy bomb production.
The reports now at hand lead us to conclude:

1. A German “Y” project has been underway since early 1943.

2. A D2O pile is in operation, but we do not believe that this is on production level.

3. It is implied that a separation method is operating at a production level, for it is surely
improbable that the enemy will organize a utilization group without something to use.

We include a time schedule, and a technical discuss of the probable means employed.

Enemy production of devices can be as high as:

1. 1 device every 3 months—on the assumption that 30 kg of material are required per device.

2. 1 device every month—on the assumption that 10 kg of material are required per device.

In either case the first completed device could be in enemy hands now.

[Morrison and Cohen then spent several pages of their 31 July 1944 memo explaining their assump-
tions and calculations that led to these estimates.
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U.S. Manhattan Project scientists wrote a number of memos that proposed various scenarios by
which Germany could be pursuing a nuclear weapons program that would be consistent both
with what little information Allied intelligence had from Germany and also with the scientific
requirements of U-235/Pu-239/U-233 production that the Manhattan Project scientists had learned
firsthand. The above Alvarez-Oppenheimer and Morrison-Cohen memos are just two examples. For
some other examples, see:

• J. Robert Oppenheimer to Robert R. Furman. 22 September 1943. [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• E. D. Eastman to Arthur H. Compton. 15 December 1943. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Glen T. Seaborg to Arthur H. Compton. 27 January 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Arthur H. Compton to Glen T. Seaborg. 29 February 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Arthur H. Compton to A. V. Peterson. 29 February 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Karl Cohen. 27 March 1944. Report on Literature. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 170,
Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Karl Cohen. 24 May 1944. Requirements. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 170, Folder
32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Philip Morrison. 31 May 1944. Plant Description: 49 Production. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

The basic conclusion of all of these memos was that as far as Allied intelligence and the inherent
requirements of nuclear physics could tell, it was entirely possible (although certainly not proven)
that Germany could be producing enough U-235, Pu-239, and/or U-233 for nuclear weapons.]
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Nazis’ Atom Bomb Plans: Britain Ready a Year Ago. Daily Telegraph and Morning
Post. 11 August 1945.

Britain prepared for the possibility of an atomic bomb attack on this country by Germany in
August, 1944.

It can now be disclosed that details of the expected e↵ect of such a bomb were revealed in a highly
secret memorandum which was sent that summer to the chiefs of Scotland Yard, chief constables
of provincial forces and senior o�cials of the defence services.

An elaborate scheme was drawn up by the Ministry of Home Security for prompt and adequate
measures to cope with the widespread devastation and heavy casualties expected if the Germans
succeeded in launching atomic bombs on this country.

Reports received from our agents on the Continent early last year indicated that German scientists
were experimenting with an atomic bomb in Norway. According to these reports the bomb was
launched by catapult, and had an explosive radius of more than two miles.

In view of our own progress in devising an atomic bomb, the Government gave the reports serious
consideration. Thousands of men and women of the police and defence services were held in readiness
for several months until reliable agents in Germany reported that the bomb had been tested and
proved a failure.

[Allied intelligence reports confirmed that Germany was developing an atomic bomb. A blast ra-
dius of over 2 miles or over 3200 meters corresponds to an explosive energy of approximately
(3200/85.5)3 ⇡ 50,000 tons of TNT, definitely nuclear and over twice the explosive energy of the
first U.S. fission bombs.

Allied intelligence also confirmed that there was at least one attempted test of the German atomic
bomb. It was reported to have been a failure and to have been associated with Norway (as the devel-
opment and/or test location?). Was that the same failed atomic bomb test that Werner Grothmann
reported as having taken place in the North Sea in late 1943 (p. 2996)?

It is known that the German nuclear program was producing heavy water in Norway. Were there
other important aspects of the program in Norway?

The catapult launch suggests that the bomb may have been designed to be carried on a V-1 cruise
missile, which was launched by catapult, or by some other aircraft or rocket that had been designed
or modified to be launched by catapult. The Sänger-Bredt Silbervogel space plane would have been
launched by catapult, and some versions of the A-9 rocket were designed to be launched by catapult.

Allied fears that the German bomb was nearly ready for deployment heightened in autumn 1944.
(The first successful German nuclear test may have occurred in October 1944—see p. 2981).]
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Discussion between Hitler and Romanian dictator Ion Antonescu on 5 August 1944.
Reported in: Andreas Hillgruber, ed. 1970. Staatsmänner und Diplomaten bei Hitler:
Vertrauliche Aufzeichnungen über Unterredungen mit Vertretern des Auslandes 1942-
1944. Vol. 2. Frankfurt am Main: Bernard & Graefe. pp. 482–484.

In diesem Zusammenhang machte der Führer
noch technische Ausführungen über weitere
neue Sprengsto↵e, deren Entwicklung bis zum
Experimentierstadium durchgeführt sei. Er
habe den Eindruck, daß der Sprung von den
jetzt gebräuchlichen Explosivsto↵en bis zu
diesen neuartigen Sprengmaterialien größer
sei, als der vom Schwarzpulver bis zu den bei
Kriegsbeginn gebräuchlichen Sprengmaterialien
gewesen wäre.

Als der Marschall darauf erwiderte, dass
er ho↵e, die Zeit der Anwendung dieser neuen
Explosivsto↵e, die vielleicht das Ende der
Welt herbeiführen würden, nicht mehr zu
erleben, erwähnte der Führer die von einem
deutschen Schriftsteller vorausgesehenen weit-
eren Entwicklungsstufen auf diesem Gebiet,
die bis zu einem Punkt führen würden, wo
die Materie als solche sich auflöse und dann
allerdings Katastrophen von ungeahnter Größe
herbeiführen würde.

Bei dieser Forschungstätigkeit müsse man
zwei Richtungen unterscheiden: einmal die
militärische Auswertung bereits vervollkomm-
neter und voll durchentwickelter Wa↵en und
andererseits die wissenschaftlich vorbereitete,
experimentell allmählich erprobte und langsam
bis zur fabrikatorischen Massenherstellung
durchgeführte Entwicklung neuartiger Sto↵e.

In this context the Führer gave technical
explanations about further new explosives,
whose development had been brought to the
experimental stage. He had the impression that
the leap from the currently used explosives
to these new explosive materials was greater
than that from black powder to the explosive
materials used at the beginning of the war.

When the Marshal replied that he hoped
not to live to experience the time of the
utilization of these new explosives, which
would perhaps lead to the end of the world,
the Führer mentioned the further development
stages foreseen by a German writer in this
field would lead to a point where matter as
such would dissolve, and then disasters of
unimagined size would be produced.

In these research activities, one had to
distinguish two directions: on one hand the
military utilization of already perfected and
fully developed weapons, and on the other
hand, the scientifically prepared, experimen-
tally gradually tested and slowly developed
creation of novel substances.
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Ganz allgemein gelte bei der Einführung neuer
Wa↵en der Grundsatz, dass man sie nur dann
unverzüglich zur Anwendung bringen könne,
wenn man der felsenfesten Überzeugung sei,
dass sie mit einem Schlage den Krieg beenden
würden. In der Mehrzahl der Fälle bestehe
jedoch die Gefahr, dass der Gegner sich nach
Ablauf von zehn bis zwölf Monaten der gle-
ichen Sto↵e bedienen würde, so dass man solche
Sto↵e erst praktisch anwenden könne, wenn
man selbst vorher ein Abwehrmittel entwickelt
habe. [...]

Dabei sei V1 nur eine von 4 Wa↵en, die
Deutschland einsetzen würde. Eine andere
dieser Wa↵en habe z.B. eine so gewaltige
Wirkung, dass in einem Umkreis von 3–4 km
von der Einschlagstelle alles menschliche Leben
vernichtet würde.

In general, the introduction of new weapons is
based on the principle that they can only be
applied without delay if one is firmly convinced
that they will end the war in one stroke. In
the majority of cases, however, there is a
danger that the opponent would use the same
substances after ten to twelve months, so that
such substances can only be applied in practice
if a defensive agent has already been developed.
[...]

V1 is only one of four weapons that Ger-
many would use. Another of these weapons has
for example such a tremendous e↵ect that all
human life would be destroyed within a radius
of three to four kilometers from the impact
point.

Big Projectile Reported New Hitler Weapon. Los Angeles Times. 30 September 1944.
p. 3.

SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE, Sept. 23 (Delayed.) (AP)—American 3rd Army troops have obtained
information indicating that a 14-ton projectile with an explosive radius of three kilometers—almost
two miles—is scheduled as the third in Hitler’s series of vengeance weapons.

V-1 is the robot bomb launched from a platform.

V-2 is the long-range rocket fired from a carrier plane, for which the Germans are reported using
the Heinkel 111.

V-3, so far as is known here, has not yet been used against either England or the attacking Allied
armies.

Information disclosed the projectile is just short of 60 feet in length, is five feet five inches in
diameter and weighs 14 tons at the take-o↵. Propelled by a mixture of liquid air and alcohol, it is
shot into the air vertically, then is controlled by radio.
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[Germany had many secret weapons in development, and the “V” number would simply indicate the
order in which they happened to be publicly announced. The V-1 cruise missile or “robot bomb”
had been fired at London since June 1944 and was well known by the time of this article. However,
the existence of the V-2 or A-4 rocket was not publicly known when this article was released. V-2 or
A-4 rocket attacks on Allied countries began on 8 September 1944 but were not publicly admitted
by Germany until 8 November 1944, and by the United Kingdom until 10 November 1944. The
aircraft-fired rocket referred to as “V-2” in this article was not the large A-4 rocket that ultimately
gained the V-2 name, but rather a di↵erent weapon. It was likely the air-launched version of the V-
1, which was indeed fired from Heinkel He 111 carrier planes (p. 1472). Alternatively, it might have
been some other large, long-range air-to-ground missile, perhaps similar to the RASCAL liquid-
propellant rocket that Walter Dornberger began creating (or recreating?) in the United States in
1946.

The V-3 rocket specifications given in the article closely match those of the A-4 rocket that became
the real V-2. The diameter was indeed five feet five inches (1.65 meters), the launch weight was
indeed 14 tons, the propellant was indeed liquid oxygen (“liquid air”) and alcohol, and the rocket was
indeed controlled by radio. The one specification that does not match is the stated length of “just
short of 60 feet,” or approximately 18 meters. The actual A-4 rocket length was approximately 14
meters. This could simply be a mistake in the Allied intelligence or reporting, or it could indicate
that 18-meter-long extended versions of the A-4 rocket were being developed or built. The 14-
meter A-4 rocket could carry a 1-ton payload of conventional explosives to a maximum range of
approximately 350 km. An 18-meter extended version of the A-4 rocket (very similar to the postwar
Soviet SS-2 or R-2 missile that was produced using captured German technology) would have been
able to accommodate more propellant, and therefore would have been able to carry a significantly
heavier payload, such as a nuclear bomb.

A blast radius of 3000 meters corresponds to an explosive energy of approximately (3000/85.5)3 ⇡
40,000 tons of TNT, definitely nuclear and approximately twice the explosive energy of the first
U.S. fission bombs. This suggests that Germany had been developing and was close to deploying
a nuclear bomb, and that its large rockets had been intended from the beginning to be delivery
systems for that bomb, not merely for conventional explosives.

What exactly did the Third Army discover that formed the basis of this article? Where was “some-
where in France”?

Note that the AP report was delayed for a full week by Allied censors. What details did the censors
not allow to be included?

Similar versions of this AP news report were also published in:

Americans Get Hint of New German Bomb. New York Times. 30 September 1944 p. 3.

Hitler’s V-3 Said to Blast 2-Mile Area. Washington Post. 30 September 1944 p. 5.

Radio Controlled, 14 Ton Projectile New Nazi Weapon. Blood and Fire (Journal of U.S. Army 63rd
Infantry Division). 30 September 1944 p. 1.]
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OSS Report No. FF-83. 21 October 1944. Atom Smashing Secret Weapon. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive
Int. (July–Oct. 44)]

1. The Germans have completed a weapon which is founded on the principle of the disintegration of
matter (Atomzertruemmerung). Experiments have been performed which have proved conclusive.
The e↵ect of this weapon is like that of a thunderbolt, naturally much magnified.

2. It would be possible to direct the e↵ect of this weapon in any given direction. Possibly it is a
question of a sort of projectile rather than of a weapon properly so-called. The radius of action
is supposed to be about three kilometers. The devastation produced by this weapon is said to
be such that Hitler plans to use it only in the air, against planes, for example. Nevertheless, the
Germans say that in case of necessity they will not hesitate to use it on the ground as well. This
weapon seems to be ready, in fact, for use upon the battlefield, but it still exists only in the form
of a model. Germany needs—and this appears to be absolutely certain—a delay of at least three
months. Practically speaking, it seems that only within five months could the weapon be ready for
use.

3. Di↵erent conversations which have taken place with industrial leaders in charge of concentration
of production of German war material give the impression that Germany has unlimited confidence
in the use of this weapon, which is to bring them certain victory.

4. Herr Schneider, one of the directors of the German factories called Deutsche Wa↵en u. Munitions-
fabrik (a combine representing some fifteen factories and 250,000 workers) declared with a smile:
“We shall gain the victory by new weapons, we are absolutely sure of that. Just now it is simply a
case of gaining time, because the new arms will not be ready before three or four months. Bombing
cannot keep us from building them. Our important factories where the assembly is carried out are
all subterranean. An immense quantity of accessories is made in small lots everywhere throughout
the country, so that bombing cannot interrupt the production. Our troops may retire within our
frontiers. That does not matter, for nothing will be able to stand up for any length of time against
these new weapons and we shall resume our overwhelming advance.”

5. Directors of certain other factories have shown the same inveterate optimism, aroused by the
confidence which they have in the e↵ects of these new weapons.

6. Names of certain industrialists with whom the interviews took place:

Herr Schneider—Director of the Deutsche Wa↵en und Munitions-Fabrik. His German
title is Wehrwirtschaftsbeauftragter (Superintendent of Armament Production) in the
region of the Duchy of Baden and Wurtemberg. He has charge of the plants of the
Karlsruhe region.

Director Dr. Buesse, who directs the DWM factories at Karlsruhe.

Dr. Quant, Administrator of a part of the DWM combine of factories.
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Division of Naval Intelligence. 15 June 1945. German Technical Aid to Japan: A Sur-
vey. ETO S(or N)-13960, 177647, p. 177 [https://ww2aircraft.net/forum/threads/german-
technical-aid-to-japan.20033/].

ITEM: ATOM SMASHING

INTELLIGENCE: 1. In November 1944 PW heard from his Platoon Leader, a 1st Lt. Military
Academy graduate, that some time during 1944 the Japs exchanged the blueprints of their V-12
diesel tank engine used in the Type 97 Med. Tanks (HAKE) for the formula of the German Atom
Bomb. According to the o�cer, the bombs were match box size and had an e↵ective radius of 1,000
meters. PW did not know if the bombs were being manufactured by the Japs, nor how they would
be employed. They were not used in the Philippines.

2. The U-234 had uranium oxide aboard (destination Tokyo) at the time of its surrender. It is not
known that this cargo was earmarked for research on the atom bomb, but its presence in quantity
is of possible significance.

[Presumably “match box size” referred to the size of the fission pit or the quantity of fission fuel
required for the bomb, and not the overall size of the complete bomb.]
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Letter from J. Edgar Hoover to Harry Hopkins. 16 November 1944. [Franklin Delano
Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York. Small Collections. ATOMIC BOMB FILE.
Box-1, Folder-3]

A German espionage agent presently in the United States under the control of this Bureau advised
that he was instructed to obtain, among other subjects, information concerning (1) the progress
made by the United States since 1941 with respect to the development of atomic explosives, (2)
whether “heavy water” is used instead of helium in their manufacture, (3) the type of container
in which the atom of uranium is split, and (4) the probable reaction of the people of the United
States if Germany used the explosive power obtained through the splitting of the uranium atom.

This information is being made available to you as possibly indicating the degree to which the
Germans have progressed in the development of atomic explosives. There are two other recent
developments of possible interest in this connection. The first of these is that the Germans have
recently made numerous inquiries of other espionage agents controlled by this Bureau concerning
the exact size, number of employees, and location of various armament plants in the United States.
For example, the following inquiry was received from Germany by a double agent controlled by this
Bureau:

“OF GREAT INTEREST IS SIZE, FLOOR AREA, TOTAL EMPLOYEES OF BELL,
BOEING, BREWSTER, BRIGGS, BUDD, CHRYSLER, CONSOLIDATED VULTEE,
CURTISSWRIGHT AIRPLANE DIVISION, DOUGLAS, EASTERN, FISHER BODY,
FORD, GOODYEAR, GRUMMAN, HIGGINS, HUDSON, KAISER FACTORIES. CON-
TINUATION FOLLOWS.”

The continuation of the above message has not as yet been received.

The second recent development of interest is the receipt of an inquiry from the Germans through a
controlled double agent channel indicating that the Germans are desirous of determining the extent
of o↵-shore coastal protection on the Atlantic seaboard of the United States and particularly as to
any areas where this protection may have been curtailed.

[The first four questions suggest that Germany had or expected to soon have an atomic bomb that
it could use, and wanted to know how the United States would react and whether the United States
could retaliate with an atomic bomb of its own.

The questions about armament plants suggest that Germany was compiling a large list of U.S.
targets to bomb in the near future, which in turn implies that Germany had or expected to soon
have methods of delivering an atomic bomb or a large amount of conventional bombs to those
targets via long-range bombers, long-range rockets, or submarine-launched rockets.

The final questions seem to confirm German capability for submarine-launched rockets.]
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OSS Report No. B-624. 20 November 1944. Secret Weapons. [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov.
44–June 45)]

The source, a highly placed and sober-minded neutral industrialist, reports the following conversa-
tion with a prominent German in mid-October 1944.

According to the testimony of this German, well-informed circles in Germany say that the em-
ployment of secret weapons V-2 and V-3 was set back as a result of the invasion of the Continent
which came before the moment anticipated by the Germans. Still according to this German, the
final development of the new weapons is supposed to have been interrupted by the invasion and at
the time of the conversation this work had still not been completed. However, work and tests are
being pushed very hard and the new arms are expected to come into play before mid-winter.

On the new arms themselves the sub-source gave the following details:

V-2 is supposed to be an anti-aircraft weapon containing an explosive so powerful that by its mere
deflagration everything within a radius of one kilometer would be literally pulverized. (The sub-
source used the term: “Destruction of atoms.”) The Germans pin great hopes on this new device;
they hope that with the help of this arm they will be able to destroy or at least completely handicap
all the Allied air forces in a short time.

The new weapon V-3 is said to be identical with V-2 with the sole di↵erence that it is supposed to
be destined for use against ground troops and that its power of destruction would cover a radius
of about two kilometers. V-3 would be launched against hostile troops on a flat trajectory (en
trajectoire tendus).

The German informant declared that Nazi leaders are said to be convinced that V-2 and V-3 will
assure final victory for the Germans. He himself, however, seemed rather sceptical on this point,
particularly because of the fact that in certain German technical circles it is known that the question
of the production and use of these new devices is not in a very advanced stage and that trials have
not yet given really positive results.

Admiral William D. Leahy. 9 December 1944. Memorandum for the President. [Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York. Map Room Files, Box 20. Folder
Warm Springs, Dec. 9-18, 1944]

Reference MR-in 217

Possibility of V-3 stratospheric bomb attack on U. S. was discussed at a meeting of the Joint Chiefs
of Sta↵ yesterday. General Marshall and Admiral King have sent messages to defense commands,
sea frontiers and the First Air Force at Mitchell Field ordering precautionary measures taken.
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1944 diary of Margaret Suckley, personal secretary of Franklin Roosevelt [Ward 1995,
pp. 357–358].

Dec 9 Friday... A quiet evening by the fire. I think the Pres. looks a little better, but he needs a lot
of quiet and sun. Just one week more.

He spoke very seriously at dinner about the German menace. He has just had a secret report from a
German source which has been quite reliable in the past, to the e↵ect that the Germans have a V3
bomb which will kill by concussion everything within a mile. They are planning to use it on New
York for morale purposes—again, not seeming to realize that it will have the exact opposite e↵ect
to that which they expect. The entire Atlantic seaboard has relaxed all its dim-outs and air-raid
precautions, etc. & the Pres. sent word to the Gen. sta↵ that all previous preparations of that sort
should be reviewed on the chance that the report about the V3 may be true. He said that in the
next war, the side which first uses these new explosives will undoubtedly win. The Germans are
way ahead of us in that direction, though we are doing a lot of research trying to catch up to them.
We found one of their V1 robots, unexploded, & are improving on it.

[What was Roosevelt’s secret “German source which has been quite reliable in the past”? Can the
relevant briefing material for Roosevelt be located in archives? Did the Manhattan Project, Alsos
Mission, and other relevant parts of the U.S. intelligence community know about that source, or
only Roosevelt?]

Enemy Production of Atomic Bombs—Summary, Third Draft. 11 December 1944
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.60-2 Germany: Summary Reports
(1945–1946)]

1. Intelligence indicates that the enemy is working in the project field. It is likely that he has
undertaken one or several of the various processes for the production of bombs on a small scale and
to have organized an installation equivalent to our project on final utilization. (TAB A).

2. The various methods for the production of U-233, U-235 and Pu-239 have been considered in
the light of scientific development, basic materials, and industrial e↵ort required. (TAB B). The
liquid thermal di↵usion process for production of U-235 on a moderate scale and the pile process
using heavy water for the production of Pu-239 on a small scale appear to be the most likely
possibilities; the production of U-233 on a useful scale appears to be unlikely. Activities inferred
from the intelligence and other reports indicate that these processes could have come into operation
during 1943. (TAB C).

3. On the basis of the above analysis it is possible for the enemy to have at least one device in his
hands now, but it is improbable for him to have more than three.

[Handwritten in lower right corner:] Cross referenced in Enemy Prod.[uction] of Devices—G[roves?]

[...] TAB A: In the review of this file this item was removed because access to it is restricted.

[What specific information was in Tab A? Can that part of the document be declassified?]
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Figure D.149: TAB A, which the 11 December 1944 report said contained intelligence showing that
Germany was likely producing atomic bombs, remains classified and unavailable.
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Benito Mussolini. 16 December 1944 speech in Milan Opera House. Variously known
as the “Discorso della Riscossa” (“Speech of Revenge” or “Counterattack Speech”),
“Ultimo discorso di Mussolini” (“Last Speech of Mussolini”), or “Discorso di Milano
al Teatro Lirico” (“Speech at the Milan Opera House”).
[http://www.mussolinibenito.net/lultimo-discorso-del-dvce-dal-teatro-lirico-di-milano]

Nel periodo di tale euforia venivano svalutate
e dileggiate le nuove armi tedesche, impropria-
mente chiamate “segrete.” Molti hanno creduto
che grazie all’impiego di tali armi, a un certo
punto, premendo un bottone, la guerra sarebbe
finita di colpo. Questo miracolismo è ingenuo
quando non sia doloso. Non si tratta di armi
segrete, ma di “armi nuove,” che, è lapalissiano
il dirlo, sono segrete sino a quando non vengono
impiegate in combattimento. Che tali armi
esistano, lo sanno per amara constatazione gli
inglesi; che le prime saranno seguite da altre,
lo posso con cognizione di causa a↵ermare;
che esse siano tali da ristabilire l’equilibrio
e successivamente la ripresa della iniziativa
in mani germaniche, è nel limite delle umane
previsioni quasi sicuro e anche non lontano.

Niente di più comprensibile delle impazienze,
dopo cinque anni di guerra, ma si tratta di
ordigni nei quali scienza, tecnica, esperienza,
addestramento di singoli e di reparti devono
procedere di conserva. Certo è che la serie
delle sorprese non è finita; e che migliaia di
scienziati germanici lavorano giorno e notte per
aumentare il potenziale bellico della Germania.

In the period of this euphoria, the new German
weapons, incorrectly called “secret,” were
written down and ridiculed. Others believed
that through the use of such weapons, at
some point, by pressing a button, the war
would end abruptly. This concept is naive
or even shows bad faith. There are no secret
weapons, but “new weapons,” and it is obvious
but has to be said, that they are secret until
they have been used in combat for the first
time. The bitter experiences of the English
people have shown them that these weapons
exist indeed; and I can a�rm with full knowl-
edge of the facts that the first types will be
followed by others. That they will be able
to reestablish the balance and then put the
initiative back into German hands, is some-
thing as sure as it can be within the limits of
human foresight, and is not far o↵ in the future.

After five years of war it is easy to under-
stand the impatience, but these are weapons in
which science, technology, experience, training
of individuals and departments must proceed in
tandem. What is certain is that the succession
of surprises is not over; and that thousands of
German scientists are working day and night
to increase the war potential of Germany.
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H. K. Calvert to Robert Furman. 30 December 1944. Subject: C.S.D.I.C. (U.K.)
G.R.G.G. 238. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY:
US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

1. In the above report which was prepared on P/W information gathered between the dates 23–26
December 1944, the following statement is noticed:

“In conversation with General EBERBACH, Generalleutnant HEIM said he thought
the counter-attack was only justified if it was intended to win time for the further
development of secret weapons and in particular the atom-bomb. There was otherwise
no point in just winning time at this stage of the war.”

2. This particular paragraph has been called to the attention of C.S.D.I.C. with the request that
more information be obtained from Generalleutnant HEIM, if possible, concerning what he describes
in his conversation as the “atom-bomb”.

3. You will be advised of the result, if any, of our inquiry.

Theodor Souchek. 4 May 2001 filmed interview with Heiko Petermann [Karlsch 2005,
p. 203].

[Joseph Goebbels speaking with German military o�cers on 6–7 January 1945:]

Meine Herren, es kommt darauf an, dass die
deutsche Wehrmacht den Feind vom Reichskern
sechs Monate fern hält, dann wird die neueste
Wa↵e, über die wir verfügen, zum Einsatz kom-
men, und in 24 Stunden wird dieser Krieg mit
dem Sieg Deutschlands entschieden sein.

Gentlemen, it is important that the German
Wehrmacht keeps the enemy away from the
central Reich for six months, then the newest
weapon we have will be used, and in 24 hours
this war will be decided with the victory of Ger-
many.
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Letter from J. Edgar Hoover to Harry Hopkins. 9 February 1945. [Franklin Delano
Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York. Small Collections. ATOMIC BOMB FILE.
Box-1, Folder-3;
http://blog.nuclearsecrecy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/1945-Hoover-to-Hopkins-
German-spies.pdf]

As you are well aware, the Army for the past two years has been vitally interested in a highly
secret project for the development of an atomic explosive. This explosive, as you know, involves the
release of energy through the shattering of atoms of heavy elements.

During the period that the Army has been engaged in the supervision of this experimentation,
numerous e↵orts have been made by the Soviets to obtain the highly secret information concerning
the experimentation and this Bureau has been actively following such Soviet e↵orts.

The German Government has also been interested in the same type of experimentation in Germany
and has attempted to get information regarding the atomic experimentation in the United States.

Recently, in connection with the operation of a radio station by a German agent under control of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation but which station the Germans believe to be a free station,
an inquiry was received from Germany containing the following questions regarding the status of
atomic explosive experimentation in the United States:

First, where is heavy water being produced? In what quantities? What method? Who
are users?

Second, in what Laboratories is work being carried on with large quantities of uranium?
Did accidents happen there? What does the protection against Neutronic Rays consist
of in these Laboratories? What is the material and the strength of coating?

Third, is anything known concerning the production of bodies or molecules out of metal-
lic uranium rods, tubes, plates? Are these bodies provided with coverings for protection?
Of what do these coverings consist?

We have already advised the appropriate authorities in the War Department concerning these
German inquiries.

I thought the foregoing would be of considerable interest to the President.

[The Germans sounded very concerned about criticality accidents with large quantities of unshielded
uranium housed in the same laboratory. That is generally only a problem with highly enriched
uranium, and suggests that the Germans may have had large quantities of highly enriched uranium
and may have already had a criticality accident.]
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Wilhelm Haus, letter from the Wetzlar Court Prison to the Chairman of the 1st
Criminal Chamber of the District Court in Limburg on 20 June 1947. Hessian Haupt-
staatsarchiv Wiesbaden, section 463, number 920, pp. 109–112. [Porezag 1996, p. 46]

Etwa Anfang Februar 1945 erzählte mir der
damalige Wehrkreisbeauftragte, Ingenieur
Marsch aus Gießen, im Beisein meines dama-
ligen ständigen Kreiswirtschaftsberaters, Dr.
Hans Hensoldt, in meinem Dienstzimmer von
neuen Wa↵en und dem ‘Schweren Wasser’,
welche bald eingesetzt werden sollten und
kriegsentscheidend wären.

Ebenfalls im Februar 1945 besuchte mich
der Oberingenieur Coenders von den Röchling-
Werken im Buro. Er erzählte mir von neuen
Wa↵en, die aber nicht vor April eingesetzt
werden könnten. Herr Coenders war öfters
beim Führer gewesen und hatte den ersten
Fritz-Todt-Preis erhalten, so daß ich des
Glaubens sein konnte: Der Mann weiß sehr viel.
Auch er sprach vom Sieg.

Am 26. März 1945 abends erschien auf
meiner Dienststelle der damalige Gauamtsleiter
von Koblenz, Andreas Bang. Er zeigte mir
ein Flugblatt, welches über dem Westerwald
und dem Siegerland abgeworfen wurde. Dieses
Flugblatt vom Oberkommando der Deutschen
Wehrmacht forderte die Bevölkerung auf, eine
Zone von 50 km vom Rhein zu räumen, da
mit dem 1. April neue, kriegsentscheidende
Wa↵en eingesetzt würden, die den deutschen
Sieg verbürgten. Ein gleiches Flugblatt wurde
mir am 28.3.45 in Frankenberg/Eder gezeigt.

Hätte ich eine deutsche Niederlage vor Augen
gehabt, hätte ich den Befehl zur Vollstreckung
des Standgerichtsurteils wohl nicht befolgt,
denn bei einer Niederlage hätte ich keine Folgen
wegen Nichtbeachtung eines gegebenen Befehls
zu fürchten brauchen.

Around the beginning of February 1945, in my
o�ce in the presence of my former ever-present
economic council adviser, Dr. Hans Hensoldt,
the then Military District Supervisor, Engineer
Marsch from Giessen, told me about new
weapons and ‘heavy water’ that were supposed
to be used soon and would be decisive for the
war.

Also in February 1945, I was visited in
my o�ce by Chief Engineer Coenders from
the Röchling factory. He told me about new
weapons which however could not be used
before April. Mr. Coenders had often been
with the Führer and had received the first Fritz
Todt Prize, so I could be sure: The man knows
a lot. He also spoke of victory.

On the evening of 26 March 1945, the
then O�ce Head of Koblenz, Andreas Bang,
appeared in my o�ce. He showed me a leaflet,
which had been dropped over the Westerwald
and Siegerland regions. This leaflet from the
High Command of the German Armed Forces
urged the population to clear a zone of 50 km
from the Rhine, as on April 1, new war-decisive
weapons would be used, which would guarantee
German victory. A similar leaflet was shown to
me on 28 March 1945 in Frankenberg/Eder.

If I had envisioned a German defeat, I
would probably not have followed the order
for enforcing the court-martial’s judgment,
because in a defeat I would have had no need
to fear consequences for non-compliance of a
given instruction.
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David Irving. 2002. Hitler’s War and the War Path. London: Focal Point. p. 789.

It was 6:15 a.m. before Hitler retired. At one p.m. the next day, February 14 [1945], he was awak-
ened with word that the American bomber forces were continuing the immolation of Dresden; the
‘Florence on the Elbe’ had vanished, and huge fires were raging.

After the all-clear sounded in Berlin, Hitler was surprised to meet in a chancellery hallway the
army ENT-specialist who had treated his ear injuries after July 20; Dr. Giesing had been visiting
an adjutant when the alert sounded. Twice the Führer absently asked where his family was; twice
the doctor replied, ‘They are in Krefeld, mein Führer.’ Twice Hitler then asked Giesing which
hospital he worked at, and twice the doctor told him. Then Hitler turned to the war. ‘In no time at
all,’ he said, ‘I’m going to start using my Victory weapon (Siegwa↵e) and then the war will come
to a glorious end. Some time ago we solved the problem of nuclear fission, and we have developed
it so far that we can exploit the energy for armaments purposes (Rüstungszwecke). They won’t
know what hit them! It’s the weapon of the future. With it Germany’s future is assured. It was
Providence that allowed me to perceive this final path to victory.’* [...]

* Giesing wrote this account on June 21, 1945—six weeks before Hiroshima. The origin of Hitler’s
optimism is puzzling. [...]

Monthly Intelligence Summary. March 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168,
Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

a. In a broadcast by German Home Service the program took the form of two Germans discussing
the reasons for the Germans continuing to fight. The following conversation was noted:

“In the air war a first victory has likewise been won by the German mind over material.
The...... retaliation weapon goes on its destructive uncanny way without needing men
or a costly return flight...... Do not forget that all these things had to be created at five
minutes to twelve out of nothing. We need time to exploit all possibilities, to make them
reality. Our enemies know this and this is the point of this gruesome race for time.”

It was also recalled that “Hitler once said: ‘May God forgive me for the last ten minutes of the
war!’”
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Leroy Vogel. Interrogation Records Prepared for War Crimes Proceedings. Activities
of Jürgen Stroop. 1945. [https://www.fold3.com/image/232067115]

14 Apr Held 20 minute talk with HIMMLER who convinced STROOP that Germany could still
win the war. Received instructions to convey this opinion to all HSSPF’s in Southern Germany.
HIMMLER gave STROOP full freedom of action.

[Jürgen Stroop was an SS general who reported directly to Heinrich Himmler. The above interroga-
tion record indicates that Himmler told him about a weapon so powerful that even in April 1945,
it had the potential to help Germany win the war.

In 1949, Stroop spent over eight months in the same Polish jail cell as Kazimierz Moczarski, a
dissident journalist who later wrote about his conversations with Stroop. In the conversation below,
Stroop confirmed to Moczarski that the powerful new weapon was indeed an atomic bomb.

During the war, Stroop would have had direct knowledge of the development of the German atomic
bomb, both from his conversations with Himmler and likely from other conversations within the
SS, which was deeply involved in running the German nuclear program in the final years of the war.
After the war, on the other hand, Stroop would have been left wondering why the German atomic
bomb had not been employed by the end of the war, so his 1949 explanations for that below must
be regarded as simply his own speculations.]

Kazimierz Moczarski. 1981. Conversations with an Executioner: An Incredible 255-
Day-Long Interview with the Man Who Destroyed the Warsaw Ghetto. Englewood
Cli↵s, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. p. 214

One day the talk turned to the wonder weapons which Germany had dreamed of producing in
1944–45.

“What were they going to be?” I asked. “Improved V rockets? A new kind of artillery along the
lines of the Russian Katyusha? Jet aircraft?”

“None of those, Herr Moczarski,” Stroop said firmly. “We hadn’t started mass-producing jet planes
yet, although we had prototypes in the air. I saw one once in my district. It flew amazingly fast.
But new planes, rockets, and artillery weren’t what Adolf Hitler was after.” Stroop paused, then
continued dramatically: “We were one step away from discovering a new explosive to be used in
aerial warfare.”

I tried not to smile.

“You mean you were about the invent the atomic bomb?”

“Exactly. All through the war, German and Anglo-Saxon scientists raced neck and neck to perfect
such a weapon. . . .”

“And guess who crossed the finish line first? The Americans at Hiroshima,” I said with satisfaction.

“Inevitable, Herr Moczarski. Inevitable. We lacked topflight physicists, and our research laborato-
ries had been badly bombed.”
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Erwin Bartmann. 2013. Für Volk und Führer: The Memoir of a Veteran of the 1st SS
Panzer Division Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler. pp. 160–161, 231.

‘What I am about to tell you is top secret—you must not repeat this—tell no one.’

Wide-eyed with expectation, Papa and I nodded.

Mama’s brows furled. ‘Then perhaps you shouldn’t tell us, Horst.’

‘I trust my own family Mama,’ replied Horst, brushing across her concerns. He leaned forward in
his seat and whispered, ‘As you know, I am responsible for making the telephone connections when
calls are made to and from the Air Ministry. Listen to this—the other day I made a connection
between Göring and the Führer.’

Mama gasped. ‘Oh Horst.’

‘Göring asked the Führer for permission to use three special bombs but he refused. “If I use them
in the east they will get us from the west,” said the Führer.’

Papa pulled his chair closer to the table. ‘What were these special bombs?’

‘I don’t know for sure but they must be powerful—although Göring clearly mentioned three I got
the impression there might be more.’

‘This is the Wunderwa↵e,’ exclaimed my father. ‘Our scientists have done well with their rockets—
who would put it past them to come up with something like this? It would really surprise the
British if they put one of these special bombs in a rocket.’

—

After the war, I became friends with Rochus Misch, a fellow Leibstandarte veteran and communi-
cations o�cer in the Führerbunker until the final days of the Reich. The topic of the special bombs
came up in conversation. ‘Three bombs,’ he said, ‘where did you hear that? There were nine.’

There has been much speculation about the possession of atomic weapons by Germany. Whether
the bombs that my brother mentioned were conventional or atomic remains a matter of conjecture.
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on why nuclear weapons were
not used in combat [Krotzky 2002]. For a discussion of the background and reliability
of this source, see p. 2631. See also Grothmann’s testimony on pp. 2631, 2920, and
2996.

[p. 13] Himmler hat sich jedenfalls Bericht
erstatten lassen und es wurde beraten, was
wir jetzt noch machen können. Das eine Prob-
lem war die geringe Menge und immer noch
die Unsicherheit, wie es im Einsatz klappen
würde. Das andere war die Frage nach der
tatsächlichen politischen Wirkung.

[p. 13] Manche meinten, ein Volltre↵er auf
Moskau müßte das erste Ziel sein. Dem ist aber
widersprochen worden mit dem Argument, das
würde an der Ostfront nichts mehr ändern.

[p. 14] Wenn wir also jetzt auf Hitlers Be-
fehl eine solche Wa↵e zum Beispiel über
London einsetzen würden, ergäbe sich eine
völlig neue Situation, aber nicht in unserem
Sinne. Wenn die Wa↵enwirkung den Berech-
nungen entspricht, fallen zwar wichtige Teile
der politischen und militärischen Führung
aus, aber viele andere Ebenen, die außerhalb
untergebracht waren, bleiben erhalten. Es gibt
schwere Verluste unter der Zivilbevölkerung
und wenn sich das Entsetzen gelegt hat stellt
man fest, dass die Versorgung der englischen
Truppen, die im Reich stehen, über ihre Häfen
und die unter ihrer Kontrolle weiter möglich
ist. Außerdem stehen die Engländer eben auf
unserem Gebiet. Und das wichtigste Argument:
bei uns glaubte niemand wirklich daran, dass
die dann abziehen würden. Ganz im Gegenteil.
Ihre Reaktionen gegenüber unserer Bevölkerung
konnten wir uns ausmalen. Die andere Seite, die
man auch betrachten muß, sind die Amerikaner.

[p. 15] Bei den Besprechungen, die ich er-
lebt hatte oder über die ich in Andeutungen
erfuhr, war keiner so verrückt, eine Wa↵e
einzusetzen, die uns nicht mehr helfen konnte,
sondern nach Lage der Dinge alles nur noch
viele schlimmer machen würde.

[p. 13] Himmler had in any case come up with a
report, and a consultation took place regarding
what we could make now. The one problem
was the small quantity [of fuel] and always still
the uncertainty of how it would work in action.
The other was the question of the real political
e↵ect.

[p. 13] Some said that a direct hit on Moscow
must be the first goal. But this has been
countered by the argument that this would not
change anything on the eastern front.

[p. 14] If we were now to use such a weapon
on Hitler’s order, for example to employ it
on London, a completely new situation would
arise, but not in our favor. If the weapon’s im-
pact corresponds to the calculations, important
parts of the political and military leadership
will fall, but many other levels that have been
relocated outside will be preserved. There are
heavy casualties among the civilian population,
and when the horror has subsided, it is clear
that the supply of potential British troops
in the Reich is still possible via their ports
and is still under their control. Besides, the
British are also on our territory. And the most
important argument: with us, no one really
believed that they would then withdraw. Quite
the contrary! We could picture their reactions
to our population. The other side, which must
also be considered, is the Americans.

[p. 15] At the meetings I attended, or about
which I learned in hints, no one was so crazy
to use a weapon which could no longer help us,
but would only make things even much worse.
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[p. 16] Also, der erste Punkt war, dass die
Entscheidungsträger wissen mussten, was ihnen
persönlich blüht, wenn eine völlig neue, furcht-
bare Massenvernichtungswa↵e von unserer
Seite eingesetzt würde, Wirkung erzielt, der
Krieg aber trotzdem von uns verloren wird.
Was die Sieger dann aus der Genfer Konvention
herauslesen würden war klar.

Der zweite Punkt war der hier: Damals
lag doch die Forderung nach bedingungsloser
Kapitulation schon längst auf dem Tisch. Und
die war das Ergebnis der normalen Kriegslage.
Was hätte sich dann ergeben nach dem Einsatz
unserer Atombombe? Ihnen sind bestimmt auch
die Vorstellungen von Morgenthau bekannt. Es
würde alles noch viel schlimmer kommen.

[p. 16] So, the first point was that the decision-
makers had to know how they personally fared,
if a completely new, terrible mass-destruction
weapon were deployed by our side and achieved
its e↵ect, but the war were nevertheless lost by
us. What the victors would then read out of
the Geneva Convention was clear.

The second point was that: At that time,
the demand for unconditional surrender had
long been on the table. And that was the result
of the normal war situation. What would have
happened after the use of our atomic bomb?
You are certainly familiar with the ideas of
Morgenthau. Everything would be much worse.

[Grothmann made several points:

• By the end of the war, there was only enough fission fuel for a very small number of bombs.

• With the possibilities of rockets malfunctioning, aircraft getting shot down, or the bombs
themselves malfunctioning, there was no guarantee that those bombs could be successfully
delivered to Allied targets.

• Even if the bombs were successfully delivered and destroyed a very small number of Allied
cities, they would not stop the large Allied military forces that were invading Germany, and
in fact they would only inspire the Allied forces to defeat Germany more quickly before it
could deliver more bombs.

• If Germany had used nuclear bombs against Allied targets, the Allies would have retaliated
with even greater destruction (such as firebombing or mustard gas) against German targets
than what the Allies were already doing.

• If Germany had used nuclear bombs against Allied targets, those individuals who were re-
sponsible would have been prosecuted for war crimes after the war.

• If Germany had used nuclear bombs against Allied targets, the Allies would have imposed
much harsher terms on Germany after the war. Grothmann mentioned the Allied Morgenthau
plan that was actually considered but not implemented, which would have eliminated all
industry in postwar Germany.

Grothmann’s arguments are the same reasons why Germany did not use its stockpile of very
advanced nerve gas [Tucker 2006], which was far larger than its stockpile of nuclear weapons as
estimated by Grothmann.]
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Allen Dulles. 1 April 1945. Cable IN 9061 from Bern, Switzerland to O�ce of Strategic
Services. [NARA RG 226, Entry UD-90, Box 6, Folder 64 SUNRISE]

[...] 8. In his conversation with Emperor [Kesselring], latter said to Critic [Wol↵] our situation
is desperate, nobody dares tell truth to Fuehrer who surrounded by small group of advisers who
still believe in a last specific secret weapon which they call “Verzweiflunge” weapon [die Verzwei-
flungswa↵e or the “desperation weapon”]. Emperor believed this weapon can prolong war but not
decide it, but might cause terrible blood bath on both sides. Emperor said if Fuehrer gave him
order to use weapon he would surrender his command. [...]

Allen Dulles. 5 April 1945. Cable IN 9470 from Bern, Switzerland to O�ce of Strategic
Services. [NARA RG 226, Entry UD-90, Box 7, Folder 86 BERN–IN OUT 1944–1945]

[...] Following information given by Wood mostly dated middle March when he left Berlin. [...]

4. Archivabteilung of Foreign O�ce is located in the Harz near Quedlinburg and archives distributed
in old salt mines. Current files were still Berlin middle March.

5. Burning of archives proceeding on large scale and instructions to this e↵ect have been given to
every government o�ce in case of danger of enemy occupation. Unfortunately material which Wood
had put in his o�ce safe was burned during his last absence from Berlin. [...]

Karlsch 2005, pp. 253–254, 388, citing: CIC Documentation “Adolf Hitler” 1944–1953,
Interrogation of Hans Fegelein. 21 September 1945. Institut für Zeitgeschichte (IfZ),
Munich, F 135/3, pp. 384↵.

Mit Vorsicht kann dies auch aus einer Befragung
von Hans Fegelein, dem Vater Hermann Fegeleins,
geschlossen werden. SS-Gruppenführer Hermann
Fegelein, seit 1944 Himmlers Verbindungsof-
fizier im Führerhauptquartier und Schwager Eva
Brauns, war noch am 28. April 1945 wegen Fahnen-
flucht standrechtlich erschossen worden. Sein Vater
berichtete den Amerikanern im September 1945
über die dramatischen letzten Kriegstage. Hitler
sei sehr erregt darüber gewesen, dass ihm Himmler
die neue Atombombe vorenthalten hätte. Er wollte
damit noch eine Kriegswende herbeiführen.Im Be-
fragungsprotokoll heißt es: “Die Ingenieure, die
zuletzt im Führerhauptquartier waren, und auch
der Führer selbst erwarteten täglich den Ge-
fechtseinsatz der Atombombe. Aber Saboteure ver-
hinderten dies.” Wer die Saboteure gewesen sein
sollen, erwähnte Hans Fegelein nicht.

With caution this can also be inferred from
a survey conducted by Hans Fegelein, the fa-
ther of Hermann Fegelein. SS group leader
Hermann Fegelein, since 1944 Himmler’s li-
aison o�cer at the Führer’s headquarters
and brother-in-law of Eva Braun, had been
legally shot dead on 28 April 1945 because of
desertion. His father told the Americans in
September 1945 about the dramatic last war
days. Hitler was very angered that Himmler
had deprived him of the new atomic bomb.
He wanted to turn the war around. The sur-
vey report states: “The engineers who were
last at the Führer Headquarters and also the
Führer himself expected the atomic bomb to
be deployed every day. But saboteurs pre-
vented this.” Hans Fegelein did not mention
who the saboteurs were.
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Germany Calls on Allies to Turn the Other Cheek. Toronto Daily Star. 30 June 1945
p. 6. http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=O7E7AAAAIBAJ&sjid=
KisMAAAAIBAJ&pg=719,18615434&dq=herbert+agar&hl=en

London, June 30—(BUP)—The Germans came within six months of splitting the atom and possibly
destroying the world in the process, Herbert Agar, special assistant to the U.S. ambassador, said
in a speech last night.

“If the war had gone on another six months, it was quite possible that this planet would have
ceased to exist, because it was probable that someone would have learned to break the atom
without controlling it,” Agar said.

“There was a danger that the Germans would learn how to split it first, and our scientists gave the
date as Aug. 6 of this year. I sincerely believe that in a very few years human beings will know how
to destroy the human race.”

[In June 1945, Agar appeared to suggest that Germany planned its first nuclear attack for 6 August
1945. If that information was correct, the planned date may have been determined both by the
production schedule of the weapon and its delivery system and also by the historical significance of
that date for Germans. On 6 August 1870 Germany (still in the process of uniting under Prussia)
won decisive battles against France, and on 6 August 1914 Germany launched its first U-boats to
fight World War I. Later, 6 August 1945 turned out to be the actual date that the United States
launched its first nuclear attack, on Hiroshima. Was that simply an extraordinary coincidence, or
was the Hiroshima date chosen in part to send a political message to anyone who knew about the
earlier German plans? See also:

• Atomic Bomb Discovery of Germans Told. Los Angeles Times. 20 July 1945 p. 5.

• Description of New Bomb Called ‘Leak.’ Syracuse Herald-Journal. 21 July 1945 p. 7.

• Germans Aimed to Split the Atom. The Scotsman. 30 June 1945 p. 5.

• Splitting of Atom within Grasp. The Mercury (Hobart, Tasmania). 2 July 1945 p. 2.

• World Saved by 6 Months. The Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Queensland). 2 July 1945 p. 1.]

Edlund to Groves. 2 July 1945. Cable 44165. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160,
Folder APR 45–Dec. ’45]

From: US Military Attache, London, England
To: War Department
Nr: 44165 2 July 1945

To MILID from Edlund for Davis to Groves for Smith serial number 44165. TOP SECRET.

London papers 30 June mention speech here by Commander Herbert Agar, Special Assistant to
American Ambassador to the e↵ect that someone would have learned TA [tubealloy—nuclear tech-
nology] without controlling it if war had continued another six months, danger that Germans would
have learned first and our scientists gave the date as 6 August. Will interview subject and transmit
clippings and report forthwith.

End

ACTION: Gen Groves
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Monthly Intelligence Summary. April–June 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

XII CENSORSHIP.

The period covered by this report has been marked by an increase in the problem of keeping
newspapers in the U.K. from printing stories undesirable from a TA standpoint. An increasing
tendency on the part of both the press and the censorship authorities to excuse stories on grounds
of previous publication has been noted. A system is now in e↵ect in U.S. whereby stories on TA,
which are submitted to Censorship, are passed on to editors with a note asking that they not be
published. Admiral THOMPSON, Chief Press Censor of the Ministry of Information, remains firm
in his opposition to sending a circular to editors asking them not to print any reference to TA.

Colonel WARDEN, Chief Press Censor, SHAEF issued a directive to all SHAEF Censors ordering
them to stop all TA stories regardless of previous publications.

The most embarrassing incident from the Censorship standpoint occurred when British papers
carried a story reporting a speech by Commander AGAR, Special Assistant to the American Am-
bassador to Great Britain, in which AGAR stated that, “Had the war gone on a little longer, our
scientists believed the Germans would have perfected TA.” This story resulted in several inquiries
from the Press as to whether they would still be expected to refrain from printing stories on this
subject. All such inquiries were answered in the a�rmative.

Stories dealing with the sabotage of the heavy water plant at Norsk Hydro (Norway) also appeared
in print during the period.

A party of SHAEF correspondents was taken to Norsk Hydro on a facility visit as a result of which
fifteen stories were submitted to censorship authorities. These stories were all stopped.

Patrick S. Washburn. 1988. The O�ce of Censorship’s Attempt to Control Press Cov-
erage of the Atomic Bomb during World War II.
[http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED295201.pdf]

Yet, several days later, another “very bad bust,” as it was labeled by the O�ce of Censorship,
originated in London. Cmdr. Herbert Agar, assistant to the U.S. ambassador to Great Britain,
gave an address at an English college on June 29 that made no mention of atom splitting. However,
three London newspapers obtained copies of his speech which contained some remarks that were
deleted. These included the fact that American scientists estimated the Germans might have been
able to split the atom by August 6, and thus if the war had lasted another six months, the Germans
may have dominated the world.

The London newspapers rushed Agar’s written comments about atom splitting into print without
checking with the government to see if they should be used, and then every American wire service
filed stories. Since these were based solely on the newspaper stories, the English censor could not
stop them because of prior publication. Agar was severely reprimanded by both the Navy and the
American ambassador for being careless, but the O�ce of Censorship refused to try to get the wire
services to suppress copy that had been approved by a foreign censor. However, it did discourage
attempts by the United Press and others to further develop Agar’s remarks.
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Unconditional Bombs for More Jap War Bases Soon: How We Dropped It: By Atomic
Raiders. The Daily Express (U.K.) 8 August 1945 p. 1, column 1.

[...] General Spaatz, who commanded the U.S. strategic air forces in Europe, said that one of his
major worries then was the fear that the Germans had perfected some secret weapon comparable
with the atomic bomb.

Date fixed last year

“They were experimenting in this direction in a huge factory at Oranienburg, on the northern edge
of Berlin, but we wiped out the factory in a big raid in the spring of this year,” he added.

(Gordon Young, cabling from Paris last night, said that the Germans planned to have atomic V2s
in use by this month.)

Replying to a question whether the atomic bomb would have speeded the end of the European war,
General Spaatz said: “If we had had it, it might have shortened the war by six or eight months.
We might not even have had a D Day.” [...]

Brigadier-General Thomas F. Farrell, aide to Major-General Leslie Groves, who was in charge of the
bomb development programme, disclosed that the date for dropping the first atomic bomb—August
6, 1945—was set well over a year ago.

[George Gordon Young (English, 1908–1963) was a field reporter on sta↵ at The Daily Express.
He was stationed in continental Europe to find, write, and cable back to the U.K. stories for his
newspaper (or others on the wire service) to print. He would not have sent a cable from Paris to
his newspaper telling them to add one tangential sentence to an article they had not even finished
writing yet—he would have sent a complete story of his own. Judging from the one sentence above,
on the evening of 7 August 1945, Gordon Young sent The Daily Express an article stating that
during the war, the Germans had developed an atomic bomb, had adapted a V-2 rocket to carry
it, and had made definite plans to begin launching nuclear-armed V-2 rockets at Allied targets
by early August 1945 if the war had continued. Gordon Young interviewed Wernher von Braun,
Walter Dornberger, and other German rocket engineers in Germany in June 1945, so presumably
this information came directly from them. The following sequence of events seems likely:

• Gordon Young presumably wrote a story about German plans to launch nuclear-armed V-
2s immediately after interviewing von Braun and Dornberger in June 1945. Finding and
immediately reporting sensational stories was what he was paid to do.

• A story about atomic bombs, and certainly German atomic bombs, would have been rejected
by government censors in June 1945, when the United States was still racing to finish its own
highly classified atomic bomb program. This general policy is confirmed by the document on
p. 3121, and the censors’ specific rejection of Young’s June 1945 story is confirmed in the
following documents.

• Once the United States dropped an atomic bomb on Japan and publicly announced its capa-
bilities to the world, Gordon Young presumably decided to submit an updated version of his
story for publication, now that (he thought) atomic censorship had been lifted. He filed his
story on the evening of 7 August and expected it to be published on 8 August 1945.
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• Young’s story, announced in advance by the one sentence in the article above, never appeared
in The Daily Express or any other European or American newspapers. The government censors
must have still banned the story.

• However, as shown below, a version of Young’s story went out on the wire to a�liated newspa-
pers in Australia, and a few of them published it before the censors realized what happened.

• The story as it appeared in the Australian newspapers is curiously brief, as if parts were still
cut out. Perhaps the Australian newspapers received a brief summary of Young’s story, and
not the actual story itself. Alternatively, maybe the cautious newspaper editors significantly
censored the story themselves, or maybe a government censor in charge of Australia had at
least approved part of the story.

• In any event, the Australian stories do reveal the basic details: there was a German atomic
bomb, there were V-2 rockets designed to carry that it, and there were detailed plans to
begin launching such nuclear-armed rockets by early August if the war had continued. The
Australian stories also explicitly confirmed that government censors had prevented Young
from publishing his story in June 1945.

• The story was never mentioned again by Gordon Young or anyone else. Apparently the censors
succeeded in erasing the history of what had really happened.]

Hitler’s Physicists Hoped to Blast British Cities with Atomic Bombs. The Mercury
(Hobart, Tasmania, Australia) 9 August 1945 p. 2. [http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper
/article/26155313?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Ftitle%2FM%2Ftitle%2F10%2F1945%
2F08%2F09%2Fpage%2F1873289%2Farticle%2F26155313]

Radio-steered rockets with atomic bombs in their warheads to blast British cities were “weapons
to end war,” which Hitler’s scientists hoped to produce, says Gordon Young, “Daily Express”
correspondent in Paris.

“When I met the rocket inventor, Prof von Braun, and Gen Dornberger, head of the Wehrmacht’s
rocket research branch, they referred to ‘much more powerful explosive’ with which they had planned
to load V-2s,” Young says.

“There seemed little doubt that they envisioned the atomic bomb, but nothing could be written
then because of a censorship ban.

“The explosion which shattered Hiroshima will have blasted the hopes of von Braun, Dornberger,
and 400 other German research workers under guard in Bavaria that the German general sta↵
might be able to keep their atomic bomb for use in another war after just—but only just—failing
to use it in this.

“A member of the American Embassy in London recently disclosed that the Germans hoped to
have the atomic bomb ready this month.”
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Nazis Planned to Link Atomic Bomb with V-2’s. The Courier Mail (Brisbane, Queens-
land, Australia, 9 August 1945 p. 2). [http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/
article/50272870?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Ftitle%2FC%2Ftitle%2F12%2F1945%
2F08%2F09%2Fpage%2F2010451%2Farticle%2F50272870]

LONDON, August 8 (Special).—Hitler’s scientists hoped to produce radio-steered rockets, with
atomic bombs in the war heads.

The Daily Express correspondent in Paris, reporting this, says that the rocket inventor (Professor
von Braun) and the head of the Wehrmacht Rocket Research (General Dornberger) had referred
to “much more powerful explosives” with which they planned to load V-2’s.

“There is little doubt that they envisioned the atomic bomb,” he writes.

“The explosion which shattered Hiroshima will have blasted the hopes of von Braun, Dornberger,
and 400 other German research workers under guard in Bavaria.”

The German General Sta↵ had no doubt planned to keep their atomic bomb for use in another war
after just—but only just—failing to use it in this.

An American of the Embassy sta↵ in London recently disclosed that the Germans hoped to have
had their atomic bomb ready this month.

[The above version of the article from The Courier Mail was also reprinted verbatim (with only
a few punctuation changes) as: Nazis Planned Atom Rocket. Army News (Darwin, Australia) 16
August 1945 p. 3. [http://trove.nla.gov.au/
newspaper/article/47723184?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Ftitle%2FA%2Ftitle%2F47%2F1945%
2F08%2F16%2Fpage%2F3354045%2Farticle%2F47723184]

Note that these stories also reference Herbert Agar’s June 1945 statement that Germany had
planned to use atomic bombs by 6 August 1945; see pp. 3120–3121.]
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Press release, O�ce of War Information, Franklin-2994, NB-3297, Technical Industrial
Intelligence Committee. 25 August 1945. [NARA RG 40, Entry 75, Box 62 (Old 158);
NARA RG 208, Entry 198, Box 1042]

Germany’s inner war secrets ranged from experiments with the atomic bomb, anti-radar devices,
and piloted rocket missiles that they expected to cross the Atlantic in 17 minutes, to butter made
from coal, the O�ce of War Information reported today. [...]

CIOS teams combed Germany for Germany’s hidden secrets on weapons, oil production, raw ma-
terials, synthetics, new engineering and chemical processes, inventions, patents, finance, economics,
and German machinations in the political field.

Already more than 2,000 visits to German “intelligence targets” have been made by CIOS and 3,000
preliminary assessment reports have filtered through military channels to Washington, where they
are made available to appropriate agencies. The agencies are authorized to translate the findings
into projects useful to the allied cause and for post-war purposes.

Many of the German secrets, at the time CIOS uncovered them were considered of great potential
value in the war against Japan and many of them were being adopted for use in the Pacific when
the war ended. However, they are also of real value in the long-range control of Germany and also
will facilitate technological advances in many industrial fields in peacetime, OWI reported on the
basis of information provided by military authorities.

The secrets, it is conservatively estimated, would have saved the Allies many millions of dollars for
research and scientific development, if the war had continued to the end of 1945 or longer. They
indicate that German invention was far ahead of her capacity to translate theory into industry.
The rapid advances of the Allied armies prevented her from putting into practice many of the
technological advances evolved in the laboratories of her scientists. These same secrets, in some
cases may shortly make some American technical processes obsolete and outmoded.

While German Government files yielded many of the secrets, the intelligence teams, which began
to go into action on the heels of General Eisenhower’s troops, soon after D-Day, often found vital
clues through casual conversation with individuals, through close observation of physical facilities
of war plants, in interviews with technical personnel and through meticulous and thorough search
for hidden documents. [...]

Some of the more startling of the secrets that may be disclosed at this time, show that not only had
Germans made significant progress in the development of an atomic bomb and in the production
of “heavy water” but they:

1. Had contemplated a piloted missile with a possible range of 3,000 miles. The designer envisaged
commercial applications for trans-Atlantic passenger crossing in 17 minutes.

2. Were working on a formula for new war gases that they hoped would prove more deadly than
any chemical agent yet developed.

3. Had specifications and construction details for naval vessels of advanced design, including sub-
marines with high underwater speeds and apparatus for sustained underwater operations.
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4. Had developed a system of radar camouflage consisting of anti-radar coverings and coatings to
be employed on submarines and other weapons.

5. Had highly advanced jet engine, rocket assisted take-o↵ and aero-dynamics designs.

6. Had found new uses for many staples, as for example, coal. From coal the Germans were making
a synthetic butter as well as alcohol of both beverage and industrial types, aviation lubricants,
soap, and gasoline.

7. Had designs for various secret types of guns and gun sights, novel gear and transmission con-
struction and air-cooled diesel engines.

Other German war secrets ranged from records on the location of German capital in neutral coun-
tries, and the status and composition of German cartels, to specifications of long-range rocket
developments that scientists describe as “sensational.” In addition to the missile that they ex-
pected to have a range of 3,000 miles, the Germans had plans for V-type weapons much more
advanced than those which they directed against the British Isles last year. [...]

The numerous German medical and pharmaceutical developments included the production of a
“froth” clothing compound. This was designed to insulate and protect aviators lost in arctic waters.

Although many of the synthetics devised by the Germans are pronounced inferior to American
products, a number of others are highly advanced. Processes used in their synthetic rubber industry,
for example, are being made available to United States war manufacturers.

Similarly, synthetic gasoline and lubricants provide important keys for United States industry; some
of the German methods already have been made available to United States produces, and will result
in improved products for peacetime use.

Gasoline from coal, eventually to cost little more than the standard petroleum product of today,
is also a possibility based on a German war formula. Technological improvements that may result
from adaptation of the techniques in United States plants, scientists say, may make this and many
other products envisioned by the Germans highly practical from a commercial standpoint.

Designs of long-range German smooth-bore guns that fire rocket-assisted finned projectiles, a
“squeeze” gun that obtained higher velocities and longer range through use of a tapered bore,
a device for reducing the wear on gun barrels, and data on the substitution of steel cartridge cases
for both small and large calibre weapons (thus reducing requirements for copper and other criti-
cal materials), are now Allied possessions. Still other German developments range from improved
acoustic, magnetic and non-magnetic anti-tank and anti-personnel mines to the use of salt water
in electric torpedo propulsion. [...]

CIOS investigations were carried out in the field in two ways. First, Combined Advanced Field
Teams, groups of technically qualified men who followed the combat forces, gave a rapid preliminary
assessment of the technical value of the targets. More than 200 expert United States and British
assessors were continuously in the field during the period of rapid military advance.

Second, following up plans already made and the reports coming back from the assessors, teams
of expert scientists and technologists carried out detailed investigations. The number of such visits
by July 1945 had exceeded 2,000.
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Both the assessments and the investigations were carried out by teams, combining U.S. and British
representatives. Government leaders, scientists, industrialists, economists and historians were repre-
sented in the groups. The small teams, each made up of experts in a particular field, were attached
to the intelligence sta↵ of all the major army commands on the Western Front.

Some of the industrial fields covered were: aeronautics, automotive production, building materials,
chemicals, communications, food, forest products, general industrial equipment, liquid fuels and
lubricants, machinery, medical wares, metals and materials, railroad equipment, rubber, safety and
technical equipment, shipbuilding, solid fuels, textiles and utilities. [...]

The German processes, it was realized, not only would reduce research work in British and United
States laboratories, releasing them for other scientific ventures, but would save millions of man-
hours in war production and on the fighting fronts and, additionally, might alleviate shortages of
some types of war materials. [...]

[The U.S. O�ce of War Information publicly stated that Germany had conducted “experiments
with the atomic bomb,” which is an extraordinary statement that cannot (or at least should not) be
ignored. This O�ce of War Information press release, as well as any related discussions of reporters
with o�cials, prompted numerous newspaper articles such as the following examples, which stated,
“The Germans... had reached the experimental stage with the devastating atomic bomb,” “an
atomic bomb, on which... the Germans had made considerable progress,” and “Not all the secrets
have been disclosed.”]

James E. Chinn, Nazis Almost Had Rocket for Atlantic Hop. Washington Post. 27
August 1945.

God blessed America.

Just before the European war ended the Nazis were experimenting with a piloted rocket missile
designed to span the Atlantic in 17 minutes, the O�ce of War Information revealed yesterday as
it unveiled a variety of Germany’s inner war secrets.

The Germans also, according to OWI, had reached the experimental stage with the devastating
atomic bomb, devices to destroy the sight of the all seeing eyes of radar, and new war gases they
hoped would prove more deadly than any chemical agent yet developed. And that’s not all.

Many More “Up Sleeve”

[...]
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17-Minute Oversea Rocket Plane Among Germany’s War Secrets. New York Times.
27 August 1945 p. 10.

American and British technicians, closely and quickly following the Allies’ military advances across
France and Germany, have taken possession of a wealth of information about German “secret
weapons” on which the enemy counted so much but that he did not have time enough to develop.

Besides an atomic bomb, on which, as has been made known, the Germans had made considerable
progress, German scientists and engineers had developed a defense against radar and experimented
on piloted rocket missiles that it was thought would be capable of crossing the Atlantic in sev-
enteen minutes. These and many other German war secrets were disclosed today by the O�ce of
War Information in reporting on the operations of a combined American and British intelligence
organization that made daring forays on targets containing vital war information. [...]

They concentrated on the “targets” believed to be richest in vital information on weapons, oil
production, raw materials, synthetics, new engineering and chemical processes, inventions, patents
and machinations in finance, economics and politics.

More than 2,000 missions to such “targets” have already been made, and the information obtained
was estimated by the receiving authorities as being worth “millions of dollars” in research and
scientific development. The findings indicated, the OWI reported, that “German invention was far
ahead of her capacity to translate theory into industry.

The rapid advances of the Allied armies prevented her from putting into practice many of the
technological advances evolved in the laboratories of her scientists,” the OWI said. It added that
some of the unlocked secrets might soon make some American technical processes “obsolete and
outmoded.”

Some Secrets Unrevealed

Not all the secrets have been disclosed, but the most startling ones were said to pertain to the
development of the atomic bomb and the production of “heavy water,” used in one method of
making the bomb. The defense against radar was a system of radar camouflage consisting of anti-
radar coverings and coatings. It would be employed, presumably, on submarines and other weapons.

The Germans contemplated a piloted missile with a possible range of 3,000 miles. The designer
envisioned for it a commercial application for flying passengers across the Atlantic in a little more
than a quarter hour.

[Also reported in:

The Times (London). 27 August 1945.

Nazis Had 10,000 mph Atom Plane—In Theory. Eighth Army News. 28 August 1945.]
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R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts. 15 September 1945. The Intelligence Exploitation of
Germany. Report of Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee. G-2 Division,
SHAEF. Ch. 4, pp. 37, 47–51. [AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026]

Certain items have been omitted because of security considerations. [...]

United States and British specialists have obtained complete information covering all German
directed missiles from the pioneer model “A sub-o”, which employed oxygen and alcohol fuel in
attaining a range of 18 miles, to the latest model of the A-9 which was capable of a 3400 mile
per hour speed and a range of 2400 miles. The A-9 was an improved development of the V-2 or
A-4, and was equipped with wings thereby enabling it to level o↵ at a height of 70,000 feet. One
model of this missile was equipped with a Lorin tube which provided propulsion at the peak of the
trajectory, the missile was expected to result in a maximum range of 2400 miles. Other variations
of this model were capable of attaining altitudes 60 miles above the earth’s surface and speeds in
excess of 7300 feet per second. Improved radio controls were developed to supercede the “integrating
accelerometer” used in early V-weapons. Some measure of the accuracy which could be achieved
with these controls is evidenced by the fact that the radio controlled models were capable of an
accuracy of plus-or-minus 150 feet in contrast to a plus-or-minus 50 mile error inherent in the V-2.

German scientists engaged in directed missiles envisaged important commercial applications of the
long range missile. Experiments had already been conducted on piloted models. Missiles capable of
trans-Atlantic crossings in approximately 40 minutes were found on design boards and scale models
were undergoing wind tunnel tests. Amazing performances were considered practical because of the
lessened atmospheric resistance and gravitational pull in stratospheric regions. [...]

Of particular significance were the statements, made by German experts in the rocket and controlled
missile field, that much of the priority accorded their work by the German High Command was
in anticipation of the use of atomic explosives. These authorities stated that KWI had repeatedly
assured Hitler that an atomic explosive would be available for use within a comparatively short
time. During the last months of work by the Peenemünde sta↵, V-weapons were designed with much
smaller war-heads. Quite possibly this trend was in anticipation of the successful development of a
German atomic explosive.

[This report was written by the CIOS chairs, U.S. General Thomas Je↵ries Betts, Deputy G-2 of
SHAEF, and U.K. Ministry of Supply chief advisor and F.R.S. Professor Reginald Patrick Linstead.
Based on specific discoveries by their CIOS investigators, these high-ranking o�cials reported that
“the latest model of the A-9 ... was capable of a 3400 mile per hour speed and a range of 2400 miles,”
and that “experiments had already been conducted on piloted models.” That statement sounds like
a description of completed hardware, not a mere drawing board design. What specific hardware
and information were discovered that are not discussed in the presently unclassified reports? Can
any reports that are still classified be located and released?

The CIOS chairs also reported that Hitler, the German High Command, and the leading experts in
the rocket programs had been “repeatedly assured ... that an atomic explosive would be available for
use within a comparatively short time.” Thus the CIOS chairs contradicted the public statements
of the Alsos Mission and confirmed that there was indeed a German program to develop an atomic
bomb, and that it was far more than a paper design program—its hardware had passed through
su�cient development, production, and testing by the end of the war that it was ready or nearly
ready to be used in combat.]
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General George C. Marshall. 1945. In George C. Marshall. 1996. Biennial Reports of
the Chief of Sta↵ of the United States Army to the Secretary of War: 1 July 1939 –
30 June 1945. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing O�ce. pp. 132, 210.
[history.army.mil/html/books/070/70-57/CMH Pub 70-57.pdf]

Victory in this global war depended on the successful execution of OVERLORD. That must not
fail. Yet the Japanese could not be permitted meanwhile to entrench in their stolen empire, and
China must not be allowed to fall victim to further Japanese assaults. Allied resources were searched
through again and again, and strategy reconsidered in the light of the deficiencies. These conclusions
seemed inescapable: France must be invaded in 1944, to shorten the war by facilitating the advance
westward of the Soviet forces. At the same time German technological advances such as in the
development of atomic explosives made it imperative that we attack before these terrible weapons
could be turned against us. In addition, the pressure on the Japanese in the Pacific must not be
relaxed. Communications with China must be reopened. Resources were allocated accordingly. The
balance was extremely delicate but we had to go ahead. [...]

Between Germany and America in 1914 and again in 1939 stood Great Britain and the USSR,
France, Poland, and the other countries of Europe. Because the technique of destruction had not
progressed to its present peak, these nations had to be eliminated and the Atlantic Ocean crossed
by ships before our factories could be brought within the range of the enemy guns. At the close of
the German war in Europe they were just on the outer fringes of the range of fire from an enemy in
Europe. Goering stated after his capture that it was a certainty the eastern American cities would
have been under rocket bombardment had Germany remained undefeated for two more years. The
first attacks would have started much sooner. The technique of war has brought the United States,
its homes and factories into the front line of world conflict. They escaped destructive bombardment
in the second World War. They would not in a third.

[George Marshall was the Chief of Sta↵ of the U.S. Army during World War II, responsible for the
overall conduct of the war in both Europe and the Pacific. From that lofty position, he received
reliable intelligence that:

1. “German technological advances such as in the development of atomic explosives made it
imperative that we attack before these terrible weapons could be turned against us,” thus
necessitating his decision to launch Operation Overlord in early June 1944. The statement
and decision suggest a potential timeline:

(a) The United States received intelligence reports of an advanced German nuclear weapons
program no later than late 1943.

(b) Those intelligence reports indicated that Germany could have a functional nuclear weapon
as soon as summer or autumn 1944.
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2. “At the close of the German war in Europe,” American cities “were just on the outer fringes
of the range of fire from an enemy in Europe.” That statement suggests that:

(a) No later than April 1945, Germany had developed one or more methods of delivering
a payload to the United States: intercontinental jet bombers, intercontinental ballistic
missiles, and/or submarine-launched missiles.

(b) No later than April 1945, Germany had developed a payload so destructive that it
justified the enormous expense of delivering it to the United States: presumably a nuclear
weapon.

Where did Marshall’s wartime intelligence come from? Where are those reports now?

What did the United States discover after the war that apparently confirmed that intelligence?
Where are those reports and any collected materials now?

Marshall’s statements suggest that there were profound reasons behind the ways that Germany
and the Allies prosecuted the war that have been omitted from history books ever since.

Marshall’s statements also appear to contradict the public conclusions of the Alsos Mission.]

George C. Marshall. Text of Marshall’s Address Warning of Peril in Loss of Concept
of World Responsibility. New York Times 30 October 1945 p. 6.

In the current emotionalism of the hour we turn for relief from positive action to new theories, new
discoveries—the supersonic rocket, of atomic power or explosion. If these remarkable products of
our science are merely to turn us from action to inaction on one plea, one theory or another, they
may well have a more tragic influence on the destiny of the United States than the most pessimistic
fear they will have on civilization. I have been considering the military ramifications of atomic
explosion for more than two years, since my job placed me in the middle of the grim race toward
this scientific power. I think I have—if only because of my head-start—spent much more time than
most Americans thinking about such bombs and what they will mean to military operations as well
as to civilization at large.

I cannot escape the conclusion that the possibilities of atomic explosion make it more imperative
than ever before that the United States keep itself militarily strong—and use this strength to
promote cooperative world order.

No one can foresee unerringly into the future but it is not hard to predict that supersonic atomic
rockets will have a profound influence on any war that ever again has to be fought. But, rather
than decrease the necessity for our preparation, both in manpower and materiel, this terrible new
weapon will tremendously increase it.

The present public apathy regarding our military obligations for the future comes as no surprise to
me. [...]
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Eisenhower to See Bomb: He Tells California Group He Will Watch Tests in Pacific.
New York Times. 23 February 1946 p. 14.

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Army Chief of Sta↵, will witness the atomic bomb tests in the Pacific
in May[...]

There was no thought of using the atomic bomb on Germany, General Eisenhower said.

“My main concern was that the Germans did not get the atomic bomb to use on us,” he asserted.

Dwight D. Eisenhower. 1948. Crusade in Europe. Ch. 13–14, pp. 229, 258–260.

Alarming Intelligence reports concerning the progress of the Germans in developing new long-range
weapons of great destructive capacity also indicated the advisability of attacking [launching D-Day]
early.

From time to time during the spring [1944] months sta↵ o�cers from Washington arrived at my
headquarters to give me the latest calculations concerning German progress in the development
of new weapons, including as possibilities bacteriological and atomic weapons. These reports were
highly secret and were invariably delivered to me by word of mouth. I was told that American
scientists were making progress in these two important types and that as a result of their own
experience they were able to make shrewd guesses concerning some of the details of similar German
activity. All of this information was supplemented by the periodic reports of Intelligence agencies in
London. In addition, aerial photographs were scrutinized with the greatest care in order to discover
new installations that would apparently be useful only in some new kind of warfare.

The finest scientific brains in both Britain and America were called upon to help us in evaluation
and in making estimates of probabilities. Our only e↵ective counteraction, during the preparatory
months of 1944, was by bombing. We sent intermittent raids against every spot in Europe where the
scientists believed that the Germans were attempting either to manufacture new types of weapons
or where they were building launching facilities along the coast.

During this long period the calculations of the Intelligence agencies were necessarily based upon
very meager information and as a consequence they shifted from time to time in their estimates of
German progress. Nevertheless, before we launched the invasion, Intelligence experts were able to
give us remarkably accurate estimates of the existence, characteristics, and capabilities of the new
German weapons.

[...]
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On June 12, 1944, the first flying bomb, known as V-1, reached London. The V-1 [...] contained a
large amount of explosive which detonated upon contact, and the blast e↵ect was terrific. The first
V-2 was not used until early August. [...]

The V-2 bomb was particularly destructive when it fell directly into a structure of some kind.
Owing to its speed, it penetrated deeply into the ground and its great explosive e↵ect was exerted
directly upward. As a consequence, when it fell into open spaces it was relatively ine↵ective, but
so great was its explosive charge when it hit a building that destruction was almost complete.

The development and employment of these weapons were undoubtedly greatly delayed by our
spring bombing campaign against the places were we suspected they were under manufacture.
Peenemünde, in Germany, was known to be one of the largest of the German experimental plants
and periodically we sent large formations of bombers to attack that area. There were other places
indicated to us as suspicious. One was Trondheim, in Norway, where we thought that the Germans
were engaged in atomic development. We also bombed the suspected launching sites along the
coast of northwestern Europe, where our reconnaissance photography showed numerous facilities
and installations that could not be interpreted in terms of any known weapon. These areas were
continuously hammered.

The e↵ect of the new German weapons was very noticeable upon morale. [...]

It seemed likely that, if the German had succeeded in perfecting and using these new weapons six
months earlier than he did, our invasion of Europe would have proved exceedingly di�cult, perhaps
impossible. I feel sure that if he had succeeded in using these weapons over a six-month period,
and particularly if he had made the Portsmouth-Southampton area one of his principal targets,
Overlord might have been written o↵.

[Eisenhower’s statements seem to agree with Marshall’s statements about the very real and very
urgent nuclear danger from Germany.

According to Eisenhower, U.S. intelligence information about the German nuclear program was so
secret that it was only given to him in oral presentations, not in writing. That can help explain
the absence of surviving documents in U.S. archives. Just how much did top U.S. intelligence
o�cials know about the German nuclear program, and how did they know it? The time period
that Eisenhower described was in early-mid 1944, long before the Alsos Mission, which in any event
reported negative findings.

What German atomic weapons development was being conducted at Trondheim? According to
o�cial histories, the only significant nuclear-related work in Norway was heavy water production
at Vemork, but that was hundreds of kilometers to the south of Trondheim, so it seems unlikely
that Eisenhower confused the two locations.]
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Army To Use V-2 Bombs To Test Radar As Atom-Rocket Defense. New York Times.
1 March 1946 p. 1.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 28—The Army Air Forces disclosed today that it was seeking a means of
protecting the United States against possible future atomic bombardment by experimenting with
techniques for radar detection of captured German V-2 rockets.

Brig. Gen. William L. Richardson, chief of the Air Sta↵’s Guided Missiles Division, explained that
the idea was to devise a means of detecting and “tracing” by radar the enemy rockets as they came
whizzing through the stratosphere at 3,000 miles an hour. [...]

General Richardson said that it was important that a means be found “as quickly as possible” to
defend the United States against “a sudden enemy rocket attack.”

He stated that the Air Forces had been working on rocket defense since 1943, and also stressed
that, through the recently activated First Experimental Guided Missiles Group, it was conducting
“extensive research” in o↵ensive uses of rockets.

[General Richardson’s desperation to find a means “as quickly as possible” to defend against “a
sudden enemy rocket attack” by nuclear-armed German rockets suggests that some other nation
already had that capability. Did he know that Germany had already developed that capability,
prompting him to worry that German engineers would confer that capability on the Soviet Union?]
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Charlotte Knight. 1946. German Rocketeers: German Rockets and Guided Missiles
Almost Won the War for the Nazis. AAF Review (July) 29:6:24-26, 48.

That the Allies won the war in Europe by a terrifyingly narrow margin is a fact now accepted by
almost all military leaders who have seen at first hand Germany’s progress in the guided missiles
field. Just how narrow that margin really was will probably be a matter of considerable debate for
a long time to come, but many guided missile experts who should know whereof they speak say
that it was relatively small.

It was too close for comfort, and simply serves to underline even more emphatically the substantial
edge the Nazis had in this field. Most Allied rocket experts will now concede that edge to have been
at least a 10-year lead in the research and development of guided missiles. [...]

At war’s end, in spite of her defeat, Germany’s scientists and technicians had nevertheless left
behind them at Peenemunde, Brunswick, Wiener Nieustadt and elsewhere the signposts of future
air wars. From the captured results—some in production lines, some in stages of near-completion,
and others on paper—we have since learned much that is enlightening, much that is disquieting.
[...]

With the hindsight we now have as a result of our discoveries, several things become clear. One
is that the Nazis’ oft-repeated threats concerning the “secret weapons” they would shortly direct
against the Allies were far from being purely “propaganda.” Hitler had boasted that England and
the whole world would soon feel their e↵ect. Examination of Germany’s missiles at war’s end left
very little doubt that Der Fuehrer had come uncomfortably close to making good his boast.

Also understandable now on the basis of our present knowledge is Germany’s almost suicidal last-
ditch stand after Allied forces had crossed the Rhine in overwhelming numbers. Assuming that the
Nazis were completely whipped, the Allied populace could not understand why they would not give
up and put an end to senseless, wholesale slaughter. But German commanders, it now appears,
were aware that if they could hold out for just a short time longer they could very well e↵ect at
least a stalemate, if not a short-cut victory, on the European battlefront.

It is now also fairly generally known that the atomic bomb race was close—again, closer than we
care to think about. And paralleling the Nazis’ research on atomic explosives was their accelerated
development of the V-2 program. Linking these two projects together makes credible another theory
which is current among Allied guided missile groups: namely, that it was the intention of Nazi
technicians to put some sort of atomic device in the warhead of the V-2.

This, they point out, would then have made the V-2s economical beyond question. One of the facts
which has puzzled observers is that the V-2, with its small-sized warhead permitting only one ton of
conventional explosives, did not justify the tremendous cost of each missile. The damage achieved—
actually less than that of the V-1 which was many times cheaper and took only 800 man-hours to
make—did not begin to compensate for the 12,950 man-hours required for the manufacture of every
V-2. But if, as they now believe it had been originally planned, even a few of these supersonic V-2s
could have carried atomic warheads, there is little doubt that they could have wiped our invasion
ports o↵ the map and reduced England to the shambles that are Nagasaki and Hiroshima.

It is thought that the only reason the Germans did resort to their uneconomical use of the V-2s
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with ordinary explosives is the obvious one that the atomic warhead devices simply were not yet
ready, and Nazi military leaders, with their backs against the wall, were forced to throw at the
Allies any weapon they had available, regardless of cost. Actually, however, the terrorizing e↵ect of
these 3,500 mph missiles—against which there was absolutely no defense—on London and Antwerp
that winter of 1944–45 must certainly have made the Nazis feel that the V-2s had a psychological
value alone far in excess of their actual dollars and cents cost for amount of damage inflicted.

Allied bombings of the Nazi heavy-water plants in Norway quite obviously retarded her atomic
development, as did also the consistent sabotage on the part of many Norwegian scientists. But
it is still a matter of scientific conjecture just how many weeks—or days—it might have taken
Germany to be ready with her atomic devices for the V-2s.

And continue this same subject of Hitlerian threats, the Nazi claim that Germany had rockets which
could bombard the US was not too far removed from actual achievement. Long-range missiles were
in the design stage when Allied troops moved into Germany. Larger than the V-2s, these winged
rockets, carrying smaller rockets which would take o↵ on their own at a specific point, attain speeds
up to 5,800 mph, and finish their trajectories in a long glide, were predicted to be capable of ranges
up to 3,000 miles.

[...] Even now, more than a year after V-E Day it is still frightening to imagine what might have
happened had we not halted Germany when we did. We now know that it was later than we thought.
It is not enough to concede that the call was close unless, in that closeness, we have learned one of
the war’s most valuable lessons.

[This article appears to be based in part on Donald Putt’s March 1946 presentation (see p. 3552),
as well as on other reports from Allied inspectors. Published in the o�cial U.S. Army Air Force
Review, it stated that:

• German scientists had “at least a 10-year lead” over Allied countries in the field of guided
missiles.

• Hitler’s promised new secret weapons were not simply propaganda or paper designs, but
missiles that were subjected to “examination... at war’s end.”

• At the war’s end, the German military was fiercely defending territory that held those secret
weapons in the expectation that they would be used.

• It was “fairly generally known that the atomic bomb race was... closer than we care to think
about,” and it was just a matter of scientific conjecture whether it was weeks or days that
separated Germany from deploying rocket-launched nuclear bombs at the end of the war.

• “Almost all military leaders” accepted “that the Allies won the war in Europe by a terrifyingly
narrow margin.” This conclusion by contemporary observers best positioned to know all the
facts is quite di↵erent than the conventional historical view that has been propagated for 75+
years.]
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D.2.9 Public U.S./U.K. Failure to Find the German Nuclear Weapons Program

[At least in the reports that have been made public to date, the United States and United Kingdom
failed to find any wartime German nuclear weapons program. The documents in this section cover
the two most prominent aspects of the U.S./U.K. investigation:

A. Alsos Mission. The U.S.-led Alsos Mission searching Germany for evidence of nuclear-weapons-
related work at the end of the war found an incomplete fission reactor prototype at Haigerloch,
some papers on basic nuclear physics, and apparently not much else, according to the public
accounts. However, the Alsos Mission failed to properly investigate numerous specific organi-
zations, scientists, and locations that could have revealed a more advanced nuclear program.
If any more advanced nuclear work had in fact been discovered, that information would have
been automatically classified at the time, and could remain classified or buried in archives
and unreleased to this day.

B. Farm Hall recordings. Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge, Kurt Diebner, Walther
Gerlach, Otto Hahn, Paul Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Korsching, Max von Laue, Carl
Friedrich von Weizsäcker, and Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the Alsos Mission were kept under
house arrest from July 1945 until January 1946 at Farm Hall in the United Kingdom, where
their private conversations were recorded without their knowledge. The transcripts, which
were not released to the public until 1992, record the scientists’ surprise at news of the 6
August 1945 Hiroshima bombing and do not reveal significant apparent knowledge of nuclear
weapons design and development. On the other hand, there is evidence that the scientists sus-
pected surveillance and presumably conducted their conversations accordingly. The preserved
transcripts document only a small fraction of the discussions that may have occurred during
those six months. Moreover, the preserved transcripts are only English translations, which
may or may not accurately reflect the original German conversations. The original recordings
were taped over and lost.]
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A. Alsos Mission

[Popular accounts of the Alsos Mission were written by Samuel Goudsmit, the scientific leader of
Alsos, Boris Pash, the military leader, and Leslie Groves, their U.S.-based supervisor. In addition,
a large number of Alsos documents, long classified, are now available.]

Samuel A. Goudsmit. 1947. Alsos. New York: Henry Schuman.

[pp. 11–12]: If only we could get hold of a German atomic physicist, we felt, we could soon find
out what the rest of them were up to. To us physicists the problem seemed very simple. Even
those of us who were not working on the atom bomb project knew pretty well what was going
on over here. No amount of military security could have prevented us from knowing, di�cult as
it was for the military to understand this. Active scientists engaged in the same general field of
research inevitably form a kind of clan; they work closely together and know all about each other’s
specialties and whereabouts. [...] The same thing, we knew, would be true of the Germans.

[pp. 31–33]: There are still a few secrets which members of the Mission are not supposed to reveal.
We are not supposed to tell just who among the Army personnel were directly connected with
the A-bomb Intelligence. We cannot divulge how much uranium and heavy water was found in
Germany and what was done with it. We helped find it, but never knew how much it was until
later press dispatches from Germany told us about it. [...]

To an outsider, a professor is a professor, but we knew that no one but Professor Heisenberg could
be the brains of a German uranium project and every physicist throughout the world knew that.

There are people who ask us every so often, whether we are absolutely sure we now know everything
the Germans did. How can we be sure that somewhere in Germany, still hidden, there isn’t a group
of men, whom we have never heard of, secretly manufacturing atom bombs even now. There were
even Intelligence reports referring to such a possibility. During the time the Russians occupied the
Danish island of Bornholm, one heard frequent o�cial and uno�cial rumors to the e↵ect that there
was a group of German scientists on the island who had completed an atom bomb. We came across
similar rumors frequently during our investigations.

I still do not know how to explain the absurdity of these rumors and how to convince non-scientists.
Possibly a paper hanger can become a military expert, and a wine merchant a diplomat; but an
outsider simply can’t acquire the necessary scientific knowledge for making an atom bomb overnight.
We are always told, with some exaggeration, that only a dozen people in the world understand
Einstein. It follows that at least one of that dozen must be included in any atom bomb project
since its construction is so closely tied up with Einstein’s theory! In other words, we knew who our
chief targets were in Germany before we started. What we had to find out was how far they had
advanced on their atom bomb project.

[pp. 80–83]: The director at that Medical Institute was the famous organic chemist, Richard Kuhn.
When the chemists with our Mission, Professors Louis Fieser of Harvard and Carl Baumann of
Wisconsin, met him, Kuhn was most co-operative. They had known him before and he welcomed
them back in his laboratory. He told them that he had no connection with war work, but that it
was all directed by the chemist Thiessen in Berlin. He had no secret reports and had merely worked
on the chemistry of modern drugs. [...]
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Richard Kuhn’s record did not seem too clean to me. As president of the German Chemical Society
he had followed the Nazi cult and rites quite faithfully. [...] I could not believe that he was not
familiar with important war work, although I had no time to look into this matter further. We
knew, however, that he had been one of the administration bosses of German war chemistry, and
later in Berlin Baumann discovered some valuable secret reports on applied chemistry which were
no doubt familiar to Kuhn. Back in Heidelberg we had him picked up by one of our o�cers.

I showed him the secret reports, and reproached him for not having told us about them half a year
earlier, when he knew all the time what we were after and when he acted as if he were co-operating
with us. [...]

It was quite important. It contained articles on industrially valuable applications of chemistry, such
as the production of plastics, asbestos, the use of coal tar, aluminum, cellulose, sulfur, etc. This
rare set of documents is now in the possession of the American Chemical Society, and I am still
sore for allowing myself to be fooled by Herr Kuhn. We could have got these documents in April
instead of September.

[pp. 112]: A few days afterward Munich fell. Here Carl Baumann, accompanied by a few o�cers and
men, located Walther Gerlach, who had been in charge of nuclear research and all physics research
for the last year. He also discovered Diebner and the uranium, which the Gestapo had taken from
the secret laboratory in Thüringen, and brought back more interesting documents.

[pp. 121–122]: [Gerlach’s] only wish was to save and to promote German physics without the help
or obstruction of the Nazis. [...] But it was all too late. The war was over before Gerlach’s influence
took hold.

We could get nothing out of Diebner. He was as sullen as a real prisoner. He must have felt like an
outcast, living in the same house with members of the Heisenberg clique. Their conversations with
him were limited to monosyllables.

[pp. 123–126]: It was not until late in July that a small Alsos group was allowed to enter Berlin.
As we expected, we found no new information but what we learned was very satisfying. It was like
the last pieces of a jigsaw puzzle; the pieces of haphazard information we gathered completed the
picture, plugged up a few minor holes, but the pattern remained the same.

We found, for instance, the chief chemist of the Auer Chemical Company, for whom we had been
looking ever since we had entered Belgium. But he could tell us nothing we did not already know,
nor could the few industrial physicists who still remained in Berlin. The Gestapo scientists had all
cleared out before our arrival, some of them leaving su�cient clues in their deserted homes for us
to track them down later. [...]

Our chief visit was, of course, to the now empty Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics, where the
uranium research had started in 1939. [...] We went in and found one room furnished with two
desks and one o�cer. [...] He did not understand our interest in this building.

“It’s all empty,” he said. “Everything, even switches and wiring, has been removed by the Russians.
We found some junk which we dumped in the back yard.” [...]

We inspected the place thoroughly. The backyard “junk” contained various pieces of equipment
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for nuclear physics as well as blocks of pressed uranium oxide. There were also some notebooks
indicating the type of research that had been going on.

[pp. 142–145]: Army research was conducted by the Ordnance Department headed by the mediocre
physicist, Erich Schumann. Professor Schumann’s right hand man was Diebner. [...]

Schumann was actually professor of military physics at the University of Berlin, although his few
publications deal only with the vibrations of piano strings—an interest derived, presumably, from
the fact that he was a descendant of the composer, Schumann.[...]

In Schumann’s case, the work had been shrouded in secrecy even before the war, and so no one
knew quite what was going on in the Second Institute, although the first rate physicists knew, from
the type of personnel he was using, it could not be very important or successful. [...]

But the uranium problem is rather more di�cult than the mysteries of piano strings and Schumann
became impatient. By the end of 1942 he had lost interest in the project; he turned Diebner,
personnel, equipment and material over to the civilian research organization, the Reich’s Research
Council, which had just been placed under Goering. He did not, however, turn over the two million
marks his research group had been granted by the Army.

Schumann next devoted his talents to bacterial warfare. It is probable that in this field his com-
petence was even less than in physics and its wartime applications. But he liked to be involved in
things that looked important and his name shows up on many rosters of research committees.

When Berlin fell, Schumann fled to Bavaria. The Alsos Mission followed his trail for a short while,
mainly out of curiousity, but we soon gave up. He was so obviously unimportant.

[pp. 160, 164–166]: As scientific adviser to Army Ordnance, Professor Schumann made immediate
preparations for secret research into the uranium problem with a view to producing the super-
explosive. But he himself was only a second-rate physicist, and his helpers were not much better.
[...]

What made this even more irritating was that the academic scientists considered Schumann and
his group far below their level. They thought it outrageous that such men should be given so much
power, and felt certain that they would never succeed in their researches. [...]

Von Ardenne was not a physicist in the German academic sense, but he was a first-rate experimenter;
a designer and builder of important laboratory apparatus, and a successful business man. He found
out that the Postal Department had a research section with a large budget that was not being used.
Contacting Ohnesorge, the gullible Postal Minister, he told him all about the wonders of atomic
power and explosives.

And so it came about that Von Ardenne’s Berlin laboratory was made a branch of Postal Research,
and Ohnesorge, at a cabinet meeting, informed Hitler about the uranium bomb. [...]

For a time the technician Baron Manfred von Ardenne was the o�cial expert on nuclear physics to
the Nazi government. Even today the academic physicists refer to this as one of the severest insults
they ever received from the government, and the reason for some of them becoming anti-Nazi. “If
only the government had taken the true scientists into its confidence instead of those charlatans
like Von Ardenne and Schumann,” they complained to us on the Alsos Mission. [...]
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The real brains of the project was Werner Heisenberg.

[pp. 176–177]: They knew, of course, of the possibility of a U-235 bomb, but they considered it
practically impossible to separate pure U-235. One can hardly blame them for this. Perhaps only
in America could one have visualized and realized an Oak Ridge, where pure U-235 was produced
by the huge combined e↵orts of science, engineering, industry, and the Army. No such vision was
apparent among the German scientists and certainly no such gigantic combination of all forces
working on all cylinders.

Furthermore, the Germans never thought of using plutonium in the bomb, which enormously sim-
plified the problem. The existence and probable properties of plutonium, though still unnamed,
had been mentioned in scientific literature before the war, and in a few German secret reports, but
they overlooked the practical phase of this side of the problem completely.

In fact, the whole German idea of the bomb was quite di↵erent from ours and more primitive in
its conception. They thought that it might eventually be possible to construct a pile in which the
chain reaction went so fast that it would produce an explosion. Their bomb, that is, was merely an
explosive pile and would have proved a fizz compared to the real bomb.

[pp. 201–202:] During the war the SS had a few technical research laboratories of its own, under
the direction of an SS-General Schwab, but these did not amount to anything. They tried some
work on heavy water, but soon gave up and sent their “expert” on this subject to the University
of Hamburg to continue his work with the legitimate physicists.

The principal “scientific” interest of the SS was ancient Germanic history, with a view to proving
the greatness of their Teutonic ancestry. It was for this purpose that Himmler created his own
“scientific academy” in 1935, Das Ahnenerbe, or Academy of Ancestral Heritage. Because some
of the activities of this strange academy were shrouded in mystery that might just possibly have
concealed something really important, we assigned Carl Baumann to make a thorough investigation
of the organization for Alsos.

Except for Himmler’s letter to hangman Heydrich about the physicist Heisenberg, [...] Baumann
did not discover anything connected with atomic research in the Ahnenerbe material. [...]

[Due to censorship in 1947, Goudsmit could only refer to Major Robert Furman as the “Mysterious
Major,” and he could not mention the specific quantities of uranium that had been found. In their
books written much later, in the 1960s, Groves and Pash were able to mention the name of Robert
Furman and the specific quantities of uranium.

Even as Goudsmit complained about the “absurdity” of people asking him if he might have over-
looked any German scientists who could build atomic bombs, in 1947 there were many dozens of
German scientists whom Goudsmit had overlooked and who were developing the Soviet Union’s
first atomic bombs.

Goudsmit’s opinion that (unlike America) Germany was incapable of “huge combined e↵orts of
science, engineering, industry, and the Army” is clearly contradicted by a number of massive and
very successful German programs that involved all of those sectors: the missile programs, the nerve
gas program, the jet programs, and others. In fact, whereas the United States was still very new to
that sort of approach, it had been the foundation of German research and development for decades.]
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Boris T. Pash. 1969. The Alsos Mission. New York: Award House.

[pp. 156–158:] Our scientists soon joined us in Strasbourg. Bob Furman and Lt. Tony Biot, a Navy
physicist, had already arrived. Sam Goudsmit and Fred Wardenberg reported two days later.

[...] Our scientific sleuths were more than usually agitated by the material probed although they
would be the last to admit it. After a while, I heard Sam Goudsmit exclaim, “We’ve got it!”

“I know we have it,” I remarked. “But do they?”

The two scientists were the only ones who knew to what I was referring. They smiled, and Sam
Goudsmit’s eyes were wide with excitement.

“No, no!” he said. “That’s it. They don’t!” The scientists remained up far into the night, poring
over the papers. [...]

Interrogation of the captured scientists, study of the seized documents and inspection of the lab-
oratories took several days. But the two days during which Sam Goudsmit, Fred Wardenberg and
Bob Furman worked on our priority interest were as important to our top leaders and to the British
as any other phase of the war. It was our Strasbourg operation which disclosed that it was unlikely
that the Nazi could unleash an atom bomb in the near future.

Thus Alsos exploded the Nazi super-weapon myth that had so alarmed Allied leaders. The fact
that a German atom bomb was not an immediate threat was probably the most significant single
piece of military intelligence developed throughout the war. Alone, that information was enough to
fully justify Alsos. [...]

[pp. 216–218:] In Hechingen, the entire Alsos scientific contingent was interrogating the German
scientists and trying to locate significant lab reports and documents. [...]

Upon our return we learned that the secreted uranium of the Haigerloch pile, as well as the supply
of heavy water, was buried near an old water-drive grist mill outside town. [...]

The 1269th provided trucks that hauled the uranium and heavy water, along with recovered
graphite, to SHAEF Scientific Section for transhipment to the United States.

Thus ended Operation Big.

With the exception of Doctors Heisenberg, Gerlach and Diebner [who were found shortly later],
Alsos had taken into custody every German scientist whose name appeared on the “wanted” list.

And the German atomic pile, with all related equipment and documents, were in American hands.

Upon receiving my report that “Alsos has hit the jackpot,” General Harrison immediately sent a
message to General Devers stating, “Boris Pash has hit the jackpot.”

[Pash confirmed that the scientific conclusions of Alsos were dominated by Goudsmit, that those
conclusions were reached in Strasbourg in November 1944 (long before visiting most of the areas
and scientists involved in the nuclear program), that Alsos was only interested in a few famous
scientists on their short predetermined list, and that they were satisfied they were finished once
they found the Haigerloch fission pile.]
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Manhattan District History, Book I, Volume 14, Foreign Intelligence Supplement No.
1. Undated but apparently ⇠1947.
[https://ia802303.us.archive.org/26/items/ManhattanDistrictHistory/]

4-1. General.

[...] Lt. Col. Boris T. Pash and Dr. Samuel A. Goudsmit had respectively been appointed Mission
Chief and Scientific Chief.

[...] Based on preliminary lists from the United States, much of the early definition of German
intelligence targets was accomplished at the London headquarters with the assistance of British
technical and intelligence personnel. Priorities were assigned to locations and personnel, and while
later events proved some of the investigations to be unproductive, no important elements were
missed as far as the interest in atomic energy was concerned. [...]

4-2. Paris Operations.

[...] Advance personnel of the ALSOS Mission entered Paris on August 1944, with leading elements
of the Allied troops, and promptly secured initial targets. [...] Joliot [...] added very little to the
knowledge already possessed by the Manhattan Project; however, the following items were clarified:

(1) The College de France (Joliot’s laboratory) cyclotron had remained in service at that institution,
although, at one time, the enemy had given some consideration to transporting it into Germany

(2) Schumann, Diebner, Bothe, Esau, Gentner, Bagge, and Maurer, all enemy personnel of interest
to the Manhattan Project, had spent varying lengths of time during the war at the College de
France laboratory, concerning themselves with the cyclotron operation. [...]

[...] ALSOS Mission reached Brussels, Belgium, on 5 September 1944. A Mr. Gaston André, in
charge of uranium, at the main o�ce of the Union Minière du Haut Katanga, was contacted. [...]

(1) Prior to the war a number of German firms had received uranium products from Belgium for
normal peacetime application or retrade. The shipments had, in general, consisted of quantities of
less than one ton per month of assorted refined materia.

(2) From June, 1940, until August, 1941, the Auer Gesellschaft, a well-known German chemical
concern, which had not been a recipient prior to the war, suddenly became an outstanding consumer
of uranium products. Auer received about 60 tons of refined material during that period. It was
learned that a Dr. Ihwe was apparently in charge of purchases for the Auer company.

(3) The next large German shipment of interest was in November, 1941, and consisted of about
nine tons of uranium products to [...] Degussa. [...]

(4) During June, 1942, unusually large amounts of uranium products were sent to “Roges, m.b.H”.
[...] Within this organization a Dr. Faust was in charge of uranium ores. The amounts of uranium
products ordered by Roges consisted of about 115 tons of assorted refined and half refined materials.
In addition they obtained 610 tons of crude material, 17 tons of ferro-uranium, and about 110 tons
of impure products (rejects). Also, in January and May, 1943, respectively, 50 tons and 80 tons of
refined products were delivered to them.
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[...] During the preceding investigation at Brussels, a preliminary study of uranium stock, by the
Union Minière du Haut Katanga, indicated that a quantity of material remained in Belgium. [...]
The captured material, amounting to 68 tons, was placed under joint American and British control
and removed from Belgium.

[...I]t was learned that nine carloads of uranium (approximate total net weight 72 tons) had been
shipped, in advance of the German invasion, from Hoboken, Belgium to le Havre, France, in May,
1940. Reports indicated subsequent German seizure, at le Havre, of two of the nine carloads and
the movement of the remainder to Bordeaux. [...] 30 tons of the reported material was found at the
Poudrerie de Toulouse, in Toulouse. This material was secured and shipped from Marseilles to the
United States. Investigation continued for the remaining 42 tons, but that particular search was
not successful. [...]

4-3. Strasbourg Operation.

On 25 November 1944, advance military members of the ALSOS Mission joined the T-Force in
Strasbourg.

[...] Concerning the interest of the Manhattan Project, four of the academic personal targets—
Rudolf Fleischmann, Head of the Physics Department; Fritz Weygand, Head of the Chemistry
Department; Hugo Neuert, Experimental Physicist; and Werner Maurer, Experimental Physicist,
had such backgrounds and occupations as to warrant their separation from other internees and
transfer, at a later date, to the United States. [...] Field interrogation of these individuals failed to
confirm that any of them had engaged in direct research on a nuclear weapon, and their replies
to repeated questioning actually provided little worth-while information. [...] In contrast to the
meager information obtained from personal targets, the written matter located at Strasbourg served
as a source of outstanding intelligence. [...] While the information was unclassified, through the
mediums of notes of meetings, fragments of computations, protocols of experiments and vague
hints in personal correspondence, a revealing picture of the German nuclear research program was
presented.

[...] That evidence in a great measure modified the fear of enemy competition with the Manhattan
Project, but it was still believed to be highly essential that those encouraging indications be con-
firmed beyond all possible doubt. [...] All of the foregoing information, after being subjected to an
analysis by both the Manhattan District and the OSRD, resulted in a comprehensive report “TA
Targets–German” [...] which served as a dependable guide for subsequent exploitation.

4-4. Heidelberg Operation.

[...] Professor Walther Bothe, Director, Physics Division of KWI for Medical Research, Heidelberg,
was interrogated on 30 and 31 March [...]

(1) It was confirmed that Hahn had been evacuated to Tailfingen, and that Heisenberg and von
Laue were at Hechingen.

(2) The installation, including the experimental uranium pile which was at Berlin-Gottow, had
been removed to Haigerloch.

(3) A German shortage of heavy water was reported, and reference was made to the only production
having been that in Norway.
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(4) Professor Bothe listed the following as having worked on the nuclear physics phase of the
uranium problem.

(a) Himself, with three helpers

(b) Heisenberg, with ten men

(c) Döpel, in Leipzig, assisted by his wife only

(d) Kirchner, in Garmisch, with possibly two men

(e) Stetter, in Vienna, with four or five men

(5) Approval of Gerlach was required for physicists to secure means for scientific work, and if a
“DE” (highest) priority was desired the additional approval of [Albert] Speer, Minister of War
Production, had to be obtained.

(6) Bothe expressed his opinion that the separation of uranium isotopes by the thermal di↵usion
method was impossible. He indicated that the only work on isotope separation in Germany was
being done by the centrifugal method under the direction of Harteck. Bothe was not aware of the
location of this activity.

(7) Bothe believed that uranium hexafluoride was made by I.G. Farben, at Leverkusen.

(8) Bothe stated that no element higher than 93 was definitely known; however, he recognized that,
as element 93 was a beta emitter, 94 must exist.

(9) Bothe repeatedly expressed his opinion that the uranium pile, as a source of energy, was decades
from realization and that the use of uranium as an explosive was impracticable. He claimed not to
know of any theoretical or experimental work being done in Germany on the military application
of nuclear fission; but indicated that such work could be under way without his knowledge.

(10) After repeated questioning concerning the military value of the cyclotron, Bothe said it had
been considered as a means of obtaining radioactive material for bombs.

(11) All secret documents in connection with his work were reported by Bothe to have been burned
in accordance with government instructions.

[...] Dr. Wolfgang Gentner was interrogated on 1 April and, in general, confirmed the information
given by Bothe. [...]

4-5. Frankfurt Operation.

On 31 March and 1 April, 1945, several of the Degussa plants were contacted and a number of the
employees were interviewed. It was confirmed that Degussa had produced uranium metal under the
name of “Spezialmetall”; however, personnel investigated professed indefinite knowledge concerning
the use of the metal and the ultimate destinations to which it was shipped.

[...] Dr. Kohl, Works Manager, Degussa Plant No. 2, was interrogated on 3 April 1945, concerning
the manufacture of “Spezialmetall”. According to him the material was required by the Reich’s
Research Council (RFR) and all administrative matters were handled directly with RFR by Auer,
in Oranienburg. Degussa acted as a sub-contractor for Auer and Kohl understood that deliveries
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of metal were made either to Auer or to the RFR, at Berlin-Dahlem. The use of the metal was
secret, but Kohl believed it to be concerned with experiments in atomic physics. He stated that the
material was manufactured, to a purity of 98 to 99 percent, from ammonium uranate which was
converted to U3O8. The ammonium uranate was secured either from Joachimstahl or the Union
Minière du Haut Katanga. Kohl referred to an early process where metallic uranium had been
mixed with coal dust, with Tragacanth gum as a binding material, and pressed into blocks. The
material was later delivered as powdered metallic uranium, production being between one and
two tons. Kohl was emphatic that no deliveries of uranium were made to I. G. Farben Industrie.
The Degussa plant, at Frankfurt, had been partially destroyed and parts of the equipment were
reported to have initially been moved to a location in Mark Brandenburg, and later to the plant of
the Chemische Fabrik Grünau at Berlin-Grünau. Approximately three tons of ammonium uranate
were shipped with the equipment to Berlin-Grünau. It was reported that, prior to the war, about
three tons per month of sodium uranate were used in the ceramic color business but that during
the war such use had been prohibited.

[...] Dr. Baerwind, director of Degussa in charge of technical matters, was also interrogated at Frank-
furt, on 3 April. Subject to the following comments Baerwind’s statements in general confirmed
those previously made by Kohl.

(1) While Baerwind was then a member of the Supervisory Board of Auer, nevertheless he was not
familiar with the dealings between Auer and the nuclear scientists.

(2) Baerwind indicated his unfamiliarity with the technical details, and expressed his opinion that
Kohl might also have been uninformed; however, he stated definitively that the uranium powder
was not mixed with coal dust.

(3) Reference was made to Degussa production of from five to six tons per year of beryllium metal.
Most of this material was reported to have been sent to Heraeus, for the manufacture of beryllium
copper alloys, but a small amount had been sent to the RFR for experiments with radioactive
materials.

(4) Baerwind believed that the “Spezialmetall”, even under the secret handling, could have nothing
to do with military weapons because the quantities involved were so small. He stated definitively
that Degussa was the only manufacturer of uranium metal in Germany and that until 1944 the
Frankfurt plant production constituted all of the Degussa production.

[...] In September, 1945, an account of the production of uranium metal by Degussa was obtained by
the ALSOS Mission. This account was prepared by a Degussa employee (Völkel [...]) and presented
production and shipping details as well as a description of the process employed. It revealed that
the Frankfurt Plant No. 2 had handled about 12,8000 kg. of the material from 1940 to 1945. [...]
The progress of the war had caused manufacture of uranium metal to be transferred from the
Degussa, Frankfurt, plant to a factory at Berlin-Grünau. Production at Grünau started at the end
of 1944. It was indicated that “Spezialmetall” had only been manufactured in quantities suitable
for experimental purposes and that the purity of the product was not impressively high.

[...] The ALSOS Mission had learned that 11 tons of crude sodium uranate had been delivered to
the Radium Chemie Companie, of Frankfurt, from Wirtschaftliche Forschungsgesellschaft, in July,
1943, and that information prompted a contact with the Frankfurt firm on 25 April, 1945. [...]
Through questioning the Deputy Director of the firm it was learned that a stock of 11 tons of
uranium products, 1⁄2 ton of Schmiedberg ore and a few drums of monazite sand were on hand.
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That material was confiscated. In addition to the material obtained, this operation proved to be of
interest in providing evidence that the Joachimstahl mines were being worked and that the shortage
of radium in Germany made it worth while to exploit the Schmiedeberg deposits. [...]

4-6. Stadtilm Operation.

[...] ALSOS team arrived at Stadtilm, Thuringen, on 12 April 1945, directly after fighting in the
town had ceased. The laboratory and o�ces of Dr. Kurt Diebner were located in an old schoolhouse.
It was found that the majority of the target personnel, together with their documents, materials
and equipment, had been evacuated by the Gestapo, on 8 April, in order that they might carry
on their work elsewhere. However, the following individuals, of interest to the ALSOS Mission,
had been allowed to remain at Stadtilm: Hartwig, Physicist; Ebeling, Mechanic; Leimert, Librar-
ian; Stuhlinger, Physicist; Pfetscher, Physicist; Berkei, Physicist; Ehlert, O�ce Manager; Seeger,
Engineer; and Schutzmeister, Physicist.

[...] Gerlach was a frequent visitor at Stadtilm.

[...] The physics institute of the KWI and of the THS [Technische Hochschule] Berlin had been
partially evacuated to Stadtilm about 6 months previously but, for some unknown reason, a number
of the personnel had been extremely slow in the relocation.

[...] Documents, materials and equipment at Stadtilm consisted of: many files; 8 tons of uranium
oxide; parts of a small low temperature pile; air liquefaction apparatus; heavy water equipment
from Norway; counters; miscellaneous equipment; and an extensive physics laboratory.

For about four years [Dr. Berkei] had worked for the KWI for Physics, at Berlin-Dahlem and
Berlin-Gottow, and later served as administrative assistant to Diebner. While, in his administrative
capacity, he had not had the opportunity to learn of many of the technical details, nevertheless
Berkei appeared to have a good overall picture of Diebner’s work...

4-7. Göttingen Operation.

The subject of interest to the Manhattan Project was discussed with Professors Kopfermann and
Houtermans, at Göttingen, on 17 April 1945. [...] Kopfermann and Houtermans had been only on
the fringe of the German nuclear fission project and were unable to contribute additional intelligence
of any particular consequence. [...]

4-8. Lindau Operation.

[...] Osenberg surrendered with some ceremony, making his personnel, files and the general es-
tablishment available for investigation. ALSOS scientific members began their examination of the
Planning Board on the afternoon of 12 April, and continued with the interrogation of Osenberg,
questioning of his personnel and study of his papers during the following three days. [...]

4-9. Celle Operation.

[...] Those Mission members entered Celle on 17 April and readily located the centrifuge laboratory.
That laboratory was found to be under British guard. [...]
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(1) The ultra-centrifuge experments, evacuated the preceding November from Hannover, were lo-
cated within a spinning mill at Celle.

(2) The director of the activity, Harteck, was not present and was reported to be at Hamburg. Dr.
W. Groth was in charge of the Celle laboratory, together with Dr. Suhr and Dr. Faltings.

(3) The equipment consisted of a small-scale set-up. When working smoothly it was estimated to
be capable of a production of 50 grams per day of enriched material. The enrichment was at best
about 15 percent.

(4) The separation was done with gaseous UF6. Groth discovered that it was possible to produce
the gas directly from the oxide, without having to make metal first. This method had been patented
by him, and the material was produced by I. G. Farben, at Leverkusen, in quantities of about 30
pounds per month.

(5) The oil used in the centrifuge contained powered sodium fluoride in suspension so as to saturate
against the e↵ect of UF6.

(6) The centrifuge was manufactured by Anschutz Gesellschaft at Kiel.

(7) In general, the net result of the investigation was that it confirmed former investigations in
revealing the nuclear energy e↵ort in Germany to be on a relatively small scale.

4-10. Stassfurt Operation.

The ALSOS Mission investigation at Brussels, Belgium, in September 1944, revealed that certain
quantities of Belgian uranium products had been removed to Germany. [...] Based upon that intel-
ligence a considerable portion of the material was believed to have been delivered to a plant of the
Wirtschaftliche Forschungsgesellschaft (WIFO), on the outskirts of Leopoldshall, near Stassfurt.
That firm had been formed during the war as a storage agency for Roges. [...]

Removal of 260 truck loads of the material to the Hildesheim Air Strip was accomplished between
20 and 27 April. The material seized consisted of crude sodium uranate, refined products and ferro-
uranium. The total weight was in the neighborhood of 1,000 metric tons. It was held at Hildesheim
until 30 April, moved to Antwerp and then shipped to a location under Allied control.

4-11. Caterode and Nordhausen Operations.

Fragmentary information suggested material possibilities at Caterode and Nordhausen and these
targets were visited with negative or minor results.

4-12. Haigerloch, Hechingen, Bisingen, and Tailfingen Operations.

Scientific members of the ALSOS Mission left Heidelberg on 23 April and proceeded to Haigerloch
where it was found that the targets had been secured and placed under guard. Those members of
the Mission then went directly to Hechingen.

At Hechingen, the branch of the KWI for Physics was located and secured. Important personnel
apprehended consisted of von Weizsäcker, Wirtz, von Laue, Moliere, Hoecker, Hiby, Sauerwein,
Gysae, Bagge, Korsching, Bopp, Fischer and Menzer. [...] The enemy personnel at first stated
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that all secret documents had been burned in accordance with a government order, but, later
following the capture of a complete set of secret reports at Tailfingen, and after demands had
been made, von Weizsäcker admitted that certain reports had been concealed in a cesspool. Those
reports were recovered. Two new isotope separation experiments of interest were in progress at
Hechingen—Bagge’s velocity selector, and Korsching’s di↵usion apparatus. The facilities for both
of these experiments were dismantled and evacuated.

[...] The experimental pile [at Haigerloch...] had been located in a cave. The pile did not contain
metal or heavy water. It was photographed, dismantled and the cave laboratory destroyed by
explosives. Approximately one and one-half tons of heavy water and one and one-half tons of
uranium metal were subsequently found buried near Haigerloch. This material was evacuated to a
more secure location.

On 24 April, Bisingen was taken and a research station (Forschungsstelle D) of the Kaiser-Wilhelm
Gesellschaft was secured. Dällenbach, the Director, had gone to Switzerland in December 1944 but
his assistant, Dr. Karl Weimer, was interrogated. Construction of a small experimental model of a
10,000,000 volt cyclotron had been started, and drawings, technical data and patent specifications
were secured.

Tailfingen was captured on 24 April, and, with it, headquarters of the KWI Für Chemie. All
members of Hahn’s sta↵ including Hahn, Mattauch, Strassmann, Erbacher, Klemm, Flammersfeld,
Radoch, Seelmann-Eggebert, Waldmann, Wietig and others were located. The three groups of the
KWI Für Chemie at Tailfingen were led respectively by Hahn, Mattauch and Erbacher.

Professor Hahn’s group had been working on the separation, distribution and energy of the fission
products of uranium. According to him the results of that work had all been published, even though
it was originally treated as secret. [...] He stated that the development of an atomic bomb was not
then possible, and had so been considered by the Germans since 1942. Hahn did, however, believe
that the pile as a source of energy would be successfully developed in a few years. [...]

Dr. Erbacher assisted in an inspection of his laboratory where work was being done on the chemical
separation of isotopes; on the protection of uranium from corrosion, and on the separation of an
active element from its inactive isotopes. [...]

Dr. Mattauch’s laboratory was then inspected. Work was being performed at that location on the
mass-spectrographic method of fission-product (or isotope) analysis. One member of Mattauch’s
group had been working on a method of isotope separation by the electrolysis of a fused salt;
however, such a method had not at that time proved feasible.

From the Manhattan Project viewpoint the above operations were the most important of the
ALSOS Mission investigations of the German e↵ort in nuclear development. Interrogation of the
enemy scientists, study of the documents obtained and inspection of the experimental equipment
added further confirmation to previous evidence and definitely revealed the extremely small-scale
activity of the whole German uranium project. In view of the fact that this exploitation involved
the main group of laboratories it could be appreciated that the German work was far behind that
which had been accomplished in the United States. [...]

4-13. Urfeld and Munich Operations.

[...] The advance to Urfeld was resumed and on 3 May the ALSOS group was successful in contacting
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Heisenberg. Heisenberg was taken to Heidelberg on the next day.

The second ALSOS team had entered Munich on 1 May 1945, and located the residence of Gerlach.
Gerlach was not at home, but was found at the Physics Laboratory of the University of Munich. [...]
On 2 May, a portion of the ALSOS group went to Schongeising, located their target and evacuated
Diebner, certain of his documents, and a quantity of uranium (previously evacuated by the Gestapo
from the laboratory at Stadtilm), to Munich. On 3 May, Gerlach and Diebner together with the
captured material were transferred to Heidelberg.

Heisenberg, Gerlach and Diebner were interrogated upon their arrival at Heidelberg. As was ex-
pected, the interrogations failed to produce any new positive information of interest to the Man-
hattan Project.

[...] Gerlach was merely in administrative charge of the nuclear physics project. He had a superficial
knowledge of the status of the project but knew little of the technical details.

[...] Diebner was not cooperative and seemed to be rather antagonistic toward Heisenberg. Gerlach
and Heisenberg were on very cordial terms with each other but appeared to consider Diebner an
inferior scientist.

4-14. Hamburg Operation.

After the City of Hamburg had fallen into Allied hands, members of the ALSOS Mission went to
that location, on 5 May 1945, to contact Professor P. Harteck.

[...] Harteck’s statement was to the e↵ect that after the initial research it was soon discovered that
the development of a weapon was unlikely, if not entirely impossible. Emphasis was then placed on
the production of energy from a uranium pile, but, in this connection also, he was of the opinion
that there were numerous detailed questions which had to be solved before such a device could be
successful.

[...] Harteck referred to a plan which had been considered to provide ultra-centrifuge machines, each
of which was to produce above 180 kgs. of 1 percent enriched material per year. The centrifuges
were planned to be located at Kandern, but the progress of the war prevented the work.

[...] Harteck had studied the production of heavy water and believed that his improved method
would have made it possible to reach a production of almost 10 tons per year, at an appreciable
reduction in the pre-war cost. It was stated that the Norsk-Hydro project was under the supervision
of I. G. Farben.

4-15. Berlin Operation.

The Berlin location of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute for Physics was inspected on 30 July 1945. It
was found that practically all of the laboratory equipment had been evacuated by the Russians.
[...]

4-16. Vienna Operation.

Dr. C. P. Smyth and other members of the ALSOS Mission visited Vienna during the later part of
August, 1945, and obtained information of the research carried out at the Physical Institute and
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the Radium Institute. Information of uranium materials taken by Russian investigators in May,
1945, as well as of the transportation to Moscow of Drs. Wombacker and Ortner, was obtained.
Little additional useful intelligence of the German uranium projected resulted.

4-17. Overall Results and Termination of Western and Central European Investigations.

a. The rapid advance of the Allies in Germany caused di�culty in making thorough and deliberate
investigations of many of the detailed items of enemy nuclear research. Nevertheless, all principal
locations of that research activity were contacted, and, as of May, 1945, the ALSOS Mission had
apprehended the following German scientific personnel of interest to the Manhattan Project:

At Strasbourg.
. Fleischmann
. Weygand
. Neuert
. Maurer

At Heidelberg.
. Bothe
. Kuhn
. Gentner

At Hechingen.
. von Weizsäcker
. Wirtz
. von Laue
. Moliere
. Hoecker
. Hiby
. Sauerwein
. Gysae
. Bagge
. Korsching
. Bopp
. Fischer
. Menzer

At Bisingen.
. Weimer

At Hamburg.
. Harteck

At Marburg.
. Justi

At Stadtilm.
. Hartwig
. Berkei

At Gottengen.
. Houtermans
. Kofpermann

At Lindau
. Osenberg

At Celle.
. Groth

At Tailfingen.
. Hahn
. Mattauch
. Strassmann
. Erbacher
. Klemm
. Flammersfeld
. Radoch
. Seelmann-Eggebert
. Waldmann
. Wietig

At Urfeld.
. Heisenberg

At Munich
. Gerlach

At Schongeising
. Diebner
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Early in the German endeavor the uranium problem had been separately approached by a number
of more or less competing groups. There was one group under Army Ordnance, another under the
Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute for Physics, and still another under the Postal Department. A certain
amount of bickering over the supply of material and a non-cooperative attitude in the exchange of
information existed between those groups. The research e↵orts of the Postal Department amounted
to little and did not continue for very long. [...] Many German scientists worked along their own
lines and were not required to work at particular projects. Development of an atomic weapon was
not believed to be possible.

As a consequence of the foregoing, atomic energy development in Germany did not pass beyond the
laboratory stage; utilization for power production rather than for an explosive was the principal
consideration; and, though German science was interested in this new field, other scientific objectives
received greater o�cial attention.

[A number of original Alsos documents are reproduced near the end of this file, with varying degrees
of legibility.

Why are nearly all of the references in this file redacted, when nothing else seems to be?]
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The History of the CIC in the US Army (30 Volumes). Volume VIII (The CIC With
Special Projects). Part-III: CIC With the ALSOS Mission, pp. 116–130 [NARA RG
319, Entry UD-1080, Box 3]

[This document generally gives the same information as the Manhattan District History previously
quoted, but in much less detail. The few noteworthy exceptions are included below.]

[...] In December 1945 Lt Col George R. Eckman prepared a final report on the ALSOS Mission; it
is from this document that the following history of CIC in the Mission has been extracted.128

128 “Final Report on the ALSOS Mission,” prepared by Lt Col George R. Eckman, (Conf), is on
file in the G2 Documents Lib, Pentagon, Wash DC.

[...] On 22 March, Colonel Pash led the ALSOS “spearhead” group into Ludwigshaven while the
city was still being shelled by the enemy, who were holding their bridgehead on the west side of
the Rhine to protect their retreat. The ALSOS party proceeded at once to the huge I. G. Farben
Industries plant and secured guards for this important target from the armored unit driving through
the city toward the Rhine. This major war plant was held by the ALSOS team and attached guards
until the “T” Force moved in the next day.

[...] Other targets visited by members of the Northern Base during this closing period of the war in
Europe included personnel and institutional objectives at Hamburg, Jena, Braunschweig, Clauthal,
Halle, Erfurt, and Essen. In the early days of May, ALSOS investigators uncovered additional caches
of uranium compounds and “heavy” water which had been hidden away by the Nazis in the Harz
and the Bavarian Mountains.

[...] During the early planning stages of ALSOS in 1943 and early 1944, many potential Berlin
targets had been evaluated and listed for ultimate examination. However, as ALSOS intelligence
was collected in operations in the liberated countries and Western Germany, it became evident that
Berlin would become an area of only secondary interest. Most high priority targets had already
been discovered by the ALSOS teams.

As the Air Force continued to rain down high explosives on the city, many of the war research
laboratories and bureaus of institutes and factories were evacuated or obliterated. Following the
German surrender and the Soviet Occupation of Berlin, it was expected that what ALSOS targets
remained had been thoroughly “worked over” by Russian intelligence agencies.

There were certain missing items, however, that ALSOS o�cials thought might be discovered among
the rubble of Berlin, and Colonel Pash headed a party of 14 Mission members that entered Berlin on
28 July. Three weeks were spent in following investigative leads, including documents and personnel
of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute. The e↵ort was well spent, for a number of additional facts were
added to the ALSOS dossiers.

The Berlin Operation was the last major expedition of the Mission. Colonel Pash returned to Paris
headquarters in the second week of August 1945.

[The Pentagon Library told me that they do not have a copy of Eckman’s final report. Did the
Pentagon Library actually lose the final report of one of their most famous missions? Can a copy
of this report be located someplace?]
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Leslie R. Groves. 1962. Now It Can Be Told: The Story of the Manhattan Project.
New York: Harper.

[The three chapters on Alsos in Groves’s book appear to be very closely based on the Manhattan
District History quoted previously. The events, details, and wording of the sentences are all highly
similar. The most noteworthy exceptions are included below.]

[pp. 196–197:] Thorium seemed out of the question, since it is mined chiefly in Brazil and India
and, because of embargoes, Germany had been unable to import any since the war began, and had
had only insignificant stocks on hand before the war. The basic fuel was thought to be uranium.
Considering our own firsthand knowledge of the enormous industrial e↵ort required to produce
U-235, we were confident that we would have seen evidences of any such program had one existed.
It seemed more likely that they would use plutonium. That they had enough to launch an atomic
program seemed to be within the realm of possibility, for we knew there had been a large stockpile
of refined uranium ore at Oolen, Belgium, a few miles outside Brussels, which originally had been
the property of Union Minière.

The only other possible supply of uranium was the mines at Joachimsthal, Czechoslovakia, which
was not a particularly significant source. Most of this ore was shipped to a uranium plant outside
Berlin, the Auer-Gesellschaft. British Intelligence kept in touch with the activities of these mines,
and in July, 1944, Calvert’s group started periodic aerial surveillance over the entire mining area,
studying the pictures in detail for new shafts and aboveground activity. Tailing piles from each
mine were microscopically measured from one reconnaissance to the next. By knowing the general
grade of the ore and measuring the piles, we could determine with some degree of accuracy the
mine’s daily production. There were no signs of extraordinary activity.

[pp. 230–231:] I have always considered Goudsmit’s opinion much to the point: “On the whole,
we gained the definite impression that German scientists did not support their country in the war
e↵ort. The principal thing was to obtain money from the government for their own researches,
pretending that they might be of value to the war e↵ort. One genuine selling point which they used
extensively was that pure research in Germany in many fields was far behind the United States.”

Although most of our objectives in Germany lay in the French zone of advance, one that was
particularly important to us—the Auergesellschaft Works in Oranienburg, about fifteen miles north
of Berlin—lay in what was to be the Russian zone. The information that Alsos had uncovered in
Strasbourg had confirmed our earlier suspicions that the plant was engaged in the manufacture of
thorium and uranium metals which were to be used in the production of atomic energy and hence
probably for the manufacture of an atomic bomb. Since there was not even the remotest possibility
that Alsos could seize the works I recommended to General Marshall that the plant be destroyed
by air attack.

When he approved, I sent Major F. J. Smith, of my o�ce, to explain the mission to General Carl
Spaatz, who was then in command of our Strategic Air Forces in Europe. Spaatz co-operated whole-
heartedly and, in the period of about thirty minutes during the afternoon of March 15, 612 Flying
Fortresses of the Eighth Air Force dropped 1,507 tons of high explosives and 178 tons of incendiary
bombs on the target. Poststrike analysis indicated that all parts of the plant that were aboveground
had been completely destroyed.
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[pp. 238–239:] [...O]n April 23, I handed the following memorandum to General Marshall:

In 1940 the German Army in Belgium confiscated and removed to Germany about 1200
tons of uranium ore. So long as this material remained hidden under the control of the
enemy, we could not be sure but that he might be preparing to use atomic weapons.

Yesterday I was notified by cable that personnel in my o�ce had located this material
near Stassfurt, Germany, and that it was now being removed to a safe place outside
of Germany where it would be under the complete control of American and British
authorities.

The capture of this material, which was the bulk of uranium supplies available in Europe,
would seem to remove definitely any possibility of the Germans making any use of an
atomic bomb in this war.

[pp. 245–246:] In the fall of 1944, Himmler’s Security Service Organization apparently became
interested in the atomic project and formed a War Research Pool, which remained under Göring
to avoid duplication and useless work. Himmler’s people did not seem to be entirely satisfied with
progress under the National Research Council, however, and they subsequently proposed a plan to
remove all obstacles to the project and obtain maximum results. Although this plan was sound, it
came too late.

[p. 248:] After V-E Day, a number of searches for specific information and materials were conducted
in various parts of Germany. Alsos sent groups to Berlin and Salzburg, but, by that time, I was
no longer too much concerned with their work, beyond insuring that no information remained that
might eventually fall into Russian hands. These operations only confirmed what we already knew
and it was quite clear that there was nothing in Europe of further interest to us.

OSS Director William Donovan to Allen Dulles. 20 November 1944. Cable Out 23415.
[NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder 1371: OUT AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept.
’45]

#0857. AZUSA. 110 from 109 and 106. Answering your #0747 and #737 to Paris.

If Furman and Wardenburg are pressing to contact Flute [Paul Scherrer] and others recommend:

A. Preliminary discussions be held with you and [Moe] Berg always present.

B. If later meetings can be held over until about December 15th, [Martin] Chittick can be present
and carry through for long control as your special representative. Am told Goudsmit somewhat
tactless and possibly should not be included to work with temperamental people. Wardenburg said
to be the better informed.

[According to OSS Director William Donovan, Samuel Goudsmit was “tactless,” not recommended
to work with people, and even less “informed” about nuclear weapons physics than Frederic War-
denburg, a junior Alsos member and middle manager from Du Pont whose only scientific education
was a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from two decades earlier (1927).]
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From A. E. Britt to F. J. Smith. 7 March 1945. SUBJECT: Conversation between
Col. Lansdale and Dr. Harold Wilson [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 169, Folder
32.7002 GERMANY—ALSOS MISSION Administrative Matters (1940–1945)]

1. Col. Lansdale talked to Dr. Tolman and the latter stated that Dr. Harold Wilson was concerned
about the complaints received from Goudsmit. This apparently is the recent letter of which you are
cognizant. Col. Lansdale told Dr. Wilson—

a. That we are not concerned with the organization of Alsos in the Theater;

b. This organization [Alsos] is not responsible for TA in the Theater, however that Furman and
our organization is and that it is up to us to determine what we want, and how much of what
they have obtained that we want and the priority to be established;

c. That it was none of Goudsmit’s business as to whether or not the reports were sent to Dr.
Tolman. Goudsmit is inclined to want to write reports and direct them to scientists. He
was told that it was his responsibility to write reports in a way that non-scientists could
understand them inasmuch as this o�ce is the using o�ce.

2. There is some question as to whether or not the above points contradict the basic principles of
the Alsos agreement. However in talking to Dr. Wilson, Col. Lansdale pointed out to him that we
did not think such as the case.

3. Suggest you talk to Col. Lansdale regarding the above matter.

BRITT

[Although the details of the behind-the-scenes politics are somewhat unclear, it appears that U.S.
o�cials were quite unhappy with Goudsmit’s strong opinions, and that they wanted him to do only
what they told him to do and have access only to the information they wanted him to.]

Vannevar Bush to Samuel A. Goudsmit. 15 March 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 169, Folder 32.7002 GERMANY—ALSOS MISSION Administrative Mat-
ters (1940–1945)]

There were several matters which you discussed with Dr. Waterman and Mr. Wilson, prior to
your return to the ETO, relating to the activities of the ALSOS Mission on behalf of the Special
Project. Subsequent discussion of these matters with Dr. Tolman and Lt. Col. Lansdale have, I
believe, clarified the points which were on your mind and resulted in bringing these matters into
satisfactory form. Undoubtedly since you have now returned, you will be conferring with Major
Furman and Major Calvert and the scientific members of ALSOS who are concerned with this
subject and will presently have a full picture of the situation as it now stands in the ETO.

One point which I believe you felt needed clarification concerned the action which you and your
colleagues should take in regard to the execution of plans for gathering intelligence in this area,
which might be requested from Washington and alter materially the priorities and plans already
agreed upon by the military and scientific group in the ETO. I do not anticipate that such situations
are likely to arise, but if this were to occur, I understand it was your feeling that you would be
satisfied if you were assured that any major changes were reviewed by and concurred in by Dr.
Tolman. I am assured by Dr. Tolman and Colonel Lansdale that such will be the case. I expect
that you will find upon your return that plans for targets and priorities are fairly well agreed
upon and details have been worked out to the extent possible with available data. I understand
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that these plans have been closely coordinated with the requirements and information available
in Washington. I expect that these plans are now clear enough so that there is little likelihood of
important di↵erences of opinion.

Another matter which has been discussed with Dr. Tolman and Colonel Lansdale concerns the
nature of the intelligence reports which you prepare relating to the Special Project. We can give
you full assurance that all of these reports are available to Dr. Tolman and reach him. As to the
matter of writing them in “lay language,” this writing must be done either in the ETO or here.
If your reports are not received in such form someone here, namely Dr. Tolman, would have to
re-write them in a form understandable to the non-scientific group. This is a burden which Dr.
Tolman cannot take on nor can his sta↵. Hence we feel that it is reasonable to ask that your group
prepare these reports in a form directly useable by the military group. Moreover, such reports can
best be prepared with the full information available in the ETO rather than attempt to expand
abbreviated scientific reports.

On the matter of interviewing German scientists taken into custody and sent to this country, this
comes under two headings; firstly, interviewing for information on the Special Project; and secondly,
interviewing for information in other fields. As to the first, it is Colonel Lansdale’s group which
can arrange the interviews. As to the second, it is a matter for Colonel Adams to arrange, for it
is a G-2 function, and I understand that Dr. Waterman is taking this up with Colonel Adams.
As to the PW’s described in your memorandum, it is the conclusion of Colonel Lansdale’s group,
with which Dr. Tolman concurs, that the marginal material on the Special Project which might be
obtained from these men, in addition to that already obtained by you and your colleagues in the
interviews in the ETO, is not su�ciently promising to warrant the risks involved in giving them
more information which might result from further interviews on this subject. Dr. Waterman will
advise you of the results of his discussion with Colonel Adams regarding interviews for the purpose
of obtaining information on other subjects.

I believe that you have found upon your return that the organization of intelligence on the Special
Project from the military side has been clarified since your departure in December, and I trust that
matters will progress smoothly during the remainder of this important and interesting assignment. I
also hope that the targets will soon be available and that the circumstances, planning and execution
of the missions will permit achieving results which are up to the Strasbourg standard. I am sure
that all groups concerned will exert their best e↵orts to bring about this result.

Very sincerely yours,

V. Bush, Director

cc: General Groves
Dr. Tolman
Dr. Waterman

[Vannevar Bush, who ran all wartime U.S. R&D, apparently agreed with all of the concerns about
Goudsmit that had been laid out in the 7 March 1945 memo from A. E. Britt. Bush’s letter to
Goudsmit was diplomatically phrased but undoubtedly severe.

Also note that Goudsmit had previously been ordered out of Europe from December 1944 until
March 1945. Reading these documents, one could get the impression that Goudsmit’s superiors
spent a considerable amount of time and energy keeping him from pursuing (or interfering with?)
the subject that he was supposedly studying.]
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Samuel Goudsmit. 18 April 1945. SUBJECT: Preliminary Report on TA Information
Obtained at Stadtilm. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3
GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

[...] 2. Targets to be removed from TA list.

a. Freiburg.

b. Posthalde bei Hinterzarten in the Black Forest.

c. Miersdorf bei Zeuthen, where the Reichspost worked.

d. Gottow

e. Berlin

f. Oranienburg, Auer.

All of the above places have been evacuated as far as TA targets are concerned.

[...] 6. Evaluation.

We are more convinced that the German TA e↵ort is small. [...]

Note attached to Samuel Goudsmit’s 18 April 1945 memo. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June
45)]

Capt BRITT

This report seems a bit “fuzzy” to me—the arrangement (indentation, e. g.,) doesn’t clarify the
meaning for me.

R.

I imagine Goudsmit’s talking thru ’is ’at when he says certain Targets are to be REMOVED from
TA list—on what ground? Freiburg, e. g., he hasn’t been there that I know of.

[Handwritten:] Major Smith has read.

[Even o�cers who were supporting Goudsmit’s activities were exasperated by his penchant for
declaring that no significant nuclear (TA) evidence could exist at certain places without even
bothering to visit or investigate them. According to them, Goudsmit was known for “talking through
his hat,” a colloquial British phrase for talking about something without understanding it at all.]

Sean Longden. 2009. T-Force. p. 193, citing TNA FO800/565 or some other TNA
document???

Among the 106 targets investigated by T-Force in the ruins of Hamburg were some that related
to nuclear research. They included the laboratory of the nuclear physicist Dr Paul Harteck, an
associate of Dr Groth. In May 1945, his detention caused some controversy, since he was picked up
by a specialist team with an interest in nuclear research [Alsos] that was working within the 21st
Army Group’s area. This team had been operating without notifying T-Force HQ or coordinating
their activities with T-Force teams in the field. As a result, the atomic research team’s work within
the British zone was temporarily suspended and similar teams were withdrawn from the area. The
issue was rectified when the team in question agreed to abide by existing operational orders. [...]
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Upon arriving back in Germany, Dr. Groth discovered that the centrifuge needed for his work was
missing. Investigations carried out by T-Force HQ revealed that the centrifuge had been disas-
sembled and sent to SHAEF for the attention of the Operation Alsos mission. It was one of the
few examples of evacuations that had been unsuccessful. The hurried nature of the work and the
involvement of outsiders, added to the importance of the research equipment, meant that the stan-
dard procedures had not been followed. Due to an administrative oversight, no serial number had
been issued and the shipment was untraceable. Dr. Harteck was later informed that the centrifuge
was unlikely to be located...

[The Alsos Mission was o�cially reprimanded and removed from the field for behaving improperly
and/or finding things they should not have. Apparently they also carelessly lost (or confiscated and
deliberately concealed?) a highly important advanced uranium gas centrifuge prototype.]

W. A. Consodine to Leslie Groves. 12 July 1945. Intelligence Setup in Europe. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168, Folder British–U.S. Relations on Atomic Energy
Intelligence (War Period) to 8 Oct 1945]

1. In a discussion with Major Furman I learned his ideas as to the Intelligence setup in Europe
as you requested me. He thinks there should be a study of German research in Tube Alloys and
industrial research and also of personnel. He thinks that now is the time to do it in Germany. He
also believes that all reports of all other U.S. and U.K. agencies should be correlated as quickly as
possible.

2. He says that there is no one in Paris now and someone should be there who reads and speaks
German, who has a knowledge of the project, who is field grade in rank, preferably Lieut. Colonel,
who can work with Spears, Oaks and Davis, etc.

3. He commended that there are a lot of T.A. reports in various American channels now. He
thinks that Goudsmit is the ideal man to do the German job in Paris. He mentioned that he has
a personality di�culty. He, however, said that Goudsmit is the one who did the job for Alsos and
that everything done by Alsos was done by Goudsmit. He said the British respect Goudsmit.

4. He mentioned that Welsh was insecure and a braggart. He substantiated previous statements
that he is anti-American. He said that Gattiger is hard to control but all right. He stressed that we
must start right away, that if we do not we will lose the advantages we can get out of the transition
period.

5. He concluded that the man or men you use must have the following qualifications: (1) knowledge
of American and British scientific war groups (2) rank (3) know the project (4) be able to handle
prima donna scientists and prima donna military o�cers.

[If the German nuclear program was as small and accomplished as little as Alsos reported, why did
Robert Furman recommend that a detailed study of its research and its personnel be conducted in
July 1945, after Alsos had basically already o�cially wrapped up its mission?

In addition to the Alsos reports, there were “a lot of T.A. reports in various American channels”
as of July 1945. Who wrote all of those other reports, and where are the reports now?

Furman explictly stated that Samuel Goudsmit had “a personality di�culty” and that “everything
done by Alsos was done by Goudsmit.”]
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Questions from Senator Edwin Johnson regarding Samuel Goudsmit’s December 1945
testimony to the U.S. Senate. Hearings Before the Special Committee on Atomic En-
ergy, United States Senate, Seventy-Ninth Congress, First Session, Pursuant to S.
Res. 179, a Resolution Creating a Special Committee to Investigate Problems Relat-
ing to the Development, Use, and Control of Atomic Energy, Part 2, December 5, 6,
10, and 12, 1945. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing O�ce, 1946, p. 254.
[Goudsmit 1945]

Dr. GOUDSMIT. [...] The total e↵ort expended by the Germans on the project was rather small,
but it was among the scientific projects the one of the highest priority; still it was very small
compared to our e↵ort.

Senator JOHNSON. In your investigation of the German e↵ort, did you have access to all of the
e↵orts of Germany? Press reports have inferred, or at least I have understood from them, that
certain German e↵orts had been taken over by the Russians, and that such plants as they took
over were not open to inspection.

Now, did you have access to all the plants in Germany, and when you speak of what the Germans
did, are you speaking of everything that the Germans did in the Russian-occupied zone as well as
in the American-occupied zone?

Dr. GOUDSMIT. I speak with confidence of everything the Germans did on the atomic bomb
project. I am certain that I have inspected all the papers and have talked to all the key men on the
project, and have seen all the documents and most of the laboratories have been visited by me or
by men who worked in connection with me.

Senator JOHNSON. In the Russian-occupied as well as in the American- and British-occupied
zones? Have you visited any Russian-occupied laboratories?

Dr. GOUDSMIT. I think that is classified information.

Senator JOHNSON. You cannot testify on that?

Dr. GOUDSMIT. I cannot testify in open session as to that.

[From this exchange, it appears that Goudsmit had additional information about the German
nuclear program that he was unwilling to share with the U.S. Senate. What exactly was that
information?

Alternatively, was Goudsmit simply blu�ng the U.S. Senate? If providing honest answers to Senator
Johnson’s questions would have revealed that Goudsmit had failed to pursue many important
leads, did Goudsmit evade Johnson’s questions by falsely claiming that the answers were “classified
information” that he could not discuss?

For much more of Goudsmit’s December 1945 testimony to the Senate, see pp. 2597–2598. In
general, Goudsmit’s December 1945 testimony was highly similar to (and likely a first draft of) his
1947 book (pp. 3138–3141).]
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[As illustrated in the preceding documents, the Alsos Mission failed to properly pursue a large
number of leads that might have revealed that the German nuclear program was much larger and
much more advanced than Alsos claimed. Some of the fundamental problems included:

• Whatever evidence Samuel Goudsmit wanted to pursue (or not), and whatever conclusions he
drew from that evidence, apparently became the o�cial view of Alsos. Boris Pash and other
military men were there to move the Alsos scientists around safely and to retrieve any German
scientists/materials that the Alsos scientists wanted, not to express their own opinions in Alsos
reports. Likewise, there does not appear to be any documentation of junior Alsos scientists
o↵ering di↵erent opinions or disagreeing with Goudsmit. Contemporary documents from U.S.
o�cials show that they realized that Alsos basically was Goudsmit.

• Goudsmit was trained as a physicist, yet his only significant scientific accomplishment (calcu-
lations of electron spin) occurred when he was still a student, and it seems to have been due
much more to his doctoral adviser Paul Ehrenfest and his fellow student George Uhlenbeck
than to Goudsmit himself. Goudsmit was selected for Alsos specifically because he did not
know or understand the scientific details of the Manhattan Project, in case he was captured
by the Germans or the Russians. He spent his postwar career essentially as a bureaucratic
administrator in scientific organizations, not a research scientist.

• In his writings, Goudsmit appeared to show a strong belief in the superiority of his own insight
and an equally deep prejudice against Germans, specifically a strong desire to believe that
wartime German science and German scientists were inferior and incompetent. Presumably
Goudsmit’s mindset was strongly influenced by his parents having been killed during the war,
although perhaps other factors influenced him as well. While his grief would be quite under-
standable, he did not sound at all like an open-minded and intellectually rigorous investigator
for this topic, based on his own words. U.S. o�cials who worked with Goudsmit openly stated
that he had a number of undesirable psychological characteristics.

• Goudsmit and other investigators incorrectly assumed that any significant details about the
German nuclear program would be widely shared among German scientists, and freely di-
vulged by those scientists to Alsos investigators. Yet in fact the German program seems to
have been highly compartmentalized, with each person knowing only as much as they needed
to know to perform their own job in the program. Furthermore, it was in the best per-
sonal interests of any German scientists interviewed by Goudsmit to minimize their wartime
knowledge, work, and accomplishments as much as possible, in order to avoid further interro-
gations, detention (at Farm Hall, Dustbin, Ashcan, in the United States, etc.), or war crimes
trials that could lead to their imprisonment or execution. Thus they told Goudsmit exactly
what he wanted to hear—that German science was inferior and had not accomplished much.
Goudsmit was apparently very satisfied with that answer. Even if Goudsmit had been more
open-minded, he had been trained as a physicist to hold academic discussions and to accept
the answers at face value, not to hold strong, probing, skeptical interrogations and to apply
as much psychological pressure as possible.

• Goudsmit and the rest of Alsos never investigated work, personnel, equipment, or documents
in the large and scientifically very important Soviet-occupied areas of Germany (apart from
a token trip to the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin in late July 1945, after the
Soviets had already stripped it bare).
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• Alsos never investigated other Soviet-occupied territory such as Poland, Czechoslovakia, and
Hungary, where considerable German work is known to have occurred.

• Alsos never investigated Norway and Denmark, where important German work had also been
conducted.

• Alsos never investigated sites in Thuringia other than Stadtilm and Nordhausen, even though
Thuringia was filled with a large number of potentially relevant sites, especially underground.

• Alsos did not seriously investigate Austria (apart from interviewing some scientists from
Vienna, after the Soviets had already removed personnel and materials from Austria).

• Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue work that had been conducted by the Reichspost,
Ohnesorge, von Ardenne, Houtermans, Flügge, etc.

• Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue work that had been conducted by the Army
Ordnance O�ce, Erich Schumann, Walter Trinks, etc.

• Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue work that had been conducted under the SS.

• Alsos did not seriously investigate work that had been conducted at I.G. Farben.

• Alsos did not consider the large number of German documents that were destroyed, hidden,
or captured by other groups from the United States or from other countries (especially the
Soviet Union).

• From the outset, Alsos was highly focused on a few German scientists such as Heisenberg who
were already well known before the war. Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue other,
newer, or previously unknown scientists and engineers that it encountered.

• Alsos stated incorrectly that German scientists had no concept for a bomb, other than a
vision of a highly impractical and ine�cient out-of-control fission reactor.

• Alsos stated incorrectly that German scientists had not given serious consideration to pro-
ducing and using plutonium.

• Richard Kuhn was one of the top brains behind Germany’s massive, long-running, and highly
advanced chemical weapons program that successfully researched, developed, tested, mass-
produced, and stockpiled the world’s first nerve gases. Despite interrogating Richard Kuhn
in April 1945, Goudsmit and the other Alsos investigators were completely oblivious to the
existence of the nerve gas program or Kuhn’s role in it. Even when they pressed Kuhn for
more information in September 1945, all they learned was that he had been involved in the
production of plastics and other basic materials. (See p. 3138.) By that time Alsos had spent
more than a year searching all of Europe for any evidence of any types of German weapons
of mass destruction. This demonstrable and complete failure by Alsos to even discover (let
alone properly understand) the massive German chemical weapons program appears to cast
grave doubt on the competence of Goudsmit and the other Alsos investigators, as well as the
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validity of their conclusions about the German nuclear program, which involved the same
organizations as the nerve gas program (Army Ordnance, SS, I.G. Farben, etc.).

• Well before the war even ended, Goudsmit and/or his superiors apparently decided to divert
most of the personnel, time, and resources of the Alsos Mission away from weapons of mass
destruction (WMD), and instead to analyze other German technological developments such
as anti-aircraft missiles and proximity fuzes. That shift is documented by the large number
of reports that Alsos personnel wrote on those other subjects in spring and summer 1945.
That e↵ort duplicated non-WMD field work that was being carried out by many other teams
of Allied investigators (BIOS, CIOS, FIAT, NavTecMisEu, etc.). It also left Alsos even less
able to track down leads on German nuclear or other WMD programs. (Or perhaps it got
Alsos out of the way so that some much more capable but more secretive Allied team could
investigate the German nuclear program?)

• If Goudsmit concluded that there was no advanced German nuclear program, and stated
that in o�cial reports and public statements at the time, it would have been in his own best
interests to keep saying that, even if he eventually learned otherwise sometime after the war.
Goudsmit’s ego about his own abilities, his prejudice against German scientists (including
his irrational fixation on Heisenberg, both during and after the war), and his desire not to
jeopardize his continuing U.S.-government-funded career and his public credibility would have
been strong reasons for him to maintain his conclusions, even if sometime after the war he
eventually heard some secret evidence that did not fit into his conclusions.

If there was in fact an advanced German nuclear program and the United States learned of that
during or after the war, that knowledge does not appear to have flowed through or been shared
with the Alsos Mission. Any such knowledge seems to have resided with whatever o�cials or groups
warned Franklin Roosevelt of an advanced German nuclear program; directed U.S. forces straight
to Thuringia, Austria, and Czechoslovakia; captured and interrogated Hans Kammler; handled the
personnel and materials from the German submarine U-234 or other submarines; etc. (see p. 3171).]
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B. Farm Hall Recordings

[Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge, Kurt Diebner, Walther Gerlach, Otto Hahn, Paul
Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Korsching, Max von Laue, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, and
Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the Alsos Mission were kept under house arrest from July 1945 until
January 1946 at Farm Hall in Great Britain, where their private conversations were recorded without
their knowledge. The transcripts were not released to the public until 1992.]

Farm Hall transcripts [page numbers refer to Frank 1993; see also Bernstein 2001 and
NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Boxes 164–165.]

[6 July, soon after arrival, p. 33:]

DIEBNER: I wonder whether there are microphones installed here?

HEISENBERG: Microphones installed? (laughing) Oh no, they’re not as cute as all that. I don’t
think they know the real Gestapo methods; they’re a bit old fashioned in that respect.

[18 July, p. 46:]

WIRTZ: A man like GOUDSMIT doesn’t really want to help us; he has lost his parents.

HARTECK: Of course GOUDSMIT can’t forget that we [Germans] murdered his parents. That’s
true too and it doesn’t make it easy for him.

[21 July, pp. 55-57:]

BAGGE: For the sake of the money, I should like to work on the Uranium-engine; on the other
hand, I should like to work on cosmic rays. I feel like DIEBNER about this.

KORSCHING: Would you both like to construct a Uranium-engine?

DIEBNER: This is the chance to earn a living.

KORSCHING: Every layman can see that these ideas are exceedingly important. Hence there won’t
be any money in it. You only make money on ideas which have escaped the general public. If you
invent something like artificial rubies for the watch making industry, you will make more money
than with the Uranium-engine. Well, DIEBNER, we’ll both go to the Argentine.

DIEBNER: I shall come with you.

KORSCHING: Still, I should like to get to HECHINGEN once more to collect the rest of my things.
After all I still have all my books there and the telescope—though mind you I have hidden it from
the French. Of course I did not hand that over. I have got all my glass prisms, lenses, etc. I lifted
a floorboard, hid the stu↵ and nailed the board down again. [...]

KORSCHING: [Talking to BAGGE...] (DIEBNER leaves the room) If you work together with
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HEISENBERG on a Uranium-engine then you can write o↵ your share. If you want to work on a
Uranium-engine, then you would have to do it somewhere else. Of course it would be a good idea
to go to the Argentine with 2 people and say: “Here we are, we know how to do this and that;
we have a good method for the separation of isotopes, we do not need to produce heavy water.”
Somehow in this fashion we have to do it. It would not come to anything if you collaborated with
HEISENBERG on a Uranium-engine. They did not even bring along the small fry to this place;
that is how outsiders judge the work. They get there and read all the secret reports before they
take the people away from there.

BAGGE: How long before did they have the secret reports?

KORSCHING: Two or three days before. The principal question which GOUDSMIT put to me, was
“Is that your idea? Has that been published already is that anything new?”—that is all he wanted
to know. And BOPP and FISCHER they just ignore one and say “Oh well, they just made some
calculations for HEISENBERG.” Apart from that for instance, the ordering of apparatus from the
firms and all the other various things which we have done, WIRTZ just told him (GOUDSMIT): “I
have done that.” Do you think WIRTZ is going to be modest in front of Mr. GOUDSMIT? No [...]
And that is how WIRTZ has excluded them. GOUDSMIT takes his word for it. BOPP was quite
disgusted and astonished that suddenly he was dropped like that. And that is how it is all over the
world. A scientist is asked “What have you thought out, where is your idea?” If you then make the
strategic mistake of moving in the shadow of a man who is already world famous, then you are out
of the limelight for the rest of your life and if you then raise your voice against that, then on top
of it you will be called a trouble maker.

[30 July, p. 50:]

HAHN: I read an article in the Picture Post about the Uranium bomb; it said that the newspapers
had mentioned that such a bomb was being made in Germany. Now you can understand that we
are being “detained” because we are such men. They will not let us go until they are absolutely
certain that no harm can be done or that we will not fall into Russian hands or anything like that.
To my mind it is a mistake to do anything. [...]

[5 August, p. 68:]

DIEBNER: It doesn’t look as though BOTHE will join us.

BAGGE: I think GEHLEN (?) is behind it. It looks as though GEHLEN (?) had the decency to
keep BOTHE informed of what was going on so that BOTHE could make his plans as far as these
people are concerned and act accordingly. [...]

DIEBNER: In the end we really had no more radium. There was an awful row as someone wanted
some. I fetched another 3 grammes at the last moment.

BAGGE: Didn’t firms like BRAUNSCHWEIGISCHE CHEMIEFABRIK have any more?

DIEBNER: I don’t know. They may have had 1 gramme; all the rest had been requisitioned by the
State. I got mine from the HARZ, I sent a car specially for it.

BAGGE: That was the Reichsstelle for radium?
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DIEBNER: Yes, the Reichsstelle for Chemistry had the radium—25 g (?).

BAGGE: It’s a pity they didn’t hide 10 grammes out of the 24 grammes.

DIEBNER: I wasn’t there. If I had been there we wouldn’t have handed it over. The cars drove up
and it disappeared. A pity, I had made up my mind not to hand it over.

[6 August discussion after learning of Hiroshima, pp. 70–79:]

HAHN: They can only have done that if they have uranium isotopes.

WIRTZ: They have it too.

HAHN: I remember SEGRE’s, DUNNING’s and my assistant GROSSE’s work; they had separated
a fraction of a milligramme before the war, in 1939.

LAUE: 235?

HAHN: Yes, 235.

HARTECK: That’s not absolutely necessary. If they let a uranium engine run, they separate “93”.
[...]

GERLACH: They have got “93” and have been separating it for two years, somehow stabilised it
at low temperature and separated “93” continuously.

HAHN: But you need the engine for that.

DIEBNER: We always thought we would need two years for one bomb. [...]

HAHN: [To Heisenberg] But tell me why you used to tell me that one needed 50 kilogrammes of
235 in order to do anything. Now you say one needs two tons.

HEISENBERG: I wouldn’t like to commit myself for the moment, but it is a certainty that the
mean free paths are pretty big. [...]

HAHN: I think it’s absolutely impossible to produce one ton of uranium 235 by separating isotopes.

WEIZSACKER: What do you do with these centrifuges.

HARTECK: You can never get pure 235 with the centrifuge. But I don’t believe that it can be
done with the . . . centrifuge.

WIRTZ: No, certainly not.

HAHN: Yes, but they could do it too with the mass-spectrographs. EWALD has some patent.

DIEBNER: There is also a photo-chemical process. [...]

WIRTZ: I would bet that it is a separation by di↵usion with recycling. [...]

HARTECK: They have managed it either with mass-spectrographs on a large scale or else they
have been successful with a photo-chemical process.
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WIRTZ: Well I would say photo-chemistry or di↵usion. Ordinary di↵usion. They irradiate it with
a particular wave-length.—(all talking together).

HARTECK: Or using mass spectrographs in enormous quantities. It is perhaps possible for a mass-
spectrograph to make one milligramme in one day—say of “235”. They could make quite a cheap
mass-spectrograph which, in very large quantities, might cost a hundred dollars. You could do it
with a hundred thousand mass-spectrographs.

HEISENBERG: Yes, of course, if you do it like that; and they seem to have worked on that scale.
180,000 people were working on it.

HARTECK: Which is a hundred times more than we had.

BAGGE: GOUDSMIT led us up the garden path.

HEISENBERG: Yes, he did that very cleverly. [...]

KORSCHING: That shows at any rate that the Americans are capable of real cooperation on a
tremendous scale. That would have been impossible in Germany. Each one said that the other was
unimportant.

GERLACH: You really an’t say that as far as the uranium group is concerned. You can’t imagine
any greater cooperation and trust than there was in that group. You can’t say that any one of them
said that the other was unimportant.

KORSCHING: Not o�cially of course.

GERLACH: (Shouting). Not uno�cially either. Don’t contradict me. There are far too many other
people here who know. [...]

WEIZSACKER: How many people were working on the V 1 and V 2?

DIEBNER: Thousands worked on that. [...]

KORSCHING: You try and vaporise one ton of uranium.

HARTECK: You only need ten men for that. I was amazed at what I saw at I.G.

HEISENBERG: It is possible that the war will be over tomorrow.

HARTECK: The following day we will go home.

KORSCHING: We will never go home again.

HARTECK: If we had worked on an even larger scale we would have been killed by the “Secret
Service”. Let’s be glad that we are still alive. Let us celebrate this evening in that spirit.

DIEBNER: Professor GERLACH would be an Obergruppenfuhrer and would be sitting in LUX-
EMBOURG as a war criminal. [...]

WEIZSACKER: If you had wanted to a make a bomb we would probably have concentrated more
on the separation of isotopes and less on heavy water.

(HAHN leaves the room)
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WEIZSACKER: If we had started this business soon enough we could have got somewhere. If they
were able to complete it in the summer of 1945, we might have had the luck to complete it in the
winter of 1944/45.

WIRTZ: The result would have been that we would have obliterated LONDON but would still not
have conquered the world, and then they would have dropped them on us. [...]

HARTECK: The uranium content in the stone in the radium mines near GASTEIN was said to be
so great that the question of price does not come into it.

BAGGE: There must be enormous quantities of uranium in UPPER SILESIA. Mining experts have
told me that.

DIEBNER: Those are quite small quantities.

Top Secret cable 70221 from U.S. Military Attaché London England to War Depart-
ment. 25 January 1946 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder 205.2 Cables
Incoming, Top Secret January 1946 thru December 1946]

Signed Tindall to MILID serial nbr 70221 TOP SECRET Loco personal to Groves for Shuler from
Dean

Conference held yesterday afternoon at War Cabinet O�ce on disposition of GUESTS. [...]

(A) Harteck to return to his old position University of Hamburg. This proposal so logical it evoked
no discussion.

(B) Gerlach to proceed to University of Bonn.

(C) Diebner more of an administrator than scientist will be detached and probably arrested as
professional Nazi.

(D) Hahn, Heisenberg, Von Laue, Von Weizsäcker, Bagge, Korsching and Wirtz go to University
of Göttingen.

[...]
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[The Farm Hall transcripts record the scientists’ surprise at news of the 6 August 1945 Hiroshima
bombing and do not reveal significant apparent knowledge of nuclear weapons design and develop-
ment. Proponents of the conventional history use that evidence to argue that the German nuclear
program never attempted or accomplished much. However, that argument assumes that all of the
following three conditions are true:

1. It assumes that these ten scientists knew all of the details of the German nuclear program.
Wartime German programs such as the nuclear work, chemical weapons development, and
other advanced military programs were highly secretive and compartmentalized, such that
each individual scientist knew only what they needed to know in order to do their job. Max
von Laue does not appear to have even been involved in the wartime nuclear program, and
some of the others may not have played major roles in it.

2. It assumes that the scientists were telling the truth and the whole truth in their recorded
conversations. These scientists had just survived more than a decade in Germany where secret
SS informers and hidden microphones were commonplace, so that they had had to be very
careful with their words at all times in order to survive. Almost immediately after arriving at
Farm Hall, Diebner openly speculated to the other scientists that there could be microphones
there. Later, Hahn stated that the German scientists would only be released if the Allies
were convinced that they were harmless. Still later, Harteck said they would be killed if the
Allies thought they had done “larger scale” work. Diebner said they would be tried as war
criminals if that were the case. The 25 January 1946 cable demonstrates that even at the
end of the Farm Hall internment, Allied o�cials were still formally debating which if any of
the German scientists to put on trial. In addition to the Germans’ open acknowledgement of
the possibility that microphones might be present, presumably they would have been very
cognizant that their British hosts might overhear their conversations, or even that some of
their own members (such as von Laue or others) might give the British information about
the others’ conversations. Thus it would be reasonable to assume that the scientists withheld
a great deal of useful information from their conversations, or even gave false information to
make themselves appear as naive as possible for any audience that might be listening.

3. It assumes that the published Farm Hall transcripts contain all relevant conversations. How-
ever, the transcripts give just a small faction of the conversations that would have occurred
with ten scientists interacting among themselves and with their British hosts on a daily
basis over a period of six months. The original tapes were reused for new recordings and
consequently unavailable. Even the original German conversations are unavailable—all that
survives in the written transcripts are English translations of those conversations. It is possible
that the scientists found locations or methods for conversing that were not recorded. Finally,
if a particular conversation had revealed an advanced German nuclear program, would that
conversation have been released with the other transcripts (which were all classified until
1992), or might it have been handled di↵erently and remain classified to this day?

Hahn complained that during that war, Heisenberg used to say “that one needed 50 kilogrammes
of 235 in order to do anything” (which is a very good value for the required mass of U-235 without
implosive compression; the U.S. Little Boy bomb used 64 kg of 80% U-235), but that in Allied
custody Heisenberg had changed to saying he thought it was two tons. This seems to be a good
example of the German scientists making their Allied interrogators believe that the wartime work
was much less advanced than it actually was.
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The conventional historical view is that roughly 100 or fewer people worked on the German nuclear
program. Harteck seemed to indicate that he knew of approximately 1800 people working on the
program, and there may have been many others of whom he was not aware.

The scientists remarked that Samuel Goudsmit was very prejudiced because his parents had been
killed in the Holocaust. They were surprised that Goudsmit simply asked each scientist what work
he had done and just “takes his word for it.”

Harteck said that one ton of uranium could be vaporized for enrichment by as few as ten men, saying
that he was “amazed at what [he] saw at I.G.” Farben. What did he see? Which I.G. Farben facility
was that? Did I.G. Farben have a large-scale uranium enrichment program, or technologies that
could have been readily adapted to large-scale enrichment? Note that as soon as Harteck brought
up this mysterious large-scale activity at I.G. Farben, the other scientists immediately changed the
subject.

Some of these conversations could suggest that the Germans had considered lasers and laser isotope
separation. The scientists repeatedly mentioned a “photochemical process” for isotope separation
that would require irradiation “with a particular wavelength.” It would be virtually impossible to
produce optical radiation with both a su�ciently narrow wavelength range and a su�cient intensity
without a laser. Note that when Wirtz started to discuss the photochemical process in more detail,
the other scientists all immediately drowned out his words and changed the subject.]
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D.2.10 Secret U.S./U.K. Success in Finding the German Nuclear Weapons Pro-
gram

[Whereas the Alsos Mission and Farm Hall recordings rather publicly failed to find any signs of a
significant German nuclear weapons program, there is evidence that some U.S. or U.K. o�cials did
apparently find information, personnel, or even materials that revealed some aspects of the German
nuclear weapons program. For reasons first of World War II secrecy and then of early Cold War
security, any such evidence would have been kept highly classified. Presumably most of it remains
classified. This section will summarize the best documentation that is currently publicly available,
yet these documents clearly point to much more documentation that apparently remains unreleased
in U.S. (and possibly other national) archives.

Currently available evidence that the United States found traces of the German nuclear weapons
program falls into several categories:

A. There is evidence that some Alsos personnel, or other personnel associated with Alsos, may
have found information on some aspects of the German nuclear weapons program (p. 3172).

B. There are indications that Dutch intelligence may have provided information about the Ger-
man nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p. 3185).

C. There is evidence that French intelligence may have provided information about the German
nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p. 3187).

D. In May 1945, the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States. It contained
560 kg of uranium oxide (possibly enriched), bomb detonators, other materials, plans, and
technical experts that may have shed light on the German nuclear program. Other submarines
may have carried additional relevant materials, documents, and personnel (p. 3189).

E. Many high-level German military and political o�cials who presumably would have known a
great amount about the German nuclear program were captured and interrogated at length
by the United States and/or United Kingdom. That includes Dr. Ing. Hans Kammler, the
SS General who controlled all German advanced weapons programs by the end of the war,
was allegedly killed in May 1945, but apparently was actually captured and interrogated
for months or perhaps even years by the United States. Available documents show that
those o�cials did indeed discuss the German nuclear program, although currently available
declassified documents do not reveal most of the details that those German o�cials provided
(p. 3205).

F. At the end of the war, investigators from the United States personally inspected many of the
facilities where German nuclear work may have occurred. Reports on what they found have
never been publicly released (p. 3225).

G. Many German and Austrian scientists who appear to have been involved in the nuclear
program visited the United States after the war, and may have provided information about
wartime German work. Files for some scientists are still not available to the public (p. 3241).

H. There is evidence that other U.S. investigators, or intelligence services from other countries,
may have found information about the German nuclear program (p. 3247).]
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A. Alsos-Related Intelligence

[A large number of Alsos-related documents from Samuel Goudsmit’s files remain classified, as
illustrated by some examples on pp. 3173–3174 [NARA RG GOUDS, Entry UD-7420].

Some very important Alsos-related files from the Manhattan Project’s Foreign Intelligence Unit
also remain classified and unavailable, as shown by the example on p. 3109.

Where is George Eckman’s missing December 1945 final report on the Alsos Mission (p. 3153)?

Are there other files on the German nuclear program that remain classified, without even a yellow
card to mark where they should be in the NARA files?

Can all of these files be declassified?]
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Figure D.150: Many Alsos-related documents from Samuel Goudsmit’s files remain classified [NARA
RG GOUDS, Entry UD-7420].
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Figure D.151: Many Alsos-related documents from Samuel Goudsmit’s files remain classified [NARA
RG GOUDS, Entry UD-7420].
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OSS. TOP SECRET—CONTROL Number 67. Subject: Experts on Atomic Fission.
Late 1945 (?). [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-215, Box 6, Folder WN26150–26164].

1. The following list includes the names, approximate locations, field of interest, and relative impor-
tance of the scientists now living in Germany who are outstanding for their theoretical knowledge
of atomic fission.

NAME ADDRESS FIELD RATING
BAGGE Goettingen Nuclear physics B
BERKEI, Fritz Berlin Nuclear physics B–C
*BONHOEFFER, K. F. Leipzig Phys-chemistry; heavy water A
*BORN, Dr. H. J. Berlin-Karlshorst Bio-physics B
BOTHE, Prof. Walter Heidelberg Nuclear physics A
BRILL, Prof. Dr. R. Darmstadt Inorganic chemistry A
BRUNA, Dr. Otto Tailfingen Nuclear physics B–C

CLUSIUS, Klaus Munich Nuclear physics A
CZULIUS, Werner Berlin (?) Nuclear physics B–C

DAENZER, Dr. H. Heidelberg (?) Nuclear physics A–B
DIEBNER, Dr. K. Br. Zone Nuclear physics C
DIECKEL Munich Nuclear physics B
DOPEL, R. Leipzig (?) Nuclear physics B
DROSTE, Dr. G. von Berlin-Dahlem Nuclear physics B

ERBACHER, Prof. Otto Tailfingen (?) (May Nuclear physics B
be in Berlin-Dahlem)

EWALD, Dr. Heinz Tailfingen (?) Mass spectroscopy B

FLAMMERSFELD, Dr. Arnold Berlin-Dahlem Theoretical physics B
FUCHTBAUER, Prof. Dr. Beboldehausen Spectroscopy B

(Formerly Bonn)
FLÜGGE, Siegfried Goettingen (?) Nuclear physics A–B

GENTNER, Dr. Wolfgang Heidelberg Nuclear physics B
GERLACH, W. Bonn Nuclear physics B
GERTHSEN, Prof. Berlin Nuclear physics A–B
GOTTE, Dr. Hans Tailfingen (?) Nuclear physics B
GRASSMAN, E. Berlin (?) Nuclear physics C
GROTH, Dr. Will Hamburg Physical chemistry B

HAHN, Prof. Dr. Otto Goettingen Nuclear physics A
HARTECK, P. Hamburg Nuclear physics A
HAXEL, O. Berlin (?) Nuclear physics B
HILSCH, Dr. R. Erlangen Experimental physics B
HEISENBERG, Werner Goettingen Nuclear physics A
*HILGERS, Dr. Berlin-Oberschoeneweide Nuclear physics C
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HINTERBERGER, Dr. Heinrich (?—is Austrian) Mass spectroscopy B
HOCKER, Karl Heinz Hechingen Nuclear physics C
HOFFMAN, Prof. Leipzig Physics B
HOUTERMANS, Fritz G. Goettingen Physics B

JENSEN, Dr. J. Hannover Theoretical physics B
JORDAN, Pasqual Berlin Theoretical physics A
JUILFS, Dr. Berlin Theoretical physics B–C

KIRCHNER, Dr. Garmisch Nuclear physics B
KLEMM, Dr. Alfred Tailfingen (?) Nuclear physics B
KLUGE, Dr. Berlin (?) High frequency cables (AEG) C
KOCHENDORFER, Dr. Albert Stuttgart Physics B
KOPPERMANN, H. Goettingen Nuclear physics A
KOSSEL, Prof. W. ? Physics A

LAUE, Max von Goettingen Nuclear physics A
LINDNER, Dr. Roland Tailfingen (?) Nuclear physics C

MATTAUCH, Dr. Joseph Tailfingen Nuclear physics A
MECKE, Prof. Dr. F. Freiburg Theoretical physics B

(Spectroscopy)
MOLIERE, G. Heckingen Theoretical physics B

(Cosmic Rays)

PHILIPP, Kurt ? Physics B
Geiger-Mueller counters

POHL, Dr. R. W. Goettingen Physics A
POSE, H. Leipzig (?) Heckingen (?) Nuclear physics B

RAMSAUER, Prof. Dr. K. W. Berlin (?) Physics A–B
REGENER, E. Weissenantal (Ravensburg) Cosmic radiation; A

physics of ionosphere
REHBEIN, F. Stadtilm, Thur. Nuclear physics B–C
RIEZLER, Prof. Dr. W. Garmisch Nuclear physics B
RUCHARDT, E. Munden Nuclear physics B–C

SAUERWEIN, Kurt Tailfingen Theoretical physics B
SCHMIDT, Dr. Theo Greifswald (N. of Berlin) Theoretical physics B
SEELMANN-EGGEBERT, Dr. Walter Tailfingen Nuclear chemistry B
STRASSMANN, Dr. Fritz Goettingen Nuclear physics A
*STEIMEL, Dr. Berlin (?) Electronic tubes B

WALDMANN, Dr. Ludwig Tailfingen Theoretical physics A
WEIZSAECKER, Carl Fred. von Goettingen Nuclear physics B
WIRTZ, Karl Goettingen Nuclear physics B

*ZIMMER, Dr. Berlin-Karlshorst Bio-physics B
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(Asterisks denote men who have been invited to work in Russia but have declined.)

2. Any of these men becomes an important intelligence target whenever it appears that his services
have been sought by any other nation. Any attempts to recruit these scientists should be reported
in detail; especially the name and German address of the man, exactly what he is being recruited
for, where he would go, and all inducements o↵ered. This information should be forwarded by the
quickest means possible.

3. The following is a list of German scientists known to be working in the USSR at the invitation
of the Russians.

ARDENNE, Baron Manfred von: Germany’s foremost builder of cyclotrons. Taken to Russia June
1945; now reported in Taupse on Black Sea. Rating: A.

HERTZ, Prof. G.: Partially Jewish; non-Nazi. Went to Russia in June 1945 with 25 assistants.
Rating: A.

MIE, Dr.: Nazi; physicist. Arrived Moscow July 1945. Rating: C.

RIEHL, Prof. N.: Non-Nazi; Director of Research for the Auergesellschaft AG Oranienburg, Berlin.
Radio chemist. Went to Russia June 1945. Rating: A.

STEENBECK, Dr.: Nazi; atomic physicist and rheotron expert. Arrested by Russians and sent to
Moscow in September 1945. Rating: A.

THIESSEN, Prof. P. A.: Former Director Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for physical chemistry. Taken
to Russia in October 1945 with two assistants and VON ARDENNE. Rating: B.

VOLMER, Prof. M.: Non-Nazi; physical chemist. In Russia with HERTZ. Rating: A.

4. The activities of these men are of the greatest interest, as are those of any other men who may
be added to the list. If any of these men returns to Germany information as to his whereabouts
should be forwarded at once.

5. The names and activities of engineers and other technical experts possibly connected with atomic
research also become of great intelligence interest when such men are known to be working for other
nations or to have been successfully recruited or even approached by another nation. Full details
are required.

[This is the final version of a list that was created and distributed by the Alsos Mission. There
was a similar but separate list for Austrians such as those Georg Stetter’s group—see the following
pages. If the U.S. government truly believed that these scientists knew and accomplished so little
during the war, why were they so concerned about what these scientists might tell or do for other
countries that wanted to develop nuclear weapons?

In some respects this list shows a remarkably detailed knowledge of wartime German nuclear work,
including many relatively obscure scientists. In other respects this list reveals areas of ignorance
about the wartime German nuclear program. It underestimates the importance of some people.
For example, it assigns the lowest value (C) to Diebner, who appears to have been instrumental in
running the nuclear program, and gives a B to Jensen, who went on to win a Nobel Prize for his
nuclear work. It also omits a number of important people.]
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T. M. Odarenko. 26 October 1945. Problem of Displaced Scientists Now Residing in
the American Zone of Austria. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 167, Folder 32.12-2
GERMANY: Personnel (Jan 45–Dec 45)]

1. This memorandum is prepared for Col. R. M. Osborne, Chief of FIAT, and Dr. H. P. Robertson,
Chief of Scientific and Technological Branch of FIAT, upon their request to point out certain
problems arising out of the presence of a very large group of displaced German and Austrian
scientists, now residing in and around Zell-am-See, south of Salzburg, Austria. [...]

3. The total number of scientists is not known to the undersigned. It was variously estimated for
him by the o�cers of G-2 and OSS in Salzburg as being between 150 to 250 individuals. They come
from the high institutions of learning originally located in Berlin, Insbruck, Graz, Wien, Dresden,
etc. A complete list of the evacuated organizations might be in the hands of OSS, Salzburg, or
in the hands of Education, Religion, Muniment and Fine Art O�ce of the military government of
Salzburg. [...]

6. Among these evacuees there is a very large group of capable scientists who worked in the field
of nuclear physics and chemistry and who have been carrying this work with such facilities as
they have been able to assemble. There are two (or possibly more) institutes which were directly
involved before the end of the war in a secret German project called “Uranmotor” whose purpose
was to split uran atoms in order to obtain a powerful source of intra-atomic energy. It is apparent
that the end result of this work is a method of obtaining an explosive release of atomic energy, or
atomic bomb. The two groups definitely identified with the Uranmotor project are Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute and Institut für Neutronenforschung. Professor Stetter, Professor Matauch [Mattauch],
Professor Thiering [Thirring], Dr. Schindelmeister [Schintlmeister], Dr. Jentschke, Dr. Ortner, Dr.
Ing. F. Focke are some of the names reported to the undersigned to have been directly involved in
the project and capable of completing it as soon as the opportunity will present itself.

7. The undersigned spent a day with one of these groups, namely Professor Stetter and his men. He
was assured that the work on the project reached the state before the end of the war when small
scale experiments were completed and were quite satisfactory. The present status is that if given
an opportunity to return to Vienna, where certain equipment and raw materials were left (and are
still intact in the hands of Professor E. Haschek, Poltzman Gasse S, Wien IX) and given a supply
of uran, the project could be completed in three to six months with the available personnel and
equipment.

8. Professor Smythe of the Alsos Mission visited the region and Professor Stetter’s group three times
(last on August 14, 1945) and spent considerable time with them. It is reasonable to assume that
he is fully cognizant of the significance of the experience and qualification of the group, since his
recommendation to OSS in Salzburg was to keep the group under a “constant and strict survey”.
[...]

10. It must be also kept in mind that because of the decision of the United States not to share
the secrets of atomic explosion with other nations, there is an ever increasing desire on the part of
certain nations to arrive at the solution of the atomic disintegration problem by an independent
method. The undersigned has some information indicating that USSR has a large scale research
organization with the best of German scientists working on the problem and expect the solution
shortly. They are also reputed to be anxious to get certain of the men now in Austria to join their
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organization. Thus, it would appear that a careful consideration must be given promptly to the
disposition and utilization of the scientific personnel in Austria. It has been repeatedly stated to
the undersigned by the occupational o�cers in Austria that the final decision on the disposition of
the displaced scientists in Austria must come from the highest quarters in USFET, and that if the
decision does not come soon enough it might come too late. [...]

T. M. Odarenko. FIAT 63. Activities of the Second Institute of Physics of the Uni-
versity of Vienna. [The original German version of this report is G-345.]

1.0 Introduction.

The material presented here on the activities of the Second Physics Institute of Vienna University
was obtained from Prof. Stetter, as the result of my visit to Thumersbach and to Zell-am-See
between October 10 and 13, 1945. The primary purpose of the visit was to establish the contribution
of the Institute to the atomic work on the so-called “Uran-Motor” project, and to determine the
work of the Institute on radiation absorption materials. Two days were used for interviews with
Prof. Stetter and his associates, at the end of which a series of reports were obtained, the English
translation of which is attached herewith, as Appendix I.

Although some of these reports, and additional documents, were removed from the Institute earlier
by Prof. Smyth of the Alsos Mission, the reports obtained were translated and are released herewith
as a matter of record. The original German reports were turned over to the Naval Intelligence
Division, Navy Department, Washington, D.C.

2.0 General Observations on the Institute and its Work.

2.1 The Institute.

The Institute, with its present component parts, was the largest and the most important research
organization in Austria. Before the war, it was involved primarily in the so-called pure research.
During the war, it became engaged in certain special problems, of which the Uran-Motor project
was one. In addition, the problems relating to the radar field, high frequency development work on
testing equipment and the radiation absorption materials, received a certain amount of attention.
A very brief review of these activities is undertaken below. A series of the reports prepared by the
members of the Institute is attached for a more searching study.

2.2 Work in Nuclear Physics.

Not having been intimately connected with the work on atomic energy release, I am not in a position
to fully evaluate the importance of the Institute’s work in this field. The significance of the work of
the Institute, from the point of view of the potential utilization of its research, was very sketchily
discussed in my reports on “Atomic Bomb Research in the Russian Zone of Czechoslovakia”, dated
October 26, 1945, and on “Problems of Displaced Scientists Now Residing in the American Zone
of Austria”, dated October 26, 1945.
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Contrary to the statements, attributed by the U.S. newspapers to the various U.S. atomic experts,
that it “would take the Germans some 100 years to solve the problem of atomic disintegration on
an explosive basis” (for the manufacture of bombs), the opinion of the members of the Institute
themselves was that, given a supply of radium and uranium, and permitting their return to Vi-
enna, where certain of their materials and equipments are stored, they would be able to “complete
their work” in some 3 to 6 months. Some small scale experiments were claimed to be performed
successfully by the Institute before the end of the war in Europe.

That these claims of the Institute are not to be disregarded too readily would follow from the
fact that Prof. Smyth spent considerable time with the Institute, revisited them several times, and
thought it necessary to insist on the most stringent type of control over the scientific activities of
the group, as well as on close individual observations. Perhaps equally significant are the indications
of the substantial interest of the Russians in several members of the Institute.

Incidentally, the following list of materials was obtained from Prof. Stetter, as held in Vienna by
Prof. E. Haschek of the Vienna University: a mass-spectrograph, amplifiers, oscillographs, an X-ray
equipment, various testing devices for work on nuclear physics, 200 kg. of Wolfram, some Beryllium,
Heavy water, 500 kg. of Lead, a small quantity of Uranium, (most of the Uranium had been removed
by the Russians from the laboratories of the University).

As a result of the forced idleness, the group has occupied itself with the problems of Uranium
split-up on a considerably more concentrated basis than they were able to do in Vienna. They also
managed to attract the attention to this problem of other members of the scientific body in the
region around Zell-am-See. I am inclined to think that, given an opportunity, such as their return
to Vienna, and some sort of inducement, the Institute would concentrate on this problem to the
exclusion of other activities, with a good chance of success.

[The information from Odarenko was forwarded to Leslie Groves—see: Shuler to Leslie R. Groves.
26 November 1945. Subject: Problem of Displaced Scientists in American Zone of Austria. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 174, Folder 10.10 Austria: Personnel].

As shown by Alsos personnel schedules, “Professor Smythe” was Charles P. Smyth, a Princeton
chemistry professor and member of the Alsos Mission. He should not be confused with Henry
DeWolf Smyth, a Manhattan Project physicist who wrote the August 1945 “Smyth Report” that
gave public information about the U.S. atomic bomb program.

As a result of the reports of Odarenko and Smyth, the Austrian nuclear scientists were closely
monitored and controlled for years by U.S. intelligence and military agencies. The leader of the
Austrian group, Georg Stetter, was kept under virtual house arrest until sometime in the 1950s,
nearly destroying his career [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134B, Box 749, Folder 23 Nov 95 Georg
Stetter XA001081].]
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John Weckerling. 6 February 1946 secret memorandum. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-
47B, Box 991, Folder Implementation, General Policy & History]

MIL 920 6 February 1946

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDING GENERAL, ARMY SERVICE FORCES:

SUBJECT: Plans for Extended Exploitation of OVERCAST Personnel

1. In the event that governmental policies are promulgated that will permit long-term exploitation
of German scientists with inducements such as legal status in the United States, possible transfer
of families, patent protection, etc., it is desirable that the War Department be prepared to take
immediate advantage of such a policy. It is requested that you submit lists of scientists, in the
following categories, whose indefinite stay in this country appears to be in the national interest[...]

Leslie Groves. 20 February 1946 secret memorandum. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-
47B, Box 991, Folder Implementation, General Policy & History]

20 February 1946

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDING GENERAL, ARMY SERVICE FORCES:
THRU: Chief, Personnel Division, O�ce Chief of Engineers.

SUBJECT: Plans for Extended Exploitation of OVERCAST Personnel.

1. Reference is made to memorandum for the Commanding General, ASF, subject as above, dated
6 February 1946, from Brigadier General John Weckerling, WDGS, MID G-2, reference MIL 920.

2. Government measures to encourage the long term exploitation of German scientists by the United
States are desirable, particularly with reference to nuclear physicists and chemists who might be of
some service to scientists in this country in the field of atomic energy.
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3. There are a number of German scientists who might well be included for the policies and pro-
cedures set forth in reference memorandum. However, they do not fall within any of the categories
listed in paragraph 1 of that memorandum. The atomic bomb was created without the direct ex-
ploitation of any German scientists. I suggest, therefore, a fifth category, defined as, those German
scientists of outstanding ability in the field of nuclear physics and chemistry who, by their past
reputation and present knowledge, would be of more value to the national interest of this country
if they could be employed here rather than in any other country. A list of the men falling within
such category is given below. In order for you to place them in the proper priority group, I have
included a brief critical analysis of their relative merit. It should be borne in mind that strong
opposition will be encountered in placing these men in American institutions best fitted to exploit
their e↵orts. The Manhattan District does not want them because of obvious security reasons.
However, it is extremely important that these persons be prevented from giving their services to a
potential enemy of the United States.

PROFESSOR OTTO HAHN

He is one of the greatest living chemists in the field of radioactivity, and winner of the 1944 Nobel
prize in Chemistry for the discovery of the fission of uranium. Hahn is not known to have been a
Nazi and is apparently well disposed to both England and America.

PROFESSOR MAX VON LAUE

He never actively worked on the German nuclear physics project. However, he is or has been well
disposed toward America. His son is presently in the United States Army and was formerly at
Princeton. Von Laue is noted in the field of physical chemistry and X-ray di↵raction as a top flight
man. He is over seventy years of age.

PROFESSOR WALTHER GERLACH

Gerlach is an experimental atomic physicist of considerable ability but is a thorough Nazi and
served as Goering’s deputy in charge of the German atomic energy e↵ort in its later stages. He is
reported to feel like a defeated general because of the failure of the German nuclear project and
has discussed suicide. He is not believed sympathetic to other countries but is essentially a German
nationalist.

PROFESSOR W. HEISENBERG

He is a theoretical nuclear physicist, a Nobel prize winner and probably the present German leader in
physics. He is particularly known for his work in quantum mechanics and nuclear theory. Although
Heisenberg may not have been an active Nazi he is a patriotic German. It is conceivable that some
persuasion might be necessary as he may desire to take his chances in Germany or England.

PROFESSOR P. HARTECK

He is a famous physical chemist who seems to have what has been characterized as an “American
approach” to atomic energy problems, i.e.—he demonstrated a competence in the engineering phases
of the work. He is not believed to have any profound political sympathies but has confined himself
to his research work.
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PROFESSOR C. P. VON WEIZSACKER

He is a first-class physicist and astro-physicist quite interested in philosophy and certain philosoph-
ical implications of his work. He is an opportunist and son of a diplomat. He is not believed to be
a Nazi.

DR. K. WIRTZ

He is an experimental physicist, comparatively unknown prior to the German atomic energy project
but the author, while on the project, of a number of worthwhile reports, particularly on pile theory.
Wirtz is the sort who will go to another country if o↵ered what he considers good terms.

DR. E. BAGGE

He is a fairly young, reasonably competent, experimental physicist who has done considerable
work on isotope separation. Bagge is of humble origin, a serious, hard-working, completely German
nationalist. He might work for another country.

H. KORSCHING

He is a rather obscure physicist who has done good work on isotope separation on the German
energy project. He was probably a Nazi.

K. DIEBNER

He was Gerlach’s administrative assistant on the German atomic energy project. He is not a par-
ticularly well known physicist although he has a pretty good grasp of the German project.

FREDERICK WEYGAND

He is a chemist and biologist and not a physicist. He is believed to be anti-Nazi and has been
cooperative with American authorities. He has until recently been located in an American P/W
camp. He has recently written the Rockefeller Foundation and requested a position with them.

DR. WERNER MAURER

He has been, until recently, in an American P/W camp but is presently on his way back to Germany.
Maurer is a relatively young physicist who did considerable experimental work in Joliot’s laboratory
in Paris after the German occupation. He is unquestionably a reliable Nazi in addition to being an
able young physicist.

DR. RUDOLPH FLEISCHMANN

He was, until recently, in an American P/W camp. He is a first-rate physicist formerly head of the
Physical Research Division of the Medical Institute of the University of Strassburg and is generally
considered to be an extreme Nazi. His particular field has centered around the application of induced
radioactivity in the field of biological research.

PROFESSOR FRITZ G. HOUTERMANS

Houtermans is of Dutch extraction, grew up in Austria, lived in Germany until 1933 when he left
because of the Nazi Party and worked at Cambridge University in England. He subsequently went
to Kharkov, Russia, where he worked at the Kharkov Physico-Technical Institute. In 1937, as he was
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preparing to leave Russia, Houtermans, according to his own statement, was arrested by the NKVD
on vague charges of counter-revolutionary activity for Germany. As a result of the intervention of
Dr. R. A. Millikan of Cal. Tech., he was released in 1940 after preparing what he claims was a false
confession of technical espionage which he framed in such a manner as to be obviously scientifically
fallacious, but which satisfied the NKVD, who exiled him to Germany in spite of his requests not
to be sent there. In Germany, Houtermans says he was immediately imprisoned by the Gestapo
but was released after questioning as to why he had left Russia.

Houtermans’ connection with the German nuclear physics project was not great, although he was
in close contact with von Weizsacker and von Ardenne and worked with the latter on a cyclotron.
Houtermans’ o�cial position was with the PTR (German Bureau of Standards) at Ronneburg,
Thuringen, where he worked with counter-tubes. He was the first man in Germany to propose the
fissionability of plutonium and wrote several memoranda on the subject, but little attention was
paid to him in Germany.

L. R. GROVES,
Major General, U.S.A.

[Publicly, Leslie Groves agreed with Samuel Goudsmit’s statements that the wartime German nu-
clear program was very small and very primitive, had never considered plutonium, and had never
even tried to produce a fission bomb. Privately, Groves wrote this secret memorandum admit-
ting that the German program had recognized the potential of plutonium very early on, had done
“considerable work” on uranium isotope separation, and had a number of “nuclear physicists and
chemists who might be of some service to scientists in this country in the field of atomic energy.”
Groves also warned that because of those scientists’ “present knowledge,” “it is extremely impor-
tant that these persons be prevented from giving their services to a potential enemy of the United
States.” This document also shows that in addition to the ten nuclear scientists who were held
at Farm Hall, a significant number of German nuclear scientists were taken to the United States
for extended interrogations in “American P/W camps.” How many scientists were interrogated?
Where are the reports on their interrogations? What did Groves learn from those interrogations or
other intelligence sources that convinced him to write this secret memo, which contradicts what
Groves and Goudsmit publicly asserted?]

Sean Longden. 2009. T-Force: The Race for Nazi War Secrets, 1945. pp. 194–195,
339.

Such was the value of these scientists [Farm Hall detainees] that General Groves was convinced they
were ‘superior in all-round ability to the group which had started the New Mexico laboratory’.6

4 [Kew, The] National Archives FO800/565. 5 Ibid. 6 Ibid.
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B. Dutch Intelligence

[There is some evidence that Dutch intelligence may have provided information about the German
nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war.]

Nazis’ Secret Weapon Declared One of Horror; Wipe Out Civilization. Indiana Evening
Gazette (Indiana, Pennsylvania). 30 March 1945 p. 1.
[http://newspaperarchive.com/indiana-evening-gazette/1945-03-30]

PORTLAND, Ore., March 30—(AP)—A member of the Dutch underground declared today the
Nazis do have a secret—and deadly e↵ective—weapon.

Jacob van Berkel, here under auspices of the Netherlands Information Bureau, told an interviewer
the European front is now a race between victory for the Allies and Germany’s resort to the ultimate
weapon—“so powerfully destructive it is almost inconceivable.”

“The new weapon, a tiny gadget which could be placed in a rocket bomb, may be launched with
complete e↵ectiveness against the continental United States,” Van Berkel said.

He declared the Germans are saving it for a last stand, probably in the Bavarian Alps. “They are
confident that their secret weapon will wipe out civilization and save them at the very end.”

Van Berkel—fictitious name to hide his identity from the enemy—gave no details, except to say
that the weapon does not involve poison gas. He said that while Allied o�cials know of the weapon,
they do not know in what form it might be launched.

The 27-year-old economist, who has made 60 secret trips through Germany in the last four years,
said the weapon was discovered by espionage agents.

[Based on photographs and other evidence, “Jacob van Berkel” may have been Dr. Jacob Kistemaker,
a Dutch expert on uranium enrichment who after the war helped to found the AMOLF Dutch nu-
clear physics institute and the Urenco uranium enrichment company. If so, based on his scientific
expertise, his postwar success, his connections in German-occupied Netherlands, and his 60 reported
trips through Germany, his 30 March 1945 comments should not be dismissed lightly.

This story was also reported in:

The Evening Independent (St. Petersburg, Florida) 30 March 1945 p. 8. [http://news.google.com/
newspapers?id=cwNQAAAAIBAJ&sjid=DlUDAAAAIBAJ&pg=2700,2575615&dq=underground
+secret+weapon&hl=en]

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 30 March 1945 p. 2. [http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=
ULhRAAAAIBAJ&sjid=wWkDAAAAIBAJ&pg=4865,6710842&hl=en]

The Palm Beach Post (West Palm Beach, Florida) 30 March 1945 p. 1. [http://news.google.com/
newspapers?nid=1964&dat=19450330&id=gHgyAAAAIBAJ&sjid=q7YFAAAAIBAJ&pg=
5127,6454302]

The Deseret News 29 March 1945 p. 1. [http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=
0r0KAAAAIBAJ&sjid=nE0DAAAAIBAJ&pg=4566,2984860&dq=jacob+van+berkel]

Daytona Beach Morning Journal (Florida) 30 March 1945 p. 3. [http://news.google.com/
newspapers?nid=1873&dat=19450330&id=vvonAAAAIBAJ&sjid=6sYEAAAAIBAJ&pg=
3599,5349888]
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Daily Journal-World (Lawrence, Kansas) 30 March 1945 p. 9. [http://news.google.com/
newspapers?nid=2199&dat=19450330&id=YBhGAAAAIBAJ&sjid=uugMAAAAIBAJ&pg=
5384,4064567]]

Figure D.152: Samuel Goudsmit’s entire folder of Dutch intelligence on the German nuclear program
remains classified and unavailable [NARA RG GOUDS, Entry UD-7420, Box 3].
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C. French Intelligence

[Likewise, there is evidence that French intelligence may have provided information about the
German nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war.]

Rodney P. Carlisle, ed. 2005. Encyclopedia of Intelligence and Counterintelligence.
New York: M.E. Sharpe. p. xxi.

c. 1940
Jacques Bergier of the Red Orchestra network helps establish French MARCO POLO group which
gains information about German atomic program under Werner Heisenberg and the development
of the V-1 and V-2 rockets.

Présidence du Gouvernement Provisoire de la République Française. 30 April 1945.
No. 205/2. English translation. [Document courtesy of Andreas Sulzer]

Source: Commandant CHIGOT

Origins: Interrogation of repatriates of the Reprisal Camp of MAUTHAUSEN, particularly the
following:

MARCO POLO whose correct name is not known, but is probably known to the D.G.E.R.

RABATE, member of the Communist Party, whose wife is Communist Municipal Councilor in
Paris.

—————

Information received indicates that the Germans started on 22 April the massacre of the 80,000
men and women interned in this camp.

These massacres would be completed before the arrival of Russian troops.

Mr. BURCKARDT sent a message, by a convoy leaving for MAUTHAUSEN, to the German com-
mander of the camp, warning him that he would be held responsible if these massacres continued.

It would seem necessary to intervene by force, or if that is impossible to parachute arms and
ammunition in order to at least permit these men to defend themselves before being killed.

—————

The Germans have removed from MAUTHAUSEN the Spanish Communists and the Austrian anti-
Nazis, dressed them in SS uniforms, and placed them on the bridge of LINZ to be massacred by
the Russian troops.
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—————

In Block VI of the camp at MAUTHAUSEN is M. Jacques BERGIER, a great specialist on the
splitting of the atom.

The Germans have given him a false identification as a Polish Jew; it is requested that everything
humanly possible be done to find M. J. BERGIER and to save him regardless of cost.

Jacques Bergier. 1977. Je Ne Suis Pas Une Legend. Paris: Retz. pp. 131–132.

Le convoi qui m’emmenait de Sarrebruck arriva
à Mauthausen dans la soirée du 2 avril 1944.
[...]

Personnellement, je n’ai quitté le camp
que le 19 mai 1945, car avant d’être rapatrié
par avion, il me fallait régler un certain nombre
de problèmes d’importance vitale pour l’avenir.
J’avais en e↵et reçu des confidences, in articulo
mortis, donnant la solution d’importantes
a↵aires de trahison et il convenait d’en avertir
immédiatement le gouvernement français afin
qu’il procède à l’arrestation des coupables,
ce qui fut fait. Je possédais aussi des ren-
seignements sur de nouvelles armes allemandes
et sur les endroits où l’on pouvait soit les
trouver à l’état de prototype, soit se procurer
la documentation les concernant. Près de huit
cents kilomètres de microfilms sur les armes
secrètes ont été ainsi découverts.

The convoy that took me from Saarbrücken
arrived in Mauthausen on the evening of 2
April 1944. [...]

Personally, I did not leave the camp until
19 May 1945, because before being repatriated
by plane, I had to solve a number of problems
of vital importance for the future. I had indeed
received confidences, at the moment of death,
giving the solution of important treason cases
and it was necessary to immediately inform the
French government so that it could arrest the
guilty parties, which was done. I also had in-
formation on new German weapons and where
they could be found in prototype form or where
to obtain documentation about them. Thus
nearly eight hundred kilometers of microfilm
on secret weapons have been discovered.

[Jacques Bergier had a scientific background, like many others who were sent to the underground
Gusen facilities that were part of the St. Georgen-Gusen-Mauthausen camp system
[https://www.jewishgen.org/databases/Holocaust/0117 Mauthausen-Gusen-Death-Book.html].
From the available documentation and Bergier’s own writings, it is very unclear what work he did
at Gusen, but it may have been related to his knowledge of nuclear physics. The fact that even
the scientific prisoners at Gusen were issued false identification papers suggests an extreme level of
security about the work that was conducted there.

From the available documentation, Bergier and his associates appear to have provided valuable
information about German technologies to Allied intelligence, both during and after the war. That
suggests that at least parts of those technologies were being developed at Gusen. However, it is
quite unclear just what the technologies or the information were.

Can additional relevant documents be located and released from French, U.S., or other archives?]
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D. German and Japanese Submarines

[In May 1945, the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States and was found to be
carrying a large and diverse cargo of high-tech materials (including uranium), prototypes, plans,
and scientific experts originally intended for Japan. Details of that cargo and how it was ultimately
used by the United States remain very mysterious, despite the e↵orts of a number of investigators
[e.g., Brooks 1992, 2002; Grunden 2005; Gutzeit 2001; Hirschfeld 1991; Hirschfeld and Brooks 1996;
Hydrick 1998, 2016; Naujoks and Nelson 2002; Scalia 2000; Trevethan 1999; Wilcox 2019; Boston
Globe 1993-07-27; NYT 1995-12-31].

Note that a number of other German and Japanese submarines evacuating materials, documents,
and personnel from Germany were also captured or sunk by Allies, or made it through to countries
such as Japan and Argentina; details of what those submarines carried are even less clear than for
U-234.]

Wolfgang Hirschfeld, Chief Radio Operator of U-234. Wolfgang Hirschfeld and Ge-
o↵rey Brooks. 1996. Hirschfeld: The Story of a U-Boat NCO 1940-1946. Annapolis,
Maryland: Naval Institute Press. pp. 198–200, 216–217. [Hirschfeld’s spelling, Falk, has
been corrected to Falck in the passage below.]

The most important and secret item of cargo, the uranium oxide, which I believe was highly
radioactive, was loaded into one of the vertical steel tubes one morning in February, 1945. Two
Japanese o�cers were to travel aboard U-234 on the voyage to Tokyo: Air Force Colonel Genzo
Shosi, an aeronautical engineer, and Navy Captain Hideo Tomonaga, a submarine architect who,
it will be recalled, had arrived in France aboard U-180 about eighteen months previously with a
fortune in gold for the Japanese Embassy in Berlin. I saw these two o�cers seated on a crate on
the forecasing engaged in painting a description in black characters on the brown paper wrapping
gummed around each of a number of containers of uniform size. At the time I didn’t see how many
containers there were, but the Loading Manifest showed ten. Each case was a cube, possibly steel
and lead, nine inches along each side and enormously heavy.

Once the inscription U235 had been painted on the wrapping of a package, it would then be carried
over to the knot of crewmen under the supervision of Sub-Lt Pfa↵ and the Boatswain, Peter Schölch,
and stowed in one of the six vertical mineshafts.

I asked Tomonaga what the lead cubes contained, and he said, ‘It is the cargo from U-235. That boat
is no longer going to Japan.’ When I enquired at the 5th Flotilla O�ce, they told me that U-235
was a small Type VII training U-boat which had never been earmarked for operations outside the
Baltic. So I knew that Tomonaga had lied to me. I mentioned all this to Lt Cdr Fehler that evening,
but he told me not to bring up the subject again with the Japanese. Recently I was informed by the
naval historian Professor Jürgen Rohwer that the nuclear material had been requested, probably
in the military attaché code, at the end of December, 1944, or very early in 1945. The Japanese
Military Attaché in Berlin, Kigoishi, organized the transport of the material with the German
authorities and from the quayside at Kiel had watched the loading of the ten cases of uranium
oxide into U-234. This seemed to me to confirm that the uranium oxide was of a nature which
rendered it of especial value to the Japanese.

When the loading of U-234 was finished it was estimated that the total weight of the cargo was
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260 tons.

[...] The eleven passengers boarding in Germany were the two Japanese, Lt Cdr Richard Bulla, a
specialist in air-sea cooperation, who was also the First Lieutenant, and the following eight;

Colonel Fritz Sandrath (Luftwa↵e); former head of Bremen AA defences.

Colonel Erich Menzel (Luftwa↵e): technical aide to the Air Attaché, communications

Lt Cdr Heinrich Hellendorn (Navy); specialist in naval AA gunnery.

Captain (Eng.) (S) Heinz Schlicke (Navy, honorary rank); radar, infra-red and direction
finding scientist.

Lt Colonel Kai Nieschling (Luftwa↵e): Nazi military judge.

Captain Gerhard Falck (Navy): specialist in shipbuilding and design.

August Bringewald: Senior Messerschmitt engineer, Me 262, Me 163 and rocketry.

Franz Ruf: procurement specialist for Messerschmitt.

The final passenger was to board in Norway. Nieschling, the judge, was going to investigate al-
legations against Embassy sta↵ implicated in the Sorge spy scandal and to keep an eye on other
passengers during the voyage. The two Japanese, Nieschling and Falck slept in the deck below the
NCO’s quarters while all remaining passengers slept where they could.

The US National Archive has now declassified a document under reference 373/3679/Box 22/FOLDER
OP-16-Z Day File 1/1/45. This is a memorandum concerning the interrogation of Judge Nieschling.
No Memorandum regarding the interrogation of Captain Gerhard Falck has ever been released.

Personally I saw very little of Falck who never socialized except with the Judge.

In the Memorandum [...] Nieschling said that ‘the meaning behind the ore’ was known to Gerhard
Falck, who had taken some secret courses before he boarded U-234 and was to be chief technician
on all naval matters in Tokyo under Admiral Wenneker.

On the afternoon of 25 March, 1945, squatting low in the water from all the fuel, ammunition,
provisions, and cargo she had aboard, U-234 dieseled out of the U-boat basin into the Förde.

[... After surrendering to the USS Sutton:] The Sutton dropped anchor outside the harbour of
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on the glorious morning of 19 May, 1945. [...]

The ten specialists were driven o↵ to a secret destination. We located them all after the war with
the exception of Captain Gerhard Falck. Possibly, like Peter Schölch, our Boatswain, and Lt Pfa↵,
who loaded and unloaded the uranium cases, he accepted US citizenship in exchange for his silence.
But as Judge Nieschling said, Falck knew everything about the uranium oxide, and he probably
knew too much for his own good. His eventual fate after he disappeared into the abyss on 19 May,
1945, remains a mystery.
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[Gerhard Falck was apparently the resident expert on the uranium and how to use it. Note that he
was closely guarded during the voyage and mysteriously vanished after it. In the publicly available
transcripts of his May–July 1945 interrogations by U.S. authorities, the uranium is never mentioned
[NARA RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13]. Can transcripts of his interrogations about the uranium be
located, declassified, and released? Could his prior history and connections in Germany be traced?

Heinz Schlicke may have been in charge of detonators for fission implosion bombs, as shown in the
documents on p. 3202.

The U.S. National Archives appears to have only seven small boxes of information from or about
the U-234’s cargo [NARA RG 38, Entry UD-16, Boxes 3–8 and RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13].
Where are the many tons of documents, prototypes, and other cargo from the U-234, as well as all
of the information the United States compiled in the process of analyzing them?]

Figure D.153: German submarine U-234 surrendering to the USS Sutton on 14 May 1945.
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Figure D.154: U-234 German cargo manifest and English translation, both listing 10 cases totaling
560 kg of uranium oxide [NARA RG 38, Entry UD-16, Box 4, Folder Manifest of U-234].
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Figure D.155: U-234 Captain Johann Fehler, Lt. Karl Pfa↵, radio operator Wolfgang Hirschfeld,
and Dr. Heinz Schlicke [NARA RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13, Folder U-234 and RG 330, Entry
A1-1B, Box 145, Folder Schlicke, Heinz].

U.S. Navy Confidential Dispatch 131509. Subject: Interviewing of Prisoners. 13 May
1945. [NARA Boston RG 181]

1. Press representatives may be permitted to interview o�cers and men of German submarines
that surrender. This message applies only to submarines that surrender. It does not apply to other
prisoners of war. It does not apply to prisoners of the U-234. Prisoners of the U-234 must not be
interviewed by press representatives.
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U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 151716. 15 May 1945. [NARA Boston RG 181]

Documents and personnel of U-234 are most important and any and all doubtful personnel should
be sent here.

U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 151942. Subject: Disposition of U-234 Prisoners. 15 May
1945. [NARA Boston RG 181]

Maintain prisoners U-234 incommunicado and send them under Navy department representative
to Washington for interrogation.

Jack H. Alberti to John L. Rihelda↵er. 22 May 1945. Subject: U-234. [NARA RG 38,
Entry UD-38, Box 13, unlabelled folder]

1. The cargo of this U-boat consisting of some eight tons of documents, one ton of diplomatic mail
and approximately 210 tons of miscellaneous cargo including numerous explosives, fuses, prototypes
of radar, etc., is stowed in steel tubes fitted into the mine shafts of the boat. It is believed that
the documents are not stowed in separate shafts but together with other cargo. The Portsmouth
Navy Yard intends to unload these tubes and forward them “as is” to their destination. It is
believed possible that some of these tubes contain hydrostatic scuttling charges designed to blow
up the tubes in case of jettisoning. The tubes are sealed shut and will have to be opened with an
oxyacetylene torch. Instructions are requested as to whether or not these tubes are to be opened at
Portsmouth for segregation of their contents or if they are to be shipped to Washington unopened.

U-234, U-805, U-873. Undated but apparently late May 1945. [NARA RG 38, Entry
UD-38, Box 13, unlabelled folder]

U-234

U-234, a type XB boat under Fehler, left Kristiansand on 14 April 1945[...] She carried 240 tons
of cargo for Japan including one ton of diplomatic mail. While in transit she made or received no
attacks. The ship’s ciphers and papers were jettisoned, Fehler saying this was done by orders of
Bdu. [...]

U-805

Interrogation of crew of U-805 reveals she left Kiel 10 February and Trondheim on 17 March. [...]
After receipt of surrender orders, the commanding o�cer destroyed the envelope containing the
special CO code, Kartenschluessel and Kurzsignal heft. Commanding O�cer and second watch
o�cer will be sent Washington for further investigation. [...]

U-873

U-873, commanded by Steinho↵, left Kristiansand about 1 April[...] All ship’s papers and code
machines were destroyed. In her ballast tanks was stowed a cargo of mercury and optical glass, and
she was originally scheduled for Japan voyage instead of U-234. [...]
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Jack H. Alberti to John L. Rihelda↵er. 22 May 1945. Subject: Report on Events at
Portsmouth Navy Yard in Connection with the Surrender of German Submarines
U-234, U-805, U-873 and U-1228. [NARA RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13, unlabelled
folder]

I. LOOTING

The usual extensive looting by boarding parties from the DE’s had taken place. In the case of
the USS SUTTON, which captured the U-234, interrogators were able to board the destroyer and
examine the “souvenirs”. Items of possible intelligence interest were removed, but the great majority
of souvenirs were left in the hands of the ships’ crews. There was no looting of prisoners about the
USCG ARGO or aboard the tugs ENSEMORE and YAKIMA.

Because of the need of the presence of one of the interrogators, Lt. Cdr. Hatton, aboard U-234 until
her docking, the passengers aboard this U-boat were accompanied to the Portsmouth Naval Prison
on arrival by interrogators Lt. Maxwell and Mr. J. H. Alberti. These passengers were personally
searched by these two interrogators.

The crew of the U-boat and their baggage were searched in the cell block by Marine guards in
the presence of five or six Marine o�cers and at least two U.S.N. Medical O�cers attached to
the prison. Practically all items of value, such as watches, rings, decorations, wallets, even those
containing personal photographs, etc. were looted from the prisoners. In some instances where
enlisted men had taken watches from prisoners, these watches were taken from the enlisted men by
Marine o�cers who retained them as souvenirs. This action has had a most detrimental e↵ect on
interrogation of the crew and jeopardizes the willingness to cooperate on the part of those members
of the crew retained aboard the U-boats.

After the departure for Washington of the passengers, accompanied by Lt. Maxwell, the presence
of Mr. Alberti was required aboard the U-boat. [...]

Looting aboard the U-boats at the dock has been carried on in a very large scale, both by members
of the naval working party aboard and the Marine guard establishment. [...]

II. SAFETY OF THE CAPTURED GERMAN U-BOATS

All four U-boats carried large quantities of liquor. [...]

On the morning of 20 May, Lt. Ewald of Op-20-G boarded U-234 and found U.S. Naval ratings
drunk aboard. At various times on 20 and 21 May, U.S. Naval ratings were found asleep in the
bunks while on duty in U-234. [...]

The captain of the U-234, while complaining to interrogating o�cers about the looting of the
personal e↵ects of his crew and himself, mentioned that he was all the more indignant at this
treatment considering that all he had to do was to pull a lever and everyone of his mine shafts
would have been emptied of their contents. [...]

[Jack Alberti, though an American himself, did not paint a flattering portrait of the Americans who
received this submarine filled with amazing technology. The “extensive looting” that was “carried
on in a very large scale” makes it even more di�cult to reconstruct exactly what information and
items were carried by the submarine and its personnel.]
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U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 222115. U-234, Disposition of. 23 May 1945. [NARA Boston
RG 181]

Desire following accomplished cargo U-234... All material after rendering safe by mine disposal
personnel placed safe stowage and inventory list sent CNO who will give shipping instructions and
will control access to and disposition of all cargo due to vital importance to Pacific War.

Lt. Best. 24 May 1945. Report of Interrogation: PW: NIESCHLING, Kay. [NARA
RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13, Folder U-234]

Veracity:

The following is believed reliable.

Report: Regarding “URANIUM OXIDE” and other CARGO aboard U-234:

P/W does not know anything in particular about this ore, but only heard that it was valuable and
that it was to be exchanged for some other valuable ore that the Germans needed.

Lt. PFAFF was the man responsible for loading the U-Boat.

The meaning behind the ore would, according to P/W be known by the technician Fregattenkapitan
FALCK (Commander). The latter also knows magnetic problems, Naval mine problems, Naval
building problems. He also took some secret courses before he boarded the U-Boat. Was to be chief
technician on all naval matters under Admiral WENNECKER.

Captain FEHLER as commander of the U-Boat should also know something about the ore.

It may be important to contact a man named Korvettenkapitan BECKER (Lt. Commander), living
in KIEL-WIG, who was a member of the Marine Sonderstabzweigstelleheimat. (Special Naval Home
Sub-station Branch).

This man traveled to the various factories in NUERNBERG and others in South Germany. He was
responsible for contacting the various agencies regarding what and how much was to be included
in the cargo.

The Marine Attache Abt. in Berlin Oberkommando, Referat Japan under Captain zur see “SOU-
CHON” decided together with the Japanese just what the most important things were that should
be included in the cargo. The latter’s assistant a Korvettenkapitan von KROSIGK (Lt. Comman-
der) also should know the details.
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U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 262151. Subject: Mine Tubes, Unloading of. 27 May 1945.
[NARA Boston RG 181]

Interrogation Lt Pfa↵ second watch o�cer U-234 discloses he was in charge of cargo and personally
supervised loading all mine tubes.

Pfa↵ prepared manifest list and knows kind documents and cargo in each tube.

Pfa↵ states long containers should be unpacked in horizontal position and short containers in
vertical position.

Uranium oxide loaded in gold lined cylinders and as long as cylinders not opened can be handled
like crude TNT.

These containers should not be opened as substance will become sensitive and dangerous.

Pfa↵ is available and willing to aid unloading if RNEDT desires.

Advise.

[Lt. Pfa↵, the German naval o�cer in charge of loading the U-234’s cargo, specifically informed
the U.S. Navy that the uranium oxide was stored in many separate, sealed, gold-lined cylinders.
Moreover, he told the U.S. Navy that the uranium oxide could be dangerous if the cylinders were
opened and it were mishandled, just as TNT would. Pfa↵’s warning suggests that the uranium
might have been capable of starting a neutron chain reaction if the cylinders were opened and gold
shielding no longer separated the individual pieces of uranium from each other.

Gold is very resistant to chemical corrosion, and it is extremely dense, which makes it good at
shielding neutrons or other radiation. Unenriched uranium oxide is not dangerously radioactive
and would require no special shielding or packaging. Furthermore, unenriched uranium oxide could
not form a critical mass and initiate a neutron chain reaction no matter how much was brought
together and how it was mishandled, so there would be no need to package it into many separate,
sealed, gold-lined cylinders and issue warnings about it being dangerous and explosive if mishandled.

On the other hand, storing small quantities of uranium in many separate, sealed, gold-lined cylinders
would be exactly the right approach for handling weapons-grade, highly enriched uranium. When
the United States produced and shipped weapons-grade, highly enriched uranium from Oak Ridge
to Los Alamos, it did in fact divide the uranium into many separate, sealed, gold-lined cylinders,
as documented on the next page.

Of course, there are many possibilities. Maybe all of the uranium oxide cargo of U-234 had been
highly enriched, in which case 560 kg would provide enough for a shockingly large arsenal of⇠10–100
fission bombs, depending on their size and design. Perhaps the uranium oxide had been somewhat
enriched, but not yet to weapons-grade levels. Maybe di↵erent batches of the uranium oxide had
been enriched by di↵erent amounts. Perhaps the uranium oxide was unenriched or only somewhat
enriched but had been neutron-irradiated inside a functioning fission reactor somewhere in the
Third Reich, which would have made it highly radioactive and also a good source for extracting
plutonium-239 that had been produced in the process. One might imagine other possibilities as
well. Thus it is very important for future archival researchers to find historical documents that will
answer these questions.]
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Operations start and shipments begin.
[www.y12.doe.gov/sites/default/files/assets/document/07-12-06.pdf]

The first successful shipment from Y-12 served also to demonstrate that the concept of a production
factory was basically in place. The process included the full sequence of events required to take
uranium ore and process the material to the final special end product of uranium 235 suitable for
shipment by courier.

A most unusual method was used to transport this extremely valuable material. It was carefully
packaged in a small room in the center of Building 9733-1. Then the material was placed in gold-
lined nickel containers about the size of co↵ee cups. Two of these containers were placed in a
briefcase size container and the container strapped to an Army Lieutenant’s arm. He was dressed
in a suit to look like a salesman and along with a couple of other Army personnel also dressed as
salesmen, was driven to Knoxville where he boarded a passenger train to Chicago.

At Chicago, the courier transferred his case to yet another Army Lieutenant also dressed as a
salesman who took the material on to Los Alamos. A new set of escorts were assigned to this new
courier and the original group returned to Oak Ridge by way of Knoxville.

In The New World, by Richard G. Hewlett and Oscar E. Anderson Jr., the following description is
provided regarding the transportation of uranium-235 from Y-12 to Los Alamos.

“Transporting the precious material to Los Alamos involved all the melodrama of an
undercover operation.

“Since air travel seemed too risky, the Army shipped the product by rail. The containers
of uranium tetrafluoride were placed in special luggage. At 10:30 a.m. on specified
days, armed couriers wearing civilian clothes took the shipments to Knoxville in an
unmarked Chevrolet sedan with Tennessee license plates. At 12:50 p.m., the couriers
left for Chicago in a private compart- ment aboard the ‘Southland.’

“Arriving in Chicago the next morning, the Oak Ridge couriers were met by Chicago
couriers who boarded the Santa Fe ‘Chief’ for the long ride west. The next day at
2:10 p.m., a car from Los Alamos met the train at Lamy, a way station in the New
Mexico desert. There was some danger that conductors, porters, and station attendants
might come to recognize the couriers no matter how hard they tried to make themselves
inconspicuous, but train transportation was cheap and relatively safe.”

That “special luggage” mentioned in the book was a briefcase-type container with two co↵ee-cup-
sized gold-lined nickel containers. The “briefcase” was strapped to the arm of an Army lieutenant
who was dressed to look like a salesman.

This method of shipment kept folks in Knoxville asking, “What’s going on over there at Y-12?”
They saw trainload after trainload of building materials going to Oak Ridge, but they never saw
anything being shipped out because they did not expect the product to be shipped in something
as small as a briefcase.

Here’s another story that shows the value placed on the uranium 235. The entire Y-12 production
of U- 235 prior to the dropping of the bomb Little Boy passed through room 22 of Building 9733-1.
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At one time, there were bars on the windows and a guard was posted outside the door to protect
the output of Y-12’s calutrons. The material was processed in one kilogram batches.

Twenty-four karat gold trays weighing about four pounds were used to process the material. The
first batches were ground by hand using a mortar and pestle made of nickel. After the grinding oper-
ations, the workers had to check under their fingernails to be sure the material had not accumulated
there.

The co↵ee-cup-size nickel cylinders used to transport the U-235 were made by a group in the Y-12
shops headed by Jack Case, Y-12 plant manager from 1967 to 1982 and namesake of the Jack
Case Center. They were gold plated in Slack’s Plating Shop in Knoxville. Johnsson was driven to
Knoxville to deliver and pick up the cylinders by one of Y-12’s Motor Pool drivers (a Mrs. Justice).

The filled cylinders were delivered to Captain Lloyd Zumwalt, who was located in an o�ce two
blocks from Building 9733-1. When the captain found out they were walking with cylinders con-
taining U-235, he instructed those delivering it to, “Call for a car. If you got run over it would be
a mess to dig up the ground to recover the uranium but in a car it would be all in one place.”

U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 292045. Subject: U-234, Cargo Information. 30 May 1945.
[NARA Boston RG 181]

Lieut Comdr Karl B Reese USNR, Lieut (JG) Edward P McDermott USNR and Major John E
Vance CE USA [Corps of Engineers, United States Army] will report to commandant May 30th
Wednesday in connection with cargo U-234.

It is contemplated that shipment will be made by ship to ordnance investigation laboratory NAVPOW-
FAC Indian Head Maryland if this is feasible.

[John Vance worked for the Manhattan Project and was presumably involved in transporting the
uranium from U-234 to the Manhattan Project.]
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William J. Broad, Captured Cargo, Captivating Mystery. New York Times 1995-12-31
p. A22.

Historians have quietly puzzled over that uranium shipment for years, wondering, among other
things, what the American military did with it. Little headway was made because of Federal secrecy.
Now, however, a former o�cial of the Manhattan Project, John Lansdale Jr., says that the uranium
went into the mix of raw materials used for making the world’s first atom bombs. At the time he
was an Army lieutenant colonel for intelligence and security for the atom bomb project. One of his
main jobs was tracking uranium.

Mr. Lansdale’s assertion in an interview raises the possibility that the American weapons that
leveled the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki contained at least some nuclear material
originally destined for Japan’s own atomic program and, perhaps, for attacks on the United States.

[...] But Mr. Lansdale, the former o�cial of the Manhattan Project, displayed no doubts in the
interview about the fate of the U-234’s shipment. “It went to the Manhattan District,” he said
without hesitation. “It certainly went into the Manhattan District supply of uranium.”

[John Lansdale wrote or received many of the memos on the German nuclear program in the
Manhattan Project’s files [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A]. He stated unequivocally to the New
York Times that the U-234’s uranium cargo went to Oak Ridge (“the Manhattan District supply of
uranium”), and he presumably would have been in a good position to know that. It makes perfect
sense that the U-234’s uranium would go to Oak Ridge, regardless of its state of enrichment. Its
precise composition could be tested much more thoroughly and easily at the Oak Ridge laboratory
than in the field at the Portsmouth Navy Yard. If the U-234’s uranium was unenriched, it would have
gone into the general stockpile of uranium awaiting enrichment by Oak Ridge’s gaseous di↵usion
plant and calutrons. If the uranium was somewhat enriched, it would sent to the calutrons for
further enrichment. Even if it were highly enriched, it would been inspected and repackaged, and
likely would have had its chemical form altered (at that time, the United States preferred to ship
highly enriched uranium as uranium tetrafluoride, not uranium oxide) before it was sent on to Los
Alamos.

I spent several days searching Oak Ridge’s 1945 files at the NARA Atlanta archive, including
detailed files of uranium shipments received at Oak Ridge, weekly enrichment reports from the
gaseous di↵usion plant and the calutrons, and records of enriched uranium shipped out of Oak
Ridge. As Carter Hydrick first pointed out [Hydrick 1998, 2016], there was a significant increase
in the output of highly enriched uranium from the calutrons beginning in mid-June 1945, but that
appears to have been due to the first moderately enriched uranium from the gaseous di↵usion plant
being forwarded to the calutrons at that time, not the arrival of the U-234’s uranium. In fact, I
could find no records whatsoever of the U-234’s uranium entering Oak Ridge or being processed
there. Perhaps I overlooked those records among the vast collection of files, or maybe they are
stored elsewhere, or perhaps they are still classified. Alternatively, maybe the U-234’s uranium was
o�cially entered into the record books as something else, for example by falsely labelling it as a
shipment of uranium oxide from the Belgian Congo, a batch of uranium that had already been
partially enriched by Oak Ridge’s gaseous di↵usion plant, or some other such subterfuge.

Again, hopefully future archival researchers can dig even more deeply into these mysteries and
finally find some answers.]
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[In addition to the uranium, the following documents suggest that detonators from the U-234
submarine, as well as passenger Heinz Schlicke’s knowledge of those detonators, may have been
useful for the U.S. plutonium implosion bombs.]

Jack H. Alberti to John L. Rihelda↵er. 24 May 1945. Subject: U-234. [NARA RG 38,
Entry UD-16, Box 4, Folder Manifest of U-234]

The following information has been obtained from P/W Leutnant Menzel of the Luftwa↵e, passenger
on U-234.

1. The two after mine shafts of the forward line of six mine shafts amidships contain the per-
sonal baggage, documents and other property belonging to General Kessler, Col. von Sandart and
Leutnant Menzel, in addition to some other cargo.

2. The Captain of U-234, Kapitänleutnant Fehler, and the II.W.O., Leutnant Pfa↵ (believed at
Fort Meade), and the engineer of the boat (retained aboard U-234), between them, know most
about cargo stowage and can be of great assistance in identifying it, as well as in proper and safe
unloading.

3. In the U-Raum of U-234 there are two steel chests, marked Erich Menzel. These contain 15 rolls
of secret films and all documents concerned with Menzel’s mission.

4. U-843, C.O. Kapitänleutnant Herwartz, arrived in Norway from Japan about 10 April. She was
sunk on her way to Kiel and two survivors were rescued by the Germans.

5. U-864, C.O. Kapitänleutnant Wolfram, was to go to Japan. She was sunk o↵ Bergen with two
Messerschmidt experts on board. Lt. Col. Stepp of the Luftwa↵e and Baurat Wahlfeldt, the high-
frequency expert, who were to sail on this boat were not aboard and remained in Horten.

6. The packages for Dr. Schlicke, one of the passengers, and contained in one of the tubes are
marked “TONI”. Dr. Schlicke knows about the infra-red proximity fuses which are in some of these
packages. He warns that they must be handled with the utmost care as they may either explode
or be irreparably damaged if handled improperly. Dr. Schlicke knows how to handle them and is
willing to do so.

7. Fregattenkapitän Falck states that in addition to the mine shafts there are containers with cargo
and documents inside the fuel tanks.

8. General Kessler, who was going to Japan to relieve General von Gronau, had originally planned
to go to Japan via Northern Norway in a Junkers 290. Although this plan was abandoned in his
case, it is possible that others went to Japan in this manner.

9. An empty envelope, found in the passport of Col. von Sandrat, is inscribed on the outside to the
e↵ect that it originally contained 1500 Swiss Francs. Since General Kessler only claims to own 1500
Swiss Francs, and since only 1800 francs have been recovered, 1200 francs must still be scattered
among the souvenir hunters at Portsmouth, and this is on the assumption that none of the other
passengers had any Swiss Francs.
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Secret dispatch from Commander of Naval Operations to Portsmouth Naval Yard.
Subject: POW and fuses from U-234. 25 May 1945. [NARA Boston RG 181]

Lt (JG) H E Morgan, Lt (JG) F M Abbott, Ens F L Granger with Dr Schlicke POW in custody
leaving Anacostia noon Friday via plane. This party expert in bomb disposal and proximity fuses
and being sent to assist in securing certain infra red proximity fuses important BUORD [Navy
Bureau of Ordnance] and in cargo U-234. Fuses when secured to be returned Washington custody
above party.

First lecture given by Dr. Schlicke at the Navy Department. 19 July 1945. [NARA
RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13, Folder U-234]

After Dr Schlicke completes his lecture he will be available for questions that people ask. But we
will kindly ask you not to ask any questions during the lecture and after the lecture Mr Alvarez
will sit at the table and the person who wishes to ask a question is asked to come forward so that
we can get in the microphone and keep a record of all the questions and answers. Thank you.

Luis W. Alvarez. 1987. Alvarez: Adventures of a Physicist. New York: Basic Books.
p. 137.

The gamma-ray records proved less definitive than we had hoped but helped the implosion design.
I cleaned up some loose ends in detonator design. By April 1945 that work had moved on to
engineering, and I was again unemployed.

[...] Normally a new weapon is proof fired at a proving ground before it’s used in combat. We had
only one U-235 weapon, however, every atom of which had been run twice at enormous expense
through the Oak Ridge calutrons, and as of July 1945, there would be about one plutonium bomb
a month, the first of which would have to be used up in a static test to make sure the Fat Man
implosion system worked as we predicted it would.

[Note from this passage that Alvarez had been directly involved in the design of the detonators for
the U.S. implosion bomb, was available for additional assignments by April 1945, and recognized
there was still uncertainty about whether the implosion bomb detonation system would work as
intended. From the document on p. 3097, Alvarez was also directly involved in U.S. intelligence
e↵orts to analyze the progress of the German nuclear weapons program. Thus if U-234 and Heinz
Schicke indeed had improved detonators for an implosion bomb, Alvarez would have been an ideally
qualified person to assign to that task.]
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Dr. Delmar Bergen, former director of the nuclear weapons program at Los Alamos
National Laboratory [Hydrick 2016, pp. ix–xi].

I began my career at Los Alamos in the summer of 1957, directly involved in nuclear weapons work,
which remained the case until my retirement. I started as a sta↵ member working on nuclear weapon
design, and eventually was promoted to Director of the LANL (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Nuclear Weapons Program. Other assignments included serving as a consultant to the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy, and as a consultant to the US delegation developing the
protocols for the Short and Intermediate Range Missile Treaty between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.

[...] I would like to stress two points that I believe materially change the important history of the
birth of the Nuclear Age as we know it:

First, it is my view as a physicist, based on documentation provided here in Critical Mass that the
e↵ort the Germans put into preparing and shipping the 560 kilograms of uranium oxide surrendered
on board the German submarine U-234, was enriched in the isotope U235. In other words, it was
enriched to create a nuclear weapon. [. . .]

The second material information you should take note of, I believe, is that the contributions to
the Manhattan Project of the surrendered U-234 did not stop there. I believe the surrender of
U-234 had impact on the development of the implosion device—the plutonium bomb dropped on
Nagasaki—as well.

I was well acquainted with the development of the implosion device and the di�culties our scientists
experienced in developing a detonation system that would give a proper spherical implosion. This
concern kept the entire group on edge until the famous Trinity Test in New Mexico proved it to
be successful... Surprisingly, as the date of the test approached, last-minute improvements in the
firing system reduced their concern enough about the reliability of the detonation system...

I was never told how the details of the improvements came about, but it was during this period
that the passengers on board U-234 were debriefed and it was learned that one in particular, the
scientist Heinz Schlicke, had knowledge of fast operating energy transfer systems. The rapid and
consistent release of electrical energy was a key part of the problem the LANL scientists were
experiencing triggering the detonators with the simultaneity necessary to achieve a clean spherical
implosion. There apparently is no written unclassified record available to provide us with what may
have come from the debriefing of Heinz Schlicke but this we do know, over the summer months after
his capture and the surrender of U-234 the confidence in the detonation system greatly improved,
and the production of uranium for the gun weapon increased significantly.
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Operation LUSTY. January 1946. [AFHRA C5098 electronic version p. 586;
www.indianamilitary.org/FreemanAAF/OperationLusty/OperationLusty.htm]

A casual remark made by a technical engineer, who stated that he had recently been o↵ered a
position in Japan, led to his being thoroughly interrogated for significant technical information.
As an aside, and what he probably considered a relatively unimportant incident, he stated that
less than a month ago, about the middle of April, ten submarines heavily loaded with the latest
German equipment relative to aerial warfare, were dispatched from Kiel to Japan. When Lt Col.
O’Brien was thus informed he immediately advised the Directorate of Intelligence, USAFE, who
in turn notified the Japanese Intelligence Section of SHAFE. A cable was then dispatched to all
commands.

In every theater of war, all vessels in ports and at sea were notified, and one of the biggest searches
ever undertaken during the war for submarines was initiated. What route they had taken, whether
they had gone alone or together, no one knew. But so extensive was the search and so carefully was
it executed by warships of all Allied nations, that by the end of June, six of these ten submarines
had been captured intact, some a relatively short distance away from their bases, others perilously
close to Japan.

[What technologies were on the U-234 submarine, in terms of its cargo, documents, and the knowl-
edge of its passengers and crew?

What technologies were on other submarines (both German and Japanese) that evacuated materials
and personnel from Germany?

What technologies were evacuated from Germany by other means—aircraft, smuggling across bor-
ders, etc.?]
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E. High-Level Interrogations

[Many high-level German military and political o�cials who presumably would have known a great
amount about the German nuclear program were captured and interrogated at length by the United
States and/or United Kingdom. Available documents show that those o�cials did indeed discuss
the German nuclear program, although currently available declassified documents do not reveal
most of the details that those German o�cials provided.]

Nazis’ A-Bomb 90 Days Late, Says Goering. Chicago Daily Tribune. 26 January 1946
p. 10.

Germany was within 90 days of producing its first atom bomb when the war ended, Hermann
Goering, former Luftwa↵e chief, told his jailers at an American army prison in Mondorf, Luxemburg.

Authority for this statement is former Tech. Sgt. Robert Bock, 1203 S. 57th St., Milwaukee, who
was warden of “Ashcan” prison, where Goering and other top flight Nazis were questioned for 100
days prior to the trails at Nuernberg, Germany.

“Goering told me Germany had made extensive progress in the use of the element uranium as a
source of destructive atomic power, and that he had plans for an atomic anti-aircraft grenade which
would have crumpled the wings of every plane within one kilometer (5/8 of a mile) of its bursting
point,” Bock asserted.

But Goering believed America would have defeated Germany even if the Nazis had developed the
atom bomb, Sgt. Bock said.

[Nuclear weapons could have been employed in a variety of ways during the war. One possible
tactical application would have been as an anti-aircraft weapon, such that one nuclear weapon
exploded in the air might conceivably destroy an entire formation of Allied bombers. Since Hermann
Goering was the head of the Luftwa↵e, that application would have been most significant to him.]
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Edmund Sorg. 17 August 1946. Betrachtungen über die bemannte V 1 im Zusammen-
hang mit Atomenergie. [TNA FO 1031/57]

Betrachtungen über die bemannte V 1 im
Zusammenhang mit Atomenergie.

Bei der Durcharbeitung der Interrogation
vom 16.8.46 habe ich folgende Gedankengänge
über die Verwendung der bemannten V 1 in
Zusammenhang mit Atomenergie erwogen:

Die Betrachtung der in viele Millionen
Menschen gehenden Verluste und ungeheuren
Materialzerstörungen, die ein moderner An-
greifer im Laufe mehrerer Jahre verursacht,
zwingt zu der Überlegung, welche Möglichkeiten
gegeben sind, einen Angri↵skrieg und damit
diese Verluste und Schäden zu verhindern.

Jedes sich mit Angri↵sabsichten tragende Land
ist durch Vernichtung einer verhältnismässig
kleinen Zahl von Punkten, die für den Angreifer
lebenswichtig sind, schlagartig zu lähmen. Es
sind dies, wie allgemein bekannt, z.B. Werke
der Energiewirtschaft (Kohle, Elektrizität), der
Öl Förderung, Aufbereitung und Lagerung,
Kunstbauten des Verkehrs, Schlüsselindustrien
der Rüstungswirtschaft, Schlachtschi↵e u.s.w.
Die Zahl dieser verwundbaren Stellen ist zwar
bei den einzelnen Staaten verschieden, liegt
aber zahlenmässig bei allen im Bereich der
praktischen Einwirkungsmöglichkeit. Es liegt
ebenfalls im Bereich der Möglichkeit, die kleine
Zahl Menschen zu finden, die als interna-
tionale Polizeitruppe—als Flugzeugführer einer
bemannten V 1—jederzeit bereit sind, eine
Bedrohung des Weltfriedens durch sofortige
Vernichtung der oben erwähnten lebenswichti-
gen Punkte des angreifenden Staates zu
verhindern.

Reflections on the manned V 1 in the context
of atomic energy.

In working through the interrogation of
16.8.46, I thought about the use of manned V
1 in connection with atomic energy:

The consideration of the losses in many
millions of people and immeasurable material
destruction caused by a modern attacker in the
course of several years compels us to consider
the possible ways of preventing an attack and
thus to prevent these losses and damage.

Every country with hostile intentions could be
immediately paralyzed by the destruction of a
relatively small number of places that are vital
for this aggressor. As is well known such places
are for instance the factories for the production
of energy (coal, electricity); the oil production,
processing, and storage industries; engineering
infrastructures for transport; key sectors of
the armament industry; battleships; etc. The
number of these vulnerable places may di↵er in
each nation, but is numerically in a range that
makes a practical intervention possible. It is
also within the realm of possibility, to find the
small number of people necessary to establish
an international police force—pilots of manned
V1—ready at any time to stop a menace to
world peace by the immediate destruction of
the vital places of an aggressive nation of the
kind mentioned above.
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Eine verbesserte bemannte V 1 mit Atomen-
ergie als Ladung, kurz eine bemannte steuer-
bare Atombombe, die mit Sicherheit von mod-
ernen schnellen Grossflugzeugen in der Nähe
ihres Zieles abgesetzt wird, gewährleistet bei
Lenkung von Menschenhand und bei Selbstau-
fopferung des Piloten eine sichere Vernich-
tung ihres Zieles. Die Lenkung einer solchen
Bombe durch Fernsteuerung, gleich welcher
Art, gewährt nicht die absolute Sicherheit, das
Ziel richtig zu tre↵en. Denn die technische Bee-
influssungsmöglichkeit der Fernsteurung sowie
des die Fernsteurung bedienenden Menschen
durch den Feind liegt zur Zeit im Bereich des
möglichen. Daraus ergeben sich Fehlerquellen,
die die Erfolgsaussichten einer solchen Bombe
sehr in Frage stellen. Dagegen bietet eine durch
Menschenhand gesteuerte Bombe die nach men-
schlichem Ermessen grössten Erfolgsaussichten.

An improved manned V1 with atomic energy as
a charge, in short a manned controllable atomic
bomb, which can certainly be released by mod-
ern, fast, large airplanes close to its target, en-
sures a safe destruction of this target given that
it is steered by the hands of a pilot ready to
sacrifice himself. Guiding such a bomb by a re-
mote control of any kind does not ensure the ab-
solute certainty of hitting the target correctly.
This happens because at this time it is tech-
nically possible for the enemy to interfere with
the remote control and also influence the peo-
ple controlling the remote guidance. This results
in sources of error that seriously jeopardize the
success of such a bomb. On the other hand, a
human-controlled bomb o↵ers the greatest pos-
sible prospects of success.

[For another document on the interrogation of Edmund Sorg, see p. 2958. It seems likely that there
are many other detailed documents summarizing information that was learned from interrogating
Sorg. Can those documents be located and declassified?

For photos of actual piloted and air-launched V-1s similar to what Sorg described, see p. 1472.
For a news description that may be related, see p. 3102. For photos of a similar air-to-ground
nuclear missile system that was created (or recreated?) in the United States by Walter Dornberger
beginning in 1946, see p. 1484.]
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Brief Operational Report on [censored] and Other Germans and Italians Connected
with Project Abstract. 19 August 1947. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134A, Box 29,
Folder Operation Oberjoch]

1. On 11 August 1947 [censored] on the Italian phase of PROJECT ABSTRACT, which, in a few
previous reports, was called Operation Arrival or Arrivederci, [censored] Headquarters, USAFE,
by Captain R.R. SNEIDER of the CIC Detachment, BAD KISSINGEN. Major A J. LEOCHA
[censored]

2. [Censored]

SANITIZED COPY
SENSITIVE INFORMATION DELETED

[...] New Facts and Re-a�rmation of Statements on PROJECT ABSTRACT.

4. Thorough cross-examination has not been e↵ective in shaking [censored] on matters directly
concerned with or related to PROJECT ABSTRACT.

a. Atomic research and development at TUCHELER HEIDE was coupled with research on guided
missiles, in 1943 and 1944. (Note: In March 1947 Professor W. von BRAUN admitted that in the
summer of 1943 he had been interested in atomic energy for use in V-2. Von BRAUN claimed to have
dropped the project for lack of available raw materials. It may be mere coincidence that [censored]
also places the beginning of combined research and development in 1943.—In March and April 1945
the undersigned heard rumors in Germany of such a combination. The most persistent rumors in I.G.
FARBEN circles had it that this combination would be linked with Chemical Warfare, especially
with the new nerve gases, i.e., the TABUN series. These rumors were repeated by responsible
members of I.G. FARBEN, who added that this vague plan or hope had been abandoned. At the
time no progress was made in the investigation of the atomic side of the problem because all e↵ort
was concentrated on a solution of the new Chemical Warfare problem. [Censored] now reveals that
the ampullae (phials) he saw in four boxes in Italy had originated with I.G. FARBEN. (See b
below).

b. Four boxes, probably originating in the Luftwa↵e Ministry in Berlin, were sent in March 1945 by
SD, POTSDAM, to ITALY in the care of a FELDWEBEL (Sergeant) HEINZ (surname forgotten!),
[censored] and a Private (name forgotten!). The boxes contained (i) reports and research data on
V-weapons and atomic research; (ii) 40–50 small ampullae (phials) “full of a whitish liquid”, labeled
U-234, U-235 and PLU, stamped “IG” (= IG Farbenindustrie); (iii) a new and not completely de-
veloped optical instrument probably intended for measuring speed and trajectory of guided missiles
at the firing point; (iv) various small and delicate parts of guided missiles, fastened to cardboard
by fine wires, with full description of each item attached to the cardboard.

c. The boxes were buried near VERONA by the FELDWEBEL, [censored] and a third soldier.
(The site has been explored. Parts of wooden boxes or of a wooden box, fragments of paper and an
ampullae (phial) marked U234 or U235 were seen by Captain SNEIDER and [censored]. The rest
had vanished). [...]
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BREE may be the same “person with a French name” (BOREU?) who worked spasmodically
on “electric fuses for guided missiles” at TUCHELER HEIDE in 1943 and 1944. Thus he would
know valuable details on the combined “guided missiles–atomic energy” research and development
and would perhaps know where the missing documents were sent, whether they went first from
TUCHELER HEIDE to BERLIN, as [censored] vaguely stated, and thence to SD, POTSDAM,
and to Italy.

24. Ingenieur KRUEGER should be traced and brought at once to ECIC. He may give us valuable
information on the combined “guided missiles–atomic energy” program at TUCHELER HEIDE in
1943 and 1944 and may know exactly where documents and instruments have been sent. [Censored]
obtained most of his information on activities at TUCHELER HEIDE from KRUEGER, in 1944.

25. Prof. Dr. NIELS [Walter Nielsch?], now said to be in the United States, was, according to
[censored,] concerned with chemical and atomic problems at TUCHELER HEIDE and produced a
number of atomic bombs, weighing from 1 to 5 kilograms. NIELS should be traced and questioned
in detail.

26. Prof. Dr. HUETTEN. Present whereabouts unknown to [censored.] He should be located and
brought to ALASKA for questioning. According to [censored] he was the originator of the combined
project of research and development of atomic energy and guided missiles at TUCHELER HEIDE.
This project was named “Aktion HUETTEN” after him. He was transferred elsewhere, probably
in 1943 (see paragraph 7).

27. Prof. Dr. HOFMANN, successor of HUETTEN as chief of the combined program at TUCHELER
HEIDE, is now at “ALEXANDROWKA Kononien” near BAKU where he is continuing his former
work. [...]

28. Prof W. Von BRAUN should be re-interrogated on the following: [...]

[Dr. Walter Nielsch (German, 1915–20??) was an expert on chemical metallurgy [e.g.,
https://www.semanticscholar.org/author/Walter-Nielsch/16969230] and a plausible candidate to
have been involved in the purification of uranium-235, uranium-233, or plutonium-239. What ex-
actly did Dr. Nielsch and/or Dr. Niels do during the war and also after the war?

Were the “number of atomic bombs, weighing from 1 to 5 kilograms” fission fuel pits for bombs?

Was this work on a nuclear-armed projectile at Tucheler Heide in Poland related to the alleged test
of a nuclear-armed projectile in Poland (p. 3000)?

The March 1947 interrogation of Wernher von Braun, mentioned in this document, is described in
more detail in the document on p. 3775.]
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HQ CIC, USFET, Region Munich IV, Munich Sub-Regional O�ce, 25 April 1946.
Subject: Wilhelm Voss. Declassified 2006 [NARA RG 263, Entry ZZ-18, Box 133, File
Voss, Friedrich Wilhelm].

1. Dr. Wilhelm VOSS reported to this o�ce 24 April 1946. Subject was the director of the Skoda
Works and Bruenner Wa↵enwerke in Prague, Czechoslovakia from 1939–1945. Subject claims that
he has valuable information on atom bomb research in Germany. He also states that he has infor-
mation on a new type torpedo which is radar controlled and leave no trace in water.

2. Dr. Wilhelm VOSS was born 1 July 1896 in Rostock, Mecklenburg. [...] He was one of the founders
of Reichswerke Hermann Goering and in 1938 became its commercial director. In 1939 VOSS was
appointed director of Skoda and Bruenner Wa↵enwerke by Goering.

3. Subject states that the two men that were responsible for research on the most secret weapons
at Skoda were SS Gruppenfuehrer Prof. KAMMLER and his deputy SS Oberfuehrer PURUCKER.
On the 10 May 1945 VOSS and PURUCKER were in Schimelitz, fleeing in the direction of the
American troops. PURUCKER was driving a large civilian car which contained many of the plans
on the atom bomb. This car plus material fell into the hands of the Russians, and VOSS was
separated from PURUCKER. VOSS at present does not know where PURUCKER is located.

4. Subject was held prisoner by the Czechs in the concentration camp Modran. He was released
two weeks ago and at present resides in Odelzhausen near Munich. Subject is moving on 25 April
46 to Egern/a, Tegernsee, Seestrasse 68, c/o REINHOLD. CIC in Tegernsee was notified by phone
on the 24 April 1946, and VOSS was told to report to CIC Tegernsee immediately on arrival there.

5. VOSS states that the following men know more detailed plans on the atom bomb and other
secret weapons.

a. Director Alfred BAUBIN of the sta↵ of KAMMLER. Middle of March BAUBIN was
supposed to have still been in Internment Camp Schtehowitz near Prague. He was slated
to be returned to his native Austria.

b. Director ENGEL, manager of research laboratory in Pibrams and closely connected
with KAMMLER. VOSS believes that ENGEL escaped from Czechoslovakia and might
subsequently have become PW in American hands.

c. Members of the Research Group could be found in the secret “Mitteilungsblatt des
Ruestungsministeriums.”

Wilhelm Voss. Statement. 18 September 1946. The first two pages are present in the
U.K. copy of this document [TNA FO 1031/64] but appear to have been redacted in
the U.S. copy [NARA RG 263, Entry ZZ-18, Box 133, File Voss, Friedrich Wilhelm].

1. Professor Kammler (G).

He was the Head of a sta↵ of specialists who developed highly secret weapons and war-equipment.
Whereas up to a recent date each Branch of the Wehrmacht and its competent authorities had
their developments carried out separately, Kammler succeeded in creating in his field a centralized
command for all Branches of the Wehrmacht. His field consisted mainly of V-weapons, rocket
apparatus, remote control, atomic energy, jet-propulsion and other similar subjects.
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According to my information, Kammler, who shifted his o�ce to Prague during the last month of
the war—committed suicide on May 9th near Prague. His first assistant and second in command
was

2. Generaldirektor (General Manager) [Erich] Purucker (G).

He was General Manager of the Vereinigte Industriewerke, Spandau, and of the Berliner Spreewerk
(production of guns and ammunition). He was in the first place the liaison between SS, Heereswaf-
fenamt (Army Ordnance Branch) and Ruestungsministerium (Ministry of Armaments and War
Production) and in the end he became the assistant of Kammler. On May 10th I met him at the
American demarcation line outside Schimmelitz on the road Pibrams–Strakonitz, where a large
convoy of civilian lorries and military formations stopped, in order to be taken over and directed
into the Reich by American troops. We stayed there until May 12th. On that day an order was given
all of a sudden to the e↵ect that not the Americans, but approaching Russian Formations would
take us over. Therefore Purucker and I tried to hand over to the Americans the very bulky material
of the sta↵ of scientists under Kammler, which Purucker had packed and carried with him in a
large lorry and in order to hand the material over to the Americans, Purucker called an American
o�cer. This o�cer promised to inform his Commanding O�cer according to our wish and to fetch
us and the material within an hour latest. Apparently, however, he did not realize the importance
of this matter, because he did not come back. Therefore Purucker handed all his material over to
Russian o�cers. I was still with him on May 15th in the Russian camp in Zlavonice at the southern
border of Bohemia. Purucker was interrogated there several times by night by the Russians and
one day he was moved together with his material. Where—I don’t know—but recently I heard by
chance that he is working in Moscow and that his family has joined him there.

3. Ing. Karel Staller (C)

This man is the most versatile and intelligent designer and scientist I ever met. Towards the end
he became second General Manager of the Bruenner Wa↵en-Werke under me—worked, however, as
before, mainly in the field of research and development. He himself was the designer of the famous
British machine-gun (Bren ZB 26 and 37) and he carried out more or less himself all developments
within the Bruenner Wa↵en-Konzern in the fields of optics, machine-construction, construction of
arms, fuzes, ammunition, rocket-projectors, etc. [...]

4. Fritz (?) [actually Rolf] Engel (G)

This man was, if I am not mistaken—until 1942/43 Head of the experimental workshops at Hela-
muende, which he founded himself. Then I took him over (with the experimental workshops) and
made him Chief of our research institute at Pibrams. Engel was a specialist for many years in the
field of rockets and he was a member of the Central Commission for rocket-research, Berlin. For a
long time he worked together with Kammler, and he knew almost everything of the secret research
and development work, especially because he was the President of a special Commission which had
to carry out the entire calculations in the chemical and physical fields with regard to ballistics of
special weapons and apparatus. Engel and his wife lived in Pibrams. I suppose that he escaped in
time across the American demarcation line into Germany and that he lives probably somewhere in
the American Zone.

5. Ing Odstracil (C)

After Staller he is, according to my opinion, the best scientist and designer of the Bruenner-
Wa↵en-Konzern, of which he was the o�cial Chief designer. He worked mainly in the fields of
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rocket projectors, automatic weapons, fuzes and ammunition. [...]

6. Ing. Adolf Vambersky (C).

This man was General Manager of the Skoda Konzern (Combine) and in that capacity he was more
or less the Chief of research and development in all fields with regard to the combine. [...]

7. Ing. Alesch (C).

Until May 1945 he was Chief of Explosia AG and Synthesia AG He is a former Austrian O�cer of
the Engineers in Blumen. Alesch is an excellent expert in the field of high explosives, therefore he
directed our latest developments in high explosives. [...]

8. Dr. Kappel (G).

He, as a chemist was in charge of the laboratories of our plants for high-explosives in Semtin. He
himself was a scientist and the inventor of the latest patents. [...]

11. Ing. Novy (C)

He was the Chief of our foundries, including the attached plants and the casting houses. He was a
specialist in the field of light metal. He is an excellent expert as well as technician. [...]

12. Professor Dr. Maurer (G).

Before he worked with Krupp’s, then he was advisor with the Skoda Konzern in all questions of
metallurgy and foundries. He was in the first place a University professor (ordentlicher Professor)
at the Academy for Mining in Freiberg/Saxony [see p. 2641]. As far as I know he had to resign at
the instigation of the Russians. He is an excellent scientific capacity on iron and steel including the
working-up process and he is also very practical-minded. [...]

14. Dr. Pavlicek (G).

He was the Chief of the Optiko-Techna.—the optical plants of the Bruenner Wa↵en Konzern in
Prerov. His field was mainly research and development. He was also informed with regard to many
particulars concerning his field, inside Germany, as he had to function at general conferences and
discussions in these questions, created by various firms under the leadership of Zeiss. [...]

[This document supports the story of Purucker fleeing with (atomic bomb) plans in his car and
being forced to surrender to Russians instead of Americans.

It also provides more information on Rolf Engel and other experts working in wartime Czechoslo-
vakia, and demonstrates that their expertise covered many of the areas necessary to build an atomic
bomb.]
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[According to o�cial histories, Hans Kammler died in early May 1945. However, documents in U.S.
government archives prove that he surrendered to U.S. forces in May 1945 and was alive and being
interrogated by the United States long after the war.]

Albert Speer. 1981. Infiltration: How Heinrich Himmler Schemed to Build an SS
Industrial Empire. p. 243

[...] Kammler [...] came to me in early April in order to say goodbye. For the first time in our
four-year association, Kammler did not display his usual dash. On the contrary, he seemed insecure
and slippery with his vague, obscure hints about why I should transfer to Munich with him. He
said e↵orts were being made in the SS to get rid of the Führer. He himself, however, was planning
to contact the Americans. In exchange for their guaranty of his freedom, he would o↵er them the
entire technology of our jet planes, as well as the A-4 rocket and other important developments,
including the transcontinental rocket. For this purpose, he was assembling all development experts
in Upper Bavaria in order to hand them over to the Americans.

Hans Kammler’s Adjutant Heinz Schürmann. 6 November 2003 filmed interview with
Heiko Petermann [courtesy of Heiko Petermann].

[Kammler’s last words to Schürmann before leaving him on 4 May 1945:]

Wenn es heisst, Hänschen ist tot, ist Hans noch
lange nicht tot.

If it is said that little Hans is dead, Hans is far
from dead.
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7 May 1945 memorandum discovered by or provided to Gerald Fleming (Surrey Uni-
versity). What is the archival source for this document? For a photograph of this
document, see p. 3216 [courtesy of Rainer Karlsch; published in Reuter et al. 2019, p.
168].

[Redaction 1]

T O P S E C R E T

[Redaction 2]

7 May 1945

BY DIPLOMATIC POUCH

SUBJECT: Interrogation Report [Redaction 3] HANS KAMMLER

General der S.S. KAMMLER (chief of all V-weapons production) o�ce at 7, Taunusstrasse, Berlin
- Grunewald.

Age: 43 and party member since 1932. Dr. Ing. KAMMLER is a trained architect by profession
and was head of all secret weapons projects including the V-1 and V-2. He further claims to have
been head of [Redaction 4] project based at the [Redaction 5]. CIC O�cer is in possession of
documents from KAMMLER which may prove to be of considerable value.

Dr. KAMMLER surrendered 6 May with other named persons attached. Dressed in Heer uniform
he later identified himself to an o�cer of [Redaction 6]. By way of special order KAMMLER is to
be transferred immediately to KOHNSTEIN, Germany for purposes of detailed interrogation and
evaluation of underground weapons research and production facilities.

DETAILED REPORT: At the suggestion of the investigating o�cers KAMMLER is preparing
a detailed report (in German). This is to include the following:

Secret weapons development

[Redaction 7]

Underground research and production facilities

Security measures concerning the above

[Redaction 8]

[This document was typed in a monospace font, with an equal amount of space for every character.
It used a single space after each period. The number of characters in each redacted phrase gives
some clue as to what that phrase could have been.

Redaction 1 appears to have been added sometime after the document was typed and was probably
an identification number for the document within an archive. That information was presumably
removed to prevent investigators from locating the source of the document, verifying its authenticity,
and finding other related documents.

Redaction 2 was the name of the organization that created this memorandum. Again, it was
probably removed to prevent investigators from locating the source of the document, verifying its
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authenticity, and finding other related documents. Based on the style of the document, it was
created by the U.S. military. From information later in the document, the creating organization
was either the U.S. Army Counter-Intelligence Corps (CIC) itself or some other organization that
collaborated with or oversaw CIC.

Redaction 3 contained 6 characters between “Report” and “HANS”, including any spaces before,
after, and in between. Presumably it named the organization that interrogated Kammler and was
redacted for that reason. The most likely answer was “s CIC ” or “: CIC ”. CIC is named later in
the document as being involved in possessing information from Kammler. It appears very sloppy
or hasty that one mention of CIC was redacted while the other was not.

Redaction 4 contained 16 characters between “of” and “project”, including any spaces before,
after, and in between. It named some secret weapons project that was much more sensitive than
the V-1 and V-2, and that still required redaction even many decades later. Based on the sorts
of projects that Germany appears to have been conducting, and the sorts of projects that would
provoke such secrecy from U.S. o�cers and censors, it seems almost certain that Redaction 4
concerned the German nuclear weapons program. There are several plausible wordings that match
the 16-character space, including “ the Tube Alloy ”, “ the German T A ”, “ an atomic bomb ”, “
SS atomic bomb ”, or “ atomic weapons ”.

Redaction 5 contained 18 characters between the beginning of the line and the apparent location
of the period, including any spaces. It seems to have named the headquarters and/or the most
important production location for the German nuclear weapons program. As such, this information
would be of great interest to modern investigators. The 18-character location name is preceded
by “the”, which also helps to narrow down the possible answers. “BERGKRISTALL plant” (St.
Georgen/Gusen) and “Truppenübungsplatz” (Ohrdruf) are plausible answers. Other possible loca-
tions might have included Linz, Pilsen, Prague, Tuchola Forest/Tucheler Heide, etc., although it is
challenging to think of names that the U.S. military would have used for those locations and that
would have been preceded by “the” and had 18 characters.

Redaction 6 contained 21 characters between “of” and the apparent location of the period, in-
cluding any spaces. It named the military unit to which Kammler surrendered, and it was probably
redacted to prevent investigators from verifying this document and finding related documents.
Based on U.S. troop movements and locations in early May 1945, a plausible answer is “ 4th
Armored Division”.

Redaction 7 contained 17–19 characters, and most likely 18 characters based on how far the other
black marks protrude beyond the edge of a redacted word. Redaction 7 was the second in a list of
four items. The first and third items were almost exactly as named earlier in the memorandum,
so the redacted phrase was probably the same or nearly the same as named in Redaction 4. Some
possibilities include “Tube Alloy project” (18 characters), “German T A project” (18 characters),
“Atomic development” (18 characters), “SS atomic research” (18 characters), “SS atomic weapons”
(17 characters), “Atomic bomb project” (19 characters), etc.

Redaction 8 was the person who wrote this memorandum. Once again, it was presumably redacted
to prevent investigators from locating the source of the document, verifying its authenticity, and
finding other related documents.

Can the archival source of this document be identified, and can unredacted versions of this docu-
ment, the documents it mentions, and other related documents be released?]
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Figure D.156: 7 May 1945 memorandum, proving that Hans Kammler was alive and being interro-
gated by the United States as of 7 May 1945 [courtesy of Rainer Karlsch; published in Reuter et
al. 2019, p. 168].
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Colonel Loyd K. Pepple. 30 May 1945 Memorandum to Colonel Sheldon. [AFHRA
C5089 electronic version pp. 792–806]

HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES STRATEGIC AIR FORCES IN EUROPE

O�ce of Asst. Chief of Sta↵ A-2
Exploitation Division, Operations Section

30 May, 1945

MEMORANDUM: Summary of Activities, Operations Section, Exploitation Division.

TO: Colonel Sheldon

[...]

47. The following is a list of key German Air Force non-technical personnel presently being held
for interrogation.

Reichsmarschall Hermann Goering Commander in Chief of Luftwa↵e.

Generalfeldmarschall Ehrhard Secretary of State for Air and
Milch Inspector General of the GAF—Director

General of Equipment.

General der Flieger Koller Chief of General Sta↵ of Luftwa↵e.

Dr. Albert Speer Minister for Armament and War
Production.

[...]

SS-Obergruppenführer Kammler Inspector of all units of the Luftwa↵e
working with rocket-propelled arms.

[...]
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Figure D.157: 30 May 1945 memorandum from Colonel Loyd K. Pepple to Colonel Sheldon, proving
that Hans Kammler was alive and being interrogated by the United States as of 30 May 1945
[AFHRA C5089 electronic version pp. 792–806].
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Figure D.158: 30 May 1945 memorandum from Colonel Loyd K. Pepple to Colonel Sheldon, proving
that Hans Kammler was alive and being interrogated by the United States as of 30 May 1945
[AFHRA C5089 electronic version pp. 792–806].
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Figure D.159: 30 May 1945 memorandum from Colonel Loyd K. Pepple to Colonel Sheldon, proving
that Hans Kammler was alive and being interrogated by the United States as of 30 May 1945
[AFHRA C5089 electronic version pp. 792–806].
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Louis D. Caplane and William G. Magee. 15 July 1949. Source of certain funds held
for Sammelkonto Accounts by the Austrian National Bank at Linz, Upper Austria.
Records of the German External Assets Branch of the U.S. Allied Commission for
Austria Section, 1945–1950. [NARA RG 260, Microfilm Roll 0084]

[...] Shortly after the occupation, Hans Kammler appeared before the CIC in Gmunden and made
a detailed statement on the operations and activities on the Baustelle Ebensee, as well as on the
account, and his own authority and authority of Karl Engelhardt. None of the present American
O�cers at the CIC, Gmunden, is familiar with his statement but it should be in the files there.
Mr. Morrison of the CIC, Gmunden was requested by the team to send a copy of this statement to
Mr. Loehr. [...]

George C. McDonald to Ernst Englander. 2 November 1945. Subject: German Un-
derground Installations. [AFHRA C5098 frame 0886; original paper copy in folder
570.6501A 1945–46, Special Projects—Current]

HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES AIR FORCES IN EUROPE

O�ce of Asst. Chief of Sta↵ A-2
APO 633

AAF Station 179
2 November 1945

SUBJECT: German Underground Installations.

TO: Major ERNST ENGLANDER, A.C., Headquarters USAFE, APO 633.

1. I have been instructed by the AC of S A-2, Headquarters Army Air Forces, Washington, D.C. to
furnish detailed information from many aspects on enemy underground installations, techniques,
etc.

2. In view of recent scientific developments, it is considered of the utmost importance for future
planning and of the highest priority that we obtain all the benefit of the experience of German
industry regarding the use of such facilities.

3. To implement the required study, you are directed to make the necessary arrangements to
personally interrogate Speer, Kammler and Sauer and report your findings to me as soon as possible.

GEORGE C. McDONALD
Brigadier General, U.S.A.
Asst. Chief of Sta↵ A-2.
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Figure D.160: Original paper copy of 2 November 1945 letter from General George C. McDonald
to Major Ernst Englander, proving that Hans Kammler was alive and being interrogated by the
United States as of November 1945 [AFHRA folder 570.6501A 1945–46, Special Projects—Current].
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[By the end of the war, SS General (and Dr. Ing.) Hans Kammler controlled and knew the details
of virtually all secret German weapons research and development. There are a number of reasons
to believe that Kammler’s authority and knowledge also included the nuclear program by the end
of the war:

• In postwar interrogations, Skoda chief Wilhelm Voss stated that Kammler and his sta↵ were
in charge of the “most secret” weapons, including the atomic bomb (p. 3210).

• Heinrich Himmler’s adjutant, Werner Grothmann, repeatedly said that Kammler was in
charge of executing the nuclear program for Himmler and the SS, in direct association with
Wilhelm Ohnesorge from the Reichspost [see for example pp. 2636 and 2734, and many other
examples in Krotzky 2002].

• Surviving documents demonstrate that Kammler was indeed closely involved in technical
discussions between Himmler at the SS and Ohnesorge at the Reichspost, and apparently
directly responsible for implementing their programs (pp. 2628–2630).

• According to the 1962 interrogation of Heinz Wachsmut, written orders related to the March
1945 Thuringia nuclear test were signed by Hans Kammler, along with other SS and Reich-
spost o�ces (p. 3078).

• Kammler was in charge of all underground factories, including those where nuclear work
apparently occurred, as well as the concentration camps that supplied the labor for those
factories.

• Kammler was listed as a recipient for train shipments of supplies at the Gusen underground
facility, alongside scientists such as the nuclear physicist Siegfried Flügge and the implosion
bomb expert Hubert Schardin (p. 2757).

• Refugees from a nuclear facility in Lüneburger Heide seemed to indicate that Kammler was
in charge of that and other similar facilities (p. 2866–2867).

• By the end of the war, Kammler controlled the potential delivery methods for nuclear
weapons, including long-range rockets and jet aircraft.

• Kammler steadily amassed power over all types and aspects of advanced weapons development
over the course of the war, apparently due to a combination of great political skill, extreme
ambition, and ruthless e�ciency. It would seem inevitable for the nuclear program to have
eventually fallen under his control—he would not have let anything stop him.

• The documents on pp. 3213–3222 demonstrate that the United States concealed the fact
that Kammler was alive after the war, shielded him from prosecution, and relied on his
knowledge and assistance. Moreover, the United States has tried to keep that secret for 75
years. Kammler must have o↵ered the United States information that was especially useful—
and especially damning—to have justified such extraordinary measures. Details of the German
nuclear program would qualify as su�ciently important information.
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The documents on pp. 3213–3222 prove that Kammler did not die in early May 1945, as was
reported in various conflicting accounts, but rather that Kammler was alive, in U.S. custody, and
available for interrogation at least as of November 1945. Apparently he surrendered to U.S. forces
in early May, so he would have been in U.S. custody for approximately six months by the time of
McDonald’s memo, and perhaps for many more years afterward.

The U.S. government must possess lengthy transcripts or even audio/video recordings of Kammler’s
interrogations. It would also possess any documents and materials that Kammler had with him
when he was captured, or that he was able to direct the Americans to afterward. Kammler’s
interrogations and documents would presumably have provided the United States with considerable
detail about the German nuclear program and other very advanced developments, such as the
transcontinental rocket mentioned by Speer. (Albert Speer’s own capture and interrogation, also
referenced in McDonald’s memo, resulted in many shelves full of documents.)

How can all of that Kammler material be located and declassified from U.S. government archives?
For starters, where are:

• Kammler’s detailed statement to the U.S. Counter-Intelligence Corps (likely in May 1945)?

• Ernst Englander’s “as soon as possible” report to George McDonald about what he learned
from interrogating Kammler (likely in November 1945)?

[For background information and more details, see Agoston 1985; Döbert and Karlsch 2019; Karlsch
2014; Michalski et al. 2019; Reuter et al. 2019; Sulzer and Brauburger 2014, 2019a.]]
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F. U.S. Inspections of Possible Nuclear Facilities

[At the end of the war, investigators from the United States personally inspected many of the
facilities where German nuclear work may have occurred. Reports on what they found have never
been publicly released.]

German Underground Structures [AFHRA C5098 frames 0886–0890]

HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES AIR FORCES IN EUROPE

O�ce of Asst. Chief of Sta↵ A-2

AAF Station 379
APO 633, U S Army
29 August 1945

SUBJECT: German Underground Structures.

TO: Commanding General, U. S. Air Forces in Europe, APO 633, U S Army.

1. In compliance with your instructions, the following report on German underground structures is
rendered.

2. This is based on the writer’s personal observations during the period 14 May to 1 August 1945. It
is of necessity in the nature of a preliminary report for an insu�cient number of undergrounds were
visited to make a complete report on so large a subject. Again, these installations were inspected
primarily for their equipment installations of urgent ATI interests, rather than for the details of
their construction. However, the main structural features were examined and noted.

3. A list of the undergrounds visited is attached hereto as Appendix 1. These varied in size from
approximately five (5) to twenty-six (26) kilometers, lineal measure, of underground galleries. Di-
mensions of the galleries varied from four (4) to twenty (20) meters in width and five (5) to fifteen
(15) meters in height, the floor space from twenty five thousand (25,000) to one hundred thirty
thousand (130000) square meters.

4. All of the undergrounds examined are level entries driven into solid limestone, requiring drilling
and blasting for excavation, to a soft, fine-grained sandstone which could be dug by pick alone.
These last are all well supported by heavy masonry or concrete linings. Some of the solid limestone
galleries are also lined. In all cases the workmanship (though chiefly done by slave labor) is excellent
and the construction is of permanent nature for long endurance, rather than to meet temporary
war construction.

5. All entries are in steep hillsides having slopes of thirty (30) degrees or more. In nearly every case
an open cut was excavated in the hillside so that even the portals are under one hundred (100)
feet, or more, of overburden. From the portals the rising slope of the surface increased the solid
overburden rapidly to two hundred (200) to five hundred (500) feet.
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CONCLUSIONS

6. Even though well drained, lighted and ventilated, these underground structures are, of necessity,
inferior to surface buildings for housing industrial plants. Their only advantage is protection from
bombing and they, therefore, have no place in a peacetime industry. Their continued existence is a
military asset.

7. Well supported excavations under the protection of a deep solid rock overburden are extremely
stable and are impervious to damage by attack from the air by any existing bomb. The future
developments of the atomic bomb cannot now be predicted. However, to destroy the workings from
the air, the entire overlying hill would have to be blown o↵, a matter of shattering solid rock, from
above, to a depth of 200 feet or more. This is now considered impractical.

8. Neutralization of level entry undergrounds must include nearly complete destruction to be e↵ec-
tive. Sealing the entrances only would be merely a short delaying action. However, where entry is
by vertical, or inclined shaft, the destruction of the shaft may render reopening impractical under
certain conditions. It would in any case cause a long delay.

9. So long as these undergrounds remain intact they are available for bombproof housings of im-
portant industries in any future war. It is recommended that careful consideration be given to their
neutralization even though its accomplishment will be a di�cult and costly work.

10. To approach this problem, it is recommended that all existing undergrounds be examined by
personnel qualified to judge not only the strength of the supporting structures, but the character of
the overlying rock, its structure, joints, bedding planes and other lines of weakness. Maps showing
the underground galleries should also have the surface contours superimposed to show depth of
overburden at all points. The above information is needed before any detailed plan of neutralization
can be made.

11. It is believed that the most e↵ective method will follow the general plan of blasting out the
strategic supporting column of rock with explosive blasts strong enough to shatter the overlying
rock along lines of natural weakness su�ciently to render its support impractical.

RECOMMENDATIONS

12. The overall problem can best be evaluated under the direction of a geologist with practical
experience in underground development. He can correlated the primary factors:

a. the overlying rock structure and strength, with

b. its support.

With him should be associated men of extended practical experience in underground construction
and an explosive expert.

13. It is recommended that this paper be forwarded to Headquarters, Army Air Forces, with the
idea of selecting targets of above mentioned types for secret experiment of rocket propelled atomic
bomb.

GEORGE C. McDONALD
Brigadier General, U.S.A.
Asst. Chief of Sta↵ A-2.
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Figure D.161: Map of Camp St. Georgen from General McDonald’s report.
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2 Incls: List of undergrounds.
Map of Camp St. Georgen.

APPENDICES

1. List of undergrounds examined.

Camp Gusen Aircraft component factory
Camp St. Georgen ” ” ”
Camp Ebensee ” ” ”
Kahla ” ” ”
Between Kahla and Jena Optical lens grinding plant.
Redl-Zipf Oxygen making plant.

2. Attached is the map of the underground workings at Camp St. Georgen. This illustrates the
general type of structure though it is more regularly laid out than the others.

[This document demonstrates several important facts:

• There were a very large number of German underground installations (the six that McDonald
visited were only an “insu�cient number,” Point 2 and Appendix 1).

• The German underground installations were massive (Point 3—up to 26 km of galleries each,
with the galleries up to 15 m high and up to 20 m wide), built with “workmanship” that was
“excellent... for long endurance” (Point 4) and “well drained, lighted and ventilated” (Point
6).

• The German underground installations that he described sounded fully functional during the
war, not still under construction and unoccupied at the end of the war.

• Allied personnel conducted detailed inspections of the underground installations, yet (with
only a few exceptions) the results of those inspections, or even the facts that they occurred
at all, have not been made public.

• The Allies removed urgent war-critical materials from the underground installations (Point
2). What materials could have been so urgently needed by the United States in its continuing
war with Japan—perhaps materials related to nuclear weapons development?

• After the war, the Allies expended great e↵ort to destroy and prevent access to the many
underground installations (Points 8–12).

• Underground installations that were so numerous, so large, and so advanced could have pro-
vided suitable locations not only for the aircraft, lens, and oxygen production that McDonald
mentioned, but also potentially for producing large rockets, nuclear materials or weapons, or
other advanced weapons systems or components.
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• McDonald could only describe what he observed. It is possible that some German underground
installations were evacuated and/or destroyed by German troops before Allied military forces
even arrived.

• Point 13: Presumably McDonald was not suggesting nuclear test strikes on these facilities in
postwar Austria and Germany, which would cause radioactive contamination of the area, not
be a “secret experiment” at all, and likely provoke negative reactions from local countries and
from the Soviet Union. Rather, he was presumably suggesting that the United States should
build test structures similar to those he described (likely in the southwestern United States
or on a Pacific island) and then detonate an atomic bomb on that test structure to see how
much damage the bomb could do.

• Point 13: During the war, Heinrich Himmler apparently wanted German underground facilities
to be so well built that they could even survive an Allied strike by an atomic bomb (see p.
3095). McDonald may have been aware of that intention, and may have wanted to put it to
the test (but somewhere else where the test could be conducted safely and secretly, as already
discussed).

• Point 13: In August 1945, the U.S. was apparently preparing “secret experiment of rocket
propelled atomic bomb.” However, the only atomic bombs that the United States o�cially
possessed were more Fat Man bombs weighing 3000-4000 kg (depending on the casing), and
the largest rockets that the United States o�cially possessed were captured German V-2
rockets, which could not carry a payload that heavy. O�cially the United States did not
develop its first rocket-propelled atomic bombs until the early 1950s [Hansen 1988, pp. 189–
191]. In August 1945, how could the U.S. military have, or expect to soon have, a rocket-
propelled atomic bomb for a “secret experiment”? Does that suggest that the United States
acquired German rockets larger than the V-2 that could carry a larger payload like the
U.S. Fat Man? Does it suggest that the United States acquired a German atomic bomb
(or plans thereof) that was smaller than the U.S. Fat Man? Or does it suggest that the
United States acquired an advanced German rocket and atomic bomb that were already an
integrated system? (There is also an earlier draft of this report with the comment about a
rocket propelled atomic bomb added in handwriting [AFHRA C5098 frames 0990–0991].)

• McDonald was involved in preparing the U.S. Army Air Force’s January 1945 “Evaluation of
German Capabilities” that discussed existing German rockets larger than the V-2, as well as
sites of possible German atomic bomb tests (see pp. 3458–3459). After the end of the war in
Europe, he spent months visited highly secret German weapons production plants (Point 2
and Appendix 1). He knew that Hans Kammler survived the war, was in U.S. custody, and
was being interrogated (see pp. 3213–3222). Thus McDonald was probably one of the best
informed Americans in terms of his knowledge of the German secrets weapons programs.]
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Figure D.162: Photos taken by U.S. soldiers at the “Bergkristall” tunnel complex at St. Georgen an
der Gusen near Linz, Austria, in May 1945 [AFRHA 00043922 SQ-BOMB-34-HI 1–31 July 1945].
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Figure D.163: More photos taken by U.S. soldiers at the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen
an der Gusen in May 1945 [AFRHA 00043922 SQ-BOMB-34-HI 1–31 July 1945].
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Figure D.164: More photos taken by U.S. soldiers at the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen
an der Gusen in May 1945 [AFRHA 00043922 SQ-BOMB-34-HI 1–31 July 1945].
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Figure D.165: Another photo of entrances to the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen an der
Gusen in 1945.
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SHAEF to War Department. Cable 422. 31 May 1945 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 160, Folder APR 45–Dec. ’45]

From: Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Forces, Forward, Frankfurt, Germany

To: War Department

Nr: 422 31 May 1945

Multiple address. 3112000 May COSITINTREP nr 422, Part 1—Land, Section B. From HQ 12th
Army Group from Bradley signed Eisenhower, ref nr QX 21736.

2. Intelligence. [...]

F. Uncovering of new or improved enemy weapons and equipment:

A laboratory containing equipment and documents related to experimental work on atomic bombs
and AA rockets was located near Lofer, E 7399 by Third US Army. [...]

PARAGRAPHS 8, 9, 10 of MFIU/HQ/CSDIC/12. Undated but apparently late 1944/early
1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US
Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

PARAGRAPHS 8, 9, 10 of MFIU/HQ/CSDIC/12

I. “SECRET WEAPONS”

8. Factory nr: Pilsen. (No date). A P/W, who lives near Pilsen, supplies the following information
which he had only at second-hand from friends working in Pilsen.

9. A large underground factory is being constructed in the woods within 8–9 km of Pilsen and was
said to be finished shortly. Workers of many nationalities were employed in this construction work
and were confined to the site of the plant at all times.

10. Rumour has it that one of the secret weapons is to be produced there.
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Figure D.166: U.S. soldiers in Pilsen in May 1945.
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Figure D.167: Location of the former Skoda R&D complex in Pilsen.
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David Gattiker and George C. Davis. 16 May 1945. Report on visit to Joachim-
sthal/Jáchymov. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder APR 45–Dec. ’45]

I and Davis entered Czechoslovakian target yesterday morning and spent three hours with Dr.
Patzochke, German director of the mines.

There has been intensive exploratory and development work at two out of three mines directed at
increasing the production of uranium, bismuth, cobalt and nickel. The shaft of one mine has been
extended to about twice its original depth, and a new underground shaft has been added to the
other mine. Plans for sinking a shaft on a new site are prepared.

Uranium ore production has been increased from the equivalent of about one and one-half grams
radium per year before the war to three and one-half grams per year in 1943–1944. From 1939 to
1944 inclusive ore equivalent to about fourteen grams radium was mined and concentrated at the
mine site. These concentrates contain 60 per cent U3O8 and were sent to Germany and Austria for
radium extraction, and were divided equally between Auer, Buchler at Brunswick, and Goldschmidt
at Treibach in Austria. Dr. Patzochke informed us that exploratory work indicates that mine could
be maintained at present output for at least five years, and probably for at least ten years. It might
even be possible to increase output to the equivalent of five grams of radium per year.

Radium and uranium refinery at site has been closed down since 1939, and only the concentration
plant has been worked. This can handle ten tons of crude ore per day. Stocks consist of about four
tons of 60 per cent concentrates, twenty tons of 10 per cent crude ore and three thousand tons of
residues having a U3O8 content not exceeding one per cent.

The mines used to be the property of the town until they were taken over by Auer. They will now
presumably return to Czechoslovakian ownership. At present all directors are German, and most
technical sta↵ are Germans. We asked for and were given copies of some of the mine plans.

The town has not yet been occupied either by the United States or the Russian armies, and we were
the first Allied soldiers to enter. The Russians were expected hourly from Carlsbad which made it
necessary to reduce time spent in target area to minimum. There was a provisional Czechoslovakian
Military Government in the town with whom we did not come into contact.

The mine shafts lend themselves to destruction, but we do not, repeat do not, recommend such an
action in view of tactical and other general considerations. It would doubtless be possible to place
contract for output of mines at a later date when ownership has been re-established, provided, of
course, that we are not forestalled by our eastern Allies.

A WWII smuggler helped Cambridge get its new ice rink. Cambridge News. 7 Novem-
ber 2017. [https://www.cambridge-news.co.uk/news/wwii-smuggler-helped-cambridge-
new-13863896]

[...] David Gattiker, who studied chemistry from 1929 to 1931, bequeathed £1 million to the uni-
versity to build a permanent ice hockey facility in the city. [...]

During the Second World War, Gattiker was involved in smuggling uranium ore out of Germany,
as recounted in his book ‘The Uranium Trail’, which he wrote under a pseudonym.

He moved to Canada after the war and became an agricultural chemist. [...]
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Cordell Richardson [David Gattiker]. 1977. Uranium Trail East pp. 8, 104.

Some names have been altered where otherwise embarrassment might occur. [...]

Dr. Fischer [Patzochke] was surprised to see that his visitors were British and American o�cers.
“Gentlemen, I am delighted to see you. I was expecting the Russians. They are reported to be
already at Carlsbad, only ten miles south. Does your presence mean that the Sudetenland and my
mine will come under British and American control?” His eyes were bright at the thought. [...]

“During the war the mine has produced to capacity,” he explained with pride, “nearly fifteen grams
of radium, a record. It was all sent to Germany. And it is interesting to note that the Germans
suddenly wanted the uranium waste product as well! For the first time! Nearly 500 tons but I don’t
know what for...”

Vladimir L. Rychly. Czechoslovakia—Jachymov Uranium Mines—General Informa-
tion. 5 December 1946. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 12, Folder TSC # 3301–3400]

Czechoslovak miners, formerly employed in the Pribram area, and now resettled with their fami-
lies at Jachymov, Czechoslovakia, furnished the following general information on the pitchblende
deposits in Jachymov: [...]

There are three individual uranium mines at Jachymov. [...]

(a) “Werner” Mine is located about 2 km northeast of Jachymov. The “Werner” mine contains two
vertical shafts which at present are in full operation. During the German occupation of Czechoslo-
vakia, the Germans continued operations in this mine to the very last moment.

(b) “Stalin” Mine (formerly “Rovnost” Mine) is located in the southwest outskirts of Jachymov.
This mine, now in operation, has only one entrance for both miners and bogietrucks.

(c) “Svornost” Mine is located in the northern section of the city of Jachymov. During the German
occupation of Czechoslovakia, the Germans abandoned this mine and claimed it was unproduc-
tive. However, the Svornost mine kept on supplying most of Jachymov’s Health Institutions with
radioactive water at a depth of 530 meters—radioactivity of 500 Mache units with temperature
of 28oC. It might be for this reason that the Soviet geologists are so keenly interested in starting
operation in this mine. The di�culties encountered by the Soviets are greater than expected as
most tunnels are flooded. [...]
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Figure D.168: Joachimsthal or Jáchymov uranium mine and uranium ore circa 1945. [NARA RG
38, Entry 98C, Box 12, Folder TSC # 3301–3400. Vladimir L. Rychly, 5 December 1946]
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Underground Factories in Europe [AFHRA C5098 frames 0931–0932]

Underground Factories in Europe

Commanding General, Air Material Command, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. Attn: TSDIN

1. In compliance with Restricted letter, Subj: Request for Information on German Underground
Plants, dated 19 Oct 1945 (Incl. 1), a report has been prepared entitled “Preliminary Report on
Underground Factories and Facilities in Germany and Austria” (Incl. 2).

2. The completed survey disclosed a considerably larger number of German underground factories
than had hitherto been suspected. In addition to Germany and Austria, the Germans built under-
ground factories in France, Italy, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. Although the Germans did not go
underground on a large scale until March, 1944, they managed to get approximately one-hundred
and forty three (143) underground factories into production by the last few months of the war.
Statistics are as follows:

a. Number of factories in production by the end of the war...................... 143

b. Number of factories being built, being excavated, and planned............. 107

c. Number of factories reported, and potential sites (mines and caves)..... 600

Grand Total...... 860 [850?]

3. In summarizing the results of the survey three facts are outstanding:

a. The tremendous advantages of placing factories under ground are concealment and protection.
Of these two concealment is at least of equal importance as protection, since more underground
factories remained undetected during the war than were discovered prior to the termination of
hostilities. This is especially true of those located in old mines and natural caves where the presence
of the mine or cave was not known to the Allies.

b. Self-contained underground factories are practical for any industry with the possible exception of
those classified as heavy industries. All technical problems, mainly ventilation and air conditioning,
appear to have been solved by the Germans by the end of the war.

c. The Germans initiated the movement of industry under ground so late that the program did not
have an opportunity to seriously a↵ect the outcome of the war. It is a matter of conjecture as to
what would have occurred if the Germans had gone under ground before the beginning of the war.

[Where are detailed reports on what was in all of these facilities?

How much work in these facilities was buried, overlooked, and forgotten?]
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F. German and Austrian Scientists in the United States

[Many German and Austrian scientists who appear to have been involved in the nuclear program
visited the United States after the war, and may have provided information about wartime German
work. See Figure D.169 for a few examples. Files for some scientists are still not available to the
public. For example, almost the complete file of nuclear physicist Otto Haxel has been redacted (p.
3242), and Wernher von Braun’s file is missing entirely [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B].]

Figure D.169: Examples of scientists who were apparently involved in the German nuclear program
and were brought to the United States to work after the war [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B].
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Figure D.170: Virtually the entire “foreign scientist case file” on Otto Haxel remains classified, with
the documents removed or completely blanked out [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box 66].
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Figure D.171: After the war, Edward Teller made a highly unusual, specific, and urgent request for
Siegfried Flügge to help him with a “physics... program... of interest and importance to the national
security,” stating that Flügge would “be of marked assistance in carrying out the aforementioned
program” [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box 43, Folder Flügge, Siegfried]. Was that the program
to develop the U.S. hydrogen bomb?
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Edward Teller’s request for Siegfried Flügge’s assistance. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-
1B, Box 43, Folder Flügge, Siegfried]

EXOS:ONR:N421:UL:kcm
Serial No. 14654

NAVY DEPARTMENT
O�ce of Naval Research
Washington 25, D.C.

July 18, 1947

From: Chief of Naval Research

To: Chief of Naval Intelligence

Subj: Foreign Scientists, Request for assistance on.

1. Professor Edward Teller, Physics Department, University of Chicago, is supervising under con-
tract to this O�ce a research program on various phases of research in physics of the solid state.
This program is of interest and importance to the national security. Professor Teller is very de-
sirous to obtain the services of the German physicist, Dr. Siegfried Flügge, who can be of marked
assistance in carrying out the aforementioned program.

2. Professor Teller has requested the O�ce of Technical Services, Department of Commerce, to
obtain Dr. Flügge from Germany. It is requested that the Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency be
informed of the Navy’s interest in this case, and asked to provide such assistance as is possible to
Professor Teller in aiding Dr. Flügge to come to this country.

C. M. Bolster
Capt., USN
Acting Chief of Naval Research

cc: Mr. Robert Frye, OTS, Dept. of Commerce
Professor Edward Teller, Physics Dept.
University of Chicago
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[In 1947, Edward Teller was arguably the leading theoretical physicist of the U.S. nuclear weapons
program, since most of the other prominent physicists from the Manhattan Project returned to
civilian projects after the war. Throughout the 1940s, Teller was obsessed with creating a working
fusion (hydrogen or H) bomb that would be much more powerful than the Manhattan Project’s
fission bombs. In 1946, a panel of other U.S. physicists concluded that Teller’s proposed “classical
Super” design for an H bomb would not work and that they did not know how to improve upon
it, so in 1947 Teller would have been especially desperate for advanced nuclear weapons design
solutions.

Siegfried Flügge was arguably the leading theoretical physicist of the wartime German nuclear
weapons program, although apart from two very early and introductory publications (p. 2614),
that was far from public knowledge at that time (or even today).

Some German-speaking scientists who had already settled in the United States, such as Hermann
Mark and Theodore von Kármán, actively worked to bring many other German-speaking scientists
to the United States after the war. However, I am not aware of other examples of Edward Teller
actively recruiting German-speaking scientists from Europe after the war.

Thus this letter shows an extraordinary degree of interest and a singular focus. The leading physicist
of the U.S. nuclear weapons program was “very desirous to obtain the services” of the leading
physicist of the wartime German nuclear weapons program, who could “be of marked assistance in
carrying out” an unspecified physics program “of interest and importance to the national security.”

If the United States had discovered, sometime after the war, that Germany had actually had an
advanced nuclear weapons program, it would have needed a particular type of person to help
interrogate people who were most closely associated with that program and who could provide the
most detailed technical information about it. Specifically, the United States would have needed
someone (the fewer people the better, for security reasons) who:

• Was a physicist with an intimate knowledge of nuclear weapons designs from the Manhattan
Project. (Samuel Goudsmit did not have that knowledge.)

• Was fluent in German, including very technical German.

• Was extremely close to the U.S. military, and could be trusted to strongly advocate for its
interests and to religiously keep its secrets.

There would have been a number of possible candidates for that position (see p. 1317), but those
best matching the above three qualifications probably would have been Edward Teller, Hans Bethe,
J. Robert Oppenheimer, and John von Neumann. Of those four, after the war only Teller was
still truly focused on nuclear weapons designs. Teller would have been the ideal physicist to help
interrogate top scientists from the German nuclear program such as Flügge, or top administrators
from the program such as Hans Kammler (if he was indeed in U.S. custody), in order to learn
as many technical details as possible about the German program’s weapons designs, production
methods, and results.
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Flügge did eventually visit the United States in 1949–1950 and 1953. Did he ultimately meet with
Teller, either in the United States or in Europe? If so, can records of their meetings or discussions
be found?

How much did the United States know about the German nuclear weapons program’s structure (e.g.,
that Flügge was its leading physicist) and accomplishments (e.g., that it had conducted advanced
work on H-bomb designs, lithium deuteride, fusion boosting, etc.) prior to Teller’s request? How
much did it ultimately learn?

Teller’s highly specific request, presumably based on classified postwar U.S. intelligence on the
wartime German nuclear program, suggests that Flügge was involved not only in the design of
German fission bombs (see p. 2614 and Section D.2.3), but also in the design of German H-bombs
(Section D.2.4).

How much influence did information, scientists, and materials from the German nuclear weapons
program have on the U.S./U.K. nuclear programs, both during and after the war? Detailed infor-
mation, scientists, and materials from the German program began arriving in the United States
and United Kingdom no later than late 1944, and continued for several years after the war.

In addition to Flügge, Hans Kammler (pp. 3213–3222), and the passengers of the U-234 submarine
(p. 3189), the late-wartime and postwar influx of scientists who were from or at least had knowl-
edge of the German nuclear program included Rudolf Brill, Adolf Busemann, Rudolf Edse, Rudolf
Fleischmann, Wilhelm Groth, Gottfried Guderley, Paul Harteck, Richard Herzog, Johannes Hans
Jensen, Willibald Jentschke, Ulrich Jetter, Hartmut Kallmann, Stanley Kronenberg, Heinz Maier-
Leibnitz, Werner Maurer, Kurt Starke, Ernst Stuhlinger, Hans Suess, Friedwardt Winterberg, Karl
Wirtz, Gernot Zippe, etc. (See also the following pages in Section G.)

A number of those scientists appear to have been closely tied to German work on H-bombs, and may
have especially aided the U.S. H-bomb development program between 1945 and 1954. Some of the
scientists may have also been able to contribute to improvements in U.S./U.K. fission bombs (e.g.,
smaller sizes and higher e�ciencies) and fission fuel production (such as the uranium centrifuges of
Groth, Harteck, and Zippe).

There is a great need for archival researchers and historians to investigate this area in much more
detail in the future.]
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G. Other Intelligence Services

[Other U.S. investigators, or intelligence services from other countries, may have found information
about the German nuclear program.

For U.S. involvement in a postwar shipment of five tons of zirconium that apparently came from the
wartime German nuclear program, and that indicates a deeper U.S. understanding of the German
nuclear program, see p. 2852.]

Charles A. Crowley to W. F. Heimlich. 31 August 1945. Headquarters United States
Air Forces in Europe (Main). Berlin Intelligence Party. German V-1 and V-2 Person-
nel. [AFHRA C5094 frames 0957–0958]

1. In view of the fact that the wants of USAFE on V-1 and V-2 personnel have been satisfied, I am
inclosing information on those men whose evacuation we have recommended. My memory of the
conversation which we had a few weeks ago is to the e↵ect that USFET was still anxious to either
exploit or to know the exact location of these individuals. The list follows:

[...] g. Gerald Klein (Dr.), Dipl.-Eng., Manager of LGW.

Address: Berlin-Dahlem, Hohe Ähren 10b.
Specialty: Electrical flying control, V-2 control. A very e�cient electrical engineer. Developed V-2
control devices. Worked at Peenemünde and later became group director of atomic devices in RLM.
At present being used by the British. Evacuated by “T” Force.

[Dr. Gerald Klein was listed as the manager of “LGW,” which was the Luftgerätewerk Hakenfelde
A.G., part of the huge Siemens electrical company. If wartime Germany never had atomic devices
or even serious plans to make them, as maintained by o�cial histories, why did the RLM or
Reichsluftfahrtministerium (Ministry of Aviation) have an entire group dedicated to atomic devices,
of which Dr. Klein was the director? Note that Dr. Klein was evacuated by T-Force and “used by
the British” after the war. Where are the reports on his interrogations? Where are the reports on
his postwar work for the United Kingdom, or perhaps for other countries after that?

The U.S. Army Air Force o�cers writing and reading this memo seemed to casually understand
what it meant that the Reichsluftfahrtministerium had an entire group on atomic devices, with
no further explanation required in this memo. They also appeared to know about Dr. Klein from
American interrogations of him. Where are the U.S. reports on American interrogations of Dr.
Klein? Where are the U.S. reports explaining exactly what the atomic device group of the Re-
ichsluftfahrtministerium was, what it accomplished during the war, and how it related to other
nuclear-related work during the Third Reich?]
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From O�ce of Strategic Services Shepardson to Amzon. 10 September 1945. [NARA
RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder 1371: OUT AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept. ’45]

#3567. AZUSA. Wisner and Rositzke from 154 and Dix. Reur #2417 (IN 23590).

Any information gained concerning German scientists on AZUSA send only to Lt. Col. Horace K.
Calvert care U. S. Embassy, London, and do not pass to G-2 USFET. This also applies other fields.
Send copies Washington.

H. W. Dix to Francis J. Smith. 13 September 1945. O�ce of Strategic Services memo
AA-217. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US
Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

Cable from our German o�ce reads in accordance with the two following paragraphs:

1. Referring further our recent exchange cables RE handling Azusa material, General
Sibert who has just returned here from Washington has informed us (A) that when
in Washington he was given full information concerning this subject and all matters
pertaining to it including U.S. policy (B) that he was designated as coordinator all such
information in this theater and (C) that we are to disseminate all our information this
subject to him and no one else in theater.

2. As OSS Germany is under direction command USFET, we consider General Sibert’s
instructions this subject as an order which we cannot ignore. If you disapprove we
suggest as only solution that you approach War Department Washington with request
that Sibert’s instructions be altered.

This is di↵erent than our instructions to our o�ce in Germany. The instructions we forwarded were
from your o�ce.

Please advise which way you desire our o�ce in Germany to handle

(a) the information about the search for German scientists

(b) all information on this topic.
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From O�ce of Strategic Services Shepardson to Berlin via Amzon. 14 September 1945.
[NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder 1371: OUT AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept.
’45]

# WASH 6437. AZUSA. To 110 Berlin from 154 and Dix. Information: Wisner Amzon.

RE BERL 1059 (IN 23766), please see WASH 3567 to Wisner. Our work on this subject is to
correlate and cooperate with specially appointed general who has charge of the whole AZUSA
situation and has overall responsibility.

In order that he may make decisions we pass our information to him, and thereby proceed as he
may direct.

On present sub feature of AZUSA about assisting locating German scientists, special general asked
to have the information sent only to Calvert, London Embassy, or to Washington.

RE your AMZO 4437 (IN 240370); our WASH 1167 and WASH 3567 were special general’s instruc-
tions until he could talk with Sibert here. This now done and all AZUSA information obtained by
OSS in ETO and applicable in ETO situations now to be coordinated only between you or Wisner
Sibert and Calvert and advising OSS Washington of resulting decisions or information. This insures
desired maximum security with fewest number persons involved. Copies of any reports to be sent
OSS Washington without delay and showing action taken.

This subject so tight at this time we are playing very close with special general.

Phrase “other fields” from your BERL #2417 interpreted here as within scope AZUSA matters
only and not applicable to all technical matters. WASH 3567 repeated the words “other fields”
thereby trying to eliminate misunderstanding. This answers AMZO 3917.

[Do these OSS cables show that the U.S. started to really appreciate the extent of the wartime
German nuclear program by September 1945, and took steps to limit that knowledge to the “fewest
number persons”? Is that why Zinsser’s report of a German atomic bomb test was upgraded from
Secret to Top Secret in early October 1945 (p. 2988)? Who was the “special general”—Leslie Groves
or someone else?]

Captain Hugh T. Cunningham, Strategic Services Unit, to Brigadier General Edwin
L. Sibert, U.S. Army, 6 May 1946. Subject: German Atomic Research [NARA RG 226
Entry A1-215, Box 6, Folder WN26150–26164]

1. One of our reliable sources is in contact with a certain Chef-Chemiker Sallie, at present employed
in a chemical industry in Constance, who claims to be able to give detailed information on German
atomic research as of February 1945. Sallie was in Berlin when the Russians blew up the Treasury
Building in which the documents on German atomic research were stored, and claims to know
exactly what documents thereby fell into the hands of the Russians.

2. If this man is of interest for further exploitation we can instruct our source accordingly.
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Outgoing cable WAR 92817. 27 June 1946. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160,
Folder 205.4 CABLES OUTGOING, TOP SECRET]

TOPSEC to McNarney from the Joint Chiefs of Sta↵.

1. Except for most cogent reasons you will not permit representatives of nations other than British
Commonwealth (excluding Eire) to have access in any U.S. zone of occupation under your jurisdic-
tion to technical information on the following subjects or to related intelligence targets:

applied nuclear physics;

radar and Asdic [sonar] countermeasures;

pressurized aerials for 3- and 10-cm GSR [radar] in U-Boats;

control of guided missiles and homing devices;

information concerning codes, cyphers, methods of communication, w/t deception or
intelligence gained;

Kurier Gerät;

depth-keeping gear for submarines;

very high voltage investigation;

position-finding instruments (Prof. Pidery);

method of causing temporary blindness by ultraviolet rays;

biological warfare;

infrared equipment;

underwater propulsion employing hydrogen peroxide;

URSEL (underwater rocket gun);

LERCHE (wire-controlled homing torpedo);

PASAN (acoustic pattern torpedo);

NIBELUNG (Asdic device);

manufacturing routine of new German war gas SARIN;

results of trials with SARIN;

German physiological trials with CW gases;

laboratory developments in connection with SOMAN;

supersonic aircraft, missiles, and engines.

[...]
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Outgoing cable WAR 99857. 9 September 1946. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
160, Folder 205.4 CABLES OUTGOING, TOP SECRET]

To McNarney from Joint Intelligence Committee

Under authority in WAR 92817 the Joint Intelligence Commitee hereby modifies list therein to
include the following:

Applied and theoretical nuclear physics, including design and operation of devices for
producing highly energetic particles, and isotope separation.

Control of guided missiles and homing devices (air and water).

All asdic (sonar) devices.

All proximity fuzes.

Extremely potent chemicals producing physiological e↵ects.

Cold weather operations including guided missile launching.

[These lists come from people who presumably definitely knew what they were talking about. They
were classified Top Secret and sent directly from the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Sta↵ to General Joseph T.
McNarney, who at the time was both the military governor of the U.S.-occupied zone of Germany
and also the commander in chief of the U.S. Forces of Occupation in Europe. Others who received
the lists (and probably helped to create them) included General Leslie Groves, who was still in
charge of all U.S. nuclear work and intelligence on foreign nuclear work. These lists were written
over a year after the end of the war in Europe, after the U.S. had had time to investigate wartime
German R&D in detail. Coming from that authoritative position, these lists appear to show that:

• All of these German programs (including nuclear and biological warfare) actually existed;
otherwise the Joint Chiefs would not have included them in such a carefully chosen high-
priority list, putting them on the same level as well documented programs such as sarin and
soman.

• German work in these areas was so advanced that the United States was determined both to
obtain that German work for itself and also to try to prevent other countries (other than the
United Kingdom) from obtaining it.

What was the “method of causing temporary blindness by ultraviolet rays”?]

U.S. Department of Commerce. The Chemical Problem in Germany. Undated press
release, probably from 1946, p. 8 [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Press
Releases].

Spectacular accomplishment in uranium, nitrogen, oxygen recovery, plastics, nuclear physics and
many other fields, have been uncovered in the investigation of the chemicals field alone.
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Figure D.172: A U.S. intelligence card catalog shows that there were postwar reports detailing
German atomic bomb plans, but those reports are still classified and unavailable to the public
[NARA RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124].
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Figure D.173: A U.S. intelligence card catalog shows that there were postwar reports detailing
German atomic bomb plans, but those reports are still classified and unavailable to the public
[NARA RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124].
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on nuclear technology transfer
to the United States [Krotzky 2002]. For a discussion of the background and reliability
of this source, see p. 2631.

[p. 32] Die zweite Schwierigkeit bestand darin,
dass die Zünder für die Wa↵e nicht so funktion-
ierten, wie man sich das ursprünglich dachte.
Die haben mit allem möglichen experimentiert.
Es war, glaube ich, erst im Herbst 1944, dass
jemand bei Diebner eine praktikable Lösung
fand, die aber immer noch sehr aufwendig war.
Und ungefähr zur selben Zeit hat dann bei
uns jemand in Zusammenarbeit mit..., glaube
ich, und noch ein Unternehmen war beteiligt,
oder dort ein Experte, mit Infrarot-Zündern
einigen Erfolg. Wir nannten, die Dinger damals
Ultrarot-Zünder.

[p. 45] Die Zünderentwicklung muß für alle
Beteiligten eine richtige Nervensache gewesen
sein. Ich bin ja kein Technik-Sachverständiger
gewesen, aber im Laufe der Zeit bekam man
doch etwas mit. Deshalb kann ich wenigstens
sagen, dass Himmler wiederholt Fehlschläge
gemeldet worden sind. Dabei hatte man ja
wirklich die erste Garnitur von Experten damit
beauftragt und außerdem ist an verschiede-
nen speziellen Zündern für die Atombombe
gearbeitet worden. Wenn ich jetzt überlege,
was mir dazu noch einfällt, ist es die Ultra-
Rot-Sache. An Zündern die auf dieser Basis
funktionieren sollten, ist nach meiner Erin-
nerung von ganz wenigen Leuten bei einer
Optik-Firma in Zusammenarbeit mit einem
Elektro-Unternehmen gearbeitet worden. Den
Auftrag haben wir aber nicht vergeben, so weit
ich weiß, der ist wahrscheinlich von Ohnesorge
weitergegeben worden. Dieser Zünder soll noch
kurz vor Kriegsende als Laborgerät für die
ersten Funktionsprüfungen vorbereitet worden
sein, mehr weiß ich dazu nicht. [...]

[p. 32] The second problem was that the fuse
for the weapon was not working as originally
intended. They experimented with all kinds of
things. I believe it was first in the autumn of
1944 that someone with Diebner found a viable
solution, which was still very elaborate. And
about the same time, someone with us [SS] who
worked in collaboration with ..., I believe, and
another company was involved, or there was an
expert, with infrared detonators some success.
We called the things then infrared igniters.

[p. 45] The ignition development must have
been a real problem for everyone involved. I was
not a technical expert, but in the course of time
one learned something about it. That is why I
can at least say that Himmler had repeatedly
received reports of failed tests. Therefore the
first set of experts had been commissioned, and
out of that a number of special detonators for
the atomic bomb had been worked on. If I think
what else I can remember now, then it is the
infrared thing. According to my memory, a very
small number of people at an optics company,
cooperating with an electrical company, worked
on detonators that were supposed to function
on this basis. We did not give the assignment,
however, as far as I know, it was probably
passed on by Ohnesorge. This detonator is said
to have been prepared shortly before the end
of the war as a laboratory device for the first
functional tests, more I do not know. [...]
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Dann gab es einen Vorschlag, der kam aus
Österreich und war sehr gut begründet.
Der schien ganz pfi�g. Mir war er nur als
Netzzünder bekannt geworden. Im Versuch
funktionierte er aber nur wie ich hörte, wenn
die Position bestimmter Zünderteile ganz
genau, also wirklich millimetergenau einge-
halten werden konnte. Gab es eine winzige
Lageveränderung war alles umsonst. Den
konnte man natürlich so nicht einsetzen. Dieb-
ner hat übrigens selbst Zünder-Experimente
angeregt, aber erst im Herbst 44 bekam man
ein einigermaßen funktionierendes Ding hin.

[p. 34] Für das hier verbürge ich mich aber: Aus
unseren Forschungs- und Entwicklungslabors
in Thüringen sind Teile des Materials ver-
bracht worden, aber nicht alles. Warum das so
geschah, weiß ich nicht. Zumindest das wenige
radioaktive Material für die erste Bombe und
einen Teil des Zündmechanismus sollen dann
die Amerikaner mitgenommen haben. Die von
den Amerikanern erbeuteten Prototyp-Teile für
unsere erste richtige Atombombe sind sofort
von ihnen zum “Adlerhorst” gebracht worden.
Ab da weiß ich nichts mehr dazu. Es gibt noch
vielleicht, noch jemanden, der das bestätigen
kann.

[p. 40] Die Sieger haben die Beute mitgenom-
men und spater der Ö↵entlichkeit ihre
glänzende Rüstung vorgeführt. Bei Flugzeugen
war das so, bei der U-Boot-Technik, in der
Chemie und auch so manchen unserer tüchtigen
Atomphysiker haben sie dann für sich arbeiten
lassen, genauso wie die Raketenleute.

Then there was a proposal from Austria, which
was justified very well. It seemed quite clever. I
only knew it was called network ignition. In the
experiment, however, it only worked as I heard,
if the position of certain detonators was very
exact, that is, precise to the millimeter. If there
was a tiny change of location, all was in vain.
Of course you could not use it that way. By
the way, Diebner himself suggested detonator
experiments, but it was not until autumn 44
that a well-functioning thing was discovered.

[p. 34] For this, however, I can vouch my-
self: Parts of the material had been removed
from our research and development laboratories
in Thuringia, but not everything. Why this
happened, I do not know. The Americans are
supposed to have taken at least the small
amount of radioactive material for the first
bomb and a part of the ignition mechanism.
The prototype parts for our first real atomic
bomb that were captured by the Americans
were immediately taken to the “Eagle’s Nest.”
I do not know any more about it, there may be
someone who can confirm it.

[p. 40] The winners took the booty and
later presented their shining armaments to
the public. That was true for airplanes, with
submarine technology, in chemistry, and with
many of our capable nuclear physicists, who
worked for them [Allied countries], just like the
rocket people.
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[In the first three quoted paragraphs, Grothmann told how German engineers successfully invented
one or more detonation timing systems to allow the spherical implosion bomb (which he described
elsewhere) to create a detonation with “millimeter-exact” accuracy across all of the ignition points
around the bomb. He stated that at least one of those ignition systems was a sophisticated optical
method using infrared detonators. This description sounds remarkably similar to the technology
that Heinz Schlicke may have transferred to the United States from the U-234 submarine’s cargo.

Adlerhorst or Eagle’s Nest was located near Bad Nauheim, and should not be confused with the
better known Eagle’s Nest or Kehlsteinhaus near Berchtesgaden. Adlerhorst was captured by the
U.S. Army on 30 March 1945, and subsequently was used by the Allies as “Operation Dustbin” to
imprison and interrogate high-value German intelligence targets, including Albert Speer, Wernher
von Braun, and many others.

If the United States captured German atomic bomb components and immediately took them to
Adlerhorst, those components could have been captured no earlier than April 1945. Since the United
States could have taken the components to many other sites that were equally or more secure,
Grothmann’s statement that they were taken to Adlerhorst suggests that those components were
shown to high-value German detainees so that they could not deny the existence of the German
nuclear program. Furthermore, that would suggest that the United States had not captured a
satisfactory amount of information about the nuclear program, and was desperate to learn more
from the detainees. Is it possible to locate and declassify any U.S. records on what German atomic
bomb components were found, or what the United States learned from German detainees?

Some German and Austrian nuclear-related scientists and engineers who temporarily visited or per-
manently moved to the United States or United Kingdom after the war included Rudolf Brill, Adolf
Busemann, Rudolf Edse, Rudolf Fleischmann, Siegfried Flügge (at the specific invitation of Edward
Teller—see p. 3243), Wilhelm Groth, Gottfried Guderley, Paul Harteck, Richard Herzog, Johannes
Hans Jensen, Willibald Jentschke, Ulrich Jetter, Hartmut Kallmann, Stanley Kronenberg, Heinz
Maier-Leibnitz, Werner Maurer, Kurt Starke, Ernst Stuhlinger, Hans Suess, Friedwardt Winterberg,
Karl Wirtz, Gernot Zippe, etc.]
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[There are a number of Allied intelligence o�cials who would/should have known about the German
nuclear weapons program, and whose files may reveal useful information if any relevant documents
in them could be located, declassified, and released:

Commander Herbert Agar (1897–1980), assistant to the U.S. ambassador to Great
Britain.

Civilian investigator Jack H. Alberti (??–??), U.S. Navy intelligence.

Colonel Robert S. Allen (1900–1981), U.S. Army.

Dr. Luis Walter Alvarez (1911–1988), Manhattan Engineering District.

General Henry H. Arnold (1886–1950), U.S. Army Air Force.

Dr. Hans Bethe (1906–2005), Manhattan Engineering District (p. 3245).

General Clayton L. Bissell (1896–1972), U.S. Army Air Force intelligence.

A. E. Britt (??–??), a�liation?

Dr. Vannevar Bush (1890–1974), Director of O�ce of Scientific Research and Develop-
ment (OSRD)/National Defense Research Committee (NDRC)

Major Horace K. Calvert (1915–2006), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District in-
telligence.

Dr. Karl P. Cohen (1913–2012), Manhattan Engineering District.

Dr. James B. Conant (1893–1978), Assistant Director of O�ce of Scientific Research
and Development (OSRD)/National Defense Research Committee (NDRC)

Captain George C. Davis (??–??), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District intelli-
gence.

Colonel Howard W. Dix, (??–??), O�ce of Strategic Services

William Donovan (1883–1959), O�ce of Strategic Services Director.

Allen Dulles (1893–1969), O�ce of Strategic Services spy and later Central Intelligence
Agency Director.

Colonel George R. Eckman (??–1971), U.S. Army/Alsos Mission.

G. Verner Edlund (??–??), U.S. Army Counter Intelligence Corps.

Major Ernst Englander (??–??), U.S. Army Air Force.

Major Robert R. Furman (1915–2008), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District
intelligence.
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David Gattiker (??–1993), U.K. Atomic Energy O�ce.

Dr. Samuel Goudsmit (1902–1978), Alsos Mission scientific head. [Did he really not know
about the much larger and much more advanced parts of the German nuclear program,
or did he just publicly pretend not to know? Many of his files are still classified and not
available to scholars. Why?]

General Leslie Groves (1896–1970), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District com-
manding o�cer.

General John Edwin Hull (1895–1975), U.S. Army.

Justice Robert H. Jackson (1892–1954), U.S. Prosecutor, Nuremberg trials.

Colonel John A. Keck (??–??), U.S. Army Ordnance.

Colonel Oscar Koch (1897–1970), U.S. Army intelligence.

Dr. Gerard P. Kuiper (1905–1973, p. 707), Alsos Mission.

Colonel John Lansdale, Jr. (1912–2003), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District
intelligence.

General George C. McDonald (1892–1969), U.S. Army Air Force intelligence.

General Joseph T. McNarney (1893–1972), U.S. Army Air Force.

Dr. Philip Morrison (1915–2005), Manhattan Engineering District.

Dr. John von Neumann (1903–1957), Manhattan Engineering District (p. 3245).

Dr. Todos M. Odarenko (1900–1975), AT&T Bell Laboratories.

Lt. Colonel John A. O’Mara (19??–19??), U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, O�ce of
the Director of Intelligence.

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer (1904–1967), Manhattan Engineering District (p. 3245).

Donald Richardson (1917–1996) or other relevant U.S. Army Counter Intelligence Corps
personnel.

Lt. Vladimir L. Rychly (1909–1992), U.S. Navy intelligence.

A. J. Saxon (??–??), Manhattan Engineering District.

Whitney Shepardson (1890–1966), O�ce of Strategic Services.

Colonel W. R. Shuler (??–??), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District intelligence.
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General Edwin L. Sibert (1897–1977), U.S. Army intelligence and Central Intelligence
Group.

Colonel Leslie E. Simon (1900–1983), U.S. Army.

Major Francis J. Smith, (??–??), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District intelli-
gence.

Dr. Charles P. Smyth (1895–1990), Alsos Mission.p

Dr. Edward Teller (1908–2003), Manhattan Engineering District (p. 3245).

Major Edmund Tilley (??–??), U.K. military intelligence.

Dr. Richard C. Tolman (1881–1948), Manhattan Engineering District.

Major H. S. Traynor (??–??), Manhattan Engineering District.

Dr. Major John E. Vance (1905–1975), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District.

Joseph Volpe, Jr. (1914–2002), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District.

Frederic A. C. Wardenburg III (1905–1997), Alsos Mission.

Colonel Lowell P. Weicker (1903–1978), U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, O�ce of
the Director of Intelligence.

Colonel P. M. Wilson (??–??), a�liation?

Are there other people who should be included here???

Intelligence sources or agencies for the United States, United Kingdom, France, Soviet Union, and
Netherlands have already been mentioned. Was useful information on the German nuclear weapons
program handled by intelligence agencies or spy networks in other countries—Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, etc.?]
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D.3 Analysis of the German Nuclear Program

Based on information from the preceding sources quoted in this appendix, this section will sum-
marize the known and extrapolated characteristics, secrecy, timeline, organization, uranium-235
enrichment methods, and plutonium-239 or uranium-233 breeding methods of the wartime Ger-
man nuclear weapons program. As instructive references, that program will be compared to other
wartime German programs on revolutionary new weapons technologies, as well as to the wartime
U.S. nuclear weapons program.

D.3.1 Characteristics of the German Nuclear Program

The conventional historical narrative is that the wartime German nuclear program was very small,
poorly funded, and badly misguided both scientifically and politically, and that as a result it
never accomplished much.6 On the other hand, the conventional historical view does recognize that
other revolutionary German military programs such as those for rockets, jets, and chemical warfare
agents were large and accomplished a great deal.7 While currently available information on the
German nuclear program is very incomplete, the data from the key sources quoted earlier in this
appendix does not match the picture of a small and inconsequential program, but rather a large
and advanced nuclear program quite comparable to the most successful German programs such as
those on rockets, jets, and chemical warfare agents:

1. A large nuclear program would have begun with early theoretical research and proof-of-
concept experiments. For example, in order to test their earlier designs and calculations,
Wernher von Braun’s team began experimenting with rockets in 1932 at Kummersdorf. Hans
von Ohain began experimenting with jet engines in 1935 at Göttingen and then at Heinkel.
Gerhard Schrader produced the first organophosphate nerve agents in 1936.

(a) Fritz Houtermans was doing work on nuclear fusion at least as early as 1929 [Atkinson
and Houtermans 1929a].

(b) Rausch von Traubenberg, Arno Brasch and Fritz Lange, and others were conducting
laboratory experiments with nuclear fusion reactions from 1933 onward [pp. 2926–2927].

(c) Ida Noddack correctly predicted nuclear fission of uranium in 1934 [Noddack 1934].

6See for example: Bernstein 2001; Goudsmit 1947; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Pash 1969; Rose 1998; Schaaf
2001; von Schirach 2015; Walker 1989, 1995.

7See for example: Amtmann 1988; Bohr 2013; Butler 1994, 2007; Christensen 2002; Christopher 2013; Cole 2015;
Conner 2001; Constant 1980; Cooke and Ingells 1945; Daso 2002; Dornberger 1958, 1994; Dorr 2013; Du↵y 2012;
Erfurth 2006; Forsyth and Creek 2007; Franz 1985; Friedrich et al. 2017; Gellermann 1986; Gleichmann 2013; Gle-
ichmann and Bock 2009; Griehl 1990, 2004, 2005, 2015; Gröhler 1989; Hager 2008; Harris and Paxman 2002; Heinkel
1956; Hellmold 1999; Herwig and Rode 2000; Hirschel et al. 2004; Hein Hofmann 2008; Hölsken 1994; Huzel 1962;
Hyland and Gill 1998; Irving 1965; Jakobs et al. 2009; Jacobsen 2011, 2014; Johnsen 2014; Kay 2002; King and Kutta
1998; Klee and Merk 1963; Kober 1990; Leyes and Fleming 1999; Lommel 2005; Longden 2009; Masters 1982; Meier
2010; Jürgen Michels 1997; Miranda 2015; Miranda and Mercado 1996; Myhra 1998a, 1998b, 2000a, 2000b, 2001,
2002, 2003; Neufeld 1995; Nowarra 1988; Ordway and Sharpe 2003; Pavelec 2007; Pfingsten 2003; Samuel 2004, 2010;
Shepelev and Ottens 2015; Simons 2016; Smith and Creek 1992, 2001; Smith and Kay 2002; Stuhlinger and Ordway
1994a, 1994b; Stüwe 1999, 2014, 2015; Thomas 1946; Trischler 1992a, 1992b; Tucker 2006; Vajda and Dancey 1998.
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(d) Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann demonstrated and explained nuclear fission of uranium
in late 1938 [Hahn and Strassmann 1939].

2. A nuclear program would have first become a major government program shortly before or
at the beginning of the war. For example, the Peenemünde rocket center was set up in 1937,
Luftwa↵e-funded jet programs began in 1939, and organophosphate nerve agents became a
major Army-funded program in 1937.

(a) High-level, coordinated, and secret government meetings regarding nuclear research and
development began in April 1939 [Irving 1967, p. 33].

(b) Government programs for nuclear research and development were formalized in Septem-
ber 1939 [Irving 1967, pp. 38–43].

3. A large nuclear program would have been given the highest priority, just as the rocket, jet,
and chemical warfare programs were given high priorities by the government.

(a) Even Samuel Goudsmit admitted that the nuclear program “had the highest priority
among all scientific research projects in Germany” [Goudsmit 1945] (see pp. 2597–2598).

(b) The nuclear program was personally directed and supported by Heinrich Himmler [Krotzky
2002].

4. A large nuclear program would have been conducted in great secrecy, just as the rocket, jet,
and chemical warfare programs were.

(a) Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann described the entire nuclear weapons
program as being kept very secret (see p. 2631).

(b) According to Ivan Ilyichev’s 23 March 1945 intelligence report: “The regime of secrecy at
the test site was at maximum level. Entrance and exit from the territory are by special
pass only. SS soldiers have surrounded the area of tests and interrogated any person
approaching the area.” (See p. 3024).

5. A large nuclear program would have vigorously pursued all possible types of nuclear weapons
in parallel, just as the rocket program pursued dozens of di↵erent types of missiles, the jet
program pursued all possible types of engines and aircraft, and the chemical warfare program
pursued hundreds of possible nerve agents and other compounds.

(a) According to Werner Grothmann, the German nuclear program developed bombs using
uranium, bombs using plutonium, bombs that apparently incorporated fusion fuel, at
least two types of large bombs for cities, at least two types of small bombs for tactical
targets, air-dropped bombs, and bombs that could be delivered via rockets (see p. 2631).

(b) As will be discussed on p. 3336, there is other evidence that a wide variety of bomb
types were pursued by the German nuclear program.

6. A large nuclear program would have been conducted by a large number of groups distributed
throughout German-held territory yet coordinated with each other, just as the rocket, jet,
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and chemical warfare programs were conducted by numerous distributed but coordinated
groups throughout Germany and German-occupied territory. Like the rocket, jet, and chemical
warfare programs, a large nuclear program would have had at least half of its operations
outside of Germany, and much of its German operations in areas with high concentrations
of military research and development, especially on the Baltic coast, near Berlin, and in
Thuringia.

(a) Within Germany proper, nuclear work was reported at Peenemünde, Rügen, and else-
where on or near the Baltic coast (including the occupied Danish island of Bornholm just
o↵ the Baltic coast); at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics, Manfred von Ardenne’s
laboratory, Auergesellschaft/Oranienburg, Kummersdorf/Gottow, and elsewhere in the
greater Berlin area; and at Stadtilm, Ohrdruf, and elsewhere in Thuringia.

(b) A great deal of work apparently occurred outside the traditional borders of Germany, in
Norway, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Poland.

(c) Those various activities were not independent, parallel, small-scale e↵orts, but rather
were all funded and coordinated from the highest levels by people such as Abraham
Esau and Walther Gerlach, with joint backing from the Army, SS, Reichspost, and other
agencies.

7. A large nuclear program would have experienced delays caused by Allied attacks, just as the
rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did.

(a) The Allied sabotage and then destruction of the Vemork heavy water plant in Norway
is widely regarded as a major setback for the German nuclear program [Bascomb 2016;
Dahl 1999; Rhodes 1986, pp. 455–517].

(b) Other major Allied attacks included the August 1943 bombing of Peenemünde, the 1943–
1944 bombings of the Frankfurt Degussa plant, bombings of targets around Berlin, and
other attacks.

(c) The Allied attacks were credited with delaying the German programs [see for example:
Arnold 1949, p. 491; Casey 1988, p. 54; Knight 1946; Putt 1946b; Thomas 1946; Chicago
Daily Tribune 1946-01-26 p. 10; Daily Express 1945-08-09; Daily Mail 1945-06-14 p. 1;
Daily Mail 1945-08-09; Daily Telegraph 1945-08-09; NYT 1945-08-09].

8. A large nuclear program would have conducted the first phase of its experiments in more
academic settings, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did. In fact, nuclear
work was conducted by:

(a) Werner Heisenberg and others at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin.

(b) Otto Hahn, Fritz Strassmann, and others at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry
in Berlin.

(c) Josef Mattauch, Alfred Klemm, and others at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry
in Tailfingen.

(d) Manfred von Ardenne, Fritz Houtermans, and others at von Ardenne’s laboratory in
Berlin.
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(e) Paul Harteck, Wilhelm Groth, Johannes Jensen, and others at the University of Ham-
burg.

(f) Walther Gerlach, Klaus Clusius, and others at the University of Munich.

(g) Georg Stetter, Josef Schintlmeister, Willibald Jentschke, and others at the University of
Vienna.

9. A large nuclear program would then have transferred mass-production based on those results
to other locations featuring heavy industry, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare
programs did. For the nuclear program, those locations are known or suspected to have
included:

(a) Several Degussa locations.

(b) Several I.G. Farben locations.

(c) AEG locations.

(d) Siemens locations.

(e) Other industrial locations.

10. A large nuclear program would have shifted to locations that were more remote, more dis-
persed, and/or underground in order to be more resistant to Allied attacks, as the rocket, jet,
and chemical warfare programs did. For the nuclear program, such locations included:

(a) Underground installations in or near the Lüneburger Heide (pp. 2863–2868 and 2984).

(b) Numerous underground installations reported around Thuringia [Baranowski 2013; Brun-
zel 2013; Fäth 1999, 2000; Gleichmann and Dörfer 2011; Mayer and Mehner 2001, 2002,
2004a, 2004b; Mehner 2004; Schambach 2011; Schilling 2010; Seidler and Zeigert 2006;
Wichert 1999; Zeigert 2003; CIOS XXXIII-38].

(c) Underground installations such as Gusen, Bergkristall, and Quarz in Austria [Bouchal
and Sachslehner 2013; Joseph Fisher 2017; Haunschmied et al. 2007; Köberl 1993; Perz
2014; Schmitzberger 2004; Sulzer and Brauburger 2014, 2015, 2019a, 2019b].

(d) The large undergroundWeser works near Podmokly, as well as other locations in Czechoslo-
vakia, far from Allied bombing (pp. 2775–2790).

(e) Underground installations in Silesia (pp. 3042–3048).

11. Like the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs, a large nuclear program would have used
large-scale slave labor, with very poor working conditions and systematic extermination of
any surviving slave laborers in order to maintain security. In fact, there was mass slave labor
and mass extermination at:

(a) Underground installations in Thuringia [Baranowski 2013; Brunzel 2013; Fäth 1999,
2000; Gleichmann and Dörfer 2011; Mayer and Mehner 2001, 2002, 2004a, 2004b; Mehner
2004; Schambach 2011; Schilling 2010; Seidler and Zeigert 2006; Wichert 1999; Zeigert
2003; CIOS XXXIII-38].
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(b) Underground installations in Austria [Bouchal and Sachslehner 2013; Joseph Fisher
2017; Haunschmied et al. 2007; Köberl 1993; Perz 2014; Schmitzberger 2004; Sulzer
and Brauburger 2014, 2015, 2019a, 2019b].

(c) Underground installations in Silesia (pp. 3042–3048).

12. A large nuclear program would have been partially under SS control for most of the war
(especially in occupied areas outside of Germany), and would have come under complete SS
control in the final stages of the war, as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did.

(a) Rudolf Mentzel, an SS Oberführer with a Ph.D. in chemistry, was a central figure in the
government nuclear program meetings from 1939 onward. He also played a key role in
facilitating the scientific leadership transition from Abraham Esau to Walther Gerlach
[Irving 1967].

(b) Werner Grothmann, Heinrich Himmler’s aide, said the nuclear program was run by the
SS. Other people who were close to Himmler, such as Felix Kersten, Wilhelm Wul↵, and
Muhammad Amin Al-Husayni, all reported that Himmler had detailed knowledge of the
nuclear program.

(c) Ivan Ilyichev’s 23 March 1945 intelligence report described the nuclear weapons tests as
being under very tight SS control.

13. Between extreme pressure from the SS and intense bombing from the Allies in the final stages
of the war, a large nuclear program would have been racing to perfect its weapons, would
have been running late, and would have achieved or been on the verge of achieving its most
significant results only at the very end of the war, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare
programs did.

(a) Reportedly the first successful nuclear weapons tests did not occur until the final stage
of the war, between October 1944 and March 1945; see Sections D.2.5–D.2.7.

(b) A number of sources reported that military deployment of a nuclear weapon would not
have been possible until the very end of the war, or a few months beyond that if the war
had continued [see for example: Knight 1946; Putt 1946b; Thomas 1946; Chicago Daily
Tribune 1946-01-26 p. 10; Daily Mail 1945-06-14 p. 1].

14. In the final stages of the war, a large nuclear program would have conducted major tests
of prototypes in areas with relatively low populations of Germans but with very high con-
centrations of high-technology military research, development, and testing, such as on the
Baltic coast, in German-occupied central Europe, and in Thuringia, just as the rocket and
jet programs did.

(a) There is some evidence for a nuclear weapons test on the Baltic coast; see Section D.2.5.

(b) There is also some evidence for a nuclear weapons test in German-occupied Poland; see
Section D.2.6.

(c) There is significant evidence for nuclear weapons tests near Ohrdruf in Thuringia; see
Section D.2.7.
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15. A large nuclear program would have been prevented by high-level bureaucratic decision mak-
ing from e↵ectively using its weapons during the final stages of the war, just as the rocket,
jet, and chemical warfare programs were.

(a) As reported by Allen Dulles on 1 April 1945: “In his conversation with Kesselring, latter
said to Wol↵ our situation is desperate, nobody dares tell truth to Fuehrer who sur-
rounded by small group of advisers who still believe in a last specific secret weapon which
they call “Verzweiflunge” weapon [die Verzweiflungswa↵e or the desperation weapon].
Kesselring believed this weapon can prolong war but not decide it, but might cause ter-
rible blood bath on both sides. Kesselring said if Fuehrer gave him order to use weapon
he would surrender his command.” See p. 3119.

(b) Werner Grothmann said that military use of the German nuclear weapons was debated
and ultimately rejected (see p. 3117).

16. At the very end of the war, a large nuclear program would have been seen by German
government o�cials directly in charge of it more as a bargaining chip to be o↵ered to the
Allies than a weapon to be used against the Allies, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare
programs were.

(a) Documents in U.S. government archives prove that Hans Kammler, who was most di-
rectly in command of the nuclear and other high-technology military programs at the
end of the war, made a deal with U.S. o�cials, avoided war crimes trials, and was taken
to the United States for extended interrogations after the war (pp. 3213–3222).

(b) There is also evidence that Martin Bormann or other German government o�cials may
have tried to o↵er German nuclear materials to the United States [Hydrick 2016].

17. A large German nuclear program that had occurred in what ultimately became Soviet-
occupied areas inside and outside of Germany would have been rapidly taken over, fully
exploited, and completed removed by the Soviets at the end of the war and after the war,
without much opportunity for western Allied observers to learn about the wartime German
program, and would have been largely concealed by Russia ever since, just as happened with
the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs.

(a) Soviet forces controlled and could have easily removed any nuclear-program-related per-
sonnel, materials, and information from the Baltic coast, greater Berlin area, Thuringia
(after the relatively brief U.S. presence there), Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bul-
garian uranium mine, parts of Austria, northern Norway, and Bornholm island.

(b) Other than a few highly staged and closely escorted trips, U.S. and U.K. o�cials were
never allowed to inspect those areas, interview German scientists there, or view all of
the documents and materials that the Soviets removed from those areas.

(c) Access to virtually all of this material in Russian archives is still restricted.

18. A large nuclear program would have had a direct impact on subsequent Soviet programs, just
as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did.
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(a) Many dozens of German nuclear scientists played critical roles in all major branches of
the postwar Soviet nuclear weapons program, and many of them were even o�cially rec-
ognized with Stalin prizes for their vital contributions. Uranium captured from Germany
fueled at least the first two Soviet nuclear reactors, including their plutonium production
program.

(b) The contributions of German scientists, materials, and information appear to have saved
the Soviet program many years of work [Albrecht et al. 1992; von Ardenne 1990, 1997;
Barkleit 2008; Barwich and Barwich 1970; Boch and Karlsch 2011; Fengler 2014; Fengler
and Sachse 2012; Goncharov 1996a, 1996b; Goncharov and Riabev 2001; Graham 1993;
Heinemann-Gruder 1992; Holloway 1994; Karlsch 2011; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Karlsch
and Zeman 2016; Kozyrev 2005; Kruglov 2002; Maddrell 2006; Mick 2000; Nagel 2016;
Naimark 1995; Oleynikov 2000; Pondrom 2018; Riabev 1998, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2002d;
Riehl and Seitz 1993; Siddiqi 2009; Sokolov 1955; Wellerstein and Geist 2017; West 2004;
Yudin; Zeman and Karlsch 2008; News Chronicle 1945-10-15 p. 1; NYT 1945-10-15 p.
4, 1945-10-31 p. 6, 1946-01-29 p. 1, 1946-11-28 p. 16, 1946-12-06 p. 17, 1947-02-24 p.
1, 1948-05-26 p. 3, 1948-12-28 p. 10b; Spokane Daily Chronicle 1948-03-16 p. 6; Sydney
Morning Herald 1946-04-20 p. 2; Times 1945-05-15, 1945-05-18].

(c) Can the designs of Soviet advanced fission bombs (Joe-2 and beyond) and H-bombs be
traced to wartime German work?

19. Any U.S. or U.K. information on a large wartime German nuclear program would have been
classified and concealed (even more so than the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs
were) in order to (i) try to hide that information or western knowledge of that information
from the Soviet Union; (ii) make imported German scientists more palatable to the U.S.
public and politicians (avoiding questions along the lines of “Why are we hiring scientists this
month who were on the verge of nuking us last month?”); (iii) downplay wartime German
technological accomplishments; and (iv) play up U.S. wartime and postwar accomplishments
to both domestic and foreign audiences.

(a) Samuel Goudsmit’s job as scientific head of the Alsos Mission was to investigate the
German nuclear program in great detail and report his findings, yet there is well-
documented evidence that completely contradicts his public portrayal of the German
program. Goudsmit appears either to have been incredibly incompetent at his assigned
job or else to have been deliberately making false public statements about the German
program. Here are just a few examples:

i. Goudsmit testified to the U.S. Senate that the German nuclear scientists “were still
a hundred years away from” producing a bomb at the end of the war. Just a fraction
of those scientists, completely starting over in the technologically backward Soviet
Union, built an atomic bomb in four years.

ii. Goudsmit stated that “approximately 100 scientists were active on this project,”
and that many of those “worked only part time on this important research and the
rest of the time did routine teaching or administrative work.” The list of known
German nuclear scientists is much larger, the total number working on the program
may well have been far larger still, and the urgency and time commitment that these
scientists accorded to their wartime nuclear work is documented in many of their
postwar accounts.
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iii. Goudsmit claimed that Erich Schumann was “a second-rate physicist” whose “main
interest was the physics of piano strings.” It is well documented that Erich Schu-
mann was the Ph.D. thesis advisor of Wernher von Braun, spent years during the
war developing, demonstrating, and optimizing highly sophisticated implosion bomb
designs, and was directly involved in a number of other groundbreaking military re-
search and development programs [Nagel 2012a].

iv. Goudsmit characterized Manfred von Ardenne as merely “a clever technician and
businessman” who tried to divert government funding away from “the really com-
petent scientists.” After the war, von Ardenne was the German nuclear scientist
most highly courted by the Soviet Union (presumably based on Soviet intelligence
about his wartime nuclear accomplishments in Germany), and he was ultimately
awarded a first class Stalin prize for helping the Soviets build their first atomic
bombs [Oleynikov 2000].

(b) A large number of Alsos-related documents from Samuel Goudsmit’s files remain classi-
fied (see for example pp. 3173–3174 and 3186).

(c) Some very important Alsos-related files from the Manhattan Project’s Foreign Intelli-
gence Unit also remain classified and unavailable, as shown by the example on p. 3109.

(d) Numerous other files related to the German nuclear program and its scientists have been
removed from the U.S. National Archives as evidenced by yellow withdrawal cards (see
for example pp. 3242), or never were there yet are referenced in documents that are
present.

20. A large German nuclear program would have had a direct impact on subsequent U.S. pro-
grams, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did.

(a) As discussed in Section D.2.10, there is evidence that captured German enriched ura-
nium and implosion bomb detonators may have significantly aided and accelerated the
final phase of the wartime U.S. nuclear program. The United States also captured large
amounts of unenriched uranium, beryllium, zirconium, and other materials that presum-
ably aided the postwar U.S. nuclear program. German-developed rockets, missile silos,
jet bombers, cruise missiles, and submarines proved to be the ideal delivery methods
for U.S. nuclear weapons after the war, just as they were likely intended to be delivery
methods for any nuclear weapons that Germany had been developing during the war.

(b) More archival research is needed to determine whether postwar nuclear weapons work in
the United States was influenced by German nuclear scientists, materials, or information
that had been found at the end of the war, especially for lighter and smaller implosion
systems, high-voltage fusion neutron initiators, lithium deuteride fusion fuel, the layer
cake H-bomb design, two- and three-stage H-bomb designs, and improved U-235 enrich-
ment methods. Evidence such as the U.S. capture and interrogation of Hans Kammler
(pp. 3213–3222), Edward Teller’s invitation to Siegfried Flügge (p. 3243), files on Ger-
man fusion research (Section D.2.4), and redacted or missing files from German scientists
(e.g., p. 3242) raise very serious questions that deserve to be thoroughly investigated.
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D.3.2 Secrecy of the German Nuclear Program

It seems reasonable to expect that any German nuclear weapons program would have had secrecy
equal to or greater than that of the German chemical weapons program. The chemical weapons pro-
gram developed revolutionary nerve agents, operated highly specialized research and manufacturing
facilities all over German territory, created and tested dozens of di↵erent nerve agents, produced
and stockpiled over 12,000 tons of nerve agents, and developed and stockpiled a wide variety of
rockets, bombs, and other delivery methods that were specifically designed for those agents.

Despite the enormous size and strategic implications of this German chemical weapons program,
Allied intelligence, military forces, and leaders were essentially unaware of the existence of the
program and the nerve agents until the war was over [Tucker 2006, pp. 49, 55, 85–86]:

Because of the elaborate counterintelligence measures designed to protect the secrecy
of Tabun and Sarin, the Allies remained unaware of these dramatic developments. A
U.S. intelligence report in July 1942 titled “New German Poison Gas” reads as follows:
“Disclosures relative to so-called ‘Blau Gas’ have occurred numerous times in the past
and... are no longer seriously regarded. Intelligence reports lend considerable weight
that new German agents are not of the nature of so-called nerve gases.” In hindsight,
this assessment could not have been more wrong. [...]

On May 11, 1943, the British captured a German Army o�cer in Tunisia. Under inter-
rogation, he revealed that he was a chemist who had done chemical weapons research
at Spandau Citadel in Berlin. He described the development of a new warfare agent
that was colorless, had little odor, and possessed “astounding properties.” Minute doses
made the pupils shrink to pinheads and constricted the bronchial tubes, causing an
asthmalike shortness of breath, and higher doses were lethal within fifteen minutes. [...]

The British interrogators judged the prisoner’s information to be reliable and wrote a
ten-page secret report that was sent on July 3, 1943, to Military Intelligence in London
and the Chemical Warfare Experimental Establishment at Porton Down. [...] Because of
a lack of corroborating evidence, however, British o�cials had doubts about the veracity
of the intelligence report and decided to take no action. [...]

On April 23 [1945], a CIOS chemical weapons team consisting of ten British and nine
American and Canadian specialists, led by Commander A. K. Mills of the British Min-
istry of Aircraft Production, examined the unidentified German munitions. With the
cooperation of German chemists from Raubkammer who had been taken into custody,
British experts from the Chemical Defence Experimental Establishment at Porton Down
analyzed the contents of one of the German 250-kilogram bombs. [...]

According to the scientists’ laconic report, “The shells were found to contain a markedly
potent and hitherto unknown organophosphorus nerve agent.” [...]

The realization that the Germans had secretly developed and produced a new chemical
warfare agent of unprecedented power came as a terrible shock to the Allies. Although a
few intelligence reports from 1943 and 1944 could be interpreted in retrospect as having
referred to a German nerve agent, they had contained no firm evidence or tangible clues
about its composition.
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Even though in April 1945 the U.S. Alsos Mission captured and interrogated Richard Kuhn, one
of the top brains of the nerve agent program, they learned nothing about the program or his role
in it, and they let him go. Moreover, even when they found Kuhn again in September 1945 and
pressed him for more information, all they learned was that he had been involved in the production
of plastics and other basic materials. (See p. 3138.)

One of the main reasons that security in the chemical weapons program was so e↵ective was
that knowledge was highly compartmentalized. Despite the huge numbers of scientists and workers
involved in the program, each of them knew only enough to do their own job, and no more. In fact,
the program was so compartmentalized that Richard Kuhn, who invented many of the nerve agents
such as Soman, and Gerhard Schrader, who invented many other of the nerve agents such as Tabun
and Sarin, were completely unaware of each other’s work [Tucker 2006, pp. 48–49, 62–63]:

All aspects of life at Dyhernfurth were overshadowed by elaborate security measures.
Access to the site was strictly controlled and required passing through a series of heav-
ily guarded perimeters and checkpoints. In addition, the technical details of the Tabun
manufacturing process were classified and the “need to know” principle was strictly en-
forced: factory personnel were informed only about those operations in which they were
directly involved. Although IG Farben chemists and engineers were naturally curious
about other aspects of the production process, they did not ask their colleagues too
many questions for fear of being informed on or suspected of espionage, which could
result in interrogation and torture by agents of the Geheime Staatspolizei (abbreviated
Gestapo), or secret state police. [...]

German counterintelligence o�cials also developed elaborate methods to conceal the
nerve agent program from foreign intelligence services. Tabun was given a variety of
cover names [...], while Sarin was referred to as “Gelan III” or “Trilon 46.” Chemical
ingredients used in the manufacture of Tabun were also designated with code names
to make it harder for enemy spies to track shipments. [...] Whenever an ingredient for
Tabun arrived at Dyhernfurth, it was assigned another local code name, making correct
identification nearly impossible if the plant and its records were to fall into enemy hands.
The code-name system also had the e↵ect of keeping most of the technical sta↵ in the
dark about the precise chemical reactions involved in the manufacture of Tabun. [...]

[D]uring the spring of 1944, Richard Kuhn, working at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in
Heidelberg, made a striking discovery. He was continuing his research for the German
Army by screening a wide variety of organophosphorus compounds—some of which he
had synthesized himself—for the ability to inhibit cholinesterase. Because of the Nazi
obsession with secrecy, his research was “compartmented”: he was not put into contact
with other scientists in the nerve agent field and was completely unaware of Schrader’s
work.

When Kuhn replaced the isopropyl alcohol used to make Sarin with a more complex alco-
hol known as pinacolyl, the resulting substance (which he called Compound 25075) had
a camphorlike odor and was roughly twice as potent as Sarin in inhibiting cholinesterase.
The War O�ce code-named this new compound “Soman” [...]
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For more information on how such highly compartmented security was the usual practice for secret
German weapons programs, and for the example of how Richard Kuhn was unaware of Gerhard
Schrader’s work, see p. 2042.

Another important reason that security in the chemical weapons program was so e↵ective was that
most of the labor involved in production was performed by concentration camp inmates, and those
inmates either died in the course of their work or were systematically tracked down and killed
afterward [Tucker 2006, pp. 70–71]:

On January 24 [1945], shortly before the first vanguard of Soviet troops reached the
Oder River, the Dyhernfurth director, Dr. Albert Palm, gave the order to evacuate all
sta↵ members and the 3,000 inmates of the two satellite labor camps. [...]

By the time the forced laborers reached the Gross-Rosen concentration camp, two thirds
of the original 3,000 had died or been killed. On February 11, the SS transferred the
survivors from Gross-Rosen to Mauthausen concentration camp. [...] Because the Nazis
wanted to eliminate all outside witnesses of nerve gas production at Dyhernfurth, the
Gestapo tracked down the survivors at Mauthausen and murdered them. [...]

The same German organizations (Army Ordnance O�ce, SS, I.G. Farben, etc.) that were involved
with the chemical weapons program were involved with the nuclear program. If those organizations
could conduct a very large, very advanced, and very successful chemical weapons program from the
1930s until the very end of the war without Allied intelligence and the Alsos Mission discovering
that, they could have done the same for a nuclear weapons program.

In fact, existing sources of information on the German nuclear weapons program, such as Ivan
Ilyichev (see pp. 3020–3024) and Werner Grothmann (see p. 2634), depicted the severe secrecy and
security measures of that program. More specifically, they described the nuclear program as having
employed both the same extreme compartmentalization of knowledge and the same systematic use
and killing of large numbers of concentration camp inmates as are known to have been employed
in the chemical weapons program.

In the years after the war, any scientists, military personnel, or political leaders who did have
real insight into the nuclear weapons program would have been strongly motivated to permanently
conceal their involvement for fear of being tried for war crimes by the Allies or secretly killed by
surviving members of the SS. If any of those personnel went to work for Allied governments and
revealed any of the information to them, they would have been equally sworn to secrecy by their
new employers.
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D.3.3 Timeline of the German Nuclear Program

The timeline of the wartime German nuclear program may be analyzed by comparing it to the
timelines for the early U.S. and Soviet nuclear weapons development programs.

Figure D.174 shows the timeline of the early U.S. nuclear weapons program, whose history is well
documented.8 The U.S. program was prompted by the famous 2 August 1939 letter from Albert
Einstein and Leo Szilard to Franklin Roosevelt, but up until the end of 1941, the program accom-
plished remarkably little other than some relatively inexpensive academic experiments and some
paper feasibility reports written by a succession of di↵erent study commissions. The 7 December
1941 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor was the critical catalyzing event that brought the United
States into the war and persuaded it to pursue a large and urgent nuclear weapons program from
approximately the beginning of 1942 onward. The features most closely associated with the mem-
ory of the Manhattan Project generally happened very late in the war. The Los Alamos laboratory
began operating in April 1943, just two years before the end of the war in Europe, and did not
begin truly serious work on the implosion bomb design until July 1944, only 10 months before the
end of the war in Europe. Sizeable quantities of uranium-235 and plutonium-239 were not available
until the summer of 1945, when they were largely consumed by the 16 July Gadget plutonium
implosion bomb test in New Mexico, the Little Boy gun-type uranium bomb dropped on Hiroshima
on 6 August, and the Fat Man plutonium implosion bomb dropped on Nagasaki on 9 August.

Similarly, Fig. D.175 shows the timeline of the early Soviet nuclear weapons program, whose history
was shrouded in mystery for many decades but is now relatively well documented.9 Although the
Soviet government and its scientists had been interested in the possibility of nuclear weapons for
several years, they were not in any position to pursue a serious program until 1945, when the war
ended and they swept up as many scientists, materials, and information as possible from the former
German nuclear program. Klaus Fuchs, Ted Hall, and other spies in the U.S. program also gave
the Soviet government extremely detailed designs for the U.S. nuclear bombs, uranium enrichment
plants, and plutonium production plants. According to the published histories, however, it was the
6 and 9 August 1945 U.S. nuclear attacks on Japan that served as the critical catalyzing event that
persuaded Joseph Stalin to give his own nuclear program the greatest possible priority, funding, and
urgency. The first Soviet fission bomb (RDS-1 or Joe-1), a direct copy of the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man
plutonium implosion bomb, was successfully tested on 29 August 1949, and two more refined bombs
(RDS-2 and RDS-3, or Joe-2 and Joe-3) were tested on 24 September and 18 October 1951. As
with the U.S. program, significant quantities of uranium-235 and plutonium-239 were not available
until very late in the Soviet program.

8 Bird and Sherwin 2005; Jennet Conant 2005; Coster-Mullen 2012; Davis 1968; Groves 1962; Hansen 1988, 2007;
Hawkins et al. 1983; Hoddeson et al. 1993; Jungk 1958; Kelly 2007; Nichols 1987; Norris 2002; Oppenheimer 1984;
Reed 2015, 2019; Rhodes 1986, 1995; Serber 1992; Smyth 1945; Sublette 2019.

9 Albrecht et al. 1992; von Ardenne 1990, 1997; Barkleit 2008; Barwich and Barwich 1970; Boch and Karlsch
2011; Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Goncharov 1996a, 1996b; Goncharov and Riabev 2001; Graham 1993;
Heinemann-Gruder 1992; Holloway 1994; Karlsch 2011; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Karlsch and Zeman 2016; Kozyrev
2005; Kruglov 2002; Maddrell 2006; Mick 2000; Nagel 2016; Naimark 1995; Oleynikov 2000; Pondrom 2018; Riabev
1998, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2002d; Riehl and Seitz 1993; Siddiqi 2009; Sokolov 1955; Wellerstein and Geist 2017;
West 2004; Yudin; Zeman and Karlsch 2008; News Chronicle 1945-10-15 p. 1; NYT 1945-10-15 p. 4, 1945-10-31 p.
6, 1946-01-29 p. 1, 1946-11-28 p. 16, 1946-12-06 p. 17, 1947-02-24 p. 1, 1948-05-26 p. 3, 1948-12-28 p. 10b; Spokane
Daily Chronicle 1948-03-16 p. 6; Sydney Morning Herald 1946-04-20 p. 2; Times 1945-05-15, 1945-05-18.
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Figure D.174: Timeline of the early U.S. nuclear weapons program.
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Figure D.175: Timeline of the early Soviet nuclear weapons program.
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The timelines of the U.S. and Soviet programs are remarkably similar, given that they happened
at di↵erent times, in very di↵erent countries, and with di↵erent resources:

• The time from the critical catalyzing event to the first atomic bomb detonation was ap-
proximately 43.3 months for the U.S. program (7 December 1941 to 16 July 1945), and
approximately 48.7 months for the Soviet program (6 and 9 August 1945 to 29 August 1949).
If the United States benefitted significantly from information, materials, or personnel from
the German program as some of the evidence in Section D.2.10 suggests, an unaided U.S.
program would have required several more months and thus would have been even closer to
the duration of the Soviet program.

• A fission reactor is a necessary step for a Pu-239 bomb program (unless a country resorts
to accelerator-driven electronuclear breeding on a large scale); a fission reactor is optional
(though potentially helpful) for a U-235 bomb program. The United States demonstrated its
first fission reactor (Chicago Pile 1, or CP-1) on 2 December 1942, approximately 12 months
after its critical catalyzing event. The Soviet Union demonstrated its first fission reactor
(F-1) on 25 December 1946, approximately 16.5 months after its critical catalyzing event,
or approximately 12 months after it was able to begin setting up its spoils from Germany
(including at least 300 tons of German-produced uranium oxide, which fueled both F-1 and
the larger second Soviet fission reactor).

• For both the U.S. and Soviet programs, significant quantities of Pu-239 were not available
until just weeks prior to the first atomic bomb detonation, with a period of several years being
required to build and test the infrastructure and equipment necessary to breed and purify Pu-
239, and several months required to actually produce it. (An electronuclear breeding program
would also require several years to build and operate enough particle accelerators to produce
a su�cient quantity of Pu-239 or U-233 for a bomb.)

• For both the U.S. and Soviet programs, significant quantities of highly enriched U-235 were not
available until just weeks or months prior to the first uranium bomb detonation, with a period
of several years being required to build and test the infrastructure and equipment necessary
to do high-level enrichment, and several months required to actually do the enrichment.

By comparison to the U.S. and Soviet programs, the timeline of the wartime German nuclear pro-
gram is much less clear and much more controversial. Figure D.176 shows the “minimalist” scenario
for the German timeline, based on the widely held conventional historical view that relatively little
of significance was accomplished during the program [Bernstein 2001; Cassidy 1992, 2009; Frank
1993; Goudsmit 1945, Goudsmit 1947; Groves 1962; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Irving 1967;
Pash 1969; Powers 1993; Rose 1998; Schaaf 2001; von Schirach 2015; Walker 1989, 1995]. The min-
imalist scenario may or may not be the correct view of the actual historical events, but the basic
details claimed for the program and its timeline have remained relatively fixed across a wide range
of minimalist authors for 75+ years; thus at least in that sense, one may regard the minimalist
scenario as fairly well documented and relatively well understood.
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Figure D.176: Timeline of the German nuclear weapons program, based on the minimalist scenario.
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Figure D.177: Timeline of the German nuclear weapons program, based on the maximalist scenario.
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In stark contrast to the minimalist scenario, Fig. D.177 shows the “maximalist” scenario for the
German timeline, based largely on 2000–2002 interviews with Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant
Werner Grothmann, the source that both (a) made specific claims for the greatest amount of
progress in the German nuclear program and (b) still had a plausible case for being historically
well-informed. From p. 2996, the most profound claims made by Grothmann are that there was a
failed nuclear weapons test in autumn 1943 in the North Sea, two successful tests in autumn 1944
(which could agree with the tests on the Baltic coast and in Poland that were reported by several
other sources), and a test in March 1945 in Thuringia (or two tests, as reported by Ivan Ilyichev
and Cläre Werner), and that Germany developed uranium bombs, plutonium bombs, and bombs
apparently incorporating significant fusion reactions. As shown by the other documents quoted in
this appendix, there is evidence from other sources that appears to support each of Grothmann’s
major claims. As was stated for the minimalist scenario, this maximalist scenario may or may not
be the correct view of the actual historical events, but it is worthy of serious consideration and
scrutiny.

The defining characteristics of the maximalist scenario are its end points—the development of
uranium, plutonium, and fusion bombs, and the staging of at least five nuclear weapons tests
before the end of the war. Unfortunately the key sources for the maximalist scenario give relatively
little information about the program, intermediate steps, and timeline that led to those end points.
Nonetheless, by using known historical events and parallels to the early U.S. and Soviet nuclear
programs, one may “fill in the gaps” in the maximalist scenario and make plausible conjectures
about the steps that would have been necessary for the German nuclear program to arrive at those
end points:

1. For the very large and very urgent U.S. and Soviet nuclear programs, the time from the
critical catalyzing event to the first atomic bomb detonation was roughly four years. Postwar
Allied military accounts stated that the intense Allied bombing of Germany during the last
two years of the war delayed Germany’s development of new rockets, jets, and other strategic
military technologies by at least six months. Coupled with materials shortages due to the
Allied bombing and blockades, the total delay may have been more like 12 months. Thus
one might expect that the German nuclear program would require roughly five years from its
critical catalyzing event to its first successful bomb test. If the alleged 12 October 1944 atomic
bomb test on the Baltic coast was indeed real and was indeed Germany’s first successful test,
one would look for a critical catalyzing event approximately five years before that, and the
September 1939 declarations of war appear to be the most obvious choice. Corollaries to this
line of reasoning are that:

(a) If the German nuclear program began around September 1939 and truly did conduct a
successful nuclear bomb test within five years (including the delays for Allied bombing
and blockades), then during that five-year period the German nuclear program presum-
ably had a size and urgency comparable to the U.S. and Soviet programs.

(b) If the German nuclear program had been significantly smaller or less urgent than the
wartime U.S. and postwar Soviet nuclear programs, it seems unlikely that it could have
succeeded before the end of the war.
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2. If Germany developed Pu-239 (or U-233) bombs, it would have needed to construct and
operate one or more fission reactors (or a large electronuclear breeding program, which would
have required a comparable amount of time). For the U.S. and Soviet programs, processed
uranium oxide was already available prior to the critical catalyzing event (from earlier work for
the U.S. program, and from German work for the Soviet program), and the first fission reactor
became operational 12–16 months after the catalyzing event. A second, alternative criterion
is that for both the U.S. and Soviet programs, the first fission reactor became operational
approximately 32 months before a functional plutonium implosion bomb, due to the time
required to transition from a small laboratory reactor to a large industrial reactor, create
and optimize the plutonium extraction process, and actually produce enough plutonium for a
bomb. Using the first criterion, if Germany had a critical catalyzing event in September 1939
and began processing uranium ore into uranium oxide at the beginning of 1940, one would
expect the first fission reactor to become operational no earlier than the beginning of 1941.
Using the second criterion, if Germany had a functional plutonium bomb ready no later than
April 1945, one would expect the first fission reactor to have become operational no later
than August 1942. How much evidence is there that Germany had one or more functional
fission reactors? Is there any evidence that Germany’s first fission reactor became operational
sometime between early 1941 and summer 1942? If that actually happened, Germany would
have demonstrated the world’s first fission reactor sometime before the U.S. CP-1 became
operational. Corollaries to this line of reasoning include:

(a) If Germany did not have a functional fission reactor (or a very large electronuclear
breeding program), it could not have had a serious plutonium bomb program.

(b) If Germany had a functional fission reactor but it first became operational much later
than August 1942 (or if the electronuclear breeding program became operational too
late in the war), any plutonium bomb design would probably have still been waiting to
receive a su�cient mass of Pu-239 when the war ended.

(c) If Germany had a plutonium bomb program and operational fission reactors or elec-
tronuclear breeders, an industrial plant for extracting Pu-239 from spent uranium fuel
(or U-233 from thorium) would have likely been adjacent to one or more of the fission
reactors or electronuclear breeders.

3. It took the U.S. and Soviet programs at least 2.5 years to construct and test infrastructure
and equipment to enrich U-235 to weapons-grade levels and to produce enough U-235 for their
first uranium bombs; even before building that infrastructure, significant time was spent to
research and develop the underlying scientific techniques. If Germany had enough enriched
uranium to attempt a U-235 bomb test in late 1943, it presumably would have to have begun
building industrial enrichment plants no later than early 1941, and to have been researching
and developing enrichment techniques in laboratories before that. If Germany did not have
enough enriched uranium for a bomb until March 1945, construction of industrial enrichment
plants could have begun as late as around September 1942.

(a) What evidence is there for large-scale, early, and/or high-level uranium enrichment work
in Germany?

(b) What possible industrial uranium enrichment plants began construction in 1941–1942?
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4. If Germany conducted a failed bomb test in autumn 1943 but successful tests in autumn
1944, much of the work during the intervening period would have been focused on solving
the problem(s) that led to the failure. (The failed autumn 1943 test may also account for the
replacement of Abraham Esau by Walther Gerlach as “Plenipotentiary of Nuclear Physics”
in late 1943.) The most obvious improvements would be:

(a) Improving the implosion system to better synchronize and improve the symmetry of the
implosion, and/or to increase the degree of compression of the fission fuel during the
implosion.

(b) Increasing the mass and/or purity of the fission fuel.

(c) Improving the neutron output and/or reliability of the neutron source used to initiate a
chain reaction when the fission fuel is maximally compressed.

5. If Germany conducted one or more successful bomb tests in autumn 1944 but still felt the
need to conduct more bomb tests in March 1945, the simplest explanation is that the autumn
1944 bomb was so large and heavy (like the U.S. bombs) that it was much better suited to
being dropped from an aircraft than carried by a rocket. Most German aircraft had become
vulnerable to Allied attacks, whereas rockets could not be intercepted. Thus much of the work
between autumn 1944 and March 1945 would have been focused on:

(a) Reducing the mass and diameter of the bomb.

(b) Increasing the payload capacity, range, and accuracy of rockets to carry the bomb.

It is important to reiterate that both the minimalist and maximalist scenarios considered here are
hypothetical constructs that may be useful in thinking about this murky area of history. Each
of these scenarios may or may not actually be true history; certainly both scenarios cannot be
simultaneously correct. What were the actual historical events of the real German wartime nuclear
program (Fig. D.178)? Were they some suitably refined version of the minimalist scenario, some
refined version of the maximalist scenario, or something intermediate between those two scenarios?
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Figure D.178: Timeline of the German nuclear weapons program, based on actual historical events.
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D.3.4 Organization of the German Nuclear Program

The German nuclear program was very large and highly compartmentalized. Because so much of
the relevant information was destroyed by the Germans at the end of the war or captured and
classified by di↵erent Allied countries after the war, it is quite di�cult for modern historians to
accurately reconstruct the organizational details of the program.

Figure D.179 presents a tentative organizational chart of the German nuclear program, based on
information such as that from pp. 1331–1362 and 2636–2637. In a nutshell, the overall management
of the program was handled by the Army in the earlier years of the war and by the SS in the later
years of the war, both with some input from the Reich Research Council. Those managing agencies
oversaw work that was spread over at least a couple dozen di↵erent organizations (military groups,
other government-run laboratories, companies, and universities), many of which had multiple phys-
ical locations. There was considerable redundancy among those organizations in their work, which
may seem ine�cient to the modern observer but appears to have served well to make the German
nuclear program much less vulnerable to Allied intelligence and bombing.

In order to understand the science of the German nuclear program, it is helpful to look at the
program from a di↵erent viewpoint other than organizational approach of Fig. D.179. In the film
All the President’s Men, the advice to “follow the money” was the key to investigating Watergate.
Similarly, the key to investigating the wartime German nuclear program should be to “follow the
actinides.” Actinides are fissionable heavy elements, chiefly thorium, uranium, and plutonium.
Unfortunately, relatively little is presently known about the flow of actinides in the Third Reich.
As a guide in understanding the currently available information and in seeking more extensive
information, Fig. D.180 presents a tentative and simplified overview of the actinide pathways and
possibilities. Much more research is needed to investigate and to clarify whether and
how these pathways were actually implemented during the war.

During the war, Germany obtained over 1500 tons of uranium ore and over 1300 tons of thorium
ore (p. 2791), and had access to additional uranium and thorium ore from a number of di↵erent
sources, by:

• Acquiring at least 1200 tons of uranium ore (originally mined in the Belgian Congo) from
Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Expanding uranium mining at St. Joachimsthal (Jachymov), Bohemia [Hayes 2004, pp. 132–
133, 235, 243].

• Mining uranium at Schmiedeberg, Silesia; see p. 3147.

• Possibly using any of several uranium deposits in Thuringia [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Schneeberg, Saxony; see p. 2641 [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Johanngeorgenstadt, Saxony; see p. 2641 [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Acquiring a uranium mine at Buchovo, Bulgaria [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Acquiring uranium mines at Viseu/Guarda, Portugal [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Procuring all available monazite thorium ore in occupied Europe [Irving 1967].

• Exploiting other possible sources?
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Figure D.179: Very tentative organizational chart of the German nuclear program.
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Figure D.180: Known and extrapolated actinide (thorium, uranium, and plutonium) use in the
German nuclear program.
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A February 1946 U.S. intelligence report noted (p. 2784): “The Germans put [uranium] mining on
a high priority... throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special planes to
Germany and Austria.”

Germany processed uranium and thorium ore to uranium oxide and thorium oxide at:

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg [p. 3237; Nagel 2016].

• Buchler in Braunschweig [p. 3237].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke [pp. 2639–2641, 3237; Gollmann 1994]

• Possibly other facilities.

Germany processed uranium or thorium oxide to uranium or thorium metal or to a variety of useful
chemical compounds (uranium hexafluoride, uranium tetrachloride, uranium nitrate, etc.) at:

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg [Nagel 2016].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke [Gollmann 1994]

• Degussa Frankfurt [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Berlin [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Stadtilm [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• I.G. Farben (which locations?) [Mader 1965, pp. 193–202]

• Mauer AG Radium Chemische Industrie und Laboratorium [Oleynikov 2000].

• Possibly other facilities.

German scientists developed and demonstrated methods of enriching uranium-235 from natural
uranium:

• Konrad Beyerle, Wilhelm Groth, Werner Holtz, Werner Schwietzke, and many others worked
in teams that developed gas centrifuges to enrich uranium-235. Centrifugation proved so
superior to the U.S. Manhattan Project’s enrichment methods that the German gas centrifuge
designs are now the worldwide standard for uranium enrichment (p. 2642).

• Manfred von Ardenne, Heinz Ewald, Wolfgang Paul, Wilhelm Walcher, and many others
worked in teams that developed electromagnetic separators to enrich uranium-235. These
electromagnetic separators were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s calutrons (p. 2650).

• Erich Bagge invented and successfully demonstrated a unique uranium enrichment device
called an isotope sluice, which combined some features of centrifuges, electromagnetic sepa-
rators, and gaseous di↵usion (p. 2670).

• Erika Cremer, Rudolf Fleischmann, Gustav Hertz, and others developed gaseous di↵usion
methods suitable for enriching uranium-235 that were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s
gaseous di↵usion technology (p. 2672).
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These enrichment methods are analyzed in Section D.3.5.

If Germany scaled up any of these proven uranium enrichment methods in order to produce nuclear
weapons, it would presumably have distributed that production capability among a number of small
underground locations for protection against Allied bombing. Archival documents mention dozens
of highly suspicious sites that might have been used for that purpose and that still have not been
properly investigated (p. 2677).

Two or more enrichment methods might have been used together, with one method enriching
natural uranium to a level moderately enriched in uranium-235, then forwarding that material to
another method to be enriched to a higher level.

Among the few currently available sources, there is some evidence that German scientists were
working on breeding plutonium-239 or uranium-233:

• Ludwig Bewilogua, Kurt Diebner, Paul Harteck, Otto Haxel, and many others worked in
teams trying to develop fission reactors suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from natural
uranium-238 or uranium-233 from natural thorium-232. Two reactors were on the brink of
criticality by the end of the war, and there is some evidence that other reactors may have
actually become operational during the war (p. 2708).

• Walther Bothe, Walter Dällenbach, Max Steenbeck, Rolf Wideröe, and many others worked on
particle-accelerator-driven electronuclear systems suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from
natural uranium-238 or uranium-233 from natural thorium-232. There is some evidence that
such systems may have been operational during the war (p. 2769).

These breeding methods are analyzed in Section D.3.6.

One or more enrichment methods might have also been used in conjunction with one or more
breeding methods, providing uranium somewhat enriched in uranium-235 to a fission reactor or
electronuclear breeder to make it easier to produce neutrons and thus easier to breed plutonium-
239 from the remaining uranium-238.

Various subsets of the above processes could have produced any or all of these fission fuels for
nuclear weapons:

• Uranium-235.

• Plutonium-239.

• Uranium-233.

If the Third Reich ever truly had significant quantities of any bomb-grade fission fuel, as well as the
actinide waste products from enriching and/or breeding that fuel, they must have been disposed of
in one or more of the following ways:

• Used up in test explosions.
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• Smelted together with large enough quantities of natural uranium or other materials to render
them e↵ectively unusable.

• Buried in the ground or a bunker, sunk in a lake or ocean, or otherwise hidden so well that
they were never found, or were found only after the Soviet nuclear program was already very
far along.

• Captured by the United States.

• Captured by the United Kingdom.

• Captured by France.

• Captured by Russia (only small quantities and/or discovered years later10).

• Shipped to Japan.

• Sent to other sympathetic countries, such as Switzerland, Spain, Argentina, etc.

10While the postwar Soviet program benefited enormously from all of the German scientists, materials, equipment,
and information it acquired, it still required four full years after the war to produce enough plutonium for one
plutonium bomb test, RDS-1/Joe-1, and even longer to produce enough highly enriched uranium for its first uranium-
235-based bomb test, RDS-2/Joe-2. Stalin was desperate to test a nuclear weapon as soon as he possibly could, in
order to show the world that the United States was not the only nuclear superpower (p. 3062). Therefore, the timeline
of the Soviet nuclear program appears to prove that as many spoils as the Soviets found in Germany and former
German-occupied territories, useful quantities of plutonium-239, uranium-233, or highly enriched uranium-235 were
not among them, or perhaps were only discovered after the Soviets had produced enough of their own fission fuel.
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D.3.5 Enrichment Methods to Produce U-235

Uranium ore in most deposits typically consists of 0.1-2% uranium mixed with other elements. As
the first step in processing, the uranium ore is milled or refined to at least 80% U3O8; this refined
product is called yellowcake due to its color.

By mass, natural uranium contains approximately 0.72% 235U, 99.275% 238U, and just a trace
amount (0.005%) of 234U. Natural uranium can be used in fission reactors employing either heavy
water or very pure graphite (not contaminated by neutron-absorbing boron) as a moderator to slow
down the neutrons and facilitate the chain reaction. For use in reactors using light (ordinary) water
as a moderator, the 235U content of the fuel must be increased to 2–4%. For use in fast reactors or
fission bombs, the 235U content must be increased to ⇠50–90% (the higher the better). The excess
238U that is removed is called depleted uranium or tails; it used for other applications such as
military ammunition and nuclear bomb casings, due to its very high density and other properties.

Preferentially accumulating one isotope versus another of the same element is called enrichment.
As shown in Fig. D.181, there are several di↵erent methods of enrichment: (a) electromagnetic
separation, (b) gaseous di↵usion, (c) centrifugation, and (d) laser isotope separation. The first two
are were used by the United States during World War II; centrifugation is most widely used now, and
laser isotope separation holds great potential for the future. Once enriched, the uranium is generally
converted to UO2 and formed into pellets that are then assembled into zircaloy- (zirconium alloy)
or stainless-steel-clad fuel rods for use in modern reactors.

There is evidence that the wartime German nuclear program conducted research on all four of
these enrichment methods. It is possible that any or all of the first three methods were used to
produce enriched uranium for nuclear weapons, although most of the relevant information was either
destroyed or may remain buried in classified archives. Much more work is needed to investigate the
locations and methods of uranium enrichment that were used in the German nuclear program, as
well as the amount and purity of the material that was produced.
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Figure D.181: Uranium enrichment methods include (a) electromagnetic separation, (b) gaseous
di↵usion, (c) centrifugation, and (d) laser isotope separation.
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a. Electromagnetic Separation

Mass spectrometers or circular particle accelerators can separate particles with di↵erent masses, as
illustrated in Fig. D.181(a). If uranium atoms are ionized and accelerated to a certain energy, an
applied magnetic field can bend the paths of the uranium ions, with the trajectories of lower-mass
235U ions having more curvature than those of higher-mass 238U ions. This e↵ect creates spatial
separation between the two isotopes and thus can enrich the isotopes to very high purities. However,
because of the very low particle densities and sophisticated equipment required, this enrichment
approach tends to be very expensive for fission fuel. Nonetheless, all highly enriched 235U pro-
duced in the United States during and soon after World War II was purified using electromagnetic
separators called calutrons. Since the calutrons could produce highly enriched uranium but were
limited by how much uranium they could process, they were most e↵ective when they were fed with
low-enriched uranium (from a separate gaseous di↵usion plant) instead of natural uranium [Reed
2015, 2019].

Manfred von Ardenne, Heinz Ewald, Wolfgang Paul, Wilhelm Walcher, and other German scientists
developed methods for enriching uranium-235 via electromagnetic separation that were comparable
to the U.S. calutrons (p. 2650). If Germany was secretly able to mass-produce and operate separators
copied from those prototypes, it could have enriched enough uranium for one or more implosion
bombs, especially test bombs with relatively small explosive yields such as those described by
Werner Grothmann (p. 2996) and other witnesses. Indeed, according to Grothmann, the Reichspost
built and operated a large uranium enrichment facility somewhere outside Berlin apparently based
on von Ardenne’s technology (p. 2642).

The physical size of an electromagnetic separator, and the distance by which it can separate uranium
isotopes into two di↵erent streams, can be estimated from basic physics. The Lorentz force on an
ion of mass m, velocity vector v (magnitude v), and singly ionized charge e in a magnetic field
vector B (magnitude B) is

m
dv

dt
= e v ⇥B (D.17)

If the centripetal acceleration of the ion from Eq. (D.17) is the centripetal acceleration v
2
/rc required

to go in a circular cyclotron orbit of radius rc,

����
dv

dt

���� =
e v B

m
=

v
2

rc
, (D.18)

then one can use the ion’s kinetic energy E = mv
2
/2 and mass A in atomic mass units to calculate

the cyclotron radius:

rc =

p
2 E m

eB
= 0.456

p
EkeV

BT

p
A cm (D.19)

The diameter dc of such a circular orbit is twice its radius:

dc = 2

p
2 E m

eB
= 0.912

p
EkeV

BT

p
A cm (D.20)
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Two types of ions of masses A1 and A2 that begin at the same point with the same energy will be
maximally separated by a distance �d after half an orbit by the di↵erence of their orbital diameters:

�dc = 2(rc1 � rc2) = 0.912

p
EkeV

BT

⇣p
A1 �

p
A2

⌘
cm (D.21)

The U.S. calutrons used 35 keV beams of singly ionized UCl4 molecules, which had masses of
A1 = 378 for 238UCl4 and A2 = 375 for 235UCl4. There were two types of calutrons: alpha calultrons
with a magnetic field of 0.34 Tesla, and beta calutrons with a magnetic field of 0.68 Tesla. Using
these numbers, the separation distance between beams of U-238 and U-235 was:

�dc ⇡ 1.2 cm for alpha calutrons with B = 0.34 T (D.22)

⇡ 0.6 cm for beta calutrons with B = 0.68 T (D.23)

The calutrons had to be su�ciently large to contain the orbits of the uranium beams:

dc ⇡ 3.1 m for alpha calutrons with B = 0.34 T (D.24)

⇡ 1.5 m for beta calutrons with B = 0.68 T (D.25)

German electromagnetic separators would presumably have had roughly comparable sizes and sep-
aration distances.

Fundamental physics can also give a ballpark estimate for the number of electromagnetic separators
that would be required to achieve a given U-235 production rate. If N is the number of independent
uranium ion beams, I is the current per beam in Amps, and e ⇡ 1.602 ⇥ 10�19 Coulombs is the
electric charge of singly charged ions in the beam, the total number of ions per second is simply
NI/e. Since there are 365⇥24⇥60⇥60 = 3.1536⇥107 seconds per year, the annual ion production
rate is

Separated ions

year
= 3.1536⇥ 107

N I

e

ions

year
(D.26)

Using Avogadro’s number NA ⇡ 6.022⇥1023 and the mass A of the ions in atomic mass units, there
are NA/A ions per gram of mass in the beam, or 1000NA/A ions/kg. Combining this information
with Eq. (D.26), the annual production rate of mass is

Separated mass

year
= 3.1536⇥ 104

N I A

e NA

kg

year
(D.27)

Space charge e↵ects and other phenomena limit practical values of the current in the separated
U-235 beam to around half a milliamp, or I ⇠ 5⇥ 10�4 A. (The current of the initial beam will be
much larger, since most of the beam will be composed of U-238 ions.) Realistically the ion beams
might operate at a somewhat lower current and would be taken o✏ine periodically for maintenance
and cleaning. Lowering the current to an average value of I ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�4 A to account for those
limitations, and using A = 235 for U-235, Eq. (D.27) becomes

Separated U-235

year
⇠ 0.023 N

kg

year
(D.28)
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In early 1945, the U.S. Y-12 plant at Oak Ridge was producing approximately 0.2 kg U-235 per
day, or approximately 73 kg/year. Equation (D.28) predicts a ballpark number on the order of
3200 calutron ion beams would be required for that production rate. In fact, the Y-12 plant used a
two-stage process, with 2688 alpha calutron beams (4⇥ 2⇥ 96 + 5⇥ 4⇥ 96) enriching to ⇠ 20%
U-235 in the first stage, and then 432 beta calutron beams (6 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 36) further enriching that
material to ⇠ 80% U-235 [Reed 2015, 2019]. Lumping the alpha and beta calutrons together, that
makes 3120 ion beams, very close to the crude estimate from Eq. (D.28).

The U.S. electromagnetic separation plant was designed to produce so much U-235 because the
United States planned to use that uranium in Little Boy, a gun-type fission bomb that needed over
60 kg of fuel because it did not compress the fuel and had a very low e�ciency. The U.S. plant
provided enough uranium for approximately one bomb of that design per year.

The sources that describe the German fission bomb design all indicate that it was an implosion
bomb, which compresses the fuel, is much more e�cient than a gun-type bomb, and therefore
requires roughly 1/10 as much fuel as a gun-type bomb. If a German enrichment facility were
designed to produce enough U-235 for one full-sized bomb per year (or several test bombs with
smaller amounts of fuel and smaller explosive yields, as described by the sources), that German
enrichment plant could have been roughly 1/10 the size of the U.S. Y-12 plant, as extrapolated in
Table D.7.

Characteristic U.S. Y-12 Plant Hypothetical German Plant

U-235 production rate 73 kg/year ⇠ 7 kg/year
Number of ion beams 3120 ⇠ 310
Number of workers 22,482 ⇠ 2, 200
Facility floor space ⇠ 400, 000 m2 ⇠ 40, 000 m2

Electric power consumption 200 MW ⇠ 20 MW
Cost (1940s U.S. dollars) $477,631,000 ⇠ $48,000,000

Table D.7: Known characteristics of the U.S. electromagnetic separation plant and extrapolated
characteristics of a hypothetical German electromagnetic separation plant.
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b. Gaseous Di↵usion and the Isotope Sluice

If a gas contains two isotopes with di↵erent masses mheavy and mlight but the same temperature

T , the thermal velocity of the lighter isotope will be
q
mheavy/mlight times faster than that of the

heavier isotope (v ⇠
p
kBT/m). If pressurized gas is forced to di↵use through a barrier containing

small pores, the lighter isotope will thus di↵use
q
mheavy/mlight times faster than the heavier

isotope, permitting a small amount of enrichment per barrier stage, as shown in Fig. D.181(b).
By connecting many such di↵usion barriers in series, significant amounts of enrichment can be
obtained.

The only compound of uranium suitable for enrichment by gaseous di↵usion is uranium hexafluoride
(UF6), which is solid below 56oC but gaseous above that temperature. UF6 is very chemically
reactive with water and highly corrosive to organic materials (except Teflon) and most metals
except nickel and aluminum, so the di↵usion barriers are generally formed from porous nickel or
possibly porous aluminum. The fluorine mass per molecule (6 ⇥ 19.0 = 114) is small enough not
to completely obscure the small mass di↵erence between 235U and 238U. Including the fluorine, the
ratio of the di↵usion velocities vlight of 235UF6 and vheavy of 238UF6 is

vlight

vheavy
=

s
mheavy

mlight
=

s
238 + 114

235 + 114
⇡ 1.0043 (D.29)

In practice, at least 1000 pressurized barrier stages in series are required to obtain reactor-level
(2–4%) enrichment, and many more to obtain bomb-level (> 50%) enrichment. The United States
employed this method during and for quite some time after World War II, but it is very cumbersome
and energy-intensive, due to the large number of stages and the energy required to pressurize each
stage. Thus more e�cient methods such as centrifugation are used nowadays [Benedict et al. 1981;
Reed 2015, 2019].

Gustav Hertz pioneered gaseous di↵usion enrichment, starting before 1923, continuing to work
in Germany throughout the Third Reich (even though he was partially Jewish), and playing a
critical role in uranium enrichment in the Soviet Union after the war (p. 2672). Historians should
investigate whether there may have been any secret programs in wartime Germany to mass-produce
and operate copies of Hertz’s technology, either by Hertz or anyone else.

Whereas Erich Bagge’s isotope sluice had its own unique method of operation (p. 2670), ultimately
its isotope separation was due to the same velocity ratio between light and heavy isotopes as Eq.
(D.29) for gaseous di↵usion. Thus Bagge’s isotope sluice would have require a number of stages
comparable to gaseous di↵usion in order to achieve large-scale enrichment. Again, historians should
dig more deeply to determine if such devices may have been mass-produced and operated anywhere
within the Third Reich.
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c. Gas Centrifuges

Centrifuges are routinely used to separate liquids of di↵erent densities, but specially designed
centrifuges can also separate gas molecules of di↵erent masses. As with gaseous di↵usion, the
uranium is in the form of hot corrosive UF6, so centrifuge components must be made from resistant
materials such as aluminum, nickel, and Teflon.

Paul Harteck, Wilhelm Groth, and other scientists and engineers in the German nuclear program
developed a succession of improved gas centrifuges during the war (p. 2642). According to o�cial
histories, these centrifuges were one-of-a-kind prototypes that were simply used for research pur-
poses. Yet if those centrifuge designs were secretly mass-produced and used at other locations in
the Third Reich, they could have been a highly e↵ective method of producing enriched uranium
for both fission bombs and fission reactors. After the war, German gas centrifuge technology (along
with the German experts on that technology) was ultimately adopted by the United States, Soviet
Union, France, and other countries, gradually displacing the much less e�cient and much more
expensive enrichment technologies that the United States had developed during the war.

Figure D.181(c) shows a highly simplified illustration of a gas centrifuge. The centrifuge is essentially
a long rotating drum, and UF6 is brought in along the axis of rotation. Heavier 238UF6 molecules
tend to move toward the outer walls of the centrifuge, while lighter 235UF6 is more buoyant and
tends to remain closer to the axis. Of course, the two isotopes still intermingle, but gas somewhat
depleted of 235U can be removed near the outer wall of the cylinder, and gas somewhat enriched
for 235U can be drawn o↵ closer to the axis. The centrifuge operates in a continuous fashion with
fresh gas entering the chamber and old gas leaving it.

The enrichment that can be achieved by one such centrifuge can be estimated by a simple model.
During operation, most of the gas is in a thin layer adjacent to the outer wall. If the wall is at radius
R and rotates at velocity v, gas molecules with mass m immediately adjacent to it will move at the
same velocity and have kinetic energy mv

2
/2. If molecules move to a radial position r closer to the

axis, in equilibrium they must assume a rotation velocity (r/R)v, or a kinetic energy (r/R)2mv
2
/2.

The di↵erence in kinetic energies between molecules at radii r and R is

E =

 

1� r
2

R2

!
mv

2

2
(D.30)

From statistical physics, in a thermal distribution the density of particles n with di↵erent energies
E varies like n(E) = n(0) exp(�E/kBT ). In the rotating frame of reference at the outer wall,
molecules adjacent to the wall have zero energy and molecules that climb “higher” (closer to the
axis) have energy E from Eq. (D.30) relative to that. Therefore the ratio of the densities at radii r
and R is

nr

nR

= exp

"

� mv
2

2kBT

 

1� r
2

R2

!#

(D.31)
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By applying Eq. (D.31) first to the densities of light molecules (235UF6) and second to the densities
of heavy molecules (238UF6), and then by taking the ratio of those densities, one finds:

(nlight/nheavy)r
(nlight/nheavy)R

= exp

"
(mheavy �mlight)v2

2kBT

 

1� r
2

R2

!#

(D.32)

Note that the amount of separation that can be produced by centrifugation in Eq. (D.32) only
depends on the di↵erence of the isotope masses, not their ratio as was the case for gaseous di↵usion
in Eq. (D.29). The di↵erence in masses between uranium isotopes is several mass units, yet their
ratio is only a minute fraction over unity, so centrifugation is inherently superior to gaseous di↵usion
for uranium enrichment.

To better see the e�cacy of centrifugation, one can use Eq. (D.32) with a mass di↵erence of 3
atomic mass units (the di↵erence between uranium-238 and uranium-235) and a temperature of
340oK (just comfortably above the sublimation point of UF6):

(nlight/nheavy)r
(nlight/nheavy)R

⇡ exp

"✓
v

1370 m/sec

◆2
 

1� r
2

R2

!#

(D.33)

Using rough estimates of v = 500 m/sec (4800 revolutions per minute and R = 0.1 m) and r/R =
0.8, Eq. (D.33) yields

(nlight/nheavy)r
(nlight/nheavy)R

⇡ 1.049 (D.34)

As shown by Eq. (D.34) vs. Eq. (D.29), the enrichment that can be obtained by one stage of gas
centrifugation is ⇠ 10x greater than that obtained from one stage of gaseous di↵usion. Therefore,
enrichment of natural uranium to reactor-grade material can be accomplished by ⇠ 100 gas cen-
trifuge stages vs. ⇠ 1000 gaseous di↵usion stages. Each gas centrifuge also uses less energy than
each gaseous di↵usion stage (due to the large pressure loss across each di↵usion barrier), so enrich-
ment via centrifuges consumes ⇠ 25x less energy than enrichment via gaseous di↵usion. Because of
these advantages, centrifuges are now widely used for enrichment.

Actual gas centrifuges are considerably more complicated than indicated by the schematic illustra-
tion in Fig. D.181(c) or the simplified calculations above. Among other complexities, they include
mechanisms to induce gas circulation within the chamber to optimize isotope separation while
allowing for continuous throughput [Benedict et al. 1981].

Historians need to clarify exactly how far gas centrifuge technology progressed in Germany during
the war, how many gas centrifuges were used and where they were located, and how much uranium
of what enrichment percentage was produced in the Third Reich. The critical role of German
scientists and engineers in spreading this technology to other countries after the war also deserves
to be much better known than it currently is.
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d. Laser Isotope Separation

In the Farm Hall transcripts, the captured German nuclear scientists (who had previously and
correctly voiced suspicion that their conversations were being recorded) briefly mentioned another
enrichment method, a “photo-chemical process” of enriching uranium that would “irradiate it with a
particular wave-length,” before they seemingly stopped themselves and talked about something else
(see p. 3166). The scientists were correct—the mass of the nucleus has a very small but measurable
e↵ect on the energy levels of orbiting electrons, termed the hyperfine interaction in quantum physics,
so di↵erent isotopes of the same element have slightly di↵erent energy levels and thus can be excited
by photons at slightly di↵erent wavelengths. As shown in Fig. D.181(d), this principle can be used
to separate di↵erent isotopes when they are in the form of either individual atoms or molecules:

• In Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS), pure uranium metal is heated to 2300oC
to vaporize it. Due to hyperfine interactions, the wavelength to elevate one electron to an
excited state is 502.74 nm for 235U but 502.73 nm for 238U. Therefore a dye laser precisely
tuned to 502.74 nm can excite 235U atoms in the vapor without a↵ecting 238U. Photons
with a wavelength of 262.5 nm from a second laser have enough energy to ionize (completely
free the one excited electron) the excited 235U but not the unexcited 238U atoms. Electric
and/or magnetic fields can remove the singly charged 235U while leaving the neutral 238U, as
illustrated in Fig. D.181(d). In practice, charge exchange between the two isotopes leads to
some neutral 235U and some charged 238U, limiting the enrichment that can be achieved by
one pass through an AVLIS system. Even so, natural uranium can be enriched to reactor-
grade levels in one or at most a few passes, versus ⇠ 100 for centrifugation and ⇠ 1000
for gaseous di↵usion. Moreover, AVLIS is precise enough that it can even harvest the small
amount of 235U that remains in the depleted uranium tails left by di↵usion or centrifugation
enrichment plants. For a given quantity of uranium and degree of enrichment, the input energy
cost of AVLIS is roughly comparable to that of gas centrifuges, while the equipment cost is
potentially lower, since the cheaper cost of a centrifuge vs. the laser setup is outweighed by
the far larger number of centrifuges required for comparable enrichment.

• In Molecular Laser Isotope Separation (MLIS), UF6 gas is used, just as it is for enrichment
by di↵usion and centrifugation. This is a great advantage over AVLIS, since UF6 must only
be heated to 56oC to become a gas (vs. 2300oC for pure uranium). However, UF6 molecules
must then be cooled to 30–77oK to put them into their vibrational ground state, which largely
conflicts with the goal of keeping them in the gaseous phase instead of solid phase [Benedict et
al. 1981]. If this can be accomplished, photons from a carbon dioxide laser with a wavelength
of 16 µm can be used to boost 235UF6 (but not 238UF6) molecules to the first excited vibra-
tional state. Photons with a wavelength of 308 nm (or in some implementations, an infrared
wavelength) from an excimer laser can then dissociate the excited 235UF6 molecules (but not
the unexcited238UF6 molecules) into UF5 plus atomic fluorine. Under these conditions, UF5

is a solid, so 235U precipitates out in the solid pentafluoride phase, whereas 238U remains in
the gaseous hexafluoride phase. An improved version of this process, Separation of Isotopes
by Laser Excitation (SILEX) apparently overcomes the previously conflicting requirements
of MLIS by using the di↵erence in electrical charge between the two laser-irradiated isotopes
to separate them, but details of SILEX are still classified.
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O�cially, the first laser was created in 1960 in the United States, and the United States and other
countries have worked on AVLIS, MLIS, or SILEX laser isotope separation o↵ and on ever since.
However, it is possible that significant work on this method actually began in the wartime German
nuclear program, since (1) the German scientists clearly recognized the potential of this method,
(2) generally only a laser could provide su�ciently intense light at just the right wavelength for
this method to work, and (3) there is evidence that German scientists were conducting research
to develop lasers (see Appendix C). Much more archival research is needed to explore whether
Germany did indeed explore laser isotope separation, how far it got, and how any wartime German
work influenced postwar programs in the United States and other countries.
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D.3.6 Breeding Methods to Produce Pu-239 or U-233

As discussed in the previous section, enrichment of uranium is di�cult due to the fact that highly
fissionable uranium-235 and relatively inert uranium-238 are chemically identical and very close in
mass. In contrast, one can use a fission reactor or a particle accelerator to breed highly fissionable
plutonium-239 from natural uranium-238, or highly fissionable uranium-233 from natural thorium-
232, then exploit the di↵erences in chemical properties between the bred fission fuel and the natural
starting material in order to rapidly purify the fuel for a bomb. This section will discuss (a) the
fundamental nuclear physics of creating plutonium-239 and uranium-233, (b) how a fission reactor
could be used to breed either fuel, (c) how a particle accelerator could be used to breed either fuel,
and (d) what chemical processes could be used to separate the bred fuel from the natural starting
material.

a. Fundamental Nuclear Physics of Creating Plutonium-239 and Uranium-233

By mass, approximately 99.275% of natural uranium is uranium-238 (23892 U), which will not fission
unless it is hit with high-energy (at least a few MeV) neutrons. However, if uranium-238 is irradiated
with low energy neutrons, such as in a fission reactor, it can absorb a neutron (n) and release
the excess energy as a gamma (�) ray, then undergo two successive beta (�) decays to become
plutonium-239 (23994 Pu), which is an excellent fission fuel:

238
92 U + n

(n,�)�! 239
92 U

� 23.5 min�! 239
93 Np

� 2.36 days�! 239
94 Pu (D.35)

The two beta decays to plutonium-239 happen within a few days, which means that they tend to
happen before the fuel is removed from the breeding reactor, or within a few days of being removed
from the breeding reactor. Many highly radioactive isotopes with short half-lives are created by
fission of uranium-235 in the fuel, so it is customary to let the fuel “cool o↵” for a month or so
after being removed from the breeder reactor before it is processed by people. Since the German
nuclear program would have had a great sense of urgency and likely did not value the lives of its
low-level workers, it might have processed irradiated fuel with a much shorter cooling o↵ period.

If uranium-238 were irradiated with low-energy neutrons for a long enough period of time, most of it
would convert to plutonium-239. Unfortunately, two problems greatly limit how long the uranium-
238 can be exposed to neutrons, and therefore how much of it can be converted to plutonium-239. If
significant amounts of plutonium-239 build up in the sample, slow neutrons will make them undergo
fission reactions and burn up before they can be removed and purified for use in a bomb. Yet even
before that e↵ect becomes a problem, a second constraint is even more limiting: plutonium-239
that absorbs a neutron but does not fission becomes plutonium-240:

239
94 Pu + n �! 240

94 Pu + � (D.36)

Plutonium-240 is chemically identical to plutonium-239 and only one atomic mass unit di↵erent in
mass, making these plutonium isotopes even harder to separate from each other than uranium-235
and uranium-238 (with three mass units of di↵erence). Thus most bred plutonium-239 will contain
some amount of contaminating plutonium-240.
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Whereas plutonium-239 essentially only fissions when hit with a neutron, and therefore will wait to
release its energy in a chain reaction in a bomb, plutonium-240 sometimes fissions spontaneously.
The neutrons that are constantly emitted by this spontaneous fission of plutonium-240 could initiate
a fission chain reaction too soon as the critical mass of a bomb is being brought together, greatly
decreasing the net energy release of the bomb. A gun-type (Little Boy) bomb design assembles the
critical mass too slowly to overcome this problem; only an implosion (Fat Man) bomb design can
assemble the critical mass rapidly enough before the spontaneous fission events hinder the process.

Even with an implosion bomb design, it is important to minimize the amount of plutonium-240
contamination and the spontaneous fission rate, so for weapons production, typically uranium-238
is irradiated with neutrons only until <0.01% of the uranium-238 has become plutonium-239. That
means that an enormous amount of (highly radioactive) irradiated uranium must be chemically
processed to recover a small amount of plutonium.

In addition to uranium, another actinide that can be mined in useful quantities is thorium, virtually
all of which is thorium-232 (23290 Th). While thorium-232 itself is not a good fission fuel, if it is
irradiated with low energy neutrons, such as in a fission reactor, it can absorb a neutron and
release the excess energy as a gamma ray, then undergo two successive beta decays to become
uranium-233 (23392 U), which is an excellent fission fuel:

232
90 Th + n

(n,�)�! 233
90 Th

� 21.8 min�! 233
91 Pa

� 27.0 days�! 233
92 U (D.37)

The processes for breeding uranium-233 in Eq. (D.37) and for breeding plutonium-239 in Eq. (D.35)
are clearly highly similar, though beta decay to uranium-233 takes over ten times longer, mandating
that the fuel sit for at least a month or so after being removed from the breeder reactor.

Just as the buildup of an undesirable contaminant limits how much plutonium-239 can be bred
from uranium-238, the buildup of another undesirable contaminant limits how much uranium-233
can be bred from thorium-232. Neutron bombardment can actually remove a neutron from the
highly desirable uranium-233, converting it to the highly undesirable uranium-232:

233
92 U + n �! 232

92 U + 2n (D.38)

Uranium-232 undergoes a series of alpha (↵) decays with a net half-life of roughly 70 years, produc-
ing thallium-208 which emits intense gamma rays. Although that process does not interfere with
fission reactions, steady decay of contaminating uranium-232 into gamma-emitting thallium-208
means that bred uranium-233 is intensely radioactive and harmful to people working with it, and
remains that way for many years after its creation. Again, if the German nuclear program did not
value the lives of its low-level workers, this concern may not have limited their use of this method
of fission fuel production.
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b. Breeding in a Fission Reactor to Produce Pu-239 or U-233

German scientists knew how to breed plutonium-239 or uranium-233 in a fission reactor, had two
reactors on the brink of criticality by the end of the war (the Heisenberg group’s Berlin/Haigerloch
pile and the Diebner group’s Gottow/Stadtilm pile), and may have had other reactors that actually
became operational during the war (p. 2708). Such reactors could have used heavy water (D2O)
and/or pure graphite (without neutron-absorbing boron impurities) as a moderator to slow down
the neutrons emitted by the fission reactions, so that the neutrons would be much more likely to
create a chain reaction and also to breed plutonium-239 (or uranium-233).

In the wartime U.S. nuclear program, the main reactors breeding plutonium were three reactors
in Hanford, Washington, dubbed reactors B, D, and F. When fully operational, each of those
reactors produced approximately 250 MW of thermal power from approximately 250 tons of natural
uranium, or about 1 MW/ton [Reed 2015, 2019]. None of that energy was converted to electricity
as in a modern power reactor; water was used to cool the reactor and carry the heat away, so the
reactors needed direct access to large quantities of fresh water.

At that power, each reactor bred approximately 0.19 kg of plutonium-239 per day, or approximately
69 kg per year. To limit the production of plutonium-240, the 250 tons of reactor fuel was removed
after approximately 100 days, and then the reactor was restarted with fresh natural uranium fuel
[Reed 2015, 2019]. Comparing the plutonium-239 production rate of 0.19 kg/day to the rate of
using natural uranium, 250 tons/100 days = 2.5 tons/day, the amount of plutonium-239 bred per
ton of natural uranium was

Bred Pu-239

Natural uranium
⇡ 0.19 kg/day

2.5 tons/day
⇡ 0.076

kg

ton
(D.39)

Note that the amount of fissionable plutonium-239 produced from a ton of natural uranium is
roughly 100 times smaller than the maximum amount of fissionable uranium-235 (7.2 kg) that
could be extracted from that same ton of natural uranium via the enrichment methods of the
previous section. Again, this low level of production is due to the need to avoid creating much
plutonium-240 in the fuel. As a result, a fission fuel breeding program would use ⇠100 times more
uranium than a fission fuel enrichment program (unless the irradiated uranium were reused in
the breeder reactor after the plutonium had been removed, but that would be even more time
consuming, and a wartime program would presumably be under extreme time pressure).

Counterbalancing that disadvantage is the advantage that a breeder reactor and the accompanying
chemical purification processes handle fission fuel in a very dense solid or liquid state, whereas
enrichment methods handle fission fuel in a far less dense gaseous or plasma state. Therefore the
equipment for breeding would be much more compact, and could potentially be built and operated
by fewer people, than the equipment for enrichment.
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Characteristic Approximate value (scales linearly)

Thermal power 25 MW
Reactor core volume 100 m3

Moderator 150 tons of graphite, or
80 tons of heavy water,

or some of both
Natural uranium in reactor 25 tons
Replace uranium every 100 days

Uranium consumption rate 91 tons/year
Plutonium production rate 6.9 kg/year
Cost (1940s U.S. dollars) $6,000,000

Table D.8: Approximate characteristics of a breeder reactor for producing plutonium-239.

As long as the reactor is large enough to have a self-sustaining fission chain reaction, these charac-
teristics can be scaled up or down in a linear fashion, using the approximate numbers in Table D.8
as a basis for reference [Kemp 2005; OTA 1977]. For example, if each Hanford reactor held 250 tons
of natural uranium and produced approximately 69 kg of plutonium-239 per year, a hypothetical
German reactor holding approximately 22 tons of natural uranium could produce approximately 6
kg of plutonium-239 per year, enough for one full-sized ⇠20 kiloton implosion bomb (like the U.S.
Gadget and Fat Man bombs) per year. From Eq. D.39, producing 6 kg of plutonium would require
processing approximately 79 tons of uranium.

Thorium-232 is useful for breeding uranium-233 but cannot sustain a fission chain reaction on its
own. The reactor would need to contain natural uranium or uranium enriched in uranium-235.
On the order of ⇠90% of the neutrons from the uranium would be needed to sustain the chain
reaction, so only ⇠10% of the neutrons could be spared to breed uranium-233 from thorium-232,
and hence only ⇠10% of the total fuel in the reactor could be thorium. Thus a fission reactor for
breeding uranium-233 might be ⇠10 times larger in volume or mass than a reactor for breeding
plutonium-239. (Of course, plutonium would also be bred within the ⇠90% of the reactor fuel that
was uranium, and that plutonium could be extracted as well.) For this reason, it seems likely that
the German nuclear program would have generally preferred producing plutonium-239 instead of
uranium-233, although scientists may have certainly tried uranium-233 (especially because of the
large amount of thorium that was available to the German nuclear program).
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c. Breeding with an Accelerator to Produce Pu-239 or U-233

Even without a fission reactor, it is possible to produce significant amounts of Pu-239 or U-233
via a process called electronuclear breeding. In this process, a particle accelerator fires a beam
of high-energy charged particles (typically protons, deuterons, or electrons with a kinetic energy
of many millions of electron-volts or MeV) at a target containing U-238 or Th-232. When those
energetic charged particles strike the nuclei of the target material, they knock some neutrons free,
and those neutrons are absorbed by U-238 atoms to become Pu-239 atoms, or by Th-232 atoms to
become U-233 atoms. In more sophisticated and e�cient systems, the target may also contain an
initial layer of lithium or beryllium, which are especially good at releasing neutrons when struck by
high-energy charged particles. If furthermore the target is immersed in a neutron moderator (such
as heavy water or pure graphite) and surrounded by a neutron reflector (such as beryllium), each
neutron that is originally generated can lead to a cascade of several more neutrons by subcritical
fission reactions, yielding several atoms of bred fuel per charged particle in the beam.

If the target is lithium without uranium or thorium, electronuclear breeding can be used to produce
tritium, which would be very useful for fusion boosting of fission bombs or for creating a hydrogen
bomb.

Electronuclear breeding was seriously pursued by the United States and other countries after World
War II, and even now is of concern as a proliferation risk for how new countries could produce
nuclear weapons [Barashenkov et al. 1987; Barber and George 1959; Kemp 2005; Livdahl 1981;
Magill and Peerani 1999; Riendeau et al. 1999]. German scientists knew how to breed plutonium-
239 (or uranium-233) in a particle-accelerator-driven electronuclear system, and built and operated
suitable accelerator systems (pp. 2769–2790 and 3042–3048) that appear to have been a high priority
part of the wartime German nuclear program.

Simple physics can give a ballpark estimate for the amount of Pu-239 or U-233 that could be
produced by electronuclear breeding. If N is the number of particle accelerators, I is the beam
current per particle accelerator, and e ⇡ 1.602⇥ 10�19 Coulombs is the electric charge of particles
(protons, deuterons, or electrons) in the beam, the total number of charged particles per second
is simply NI/e. Since there are 365 ⇥ 24 ⇥ 60 ⇥ 60 = 3.1536 ⇥ 107 seconds per year, the annual
charged particle production rate is

Charged particles

year
= 3.1536⇥ 107

N I

e

particles

year
(D.40)

Let ⌘ be the number of bred Pu-239 or U-233 atoms per accelerated charged particle, or in other
words the e�ciency of converting accelerated charged particles to neutrons and then letting those
neutrons be captured to breed the desired atoms. Thus the atom breeding rate is

Bred atoms

year
= 3.1536⇥ 107

N I ⌘

e

atoms

year
(D.41)

Using Avogadro’s number NA ⇡ 6.022 ⇥ 1023 and the mass A of the bred atoms in atomic mass
units, there are NA/A atoms per gram of mass, or 1000NA/A atoms/kg. Combining this information
with Eq. (D.41), the annual production rate of mass is

Bred mass

year
= 3.1536⇥ 104

N I ⌘ A

e NA

kg

year
(D.42)
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Space charge e↵ects and other phenomena generally limit practical values of the beam current to
around a milliamp, or I ⇡ 10�3 amp [Kemp 2005]. For 10 accelerators operating in parallel to breed
Pu-239 (A = 239) with an e�ciency ⌘ ⇠ 1, Eq. (D.42) becomes

Bred Pu-239

year
⇠ 0.78

kg

year
(D.43)

Similarly, for 10 accelerators with I ⇡ 10�3 amp breeding U-233 (A = 233) with an e�ciency ⌘ ⇠ 1,
Eq. (D.42) gives

Bred U-233

year
⇠ 0.76

kg

year
(D.44)

Likewise, for 10 accelerators with I ⇡ 10�3 amp breeding tritium (A = 3) with an e�ciency ⌘ ⇠ 1,
Eq. (D.42) becomes

Bred tritium

year
⇠ 9.8

g

year
(D.45)

From these crude estimates, a year-long electronuclear breeding program could produce ⇠ 0.8 kg of
plutonium-239 or uranium-233, or ⇠ 10 g of tritium. The equations reveal several ways to improve
this output:

• The German program could have built and operated more than 10 particle accelerators in
parallel. That is not unreasonable, considering that the United States built and operated 3120
calutron ion beams at Oak Ridge for U-235 enrichment.

• The beam current might have been increased. 1 mA per beam is a representative value but not
a hard limit. Increasing the beam current by a factor of two or three would correspondingly
increase the amount of bred fission fuel by a factor of two or three.

• The German program might have operated particle accelerators for longer than a year. If the
accelerators began operation two years before the end of the war, twice as much fuel could
have been produced.

• Most importantly, the e�ciency ⌘ could have been optimized. Depending on the conditions,
the e�ciency could be as low as ⌘ ⇠ 0.001 or as high as ⌘ ⇠ 100 [Kemp 2005]. Using the highest
possible beam energy, choosing the best type of charged particle for the beam (in some cases,
deuterons work better than protons or electrons), and using a neutron-multiplying target
could give e�ciencies toward the upper end of that range. A neutron-multiplying target
would essentially be a small, subcritical fission reactor, for example chunks of unenriched
uranium metal immersed in heavy water and surrounded by a beryllium reflector. Whereas
the reactor would not be large enough to create its own self-sustaining chain reaction of fission
events, each neutron generated by the accelerator would trigger a small cascade of additional
neutrons in the subcritical reactor, yielding several bred atoms per initial neutron.

Based on this simple analysis, it is evident that electronuclear breeding of kilograms of plutonium-
239 or uranium-233 for a fission bomb, or of grams of tritium for fusion boosting a bomb, would
be technically challenging but nevertheless quite feasible for the wartime German program. It is
important for historians to search for more evidence of such an electronuclear breeding program,
both in archival documents and at locations that may have been involved in this work.
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d. Chemical Reprocessing to Purify Bred Pu-239 or U-233

In nuclear power programs, chemical reprocessing of “spent” fuel that has been in a fission reactor
is used to recover plutonium-239 that has been bred during the time in the reactor, as well as
any leftover uranium-235 that was not burned up inside the reactor. Those fissionable fuel compo-
nents can be repackaged and used again for reactor fuel; uranium-238 can also be recycled. Many
other actinides in the fuel can be recycled without adversely a↵ecting the repackaged reactor fuel.
For nuclear weapons programs, the same techniques may be used to extract and concentrate the
plutonium-239 from a uranium reactor (or from an electronuclear breeding particle accelerator) to
make high-grade fuel for fission bombs.

Documents show that German scientists knew how to produce plutonium-239 from uranium-238
(p. 2708) and how to produce uranium-233 from thorium-232 (p. 2714), and knew that both of
those fission fuels would be suitable for bombs. If one or more fission reactors were operational
before the end of the war (p. 2708), or if accelerators were able to produce a significant amount
of fission fuel (p. 2769), it seems likely that Germany would have developed and utilized chemical
reprocessing methods to extract and purify the bred plutonium-239 or uranium-233. In fact, in the
highly fragmentary documentation that is now available to scholars shows that there was in fact
work to develop such reprocessing methods (p. 2713).

Although it is current unknown just how far that work may have progressed during the war, or in
what geographic locations, the scientific details of reprocessing constrain where and how it could
have been done, and may guide historians in locating relevant documents and geographic sites:

• Due to the relatively sophisticated chemistry involved in reprocessing and the fact that it
would be tied to secret weapons development, it seems probable that any such reprocessing
would have been run by I.G. Farben, or at the very least would have intimately involved I.G.
Farben.

• Because of the large amount of spent uranium that would need to be processed for a much
smaller amount of plutonium, and because of the great personal danger involved in exposure
to the associated high levels of radiation and toxic chemicals, it moreover seems likely that
any such work in wartime Germany would have involved slave labor (at least if it advanced
beyond small-scale proof-of-concept laboratory experiments).

• Because of the large amount of material to be processed and the extreme danger in handling
it, chemical reprocessing would probably have been conducted at or near the fission reactor(s)
or electronuclear breeding site(s) where the plutonium was bred.

• For cooling of the fission reactor and for both cooling and chemical steps during reprocessing,
a breeding/reprocessing facility would likely be located next to an abundant source of fresh
water.
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The most widely used chemical method for reprocessing spent fission fuel is called the Purex process.
Although it is quite complex [Benedict et al. 1981], a very simplified overview is illustrated schemat-
ically in Fig. D.182. This description covers modern reprocessing for nuclear power programs, but
a wartime weapons program would use very similar (or perhaps streamlined) steps:

1. Spent fuel rods are soaked in hot nitric acid, which dissolves uranium, plutonium, and fission
products, but not zirconium alloy claddings and other hardware. Thus non-fuel reactor ma-
terials can be separated out for waste disposal. Gaseous fission products are also removed at
this time.

2. Then the polar aqueous nitric acid solution containing uranium nitrates, plutonium nitrates,
and fission-product nitrates is mixed with a nonpolar organic solvent, which is a kerosene-like
mixture containing n-tributyl phosphate (TBP). At this point, uranium is in a hexavalent
state (VI) and plutonium is in a tetravalent state (IV), both of which prefer to pass into
the nonpolar TBP layer of the immiscible polar-nonpolar fluid combination. In contrast, the
fission products are generally in a pentavalent state (V) and prefer to remain in the polar
nitric acid layer, so they can be separated out, concentrated, and vitrified for disposal as
high-level radioactive waste.

3. The TBP organic solution containing uranium and plutonium is treated with a limited re-
ductant (such as ferrous ions, Fe+2), which reduces plutonium (IV) to plutonium (III) but
leaves the uranium (VI) una↵ected. The nonpolar organic solvent is again mixed with polar
aqueous nitric acid. The uranium (VI) still prefers the nonpolar solvent, but unlike plutonium
(IV), plutonium (III) actually prefers the polar solvent. Thus plutonium and uranium can be
separated for individual processing.

4. Uranium nitrate is purified from the nonpolar solvent and converted to uranium hexafluoride
for enrichment if desired.

5. Plutonium nitrate is purified from the polar solvent and converted to plutonium dioxide for
reactor fuel or plutonium metal for bombs.

In practice, up to three rounds of polar-nonpolar solvent purification are used to achieve high purity
of the fission product, uranium, and plutonium fractions.

A similar reprocessing method used for separating thorium, uranium, and fission products from
spent fuel in thorium-232/uranium-233 fuel cycles is called the Thorex process [Benedict et al.
1981]. By means of this process, one could supply a fission reactor or electronuclear breeding
accelerator with natural thorium-232 and produce high-grade uranium-233 for fission bombs.
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Figure D.182: Chemical reprocessing of spent fission fuel.
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D.4 Analysis of Reports of Test Explosions

While there are many potential metrics for the progress of the German nuclear program, the
definitive litmus test would be a successful wartime nuclear weapons test.

D.4.1 Collation of Data from Primary Sources

Of the alleged Baltic, Polish, and Thuringian test explosions described by the primary sources
quoted earlier in this appendix, there is the largest amount of evidence for the Thuringian test,
including numerous details that may be subjected to scientific analysis. Without discounting the
other possible tests, the remainder of this discussion will focus on analyzing all of the currently
available details about that March 1945 Thuringian test. Several of the primary sources provided
general background information for this test. Wartime and postwar documents showed that within
the top echelons of the SS, there was a prolonged and intense interest in developing a nuclear
weapon, and an expectation around March 1945 that battlefield use of such a weapon was immi-
nent. Likewise, wartime and postwar documents from Diebner, Schumann, Trinks, Guderley, and
others confirmed that there were very active research programs on fission reactions, fission fuel
production, fusion reactions, fusion fuel production, and spherical implosion bomb designs. How
far those programs got, and whether or how they were combined together, is very unclear from the
primary sources themselves, but perhaps answerable at least in part by modern theoretical and/or
experimental analysis of the available data.

As summarized on p. 3019, at least ten primary sources specifically addressed the Thuringian test:

1-2. Ilyichev’s November 1944 and March 1945 Soviet intelligence reports described the prepa-
rations for the Thuringian tests, the immediate consequences of the tests, and the detailed
design of the nuclear device that was supposedly tested. The authenticity of the documents
appears beyond doubt, since they are part of an extended paper trail that includes published
responses by Kurchatov and Flerov, and that went all the way to Joseph Stalin. Furthermore,
since the documents cast doubt on the Soviet Union’s claim to be the second nuclear nation
or to have achieved that status by its own scientific strength, there appears to be no incentive
for Russians of any time period to have forged or embellished them. Likewise, these reports do
not appear to have been a German attempt to blu↵ the Russians into believing that the Ger-
mans possessed a weapon that they did not actually have; a blu↵ would surely have claimed
that the test explosion was much larger, and would not have handed the Russians a highly
detailed and very e↵ective design for a fission bomb. Of course, despite the authenticity of
these documents, how accurate or inaccurate they may be depends on the competence of the
unknown Soviet spy who transmitted the details from Germany.

3-4. Kurchatov’s March 1945 letter and Flerov’s two brief reports from May 1945 repeated many
of the details from Ilyichev’s second report, supporting the authenticity of that document.
Most of their information was directly derived from Ilyichev’s second report (which did not
give a specific location for the nuclear test). However, the fact that by May 1945 Kurchatov
and Flerov apparently knew of a specific location where they wanted to measure residual
artificial radioactivity seems to indicate that they had received additional information not in
Ilyichev’s November 1944 and March 1945 reports.
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5. Robert Döpel’s testimony under interrogation by the Russians in 1946 confirms that there
was an atomic bomb test on a German military base (such as those in Thuringia) before the
end of the war. Unfortunately the only Russian interrogation summary that has been found
thus far does not give any further details.

6-7. The testimonies of Werner and Wachsmut described the Thuringian test and its immediate
aftermath. Although the 1962 East German transcript’s chain of custody is uncertain and
hence its authenticity is di�cult to prove, the written testimonies by Werner and Wachsmut
are consistent with oral testimonies that they each gave later in life, consistent with each
other, consistent with details from the other sources that reported the Thuringian test, and
consistent in appearance with other East German interrogation transcripts from that place
and time. As will be shown, they are also highly consistent with the physics of nuclear weapons,
in ways that would not have been possible for Werner and Wachsmut, their interrogators, or
a document forger to foresee. Therefore, the testimonies of Werner and Wachsmut will be
included in the discussion here with appropriate caution. These two testimonies are the only
sources that named a specific location for the Thuringian test, but otherwise the basic facts
of the Thuringian test do not depend upon their testimonies.

8. The 1966 East German reports on the interrogation of Erich Rundnagel appear to be authentic
and were confirmed by Rundnagel’s nephew. Although Rundnagel did not address the actual
test, he gave details that seem relevant to the bomb design and preparations.

9. Oscar Koch’s 1960s description of a high-level 1945 U.S. intelligence report appears as credible
as the Soviet intelligence report. Although it gave fewer details than Ilyichev’s reports, those
that it did contain are highly consistent with those given by Ilyichev. The most puzzling aspect
is that Koch stated that U.S. aerial surveillance photos did not show the blast damage that
had been reported in the test area. Some plausible explanations are (a) that the Germans
quickly replanted, restored, cleaned, or camouflaged the a↵ected area, (b) that the aerial
surveillance photos were not of the correct location, and/or (c) that the Americans were
looking for much larger-scale blast damage than the Thuringian test actually produced.

10. The interviews with Grothmann described many details about the Thuringian test, its back-
ground, and its aftermath. Major caveats are that the interviews were conducted in private,
that they were held 55–57 years after the events in question, and that tapes of the inter-
views were erased. Nonetheless, historians have been able to independently confirm a large
number of obscure details covered in the interviews [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, p. 29;
Karlsch 2006; Nagel 2011, p. 64], and scientific details from the interviews are very consistent
with known physics and engineering principles, even though Grothmann was not a scientist
or engineer. Grothmann provided information that is in excellent agreement with Ilyichev’s
reports, which were discovered in a Moscow archive only after Grothmann had already died,
and Grothmann’s statements agree with other sources about the secret wartime programs
that have only emerged in recent years. For a more extensive discussion of the reliability of
this source, see p. 2631.

As shown on p. 3019, there is remarkably good agreement among these ten primary sources about
the details of the test date, location, organizations or people who were involved, blast, radioactivity,
resulting casualties, and device design. Those details will next be used as the basis for preliminary
theoretical estimates of the explosive yield, radioactive release, and device design parameters.
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Figure D.146 is a map of the Ohrdruf and Arnstadt area that was possibly involved in the March
1945 test. In Fig. D.147, colored lines illustrate clues to the location of the test as described by
Werner and Wachsmut. These clues include the approximate boundary of the military base (green),
population centers with possible sickness from radioactive fallout (red), the direction in which
Werner reported seeing the explosion (yellow), driving distances for Wachsmut from the Ringhofen
estate (blue), and the location of an apparent crater on aerial photos from pp. 3065–3069 (purple).
Note that those clues place the test roughly in the center of the Ohrdruf military base, which would
also make sense from a security perspective.

If information from Werner and Wachsmut is excluded from the analysis, the key facts and data
regarding the nuclear test remain the same, except the exact location in Thuringia is then unknown.
Based solely on the other sources, the test might have occurred on the Ohrdruf military base, or
it might have occurred in some other remote wooded location in Thuringia that could be tightly
secured by the SS (likely a military base).
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D.4.2 Estimating Explosive Yield from Primary Sources

Simple estimates of the relationship between the energy released in an explosion and the radius
of damage caused by that explosion can easily be made from first principles. The explosion will
be assumed to release an energy E at a point source at radial position r = 0 at or very near the
surface of the earth, surrounded by atmosphere of initial pressure patm, as shown in Fig. D.183. For
reference, one ton of TNT high explosive is defined to produce an energy of 4.184⇥ 109 Joules (J)
(although the actual yield from real TNT can vary somewhat around this value). The energy of
the explosion will be distributed throughout a hemispherical volume of ever-expanding radius R,
where the surface at r = R is a shock wave propagating outward into the atmosphere. Using the
volume (2/3)⇡R3 of the hemisphere and defining the average energy density deposited within the
hemispherical volume as Uavg, the explosive energy yield may be written as

E =
2

3
⇡R

3
Uavg (D.46)

r = 0 

r = R 

Uavg = 
average energy 
density within 

the blast volume 

Shock wave 

Earth 

patm = atmospheric pressure 
        = average energy density 
           outside the blast volume 

Figure D.183: Hemispherical shock wave expanding from an initial point on the earth’s surface.
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Since the total energy E is constant (neglecting any losses), the average energy density Uavg of the
explosion will decrease as the explosion radius R increases with time. The explosion will be the domi-
nant force in the local environment until its average energy density drops below the pressure-derived
potential energy density of normal atmospheric pressure, patm ⇡ 1.01⇥105 Pascals (Pa=J/m3) (us-
ing the sea-level average pressure). Of course, the shock wave at the expanding surface contains
more energy density than the volume-averaged value, and the explosive energy density can do se-
rious damage to buildings, trees, and people even when it is only a fraction of normal atmospheric
pressure.

If one assumes that the explosion will do major damage until the average energy density drops to
Uavg ⇡ patm/10 at some blast radius R = Rblast, the energy from Eq. (D.46) may be written as:

Emax ⇡ 2

3
⇡R

3
blast

patm

10
=

 
2⇡ · 1.01⇥ 105 J/m3

3 · 10 · 4.184⇥ 109 J/ton

!

R
3
blast

⇡
✓

Rblast

58.3 meters

◆3

tons , (D.47)

in which Eq. (D.47) expresses the explosive energy yield in equivalent tons of TNT.

On the other hand, if one assumes that the explosion will do significant damage until the average
energy density drops much further to Uavg ⇡ patm/100 at some blast radius R = Rblast, the explosive
yield from Eq. (D.46) may be written as:

Emin ⇡ 2

3
⇡R

3
blast

patm

100
=

 
2⇡ · 1.01⇥ 105 J/m3

3 · 100 · 4.184⇥ 109 J/ton

!

R
3
blast

⇡
✓

Rblast

126 meters

◆3

tons (D.48)

For a given measured blast radius, the released explosive energy could vary somewhere between
the minimum value given by Eq. (D.48) and the maximum value given by Eq. (D.47), depending
on how resistant to blast damage the surround area is, deviations of the actual terrain from the
assumed perfectly flat surface, and other factors. Note that Eq. (D.47) gives a maximum energy 10
times larger than the minimum energy of Eq. (D.48), since its assumed energy density is 10 times
larger (patm/10 vs. patm/100). Within that range, a good single value for a ballpark approximation
would be the geometric mean, found by using Eq. (D.46) with Uavg ⇡ patm/(10

p
10):

Egeo mean ⇡ 2

3
⇡R

3
blast

patm

10
p
10

=

 
2⇡ · 1.01⇥ 105 J/m3

3 · 10
p
10 · 4.184⇥ 109 J/ton

!

R
3
blast

⇡
✓

Rblast

85.5 meters

◆3

tons (D.49)
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Ilyichev described the blast radius as Rblast = 500–600 meters. Using Eqs. (D.47)–(D.49), a blast
radius of Rblast = 500 meters corresponds to an explosive energy somewhere in the range E =63–
630 tons, with a geometric mean of 200 tons. Likewise, the larger blast radius Rblast = 600 meters
corresponds to an explosive energy somewhere in the range E = 110–1100 tons, with a geometric
mean of 350 tons. These values are consistent with previous estimates based on the same data
[Eilers 2007, 2015; Mineev and Funtikov 2007].

Ilyichev also described the bomb as having a total weight of approximately 2 tons and being filled
largely with TNT. If such a bomb had exploded in a conventional, non-nuclear manner, its explosive
energy would therefore be only ⇠ 2 tons. The absolute minimum explosive energy consistent with
the reported blast radius is 30 times larger than that value, and the actual energy may well have
been several hundred times greater than the non-nuclear yield of TNT alone. Thus some sort of
nuclear explosion appears to be the only satisfactory explanation for the reported blast size.

An independent method of estimating the explosive energy would be to use the dimensions of the
crater it created in the ground. Unfortunately, if the bomb had an explosive energy less than 1000
tons and was mounted on a tower for the test (to facilitate diagnostics, as in the first U.S. fission
bomb test in New Mexico on 16 July 1945, and as described by Schumann and Grothmann), it would
likely not leave a significant crater [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 255]. If the aerial reconnaissance
photos on pp. 3065–3069 do indeed show the correct location of the test, the suggestive ejecta
pattern that is visible in the 21 March 1945 and 9 June 1945 aerial reconnaissance photos may have
been the only physical trace of the blast, apart from radioisotopes.
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D.4.3 Estimating Radioactive Release from Primary Sources

In addition to the reported blast radius, the reports of radioactive e↵ects or radiation sickness by
Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut seem to suggest some sort of nuclear explosion. In
theory, a nuclear explosion could be due to fission reactions alone, fusion reactions alone, or some
combination of fission and fusion reactions. In the 75+ years since 1945, scientists have been unable
to create a net-energy-producing pure fusion reaction without the assistance of fission reactions
[Gsponer and Hurni 2009, pp. 139–141; Winterberg 2010, pp. 297–298, 302], so the possibility that
the described 1945 test was a pure fusion weapon seems too remote to consider. Both pure fission
and fission-fusion hybrid designs are quite possible however. Even for plausible fission-fusion hybrid
weapon designs, the fraction of released energy that comes from fusion reactions is negligible.
Therefore the explosive energy yield (calculated from the reported blast radius) may be used to
find the amount of fission fuel consumed and hence the amount of radioactive fallout.

Fission fuel consumed

By definition, one mole (6.022⇥ 1023) of uranium-235 atoms has a total mass of 235 grams. Upon
fission, each atom releases approximately 180 million electron-volts (eV) of energy (not counting
energy lost as neutrinos, or energy released in delayed radioactivity), which can be converted
into Joules or equivalent tons of TNT energy by the conversion factors 1.602 ⇥ 10�19 J/eV and
4.184⇥109 J/ton. Putting all of this information together, the number of grams of U-235 that must
be completely fissioned to produce one ton TNT equivalent of explosive energy is:

(235 g) (4.184⇥ 109 J/ton)

(6.022⇥ 1023) (180⇥ 106 eV) (1.602⇥ 10�19 J/eV)
⇡ 0.0566

grams

ton
(D.50)

Ilyichev specifically said the device used U-235 as fission fuel. In principle, two other fission fu-
els could have been used: uranium-233 (U-233, created by bombarding natural thorium-232 with
neutrons) or plutonium-239 (Pu-239, creating by bombarding natural uranium-238 with neutrons).
Energy values for those other fission fuels are approximately the same as that for U-235, so Eq.
(D.50) can safely be used as the basis for any fission calculations.

For explosive yields in the range of 63–1100 tons with a geometric mean of 200–350 tons, as
calculated in Section D.4.2, the mass of fuel completely fissioned is:

Mfissioned = 3.6–62 grams, with a geometric mean of 11.3–19.8 grams. (D.51)

Thus the best ballpark guess is that the reported explosion would have completely fissioned ⇠ 10–20
grams of uranium. This is a very small quantity considering that nuclear weapons would normally
have many kilograms of fission fuel, but Grothmann reported that only a very small amount of fuel
was used in this test device, and that larger amounts of fuel were ready to be used in subsequent
devices. For a small test, the total amount of fissionable fuel might have been as little ⇠100 grams,
which is very consistent with the result in Eq. (D.51), since only some fraction of the fuel would
have time to fission during the very brief time that the core of the bomb was maximally compressed.
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Initial radiation from the explosion

People who were very close to the test site would have been exposed to the initial radiation (gamma,
neutrons, and beta) released during the actual explosion. For a fission explosion of 200–350 tons, the
lethality (10 Grays or 1000 rads) radius for this prompt radiation is ⇠ 500 meters, very comparable
to the blast radius [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 333]. Thus anyone present on the field where
the device was tested would have been either killed immediately or left injured and dying from
the blast, radiation, and heat. This is highly consistent with the reports of Ilyichev, Grothmann,
Werner, and Wachsmut.

If the blast radius was 500–600 meters as reported by Ilyichev, Wachsmut’s estimate of 700 bodies
was correct, and those victims had been uniformly spread out within an area ⇡R

2 ⇠ 785,000–
1,130,000 m2 around the device when it was tested, the spacing would have been

⇠ 1100–1600 m2 per person on average (D.52)

or

⇠ 33–40 m between people if uniformly spread out (D.53)

Thus 700 people could have easily fit within the blast radius, even if they were spread out. It
seems highly unlikely that the detonation would have been accidentally triggered at an unexpected
time before people had had time to take cover. A far more plausible explanation is that the SS
scattered POWs around the test area to serve as human guinea pigs to measure the e↵ects at
varying distances from the explosion.

Indeed, Ilyichev’s report appears to suggest that the SS made detailed correlations of prisoners’
positions before the explosion and their conditions after the explosion (p. 3024): “Prisoners of war
who were near the epicenter of the explosion died, often without leaving a trace. Prisoners of war
who were in the area beyond the center of the explosion have burns on their face and body, the
strength of which depends on their position in relation to the epicenter of the explosion.”

It is well documented that POWs were used as human test subjects for new nerve agents [Tucker
2006, p. 51] and for new biological weapons.11 Thus the allegations made separately by Ilyichev
and Wachsmut are highly consistent with what is known to have taken place in other Third Reich
programs to develop weapons of mass destruction.

In fact, if the statements of Grothmann and Wachsmut are correct, the large size of the explosion
and the large number of casualties for the very small amount of fission fuel used apparently surprised
even the SS.

11Barenblatt 2004; Blome 1941; Michael Carroll 2004; Deichmann 1996; Geißler 1998a, 1998b; Gold 1997; Haagen
1941; Hansen 1993; Kater 1989; Keremidis 2013; Klee 2001; Leitenberg and Zilinskas 2012; Posner and Ware 2000;
Regis 1999; Reinhardt 2013; Vivien Spitz 2005; Tokyo War Crimes Trial 1950; U.S. Army 1956.
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Radioactive fallout from the explosion

From the explosive yield and amount of fuel fissioned, one can also calculate the amount of ra-
dioactive fallout. The radioactive fallout decays rapidly, emitting 80% of its total radiation within
the first 24 hours, and gradually emitting the remaining 20% over the following days, months, and
years [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 397]. Radioactive fallout from a 1 kiloton fission explosion,
spread uniformly over a flat area of 1 square mile, would cause a radiation exposure 3 feet above
the ground (the approximate center of an adult human) of 2900 rads per hour 1 hour after the
explosion, or 21,750 rads total within the first 24 hours after the explosion [Glasstone and Dolan
1977, pp. 390, 395—24 hour cumulative dose is dose rate at 1 hour multiplied by 7.5 hours due
to decay]. Converting that information from kilotons to tons, from square miles to km2, and from
rads to Grays (Gy, where 1 Gy=100 rads), one finds:

1
ton

km2
=) 0.0751

Gy

hr
at 1 hour averaged over area (D.54)

=) 0.563 Gy within 24 hours averaged over area (D.55)

As calculated in Section D.4.2, the explosive yield had a geometric mean of 200–350 tons. The
area over which the corresponding amount of fallout would be distributed could vary significantly
depending on local winds and topography, but a plausible ballpark estimate for the a↵ected region
might be a ⇠ 10 km ⇥ ⇠ 10 km area, or ⇠ 100 km2. Taken together, those estimates give an average
of 2–3.5 tons/km2, and Eqs. (D.54)–(D.55) can be scaled accordingly:

2–3.5
tons

km2
=) 0.150–0.263

Gy

hr
at 1 hour averaged over area (D.56)

=) 1.13–1.97 Gy within 24 hours averaged over area (D.57)

Gamma and beta radiation emitted by fission products in the fallout would begin to produce
noticeable symptoms of radiation sickness after a cumulative exposure of ⇠ 1 Gy, very serious
illness at ⇠ 2 Gy, and fairly consistent lethality (within hours or days after exposure) at ⇠ 10 Gy
[Glasstone and Dolan 1977, pp. 575–587, using 1 rad ⇡ 1 rem or 1 Gray ⇡ 1 Sievert for gamma,
beta, and neutrons]. Thus the expected average dose from Eq. (D.57) falls perfectly within that
1–2 Gy window for noticeable but readily survivable radiation sickness.

Ilyichev reported that most the civilian population in the surrounding area had been evacuated.
Someone who remained in the surrounding area (within the ⇠ 100 km2 general area but not at
the test site), and who was exposed to the fallout with the first day or so after the test by being
outside or consuming water or food that had been outside, might have experienced mild symptoms
of radiation sickness that would have resolved themselves within a matter of days. People who
remained in the surrounding area but did not have much exposure to the fallout may not have had
any noticeable symptoms.
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In the area immediately around the test site, the radioactive fallout and dosage would be signif-
icantly higher than in the larger surrounding region. Just how much higher would again depend
on the local winds and topography, and also on the relative sizes of the areas in question. Data
from a number of U.S. nuclear tests suggests that the fallout dosage immediately around a test site
is ⇠ 10–100 times higher than that in the much larger surrounding area that receives significant
fallout, with a geometric mean value of ⇠ 30 times higher [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, pp. 419–439].
Using that mean value to multiply Eqs. (D.56)–(D.57), ballpark values for the radiation dose at
the Thuringia test site would be:

4.50–7.89
Gy

hr
at 1 hour at test site (D.58)

33.9–59.1 Gy within 24 hours at test site (D.59)

As mentioned, those estimates use the estimated geometric mean from the fallout patterns, and the
actual values might have been between ⇠ 3 times smaller and ⇠ 3 times larger than the results in
Eqs. (D.58)–(D.59). Since a cumulative dose of ⇠ 10 Gy will cause fairly consistent lethality within
hours or days after exposure, even a person who was fully protected from the initial radiation,
heat, and blast of the explosion but then visited the test site in the hours after the explosion could
rapidly acquire a lethal dose. This factor may help account in part for the lack of later witnesses.

Based on the above analysis (which was derived only from the known physics of fission explosions
and Ilyichev’s statement that the blast radius was 500–600 meters), the explosion’s prompt radiation
at the test site, the radioactive fallout at the test site within the first 24 hours, and the radioactive
fallout in nearby towns within 24 hours would easily fit Ilyichev’s description that a “massive
radioactive e↵ect was observed.”
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Comparison of theoretical results with numerical estimates based on the statements
of Werner and Wachsmut

Although the chain of custody and historical authenticity of the written testimonies by Werner and
Wachsmut cannot be verified, those testimonies made several specific claims that can actually be
tested numerically against the preceding physics calculations.

Werner and Wachsmut (and also Grothmann) reported symptoms of what sounded like radiation
sickness among the populations of towns near the test site. Werner specifically listed the towns
in which she said people had reported those symptoms, and they are indicated by red circles on
p. 3082. The purple circle in that figure is the suspected location of the explosion. Note that the
a↵ected towns generally range from north to east of the explosion, which is plausible if the local
winds were blowing from the southwest at the time of the test. Based on the distribution of a↵ected
towns around the test site, a reasonable estimate for the a↵ected region is a ⇠ 100 km2 area. (For
reference, the outermost blue circle in Fig. D.147 has a diameter of 10 km.)

Noticeable but readily survivable radiation sickness in that area within a day after the test, as
reported by Werner and Wachsmut (and also Grothmann), suggests an average dose of

1–2 Gy within 24 hours averaged over area of ⇠ 100 km2 (D.60)

Thus the area-averaged dose in Eq. (D.60), which was derived from the testimonies of Werner and
Wachsmut, agrees extremely well with the prediction from Eq. (D.57), which was derived from
Ilyichev’s report and the physics of fission explosions.

A completely independent estimate of the radioactivity at the test site may also be derived from the
testimony of Werner and Wachsmut. Werner stated that the test occurred at 9:30 p.m. on 4 March
and that a large SS group came by at 2:00 p.m. on 5 March on their way to dispose of the bodies.
Wachsmut testified that he worked to burn bodies at the test site from sometime in the afternoon
until sometime before 11:00 p.m. on 5 March, with a break of unstated length in the middle for
decontamination at the Ringhofen estate some distance away. Wachsmut also stated that he and his
fellow workers were unable to eat for at least a couple of days afterward, which suggests moderate
radiation sickness in the ⇠ 1–2 Gy cumulative dose range. (An alternative interpretation is that
the inability to eat for days was simply a psychological reaction to what they witnessed. That
explanation is possible, but seems insu�cient to account for the symptoms as Wachsmut stated
he and his fellow workers were already very experienced at disposing of badly tortured prisoners’
bodies, and that the inability to eat a↵ected all of his work crew.)

To take nice round numbers as a very simple approximation, one could assume that Wachsmut
was exposed to the fallout at the test site from ⇠ 3:30 p.m. until ⇠ 9:30 p.m. on 5 March, or
in other words from 18 to 24 hours after the test. The cumulative dose from fallout between 18
and 24 hours after an explosion is equal to the dose rate 1 hour after the explosion multiplied by
approximately 0.25 hours [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 395, 7.5 hours - 7.25 hours = 0.25 hours
for the multiplier]. Thus if Wachsmut received 1–2 Gy between 18 and 24 hours at the test site,
the dose rate at the test site 1 hour after the explosion would have been
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1–2 Gy

0.25 hr
= 4–8

Gy

hr
at 1 hour at test site or (D.61)

30–60 Gy within 24 hours at test site (D.62)

Therefore Eq. (D.61)’s completely independent estimate of the dose rate at the test site immediately
after the test, derived from the testimonies of Werner and Wachsmut, agrees extremely well with the
prediction from Eq. (D.58), which came from Ilyichev’s report and the physics of fission explosions.
The corresponding cumulative dose rate at the test site for the first 24 hours is given by Eq. (D.62),
which may be compared with Eq. (D.59).

Furthermore, one should note that Werner and Wachsmut’s statements suggest that the fallout
dose at the test site, given by Eq. (D.62), was ⇠ 30 times larger than the average fallout dose
received by the larger community, given by Eq. (D.60). That is in excellent agreement with typ-
ical fallout patterns for nuclear weapons [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, pp. 419–439], and is quite
remarkable considering that this ratio was derived purely from unrelated details given in Werner
and Wachsmut’s statements.

In making these numerical assessments of details from the written statements of Werner and
Wachsmut, one should bear in mind several very important caveats:

• These equations are simply ballpark estimates for the average exposure, based in turn on
both a ballpark estimate for the explosive yield and also a ballpark estimate for the size of the
a↵ected region, so the actual average exposure could have been significantly higher or lower.

• The relative distribution of fallout at the test site and in the larger surrounding area would
depend greatly on the local winds and geography, so again these are simply ballpark estimates.

• Since the numerical results derived from Ilyichev’s report are ballpark estimates, and those
derived from the statements of Werner and Wachsmut are ballpark estimates, at best one can
say that the agreement between those two independently derived sets of numerical results is
simply in the right ballpark. The fact that the numbers happened to be so similar is not of
any physical significance, beyond confirming that the independent ballparks overlap well.

• This physics analysis cannot address whether the written statements of Werner and Wachsmut
are authentic, or whether they might have been forged or altered. This analysis can only
conclude that the statements of Werner and Wachsmut are highly consistent with the known
physics of nuclear weapons, and with physics estimates derived from Ilyichev’s report, which
was not released until after the written statements of Werner and Wachsmut had already
been published.
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Expected radioisotopes after 75+ years

After 75 years, the radioactivity of the fallout would have dropped to ⇠ 2⇥10�9 of its radioactivity
1 hour after the explosion [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 393]. Using Eqs. (D.56) and (D.58) with
this information, the residual radioactivity would be

Averaged over area: 3.0–5.3⇥ 10�10 Gy

hr
at 75 years (D.63)

2.6–4.6⇥ 10�6 Gy

yr
at 75 years (D.64)

At test site: 8–16⇥ 10�9 Gy

hr
at 75 years (D.65)

7–14⇥ 10�5 Gy

yr
at 75 years (D.66)

Since typical radioactive background from terrestrial, solar, and cosmic sources is at least 1–2⇥10�3

Gy/yr, the residual radioactivity at the test site would be at least ⇠ 10–30 times smaller than the
natural background and hence extremely di�cult to detect.

Put di↵erently, the estimated initial values that went into calculating this final value of the residual
radioactivity would have to be o↵ by a factor of ⇠ 10–30 times, and in the right direction, in order
for the residual radioactivity to be detectable above the natural background level. For that to have
been the case, the explosive yield would have to have been ⇠ 10–30 times larger than was estimated
here, or ⇠ 2–10 kilotons, which seems highly unlikely given the descriptions of the test, and also
the German military’s logical desire to minimize the fission fuel consumed and the radioactivity
produced on German soil by the test. Alternatively, for the residual radioactivity to be detectable
with the explosive yield estimated here, the fallout would have to have been confined to an area ⇠
10–30 times smaller than has been assumed here, which also seems highly unlikely. In fact, after
75+ years of water, wind, and human activity, the fallout could easily have become scattered over
a significantly larger area than the initial area assumed here, and/or become buried to varying
depths in the ground, making it even harder to detect than has been calculated here. As discussed
above, the radioactivity in the larger surrounding area would be even lower than that at the test
site, by a factor of ⇠ 10–100.

From fundamental physics, one must therefore conclude that measurements of residual
radioactivity cannot be used to try to prove or disprove whether the March 1945
Thuringian nuclear test occurred. This same conclusion, for the same reasons, also
applies to the Baltic, Polish, or any other possible wartime German nuclear tests.

Nonetheless, it is possible that methods other than radiation sensors might be used to detect
residual products left by the test. For that approach to have some chance of success, the residual
products should be (a) unique to the nuclear test, and (b) present in the largest quantities possible.
The first criterion rules out common explosives such as TNT and RDX, as well as common metals
such as aluminum and iron, that presumably would have made up large fractions of the nuclear
device, but that could also have been left by conventional weapons that have been stored, tested,
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or used at that location for more than a century.

In addition to the radioactive fallout from fission products, any unfissioned uranium would be
scattered by the explosion. If only ⇠ 100 g U-235 was used (and only a faction of that was fissioned)
and was surrounded by only non-uranium materials (gold, tungsten, rhenium, etc.) in the device, as
little as ⇠ 100 g of unfissioned uranium may have been scattered. On the other hand, if the device
used a ⇠ 100 kg natural uranium tamper as was reportedly used in the 1945 U.S. Gadget and Fat
Man implosion bombs, as much as ⇠ 100 kg of unfissioned uranium may have been scattered. Again
assuming that the explosion and winds initially scattered the fallout over a ⇠ 100 km2 area, the
expected amount of unfissioned uranium could be anywhere in the range:

⇠ 1 g – 1 kg of unfissioned uranium per km2, or (D.67)

⇠ 10�6 – 10�3 g of unfissioned uranium per m2 (D.68)

As with the other explosion products, that is only the expected initial amount in 1945. After 75+
years, any unfissioned uranium could have become spread over a much larger area and/or seeped
down into the ground, so the current amount could be far lower than this initial estimate.

Thus the residual radioactivity from a 1945 nuclear test of the magnitude described would now be
far smaller than the average natural background radiation and therefore undetectable. Nonethe-
less, it might be possible to detect fission products or unfissioned fuel from the test by analyzing
soil samples via mass spectrometry, particle-induced X-ray emission, neutron activation analysis,
or other highly sensitive methods. Unfortunately, even these methods might have di�culty distin-
guishing the small amount of remaining telltale products from a background that would include not
only naturally occurring isotopes but also fallout from the 1986 Chernobyl fission reactor accident
and contamination from decades of Cold War military exercises (including both nuclear materials
and depleted-uranium conventional projectiles).

Uranium-235 tends to fission into a light fragment with mass number A1 ⇠ 95 and a heavy fragment
with A2 ⇠ 140. The sizes of the resulting light and heavy fragments vary somewhat, creating a
double-peaked mass distribution [Fig. D.184(a)]. Fig. D.184(b) shows that for di↵erent masses of
the fissioning nucleus, the heavy fragment mass peak remains essentially fixed, while the light peak
is left to shift with the changes in total mass. If there is very little energy initially put into the fission
reaction, the trough between the light and heavy mass peaks is quite deep. Yet as the input energy
increases, the trough becomes less and less deep [Fig D.184(c)]; the fissioning nucleus becomes able
to fall into almost any final state, not just the energetically lowest ones.

In general, fission products are inherently � emitters due to their excess of neutrons inherited from
the massive original nucleus, with some � emission as well. Most fission products have half-lives
less than a couple of years or so and thus will largely decay to more stable isotopes within a few
years. Of the vast array of fission products, only a handful do not decay within a few years; these
are listed in Table D.9 [using data drawn from Benedict et al. 1981]. (Note that actinides are not
included.)

.
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Figure D.184: Mass distributions of nuclear fragments resulting from fission. (a) Low-energy
neutron-induced fission of 235U. (b) E↵ect of increasing the initial mass of the nucleus undergoing
fission by �A. (c) E↵ect of input energy on neutron-induced 235U fission.

Nuclide Half-life (years)

Europium-154 16
Strontium-90 29
Cesium-137 30

Samarium-151 87
Technetium-99 2.1⇥ 105

Selenium-79 1.1⇥ 106

Zirconium-93 1.5⇥ 106

Cesium-135 2.3⇥ 106

Iodine-129 1.6⇥ 107

Table D.9: Major long-lived radioactive fission products.
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Despite background contamination and the passage of time, the use of three approaches in combi-
nation might be able to provide good evidence of a wartime German nuclear weapons test:

1. Ion mass spectrometry, particle-induced X-ray emission, neutron activation analysis, or other
highly sensitive methods could detect very low levels of fission products, even non-radioactive
fission products or other bomb components, and identify not just elements but specific isotopes
and their relative concentrations.

2. Analyzing numerous samples from suspected test sites as well as surrounding regions could
determine what background levels of which isotopes are present (from Chernobyl, Cold War
military programs, or natural sources), and how much variation there is in those background
levels. If multiple samples from a suspected test site contain fission products that generally
agree with each other but are well outside the range expected of background contamination,
that finding would be of great interest.

3. From Fig. D.184, the relative quantities of di↵erent fission products depend on whether they
came from highly enriched U-235, low-enriched reactor-grade U-235, Pu-239, or U-233. The
relative quantities also depend on the neutron energies used in the fission reactions—fast neu-
trons for weapons and slow neutrons for reactors (although could there have been significant
fast fission during the Chernobyl event?). Thus the relative quantities of various isotopes in
the sample could indicate the specific type of fission fuel and fission reactions from which they
originated. However, there may not be enough fission products to detect (for a 200-ton explo-
sion, ⇠ 10 grams of fission products scattered over the area). In that case, the most promising
component to detect would be the tamper (likely ⇠ 100 kg of mostly U-238 scattered over
the area), if that could be distinguished from U-238 background contamination.
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D.4.4 Estimating Device Design Parameters from Primary Sources

Very tentative design parameters for the device that may have been tested in Thuringia in March
1945 may be estimated from the primary sources, simple physics, and unclassified documents about
the United States’ first implosion bombs (Gadget, shown in Fig. D.185, that was detonated in New
Mexico on 16 July 1945, and its fully packaged version, Fat Man, shown in Fig. D.186, that was
dropped on Nagasaki on 9 August 1945) and other nuclear weapon designs [Coster-Mullen 2012;
Goncharov 1996a, 1996b; Goncharov and Riabev 2001; Gsponer and Hurni 2009; Hansen 1988,
2007; Reed 2015, 2019; Rhodes 1986, 1995; Serber 1992; Smyth 1945; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein
and Geist 2017; Winterberg 2010].

Of the primary sources, by far the most detailed and most authoritative is Ilyichev’s March 1945
intelligence report, so it will be relied upon heavily here. Details from that report are supported
by more general comments from Ilyichev’s November 1944 intelligence report and the documents
of Schumann, Trinks, Diebner, and Guderley. The most relevant design details from these sources
are summarized on p. 2858.

The results of the following analysis are consistent with those of previous analyses [Eilers 2007,
2015; Mineev and Funtikov 2007].

(Can any information on wartime German work be extrapolated from the postwar Soviet program,
especially RDS-2/Joe-2 (or later tests)? Soviet rockets were highly derivative of German rockets.
The Soviet nuclear program and designs were likely highly derivative of German work as well,
although RDS-1/Joe-1 was directly copied from the U.S. Fat Man design.)
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Figure D.185: Gadget device being prepared for 16 July 1945 test in New Mexico.
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Figure D.186: Scale drawing of Fat Man design according to unclassified sources
[https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fat Man Internal Components.png].
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Table D.10 compares the Gadget/Fat Man design details from unclassified sources with extrapo-
lated parameters for what the March 1945 Thuringian device design may have been. Each major
component will then be discussed briefly.

Component Gadget/Fat Man Thuringian Device

Neutron ⇠ 7 g beryllium/polonium-210 Deuterium + lithium with high voltage
initiator “urchin” ⇠ 1.25 cm radius

1.25 cm radius and/or external 6 MeV betatron
Pit 6.2 kg Pu-239 For test: � 100 g U-235 inner layer

4.6 cm radius with ⇠ 5–10 kg natural or
low-enriched U outer layer

For deployment: ⇠ 5–10 kg U-235
⇠ 5 cm radius

Reflector/ 108 kg natural U ⇠ 100 kg natural U
tamper 11.1 cm radius ⇠ 11 cm radius
Neutron Boron-10 plastic ⇠ 6 kg cadmium
absorber 3.2 mm thick ⇠ 1 mm thick
Pusher 130 kg aluminum ⇠ 130 kg aluminum

23.5 cm radius ⇠ 23 cm radius
Explosive Composition B and baratol TNT, RDX, and liquid oxygen

2500 kg, segmented ⇠ 1400 kg, segmented
⇠ 70 cm radius ⇠ 63 cm radius

Explosive ⇠ 180 kg aluminum ⇠ 140 kg aluminum
case 72.5 cm radius ⇠ 64 cm radius

Ballistic Steel ⇠ 190 kg steel
case 4.5 mm thick ⇠4.5 mm thick

75 cm radius 65 cm radius

Overall radius 75 cm ⇠ 65 cm
Total mass 3000 kg (bomb only) ⇠ 2000 kg

4670 kg (with shell and fins)
Delivery Boeing B-29 A-4, A-9, or A-9/A-10
system heavy bomber ballistic missile

Explosive 20 kilotons For test: < 1 kiloton
yield For deployment: ⇠ 5–100 kilotons

Table D.10: Comparison of the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man implosion design (from unclassified sources)
with extrapolated design parameters of the March 1945 Thuringian device.
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Neutron initiator

According to the unclassified references, fission bombs are generally equipped with a neutron source
or initiator, which provides neutrons to initiate a fission chain reaction just as the fission fuel is
being compressed toward its maximum density by implosion with conventional explosives. These
references also indicate that the Gadget/Fat Man design used an internal polonium-210/beryllium
initiator nicknamed the “urchin” that produced neutrons when crushed at the center of the bomb,
and that modern bombs use an external (not inside the imploding part of the bomb) tube filled
with deuterium and tritium gas that produces high-energy “fast” fusion neutrons when high voltage
(several thousand volts) is applied.

There are at least five possible neutron initiators that could have been used in the Thuringian
device, and there is some evidence for each one. Perhaps combinations of these were used to provide
redundancy (in case one failed) or to increase the number of initial neutrons, or perhaps they were
intended to be used in di↵erent versions of the bomb:

1. Fusion fuel with high voltage at the center of the bomb. Ilyichev’s March 1945 report
gave three similar descriptions (p. 3024):

(a) “1. High-voltage discharge tube, which is charged by special generators.”

(b) “Initiator or bomb fuse: Consists of a special tube, which creates fast neutrons. It is
charged by special generators, which create high voltage inside the tube. As a result,
fast neutrons attack active material.”

(c) “The bomb ignition is carried out with the help of a high-voltage discharge tube. It forms
a flow of neutrons, which attack the active material. When the flow of neutrons impacts
upon uranium, element 93 fissions, which speeds up the creation of a chain reaction.”

These three descriptions seem to refer to a high-voltage tube that is presumably filled with
fusion fuel (deuterium, tritium, and/or lithium) that produces fast neutrons when a high
voltage is applied to the tube. Those neutrons initiate fission reactions in the uranium, re-
leasing more neutrons and starting the fission chain reaction. (The term “Element 93” was
widely and scientifically loosely used in the German nuclear program to mean uranium that
had absorbed a neutron, sometimes meaning neptunium and sometimes plutonium. Here it
simply seems to mean the excited uranium compound nucleus, just after it has absorbed a
high-energy fusion neutron and just before it fissions.)

Ilyichev made it clear that the neutron initiator was at the center of the bomb; he described
the core of the bomb as a

uranium 235 [...] sphere with an opening into which an initiator is inserted. Once
this is done, the opening is sealed by a cork made of uranium 235.

Due to the constraints of the small volume available at the center of the fission fuel pit, the
requirement to avoid including any materials that could hinder the nuclear reactions, and the
need for the electrical connections to the central neutron initiator to be functional during the
implosion process, the internal high voltage fusion neutron source would need to have a very
ingenious design. In fact, after the war Kurt Diebner published a diagram of just such a high
voltage fusion neutron source at the center of an implosion bomb (p. 2916).
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2. External fusion fuel with high voltage. Since this neutron initiator would be external
to the imploding part of the bomb and not be at the center of the bomb, there would be
far fewer constraints on its design, which is why the unclassified references report that most
modern bombs have used this method. High-voltage tubes that used fusion fuel to produce
neutrons were well known and used in the wartime German nuclear program (pp. 2931–2941).

3. Internal fusion fuel (without high voltage). Even without high voltage, fusion fuel
placed at the center of the bomb might experience su�cient compression and heating during
the implosion process that it would undergo some fusion reactions. While these fusion reac-
tions would not create a measurable amount of released energy (as confirmed by the e↵orts of
Schumann, Trinks, and others to implode pure fusion fuel), they might produce enough neu-
trons to initiate a fission chain reaction in the surrounding, imploding fission fuel. After the
war, Schumann and Trinks and also Diebner published diagrams showing fusion fuel (without
high voltage) at the center of an imploding uranium sphere (pp. 2885–2913).

4. An internal polonium-210/beryllium urchin-like neutron initiator. Although such an
initiator was used in the early U.S. fission bombs, it is not mentioned in existing documents
about German bomb designs. However, general use of an alpha emitter (such as radium,
polonium, etc.) plus beryllium to produce neutrons was well known and widely practiced in
the German nuclear program (see for example pp. 2617 and 2941). Many tons of beryllium
were produced (p. 2828). A special installation also produced polonium-210. In fact, on 28
February 1945, just four days before the 4 March test in Thuringia, Kurt Diebner and Walther
Gerlach appropriated Germany’s entire stock of prepared polonium for a purpose that was
too secret to specify (p. 3058).

5. An external compact betatron directing electrons with energies of at least 6 MeV
toward the center. The >6 MeV electrons would produce <6 MeV gamma-ray photons in
the uranium via bremsstrahlung and other absorptive processes, the photons would induce
photofission reactions in the uranium, and neutrons would be released. Ilyichev’s March 1945
report appears to indicate that the fission bombs tested in Thuringia used this process:

Ahead of this, before the explosion, the uranium sphere is irradiated with gamma-
rays, the energy of which does not exceed 6 million electron volts [MeV], which
many times increases its explosive qualities.

The more initial neutrons are provided via the betatron or other methods, the larger the
resulting fission chain reaction that can occur during the brief time before the bomb core blows
apart—thus the betatron-induced radiation “many times increases its explosive qualities”
as stated by Ilyichev. The betatron would also need “special generators, which create high
voltage,” so that part of Ilyichev’s description could apply to betatron and/or high-voltage
fusion neutron initiators.

The basic physics of this process has been described in detail [Wagemans 1991, pp. 103–197].
Remarkably, documentation demonstrates that German scientists were aware of this process
mediated by 5–6 MeV gamma rays no later than 1941 (p. 2711). One of the most detailed yet
unclassified modern references on nuclear weapons states that this process has indeed been
considered as a neutron initiator for fission bombs [Sublette 2019, Section 4.1.8.2]:

An additional type of ENI [External Neutron Initiator], not based on fusion reac-
tions, has been successfully tested but apparently never deployed. This is the use
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of a compact betatron, a type of electron accelerator, to produce energetic photons
(several MeV). These photons cause photon induced fission, and photon! neutron
reactions directly in the core.

Intriguingly, when Diebner fled Stadtilm ahead of U.S. forces, among the papers he left behind
was a whole folder worth of papers on betatrons (p. 2731). A number of betatrons were
available for the wartime German nuclear program (Appendix C). In particular, a betatron
model produced by Siemens-Reiniger Werke in Erlangen was specifically described as having
an energy of 6 MeV (pp. 2439–2440). There may have been other 6-MeV betatrons as well.

Whatever other neutron initiators may have been present or considered, if Ilyichev’s description is
correct, at least a small amount of fusion fuel was at the center to serve as a neutron source when
triggered with high voltage. If that fusion fuel was deuterium + tritium or deuterium + lithium (but
not pure deuterium, which is harder to fuse), it may have produced further high-energy neutrons
once the surrounding fission fuel reached high enough temperatures and pressures. If so, those
additional fusion neutrons could have significantly increased the number of fission reactions that
could occur in the fission fuel before that fuel was scattered by the explosion.

In previous experiments, Schumann and Trinks had tried unsuccessfully to initiate reactions in pure
fusion fuel by imploding it with conventional explosives [Irving 1967, pp. 193–197; Karlsch 2005, pp.
144–155; Nagel 2016, pp. 220–242]. If the designers of the Thuringian device did not expect further
reactions from the central fusion fuel after the momentary high voltage, yet fusion reactions in the
center and fission reactions in the surrounding U-235 mutually aided each other, the yield of the
device could have been boosted to be significantly larger than the designers had expected, especially
if only a small amount of fission fuel was used. This could explain comments from Wachsmut and
Grothmann that the energy yield and casualties were much larger than expected. Potentially this
might also explain why there may have been a second and apparently less dramatic test on 12 March
1945 (according to Werner), if the scientists wanted to run the experiment again but without the
boosting e↵ect, in order to make sure they fully understood how much di↵erence the boosting e↵ect
had made and/or how well their design imploded under more controlled conditions.

On the other hand, perhaps the designers intended for fusion reactions to continue in the center
and for fusion neutrons to boost the number of fission reactions in the surrounding fission fuel. In
that case, the experiments imploding pure fusion fuel might be viewed merely as preliminary tests
before imploding the full fission-fusion design. If one makes some allowances for Ilyichev’s specific
wording, the center might have been filled with a significant amount of fusion fuel, potentially up
to several grams:

• Deuterium-tritium gas would be the most e↵ective [Gsponer and Hurni 2009, p. 10]. Gram
quantities of deuterium could easily have been spared from the heavy water production pro-
grams. Alfred Klemm mentioned that there was apparently some sort of secret wartime pro-
duction and use for tritium (p. 2953). Tritium could have been produced by bombarding
either deuterium (or heavy water) or lithium with neutrons, in either a fission reactor or a
particle accelerator.

• Solid lithium-6 deuteride might also be e↵ective [Gsponer and Hurni 2009, p. 10]. Alfred
Klemm produced gram quantities of lithium-6 in his laboratory (pp. 2951–2954), and his
process could have been replicated elsewhere. A number of documents show that there was
wartime work using lithium and deuterium together as fusion fuel (pp. 2936–2950). Because
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lithium deuteride is solid and not a gas or cryogenic liquid, it makes a very convenient material
for bombs.

• Pure deuterium might conceivably have worked in the high-voltage neutron initiator, but
probably would not have been useful for producing further fusion neutrons during the implo-
sion [Gsponer and Hurni 2009, p. 10].

Pit

According to the unclassified sources, “pit” is the customary name for the fission fuel in a bomb.
Ilyichev’s March 1945 report described the pit of the Thuringian device: “Active bomb material is
uranium 235. It represents a sphere with an opening into which an initiator is inserted. Once this
is done, the opening is sealed by a cork made of uranium 235. ...A shock from the explosion of the
external layer of TNT mixed with liquid oxygen takes place, which is directed toward the center.
This allows the uranium to reach a critical mass.”

Although Ilyichev gave the fission fuel as uranium-235, either uranium-233 or plutonium-239 might
conceivably have been used instead, so we will consider all three possible fission fuels. Table D.11
gives the critical masses for spheres of uranium-235, uranium-233, or plutonium-239 under various
ideal conditions. Critical masses assuming no compression from implosion, no surrounding neutron
reflector/tamper, and no fusion neutrons are taken from unclassified information [Reed 2015, 2019].
At most, a single ideal shock wave could compress the fission fuel density by a factor of 4, or reduce
the critical mass by a factor of 42 = 16 [Sublette 2019, Section 2.1.4]. Similarly, at most an ideal
neutron reflector could reduce the critical mass by a factor of 23 = 8 [Serber 1992, p. 31]. Neutrons
from fusion reactions at the center could also significantly reduce the critical mass; the exact factor
of improvement depends on a number of details, but some theoretical predictions of the fusion-
assisted critical mass are as low as 10 grams [Winterberg 2010, pp. 36, 206–208]. Of course, these
are theoretical minimum values for the critical mass under ideal conditions. Real systems would
have various ine�ciencies and design tradeo↵s and hence larger critical masses. Nonetheless, the
critical masses in Table D.11 give some idea of the range of design possibilities that may have been
involved in the Thuringian device.

Conditions Uranium-235 Uranium-233 Plutonium-239

No compression
No reflector 45.9 kg 14.2 kg 16.7 kg
No fusion

Max compression
No reflector 2.87 kg 0.888 kg 1.04 kg
No fusion

Max compression
Max reflector 0.359 kg 0.111 kg 0.130 kg
No fusion

Max compression
Max reflector < 0.359 kg < 0.111 kg < 0.130 kg

Fusion neutrons

Table D.11: Critical masses for spheres of uranium-235, uranium-233, or plutonium-239 under
various ideal conditions.
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While Table D.11 assumed that the U-235 was 100% enriched, that would not be required. In fact,
the Little Boy bomb that the United States dropped on Hiroshima used 64 kg of 80% enriched U-
235, which obviously worked. 70% enriched U-235 would also work but would require approximately
twice the critical mass of 100% enriched U-235 under the same conditions (compression, reflector,
fusion boost, etc.). Similarly, 45% enriched U-235 would require approximately four times the critical
mass of 100% enriched U-235 under the same conditions [Sublette 2019]. Bomb performance would
become much worse or impossible with enrichment levels significantly lower than those levels.

Grothmann reported that the device was tested with a very small amount of fission fuel but ready
to be deployed with a much larger amount. Possible numbers might be ⇠100 grams for the tested
version and ⇠5–10 kg for the version to be deployed. Rundnagel specifically mentioned 8 kg for
what was apparently the fission pit stored in a safe. Based on information about implosion device
designs from the unclassified sources, it seems likely that the pit would have had a deployed mass
in the range

Mpit ⇡ 5� 10 kg (D.69)

For the implosion of the test version to function as intended in the deployable version, any amount of
fission fuel (U-235, or possibly U-233 or Pu-239) that was omitted from the test version would have
been replaced with a less precious but similarly dense material for the outer pit, with the remaining
true fission fuel at the inner surface of the pit. By far the best and most logical replacement would
be low-enriched uranium, which may have been available, or natural uranium, which certainly was
available. Considering that the density of uranium is 19.1 g/cm3 and that of plutonium is 19.8
g/cm3, other possible replacement materials include gold (19.3 g/cm3), tungsten (19.3 g/cm3), and
rhenium (21.0 g/cm3). Any of those materials would have also made a good neutron reflector to
keep as many neutrons as possible within the small amount of fission fuel. Natural or low-enriched
uranium would have acted as a good neutron reflector and also to some degree as additional fission
fuel.12

Since U-235 makes up only 0.0072 of natural uranium, 13.9 kg of natural uranium would need to
be completely processed to obtain 100 g of pure U-235, or 694–1390 kg of natural uranium would
need to be processed to obtain 5–10 kg of pure U-235. (Of course, the U-235 may not have been
enriched to 100% purity.) Any strategically useful nuclear weapons program would require multiple
bombs and hence at least a few tons of completely processed natural uranium. Exactly how far did
uranium enrichment programs progress during the war (p. 3287)?

Alternatively, could enough U-233 fission fuel have been produced from thorium-232, or enough
Pu-239 fission fuel have been produced from uranium-238, using an operational fission reactor
somewhere and/or particle accelerators (p. 3297)?

12Large amounts of gold were available in the German-speaking world during the war, as shown by the large
stashes of gold that were found at the end of the war.

Large quantities of tungsten were also available, as indicated for example by BIOS 684, Production of Molyb-

denum & Tungsten for Radio Valves & Electric Lamps, Metallwerke Plansee, Reutte, Tyrol, p. 16: “During the war
the finished Tungsten production [from this factory] was stated to be 11⁄2 tons per month for which they required 3
tons of Oxide. For carbide manufacture they used about 4 tons per month of metal powder made from oxide.” For
another example of tungsten production, see BIOS 1356, Grinding and Treatment of Minerals.

Rhenium was available but much more scarce and therefore unlikely to have been used for this purpose [FIAT 697,
750].
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Reflector/tamper

According to the unclassified sources, the reflector serves both to reflect neutrons back into the pit
and also (if it has much more mass than the pit) as a tamper to slow the explosion of the pit long
enough to allow more fission reactions to occur. The most logical reflector/tamper material would be
natural or low-enriched uranium. Although Ilyichev’s March 1945 report did not specifically mention
a reflector or tamper, it may have simply lumped the uranium pit and uranium reflector/tamper
together in describing the inner part of the bomb as being “filled with uranium.” Intriguingly
though, Ilyichev did initially list a “delay mechanism” between the “sphere made of metal uranium
235” and the aluminum “protective casing,” then go on to give more detailed descriptions of the
uranium-235 and the protective casing but not the delay mechanism between them. Considering
the imperfections inherent in translating from specialized scientific language to common language
and also from German to Russian in a spy’s brief report, “delay mechanism” would actually be a
fairly accurate succinct description of the tamper’s function.

According to the unclassified sources, the Gadget/Fat Man reflector/tamper was 108 kg of natural
uranium. It seems reasonable to assume that the Thuringian device also had a tamper with a mass
in the neighborhood of:

Mtamper ⇡ 100 kg (D.70)

If for some reason it was decided not to use uranium for the reflector/tamper, the same alternative
materials that might have formed the outer pit for the test version would also make good alternative
materials for the reflector/tamper: gold, tungsten, and rhenium. Thorium (11.7 g/cm3) and lead
(11.3 g/cm3) are lower density but might also be possibilities. Beryllium (1.85 g/cm3) has a very
low density and would not make a good tamper (unless combined with a heavier element), but it
is an excellent neutron multiplier/reflector.

All of those candidate tamper materials would have been readily available in su�cient quantities
in wartime Germany, with the possible exception of rhenium.

Pusher

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report stated: “The uranium sphere is encased in a protective aluminum cas-
ing.” From the unclassified sources, the Gadget/Fat Man design used a 130 kg aluminum “pusher”
between the conventional explosive and the uranium reflector/tamper, so it seems reasonable to
assume a comparable mass for the Thuringian device’s aluminum pusher:

Mpusher ⇡ 130 kg (D.71)

Because the aluminum pusher’s density (2.70 g/cm3) is higher than that of the explosive (⇠ 1.6
g/cm3) but lower than that of the uranium (19.1 g/cm3), the pusher helps to e�ciently transfer
the imploding shockwave from the explosive to the uranium.

There is some evidence that the aluminum pusher and aluminum explosive case spherical shells
for fission implosion bombs were produced on Usedom peninsula (p. 2917), but if not, suitably
sophisticated aluminum production and machining was widespread in wartime Germany (p. 2838).
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Neutron absorber

According to Ilyichev’s March 1945 report: “The uranium sphere is encased in a protective alu-
minum casing, which is covered by a layer of cadmium. This significantly slows down thermal
neutrons emanating from uranium 235, which can cause premature detonation.” According to the
unclassified sources, in the Gadget/Fat Man design, the inner surface of the aluminum pusher was
lined with a 3.2-mm-thick layer of plastic that was rich in boron-10. The boron-10 was intended to
absorb any fast neutrons escaping from premature spontaneous individual fission events in the pit,
so that they would not enter the hydrogen-rich conventional explosives, slow down to “thermal”
speeds that are much more e↵ective at inducing fission reactions, and find their way back into the
pit to cause even more premature fission events.

Cadmium is also an excellent neutron absorber and would have served the same purpose in the
Thuringian device. Ilyichev described the cadmium layer as lining the outer surface of the alu-
minum pusher, unlike in the Gadget/Fat Man design. Of course, it is possible that the information
in the Ilyichev report was incorrect and that the cadmium was in fact on the inner surface of
the aluminum pusher, or even on both the inner and outer surfaces of the pusher. In theory, the
cadmium would have been e↵ective if used on either the inner or the outer surface of the pusher.

Erich Schumann also mentioned a layer of cadmium in implosion bomb designs (p. 2911). After
the war, a “capable young engineer” in Poland told the U.S. embassy there that “one of the best if
not the only material for atomic bomb containers is cadmium” (p. 3006), which may have reflected
knowledge that he gained from the construction and/or testing of a German fission bomb in Poland.

Cadmium was produced in large quantities in wartime Germany and widely used as a neutron
absorber in the German nuclear program (p. 2854). Because cadmium is so dense (8.65 g/cm3)
compared to the density of boron or plastic (< 2 g/cm3), only a very thin layer of cadmium would
have been needed, probably less than 1 mm. German cadmium is known to have been produced
in foils of thickness 1 mm or less, which could have been suitable for covering the aluminum
pusher. For even better uniformity of coverage, especially to avoid any asymmetries during the
implosion process, the cadmium could have been electroplated onto the aluminum. Technologies
for electrodepositing cadmium, and electroplating layers onto aluminum, are documented to have
existed in wartime Germany (p. 2854).

Assuming that the cadmium layer was indeed on the outer surface of the aluminum pusher and
had a radius of 23 cm (comparable to the outer pusher radius in Gadget/Fat Man), thickness of 1
mm, and density of 8.65 g/cm3, its mass would have been:

Mcadmium ⇡ 4⇡ (23 cm)2 (0.1 cm)
8.65 g/cm3

1000 g/kg
⇡ 6 kg (D.72)

Explosive

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report stated: “After the layer of cadmium, it is placed inside explosives
that consist of porous TNT saturated with liquid oxygen; TNT is made up of bars of a specially
chosen shape. The inner surface of the bars has a spherical curvature, which is the same as that of
the external surface of the cadmium layer. Each of the bars is supplied with one detonator or two
electrical fuses. ...Liquid oxygen is pumped through the opening inside a protective casing, which
covers the TNT. ...The detonating mechanism detonates the explosive matter, after which a shock
from the explosion of the external layer of TNT mixed with liquid oxygen takes place, which is
directed toward the center.”
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Most of the interior of the Gadget and Fat Man bombs was filled with TNT-based explosives (com-
position B and baratol) with shapes and a segmented design intended to optimize the creation of
a spherical implosive shock wave. Thus one would expect something very similar in the Thuringian
device, especially given the participants’ extensive experience designing and testing implosion de-
vices powered by conventional explosives [Irving 1967, pp. 193–197; Karlsch 2005, pp. 144–155;
Nagel 2016, pp. 220–242]. Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks demonstrated a sophisticated knowl-
edge of TNT, hexogen/RDX, other explosives, and explosive lenses using combinations of those
explosives (pp. 2871–2912). There were also many other experts on implosion techniques, such as
Rolf Engel, Rudi Schall, and Hubert Schardin.

Ilyichev said the Thuringian device used TNT, although that might possibly mean any of several
TNT-related explosives as in the Gadget/Fat Man design. The average density of solid TNT is
1.654 g/cm3. If the TNT-based explosive were porous to allow for liquid oxygen penetration, its
density would be somewhat lower, say perhaps ⇢ ⇡ 1.4 g/cm3.

Assuming that the Thuringian device’s explosive layer had an outer radius of approximately Ro = 63
cm (slightly less than Ilyichev’s stated 65 cm outside radius for the case), an inner radius of
approximately Ri = 23 cm (if the pusher had an outer radius similar to that in Gadget/Fat Man),
and an average density of ⇢ = 1.4 g/cm3, the explosive layer’s mass would be:

Mexplosive layer =
4

3
⇡

⇣
R

3
o �R

3
i

⌘
⇢ ⇡ 1400 kg (D.73)

TNT molecules (C7H5N3O6) contain relatively few oxygen atoms and normally release their explo-
sive energy by decomposing into a number of smaller oxygen-deficient molecules. Without providing
added oxygen, detonation releases 4.184 GJ of energy per ton of TNT.

If enough liquid oxygen were provided, all of those TNT decomposition products could be fully
oxidized, and significantly more explosive energy would be released. With complete oxidation,
detonation releases 14.5 GJ per ton of TNT, 3.47 times as much energy as without added oxygen.

Thus the provision of liquid oxygen might make the ⇠1400 kg of explosives in the Thuringian
device comparable to up to ⇠4850 kg of explosives without added oxygen. Depending on the
detailed chemical composition of the explosives (the relative amounts of TNT, hexogen, etc.) and
the e�ciency with which the liquid oxygen was utilized, the⇠1400 kg of explosives in the Thuringian
device could easily have been quite comparable to or even significantly more powerful than the 2500
kg of explosives in the Gadget/Fat Man design.

Explosive case

According to Ilyichev’s March 1945 report: “TNT is covered by a protective layer made of a light
aluminum alloy. A blasting mechanism is attached on top of this casing.” From the unclassified
sources, the Gadget/Fat Man design used a cork-lined aluminum case to enclose the explosives.
The aluminum case of the Thuringian device may have been unlined, or the Soviet spy may have
simply not known about or considered it worth mentioning the lining. If the aluminum explosive
case had an outside radius of R = 64 cm (just smaller than Ilyichev’s quoted radius for the outer
steel case), a thickness of 1 cm, and a density of 2.70 g/cm3, its mass would have been
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Maluminum case ⇡ 4⇡ (63.5 cm)2 (1 cm)
2.70 g/cm3

1000 g/kg
⇡ 140 kg (D.74)

As already mentioned, the aluminum pusher and aluminum explosive case spherical shells for fission
implosion bombs may have been produced on Usedom peninsula (p. 2917), but in any event, suitable
aluminum production and machining was widespread in wartime Germany (p. 2838).

Ballistic case

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report stated: “An exterior casing of armored steel is installed above the
blasting mechanism.” It is not clear if the steel case was actually installed on the Thuringian device
as tested, or if it only would have been installed on deployed versions. The tested Gadget bomb did
not include a steel case, but the deployed Fat Man bomb had an outer 4.5-mm-thick steel case.

Steel alloys have densities in the range of 7.75–8.05 g/cm3, so one may use an average density of
7.9 g/cm3. If the Thuringian device had a steel ballistic case with an outside radius of R = 65 cm
and the same thickness as Fat Man’s case (0.45 cm), the mass of the case would have been:

Mballistic case ⇡ 4⇡ (64.8 cm)2 (0.45 cm)
7.9 g/cm3

1000 g/kg
⇡ 190 kg (D.75)

Overall radius

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report stated that the bomb diameter was 1.3 m (65 cm radius). On the other
hand, his November 1944 report gave the bomb diameter as 1.5 m. That di↵erence in numbers might
mean that the Soviet spy’s November details were more approximate (consistent with the much
shorter and much less detailed November report). Alternatively, it might mean that the Germans
had been able to reduce the bomb diameter from 1.5 m to 1.3 meters between November 1944 and
March 1945, for example by adding the liquid oxygen to reduce the amount of TNT required.

Total mass

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report gave the bomb’s weight as “approximately two tons.” The weight was
not stated more precisely, and it is not entirely clear if the weight given includes the outer steel
ballistic case or not.

Adding up all of the extrapolated Thuringian device component masses from Table D.10 (including
the ballistic case) yields a total mass of:

Mtotal ⇡ 2000 kg (D.76)

Thus the total mass is in excellent agreement with Ilyichev’s reported estimate.
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Delivery system

According to Ilyichev’s March 1945 report: “A fairing made of a light alloy can be installed on
top of the armored casing for future installation on a rocket of the V-type.” This fits very well
with all known data. V-2/A-4 rockets had become fairly reliable methods of delivering a payload
to a target up to several hundred km away and could not be shot down by air defenses (unlike
bomber aircraft or V-1 cruise missiles). Rockets with much longer ranges (A-4b, A-9, A-9/A-10)
were apparently under development. The maximum payload fairing diameter for all of these rockets
was approximately 1.37 meters, so a bomb with a diameter of 1.3 m would have been the largest
implosion device that could fit within that space. (Alternatively, the bomb might have been placed
in the middle of the rocket at the center of gravity, but space between the propellant tanks there
would also be quite constrained.) These rockets used liquid oxygen as oxidizer for propulsion,
and hence liquid oxygen would have been readily available to supplement the TNT in the bomb.
The standard payload for the V-2/A-4 was one ton. If the Thuringian device was two tons, that
would explain why it was never deployed militarily in the well tested standard V-2/A-4 rocket. It
would have required either a modified V-2/A-4 with a larger payload capacity or one of the more
advanced rocket designs, and such improved rockets were apparently still in the experimental phase
(see Appendix E).

Explosive yield

As discussed in Section M.4, the blast radius of 500–600 m stated in Ilyichev’s March 1945 report
suggests that the explosive yield of the Thuringian device as tested was around 200–350 tons.
However, the device diameter, mass, and design details given by Ilyichev seem like those of a full-
fledged fission bomb comparable to the 20-kiloton Gadget/Fat Man design, as shown in Table D.10.
If the Thuringian device had been furnished with a full-sized (⇠ 5–10 kg) pit of high-quality fission
fuel (U-235, U-233, or Pu-239) comparable to that in Gadget/Fat Man, it seems likely that it would
have had a comparable explosive yield in the ⇠ 20-kiloton range. If the pit was smaller and/or the
fission e�ciency was lower than in the U.S. design, the explosive yield may have been only a few
kilotons. If the pit was ⇠ 5–10 kg of high-quality fission fuel and significant fusion neutron boosting
occurred from the deuterium-tritium (or deuterium-lithium) neutron initiator at the center, or if the
center was deliberately filled with deuterium-tritium (or deuterium-lithium) fusion fuel, the device
could have fissioned far more of its fission fuel and hence achieved far larger yields—potentially ⇠
100 kilotons or more for a ⇠ 10 kg pit with > 50% e�ciency.
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D.4.5 Possible Evidence for Other Device Designs

The wartime German rocket program developed and demonstrated dozens of di↵erent types of
missiles with a wide variety of designs, sizes, and applications. The German jet program produced
designs, prototypes, and in some cases production-line models for jet aircraft with a similarly
wide range of designs, sizes, and applications. Likewise, wartime German programs on submarines,
electronics, chemical warfare, biological warfare, directed energy technologies, and other areas all
pursued a wide variety of developments in each of those areas. If a wartime German nuclear program
had been run with determination and methods at least comparable to all of those other wartime
scientific programs, one would expect it to have developed or at least investigated a whole range of
designs, sizes, and applications for nuclear weapons. Indeed, Werner Grothmann stated that there
were at least five di↵erent nuclear weapon types under development (pp. 2920–2922).

While Ilyichev reported that a 1.3-meter-diameter spherical implosion bomb was tested at Thuringia
(p. 3024), and that report seems plausible from the preceding physics analysis, there is some known
evidence that appears to support Grothmann’s assertion that the German nuclear program was
also working on other nuclear weapons designs:

Larger spherical implosion bombs

A spherical implosion bomb is mostly filled with TNT-based explosives, which have an average
density of approximately 1.654 g/cm3. The average density of the smaller amount of other materials
in the bomb does not deviate much from that density; for example uranium tends to be present in
much smaller amounts, and its higher density is typically o↵set by hollow spaces. Thus one may
take 1.654 g/cm3 as an approximate average density for a spherical implosion bomb. For the 65-cm
radius of the Thuringian device, that density predicts a total bomb mass of 1900 kg, very close to
the 2000 kg estimate reported by Ilyichev in March 1945.

Larger implosion bombs could compress the fission pit to a higher degree, decreasing the probability
of failure and increasing the fission e�ciency and explosive yield. Larger bombs could also use more
fission fuel for a larger explosive yield. The Thuringian device appears to have been limited to a
1.3-meter diameter simply to allow an A-4 or similar rocket to accommodate its size and mass.

1.5-meter-diameter bomb. Ilyichev’s November 1944 report gave a bomb diameter of 1.5 meters,
or a radius of 75 cm (p. 3020). That may have just been a less accurately reported estimate of the
actual 1.3 meter bomb diameter. However, it seems at least as likely that the 1.5 meter value
was indeed the correct diameter of the German implosion design as it existed in November 1944,
prior to the final push to reduce its size by supplementing the TNT with liquid oxygen. The U.S.
Gadget/Fat Man implosion bomb design had a radius of 75 cm (not counting the bomb shell and
fins), so the number reported by Ilyichev in November 1944 seems extremely reasonable. At an
average density of 1.654 g/cm3, a 75-cm-radius implosion bomb would have a total mass of 2900
kg, very close to the 3000 kg approximate mass of the U.S. Gadget. Thus one version of the German
implosion bomb may have had a diameter of 1.5 meters and a mass of approximately 3000 kg. That
would make it more challenging to deliver via rocket, but still quite reasonable for an air-dropped
weapon to be delivered by aircraft. Any nuclear weapons design program would have begun earlier
in the war, when rockets were still an unproven technology and Luftwa↵e aircraft were making
routine bombing runs over Allied territory, and would presumably have expected the first nuclear
weapons to be delivered by aircraft.
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1.8-meter-diameter bomb. Reports of earlier German programs producing and testing spherical
aluminum shells for secret purposes indicated a diameter of approximately 1.8 meters (p. 2917). If
those reports are accurate (and not a misremembering of 1.3-meter- or 1.5-meter-diameter spheres),
they would suggest a spherical implosion bomb design with even more conventional explosives, a
larger fission pit, and/or a larger hollow space in the center of the pit. At an average density of
1.654 g/cm3, a 90-cm-radius implosion bomb would have a total mass of approximately 5 tons. If
the radius were slightly larger or if the average density (due to larger amounts of uranium and other
dense materials) were slightly higher, the bomb mass could be closer to 6 tons. Intriguingly, there
were multiple reports of a new type of German bomb that weighed 6 tons, was radioactive, and
would be delivered to the United States by a giant rocket (see pp. 2948 and 2957–2961). The 1.8-
meter-diameter spherical aluminum shells were reportedly being produced and tested in Anklam
and Friedland, not far from Peenemünde.

As already covered, a spherical implosion bomb design could be used with U-235, U-233, or Pu-239
fission fuel, and with or without a small amount of fusion fuel at the center to add neutrons and
boost the overall e�ciency of the fission explosion. Therefore, even for spherical implosion bombs,
there could be a number of variations with di↵erent sizes, fuels, and explosive yields.

Nonspherical implosion bombs

Spherical implosion gives the greatest e�ciency and highest explosive yield for a given amount
of conventional explosives and fission fuel, since the fission fuel is uniformly compressed from all
sides. Likewise the larger an implosion bomb is, the more e�cient it tends to be, as discussed
above. However, very large spherical shapes are not particularly well suited for air-dropped bombs
or for ballistic projectiles. Thus there would be a strong motivation to consider smaller and/or
non-spherical implosion bombs, even if their explosive yield would be considerably less than that
of a large spherical implosion bomb. Whereas a large implosion bomb can have an explosive yield
of tens of kilotons and destroy an entire city (like Nagasaki), a smaller non-spherical bomb might
have a yield on the order of one kiloton or less, but that could still make it useful for destroying
certain tactical military targets, especially considering the radioactive as well as the blast e↵ects.
As a further motivation, smaller bombs would require less fission fuel than larger bombs; fission
fuel would be in short supply in the early phases of any nuclear weapons program, as Werner
Grothmann specifically stated that it was for the German program.

In fact, Grothmann mentioned that at least two di↵erent nuclear weapons had been designed for
tactical battlefield use or demolition work (p. 2920). He likened them to the size of an SC 250
bomb, a common cylindrical German bomb with a 37-cm diameter and 120-cm body length (p.
2923), but said they were heavier than an SC 250, or in other words heavier than 250 kg. In
principle, a bomb of that size might have been an implosion bomb design employing cylindrical
compression as considered by Gottfried Guderley as well as Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks
(p. 2905). Alternatively it might have been an biconic implosion bomb design employing focused
compression from each end, as considered by Schumann and Trinks (p. 2903).
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Gun-type fission bomb

German scientists also appear to have been aware of the gun-type fission bomb design [Karlsch
and Walker 2005; Thirring 1946]. However, any development seems to have been focused on the
implosion design, since it requires much less fission fuel and has a much higher e�ciency than the
gun design.

The U.S. gun-type fission bomb, Little Boy, had a mass of 4400 kg, diameter of 71 cm, and length
of 300 cm. That is far larger than the SC-250-like bomb described by Grothmann, and descriptions
of other bombs alleged by Grothmann, Ilyichev, and other sources to have been constructed have
geometries very di↵erent than Little Boy. Thus from the available evidence, the gun design appears
to have been understood but not developed, presumably due to its inherent disadvantages relative
to implosion designs.

Radiological dirty bombs

As discussed in Section D.3.6, several sources stated that Germany possessed one or more opera-
tional fission reactors before the end of the war. If that were true, it would have been technologically
very straightforward to remove highly radioactive spent fission fuel from a reactor, pack it around
conventional explosives in a bomb, and detonate such a device over a target to scatter highly ra-
dioactive isotopes over the target area. Such a bomb would have no required critical mass and could
be made as large or small as desired, so it could easily be carried by an A-4 or other rocket, missile,
or aircraft. Because that approach would be so straightforward once a reactor was operational,
and because there was such strong political and military pressure for Germany to develop powerful
new weapons, it seems highly likely that this approach would have been pursued. During the war,
high-level o�cials in the United States and United Kingdom wrote classified memos about the
possibility of the Germans using such a radiological dirty bomb, although it is not clear if that was
purely speculation or based on actual intelligence from Germany [TNA AB 1/608].

Layer cake H bomb

There were multiple reports that the Germans were developing and expected to soon deploy a
weapon with a 6-mile blast radius; see for example pp. 2963–2964. From Eq. (D.49), a 6-mile or
10-km blast radius corresponds to an explosive energy of (10, 000/85.5)3 ⇡ 1,600,000 tons of TNT
equivalent, or 1.6 megatons. This is well beyond the kiloton ranges of fission bombs, as the German
scientists knew from basic calculations of fission energies, and suggests that they were developing
much more powerful hydrogen (H) or fusion bombs. German sources stated that they expected to
complete a deliverable version of such a weapon later in 1945 (see p. 2964) or in 1946 (see p. 2635).
If true, that was a feat that the United States and Soviet Union did not actually accomplish until
1953–1955 (Soviet Joe-4/RDS-6s, U.S. Castle Bravo, and Soviet RDS-37).

According to unclassified references, there are two major types of H-bomb designs [Goncharov
1996a, 1996b; Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017]. The
simpler one to build is what the Soviets later called a “layer cake” (sloika), a spherical implosion
bomb with layers of fusion fuel interspersed with layers of fission fuel. The fusion reactions contribute
only a modest amount of energy, but a huge number of neutrons that enable the consumption of
far more fission fuel than would otherwise be possible.
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Since the German program was apparently producing fusion fuel such as deuterium and lithium,
building spherical bombs with a diameter of at least 1.8 meters (significantly larger than even
the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man fission implosion bomb), and expecting a blast radius corresponding to a
megaton-level explosive yield, it is possible that a layer cake H-bomb design was under development.
This view might also be supported by the multiple reports of a new type of German bomb that
weighed 6 tons, was radioactive, and would be delivered to the United States by a giant rocket (see
pp. 2948 and 2957–2961). Furthermore, the postwar Soviet nuclear program was heavily dependent
upon German scientists, materials, and ideas, and the first Soviet H-bomb (Joe-4 or RDS-6, tested
on 12 August 1953; see p. 1373) employed the layer cake design.

Joe-4 is reported to have weighed 4.5 tons, had a diameter of 1.5 meters, and produced an explo-
sive yield of 400 kilotons; it is also reported that the bomb’s yield could have been higher if its
surrounding layer of conventional explosives had been better able to compress the layers of fission
and fusion fuel [Wellerstein and Geist 2017]. (Joe-4’s size was apparently constrained by the Soviet
desire to make it no larger than the Joe-1 fission bomb, in order to facilitate delivery by aircraft).
If there was a wartime German design that was very similar but had 1.5 tons more of surrounding
conventional explosives (total weight of 6 tons), its diameter would have been around 1.8 meters,
and its explosive yield could easily have been in the 1.5-megaton range.

Prandtl-Meyer H bomb

According to unclassified references [Goncharov 1996a, 1996b; Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995;
Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017], the second major type of H-bomb is a “two stage”
design, in which the outer bomb casing surrounds both a fission implosion bomb (the first stage)
and a neighboring mass of fusion fuel (the second stage). When the fission bomb detonates, its
heat and pressure ignite fusion reactions in the adjacent fusion fuel. If the outer bomb casing is
made of fission fuel (even natural uranium), high-energy neutrons from the fusion reactions can
trigger extensive fission reactions in the outer bomb casing, making it e↵ectively a third stage of
the explosion. Two- or three-stage H-bombs are often called the “Teller-Ulam” design, since in the
United States they were first proposed by Edward Teller and Stan Ulam.

Friedwardt Winterberg, who worked very closely with Kurt Diebner after the war and never worked
in the U.S. nuclear program, produced a book of designs for two- or three-stage fusion explosive
devices that look rather di↵erent than published Teller-Ulam or modern H-bomb designs but that
are deeply steeped in earlier German hydrodynamics and physics research [Winterberg 1981]; see
p. 2966. Whereas the bomb casing of the Teller-Ulam design is generally depicted as cylindrical
in the unclassified references, the bomb casing of the Winterberg or Diebner H-bomb design has a
pronounced ellipsoidal shape. In addition to the more straightforward fission bomb designs, Werner
Grothmann mentioned that an H-bomb was being developed during the war, and that it was of
an entirely di↵erent design that “looked like a swollen bomb” (p. 2921). The Winterberg/Diebner
ellipsoidal H-bomb design would seem to fit Grothmann’s description perfectly.

The multiple reports of a 6-ton bomb (pp. 2948 and 2957–2961) and a bomb with a 6-mile blast
radius (pp. 2963–2964) might also relate to this type of bomb.

If enough archival material can be found, declassified, and released, it would be extremely interesting
to find out how far German work on H-bomb designs may have progressed during the war, and
how much that work (and the associated scientists, materials, and plans) influenced postwar work
on H bombs in the United States, Soviet Union, or other countries.
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D.5 Conclusions

Plausibility of the primary source evidence

The fundamental question underlying this appendix is the accuracy of the conventional historical
view that Germany made little progress toward nuclear reactors and weapons during the war. While
there are many types of potential documentation that Germany may have made significantly more
progress than has been commonly acknowledged, the most dramatic proof would be the successful
test explosion of a nuclear device. There is at least some evidence of several test explosions: one on
or near the Baltic coast in October 1944, one in Poland during or around November 1944, and one
or two in Thuringia in March 1945. Of those possible tests, currently there is the greatest amount
of evidence for the early-March 1945 Thuringian test.

Wartime and postwar documents show that within the top echelons of the SS, there was a pro-
longed and intense interest in developing a nuclear weapon, and an expectation around March 1945
that battlefield use of such a weapon was imminent. Likewise, wartime and postwar documents
from Diebner, Schumann, Trinks, Guderley, Harteck, Stetter, and others confirm that there were
very active research programs on spherical implosion bomb designs, fission reactions, fission fuel
production, fusion reactions, and fusion fuel production. The surviving documents do not indicate
whether or how those research programs were combined or ultimately tested.

At least ten primary sources specifically address the March 1945 Thuringia test:

1. Ivan Ilyichev’s November 1944 intelligence report to Stalin.

2. Ilyichev’s 23 March 1945 report to Stalin.

3. Igor Kurchatov’s 30 March 1945 response to Ilyichev.

4. Georgy Flerov’s two brief May 1945 reports to Kurchatov and 1983 interview.

5. Robert Döpel’s 1946 interrogation by the Russians.

6. Cläre Werner’s testimony in 1962 and later in life.

7. Heinz Wachsmut’s testimony in 1962 and later in life.

8. Erich Rundnagel’s 1966 testimony.

9. Oscar Koch’s 1960s testimony about a 1945 U.S. intelligence report.

10. Werner Grothmann’s 2000–2002 testimony.

The details described in these ten primary sources are remarkably consistent with each other, as
shown on p. 3019. The details are also consistent with other wartime and postwar primary sources
that reported German work on a fission implosion bomb (see for example p. 2858). As shown in
Section D.4 above, the details from all of these primary sources agree to a striking degree with the
now well-established physics of nuclear weapons.
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This may seem like an unacceptably small amount of evidence for such a dramatic historical claim
as a German nuclear weapons test. However, even if the claim is true, it is not surprising that there
is not more evidence. It is well known that Germans destroyed or buried documentation of military
technologies at the end of the war.13 Motivations for those actions included denying that technology
to Allied nations, using that information as a bargaining chip, and/or avoiding imprisonment or
execution for war crimes associated with the development, testing, use, or intended use of that
technology. It is also well known that Allied nations vacuumed up as much documentation as they
could find, and then kept it secret from the other Allies, or claimed it as their own technology,
or simply lost the information within their large bureaucracies and the vast amount of material
removed from Germany.14

Likewise it is not surprising that there is not more witness testimony. According to the ten primary
sources, the test occurred in a sparsely populated area, most of the residents who did live there were
evacuated ahead of time, and most of the residents who remained were sent to air raid shelters by
warnings shortly before the test. Virtually all of the prisoners involved in the test or the preparations
were worked to death, died in the test, or were killed afterward by the SS. Anyone else who spent
much time at the test site in the hours immediately after the explosion would likely have received
enough exposure to die of radiation sickness that would have been unrecognized in the chaos and
hardship shortly before and after the end of the war. Scientists and military personnel who were
involved would be strongly motivated to permanently conceal the test for fear of being executed
for war crimes. Any others involved were threatened by the SS and sworn to secrecy or killed, and
would have remained fearful of reprisals from former SS members for the rest of their lives if they
revealed what they knew.

The Soviet intelligence reports from Ilyichev, Kurchatov, Flerov, Zhukov, and Döpel seem to prove
that there was definitely some sort of test event, even if one might argue about the details of
that event. The intelligence reports began at least as early as 15 November 1944, continued into
1946, went all the way to Stalin, and led to the commitment of major Soviet scientists, forces, and
resources to investigate. These are certainly not forgeries, and it does not seem plausible that they
are merely faulty intelligence about a completely nonexistent event.

13See for example Huzel 1962, pp. 138, 151–162; Petersen 2008, p. 491; p. 3119 in this appendix.

14See for example Albrecht et al. 1992; Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Buyer and Jensen 1948; Byrd 1948; Crim
2018; DOW 1945, 1946; Gimbel 1986, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c; Goudsmit 1947; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; Linda Hunt 1985;
Morton Hunt 1949; Jacobsen 2014; Jensen 1948; Jösten 1947; Judt and Ciesla 1996; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Mick
2000; Nagan 1947; Nagel 2016; O’Reagan 2014, 2019; Simpson 1988.
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Nuclear vs. non-nuclear explanations of the primary source evidence

All possibilities for what that test event might have been can be considered. Most of those possi-
bilities can be rejected unless the primary sources are greatly in error:

• A conventional bomb would not have the blast radius reported by Ilyichev and Koch, the
radioactive e↵ects reported by Ilyichev, Werner, Wachsmut, and Grothmann, the design re-
ported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann, or the intense security reported by Ilyichev,
Rundnagel, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut.

• A fuel-air explosive device might have caused blast damage to an area as large as reported,
but it would not have had the radioactive e↵ects reported by Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner,
and Wachsmut, or the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A chemical agent test might have killed, burned, or sickened as many people as reported, but
it would not have the blast radius reported by Ilyichev and Koch, or the design reported by
Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A fuel-air explosive device that dispersed a chemical agent might theoretically account for
both the blast damage and the symptoms of the casualties, but would not be consistent with
the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann, and a fuel-air explosion would be far
more likely to incinerate a chemical agent than to e�ciently disperse it.

• A radiological “dirty bomb,” with radioactive elements packed around and dispersed by a con-
ventional explosive, might explain the radioactive e↵ects, but would not have the blast radius
reported by Ilyichev and Koch, or the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A “hydrodynamic” test of a nuclear bomb without any of its nuclear fuel, purely to scientifi-
cally validate the design details, would have the outward appearance of a conventional bomb
explosion; it would not have the blast radius reported by Ilyichev and Koch, or the radioactive
e↵ects reported by Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut.

• A pure fusion device, with fusion fuel at the center of an implosion design powered by con-
ventional explosives, would not produce a significant amount of nuclear reactions, radiation,
or energy. Even with over 70 years of e↵ort and steadily improving technology, scientists have
not been able to trigger significant fusion reactions with conventional explosives [Gsponer and
Hurni 2009, pp. 139–141; Winterberg 2010, pp. 297–298, 302]. Thus such a device would not
have the blast radius reported by Ilyichev and Koch, or the radioactive e↵ects reported by
Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut. It would also not contain uranium as reported
by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A pure fission device would be highly consistent with the blast radius reported by Ilyichev
and Koch, the radioactive e↵ects reported by Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut,
and the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A hybrid fission-fusion device could also be highly consistent with the blast radius reported
by Ilyichev and Koch, the radioactive e↵ects reported by Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and
Wachsmut, and the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.
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Type of nuclear device

Therefore the only possibilities that seem consistent with the evidence from the primary sources
appear to be either a pure fission device or a hybrid fission-fusion device. If it was a fission-fusion
device, the fusion reactions would not have made a significant direct contribution to the energy
output, but their neutrons could have greatly reduced the critical mass of fission fuel required.

If the device tested had an explosive energy yield of a few hundred tons or so (as found in Section
D.4), that would make its energy ⇠ 100 times larger than that of a conventional bomb of the same
size, yet ⇠ 100 times smaller than that of well-known fission bombs such as the Gadget and Fat
Man bombs that the United States detonated in July and August 1945. Even in March 1945, Igor
Kurchatov was puzzled by the reported energy yield (p. 3035). If the explosive energy of the test
was indeed in the few-hundred-ton range, there are three possible explanations:

• The most likely explanation is that the device was a full-sized bomb capable of an energy
yield in the range of tens of kilotons if used with a pit containing several kilograms of U-235,
but was tested with a pit containing very little U-235, perhaps as little as ⇠ 100 grams. Any
U-235 that Germany had produced would be a highly precious commodity that would be
saved for battlefield deployment of such devices, not used up in a test. The Germans would
also be reluctant to create a very large blast and very large amount of radioactivity deep in
the heart of Germany, especially just for a test. (For the same reasons, several of India’s 1998
Shakti nuclear detonations tested devices that produced explosions of less than 1 kiloton each
yet successfully demonstrated their designs would have much higher yields if deployed.) This
explanation fits well with Grothmann’s statements that the test deliberately used only a very
small amount of fuel. It is also very consistent with all of the other primary sources.

• A less likely but still possible explanation is that the device was a full-sized bomb, tested
with the full amount of U-235, but misfired (for example if the neutron initiator failed or if
the implosion was not spherically symmetric), causing the energy yield to be much smaller
than expected. Evidence against this explanation includes the statements of Grothmann and
Wachsmut that the energy yield was actually larger than expected, the comments of Groth-
mann that only a small amount of fuel was used, and the military undesirability of using up
too much scarce U-235 or making too large of a mess purely for a test.

• Another unlikely but possible explanation is that the device was a small-sized “mini nuke”
design, never intended to have a large yield even if deployed on the battlefield. Evidence
against this explanation includes the large bomb diameters given in both of Ilyichev’s reports,
the large bomb mass given in Ilyichev’s second report, the statement of Rundnagel that the
bomb was designed to use at least 8 kg of fuel, the statements by Grothmann that these
late-war e↵orts were focused on developing a large strategic nuclear weapon that could be
delivered by rocket, and the military futility of testing or deploying a low-yield tactical weapon
at that late stage of the war.
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Reasons for not using a nuclear weapon in the war

One might try to argue that if Germany had really developed a nuclear bomb, it would have
immediately used it during the war, so the fact that such a weapon was never used proves that it
never existed. However, there are several reasons why Germany may not have used a nuclear bomb
even if it had one in its possession. Conceivably any or all of these reasons might be true:

• The bomb may have been developed too late to be deployed. This seems quite plausible if
the bomb was still being tested in March 1945 and the area was overrun by Allied forces on
4 April.

• A suitable delivery system for the bomb may have been developed too late or not at all.
This also seems quite plausible if, as Ilyichev described and Grothmann implied, the bomb
was intended for delivery by rocket but weighed two tons. Existing A-4 or V-2 rockets were
designed to carry a one-ton payload, and any rocket with a larger payload capacity would
have still been in the experimental stage.

• There may have been only enough fission fuel for one or a very small number of bombs,
and German leaders may have realized that even if those were used, they could not halt the
advance of Allied forces into Germany from all sides. This seems very plausible, especially in
light of Grothmann’s comments about the uncertain political e↵ect of any battlefield use of
the weapon, and Grothmann’s and Rundnagel’s comments about the small amount of fuel.

• German leaders may have realized that if they used a nuclear bomb, Allied forces would
respond by escalating their conventional explosive bombings of Germany, or by dropping
poison gas on Germany. This explanation is very plausible, since that same reasoning seems
to have prevented German leaders from deploying the large amounts of advanced nerve gas
that the country had in its arsenal [McFarland 1997]:

The Joint Chiefs of Sta↵ assigned the Army Air Forces to prepare for this battle
that never took place. While B-17s and B-24s battled their way to Schweinfurt,
Regensburg, Gotha, Heiterblick, Leipzig, and Berlin, hundreds of thousands of gas
bombs were being stockpiled in England for what many thought was their inevitable
use once the V-1s and V-2s began dropping out of the sky with a hiss, not a bang.
The Allies would not strike first; Churchill and Roosevelt had already declared
this. But if Germany did initiate chemical or biological warfare, the Allies would be
ready to raise the ante. The Army Air Forces retaliatory plan, in conjunction with
the Royal Air Force, identified Germany’s thirty-eight largest cities for destruction
with anticipation of killing upwards of twenty million people, making over one-half
of Germany’s urban area uninhabitable, and reducing industrial production by 60
percent. Ready in time for the Normandy invasion, 4,600 American heavy bombers
then in the Eighth and Fifteenth Air Forces would launch a fifteen-day all-out
blitz, each carrying a 75 percent mustard gas bomb load mixed with a 25 percent
high explosive bomb load to help spread the gas. German civilians did not receive
gas masks until late 1944 and then only for Nazi Party o�cials. Germany had no
penicillin to fight the bacterial infections that would accompany the blistering e↵ects
of mustard gas. An average gas persistence of thirty days guaranteed a holocaust
of unprecedented proportions.
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Other examples of this deterrence include public warnings to Germany by both Winston
Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt that there would be massive retaliation in kind if Germany
used chemical weapons. See for example:

Urgency of Gas Warning. The Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Queensland, Australia)
1943-04-24 p. 2.

Axis Warned Not to Use Gas. Examiner (Launceston, Tasmania, Australia) 1943-
06-10 p. 1.

• To extend the previous two points, German strategic plans may never have involved the use
of just one or two nuclear bombs. In the final years of the war, Allied forces were approach-
ing Germany from all sides; it would have been obvious throughout those final years that
destroying one or two Allied cities with nuclear bombs would never halt all of those Allied
forces. Accordingly, the strategic thinking behind the German nuclear program may have
been to mass-produce and stockpile nuclear weapons and the means to deliver them. Those
weapons would have only been used once their numbers surpassed a capability threshold that
would have enabled many simultaneous nuclear attacks on Allied targets and/or the credible
threat of further attacks if German demands were not met. That approach appears to be
supported by Grothmann and other sources that described mass-production or attempts at
mass-production for nuclear weapons as well as their delivery methods. (If that was indeed
the German strategy in the final years of the war, it suggests that the scale and level of
advancement of the nuclear weapons/delivery programs may have been quite extraordinary,
and that the world may have narrowly escaped a level of devastation that was unthinkable,
at least until much later in the Cold War. Intriguingly, U.S. General Henry Arnold described
exactly this kind of devastating massive nuclear attack only a few months after the end of
the war—see pp. 3533–3545.)

• Political or military leaders in charge of the deployment of a nuclear bomb may have realized
that Germany would lose the war very soon regardless, and feared that they would be exe-
cuted as war criminals if they actually deployed the bomb. That same reasoning may have
prevented them from employing their nerve gas. For example, according to a 1 April 1945
Allied intelligence document, Luftwa↵e General Albert Kesselring mentioned deliberations
among Hitler’s top sta↵ about whether to use a final secret weapon, referred to as the “des-
peration weapon,” that would cause a “terrible blood bath”; “Kesselring said if Fuehrer gave
him order to use weapon he would surrender his command” (p. 3119). Grothmann confirmed
this line of reasoning in the high command.

• Political or military leaders in charge of the deployment of a nuclear bomb may have realized
that Germany would lose the war very soon, and come to individual decisions that they
had more to gain personally by secretly o↵ering the bomb technology and other advanced
technologies to Allied countries than by employing the bomb against Allied forces. This is
quite plausible since SS General Hans Kammler seems to have been directly in command of
all advanced weapons (including any nuclear weapons) in the final stages of the war, and he
secretly disappeared to America after faking his death—see pp. 3213–3222 [Agoston 1985;
Döbert and Karlsch 2019; Karlsch 2014; Michalski et al. 2019; Reuter et al. 2019; Sulzer and
Brauburger 2014, 2019a].
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Technological state of the German nuclear program vs. the U.S. program

Much more work is needed to gather and analyze relevant data from primary sources and physical
evidence in order to verify that the Germans indeed tested a nuclear device, and to work out the
design details of that device. With that large caveat, the extrapolated design details above and
further details in the works of Schumann, Trinks, Diebner, Guderley, and others suggest that the
wartime German nuclear program was actually ahead of the wartime and postwar U.S. nuclear
programs:

• The implosion design reported by Ilyichev seems very detailed, physically feasible, and deeply
grounded in experimental and engineering details. While similar to the U.S. Gadget design,
it does not appear to be a carbon copy of that design, suggesting that it was arrived at
independently and not by any German espionage of the U.S. program. It seems to be much
more than an abstract concept never reduced to practice, or a hasty idea thrown together at
the end of the war. It appears to be the end product of a well-funded, long-running, highly
scientifically skilled nuclear weapons development program.

• As stated by Werner Grothmann (pp. 2920–2922) and supported by other evidence as dis-
cussed in Section D.4.5, the German program appears to have developed not just one nuclear
weapon design, but rather a whole range of specialized designs for a variety of strategic and
tactical applications. The United States did not have comparable diversity in its own nuclear
arsenal until many years after World War II.

• German nuclear scientists appear to have been aware of the gun design, but seem to have
focused their work on the implosion design from early on, since that would use much less
fission fuel and o↵er much higher e�ciency, which is why the implosion principle is still used
in modern bomb designs. In contrast, the U.S. Manhattan Project spent most of its time and
resources developing the gun-type design (called Thin Man in the early versions and Little
Boy in the final version), and only began a serious program to develop an implosion design
(Gadget/Fat Man) in July 1944.

• Germany appears to have conducted a test explosion of a nuclear device on 4 March 1945,
four and a half months before the first U.S. test, and the German test appears to have been
of a device that, if deployed, would have had a yield comparable to or even greater than the
first U.S. fission bombs. If the reported October 1944 Baltic test explosion was real and was
a successful nuclear test, that would have been over 9 months before the first U.S. test.

• The United States had produced no functioning nuclear weapons whatsoever by V-E Day, and
only three by V-J Day (those detonated at Trinity, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki). In contrast,
there is evidence that before V-E Day, Germany may have produced at least three nuclear
weapons that were used in successful tests (Sections D.2.5–D.2.7), and apparently several
more that were held in a stockpile for possible military use (e.g., pp. 2868, 2996, 3116, and
3119). If that information is correct, then by the end of the war, Germany held an enormous
lead over the United States in the world’s first nuclear arms race.

• If allegations are true that the United States removed nuclear weapons technologies from
Germany, used enriched uranium and bomb detonators obtained from the German submarine
U-234, and relied at least in part upon those captured nuclear weapons technologies, captured
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enriched uranium, and captured experts for the first U.S. fission bombs (Section D.2.10), the
German program was even further ahead of the U.S. program.

• The German nuclear program accomplished as much as it did despite the tremendous handi-
caps and setbacks of years of heavy Allied bombing, sabotage, and blockades, which the U.S.
program did not have to endure.

• If the Thuringian device used a high-voltage fusion neutron source as an initiator, that was a
more advanced solution than the U.S. polonium-210/beryllium initiator, and was ultimately
adopted much later after the war by the United States.

• If the Thuringian device used a compact betatron as an initiator, that was also a more
advanced solution than the U.S. polonium-210/beryllium initiator.

• If the Thuringian device and other proposed German designs used neutrons from fusion fuel in
the center to greatly “boost” the yield of the fission fuel, that was a major advance that could
increase the energies of fission bombs by a factor of ⇠ 10 (from tens of kilotons to hundreds
of kilotons). O�cially, fusion boosting was first considered in the U.S. by Edward Teller in
1945 and in the Soviet Union by Andrei Sakharov in 1948, was first tested by the U.S. in
1951 and by the Soviet Union in 1953, and is commonly used in modern bombs [Goncharov
1996a, 1996b; Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017].

• The Thuringian device appears to have been designed to be launched on a rocket (perhaps
even the intercontinental A-9/A-10), which the United States was not prepared to do until
1958 (after help from hundreds of German-speaking scientists and engineers it had acquired).

• The Thuringian device appears to have packed a full-fledged implosion design (and presumably
an explosive yield to match) into a bomb with a total deployed mass less than half that of
the first U.S. fission bombs (2000 kg for the Thuringian device vs. 4670 kg for Fat Man).
Grothmann reported that Germany possessed tactical nuclear bombs that were even smaller.
It took the United States several years to reduce the size and mass of fission bombs.

• Whereas the U.S. program relied heavily on a very ine�cient and expensive gaseous di↵usion
process to help enrich uranium, the German program developed and employed (among other
techniques) gas centrifuges, which were much more e�cient and therefore subsequently be-
came the preferred modern method. There is also evidence that the German program studied
“photochemical” methods of uranium isotope enrichment, many decades before laser isotope
separation was perfected in the United States.

• There is evidence that the German program developed electronuclear breeding of fission fuel
(p. 2769), a technology that the United States did not seriously pursue until years after the
war, and that is still of concern for nuclear weapons proliferation in the modern world.

• The German nuclear program appears to have produced and perhaps even used lithium-
6 deuteride as readily storable solid fuel for producing fusion reactions in nuclear bombs
(Section D.2.4), as an alternative to the much more troublesome cryogenic deuterium and
tritium. O�cially, lithium-6 deuteride was first considered in the United States by Edward
Teller in 1947 and in the Soviet Union by Vitaly Ginzberg in 1949, was first tested by the
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United States in 1954, and is commonly used in modern H bombs [Goncharov 1996a, 1996b;
Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017].

• A 1948 U.S. intelligence document stated that Austrian and German scientists such as Josef
Schintlmeister had produced and identified transuranic elements through element 104; if true,
that is a feat that was not accomplished until 1969 in the United States (p. 2945).

• In addition to possibly using fusion fuel to improve a fission bomb design, there is signifi-
cant evidence that the German program was working on full-fledged H-bomb versions with
megaton-level yields (pp. 2635 and 2920–2922 and Sections D.2.4 and D.4.5). German sources
stated that they expected to complete a deliverable version of such a weapon later in 1945
(see p. 2964) or in early 1946 (see p. 2635). If true, that was a feat that the United States and
Soviet Union did not actually accomplish until 1953–1955 (Soviet Joe-4/RDS-6s, U.S. Castle
Bravo, and Soviet RDS-37).

Final perspective and recommendations

The very incomplete information that is currently available about the wartime German nuclear
weapons program appears to best match the pattern of a large and advanced program. For this
reason, historians should actively search for additional information that could help confirm or refute
this picture:

1. Any relevant records in U.S., U.K., French, Russian, or other national archives should be lo-
cated, declassified, and released to the public. While those would not include any records that
were destroyed or buried by the Germans before Allied forces arrived, they would probably
shed a great deal of light on the German program.

2. Any relevant information in personal collections (war diaries, preserved documents, pho-
tographs, etc.) should be located, authenticated, and analyzed in the context of other available
data.

3. Thorough scientific analyses of suspected test sites should be conducted (especially using mass
spectrometry, particle-induced X-ray emission, neutron activation analysis, or other highly
sensitive methods; looking for U-238 from the tamper; and comparing data at and away from
the test sites to eliminate background signals), although after 75+ years of radioactive decay
and weathering, even the most diligent testing might be inconclusive.

4. Extensive and meticulous industrial archaeological digs should be conducted at sites suspected
to have been involved in developing or storing nuclear materials or nuclear weapons. Even
if much of the material at those sites had been removed by German or Allied forces, any
remaining evidence could provide conclusive proof about the nature and extent of the wartime
nuclear program.

Until those searches have been thoroughly conducted, historians and physicists should avoid making
authoritative-sounding declarations that the nuclear program was small and unsuccessful, since
there is already considerable evidence to the contrary.
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An analogous historical mystery may be the 1960s Soviet program to land a cosmonaut on the
moon. Prior to the U.S. manned landing on the moon, it was widely believed that the Soviet
Union was very close to achieving the same goal. Yet once the United States had achieved victory,
the Soviet Union denied that it had ever even attempted a manned lunar program. Soviet denials
continued for two decades, and concrete proof of a Soviet manned lunar program could not be
found. Most historians ignored the Soviet program, and only a handful of authors sifted through
the small amount of available evidence and speculated about the program [Oberg 1981; Phelan
2013]. In 1990, Soviet o�cials finally revealed the entire former program and put five of the LK
manned lunar landers that had been built for it on display in various museums [Siddiqi 2000].

Similarly, for most of World War II, it was widely believed that Germany was developing a nuclear
bomb and might well beat the United States to that goal. Yet once Germany was defeated, there
were denials that it had ever even attempted to develop a nuclear bomb. Those denials have
continued for decades and concrete proof has not been found. Most historians have ignored the
German nuclear weapons program, and only a handful of authors have sifted through the small
amount of available evidence and speculated about the program. Whether those authors are correct,
and whether concrete proof of the program will ever be released, remains to be determined.

If the German nuclear weapons program was indeed successful, one can understand why the major
countries involved would have wanted to conceal that fact at the end of World War II and the
beginning of the Cold War. Germans would not want to appear guilty of additional acts for which
they might be punished after the war; key German players could find much greater personal reward
in o↵ering the fruits of the nuclear program to Allied nations and remaining silent. For purposes
of internal morale and external public image, Allied countries might prefer to claim that such
technological accomplishments were really their own, and in any event would be highly motivated
to try to protect any new weapons technologies from rival Allied nations in the incipient Cold War.

Likewise, if the German nuclear weapons program was successful, one can also understand why the
major countries involved might want to preserve that secret even over 75 years later. Germans and
Austrians might not want yet another Third Reich o↵ense from their past for which they would
need to apologize. Former Allied countries might not want to admit that their wartime and postwar
technological prowess was not as great as they had boasted for so many years, or that that of their
vanquished enemy was greater than they had claimed for so long. In any event, routine security
classification rules would prevent the release of archival documents with useful details about nuclear
weapons designs and production methods, no matter what their age, history, and country of origin
might have been.

Yet if the German nuclear program was truly successful, on the whole it would seem far more
beneficial for all countries to finally acknowledge that fact than to continue to deny it:

1. As with “truth and reconciliation commissions” in other countries, Germany and Austria
could finally acknowledge and address the full extent of the Third Reich’s actions, their
current citizens (who were too young to have been involved in any of those events) could have
a detailed understanding of those actions and history, and these countries could move forward
with that chapter fully closed, rather than still having to hide or fear further revelations in
the indefinite future.

2. Carefully inspecting and cleaning up any sites involved in producing or storing nuclear mate-
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rials would prevent contamination of local drinking water and farms with radioactive isotopes,
heavy metals, or other toxic chemicals.

3. Elucidating all the concentration camp prisoners who died in the preparation, production,
and testing of nuclear weapons would finally bring justice to what may be many thousands
of currently forgotten victims of the war.

4. The media-consuming public in former Allied countries seems fascinated with and proud of
their countries’ roles in World War II, so they should be extremely interested in new details
about that war, and should in fact find it exciting that their victory was even more hard-won
and more consequential than previously known (somewhat similar to how sports fans are
more excited by especially close or high-stakes wins).

5. Everyone would gain a much better understanding of the strategic decisions made by all
countries during and after the war, making more sense of events and actions which have
previously not been as well explained in the history books.

6. All nations would benefit tremendously by learning exactly how such revolutionary technolo-
gies were created then, so that they could employ similar methods of innovation to create and
enjoy the benefits of new revolutionary technologies in the future.


